
OI-L:-\PTER XVIII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF PIPESTONE AND ROCK COUNTIES. 

BY N. H. WINCHELL.* 

Situation and area. These counties are in the extreme southwest cor

ner of the state, Pipestone county lying north of Rock. They are named 

from the appearance of the Potsdam quartzyte, the former containing the 

famed region of the "red pipestone quarry," and the latter an extensive 

area in which the same quartzyte appears at the smface, and constitutes 

its most marked topographic feature, in "the mound" near Luverne. Rock 

county contains 308,910.15 acres, of which 1,174.04 are covered by water; 

and Pipestone has 296,493.51 acres, including 611.76 covered by water. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natural drainage. With the exception of a small area 111 the north

eastern corner of Pipestone county, on the east slope of the Coteau, mostly 

drained by the Redwood river, in which also is found the ultimate source 

of the Des Moines river, the whole of these two counties and portions of 

Nobles and Jackson are drained by streams that reach the Missouri river, 

these being the only waters in the state that take that course to the sea. 

The Rock river is the main stream, and runs from north to south through 

both couIltie~, receiving several tributaries from the east, but none of 

importance from the west. Several streams, risillg not far west of the 

valley of Rock river, flow westward and southwestward and finally reach 

the Missouri by way of the Big Sioux river, near Sioux City, in Iowa. These 

are the Flandreau, Pipestone, Split Rock, Beaver and Mud creeks. These 

streams are all small, and in the summer some of them are rather valleys, 

with occasional pools of standing water, than living streams. They furnish 
·Including copious notes by Mr. Upham. Compare, alSO, the sixth annual report. 
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but few powers tbatha"\'"c been imprm'ed; tbough without douht other parts 

of Bock river have sufficient fa\! for mill purposes. The fa lls of Pipcstone 

creek near the Leaping Roek. are represcnted lIy figure ~I). 
W~lter'Jlower mills are found at tWQ points in the Rock river valley, viz.: 
']'hc Lurrr,u:: 'mills, "quarter of a Imle soutlU'a~t of L uverue, owned by Allen &, Webber. 

The fall here amounts to tell feet, and tue ullll h!ls two run of slone. It is !I grist !Inti merch!lut 
will. 

']Iot Ash G,"Ol't mill'l are in the southeast. !)art of Clintou. about a mile north of tbe state 
liuc, owned by llrs. Dtborah Estey lIlLll SOil; fall MtVcn feel; grist mill. 

PIPESTONE FALLS 
110 JoI 

TO[Joymphy. The contour ot the immedia.te surface is cause(\ by t he 

dispo~iti{\n of the dri[t. hut the average elenltion, throughout some broad 

areas, is dependent on the IIllllerlying rork-strata. Pipestone county is 

di \"ersificd in its eastern township:o; Ill' long and broad ~wells running about 

north amI south. corresponding to the low water-sheds. The central part 

of this county is a flat and monotonous prairie. The broad "alley of Flan

ur au creek with an ele"atioll ofahoutsixleen hundred feet crosses it diag

onally in the northwe~te1'll corner, and tho ele\'ated crest of the Coteau dos 

P rairies cuts aU' diagonally it~ northca!-;torn rOl'l1er. The greatest UlleyeU

ness of surface, as well as the greatest elcvation in these coun ties, is found 

on this Coteau, the latter being somewha.t over ni ncteen hundred feet 
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but few powers th~t bave been improved ; tboogh without doubt other parts 

of Rock river have I'u£ficient fa11 fol' mill 1 u1'1 o. e . The fall , of Pipestone 

creek ll ear t;!le Lea ping Roell:, <Ll'O reprcsen eel lJY figure :3, . 
W;~ter-t, o we!' mills a re fount! alllVl\ l) oint;~ in ~Il e Rock ri 'a r va lle, viz.: 
l 'lw LlIl' r l1 e rlli !l ... ;, quart' r of a mile southeast of Lll vt' rlJ , owned hy .Allen &, ""ebber. 

Tlle falllJere amounL to teu ie~t , and tbe IOU! bas 1\ 0 r llll i)f slone , It is a grist amI merehaut 

mill. 
Th e, A sh (;"VJ'~ ?Hill" are in tIll? sOllll:teas t P'H t of Gljntun, abollt a mile north of t.be state 

lillo, owned by iYlrs. J)euorau ~Est('y aml son; fall seven feet.; gris t rillil. 

PiPEST ONE FALLS 
I' It: gs 

TOZ)o.'p·(Jpi£!/. TIle 'OlLtOl\\' ot the immediate s..urface is caused by the 

di.po)";itiol1 of he drift, Jlut toh avera-g' eleva.tioll, t.bl'OlWhou ,'orne broad 

areas. is d ~p ndent. on the llnderlying r ock-s rata.. Pil)c.' t one eOllnty i~ 

div l'siffed in i t ea ~terlJ town 'hips tly long and bl'U;1 1 swells rnnning about 

1101't'h eL11l1 sou! h. (';on:c.'u lUllilig to tile low water-shed. . The e.entra.l pa.rt 

of thi . ('.o uuty i' a flat alld DlollotonollS IJl'ail'ie.. Ttw 1 ron.d valley of FhUl

rll'E'<l.U ('.reek vvi t b a.ll elenlc 'ion of ahonl 'ixte"ll bundred feet ero.· es it rliag

onally in t.he nor 11 western cornel', al1i.l the elevated el'e .. t of the Coteau des 

Prairie~ cut. ofr diagonally it:;;; north as tern eorner. The greatest, uneven

ne~s of Sll I' ht{'.e, as well 0.8 the g1'ca st, elevation in the'e connies, is found 

ou thi3 Cotea Uj the la tt.er being somew ha.t O~ er uineteell huwlred feet 
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PIPESTONE AND ROCK COUNTIES. 535-

above the ocean. Where Rock river leaves Pipestone county its water 

surface is fifteen hundred feet above the ocean, and where it leaves the 

state it is about 1,350 feet. This valley is about fifty feet below the gen

erallevel in Burke township, but its bluffs increase in hight toward the 

south, reaching seventy-five and eighty feet in Osborne, the surrounding 

country being about twenty-five feet still higher. Chanarambie creek is 

likewise deeply channeled in the drift. There are here also a great many 

sharp ravines, like the ravines in the Bad Lands of Montana, that suggest 

the existence of some of the friable strata of the Cretaceous. The Rock river 

valley, farther south, is cut from seventy-five to one hundred feet below 

the general level of the country, and in Rock county receives a number of 

small tributaries from the east, each of which flows in a deeply cut valley 

from fifty to a hundred feet below the general level. This valley, which 

is furnished with a fertile bottomland from a half mile to one mile wide, 

is enclosed by bluffs in the southern part of Rock county that do not have 

the usual steepness, as if reMntly undermined by the current of the river, 

but which rise by moderate slopes to the general level of the undulating 

upland. The same feature is observable in the bluffs of Beaver creek, 

which, like the Kanaranzi, Champepadan, Elk and SpJit Rock creeks, have 

cut their valleys from forty to sixty feet below the general surface. Rock 

county in general has a surface that is broadly undulating, the swells 

sometimes showing a trending to a north-south direction. 

These are emphatically and characteristically prairie counties, and 

are nearly level in some portions. They are more undulating in their 

eastern portions. The west-facing bluffs are usually more precipitous than 

the east-facing. They are also more stony with foreign boulders, a cir

cumstance, however, that may be owing to the action of the prevailing 

western winds, combined with the drying effect of the southwestern sun in 

summer, which would un~over and keep bare the coarser materials of the 

surface by blowing away the sand and clay during the dry windy months 

of the year, while the bluffs on the west side would not only not receive 

such winds, but would serve to collect all particles flying toward the east 

from the prairie above. 

The range of high land running northwestward from Mound in Rock 

county, is a conspicuous object in the horizon from the north and east. 
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sometimes showing a trending to a north-south direction. 

These are emphatically and characteristically prairie counties, and 

are nearly level in some portions. They are more undulating in their 

eastern portions. The west-facing bluffs are usually more precipitous than 

the east-facing. They are also more stony with foreign boulders, a cir

cumstance, however, that may be owing to the action of the prevailing 

western winds, combined with the drying effect of the southwestern sun in 

summer, which would un~over and keep bare the coarser materials of the 

surface by blowing away the sand and clay during the dry windy months 

of the year, while the bluffs on the west side would not only not receive 

such winds, but would serve to collect all particles flying toward the east 

from the prairie above. 

The range of high land running northwestward from Mound in Rock 

county, is a conspicuous object in the horizon from the north and east. 
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I Elevations. 

Its highest point is where it breaks off squarely to the valley of Rock river, 

about three miles north of Luverne, where it is known distinctively as the 

mound, 1650 feet above the ocean. It here has an elevation of about 175 

feet above the river, the uppermost forty to sixty feet consisting of rock. 

This range of high land extends northward into Pipestone county, and 

reaches there an elevation of over seventeen hundred feet, the same rock 

causing it throughout. 
Elevations. By means of the railroad surveys that have crossed these counties there are 

some definite data respecting their hight above the ocean, and from these and estimates based npon 
them the contour-lines of the accompanying plate (No. 23) have been drawn. 

Southe1'n Minnesota clivision of the Chicago, :Milwaukee & Saint PaltZ railway. 
Miles from 
La Crosse. 

Chanarambie creek, water at tLe last crossing .... 
Edgerton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ....... . 
Rock river. ..... __ ... _ ..... __ ... _. . ..... _ .................... . 
Hatfield __ . __ ....... __ ... _ ... _ ..... _ 
Highest point on the road _ .... ___ .......... __ . _ ......... __ ..... . 
Pipestone City .. __ . ___ ..... ___ . _ ... ___ .... _ . . . __ .... __ ..... . 
Pip:ostone creek, water .............. _ . _ ....... . 
Clausen ...... _ . . _ ... _ ... . 
Flandreau ..... __ .... _ .. _ ........ '" .... __ ... _ ............... _ . _ 

274.5 
276.0 
279.0 
283.0 
285.5 
289.0 
293.0 
295.5 
303.6 

Feet above 
the sea. 

1521 
1550 
1552 
]662 
1744 
1693 
1577 
1629 . 
1550 

Woodstock branch of the Chicago, Saint Paul, lI-finneapol'is & Omaha railway. 

Mile" from 
St. PauL 

Murray and Pipestone county line, grade. _ . _ ... _ . . . . . . . . 202.5 
Woodstock ..... " . - ..... - ..... _ .. __ . _ . _ . _ ...... _ .......... , .... 204.3 
Rock river, water ... __ ... _ . 
tlummit. _ ..... _ ........ ___ ...... _ ....... _ ... _ ...... _ ... _ . .. . .. 
Pipestone City. . ...... _ .. _ .. _ .............. _ .. _ _ _ ...... _ ... _ . 
Big Sioux river at Flandreau ........... " .. _ .. _ . _ .... _ .. . 

208.3 
211.5 
215.4 
230.8 

Feet above 
the sea. 
1839 
1822 
1645 
178.5 
17[5 
1501 

Sioux Falls branch oj the Chicago, Saint Paul, lflinnca.polis & Omaha railway. 

Summit, thre? miles east of the county line. ___ .......... _ ...... _ 199.5 1569 
Drake ............................................ _ ..... _ ... _. 203.7 • 1516 
Elk slough, grade ........ - ..... -. - ............................ , 206.2 1469 
Summit, grade ........... - .................................... 207.1 1515 
Rock river, water ....... . 
Luverne ................... " 
Summit, grade .............. . 
Beaver Creek depot ........... . 
Beaver creek, water ............. . 
State line ............. . ................... , .... . 
Valley Springs ............. " ........ ..... . ........ . 
Sioux Falls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
Big Sioux river, Sioux Falls, low and high water. .. . ........... . 

Byanch {7'om Luve1'ne to Doon, Iowa. 

210.3 
211.1 
216.1 
219.3 
2[9.8 
224.4 
225.2 
240.2 
240.4 

1423 
1451 
1543 
1443 
1385 
1383 
1392 
1394 
1381-1385 

Luverne. . . . . . . . . ........................ " 211.1 1451 
Ash Creek depot. .. ........................ .. . .............. 218.7 1396 
State line ..................... " .............................. 221.6 1374 
Doon ........................... '. ............................ 238.9 1282 
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Its highest point is where it breaks off squarely to the valley of Rock river, 

about three miles north of Luverne, where it is known distinctively as the 

mound, 1650 feet above the ocean. It here has an elevation of about 175 

feet above the river, the uppermost forty to sixty feet consisting of rock. 

This range of high land extends northward into Pipestone county, and 

reaches there an elevation of over seventeen hllndred feet, the same rock 

causing it throughout. 
Elevations. By means of the railroad surveys that bave crossed these counties there are 

some definite data respecting their bight above the ocean, and from these and estimates based upon 
tbem tbe contour-lines of the accompanying plate (No. 23) have been drawn. 

Southe1'11 Minnesota division of the Ohicago, lYIilwaukee & Saint Paul railway. 

Chanarambie creek, water at tLe last crossing .... 
Edgerton. . . . . . . . ... . ....... . 
Rock river. ............................................. . 
Hatfield ...................................... . 
Highest point on the road .................................. . 

Miles from 
La Crosse. 

274.5 
276.0 
279.0 
283.0 
285.5 

Pipestone City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 289.0 
293.0 
295.5 
303.6 

Pipestone creek, water ........... . 
Clausen .......................... . 
Flandreau ............................. . 

Feet above 
the sea. 

1521 
1550 
1552 
1662 
1744 
1693 
1577 
1629. 
1550 

Woodstock branch of the Chicago, Saint Paul, JI-linneapolis & Omaha railway. 

Murray and Pipestone county line, grade ............... . 
Woodstock .................................................. . 
Rock river, water ......... . 
8ummit ................................. . 
Pipestone City. . ............ . 
Big Sioux river at Flandreau .. . 

Mile, from 
~t. Paul. 
202.5 
204.3 
208.3 
211.5 
215.4 
230.8 

Feet above 
the sea. 
1839 
1822 
1645 
1785 
1715 
1501 

Sio~IX Falls IJmnch of the Chicago. Saint raul, lI-linnea.polis & Omaha railway. 

Summit, thre? miles east of the county line ........... , .......... 199.5 1569 
Drake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................... 203.7 ' 1516 
Elk slough, grade .............................................. 206.2 1469 
Summit, grade.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. ........ 207.1 1515 
Rock river, water.... .... .... ............. 210.'3 1423 
Luverne ........ . 
Summit, grade ........... . 
Beaver Creek depot ........... . 
Beaver creek, water .................................... . 
State line ........... . ........................ . 

211.1 
216.1 
219.3 
219.8 
224.4 

Valley Springs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 225.2 
Sioux Falls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240.2 
Big Sioux river, Sioux Falls, low and high water. . : .. : .' .' : : : .' : :::: 240.4 

Branch {1'om Luverne to Doon, iowa. 
Luverne ....... . ............. , ............ . 
Ash Creek depot. . . . ............. . 
State line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................... . 
Doon ........................... . 

., ........................... . 

211.1 
218.7 
221.6 
238.9 

l451 
15-13 
l443 
1385 
1383 
1392 
1394 
1381-1385 

1451 
1396 
1374 
1282 
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Its highest point is where it breaks off squarely to the valley of Rock river, 

about three miles north of Luverne, where it is known distinctively as the 

mound, 1650 feet above the ocean. It here has an elevation of about 175 

feet above the river, the uppermost forty to sixty feet consisting of rock. 

This range of high land extends northward into Pipestone county, and 

reaches there an elevation of over seventeen hllndred feet, the same rock 

causing it throughout. 
Elevations. By means of the railroad surveys that bave crossed these counties there are 

some definite data respecting their bight above the ocean, and from these and estimates based upon 
tbem tbe contour-lines of the accompanying plate (No. 23) have been drawn. 

Southe1'11 Minnesota division of the Ohicago, lYIilwaukee & Saint Paul railway. 

Chanarambie creek, water at tLe last crossing .... 
Edgerton. . . . . . . . ... . ....... . 
Rock river. ............................................. . 
Hatfield ...................................... . 
Highest point on the road .................................. . 

Miles from 
La Crosse. 

274.5 
276.0 
279.0 
283.0 
285.5 

Pipestone City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 289.0 
293.0 
295.5 
303.6 

Pipestone creek, water ........... . 
Clausen .......................... . 
Flandreau ............................. . 

Feet above 
the sea. 

1521 
1550 
1552 
1662 
1744 
1693 
1577 
1629. 
1550 

Woodstock branch of the Chicago, Saint Paul, JI-linneapolis & Omaha railway. 

Murray and Pipestone county line, grade ............... . 
Woodstock .................................................. . 
Rock river, water ......... . 
8ummit ................................. . 
Pipestone City. . ............ . 
Big Sioux river at Flandreau .. . 

Mile, from 
~t. Paul. 
202.5 
204.3 
208.3 
211.5 
215.4 
230.8 

Feet above 
the sea. 
1839 
1822 
1645 
1785 
1715 
1501 

Sio~IX Falls IJmnch of the Chicago. Saint raul, lI-linnea.polis & Omaha railway. 

Summit, thre? miles east of the county line ........... , .......... 199.5 1569 
Drake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................... 203.7 ' 1516 
Elk slough, grade .............................................. 206.2 1469 
Summit, grade.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. ........ 207.1 1515 
Rock river, water.... .... .... ............. 210.'3 1423 
Luverne ........ . 
Summit, grade ........... . 
Beaver Creek depot ........... . 
Beaver creek, water .................................... . 
State line ........... . ........................ . 

211.1 
216.1 
219.3 
219.8 
224.4 

Valley Springs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... 225.2 
Sioux Falls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240.2 
Big Sioux river, Sioux Falls, low and high water. . : .. : .' .' : : : .' : :::: 240.4 

Branch {1'om Luverne to Doon, iowa. 
Luverne ....... . ............. , ............ . 
Ash Creek depot. . . . ............. . 
State line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................... . 
Doon ........................... . 

., ........................... . 

211.1 
218.7 
221.6 
238.9 

l451 
15-13 
l443 
1385 
1383 
1392 
1394 
1381-1385 

1451 
1396 
1374 
1282 
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Its highest point is where it breaks off squarely to the valley of Rock river, 

about three miles north of I~uverne, where it is known distinctively as the 

mound~ 1650 feet above the ocean. It here has an elevation of about 175 

feet above the river, the uppermost forty to sixty feet consisting of rock. 

This range of high land extends northward into Pipestone county, and 

reaches there an elevation of over seventeen hundred feet, the same rock 

causing it throughout. 
Elevations. By means of the railroad surveys that have crossed these counties there are 

some definite data respecting their bight above the ocean, and from these and estimates based upon 
tbem tbe cont{)ur-lines of the accompanying plate (No. 23) have been drawn. 

SOllthe1'n Minnesota division of the Ohicago, Milwaukee & Sa,int Pau.l railway. 

Chanarambie creek, water at the last crossing ... , 
Edgerton. . . . . . . . . .. .. ' ....... . 
Rock river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... ' ... ' 
Hatfield ................ , , .. , ..... . 
Highest point on the road ........ . 
Pipestone City ....... . 
Pipestone creek, water ............ ' 
Clausen ...... , . 
Flandreau. 

MiJesftom 
LGL Crosse. 

... 274.5 
276.0 
279.0 
283.0 
285.5 
289.0 
293.0 
295.5 
303.6 

Feet above 
the sea. 

1521 
1550 
1552 
]662 
1744 
1693 
1577 
1629. 
1550 

Woodstock bl'anch of the Chicago, Saint Paul, ]'[inTIeapolis & Omaha railway. 
MileR from 

:St. Paul. 
Murray and Pipestone county line, grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202.5 
Woodstock .... , ... ' ........... ' ..................... , ........ 204.3 
Rock river, water ...... , . . . . ...... ,. . ................. . 
:::3ummit ..................... , .............................. . 
Pipestone City. ......... . ... , ........... . 

Sioux river at Flandreau ... 

208.3 
211.5 
215.4 
230.8 

Feet above 
the Sea. 
1839 
1822 
1645 
1785 
1715 
1501 

8imlx Falls lJ'l'anch of the Chicago. Saint Paul, Jl'£innea.polis & Omaha rail~Day. 

Summit, thte~ miles east of the county line ................... ,. 199.5 1569 
Drake ....... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 203.7 ' 1516 
Elk slough, grade ............................................. 206.2 1469 
Summit, grade .... , ... . . . ... , .. . . .... . .. ............ 207.1 15]5 
Rock river, water.... . . .... . . . . 210.3 1423 
Luverne ........... . 
Summit, grade ..... . 
Beaver Creek depot.. . . ........ . 
Beaver creek, water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
State line. . . . . . . . . ... , ...... , . . .. . ........... , ... . 

211.1 
216.1 
219.3 
219.8 
224.4 

Valley Springs ... . . ......... 225.2 
Sioux Falls .............. " .' .. . . ............. ' ............ 240.2 
Big Sioux river, Sioux Falls, low and bigh water... . ............ 240.4 

Bl'anch {1'om Luverne to Doon, iowa. 
Luverne ....... , ... . , ...................... 211.1 
Ash Creek depot. . , . . . . .. . . . ................. 218.7 
State line, ........... , . . . . . . . . .. ........................ 221.6 
Doon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................. ,.......... 238.9 

1451 
1543 
1443 
1385 
1383 
1392 
1394 
1381-1385 

1451 
1396 
1374 
1282 
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mound~ 1650 feet above the ocean. It here has an elevation of about 175 

feet above the river, the uppermost forty to sixty feet consisting of rock. 

This range of high land extends northward into Pipestone county, and 

reaches there an elevation of over seventeen hundred feet, the same rock 

causing it throughout. 
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PIPESTONE AND ROCK COUNTIES. 537 
Elevations. Quartzyt •. ) 

Mean elevation. The following figures express the estimated mean elevation of the town
ships of Pipestone and H.ock counties: 

Pipe8tone.coU'nt~ .. JEtna, 1,825 feet above the sea; Rock, 1.800; Burke, 1,700; Osborne, 
1,625; FountamPrame,l,840; Grange, 1,775; Gray, 1,HO; Elmer, 1,6.50; Altona,l,700; Troy, 
1,660; Sweet, 1,660; Eden,1,6fiO. '1'11e average of these figures is 1,715 feet. 

Rock county. Battle Plain, 1,550 feet above the sea; Vienna, 1,620; MagnOlia, 1,490; Kan
aranzi, 1,475; DenVer, 1,620; Mound, 1,575; Luverne, 1,480; Clinton, 1,440; Hose Dell, 1,600; 
Spring Water, 1,52.5; Beaver Creek, 1,460; and Martin,1,440. The average for Rock county is 
1,510 feet above the sea. 

Soil. But a very small portion of these counties is unsuited to farm tillage. The soil is 
generally composed of the till, or boulder-clay, which is so stony as to interfere with plowing 
only in the rolling tract of the Uoteau, in small areas, in the northeastern comer of Pipestone 
county. And even there the stony knolls are interspersed with fertile valleys and slopes that af
ford good pasturage. In central Rock county, extending from the mOU1ld north westward, and in 
cluding some parts of Denver and Rose Dell, the surface is rocky, and the soil thin. With these 
exceptions, these counties are among the best in the state for all farming. In the most of Pipe
stone county, and in the northern part of Rock county occasional stones are found in the soil, but 
these become less frequent toward the south, and in the southern part oE ]{,ock county no stones 
at all appear on the surface, the soil being the same as the loam soils of the southeaRtern part of 
the state, consisting of a fine clay that varies in thickness, sometimes reaching ten or twenty feet. 

Timber and fuel. From the vicinity of Luverne to the state lille and farther south, timber 
is nearly contilluouS in a narrow belt along the Hock river. Its most abundant species are cot
tonwood, soft maple, white elm and white ash; box-elder and bur oak occur less frequently; and 
bass is absent. Wild plums, grapes and gooseberries are plentiful. Many beautifully spreading 
elms, fully 60 feet in hight, grow beside this river near Luverne. Farther to the north timber is 
found sparingly and in occasional groves along the Hock river. On the tributaries of this stream 
in Rock county, and on Split Rock and Beaver creeks, timber is absent or very scanty. 

Mr. J. F. Shoemaker states that the following species of trees and shrubs have been ob
served by him in this county: White elm, white ash, cottonwood, willows, soft maple, box-elder, 
hackberry, bur oak, prickly ash, smooth sumach, frost grape, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter
sweet, wild plum, choke· cherry, black raspberry (common on the Mound), wild roBe, thorn, June 
berry, prickly wild gooseberry, black currant, wolf-berry and elder. 

Owing to the scarcity of wood, nearly all the immigrants, especially in l'ipestone connty, 
excepting in or near the villages and stations of the railroads, burn hay for their only fuel, which 
is best when cut before frost, or at the same time as for feeding. The cost of cutting and stack
ing this hay is $1 to $1.50 per ton. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Red quartzyte. The only known bedded rock in these counties is a reel 

quartzyte, probably the equivalent of the New York Potsda1!~ sandstone, but 

which Dr. C. A. White, of the Iowa survey, has designated the Sioux quartz

yte, as it is seen to outcrop in the extreme northwestern corner of Iowa. 

Of this the largest exposures are in Rock county, but the best known is at 

the famous "pipestone quarry," near the center of Pipestone county. 

As this locality has become somewhat famous on account of the ex

tensive use made of the red pipestone by the Indians, and the difference of 

opinion expressed by scientists as to its origin and age, the following re

sume will be of interest: 

PIPESTONE AND ROCK COUNTIES. 537 
Elevation.. Quartzyte.) 

Mean elevation. The following figures express the estimated mean elevation of the town
ships of Pipestone and Hock counties: 

Pipestone. count~.. lEtna, 1,825 feet above the sea: Rock, 1.800; Burke, 1,700; Osborne, 
1,625; FountamPrame, 1,840; Grange, 1,775; Gray, l,HO; Elmer, 1,6.50; Altona,l,700; Troy, 
1,660; Sweet, 1,660; Eden, 1,6.50. The average of these figures is 1,715 feet. 

Rock county. Battle Plain, 1,550 feet above tIJe sea; Vienna, 1,620; MagnOlia, 1,490; Kan
aranzi,l,4.75; DenVer, 1,620; Mound, 1,57.5; Luverne,l,4S0; Clinton, 1,440; Rose Dell, 1,600; 
Spring Water, 1,52.5; Beaver Creek, 1,4.50; and Martin, 1,440. The average for Rock county is 
1,510 feet above the sea. 

Soil. But a very small portion of these counties is unsuited to farm tillage. The soil is 
generally composed of the till, or boulder-clay, which is so stony as to interfere with plowing 
only in the rolling tract of the {joteau, in small areas, in the northeastern corner of Pipestone 
county. And even there the stony knolls are interspersed with fertile valleys and slopes that af
ford good pasturage. In central Rock county, extending from the mound north westward, and in 
eluding some parts of Denver and Rose Dell, the surface is rocky, and the soil thin. With these 
exceptions, these counties are among the best in the state for all farming. In the mo~t of Pipe
stone county, and in the northern part of Rock county occasional stones are found in the soil, but 
these become less frequent toward the soutb, and in the southern part oE ]{,ock county no stones 
at all appear on the surface, the soil being the same as the loam soils of the southeastern part of 
the slate, consisting of a fine clay that varies in thickness, sometimes reaching ten or twenty feet. 

Timber and fuel. From the vicinity of Luverne to the state lille and farther south, timber 
is nearly continuous in a narrow belt along the Hock river. Its most abundant species are cot
tonwood, soft maple, white elm and white ash; box-elder and bur oak occur less frequently; and 
bass is absent. Wild plums, grapes and gooseberries are plentiful. Many beautifully spreading 
elms, fully 60 feet in hight, grow beside this river near Luverne. Farther to the north timber is 
found sparingly and in occasional groves along the Rock river. On the tributaries of this stream 
in Rock county, and on Spilt Rock and Beaver creeks, timber is absent or very scanty. 

Mr. J. F. Shoemaker states that the following species of trees and shrubs have been ob
served by him in this county: White elm, white asb, cottonwood, willows, soft maple, box-elder, 
hackberry, bur oak, prickly asb, smootb sumach, frost grape, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter
sweet, wild plum, choke· cherry, black raspberry (common on the Mound), wild rOBe, thorn, June 
berry, prickly wild gooseberry, black currant, wolf-berry and elder. 

Owing to the scarcity of wood, nearly all the immigrants, especially in 1:'ipestone county, 
excepting in or near the villages and stations of the railroads, burn hay for their only fuel, which 
is best when cut before frost, or at the same time as for feeding. The cost of cutting and stack
ing this hay is $1 to $1.50 per ton. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Red quartzyte. The only known bedded rock in these counties is a reel 

quartzyte, probably the equivalent of the New York PotsdaJ!~ sandstone, but 

which Dr. C. A. White, of the Iowa survey, has designated the Sioux quartz

yte, as it is seen to outcrop in the extreme northwestern corner of Iowa. 

Of this the largest exposures are in Rock county, but the best known is itt 

the famous "pipestone quarry," near the center of Pipestone county. 

As this locality has become somewhat famous on account of the ex

tensive use made of the red pipestone by the IndiauR, and the difference of 

opinion expressed by scientists as to its origin and age, the following re-

sume will be of interest: 

PIPESTONE AND ROCK COUNTIES. 537 
Elevation.. Quartzyte.) 

Mean elevation. The following figures express the estimated mean elevation of the town
ships of Pipestone and Hock counties: 

Pipestone. count~.. lEtna, 1,825 feet above the sea: Rock, 1.800; Burke, 1,700; Osborne, 
1,625; FountamPrame, 1,840; Grange, 1,775; Gray, l,HO; Elmer, 1,6.50; Altona,l,700; Troy, 
1,660; Sweet, 1,660; Eden, 1,6.50. The average of these figures is 1,715 feet. 

Rock county. Battle Plain, 1,550 feet above tIJe sea; Vienna, 1,620; MagnOlia, 1,490; Kan
aranzi,l,4.75; DenVer, 1,620; Mound, 1,57.5; Luverne,l,4S0; Clinton, 1,440; Rose Dell, 1,600; 
Spring Water, 1,52.5; Beaver Creek, 1,4.50; and Martin, 1,440. The average for Rock county is 
1,510 feet above the sea. 

Soil. But a very small portion of these counties is unsuited to farm tillage. The soil is 
generally composed of the till, or boulder-clay, which is so stony as to interfere with plowing 
only in the rolling tract of the {joteau, in small areas, in the northeastern corner of Pipestone 
county. And even there the stony knolls are interspersed with fertile valleys and slopes that af
ford good pasturage. In central Rock county, extending from the mound north westward, and in 
eluding some parts of Denver and Rose Dell, the surface is rocky, and the soil thin. With these 
exceptions, these counties are among the best in the state for all farming. In the mo~t of Pipe
stone county, and in the northern part of Rock county occasional stones are found in the soil, but 
these become less frequent toward the soutb, and in the southern part oE ]{,ock county no stones 
at all appear on the surface, the soil being the same as the loam soils of the southeastern part of 
the slate, consisting of a fine clay that varies in thickness, sometimes reaching ten or twenty feet. 

Timber and fuel. From the vicinity of Luverne to the state lille and farther south, timber 
is nearly continuous in a narrow belt along the Hock river. Its most abundant species are cot
tonwood, soft maple, white elm and white ash; box-elder and bur oak occur less frequently; and 
bass is absent. Wild plums, grapes and gooseberries are plentiful. Many beautifully spreading 
elms, fully 60 feet in hight, grow beside this river near Luverne. Farther to the north timber is 
found sparingly and in occasional groves along the Rock river. On the tributaries of this stream 
in Rock county, and on Spilt Rock and Beaver creeks, timber is absent or very scanty. 

Mr. J. F. Shoemaker states that the following species of trees and shrubs have been ob
served by him in this county: White elm, white asb, cottonwood, willows, soft maple, box-elder, 
hackberry, bur oak, prickly asb, smootb sumach, frost grape, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter
sweet, wild plum, choke· cherry, black raspberry (common on the Mound), wild rOBe, thorn, June 
berry, prickly wild gooseberry, black currant, wolf-berry and elder. 

Owing to the scarcity of wood, nearly all the immigrants, especially in 1:'ipestone county, 
excepting in or near the villages and stations of the railroads, burn hay for their only fuel, which 
is best when cut before frost, or at the same time as for feeding. The cost of cutting and stack
ing this hay is $1 to $1.50 per ton. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Red quartzyte. The only known bedded rock in these counties is a reel 

quartzyte, probably the equivalent of the New York PotsdaJ!~ sandstone, but 

which Dr. C. A. White, of the Iowa survey, has designated the Sioux quartz

yte, as it is seen to outcrop in the extreme northwestern corner of Iowa. 

Of this the largest exposures are in Rock county, but the best known is itt 

the famous "pipestone quarry," near the center of Pipestone county. 

As this locality has become somewhat famous on account of the ex

tensive use made of the red pipestone by the IndiauR, and the difference of 

opinion expressed by scientists as to its origin and age, the following re-

sume will be of interest: 
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is nearly contilmous in a narrow belt along the Rock river. Its most abundant speCies are cot
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quartzyte, probably the equivalent of the New York Potsd(tJ]l sandstone, but 

which Dr. C. A. White, of the Iowa survey, has designated the Sioux quartz

yte, as it is seen to outcrop in the extreme northwestern corner of Iowa. 

Of this the largest exposures are in Rock count.y, but the best known is at 

the famous "pipestone quarry," near the center of Pipestone county. 

As this locality has become somewhat famous on account of the ex
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opinion expressed by scientists as to its origin and age, the following re
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excepting in or near the villages and stations of the railroads, bum hay for their only fuel, which 
is best when cut before frost, or at tile same time as for feeding. The cost of cutting and stack
ing this hay is $1 1.0 $1.50 per ton. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Red quartzyte. The only known bedded rock in these counties is a red 

quartzyte, probably the equivalent of the New York Potsd(tJ]l sandstone, but 

which Dr. C. A. White, of the Iowa survey, has designated the Sioux quartz

yte, as it is seen to outcrop in the extreme northwestern corner of Iowa. 

Of this the largest exposures are in Rock count.y, but the best known is at 

the famous "pipestone quarry," near the center of Pipestone county. 

As this locality has become somewhat famous on account of the ex

tensive use made of the red pipest.one by the IncliauR, and the difference of 

opinion expressed by scientists as to its origin and age, the following re

sume will be of interest: 
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IIistorical resume, 
The first written account of the quarr)" was by George Catlin, in 1837*, found in the 38th 

volume of the first series of the American Journal of Science and Arts, p. 138, in a letter ad
dressed to Dr. U. T. Jackson, to whom he also sent a sample of the pipestone for analysis. The 
journey was made on horseback from the falls of St. Anthony, in the summer of 1836, in com
pany with "a young gentleman from England, of fine taste and education," and a single Indian 
guide. Mr. Catlin describes the quarry as "on the very top" of the Coteau des Prairies, which 
rises above the country about it with graceful and almost imperceptible swells. The quartzyte 
he regards "a secondary or sedimentary deposit," but no further defines its supposed age. 

Jean N. Nicollet visited the quarry in July, 1838, as is plainly shown by his own name and 
date oe that year, together with the initials of his companiuns, boldly and artistically cut on the 
quartzyte at the top of the ledge, near the "leaping rock," and a little north of where the creek 
passes over the brow of the escarpment.** 

Prof. James Hall, next in chronological order, read a paper before the American Philosoph
ical Society in June, 1866, in which, among notes on the geology of some of the western portions 
of Minnesota, he classes the red quartzyte as Huronian. He imagines the Coteau des Prairies 
caused by a vast synclinal in the rocks of this age.t He did not see the pipestone quarry itself, 
baving gone only to lake Sbetek. 

Dr. F. V. Hayden visited and examined the locality in October, 1866, and his account is in 
the American JOllrnal oj Science and A?'ts for January, 1867, p. 15. After examining rock of the 
same kind on the James and Vermilion rivers in Dakota, and at Sioux Falls on the Big Sioux 
river, he gives an interesting detailed description of the quarry, and inclines to the opinion that 
the quartzyte is "snpra-carboniferous, Triassic, perhaps, or an extension downward of Cretaceous 
No. l.t 

Dr. C. A. White has given a description of a "Trip to the great red pipestone quarry" in 
tbf) American Naturalist for 1868-9, but he does not there state anything concerning the age of 
these rocks, though elsewhere he has ranked them as pre-Silurian, and named the formation the 
"Sioux quartzyte. "!I 

The known area of this rock in Pipestone and Rock counties IS ap

proximately marked out on the accompanying map, but there is much 

probability of its being much greater and perhaps it includes the greater 

portion of both counties. The Cretaceous formation, no doubt, also occurs 

in the northern part of Pipestone cOLlnty, and overlies unconformably the 

quartzyte in other places, but it has not been seen. Dr. Hayden has men

tioned such facts in his account of the geology of southeastern Dakota, oc

curring at or near the mouth of Firesteel creek, on the James river, where 

he has identified the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups. 

The pipestone qnarry. At the red pipestone quarry (plate 24) there is 

a ledge of rock which runs north and south nearly three miles. This 

ledge of rock consists of layers of red quartzyte that have a low dip to-

*Compare page 62. 
*f.;:;ee pa~e 69. Thi~ inscription is about nine rods northwest of the waterfall 

,(fig. 3~l of PIpestone creek. and only two, or three rods north of Leaping rock. 
,1 he pIllar of quart1;yte, dIVIded from the chfI' by erosion, appears as in the adjoin
Ing tigure.-L PHAnl 

tCompare page 98. 1<'IG.39. LEAPING ROCK. 
tDr. Hayden misapprehends Prof. James Hall in quoting his descrl tl Th" 

by Hall IS sltu"Led at l{ed4one, in Nicollet county. a;"d not at lake Shetek p on. e wall of red quartzyte" described 
~Heology of Iowa.. 1870. The reader is fUl'ther referred to the firiit . d d 

believing- thb~e quartzytes are C!f the age ot the Pot:::ldam sandstone of' ~econyank te!"'th annual reports for reasons for 
Blue E>1rth, t.:ottonwood and NIcollet counties. ew or. See aloo the reports on geology of 
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curring at or near the mouth of Firesteel creek, on the James river, where 

he has identified the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups. 

The pipestone quarry. At the red pipestone quarry (plate 24) there is 

a ledge of rock which runs north and south nearly three miles. This 

ledge of rock consists of layers of red quartzyte that have a low dip to-
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river, he gives an interesting detailed description of the quarry, and inclines to the opinion that 
the quartzyte is "snpra-carboniferous, Triassic, perhaps, or an extension downward of Cretaceous 
No. l.t 

Dr. C. A. White has given a description of a "Trip to the great red pipestone quarry" in 
thl') American Naturalist for 1868-9, but he does not there state anything concerning the age of 
these rocks, though elsewhere he has ranked them as pre-Silurian, and named the formation the 
"Sioux quartzyte."!1 

The known area of this rock in Pipestone and Rock counties IS ap

proximately marked out on the aecompanying map, but there is much 

probability of its being much greater and perhaps it includes the greater 

portion of both counties. The Cretaceous formation, no doubt, also occurs 

in the northern part of Pipestone county, and overlies unconformably the 

quartzyte in other places, but it has not been seen. Dr. Hayden has men

tioned such facts in his account of the geology of southeastern Dakota, oc

curring at or near the mouth of Firesteel creek, on the James river, where 

he has identified the Fort Benton and Niobrara groups. 

The pipestone quarry. At the red pipestone quarry (plate 24) there is 

a ledge of rock which runs north and south nearly three miles. This 

ledge of rock consists of layers of red quartzyte that have a low dip to-

*Compare page 62. 
*!:~ee pa.~e 69. Thh inscription is about nine rods northwest of the wa.terfall 

,(~g. 3?) of PIpestone cr~eJ.t. an\l only two, ~r three rods north of Leaping Toek . 
. 1 he pIllar of qllartzyte, dIVIded from the clIft by erosion, appears as in the adjoin ... 
Ing figure.-l PRAM 

tCompare page 98. FIG. 39. LEAPING ROCK. 
tDr. Hayden misapprehends Prof. James Hall. in quoting his desert 11 Th H 

by Hall, is sltual,ed at l{ed.,tone, in Nicollet co.unty, and not at lake Sh ... tek p on. e wall of red quartzyte" described 
aheo}"gy of Iowa.. 1870. The reader is JUl'ther referred to the fir t . d d 

believin~ these quartzytes are C!f the age ot the Pottldam sandstone ~f' ~econ Y nnk te.?th annual reports for reasons for 
Blue E .. rth, \)ottonwood and NICollet counties. ew or. See aloo the reports on geology of 
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IIist01ical 1·esume. 
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ward the east fifteen degrees south, so that the rock soon disappears under 

the prairie in that direction, but presents a nearly perpendicular escarp

ment toward the west, formed by the broken oft· heavy layers of the rock; 

though its greatest hight, which is not more than 25 feet, is a little north 

of the present pipestone quarry. It also gradually disappears under the 

prairie both toward the north and toward the south, the lower ground on 

the west of the escarpment slowly rising in these directions like the sides 

of a basin, and coalescing with that on the east of the ledge. A small 

stream, dry some parts of the year, known as Pipestone creek, works north

westwardly and passes over the ledge from the upper prairie to the lower 

with a perpendicular fall of about 18 feet. In the vicinity of this fall, and 

also at one or two places farther south, are dwarfed bur oaks and shrubs, 

but the country in all directions for many miles is a prairie, which has a 

great monotony of surface. It is not on the top of the Cote~LU des Prairies, 

. as supposed by Catlin, that range of hills heing 10 or 12 miles farthel' 

northeast. Mr. Catlin seems to have correctly described the eastern as

cent of the Coteau as rising with almost imperceptible swells above the 

prairie farther east, but failed to observe when he passed down the west

em slopes, that the real Coteau dies out still more insensibly in the 

prairies on the western side. 
The little stream which crosses the rock at the pipestone quarry (fig

ure 3S) widens out into a lake just before passing the ledge, making Pipe

stone lake, and again, after passing it, it forms Crooked, Duck and White

head lakes in the same way. In these lakes water stands constantly. 

The rock itself in general is exceedingly hard, in heavy layers of one 

foot, or of two or three feet, and is separated by jointage planes into huge 

blocks of angular shape that lie often somewhat displaced or even thrown 

over entirely by the action of the frost through many winters. Thus there 

is a rough talus along the foot of the escarpment where grow a few bushes 

and small oaks, protected from the prairie fires by surrounding masses of 

fallen quartzyte. The rock is sometimes pinkish and massive; when blood

rl:ld it is more apt to be thin-bedded. 
The real" pipestone quarry" is situated about a quarter of a mile west 

of this ledge and in the low land of the lower prairie. Earlier diggings 

seem to have been opened in the superficial outcropping of the pipestone 
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layer, and to have followed along its strike north and south nearly a mile, 

v~ithout penetrating very deeply into the rock. The layer which furnishes 

the pipestone is about eighteen inches thick, and is embraced between 

heavy layers of the same rock as the ledge already described, and they all 

dip together toward the east, and of course run under the main escarpment. 

The present quarrying is a little east of the line of old diggings, but follows 

along the strike of the formation the same as the other, the only difference 

being in having greater depth (the pipestone layer is about six feet under 

the ground here) and in the difficulties eneountered in removing about five 

feet of very firm pinkish quartzyte in heavy beds. 
Southward from the region of the pipestone quarry the land continues high. and in some 

instances there are ridges, or long knolls, of drift. that are broad and evenly rounded over by 
a thin loam. The first exposure of the rock, in the vicinity of the road to Luverne, is on 
section 13, Eden. along the outside of the valley that crosses westwardly near the center of the 
section. It extends about a mile east and west. It here is seen to form an undulating floor on 
which the loam is thinly spread. It is hard, ma8sive, pinkish-colored and superficially vitrified, 
in some places also showing two directions of glacial strire, one being by the true meridian S.100 W., 
and the other ~. 42° E. 

The same line of rocky outcrop extends westwardly to the Split Rock creek, and along that 
creek and its eastern tributaIies as far as it continues in the state. It seems to have a changeable 
dip, but nowllere presents perpendicular bluffs. 

On the N. E. i of section 36, Eden, is another exposure of this quartzyte. It is along a 
shallow ravine that makes westward. It is seen again on the high prairie about half a mile farther 

south. 
At a point about ten miles north of Luverne this rock becomes frequently exposed both in 

the valleys and on the hills, and continues so to the mound near Luverne, where it suddenly 
breaks off, along the west side of Rock river, and is not known to the south of that place. 
Throughout this distance it forms a high plateau three or four miles wide and about a hundred 
feet higher than the prairies east or west, bnt the surface, though frequently rocky, is not rough. 
It is undulating; and the plateau sinks gradually down to the level of the rest of the country on 
either side. This plateau terminates abruptly in a rocky and precipitous bluff facing southeast
ward, three miles north of Luverne, in what is known as "the mound." There is a very large 
rocky outcrop in sections 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, Mound. There are frequent exposures in Mound and 
Spring Water townships. The Split Rock creek which crosses the northwest corner of Rock 
county has frequent exposures both in Rock and Pipestone; but in Pipestone the rock range veers 
toward the east, into tile eaRt part of Eden township, and disappears till reaching the region of 
the pipestone quarry. In the northwest part of Mound township the rock dips northwest with a 
throw, or twhlt, which, by Slightly changing it, brings it soon below the surface. Indeed there 
seems to be a succession of ridges, or swells, with low, changeable dip, though tile most observ
able is to the northwest. These ridg-es are not covered with gravel or sand like some ridges 
east of the Coteau, under the operation of glacial forces (ice and water), but while they occupy 
tht' grand divide of the county, they are nearly bare on their tops and along their slopes, or are 
thinly covered with a gravelly loam, while the drift, even the stony clay that has been attributed 
to ice, occupies the valleys between to the thi'.!kness of at least 30 or 40 feet. 

All over these ridges, which vary from a quarter of a mile to three or four miles in length, • 
and are for the most part thinly covered with soil and tmf, there are little nests of large blocks of 
Quartzyte piled so together that they !leem to have been thrust up from below by some force. The 
edges of these blocks are squarely broken off, and slope toward each other, i. e., toward the center 
of the pile, while the blocks themselves lie so that their upper surfaces slope in all directions away 
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shallow ravine that makes westward. It is seen again on the high prairie about half a mile farther 

south. 
At a point about ten miles north of Luverne this rock becomes frequently exposed both in 

the valleys and on the hills, ancl continues so to the mound near Luverne, where it suddenly 
breaks off, along the west side of Rock river, and is not known to the south of that place. 
Throughout this distance it forms a high plateau three or four miles wide and about a hundred 
feet higher than the prairies east or west, bnt the surface, though frequently rocky, is not rough. 
It is undulating; and the plateau sinks gradually down to the level of the rest of the country on 
either side. This plateau terminates abruptly in a rocky and precipitous bluff facing southeast
ward, three miles north of Luverne, in what is known as "the mound." There is a very large 
rocky outcrop in sections 4,5,6,7 and 8, Mound. There are frequent exposures in Mound and 
Spring Water townships. The Split I\ock creek which crosses the northwest corner of Rock 
county has frequent exposures both in Rock and Pipestone; but in Pipestone the rock range veers 
toward the east, into tile east part of Eden township, and disappears till reaching the region of 
the pipestone quarry. In the northwest part of Mound township the rock dips northwest with a 
throw, or twist, which, by slightly changing it, brings it soon below the surface. Indeed there 
seems to be a succession of ridges, or swells, with low, changeable clip, though tile most observ
able is to the northwest. Tllese ridges are not covered with gravel or sand like some ridges 
east of the Coteau, under the operation of glacial forces (ice and water), but while they occupy 
thE' grand divide of the county, they are nearly bare on their tops and along their slopes, or are 
tllinly covered with a gravelly loam, while tlJe drift, even the stony clay that has been attributed 
to ice, occupies tbe valleys beLween to the thi-.:kness of at least 30 or 40 feet. 

All over these ridges, which vary from a quarter of a mile to three or four miles in length, 
and arefor the most part thinly covered with soil and tUl£, there are little nests of large blocks of 
quartzyte piled so together that they seem to have been thrust up from below by some force. The 
edges of these blocks are squarely oroken off, and slope toward each other, i. e., toward the cEnter 
of the pile, while the blocks themselves lie so that their upper surfaces slope in all directions away 
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layer, and to have followed along its strike north and south nearly a mile, 

without penetrating very deeply into the rock. The layer which furnishes 

the pipestone is about eig'hteen inches thick, and is embraced between 

heavy layers of the same rock as the ledge already described, and they all 

clip together toward the east, and of course run under the main escarpment. 

The present quarrying is a little east of the line of old diggings, but follows 

along the strike of the formation the same as the other, the only difference 

being in having greater depth (the pipestone layer is about six feet under 

the around here) and in the diffieulties encountered in removing about five n 

feet of very firm pinkish ql1artzyte in heavy beds. 

Southward from the region of the pipestone quarry the land continues high. and in some 
instances there are ridges, or long knolls, of drift, that are broad and evenly rounded over by 
a ~lJin loam. The first exposure oE the rock, in the vicinity of the road to Luverne, is on 
section 13, Eden, along tl1e outside or the valley that crosses westwardly near the center of the 
section. It extends about a mile east and west. It here is seen to form an undulating floor on 
which the loam is thinly spread. It is hard, ma~sive, pinkish-colored and superficially vitrified, 
in some places also showing two directions of glacial strire, one being by the true meridian 8.100 W., 
and the other S. 4~0 E. 

The same line of rocky outcrop extends westwardly to the Split Rock creek, and along that 
creek and its eastern tributalies as far as it continues in the state. It seems to have a changeable 
dip, but nowhere presents perpendicular blnffs. 

On the N. E. t of section 36, Eden, is another exposure of this quartzyte. It is along a 
shallow ravine that makes westward. It is seen again on the high prairie about half a mile farther 
south. 

At a point about ten miles north of Luverne this rock becomes frequently exposed both in 
the valleys and on the hills, and continues so to the mound near r~uverne, where it suddenly 
breaks off, along the west side of Rock river, and is not known to the south of that place. 
Throughout this distance it forms a high plateau three or four miles wide and about a hundred 
feet higher than the prairies east or west, bnt the surface, though frequently rocky, is not rough. 
It is undulating; and the plateau siuks gradually down to the level of the rest of the country on 
either side. This plateau terminates abruptly in a rocky and precipitous bluff facing southeast
ward, three miles north of Luverne, in what is known as "the mound." There is a very large 
rocky outcrop in sections 4,5,6, 7 and 8, :Mound. There are frequent exposures in Mound and 
Spring Water townships. The Split Rock creek which crosses the northwest corner of Rock 
county l1as frequent exposures both in Rock and Pipestone; but in Pipestone the rock range veers 
toward the east, into the east part of Eden township, and disappears till reaching the region of 
the pipestone qm1uy. In the northwest part of Mound township the rock dips northwest with a 
throw, or twi~t, which, by slightly changing it, brings it soon below the surface. Indeed there 
seems to be a succession of ridges, or swells, with low, changeable dip, though tile most observ
able is to the northwest. These ridges are not covered with gravel or sand like some ridges 
east of the Coteau, under the operation of glacial forces (ice and water), but while they occupy 
the grand divide of the county, they are nearly bare on their tops and along their slopes, or are 
tllinly covered with a gravelly loam, while the drift, even the stony clay tllat has been attributed 
to ice, occupies the valleys between to the thbkness of at least 30 or 40 feet. 

Al! over tlle8e ridges, which vary from a quarter of a mile to three or four miles in length, 
and are for the most part thinly covered with soil and tmf, there are little nests of large blocks of 
quartzyte piled so together that they seem to have been tbrust up from below by some force. The 
edges of these blocks are squarely broken off, and slope toward each other, i. e., toward the CEnter 
of the plIe, while the blocks themselves lie so that their upper surfaces slope in all directions away 
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layer, and to have followed along its strike north and south nearly a mile, 

without penetrating very deeply into the rock. The layer which furnishes 

the pipestone is about eig'hteen inches thick, and is embraced between 

heavy layers of the same rock as the ledge already described, and they all 

clip together toward the east, and of course run under the main escarpment. 

The present quarrying is a little east of the line of old diggings, but follows 

along the strike of the formation the same as the other, the only difference 

being in having greater depth (the pipestone layer is about six feet under 

the around here) and in the diffieulties encountered in removing about five n 

feet of very firm pinkish ql1artzyte in heavy beds. 

Southward from the region of the pipestone quarry the land continues high. and in some 
instances there are ridges, or long knolls, of drift, that are broad and evenly rounded over by 
a ~lJin loam. The first exposure oE the rock, in the vicinity of the road to Luverne, is on 
section 13, Eden, along tl1e outside or the valley that crosses westwardly near the center of the 
section. It extends about a mile east and west. It here is seen to form an undulating floor on 
which the loam is thinly spread. It is hard, ma~sive, pinkish-colored and superficially vitrified, 
in some places also showing two directions of glacial strire, one being by the true meridian 8.100 W., 
and the other S. 4~0 E. 

The same line of rocky outcrop extends westwardly to the Split Rock creek, and along that 
creek and its eastern tributalies as far as it continues in the state. It seems to have a changeable 
dip, but nowhere presents perpendicular blnffs. 

On the N. E. t of section 36, Eden, is another exposure of this quartzyte. It is along a 
shallow ravine that makes westward. It is seen again on the high prairie about half a mile farther 
south. 

At a point about ten miles north of Luverne this rock becomes frequently exposed both in 
the valleys and on the hills, and continues so to the mound near r~uverne, where it suddenly 
breaks off, along the west side of Rock river, and is not known to the south of that place. 
Throughout this distance it forms a high plateau three or four miles wide and about a hundred 
feet higher than the prairies east or west, bnt the surface, though frequently rocky, is not rough. 
It is undulating; and the plateau siuks gradually down to the level of the rest of the country on 
either side. This plateau terminates abruptly in a rocky and precipitous bluff facing southeast
ward, three miles north of Luverne, in what is known as "the mound." There is a very large 
rocky outcrop in sections 4,5,6, 7 and 8, :Mound. There are frequent exposures in Mound and 
Spring Water townships. The Split Rock creek which crosses the northwest corner of Rock 
county l1as frequent exposures both in Rock and Pipestone; but in Pipestone the rock range veers 
toward the east, into the east part of Eden township, and disappears till reaching the region of 
the pipestone qm1uy. In the northwest part of Mound township the rock dips northwest with a 
throw, or twi~t, which, by slightly changing it, brings it soon below the surface. Indeed there 
seems to be a succession of ridges, or swells, with low, changeable dip, though tile most observ
able is to the northwest. These ridges are not covered with gravel or sand like some ridges 
east of the Coteau, under the operation of glacial forces (ice and water), but while they occupy 
the grand divide of the county, they are nearly bare on their tops and along their slopes, or are 
tllinly covered with a gravelly loam, while the drift, even the stony clay tllat has been attributed 
to ice, occupies the valleys between to the thbkness of at least 30 or 40 feet. 

Al! over tlle8e ridges, which vary from a quarter of a mile to three or four miles in length, 
and are for the most part thinly covered with soil and tmf, there are little nests of large blocks of 
quartzyte piled so together that they seem to have been tbrust up from below by some force. The 
edges of these blocks are squarely broken off, and slope toward each other, i. e., toward the CEnter 
of the plIe, while the blocks themselves lie so that their upper surfaces slope in all directions away 
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from the center. Similar upheaved spots occur on the red quartzyte outcrops near New Ulm .. * 
These upheaved spots vary from five to fifteen feet in diameter, or perlmps more. They may have 
been caused by ice, i. e., alternate freezing and thawing with the change of seasons, aided by the 
force of vegetation and a little soil gradually getting into the openings. 

FIG. 40. SECTION ACROSS THE ROCK RIVER VALLEY AT THE MOUND. 
Figures (lef>igllale rep!; ahOVIJ tile river. 

At "the mound," where this high land termilHltes abruptly, and faces the valley of Rock 
river, the elevation is about 175 feet above the river. Tlte perpendicular bluff of rock is from 
40 to 60 feet in its highest part; but owing to a dip of about ](r from tlte horj:r,on, nearly west, or 
partly northwest, and to the breaking off of the upper layers, causing [\ gradual slope from the 
brow of the hill backward through several rods, tile actual thickness of beds visible may be 150 

feet. The rock here also appears to be almost entirely a reddish or pink, heavy-bedded quartz
yte. If wrought there might be some softer and thinner layers discovered in the angles of the 
talus. but the rflfractory nature of the great mass of it will cause it to be used but sparingly for 
building. The IDlin bluff curves westW"ardly at both ends, and by reason of the dip and ravines 

that enter the valley from the west, its exposed layers gradually disappear 
under the soil in that direction, and the rock is lost in the prairie. From the 
base of the perpendicular wall of rock, which is about a hundred feet above 
the Rock river, a talus of blocks and fragments of ql1artzyte, mingled with 
glacial drift, curves gracefully down to tIle bottomland. At points in this 
slope the quartzyte beds are seen in place, and exhibit the general shape of 
glaciation but show no strite, the surface indicating rather the action of water.t 

FIG. 41. (Jonglomerate. On the tops of some of the ridges in the northwest part of 
VICINITYOFTHE~IOU!1D. Mound township. apparently near the top of this formation, the rock is con
glomeritic. This occurs in large superficial areas, planed and smoothed down (rarely glaciated), 
and the colors of the pebbles, usually not larger than beans, give these spots a blotched and 
variegated mottling. The pebbles are mainly white, but some are jasper red and some purple. 

According to Mr. Upham, the quartzyte becomes congloll1eritic about four miles southwest 
from Pipestone City. It may be seen by the side of the road to Dell Rapids, exposed along a 
depression for about fifteen rods, dipping at the rate of one foot in six or eight feet, or about eight 
degrees south, thirty degrees east. It is inlayers from one to two feet thick and contains a multitude 
of pebbles of white quartz and red jasper, of sizes up to an incll in diameter. The edges of the 
layers, exposed toward the northwest, are polished, doubtless by the dust particles swept by winds. 
Tb.e surface in some places is as smoothly polished as can be done artificially by the utmost skill 
and patience. 

Au outcrop of a similar conglomerate, exposing about an acre of smooth rock, is reported in 
. the west edge of Sweet township, on Lhe southeast side of Pipestone ereek, but little east of the 

state line. 

The pipestone, or cat/inite, of the pipestone quarry, is a fine clay varying 

in color from blood-red to pale red or pinkish, or even to a pale yellowish 

red. 'rhe lighter colors fade into the darker, but sometimes the light 

;:tppears in the red as round spots, on a polished sul'iaee, but the red is not 

thus distributed through the lighter shades. It has of eOlU'se suffered all 

the metamorphic influences that the quartzyte itself has, but it has not lost 

*Kee the first annual report, p. 76. .. . . 
tIt appears that the Intltan3 sometimes drove butf'~tloe3 over t~le rocky. preclJ)lc:e wlth whtch the mound ~nds, 

thereby killing them. When l'ir :jhoem,tkeT, ,vho lives at the ea~~ sld~ ?f thlS long hne of cllff, first explored It, he 
found a buff .. lo'" skdeton wedged among the huge blocks of quart"yte at Its base . 

• 
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from the center. Similar upheaved spots occur on the red quartzyte outcrops near New Ulm .. * 
These upheaved spots vary from five to fifteen feet in diameter, or perlmps more. They may have 
been caused by ice, i. e., alternate freezing and thawing with the change of seasons, aided by the 
force of vegetation and a little soil gradually getting into the openings. 

FIG. 40. SECTION ACROSS THE ROCK RIVER VALLEY AT TIlE MOUND. 
Figures (lesigllale reP!. allO\'lJ t.lle ri\'pr. 

At "the mound," where this high land terminates abruptly, and faces the valley of Rock 
river, the elevation is about 175 feet above the river. Tlte perpendicular bluff of rock is from 
40 to 50 feet in its highest part; but owing to a dip of about Hr from the horj:r,on, nearly west, or 
partly northwest, and to the breaking off of the upper layers, causing ct gradual slope from the 
brow of the hill backward through several rods, tile actual thickness of beds visible may be ],50 

feet. The rock here also appears to be almost entirely a reddish or pink, heavy-bedded quartz
yte. If wrought there might be some softer and thinner layers discovered in the angles of tile 
talus. but the rflfractory nature of the great mass of it will cans., it to be used but sparingly for 
building. 1'118 mlin bluff curves westwardly at both ends, and by reaSOll of the dip and ravines 

that enter the valley from the west, its exposed layers gradually disappear 
under the soil in that direction, and the rock is lost in the prairie. From the 
base of the perpendicular wall of rock, which is about a hundred feet above 
the Rock river, a talus of blocks and fragments of quartzyte, mingled with 
glacial drift, curves gracefully down to tile bottomland. At points in this 
510pe the quartzyte beds are seen in place, and exhibit the general shape of 
glaciation but show no stri[e, the surface indicating rather the action of water.t 

FlG.41. (Jonglo'lllerate. On the tops of some of the ridges in the northwest part of 
VICINITYOFTHE~IOUND. Mound township, apparently near the top of this formation, the rock is con
glomeritic. This occurs in large superficial areas, planed and smoothed down (rarely glaciated), 
and the colors of the pebbles, usually not larger than beans, give these spots a blotched ancl 
variegated mottling. The pebbles are mainly white, but some are jasper red and some purple. 

According to Mr. Upham, the quartzyte becomes conglomeritic about four miles southwest 
from Pipestone City. It may be seen by the side of the road to Dell Rapids, exposed along a 
depression for about fifteen rods, dipping at the rate of one foot in six or eight feet, or abont eight 
degrees south, thirty degrees east. It is in layers from one to two feet thick and contains a multitude 
of pebbles of white quartz and red jasper, of sizes up to an incll in diameter. The edges of the 
layers, exposed toward the north west, are polished, doubtless by the dust particles swept by winds. 
The surface in some places is as smoothly polished as can be done artificially by the utmost skill 
and patience. 

An outcrop of a similar conglomerate, exposing about an acre of smooth rock, is reported in 
. the west edge of Sweet township, on Lhe southeast side of Pipestone ereek, but little east of the 

state line. 

The pipestone, or catlinite, of the pipestone quarry, is a fine clay varying 

in color from blood-red to pale red or pinkish, or even to a pale yellowish 

red. The lighter colors fade into the darker, but sometimes the light 

J1ppears in the red as round spots, on a polished surface, but the reel is not 

thus distributed through the lighter shades. It has of course suffered all 

the metamorphic influences that the quartzyte itself has, but it has not lost 

'See the first annual report, p. 76. . ." . . 
tn appeara that the Indlans sOlnetimes drove buthtloes over t~le rockY, preClp1c:e With WhlC,h the nl0nnd ~nds, 

thereby killino- them. When Nir Shoem,tker, ,vho lives at the east sld~ of tillS long hne of cllff, first explored It, he 
found;' buff .. !,,'. sk~leton wedged among the huge blocks of quart~yte at its base . 
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from the center. Similar upheaved spots occur on the red quartzyte outcrops near New Ulm .. * 
These upheaved spots vary from five to fifteen feet in diameter, or perlmps more. They may have 
been caused by ice, i. e., alternate freezing and thawing with the change of seasons, aided by the 
force of vegetation and a little soil gradually getting into the openings. 

FIG. 40. SECTION ACROSS THE ROCK RIVER VALLEY AT TIlE MOUND. 
Figures (lesigllale reP!. allO\'lJ t.lle ri\'pr. 

At "the mound," where this high land terminates abruptly, and faces the valley of Rock 
river, the elevation is about 175 feet above the river. Tlte perpendicular bluff of rock is from 
40 to 50 feet in its highest part; but owing to a dip of about Hr from the horj:r,on, nearly west, or 
partly northwest, and to the breaking off of the upper layers, causing ct gradual slope from the 
brow of the hill backward through several rods, tile actual thickness of beds visible may be ],50 

feet. The rock here also appears to be almost entirely a reddish or pink, heavy-bedded quartz
yte. If wrought there might be some softer and thinner layers discovered in the angles of tile 
talus. but the rflfractory nature of the great mass of it will cans., it to be used but sparingly for 
building. 1'118 mlin bluff curves westwardly at both ends, and by reaSOll of the dip and ravines 

that enter the valley from the west, its exposed layers gradually disappear 
under the soil in that direction, and the rock is lost in the prairie. From the 
base of the perpendicular wall of rock, which is about a hundred feet above 
the Rock river, a talus of blocks and fragments of quartzyte, mingled with 
glacial drift, curves gracefully down to tile bottomland. At points in this 
510pe the quartzyte beds are seen in place, and exhibit the general shape of 
glaciation but show no stri[e, the surface indicating rather the action of water.t 

FlG.41. (Jonglo'lllerate. On the tops of some of the ridges in the northwest part of 
VICINITYOFTHE~IOUND. Mound township, apparently near the top of this formation, the rock is con
glomeritic. This occurs in large superficial areas, planed and smoothed down (rarely glaciated), 
and the colors of the pebbles, usually not larger than beans, give these spots a blotched ancl 
variegated mottling. The pebbles are mainly white, but some are jasper red and some purple. 

According to Mr. Upham, the quartzyte becomes conglomeritic about four miles southwest 
from Pipestone City. It may be seen by the side of the road to Dell Rapids, exposed along a 
depression for about fifteen rods, dipping at the rate of one foot in six or eight feet, or abont eight 
degrees south, thirty degrees east. It is in layers from one to two feet thick and contains a multitude 
of pebbles of white quartz and red jasper, of sizes up to an incll in diameter. The edges of the 
layers, exposed toward the north west, are polished, doubtless by the dust particles swept by winds. 
The surface in some places is as smoothly polished as can be done artificially by the utmost skill 
and patience. 

An outcrop of a similar conglomerate, exposing about an acre of smooth rock, is reported in 
. the west edge of Sweet township, on Lhe southeast side of Pipestone ereek, but little east of the 

state line. 

The pipestone, or catlinite, of the pipestone quarry, is a fine clay varying 

in color from blood-red to pale red or pinkish, or even to a pale yellowish 

red. The lighter colors fade into the darker, but sometimes the light 

J1ppears in the red as round spots, on a polished surface, but the reel is not 

thus distributed through the lighter shades. It has of course suffered all 

the metamorphic influences that the quartzyte itself has, but it has not lost 

'See the first annual report, p. 76. . ." . . 
tn appeara that the Indlans sOlnetimes drove buthtloes over t~le rockY, preClp1c:e With WhlC,h the nl0nnd ~nds, 

thereby killino- them. When Nir Shoem,tker, ,vho lives at the east sld~ of tillS long hne of cllff, first explored It, he 
found;' buff .. !,,'. sk~leton wedged among the huge blocks of quart~yte at its base . 
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from the center. Similar upheaved spots occur on the red quartzyte outcrops near New Ulm:~ 
These upheaved spots vary from five to fifteen feet in diameter, or perJmps more. They may have 
been caused by ice, i. e., alternate freezing and tlJawing with the change of seasons, aided by the 
force of vegetation and a little soil gradually getting into the openings. 

FIG. 40. SECTION ACROSS THE ROCK R!VI~R VALLEY AT THE MOU~D. 

At "the moun(i," where this high land terminates abruptly, and faces tile vallev of Rock 
river, the elevation is about 175 feet above the river. Tlte perpendicular bluff of ro~k is from 
40 to 60 feet in its highest part; but owing to a dip of about 10 from tile horiwn, nearly west, or 
partly northwest, and to the breaking off of the upper causing a gradual slope from the 
brow of the hill backward through several rods, the actual thickness of beds visible may be ].50 
feet. The rock here also appears to be almost entirely a reddish or pink, heavy-bedded quartz
yte. If wrought there might be some softer and thinner layers discovered ill tile angles of tile 
talus, but the refractory nature of the great mass of it will caus., it to be user:! but sparingly for 
building. Tile mdn bluff curves westwardly at both ends, and by reason of the dip amI ravines 

that enter the valley from the west, its exposed layers gradually disappear 
under the soil in that direction, and the rock is lmt ill the prairie. From the 
base of the perpendicular wall of rock, which is about a hundred feet above 
the Hock river, a talus of blocks and fragments of qnartzyte, millgled with 
glacial drift, curves gracefully down to tIle bottomland. At points in this 
slope the quartzyte beds are seen in place, and exhibit the general shape of 
!WtCl;aLlon but show no strhe. the surface indicatillg rather the action of water. t 

FlG.41. Uonglon16rate. On the tops of some of the in the northwest part of 
VICINITYOFTHE~!OUND. Mound township, apparently near the top of this formation, the rock is con
glomeritic. This occurs in large superficial areas, planed and smoothed down (rarely glaciated), 
and the colors of the pebbles, usually not larger than beans, give these spots a blotched ami 
variegated mottling. The pebbles are mainly white, but some are jasper red alld some purple. 

According to Mr. Upham, the quartzyte becomes conglorneritic about fOllr miles southwest 
from Pipestone City. It may be seen by the side of the road to Dell Rapids, exposecl along a 
depression for about fifteen rods, dipping at the rate of one foot in six or eight feet, or about eight 
degrees south, thirty degrees east. It is in layers from one to two feet thick and contains a multitude 
of pebbles of white quartz and fed jasper, of sizes up to an incil in diameter. Tlle edges of the 
layers, exposed toward tbe north west, are polished, doubtless by the dust particles swept by winds. 
The surface in some places is as smoothly polished as can be done artificially by the utmost skill 
and patience. 

An outcrop of a similar conglomerate, exposing about an acre of smooth rock, is reported in 
. the west edge of Sweet towllship, on the southeast side of Pipestone ereek, but little east of the 

state line. 

The pipestone, or catlinite, of the pipestone quarry, is a clay varying 

in color from blood-red to pale reel or pinkish, or even to a pale yellowish 

red. 'The lighter colors fade into the darker, but sometimes the light 

p,ppears in the red as round spots, on a polished surfaee, but the red is not 

thus distributed through the lighter shades. It has of eOUl'se suffered all 

the metamorphic influences that the quartzyte itself has, but it has not lost 

*See the first annual report. p. 76. .• . 
tn appea"s that tlle lntllan. SlHnetimes drove bu!faloe;; over the rocky. premplC.e wlth 

thereby killiuO" them, When ,tdr ~hoem/;dcer \vho Jives ut the ea.,t ~ld:. of thB long' hne of 
found ;,. bu:ff .. i~'" skdeton wedged among tbe' huge blocks of quartt:yte at its bru;e . 
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from the center. Similar upheaved spots occur on the red quartzyte outcrops near New Ulm:~ 
These upheaved spots vary from five to fifteen feet in diameter, or perJmps more. They may have 
been caused by ice, i. e., alternate freezing and tlJawing with the change of seasons, aided by the 
force of vegetation and a little soil gradually getting into the openings. 

FIG. 40. SECTION ACROSS THE ROCK R!VI~R VALLEY AT THE MOU~D. 

At "the moun(i," where this high land terminates abruptly, and faces tile vallev of Rock 
river, the elevation is about 175 feet above the river. Tlte perpendicular bluff of ro~k is from 
40 to 60 feet in its highest part; but owing to a dip of about 10 from tile horiwn, nearly west, or 
partly northwest, and to the breaking off of the upper causing a gradual slope from the 
brow of the hill backward through several rods, the actual thickness of beds visible may be ].50 
feet. The rock here also appears to be almost entirely a reddish or pink, heavy-bedded quartz
yte. If wrought there might be some softer and thinner layers discovered ill tile angles of tile 
talus, but the refractory nature of the great mass of it will caus., it to be user:! but sparingly for 
building. Tile mdn bluff curves westwardly at both ends, and by reason of the dip amI ravines 

that enter the valley from the west, its exposed layers gradually disappear 
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*See the first annual report. p. 76. .• . 
tn appea"s that tlle lntllan. SlHnetimes drove bu!faloe;; over the rocky. premplC.e wlth 

thereby killiuO" them, When ,tdr ~hoem/;dcer \vho Jives ut the ea.,t ~ld:. of thB long' hne of 
found ;,. bu:ff .. i~'" skdeton wedged among tbe' huge blocks of quartt:yte at its bru;e . 

• 

the nlound ends, 
explored it, he 
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its distiuctive bedded structure, which may be seen when examined micro

scopically in polished thin sections. Indeed it seems to have a laminated 

structure; and the different shades of color appear sometimes to be due to 

openings and fissures produced in the red clay becoming filled with sedi

ment of a lighter color. The following analyses* have been made of this 

substance. It is not truly a mineral but an indurated clay, and its chemi

cal composition varies in consequence. Analysis No.1 shows the resu~ts 

obtained by Dr. C. T. Jackson from the sample procured by George Catlin 

in 1837. Nos. 2 and 3 were obtained by the writer in 1877, and were ana

lyzed by S. F. Peckham, the former being of a red color and the latter of a 

pinkish color. No.4 was obtained by Mr. Upham from" the palisades" in 

Minnehaha county, Dakota. It is of a very light color, and is known as 

"chalk rock." Its color seems to have been derived accidentally, in situ, as 

it is in the line of extension of a bed seven feet thick of a mottled variety 

of pipestone. No.5 was obtained by Prof. R. D. Irving at Devil's lake, 

Wisconsin, and is of a lilac-brown color, analyzed by Prof. W. W. Daniells. 
1. 2. 3. 4. o. 

Water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.40 7.44 6.48 9.60 2.50 
Silica .. . .... 48.20 57.43 58.25 50.40 62.16 
Alumina " ............. 28.20 2,5.94 35.90 33.30 29.67 
.Magnesia ..... ... ..... . 6.00 0.17 
Peroxide of iron ........ 5.00 8.70 2.80 4.17 
Peroxide of manganese .. 0.60 
Lime ................... 2.60 0.60 0.16 
Alkalies ............... 4.10 

99.00 99.51 100.63 100.97 99.36 

This substance is found at various places in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Indeed it seems to graduate into red shale, and becomes in that form an 

importcmt constituent of the formation in which it is found.-r It seems to 

be only when this form.ation is greatly indurated that the inclosed shale 

beds are hardened to the condition of pipestone. In cases of greater meta

morphism its heaviest deposits have been converted apparently into red 
felsite or quartz porphyries. 

Although this substance has usually a red color, like that which pre-

*See page 62; also Am. Jour. Sci. (1). xxxv. 3~B; Dana's System of Miner .. lo~y fifth edition p 796' I th 1 
report. p_ 101; tel~th annual report. p. 203; Geology of \Vjsconsin, vol. 1I p.510 '0 1 .., s x annua 

The ~nahTsl:3 hy T. Tho~nson. given on page 796 of the fifth edition of DfI.na's System of Mineral' , 
stone obtaIned froJm the Indians ,on the northwest coast of North America. It was of a "}i(.r'ht ra i...:l~"bi 18 of i pIpe .. 
nlueh h 'rder than gypsum, and dlCl not fu .. e perse hefore the blon"pipe Excluding the ira th g y. 'f ue co or, ~ot 
thi1t of an olig;~clast::. It has no relation to the catlinite,"-rJ. n. Dlm~in ~ letter to the wr1te {~omplsNlOy RlPTTir es 
1827j Thomson s MIneralogy, I., 2~7, IS .. W; Dana's MineraloO'y second edition 1344 p 591' 1d 'th !l,3a d' i ' ye. .,9, 

tSee the r~ports on f:::Hue Earth, Scott. R.nd Hennepin ~o~ntiesl records of deep' ~el1s! als' 0.1 Ie lL oUf ' Wi . 
vol. IV. p. 5781 also teuth annual report, pp. 30-34. ' 0 eo ogy 0 sconslD, 
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its distiuctive bedded structure, which may be seen when examined micro

scopically in polished thin sections. Indeed it seems to have a laminated 

structure; and the different shades of color appear sometimes to be due to 

openings and fissures produced in the red clay becoming filled with sedi

ment of a lighter color. The following analyses* have been made of this 

substance. It is not truly a mineral but an indurated clay, and its chemi

cal composition varies in consequence. Analysis No.1 shows the resu~ts 

obtained by Dr. C. T. Jackson from the sample procured by George Catlin 

in 1837. Nos. 2 and 3 were obtained by the writer in 1877, and were ana

lyzed by S. F. Peckham, the former being of a red color and the latter of a 

pinkish color. No.4 was obtained by Mr. Upham from "the palisades" in 

Minnehaha county, Dakota. It is of a very light color, and is known as 

"chalk rock." Its color seems to have been derived accidentally, in situ, as 

it is in the line of extension of a bed seven feet thick of a mottled variety 

of pipestone. No.5 was obtained by Prof. R. D. Irving at Devil's lake, 

Wisconsin, and is of a lilac-brown color, analyzed by Prof. W. W. Daniells. 
1. 

Water. ................. 8.40 
Silica. .48.20 
Alumina ............... 28.20 
Magnesia.. . . . 6.00 
Peroxide of iron. . . . . . .. 5.00 
Peroxide of manganese .. 0.60 
Lime ................... 2.60 
Alkalies .............. . 

99.00 

2. 3. 
7.44 6.48 

57.43 58.25 
2.5.94 35.90 

8.70 

99.51 100.63 

4. 5. 
9.60 2.50 

50.40 62.16 
33.30 29.67 

0.17 
2.80 4.17 

0.60 0.16 
4.10 

100.97 99.36 

This substance is found at various places in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Indeed it seems to graduate into red shale, and becomes in that form an 

importcLllt constituent of the formation in which it is found.-r It seems to 

be only when this formation is greatly indurated that the inclosed shale 

beds are hardened to the condition of pipestone. In cases of greater meta

morphism its heaviest deposits have been converted apparently into red 
felsite or quartz porphyries. 

Although this substance has usually a reel color, like that which pre-

'See "age 62; also Am. Jour. Sci. (1). xxxv. 3qg; Dana's !'lystem of Miner .. lo~y tlfth edition p 796' I th I 
report. p lui; tel~th annual report. p. 203; Geology of \Vjscon!;in, vol. 1I p.510 10 1 •• 1 8 X annua 

The ~nalvsl:3 hy T. Tho~n!')on. given on page 796 of the fifth edition of Dana's Systeln of Mineralo' . 
stone obtaIned froJm the IndIans .on the northwest coast of North America.. It wa.s of a "li(rht ra i...:l~bi IS of 1 ~tpe .. 
much h' rder than gypsum, and dui not fu .. e per se hefore the blowpipe Excluding the ir th' g y."" ue co or, not 
thiit of an oligocla8e;.. It has no relation to the catlinite."-rJ. 11. D,m~ in ~ letter to the ,,?r1te ]e ~ompIR~loy R,[prol1hea 
1827j Thomson's MIneralogy, I., 2;7, IS .. m; Dana's MineraloD'y second edition 1$44 p 591' if ·th!l.~a d" i . Yc.! 0,9, 

tSee the r~ports on f:::Hue Earth, Scott. and Hennepin ~~ntiesl records of deep' ~el1s! al~' a.t Ie II onf ' Wi . 
vol. IV. p. 5781 also teuth annual report, pp. 30-34. I 0 eo ogy 0 sconsln, 
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its distiuctive bedded structure, which may be seen when examined micro

scopically in polished thin sections. Indeed it seems to have a laminated 

structure; and the different shades of color appear sometimes to be due to 

openings and fissures produced in the red clay becoming filled with sedi

ment of a lighter color. The following analyses* have been made of this 

substance. It is not truly a mineral but an indurated clay, and its chemi

cal composition varies in consequence. Analysis No.1 shows the resu~ts 

obtained by Dr. C. T. Jackson from the sample procured by George Catlin 

in 1837. Nos. 2 and 3 were obtained by the writer in 1877, and were ana

lyzed by S. F. Peckham, the former being of a red color and the latter of a 

pinkish color. No.4 was obtained by Mr. Upham from "the palisades" in 

Minnehaha county, Dakota. It is of a very light color, and is known as 

"chalk rock." Its color seems to have been derived accidentally, in situ, as 

it is in the line of extension of a bed seven feet thick of a mottled variety 

of pipestone. No.5 was obtained by Prof. R. D. Irving at Devil's lake, 

Wisconsin, and is of a lilac-brown color, analyzed by Prof. W. W. Daniells. 
1. 

Water. ................. 8.40 
Silica. .48.20 
Alumina ............... 28.20 
Magnesia.. . . . 6.00 
Peroxide of iron. . . . . . .. 5.00 
Peroxide of manganese .. 0.60 
Lime ................... 2.60 
Alkalies .............. . 

99.00 

2. 3. 
7.44 6.48 

57.43 58.25 
2.5.94 35.90 

8.70 

99.51 100.63 

4. 5. 
9.60 2.50 

50.40 62.16 
33.30 29.67 

0.17 
2.80 4.17 

0.60 0.16 
4.10 

100.97 99.36 

This substance is found at various places in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Indeed it seems to graduate into red shale, and becomes in that form an 

importcLllt constituent of the formation in which it is found.-r It seems to 

be only when this formation is greatly indurated that the inclosed shale 

beds are hardened to the condition of pipestone. In cases of greater meta

morphism its heaviest deposits have been converted apparently into red 
felsite or quartz porphyries. 

Although this substance has usually a reel color, like that which pre-
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its distillctive bedded structure, which may be seen when examined micro· 

scopically in polished thin sections. Indeed it seems to have a laminated 

structure; and the different shades of color appear sometimes to be due to 

openings and fh'lsures produced in the red clay becoming filled with sedi

ment of a lighter color. The following analyses* have been made of this 

substance. It is not truly a mineral but an indurated clay, and its chemi

cal composition varies in consequence. Analysis No.1 shows the resu!ts 

obtained by Dr. C. rr. Jackson from the sample procured by George Catlin 

in 1837. Nos. 2 and 3 were obtained by the writer in 1877, and were ana

lyzed by S. Peckham, the former being of a red color and the latter of a 

pinkish color. No.4 was obtained by Mr. Upham from" the palisades" in 

IVlinnehaha connty, Dakota. It is of a very light color, and is known as 

"chalk rock." Its color seems to have been derived accidentally, in situ, as 

it is in the line of extension of a bed seven feet thick of a mottled variety 

of pipestone. No.5 was obtained by Prof. R. D. Irving at Devil';:;; lake, 

Wisconsin, and is of a lilac-brown color, analyzed by Prof. W. W. Daniells. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 1'>. 

Water ..... .... , .. ' .... 8.40 7.44 6.48 9.00 2.50 
Silica. .,' , . . . 48.20 57,43 58.25 50.40 62.16 
A.lumina .. ............ . 28.20 25.94 35.90 33.30 29.67 
Magnesia .... ...... 6.00 0.17 
Peroxide of iron .... , .. , 5.00 8.70 2JlO 4.17 
Peroxide of manganese .. 0.60 
Lime ... " . " .......... , 2.60 0,60 0.16 
A.lkalies ............... 4.10 

99.00 99.51 100.63 100.9i 99.86 

This substance is found at various places in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Indeed it seems to graduate into red shale, and becomes in that form an 

importa,nt constituent of the formation in which it is found.t It seems to 

be only when this formation is greatly indurated that the inclosed shale 

beds are hardened to the condition of pipestone. In cases of greater meta

morphism its heaviest deposits have been converted apparently into red 
felsite or qnartz porphyries. 

Although this substance has usually a red color, like that which pre-

*See !lage 62; also Am. Jour. Sci. (1). xxxv. 3'8; Dana's System of Miner"lo~y fifth edition p 796' I th I 
report. p 101; tenth annnal report, p. 203; Geology of \Visconsin, vo1. l1 p. 5'0 ~ 1 l ' I B X annuo. 

The anah'si" hy T. Thomson. gtven on page 796 of the tlft h edition of D".na's Systeln of Min 1 i f I 
stone obtained f1""m t.he Indians .on the northwest Const of North AmericH.. It was of a HHu'ht r~r~\:I~blu~ ~oror ~et 
hlueh ~ 'rde~ th~~ gypsum, find dHi n?t fu"'e per 8e ~e~ore ,the hlowpipe .. Excluding the iron, the c~m;oAition aPJ'ro~h~ 
that 01 an ohg,!cl"",!. It has nO reJallon to the cathOlte.' -[J. D. U,"H\1n a [etter to the writer) A 1 Ii Y L III 9 
1827; Thomson s Mineralogy, J., 2,7. 18·10; Dana'S Mil1er"lo~y second eclition l$H p 591' ld . thfd" ~. i . yc. .,' 

tSee the reports on !:llue Earth. Scott, and Hennepin ~~ntleg, records of deep "';ellg! also a' Ie H O{"'I"I . 
vol. IV. p. 578, .. Iso tenth anllual report, pp. 30-34. ' eo ogy 0 SCOWlID, 
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pinkish color. No.4 was obtained by Mr. Upham from" the palisades" in 

IVlinnehaha connty, Dakota. It is of a very light color, and is known as 

"chalk rock." Its color seems to have been derived accidentally, in situ, as 

it is in the line of extension of a bed seven feet thick of a mottled variety 

of pipestone. No.5 was obtained by Prof. R. D. Irving at Devil';:;; lake, 
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This substance is found at various places in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

Indeed it seems to graduate into red shale, and becomes in that form an 

importa,nt constituent of the formation in which it is found.t It seems to 

be only when this formation is greatly indurated that the inclosed shale 

beds are hardened to the condition of pipestone. In cases of greater meta

morphism its heaviest deposits have been converted apparently into red 
felsite or qnartz porphyries. 

Although this substance has usually a red color, like that which pre-
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vails in the formation to which it pertains, it should be added that this 

redness suffers all the variations that it does in the quartzyte. It passes 

nearly to white, through pink; it is intensified to a brown, and in small 

patches it is deepened to lilac or lavender-brown, becoming reddish purple. 

It is only with a loose application of the term that it can be styled "gray," 

a color which is derived from a mixture of black and ·r/hite, and which is 

applicable to the schists and quartzytes of the northern part of the state 

pertaining' to a lower geological horizon. 

Mr. Upham notes that Mr. McDermott found numerous pieces of pipestone about seven feet 
below the surface near the base of "the mound" near Luverne, in excavating to improve a spring 
near his house. This was partly light-colored, and partly of a deep red color, and was thought to 
be from a layer in place, near the base of "the mound." Mr. Upham also reports pipestone from 
section lW, Rose Dell, where it appears upon a little ridge about a quarter of a mile long from 
northwest'to southeast, having the usual colors and character. This is on the authority of D. E. 
Runals, of Edgerton. Further statements respecting the uses of this pipestone, will be found 
under a1'chreology, at the close of this chapter. 

The drift. Till. These counties lie mainly outside of the great moraine 

that crosses the southwestern portion of the state, and their drift features 

present some peculiarities. They are still, in general, till-covered, that de

posit exhibiting a thickness, and a general uniformity in its features equal 

to, if not greater than, ma~y of the counties that lie within the morainic 

belt. That is to say, its composition does not change so frequently to 

gravel and sand, and its upper surface is not so frequently broken by hil

locks, or depressed by short valleys. Yet toward the south it exhibits 

features that seem to indicate its greater age. Its gravel stones, particu

larly those of limestone, are rotted. Its boulders become less conspicuous 

and 3!pparently less numerous, at least superficially, and it assumes a peb

bly rather than a stony composition. Within it appear those limy concre

tions that have frequently been mentioned in describing the loam of the 

Mississippi and Missouri valleys. These concretions accompany this peb

bly composition, until by the gradual withdrawal of the pebbles, there is 

found a fine, clayey loam which cannot be distinguished from the loess

loam of the Missouri valley. This transition does not involve the whole 

thickness of the till, but pertains to its upper portions.* At a few feet 

below the surface the till, even in the southern part of Rock county, is 

stony. 

-.Compa.rethe report on Fillmore county, pp. 311-317. 
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applicable to the schists and quartzytes of the northern part of the state 

pertaining to a lower geological horizon. 

Mr. Upham notes that Mr. McDermott found numerous pieces of pipestone about seven feet 
below the surface near the base of "the mound" near Luverne, in excavating to improve a spring 
near his house. This was partly light-colored, and partly of a deep red color, and was thought to 
be from a layer in place, near the base of "the mound." Mr. Upham also reports pipeslone from 
section ~O, Rose Dell, where it appears upon a little ridge about a quarter of a mile long from 
nortbwest'to southeast, baving the usual colors and character. This is on the authority of D. E. 
Runals, of Edgerton. Further statements respecting the uses of this pipestone, will be found 
uuder a?'chcco!ogy, at the close of this chapter. 

The drift. Till. These counties lie mainly outside of the great moraine 

that crosses the southwestern portion of the state, and their drift features 

present some peculiarities. They are still, in general, till-covered, that de

posit exhibiting a thickness, and a general uniformity in its features equal 

to, if not greater than, many of the counties that lie within the morainic 

belt. That is to say, its composition does not change so frequently to 

gravel and sand, and its upper surface is not so frequently broken by hil

locks, or depressed by short valleys. Yet toward the south it exhibits 

features that seem to indicate its greater age. Its gravel stones, particu

larly those of limestone, are rotted. Its boulders become less conspicuous 

and 3!pparently less numerous, at least superficially, and it assumes a peb

bly rather than a stony composition. Within it appear those limy concre

tions that have frequently been mentioned in describing the loam of the 

Mississippi and Missouri valleys. These concretions accompany this peb

bly composition, until by the gradual withdrawal of the pebbles, there is 

found a fine, clayey loam which cannot be distinguished from the loess

loam of the Missouri valley. This transition does not involve the whole 

thickness of the till, but pertains to its upper portions.* At a few feet 

below the surface the till, even in the southern part of Rock county, is 

stony. 

-.Compare the report on Fillmore county, pp. 311-317. 
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[Terminal moraine. Loess 

Tennl:nal tlwraine. The outer terminal moraine, formed at the border 

of the ice-sheet of the last glacial epoch, when it reached its maximum ex

tent, lies in the northeast part of Pipestone county, which it enters from 

the southeast in sections 12 and 13, Rock, thence running northwest and 

pasi:ling into Lincoln county at the north side of sections 1 and 2, Fountain 

Prairie. The moraine here varies from one to two miles in width, and 

forms the crest of the broad area of highland called the Coteau des Prairies. 

In northeastern Rock, and from section 35 to section 28, lEtna, it consists 

of very roughly and prominently hilly till, diversified by many knolls and 

short ridges, of no well-marked uniformity in trend, much in contrast with 

the smooth surface of till, in long, gentle slopes and swells, lying 100 to 150 

feet below this moraine upon each side. The till or boulder-clay constitut

ing the moraine seems to differ from the same deposit in the smooth tracts 

only in containing a very much larger proportion of boulders and pebbles, 

which on the morainic hills and ridges are commonly at least twenty times 

and often evidently more than a hundred times as plentiful as they aver

age upon the ordinary moderately undulating areas of till. Many of the 

knolls and hillocks of this moraine in lEtna are very stony with rock-frag

ments of all sizes up to five or six feet in diameter, mostly, however, not 

exceeding half this size. The water-courses on the flank::; of this massive, 

knolly ridge are deep, steep-sided ravines; and sloughs and lakelets are 

rare. From the south part of section 20, lEi na, the next three miles of 

this moraine northwesterly are less knolly than usual; but farther to the 

northwest it is as irregularly broken as in southern lEtna and northeast-

ern ROCk.-UPHAM. • 

LOCtln~clay. The plate (No. 23) which represents these counties is so 

colored as to indicate an extension of the loess-loam of the Missouri valley 

over a·small area in the southwestern part of Rock county; but it should 

also be added that this extension is limited rather by an ideal than an act

ual boundary, and is designed to include only that area which shows an 

unequivocal aqueous action in the forpl of more or less stratified clay. A 

gravelly clay, which, as already stated, seems to graduate on the one hand 

into the loam, and on the other into the common till, is found on the sur

face some miles farther north, but it is here colored as if a part of the tilL* 

*The sixth annual report} p. 104. 
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This finer till, or pebbly clay, seems to have the age of the till on which it 

lies, rather than of that aeeumulated by the last glacial epoch, and seems 

to require the presence and action of a lake of standing water at the mo

ment of deposition.* The water in sueh ease would not only produce such 

plasticity in the till as to allow the heavier and coarser components to 

seek the bottom of the mas:;;", but perhaps to cause their dislodgment from 

the ice, and their deposition somewhat earlier than the great mass, the 

smaller stones ~tlld pebbles being retained and more thoroughly mingled 

with the clay. 

Kame-like deposits. In the south part of Spring Water the surface is 

prineipally till, but knolls or svyells are founel oecasiona,lly to consist of 

gravel and sand ten to twenty feet deep. These deposits of modified drift 

seem to be of kame-like ol'igin, anel to be of the date of the earlier glacial 

epoch, due to the i'apid action of rivers on the drift at the time of its dep

osition. Such water was probably confined within gorges in the ice, and 

had ample facility for washing the till as fast as brought forward by the 

ice, carrymg away the clayey con;;titL1ents anel leaving only the coarser. 

Other localities of similar deposits, consisting partly of till and partly 

of sand, are seen in the S. W. t sec. 20, Denver. Here a few knolls and 

short, rough ridges, with abundant boulders up to two feet in diameter, 

rise from twenty-fi ve to forty feet above the general level. Again, in the 

.west part of section 8, Eden, Pipestone county, are other kame-like accu

mulations, largely consisting of till with many boulders, sometimes fiye 

feet in diameter, but mostly smaller. These rise from twenty to thirty 

feet above the surrounding country. Similar, but perhaps somewhat 

higher hills and swells are seen in the east edge of this township (probably 

section 13), and the adjoining part of Elmer. 

The level terrace of gravel and sand, underlain by till, on which Ed

gerton is built, is about two-thirds of a mile in extent from west to east 

with a hight thirty to forty feet above the Rock river. 

Boulders. The "three maidens" and the three others (smaller) that 

make up the cluster of six lying just outside the Indian reservation at the 

pipestone quarry, fig. 42, rest on the surface of the red quartzyte about 

sixty rods southeast of the quarry and at the foot of the long ledge or es-
-*Comp"re Geology of Ohio. vol. i, p. 606: vol. ii, p. 232; Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. 8ci.. 1872. vol. XXI •• p. 182. 
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seem to be of kame-like ol'igin, and to be of the date of the earlier glacial 

epoch, dlle to the rapid action of rivers on the drift at the time of its dep

osition. Sueh water was probably confined within gorges in the ice, and 

had ample facility for washing the till as fast as brought forward by the 

ice, carrylllg away the clayey constitLlents and leaving only the coarser. 

Other localities of similar deposits, consisting partly of till and partly 

of sand, are seen in the S. W. ± sec. 20, Denver. Here a few knolls and 

short, rough ridges, with abundant boulders up to two feet in diameter, 

rise from twenty-five to forty feet above the general level. Again, in the 

.west part of section S, Eden, Pipestone county, are other kame-like accu

mulations, largely consisting of till with many boulders, sometimes five 

feet in diameter, but mostly smaller. These rise from twenty to thirty 

feet above the surrounding country. Similar, but perhaps somewhat 

higher hills and swells are seen in the east edge of this township (probahly 

section 13), and the adjoining part of Eln18r. 

The level terrace of gravel and sand, underlain by till, on which Ed

gerton is built, is about two-thirds of a mile in extent from west to east 

with a hight thirty to forty feet above the Rock river. 

Boulders. The "three maidens" and the three others (smaller) that 

make up the cluster of six lying just outside the Indian reservation at the 

pipestone quarry, fig. 42, rest on the surface of the red quartzyte about 

sixty rods southeast of the quarry and at the foot of the long ledge or es-
-'Compare Geology of Ohio, vol. i, p. 606: vol. ii, p. 232; Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. tici., 1872, vol. XXI., p. 182. 
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T ilt: GEOLOGY OF ,MINNESO'l'A. 

<:arpment tha.t pas~e~ llorth ;lwl 'iuulh. They c\'idently oncc constituted 

one immellse houlder a.nd h:we hecome ",ix from t h€: falling a part, under 

the influence of fl'o:-.t. of the gran ite along ib natural lSealllS (I I' joints. 

:-;1I<:h a separation or la rge houldcrs "omelilllc!-i i" seen on t he prairies in 

~Jinnesota 1I11dCl' l'in'ulllstall('c:-I wh it'h dl'll1ollst rate t heir fo rmer entirety. 

The largest three piece:,. eacil ahout. twe nLy feel long ,lnd tweh'e feet high, 

are the 'l'hrec Maiden .... :;o {'~lIed, !\lIolhor pic('o is about t wenty feet long 

aud c igb L feet high. Two uther piece .... , nino alld twcl\'o [eel long,arc four 

0 1' five reet high. There is nl"o a ... cvcntil fragment about live feet in 

leng-th. Togethel' the,\' mn~l han.' (·oll'itituted. a~ remarked by ~Ir. Up

ham. t.he large~t ico-tran~p(Jrted blo('1\ kllOWIl ill )Iillll€'sota. making a 

mass rrom fifty to ,ixty feet III liiallletrr, The piet'e~ are all alike. and no 

uther bouiller.:i of any kiml are se(,11 in the riC'illity. They l'ons ist of red, 

('oarse-grained granite. :.imilar to thllt 'icen ill oukl'Op nea r Xew rim, a 

short distauce \\'e:.t of the outcrop of conglomerate all the north side of 

the l'i\'er. Other large houiller ... of red gran ito al'e found in Rock ('ounty, 

anti, taken in cOllueetion wilh their size. they all indicate t he close PI'Oll:' 

imityoftheir source. It i:-; 1)I·ol>a.lllo that the rock tha.t underlies t he Pots

,bUll in these counties ('onsi;;ts or this red gran ito. 

Pin. ,~. 'rll~; 'J'llI:t; I'; II \JI)F.NS 

·, .... ,·Ctllhn·".''''cuh.u ... '''' 1"'10""'( "I..orowl",.elhe",wtt <; '" " (" u .. ..., to<) .. lde .... r")I" Ib~ lrailiholl th~L .. n.. '.' ''''. IW ". co",,()" I ", ""m~ IMu ,~ ... d,,,.,~ .. "phed 
(hr~,' ru~lde". WLH' ned (olh_ rod,,, r ... , rd"~~, t ,~ do:.(f",(1"" of "U (he I"~ I" "'Mr. (h., I,reaellt I,,' h~,,~ . pmng f,oUl 
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G.u·pment that pass s uorth .wd ou 11. 'rOe) evidently ol1ce c;ollstituted 

une imnH~llse houlder anrl have hocome ~ix. frorn bE: falling apart. unuer 

t he infiuenee of fro ·t, of tIl t' gnmi e a.lllng it natural .. earus 01' joluts. 

:-\uch a . [lRratioll of Jarg 11()u1J 1'.' ~owetime .. i;;; '8ell 011 the prairies in 

Minnesota. unlll' rircums a·ncc.· \\ 'l1id1 (iell.lul1 .. t l'a te their forlller ent.irety. 

The hLl'gel-\t tIne pie ·e~. earl.l a hout twenty feet long ;Lllfl t.welve to thigh, 

;t,re t,he rl'llL'ec l'vlaiclell.', ~ o called. A II other piere i .. ah ut twenty feet long 

aml eight feet high. Two other piece!', nine RIIiI tw lve feet long, <'),re foul' 

or fiv e feet, hig·h. 'I'll re is (1.1;-;0 " • even h fl'agm nt about tive feet in 

len,gUl, 'l'o;:,'ether t hey llJU~ t, have (·on .. ,tit.llted. as remarked by Mr. Up

hlUl1. th largest it -trau :sported 1 luck known 111 wI iunei'ota. making a. 

mao's fi'ol1J fifty t I .' ix ty f et iu ,licl,nleter. The jJie\'es Cl.re all a.like. aud no 

01,11 r UQuldcl'C' ot auy kiud arc .'een iu the vicinity. They ('on 'ist of red, 

e,oarse-gl'aine(l grauite . .. imil:1I' tel that ~een il.) outm'op I ear New 1m, a. 

~bort di.l' tauce wes!; of the ontol'op of Gongiornemte on t.he north side of 

he riv 1'. Other lal.'l.!'e boulder;; (It red gnt,nitc <H'e found in Rock tounty, 

;~ll,i, ta.kelt in connedion wit.h their siL6, the.v all incli 'ate the close prox

imity of t.heir :,;ource. It i . probahle ha.t the rock that underl ie. the Pots

dam in these couut.ie~ (,;t)u.'ist· of this rea O' ra.ni te. ¥ 
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. In traveling over the plate~u Of. quartzyte, about on section 16, Mound, a large, solitary 
gramte boulder may be seen. It hes dIrectly on the quartzyte. It is rough and granulated and 
there is a circular excavation or concavity in the soil in which it lies. It is about ten feet \ong 
and five feet high, and has a groove horizontally circumscribing it about a foot in width and three 
or four inches deep. Taken altogether it immediately reminds the beholder, not Jess by its gen
eral shape than by this groove, of the artificial stone hamme'I's sometimes found. Its size precludes 
its being one, but its shape is very like them. The groove may have been formed by the action of 
ice and water on its sides, as the rock has the appearance of lying, in ordinary seasons, in a little 
lake of water, which at the time of this examination was entirely dried up. This boulder, like 
the "three maidens," at the pipestone quarry, must be referred to the date of the earlier boulder
clay. 

On the south slope of one of the drift hills mentioned in the vicinity of the line between 
Eden and Elmer, about two rods east of the road as it is now traveled, is a boulder of reddish 
granite, ten feet long and six feet wide. The earth all around this boulder, to a distance of ten 
or twelve feet, is hollowed out one to one and a half feet below the general level. 'l'his is an 
unusually large block, its hight now projecting being five feet. Smaller boulders, three to six feet 
in diameter, are seen quite frequently upon the vast prairie of southwestern Minnesota, similarly 
surrounded by a hollOW. These depressions may have been started by the pawing and tramping 
of buffaloes, the pulverized earth having been then blown away by the winds. The ruts of roads 
on the prairies seem often to be deepened in a similar way by the winds blowing dust from them; 
and in winter the wind maintains similar circular depressions about solitary trees, when the sur
rounding country may be covered with two or three feet of snow. 

It has already been mentioned that there are but few boulders in Rock county. They 
are generally confined to the creek bluffs and valleys. Even on the plateau caused by the red 
quartzyte running from near Luverne northwestward they are not seen, or are so rare as to be 
noteworthy for their absence. This is an anomaly, and can be accounted for by the great lateral 
extent of the quartzyte plateau, so that not many fissures were produced by it in the ice-sheet, 
where running water could find passage. There would be no place, ordinarily, where foreign 
boulders would be found, in a drift-covered country, more thickly than on such rocky elevations. 

Glacier-marks. There is evidence of glacier-action, or what has been 

recognized as evidence of glacier-action, in Rock county south of the Coteau. 

The quartzyte is polished, striated and sculptured superficially on the tops 

of the ridges in the central part of the county as only glacier-ice is known 

to do. At the pipestone quarry (near "the three maidens"), such marks 

run 32° W. of S. (true meridian). On the strike of the ledge at the same 

place they run N. and S., varying to 30° W. of S.* On section 13, Eden, 

they run in two directions, one direction being about S. 10° W., and the 

other S. 42° E., within the valley of a little stream. On the rock near 

the top of the southern side of this valley, which is a shallow depression, 

glacial marks run S. 32° W. This is but a few rods from the last observa

tion above. At another point, about ten miles north of Luverne, glacial 

marks were observed running S. 10° W. On the rock at "the mound" they 

run 25 ° to 30° and 35 ° W. In many places they are conspicuous and 

abundant, and perfectly preserved, covering considerable areas. 

--.AJlowing ten degrees for the variation of the needle to the e!'8t of the true north, Mr. Up:'am records glacial 
Jllarks at the three maidms, and on the N. and S. ledge, both 25° W. of S. 
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in diameter, are seen quite frequently upon the vast prairie of southwestern Minnesota, similarly 
surrounded by a hollow. These depressions may have been started by the pawing and tramping 
of buffaloes, the pulverized earth having been then blown away by the winds. The ruts of roads 
on the prairies seem often to be deepened in a similar way by the winds blowing dust from them; 
and in winter the wind maintains similar circular abont solitary trees, when the sur
rounding country may be covered with two or three feet of snow. 

It has already been mentioned that there are but few boulclers in Rock county. They 
are generally confined to the creek bluffs and valleys. Even on the plateau caused by the red 
quartzyte running from near Luverne northwestward they are not seen, or are so rare as to be 
noteworthy for their absence. This is an anomaly, and can be accounted for by the great lateral 
extent of the quartzyte plateau, so that not many fissures were produced by it in the ice-sheet, 
where running water could find passage. There would be no place, ordinarily, where foreign 
boulders would be found, in a drift-covered country, more thickly than on such rocky elevations. 

Glacier-nzarks. There is evidence of glacier-action, or what has been 

recognized as evidence of glacier-action, in .Rock eounty sout? of the Coteau. 

The quartzyte is polished, striated and sculptured superficially on the tops 

of the ridges the central part of the county as only glacier-iee is known 

to do. At the pipestone quarry (near "the three maidens"), such marks 

run 32° W. of S. (true meridian). On the strike of the ledge at the same 

place they run N. and S., varying to 30° W. of S.* On section 13, Eden, 

they run in two direetions, one direction being about S. 10° W., and the 

other S. 42° E., within the valley of a little stream. On the roek near 

the top of the southern side of this valley, which is a shallow depression. 

glacial marks run S. 32° W. This is but a few rods from the last observa

tion above. At another point, about ten miles north of Luverne, glacial 

marks were observed running S. 10° \V. On the rock at "the mound" they 

run 25° to 30° and 35° W. In many places they are conspicuous and 

abundant, and perfectly preserved, covering considerable areas. 

-.-* Allowing ten degrees for the v8l.;iation of the needle ~g tl;e ea:;t of the true north. 
Illarks at the three maide",s, and on the N. and S. ledge, both 25 Vi. of S. 

Mr. Upilalll records glaciaj 
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548 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNEISOTA. 
[Glacier-marks. 

It seems almost impossible that in so level and open a country, and 

on the same rocks, without apparent cause, the glacier which must have 

been hundreds of miles wide,)f it existed here at all, could have taken such 

dive.rse directions in so short distances. It cannot be doubted, however, 

that this marking was done by a force that exerted a great pressure at the 

same time that the marks were made. This pressure is evinced not only 

in the marking itself, which is 011 the hardest formation found in the state, 

but in the minute cross-fractures that cover the surface where this rasping 

has taken place, and yet leave it in the main a smoothed and moutonned 

surface. These cross-fractures run curvingly downward at varying angles 

with the surface, and to all depths less than an inch, but usually less 

than one-sixteenth of an inch, and indicate perhaps an incipient nrushing 

to the depth of at least an inch. They show in what manner the rasp

ing reduced the original projecting knobs. Where the natural seams or 

planes of jointage cross the rock, causing the quartzyte to chip off sooner 

and deeper with a curving and conchoidal fracture, these little checks are 

larger. Their prevailing direction is transverse to the rasping force, so 

that the rock, along some grooves, has a short conchoidally fractured 

structure transverse to the gtooves, penetrating it to the depth of a quarter 

to half an inch,. exhibited now in a series of little curving furrows where 

the laminffi broke off successively, the convexities of the laminffi being to

ward the north.* 
NORTH. 

SOUTH 

FIG. 43. GLACIAL MARKINGS ON THE RED QUARTZYTE. 

This marking is represented in fig. 43, but the figure does not show a 

great many fine checks with which the surface of the rock is nearly cov

erec1. It shows correctly the prevailing direction of the curvature, and it!:! 

relation to the moving force. This manner of glaciated marking is visible 

*Compare the sixth annual report. p 107. Dr. E. Andrews has recently described a .imilar cross-fracture striRtion . 
seen on the north~n.9t, ~hord of lake Huron on R. simi'ar rock; his observ.ltioll makes the convexities of the laminm 
turned toward tile lUOVlUg force. Bulleti" of the Ohicago Acad. of Sci., vol. i, No. 1. Am. Jour. Sci .. (3), xxvi, 101. 
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on section 13, Eden, and also on "the mound," llear Luverne; also at Sioux 

Fa-lis in Dakota. It. can be compared to a, cross-grained phned bm\,nl, where 

the plane has been drawn against the grain, exeept that the cut edges are 

curved so as to present their convexity toward the el1tting or planing force. 

TMclcness of the glacier in Rock cOllnty. This incipient cl'llshing of the 

red quartzyte under the iee may be taken as a datum on whieh to com

pute the thickness of the ice at the time of its proc1uetion. According to 

the table of the qualities of the lmilding stones of Minnesota, already given 

(page 195), the red quartzyte from Pipestone City has a crushing resistance 

equal to 27,000 pounds per square inch. The specifie gravity of i.ce is 0.92. 

Hence a column of ice nearly eleven miles in hight would be required to 

produce the pressure of 27,000 pounds. This calculation is subject to cor

rection for the following sources of error: 1st. The ice may have carried 

a large amount of drift, rendering the comp~\'rative weight much greater, 

and requiring less perpendicular hight. 2d. The crushing produced is su

perficial, and is not the same as the breaking down of a cube of stone 

placed between steel plates. 3d. The fractures were formed by a rasping 

or scratching force and would be more easily produced than a total crush

ing down of the strata. 4th. The stones which were agents in the grasp of 

the ice in thus marking the quartzyte, presented only their tangential 

points, but must have supported a column of ice equal to the area of their 

horizontal periphery. 5th. The strength of the quartzyte may be over

stated.* The import of this calculation therefore cannot be much more 

than to warrant the statement that t,he ice was very thick, perhaps several 

miles. 
Mr. Upham gives the following further observations on glacial striao in Rock 

county: "Very interesting glacial striao were seen on tbe quartzyte, one rod east 
of the road about a mile north of where the east road from Luverne to Pipestone 
City rises upon the quartzyte of the Mound, probabJy in the southwest quarter 
of section 23, Mound. At its west edge a width of two feet, as shown in the 
annexed sketch (fig. 44, is striated from north to south, while the rest is striated 

stria;'~~~~~cein S. 35° W. The line dividing these areas, marks a deBnite change of plane in 
Rock county. thA rock surface, wbich is inclined downward at the west four or fiye degrees, 

and at the east about half as much; making a beveled angle of {)o or pt'rhaps 7". It seems to me 
that these striao wpre probably engraved at different dates by one ice-sheet which JJad COll

stantly covered this district. When the ice attained its maximum area, the. current of this por
tion would be nearly from north to south; but during the final meltll1g, as Its retreatmg western 
border came nearer and nearer to this place, the current must have been deflected southwestward, 

--*Comparath-e streng·th of !\Jjnne~otn and New England granitps, Proceedings of the Arn(>ll~ickan Assc;c~lati~:m for tre 
AdvallcemenL uf ~c:ielJce •. \linlJ~ap(Jlis meeting. l&n. JHIlH:'S Crull has estimated lh:- presel·t t 11~'. Hess ~ ... ~ 1e ~c.e f'J I De 
alilarctic cOIJliut'nt at tw{'hOe miles, with a ~upelfi('ail sleJpe of one, half a degrce.--U11ttate,and 1.me, p. I;). 10 ... 
Dan .. has e.tiwated it at 5000 feet in New Ellgland during the glaClal epoch.--Am. Jo·ur. So •. 
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annexed sketch (fig_ 44·, is striated from north to south, while the rest is striated 

striar.~~~~~ceill S. 35 0 W. The line dividing these areas, marks a deBnite change of plane in 
Rock county. thll rock surface, which is inclined downward at the west four or fiye degrees, 

and at the east about half as much; making a beveled angle of ,)' or pE'rhaps 7°. It seems to me 
that these strire wpre probably engraved at different dates by olle ice-sheet which had con
stantly covered this district. When the ice attained its maximum area, the. current ~f this por
tion would be nearly from north to south; but during the final meltmg, as Its retreatlllg western 
border came nearer and nearer to this place, the current must bave been deflected sonthwestward, 
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on section 13, Eden, and also on "t.he mound," near Luverne; also at. Sioux 

Fa-lls in Dakota. It can be compcuec1 to ,1 cros;:)-gminecl pbnec1 hoard, where 

the plane has been drawn against. the grain, exeept. that the cut edges are 

curved so as to present their convexity toward the cutting 01' planing force_ 

Thiclcness ~f the glacier in Rocle cOllnt.'J. Thi" incipient crushing of the 

red quartzyte under the iee may be taken as a datum on whieh to com

pute the thickness of the ice at the time of i t.s proc1uetion_ According to 

the table of the qualit.ies of the builcling stones of Minnesota, already given 

(page 195), the red quart.zyte from Pipestone Cit.y has a crushing re"istance 

equal to 27,000 pounds per square inch. The specitk gravity of ice i" 0.92. 

Hence a column of ice nearly eleven miles in hight. would be required to 

produce the pressure of 27,000 pounds. This calculation is subject to cor

rection for the following sources of error: 1st. The ice may have earried 

a large amount of drift, rendering the comparative weight much greater, 

and requiring less perpendicular hight. 2d_ The crushing produced is su

perficial, and is not the same as the breaking down of a cube of stone 

placed between st.eel plat.es. 3d. The fractures were formed by a rasping 

or scratching force and would be more easily produeed t.han a tot.al crush

ing down of the strata. 4t.h. The stones which were agents in the grasp of 

the ice in thus marking the quart.zyt.e, presented only their tangential 

points, but must have support.ed a column of ice equal to the area of their 

horizontal periphery. 5t.h. The st.rengt.h of the quart.zyt.e may be over

stated. * The import of this calculation therefore cannot be much more 

than to warrant the st.atement. t.hat the ice was very t.hick, perhaps several 

miles. 
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approximating to a direction perpendicular to the ice-border. That the strire bearing S. 35° W. 
belong to a later date than those from north to south, is made quite certain by the fa~t that ~he 
former is approximately the prevailing course of striation in this region; for the last glacIal erOSIOn 
upon any area must obviously efface the greater part of the earlier strire. . _. 

"About a mile farther north, perhaps in the southeast quarter of section 15, Mouna, on aSIm
Hal' small, low exposure of quartzyte, also only one rod east of the same road, similar striation was 
observed, the larger (west) part of this exposed rock-surface being striated from north to south; 
and the smaller (east) portion, S. 35° W. A sl~ght difference in slo~e of these \l(~. 
differently striated portions of the rock surface IS also seen here, formmg a bev- FIG. 45. Beveled angle. 

eled angle (fig 45). These observations agree in all respects with the preceding."* 
Natwl'al waters. The water of the Hock river at Luverne was examined chemically for 

the survey by Dr. W. A. Noyes in November, 1882, with the following results:t 

An,etZysis oj the wette)' oj Rock 'ri'ver. Ohern. Se1ies No. 133, showing the composition of the 
resic1tle from evup01'uUon. 

Parts per 1.000,000, 
Silica, Si02 ' •• , • , , • , , •••••• , •••.•• , •••• , 21.0 
Alumina, Alp" .. , , .. , .... , ....... , , . . . .. 1.0 
Iron oxide, Feps ('() .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.8 
Calcium carbonate, CaCOa• , , . " .......... 136.0 
Calcium sulphate, CaSO., ..... ,.......... 6.4 
Calcium nitrate, Ca(NOJ2· ... '.,. '" '., .traces 
Magnesium carbonaie, MgCO" ...... ".,. 7004 
Lithium phosphate, Li"P04 ,., ., ••. minute trace 
Potassium sulphate, K2SO" .. , ......... ,' 3.3 
Sodium sulphate, NazSO, .......... ,',.". 25.6 
Sodium chloride, NaC!.., ..... ,',........ 2.0 

204.5 

Percentage. Grains per gallon. 
7.6 1.22493 

.4 0.05833 
3.2 0.51330 

49.6 7.93288 
2.3 0.37332 

25.7 4.10643 

1.2 0.19249 
9.3 1.49325 

.7 0.11666 

100.0 111.01159 

Iodine and bromine were absent, as well as borates; the test by permanganate showed 1.1 
parts of oxygen consumed by organic matter for each million parts of water; hardness, 17 degrees. 
This water is notable for the large amount of iron. 

Springs. A spring that issues from the base of "the mound" on Mr. Lary McDermott's 
farm, is said to supply soft water. This can only be accounted for by supposing the water to 
pass only throu!l:h the strata of the Potsdam formation, which in some places is quite open and 
pervious; since the drift deposits of the county, as well as the strata of the Cretaaeous (if such 
exist in these counties), wlll only supply a hard water, ann. also very often one somewhat alkaline. 
Springs, from whose calcareous matter the peculiar deposit of travertine called "petrified moss" 
is being formed, occur on the northwest side of Chanarambie creek, in section 22, Osborne. Other 
springfl, notably ferruginous, occur near by, and similar springs are found occasionally along 
Chanarambie creek for several miles above this point. 

Two remarkable mineral springs, supposed to contain sulphur, occur about a quarter of a 
mile northwest of the east branch of Split Rock creek, on the S. E. 1 of section 20, Eden. 

Wells in Pipestone county.~ 

Rock. John Hipes; S. E. } sec. 4: well 20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till., picked, 18; water seeps. 
Burke. The railroad well at Woodstock station, in the S. W.l of section 2, wa~ dug 54 feet, 

and bored 18, to a total depth of 72 feet; it was yellowish till for the first 40 feet, below which it 
was all darker, bluish till. The only water obtained seeps within the first sixteen feet from the 
surface, and fills the well to within ten feet, and sometimes within six feet below its top, but does 
not yield a large supply. 

Osbo1'1le. J. B. Barlow, Jr.; Edgerton, in the N. E. 1 of sec. 28: well dug to 40 feet, and 
bored 25 feet. to 65 in total; soil, 2 feet; sand and gravel (modified drift in the valley of Rock 
river and Chanarambie creek, on a terrace of which Edgerton is built), 16 feet; blue till, spaded 

*See also page 504, 
tEleventh annual report. 
tM06t of the notes on wells are by Mr. Upham; and many in Rock county are from Mr. Aaron Baer, ofJJuverne. 
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approximating to a direction perpendicular to the ice-border. That the strire bearing S. 35" W. 
belong to a later date than those from north to south, is made quite certain by the fact that the 
former is approximately the prevailing course of striation in this region; for the last glacial erosion 
upon any area must obviously efface the greater part of the earlier strire. . . _ . 

"About a mile farther north, perhaps in the southeast quarter of sectlOn 15, MOUIlU, on a Slm
ilar small, low exposure of quartzyte, also only one rod east of the same road, similar striation was 
observed, the larger (west) part of this exposed rock-surface being striated from north to south; 
and the smaller (east) portion, S.35° W. A sl~ght difference in slo~e of these w.~. 
differently striated portions of the rock surface lS also seen here, formmg a bev- FIG. 45. Beveled angle. 

eled angle (fig 45). These observations agree in all respects with the preceding."* 
Natural waters. The water of the Hock river at Luverne was examined chemically for 

the survey by Dr. W. A. Noyes in November, 1882, with the following results:t 

Analysis of the wetter of Rock ·,.i~eT. Chen'!. Series No. 133, sho~ving the composition oj the 
7'esi(1ue j1'Om evapol'at'io'll. 

Parts per 1.000,000, 
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Potassium sulphate, 1(2S0, ... , , 3.3 
Sodium sulphate, NazSO,.... .... . ... 25.6 
Sodium chloride, NaCl.,. . ...... ' .. 2.0 
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Iodine and bromine were absent, as well as borates; the test by permanganate showed l.1 
parts of oxygen consumed by organic matter for each million parts of water; hardness, 17 degreEs. 
This water is notable for the large amount of iron. 

Spl'ings. A spring that issues from the base of "the mOUlld" on Mr. Lary McDermott's 
farm, is said to supply soft water. This can only be accounted for by supposing the water to 
pass only through the strata of the Potsdam formation, which in some places is quite open and 
pervious; since the drift deposits of the county, as well as the strata of the Cretaaeous (if such 
exist in these counties), wlll only supply a hard water, ann also very often one somewhat alkaline. 
Springs, from whose calcareous matter the peculiar deposit of travertine called "petrified moss" 
is being formed, occur on the northwest side of Chanarambie creek, in section 22, Osborne. Other 
spring~, notably ferruginous, occnr near by, and similar springs are found occaSionally along 
Chanarambie creek for several miles above this point. 

Two remarkable mineral springs, supposed to contain sulphur, occur about a quarter of a 
mile northwest of the east branch of Split Rock creek, on the S. E. i of section 20, Eden. 
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tMost of the notes on wells are by Mr. Upham; and many in Rock county are from Mr. Aaron Baer, of Luverne. 

550 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
l Water analysis. 

approximating to a direction perpendicular to the ice-border. That the strire bearing S. 35" W. 
belong to a later date than those from north to south, is made quite certain by the fact that the 
former is approximately the prevailing course of striation in this region; for the last glacial erosion 
upon any area must obviously efface the greater part of the earlier strire. . . _ . 

"About a mile farther north, perhaps in the southeast quarter of sectlOn 15, MOUIlU, on a Slm
ilar small, low exposure of quartzyte, also only one rod east of the same road, similar striation was 
observed, the larger (west) part of this exposed rock-surface being striated from north to south; 
and the smaller (east) portion, S.35° W. A sl~ght difference in slo~e of these w.~. 
differently striated portions of the rock surface lS also seen here, formmg a bev- FIG. 45. Beveled angle. 

eled angle (fig 45). These observations agree in all respects with the preceding."* 
Natural waters. The water of the l{ock river at Luverne was examined chemically for 

the survey by Dr. W. A. Noyes in November, 1882, with the following results:t 

Analysis of the wetter of Rock ·,.i~eT. Chen'!. Series No. 133, sho~ving the composition oj the 
7'esi(1ue j1'Om evapol'at'io'll. 

Parts per 1.000,000, 
Silica, SiOz· .. , , .. , . , . , ... , . , ........... , 21.0 
Alumina, AI20:; .. , , .. , ...... , . . . . . . l.0 
Iron oxide, Fep3 ('r) ............... , .... , 8.8 
Calcium carbonate, CaCOs.,··..... . . , .136.0 
Calcium sulphate, CaSO, ...... "......... 6.4 
Calcium nitrate, CalNOJ2·.··'.· ... , , .. traces 
Magnesium carbonate, MgCO,....... .. 70.4 
Lithium phosphate, Li:,PO, .... , ... minute trace 
Potassium sulphate, 1(2S0, ... , , 3.3 
Sodium sulphate, NazSO,.... .... . ... 25.6 
Sodium chloride, NaCI.,. . ...... ' .. 2.0 

204..5 

Percentage. Grains per gallon. 
7.6 l.22493 

.4 0.05833 
3.2 0.51330 

49.6 7.93288 
2.3 0.37332 

25.7 4.10643 

1.2 0.19249 
H.3 1.49325 

.7 0.11666 

100.0 Hl.01l59 

Iodine and bromine were absent, as well as borates; the test by permanganate showed l.1 
parts of oxygen consumed by organic matter for each million parts of water; hardness, 17 degreEs. 
This water is notable for the large amount of iron. 

Spl'ings. A spring that issues from the base of "the mOUlld" on Mr. Lary McDermott's 
farm, is said to supply soft water. This can only be accounted for by supposing the water to 
pass only through the strata of the Potsdam formation, which in some places is quite open and 
pervious; since the drift deposits of the county, as well as the strata of the Cretaaeous (if such 
exist in these counties), wlll only supply a hard water, ann also very often one somewhat alkaline. 
Springs, from whose calcareous matter the peculiar deposit of travertine called "petrified moss" 
is being formed, occur on the northwest side of Chanarambie creek, in section 22, Osborne. Other 
spring~, notably ferruginous, occur near by, and similar springs are found occaSionally along 
Chanarambie creek for several miles above this point. 

Two remarkable mineral springs, supposed to contain sulphur, occur about a quarter of a 
mile northwest of the east branch of Split Rock creek, on the S. E. i of section 20, Eden. 

Wells in Pipestone county.t 

Rock. John Hipes; S. E. l sec. 4: well 20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till., picked, 18; water seeps. 
Bwrke. The railroad well at Woodstock station, in the S. W. i of section 2, was dug 54 feet, 

and bored 18, to a total depth of 72 feet; it was yellowish till for the first 40 feet, below which it 
was all darker, bluish till. The only water obtained seeps within the first sixteen feet from the 
surface, and fills the well to within ten feet, and sometimes within six feet below its top, but does 
not yield a large supply. 

Osborne. J. B. Barlow, Jr.; Edgerton, in the N. E. l of sec. 28: well dug to 40 feet, and 
bored 25 feet, to 65 in total; soil, 2 feet; sand and gravel (modified drift in the valley of Rock 
river and Chunarambie creek, on a terrace of which Edgerton is built), 16 feet; blue till, spaded 

"See also page 504, 
tEleventh annual rel)Ort. 

tMost of the notes on wells are by Mr. Upham; and many in Rock county are from Mr. Aaron Baer, of Luverne. 
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and bored, 47 feet, and extending lower; the only water found wa~ in the lower part of the grave 
and sand. 

Fountain Prairie. T. P. Woodle; S. W. ,\ of sec. 12: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, 2; water seeps. Another well, on the same quarter-section and same farm, after 
going only 7 feet, which was yellow till, found a spring (with no sand) from which water rose 
four feet in three hours. 

Grange. Alfred Johnson; sec. 33: well, 22 feet deep; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 18; con
taining at 14 feet below the top of the well a layer of dry sand and gravel, three inches thick; 
harder blue till, 2 feet and extending lower; water comes in large amount between the yellow and 
blue till, rising six to eight feet. 

Gray. Dr. William Taylor; N. W . .] sec. 18 (one mile S. E. from Pipestone City): well,55 
feet; till, mostly yellowish, with some 'darker layers, 52 feet, containing pebbles sparingly in its 
upper part, mostly limestone and small, also a white, soft, chalk-like powder, sometimes in part, 
or wholly, a hard and compact stone, in lumps up to three inches long, evidently of similar origin 
as the drift-pebbles, and below containing many pebbles and boulders of granite, syenite, and 
crystalline schists, up to six or eight inches in diameter; under this till is sand and gravel, 3 feet; 
water, only becoming three feet deep, is found in this stratified drift at the bottom. 

Elmer. F. A. Bishop; sec. 30: well,24 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 22; water seeps, standing 
ten feet deep. . 

Sweet. Wells at Pipestone City are 20 to 45 feet deep, all till, yellowish above and dark 
bluish below; in the east part of Pipestone City, they strike quartzyte. 

Eden. 1Villiam F. Lange; sec. 6: well, 16 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 13; water seeps, 
plentiful and of excellent quality. 

Wells in Rock county. 

Battle Plain. F. M. Snow; sec. 2: well, 34 feet deep; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, picked, 32 
feet; water seeps, coming mostly at 20 feet and below. :Frequent chalk-like concretions (or, more 
probably, pebbles of rotted limestone, as in Dr. Taylor's well) were found from two to ten feet 
below the surface, in till as gravelly and stony as any below. 

John Boyes; sec. 12: well, 25 feet; soil,2 feet; yellow till, all picked, 23; water seeps, of 
excellent quality, comiug mostly about 13 feet below the surface, filling the well nine feet deep. 

Vienna. William Maynes; sec. 26: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; water 
seeps, excellent in quality, filling the well ten feet deep. 

John P. Landin; sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil 2; clayey sand, not caving in, containing no 
pebbles, 8 feet; yellow till, 20; water five feet deep. 

Mag?iolia. A well on sec. 16, 24 feet deep, was, for all below the black soil, common yel
lowish joint-clay with gravel mixed (till); this well stopped at the top of the blue till, which was 
very hard and dry. "There was one well drilled here [sec. 161,410 filet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow
ish joint-clay [till], about 15 feet; then a grayish clay, about 10 feet; then it runs off into a mixed 
yellowish and bluish clay, the lower part being the bluer, 3 or 4 feet; then comes the regular 
blue or black clay, as it is commonly called; at] 6·5 feet they struck quicksand of a light color, 4 or 
5 feet thick; then it went off into the old black clay again. They struck some rock; I cannot tell 
whether bed-rock or boulders; as near as I can learn, they were of a darkish color and of a sandy 
nature, not so hard as Ollr red Mound stone. I did not dig or drill this well; it was only a Rix
inch hole. . . . Right by the side of this deep boring, I sunk a well four feet in 
diameter, 30 feet deep, and prospected down 100 feet from the bottom of the four foot hole 
(size of prospect hole three inches), finding nothing but blue clay [till]." 

On section 19 a well 18 feet deep was soil, 4 feet; sand and gravel, 4 feet; the yellowish 
"joint-clay" (till), 10 feet; then black clay (dark bluish till). The foregoing wells in .Magnolia, 
reported by Mr. Baer, appear to be all on the lands of the Rock County Farming Company. 

The well at the western and larger farm·house of this company, in sec. 7, is 47} feet deep; 
sOil,4 feet; yellowish or reddish till ("clay with a little sand and gravel mixed"), 3 or 4 feet; then 
gray or ash-colored clay (probably till), hard and dry, full of seams or joints, about 18 feet; yel
lowish or reddish clay imd sand and gravel mixed (the sand and gravel in the clay being in pock
ets or irregular layers, and of a very red or rusty appearance and cemented together), 6 feet; 
then the same gray or ash-colored clay (doubtless till) as above, except that it contains a little 
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and bored, 47 feet, and extending lower; the only 'water found was in the lower part of the grave 
and sand. 

Fountain P1·ai-rie. T. P. Woodle; S. W . .1 of sec. 12: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, 2; water seeps. Another well, on the same quarter-section and same farm, after 
going only 7 feet, which was yellow till, found a spring (with no sand) from which water rose 
four feet in three hours. 

Grange. Alfred Johnson; sec. 33: well,22 feet deep; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 18; con
taining at 14 feet below the top of the well a layer of dry sand and gravel, three inches thick; 
harder blue till, 2 feet and extending lower; water comes in large amount between the yellow and 
blue till, rising six to eight feet. 

(JTay. Dr. William Taylor; N. W .. 1 sec. 18 (one mile S. E. from l'ijJestone City): well,5.5 
feet; till, mostly yellowish, with some 'darker layers, 52 feet, containing peblJles sparingly in its 
upper part, mostly limestone and small, also a white, soft, chalk-like powder, sometimes in part, 
or wholly, a hard and compact stone, in lumps up to three inches long, evidently of similar origin 
as the drift-pebbles, and below containing many pebbles and boulders of granite, syenite, and 
crystalline schists, up to six or eight inches in diameter; nnder this till is sand and gravel, 3 feet; 
water, only becoming three feet deep, is fonnd in ttis stratified drift at the bottom. 

Elmer. F. A. Bishop; sec. 30: well,24 feet; soil,2; yellow till,22; water seeps, standing 
ten feet deep. . 

Sweet. Wells at Pipestone City are 20 to 45 feet deep, all till, yellowish above and dark 
bluish below; in the east part of Pipestone City, they strike quartzyte. 

Eden. ,Villiam F. Lange; sec. 6: well, 16 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 13; water seeps, 
plentiful and of excellent quality. 

Wells in Rock county. 

Battle Plain. F. M. Snow; sec. 2: well, 34 feet deep; soil,2 feet; yellow till, picked, 32 
feet; water seeps, coming mostly at 20 feet and below. Frequent chalk-like concretions (or, more 
probably, pebbles of rotted limestone, as in Dr. Taylor's well) were found from two to ten feet 
below the surface, in till as gravelly and stony as any below. 

John Boyes; sec. 12: well,25 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, all picked, 23; water seeps, of 
excellent quality, coming mostly about 13 feet below the surface, filling the well nine feet deep. 

Vienna. William Maynes; sec. 26: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; water 
seeps, excellent in quality, filling the well ten feet deep. 

John P. Landin; sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil 2; clayey sand, not caving in, containing no 
pebbles, 8 feet; yellow till, 20; water five feet deep. 

Mag?iolia. A well on sec. 16,24 feet deep, was, for all below the black soil, common yel
lowish joint-clay with gravel mixed (till); this well stopped at the top of the blue till, which was 
very hard and dry. "There was one well drilled here [sec. 161,410 f"et deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow
ish joint-clay [till]. about 15 feet; then a grayish clay, about 10 feet; then it rnns off into a mixed 
yellowish and bluish clay, the lower part being the bluer, 3 or 4 feet; then comes the regular 
blue or black clay, as it is commonly called; at 16·) feet they struck quicksand of a light color, 4 or 
5 feet thick; then it went off into the old black clay again. They struck some rock; I cannot tell 
whether bed-rock or boulders; as near as I can learn, they were of a darkish color and of a sandy 
nature, not so hard as Ollt· red Mound stone. I did not dig or drill this well; it was only a Rix
inch hole. . .. . Right by the side of this deep boring, I snnk a well four feet in 
diameter, 30 feet deep, and prospected down 100 feet from the bottom of the four foot hole 
(size of prospect hole three inches), finding nothing but blue clay [till]." 

On section 19 a well 18 feet deep was soil, 4 feet; sand and gravel, 4 feet; the yellowish 
"joint-clay" (till), 10 feet; then black clay (dark bluish till). The foregoing wells in :Magnolia, 
reported by Mr. Baer, appear to be all on the lands of the Rock County Farming Company. 

The well at the western and larger farm·house of this company, in sec. 7, is 47} feet deep; 
soil,4 feet; yellowish or reddish till ("clay with a little sand and gravel mixed"), 3 or 4 feet; then 
gray or ash-colored clay (probably till), hard and dry, full of seams or joints, about 18 feet; yel
lowish or reddish clay and sand and gravel mixed (the sand and gravel in the clay being in pock
ets or irregular layers, and of a very red or rusty appearance and cemented together), 6 feet; 
then the same gray or ash-colored clay (doubtless till) as above, except that it contains a little 
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and bored, 47 feet, and extending lower; the only 'water found was in the lower part of the grave 
and sand. 

Fountain P1·ai-rie. T. P. Woodle; S. W . .1 of sec. 12: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, 2; water seeps. Another well, on the same quarter-section and same farm, after 
going only 7 feet, which was yellow till, found a spring (with no sand) from which water rose 
four feet in three hours. 

Grange. Alfred Johnson; sec. 33: well,22 feet deep; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 18; con
taining at 14 feet below the top of the well a layer of dry sand and gravel, three inches thick; 
harder blue till, 2 feet and extending lower; water comes in large amount between the yellow and 
blue till, rising six to eight feet. 

(JTay. Dr. William Taylor; N. W .. 1 sec. 18 (one mile S. E. from l'ijJestone City): well,5.5 
feet; till, mostly yellowish, with some 'darker layers, 52 feet, containing peblJles sparingly in its 
upper part, mostly limestone and small, also a white, soft, chalk-like powder, sometimes in part, 
or wholly, a hard and compact stone, in lumps up to three inches long, evidently of similar origin 
as the drift-pebbles, and below containing many pebbles and boulders of granite, syenite, and 
crystalline schists, up to six or eight inches in diameter; nnder this till is sand and gravel, 3 feet; 
water, only becoming three feet deep, is fonnd in ttis stratified drift at the bottom. 

Elmer. F. A. Bishop; sec. 30: well,24 feet; soil,2; yellow till,22; water seeps, standing 
ten feet deep. . 

Sweet. Wells at Pipestone City are 20 to 45 feet deep, all till, yellowish above and dark 
bluish below; in the east part of Pipestone City, they strike quartzyte. 

Eden. ,Villiam F. Lange; sec. 6: well, 16 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 13; water seeps, 
plentiful and of excellent quality. 

Wells in Rock county. 

Battle Plain. F. M. Snow; sec. 2: well, 34 feet deep; soil,2 feet; yellow till, picked, 32 
feet; water seeps, coming mostly at 20 feet and below. Frequent chalk-like concretions (or, more 
probably, pebbles of rotted limestone, as in Dr. Taylor's well) were found from two to ten feet 
below the surface, in till as gravelly and stony as any below. 

John Boyes; sec. 12: well,25 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, all picked, 23; water seeps, of 
excellent quality, coming mostly about 13 feet below the surface, filling the well nine feet deep. 

Vienna. William Maynes; sec. 26: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; water 
seeps, excellent in quality, filling the well ten feet deep. 

John P. Landin; sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil 2; clayey sand, not caving in, containing no 
pebbles, 8 feet; yellow till, 20; water five feet deep. 

Mag?iolia. A well on sec. 16,24 feet deep, was, for all below the black soil, common yel
lowish joint-clay with gravel mixed (till); this well stopped at the top of the blue till, which was 
very hard and dry. "There was one well drilled here [sec. 161,410 f"et deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow
ish joint-clay [till]. about 15 feet; then a grayish clay, about 10 feet; then it rnns off into a mixed 
yellowish and bluish clay, the lower part being the bluer, 3 or 4 feet; then comes the regular 
blue or black clay, as it is commonly called; at 16·) feet they struck quicksand of a light color, 4 or 
5 feet thick; then it went off into the old black clay again. They struck some rock; I cannot tell 
whether bed-rock or boulders; as near as I can learn, they were of a darkish color and of a sandy 
nature, not so hard as Ollt· red Mound stone. I did not dig or drill this well; it was only a Rix
inch hole. . .. . Right by the side of this deep boring, I snnk a well four feet in 
diameter, 30 feet deep, and prospected down 100 feet from the bottom of the four foot hole 
(size of prospect hole three inches), finding nothing but blue clay [till]." 

On section 19 a well 18 feet deep was soil, 4 feet; sand and gravel, 4 feet; the yellowish 
"joint-clay" (till), 10 feet; then black clay (dark bluish till). The foregoing wells in :Magnolia, 
reported by Mr. Baer, appear to be all on the lands of the Rock County Farming Company. 

The well at the western and larger farm·house of this company, in sec. 7, is 47} feet deep; 
soil,4 feet; yellowish or reddish till ("clay with a little sand and gravel mixed"), 3 or 4 feet; then 
gray or ash-colored clay (probably till), hard and dry, full of seams or joints, about 18 feet; yel
lowish or reddish clay and sand and gravel mixed (the sand and gravel in the clay being in pock
ets or irregular layers, and of a very red or rusty appearance and cemented together), 6 feet; 
then the same gray or ash-colored clay (doubtless till) as above, except that it contains a little 
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and bored, 47 feet, and extending lower; the only 'water found was in the lower part of the grave 
and sand. 

Fountain PHI-vrie. T. P. Woodle; S. W. 1 of sec. 12: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 14; 
barder blue till, 2; water seeps. Another well, all the same quarteN;ection and same farm, after 
going only 7 feet, which was yellow till, founel a (with no sand) from which water rose 
four feet in three bours. 

Grange. Alfred Johnson; sec. 33: well, 22 feet soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 18; con-
taining at 14 feet below the top of the well a layer of dry sand and gravel, three inches thick; 
harder blue till, 2 feet and extending lower; water comes in amount between the yellow and 
blue till, rising six to eight feet. 

Gmy. Dr. William Taylor; N. W . .] sec. 18 (one mile S. E. from Pipestone City): well, 55 
feet; till, mostly yellowish, with some 'darker layers, 52 feet, containing peblJles sparingly in its 
upper part, mostly limestone and small, also a white, soft, chalk-like powder, sometimes in part, 
or wholly, a hard and compact stone, in lumps up to three inches long, evidently of similar origin 
as the drift-pebbles, and below containing many pebbles and boulders of granite, syenite, and 
crystalline schists, up to six or eight inches in diameter; nnder thls till is sand and gravel, 3 feet; 
water, only becoming three feet deep, is fonnd in this stratified drift at the bottom. 

Elmer. F. A. Bishop; sec. 30: well,24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, :;2; water seeps, standing 
ten feet deep. 

Sweet. Wells at Pipestone City are 20 to 4.5 feet deep, all till, yellowish above and dark 
bluish below; in the east part of Pipestone City, they strike q uartzyte. 

Eden. William F. Lange; sec. 6: well, 16 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 13; water seeps, 
plentiful and of excellent quality. 

Wells in Rock coanty. 

Battle Plain. :F. M. Snow; sec. 2: well, 34 feet soil, :.l feet; yellow till, picked, 32 
feet; water seeps, coming mostly at 20 feet and below. chalk·like concretions (or, more 
probably, pebbles of rotted limestone, as in Dr. Taylor's well) were found from two to ten feet 
below the surface, in till as gravelly and stony as any below. 

John Boyes; sec. 12: well,25 feet; soil,2 feet; yellow till, all picked, 23; water seeps, of 
excellent quality, mostly about 13 feet below the tilling the well nine feet deep. 

Vienna. William Maynes; sec. 26: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; water 
seeps, excellent in quality, filling the well ten feet deep. 

John P. Landin; sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil 2; clayey sand, not caving in, containing no 
pebbles, 8 feet; yellow till, 20; water five feet deep. 

1f:fug?ioliu. A well on sec. 16,24 feet deep, was, for all below the black soil, common yel
lowish joint-clay with gravel mixed (till); this well stopped at the top of the blue till, which was 
very hard and dry. "There was one well drilled here [sec. 161,410 f<:let deep; soil,3 feet; yellow
ish joint-clay [till], about 15 feet; then a grayish clay, about 10 feet; then it rnns off into a mixed 
yellowish and blnish clay, the lower part being the blner, 3 or 4 feet; then comes the regular 
blue or black clay, as it is commonly called; at 1615 feet they struckqnicksand of a light color, 4 or 
5 feet thick; then it went off into the old black clayagam. They struck some rock; r cannot tell 
whether bed-rock or boulders; as near as I can learn, they were of a darkish color and of a sandy 
nature, not so hard as om red Mound stone. I did not dig or drill this well; it was only a "ix
inch hole. _ . . . . . Right by the side of this deep boring, I sunk a well tour feet in 
diameter, 80 feet deep, and prospected down 100 feet from the bottom of the fonr foot hole 
(size of prospect hole three inches), finding nothing but blue clay [till]. " 

On section 19 a well 18 feet deep was soil, 4 feet; sand and 4 feet; the yellowish 
"joint-clay" (till), 10 then black clay (dark bluish till). 'rhe foregoing wells in Magnolia, 
reported by Mr. Baer, appear to be all on the lands of the Rock County Farming Company. 

'rhe well at the western and larger farm·house of this company, in sec. 7, is 47} feet deep; 
soil,4 feet; yellowish or reddish till ("clay with a little sand and mixed "),3 or 4 feet; then 
gray or ash-colored clay (probably till), hard and dry, full of seams or joints, about 18 feet; yel
lowish or reddish clay and sand and gravel mixed (the sand and gravel in the clay being in pock
ets or irregular layers, and of a very red or rusty appearance and cemented together), 6 feet; 
then the same gray or ash-colored clay (doubtless till) as above, except that it contains a little 
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and bored, 47 feet, and extending lower; the only 'water found was in the lower part of the grave 
and sand. 

Fountain PHI-vrie. T. P. Woodle; S. W. 1 of sec. 12: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 14; 
barder blue till, 2; water seeps. Another well, all the same quarteN;ection and same farm, after 
going only 7 feet, which was yellow till, founel a (with no sand) from which water rose 
four feet in three bours. 

Grange. Alfred Johnson; sec. 33: well, 22 feet soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 18; con-
taining at 14 feet below the top of the well a layer of dry sand and gravel, three inches thick; 
harder blue till, 2 feet and extending lower; water comes in amount between the yellow and 
blue till, rising six to eight feet. 

Gmy. Dr. William Taylor; N. W . .] sec. 18 (one mile S. E. from Pipestone City): well, 55 
feet; till, mostly yellowish, with some 'darker layers, 52 feet, containing peblJles sparingly in its 
upper part, mostly limestone and small, also a white, soft, chalk-like powder, sometimes in part, 
or wholly, a hard and compact stone, in lumps up to three inches long, evidently of similar origin 
as the drift-pebbles, and below containing many pebbles and boulders of granite, syenite, and 
crystalline schists, up to six or eight inches in diameter; nnder thls till is sand and gravel, 3 feet; 
water, only becoming three feet deep, is fonnd in this stratified drift at the bottom. 

Elmer. F. A. Bishop; sec. 30: well,24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, :;2; water seeps, standing 
ten feet deep. 

Sweet. Wells at Pipestone City are 20 to 4.5 feet deep, all till, yellowish above and dark 
bluish below; in the east part of Pipestone City, they strike q uartzyte. 

Eden. William F. Lange; sec. 6: well, 16 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 13; water seeps, 
plentiful and of excellent quality. 

Wells in Rock coanty. 

Battle Plain. :F. M. Snow; sec. 2: well, 34 feet soil, :.l feet; yellow till, picked, 32 
feet; water seeps, coming mostly at 20 feet and below. chalk·like concretions (or, more 
probably, pebbles of rotted limestone, as in Dr. Taylor's well) were found from two to ten feet 
below the surface, in till as gravelly and stony as any below. 

John Boyes; sec. 12: well,25 feet; soil,2 feet; yellow till, all picked, 23; water seeps, of 
excellent quality, mostly about 13 feet below the tilling the well nine feet deep. 

Vienna. William Maynes; sec. 26: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; water 
seeps, excellent in quality, filling the well ten feet deep. 

John P. Landin; sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil 2; clayey sand, not caving in, containing no 
pebbles, 8 feet; yellow till, 20; water five feet deep. 

1f:fug?ioliu. A well on sec. 16,24 feet deep, was, for all below the black soil, common yel
lowish joint-clay with gravel mixed (till); this well stopped at the top of the blue till, which was 
very hard and dry. "There was one well drilled here [sec. 161,410 f<:let deep; soil,3 feet; yellow
ish joint-clay [till], about 15 feet; then a grayish clay, about 10 feet; then it rnns off into a mixed 
yellowish and blnish clay, the lower part being the blner, 3 or 4 feet; then comes the regular 
blue or black clay, as it is commonly called; at 1615 feet they struckqnicksand of a light color, 4 or 
5 feet thick; then it went off into the old black clayagam. They struck some rock; r cannot tell 
whether bed-rock or boulders; as near as I can learn, they were of a darkish color and of a sandy 
nature, not so hard as om red Mound stone. I did not dig or drill this well; it was only a "ix
inch hole. _ . . . . . Right by the side of this deep boring, I sunk a well tour feet in 
diameter, 80 feet deep, and prospected down 100 feet from the bottom of the fonr foot hole 
(size of prospect hole three inches), finding nothing but blue clay [till]. " 

On section 19 a well 18 feet deep was soil, 4 feet; sand and 4 feet; the yellowish 
"joint-clay" (till), 10 then black clay (dark bluish till). 'rhe foregoing wells in Magnolia, 
reported by Mr. Baer, appear to be all on the lands of the Rock County Farming Company. 

'rhe well at the western and larger farm·house of this company, in sec. 7, is 47} feet deep; 
soil,4 feet; yellowish or reddish till ("clay with a little sand and mixed "),3 or 4 feet; then 
gray or ash-colored clay (probably till), hard and dry, full of seams or joints, about 18 feet; yel
lowish or reddish clay and sand and gravel mixed (the sand and gravel in the clay being in pock
ets or irregular layers, and of a very red or rusty appearance and cemented together), 6 feet; 
then the same gray or ash-colored clay (doubtless till) as above, except that it contains a little 
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more gravel mixed in, and also small deposits of silver-white sand in pockets varying from one to 
three inches in thickness, about 15 feet; at 47 feet was a layer of dark bluish clay, very soft, six 
inches thick, underlain by quicksand, from which water of excellent quality rose twenty-one feet 
in five minutes, the well being three feet in diameter. 

Another well, 32 feet deep, situated twenty-five rods north of the foregoing, was the same 
as that for the first 18 feet; then a bed of water-bearing gravel was fonnd, 12 feet thick; beneath 
which the well went 12~ feet in soft grayish clay, probably till, full of seeping water. 

In sec. 5 a well 10 feet deep, near the head of a slough, found soil 5 feet; soft, grayish clay 
with seep-water, :> feet, and gravel with abundance of water, 2 feet. ln this well, between the 
soil and the clay, was found "a lower jaW-bone of some graminivorous animal; one side was 
badly decayed, the other was sound; four of the !Jig molars were in a perfect state of preserva
tion." In the gravel were noticed "some small pieces of shells such as clams and snails." 

Henry Halbert; S. w. t of sec. 12; well 30 feet; "joint-clay" all the way; water good, seeps. 
Frank P. Kennedy; sec. 32: well 100 feet deep, mostly the ordinary dark bluish till, not 

striking rock; water rose rapidly, filling the well half full. 
Martin. G. L. Thaden; sec. 2: well, 2-1 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 15 feet; compact 

gravel and sand, with boulders, roundel stones, up to one foot in diameter, making a "hardpan," 
yellowish, iron-rusted, 2 feet; blue till about the same ill hardness as the yellow till, 5 feet, and 
extending 16wer; water comes at the top of the blue till, usually standing about live feet deep. 

John B. Martin; S. E. t of sec. 12: well, 22 feet; soil, 3 feet, containing no gravel, and very 
rarely any pieces of rock; yellow till, 10 feet; harder blue till, 9 feet, and extending lower; water 
seeps at the bottom of the yellow till, usually affording an ample supply. Mr. Martin states that 
chalk-like: limy concretions, one to three inches long, flattish or shaped like potatoes, were found 
quite numerously in the blue till of his well, whicb, as also the yellow till, has many pebbles and 
fragments of granite, hornblende schist, limestone, q nartzyte, etc. These limy concretions were 
infrequent or wanting at this place in the yellowish upper portion of the till. 

Kwwrl1nzi. Jacob Rush; I::L E. t of sec. 6: well, 32 feet; soil, 2: yellowish till, 30 feet, 
slightly gravelly in its upper portion, all yellowish gray, excepting one foot, which was darker 
and harder than the rest, covering a part of the well at the depth of 28 feet, becoming more grav
elly below, with the last foot holding frequent stones up to six inches in diameter; water rose six 
feet from the bottom, which seemed to be only a gravelly softer portion of the till. Soft chalk
like lumps, up to two inches in diameter, were found in Mr. Rush's well, mostly at 5 to 8 feet 
but also to somtl extent all the way down to the bottom. This was in true tiil. i::luch chalk-lik~ 
lumps (sometimes drift-pelJbles from Cretaceous beds, but often evidently concretions of segre
gated calcareous matter, analogous 'A ith the concretions of the loess) are found quite commonly 
in wells of this region, both in the blue and the yellow till. 

Mr. Shively; well, 22 feet; good water from sand at 18 feet, under "joint-clay". 
'William Macnab; N. W. t, Stlc. 18: on the upland east of Rock river: well, 62 feet; soil, 5 feet; 

reddish sand, 1 foot; yellow till, spaded, 5 feet; much harder bluish till, more gravelly, dark at 
first, lJluish gray in the lower portion, 51 feet; this blue till was all the way moist, but had no 
springs, and no supply of water was found. 

llfouncl. Lary McDermott; S. W. t, sec. 25: well, 28 feet; black soil, 6 feet, alluvial and 
partly wind-blown from the top of the mound, in whose lee this well is situated; yellow till, spaded, 
19 feet; gravel and sand, 3 feet, enCl03in,!4 occasioual.fl'Lt pieces of quartzyte, and yielding plenty 
of good water, whicll becomes one and a half feet deep. 

Thomas Kennedy; N. W. t of sec. Ho; well,42 feet; "a dangerous gas gathers in this well; 
struck ulack clay at the depth of 15 or 20 feet; and at the depth of 40 feet we struck a log, which 
the auger bored in two; it seemed to be petrified, and it looked like cedar, judging by the grain; 
at the bottom of this log, there seemed to be a Llack lot of rubbish, such as bark and leaves, 
appearing flaky, as leaves would be under such Circumstances; the sand beneath was dark and the 
water poor, so that it could not be used." 

Clinton. E. A. Brown; Rec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 3; yellow clay, becoming dark below, 
thought to have no grit or gravel in it, but containing occasional small pieces of stone, probably 
twenty-live and perhaps lifty fuund in this well, which was bored about two feet in diameter, 27 
feet; water seeps, becoming three feet deep. This well is situated close west of the bottomland 
of the Rock river, and about ten feet above it. 
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more gravel mixed in, and also small deposits of silver-white sand in pockets varying from one to 
three inches in thickness, about 15 feet; at 47 feet was a layer of dark bluish clay, very soft, six 
inches thick, underlain by quicksand, from which water of excellent quality rose twenty-one feet 
in five minutes, the well being three feet in diameter. 

Another well, 32 feet deep, situated twenty-five rods north of the foregoing, was the same 
as that for the first 18 feet; then a bed of water-bearing gravel was found, q feet thick; beneath 
which the well went 12~ feet in soft grayish clay, probably till, full of seeping water. 

In sec. 5 a well 10 feet deep, near the head of a slough, found soil 5 feet; soft, grayish clay 
with seep-water, 3 feet, and gravel with abundance of water, 2 feet. In this well, between the 
soil and the clay, was found "a lower jaw-lJone of some graminivorous animal; one side was 
badly decayed, the other was sound; four of the !Jig molars were in a perfect state of preserva
tion_" In the gravel were noticed "some small pieces of shells such as clams and snails." 

Henry Halbert; S. IV. t of sec. 12; well 30 feet; "joint-clay" all the way; water good, seeps. 
Frank P. Kennedy; sec. 32: well 100 feet deep, mostly the ordinary dark bluish till, not 

striking rock; water rose rapidly, filling the well half full. 
Martin. G. L. Thaden; sec. 2: well, 2-1 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 15 feet; compact 

gravel and sand, with boulders, roundel stones, up to one foot in diameter, making a "hardpan," 
yellowish, iron-rusted, 2 feet; blue till about the same in hardness as the yellow till, 5 feet, and 
extending 16wer; water comes at the top of the blue till, usually standing about five feet deep. 

John B. Martin; S. E. !f of sec. 12: well, 22 feet; soil, 3 feet, containing no gravel, and very 
rarely any pieces of rock; yellow till, 10 feet; harder blue till, 9 feet, and extending lower; water 
seeps at the bottom of the yellow till, usually affording an ample supply. Mr. Martin states that 
chalk-like: limy concretions, one to three inches long, flattish or shaped like potatoes, were found 
quite numerously in the blue till of his well, which, as also the yellow till, has many pelJbles and 
fragments of granite, hornblende schist, limestone, quartzyte, etc. These limy concretions were 
infrequent or wanting at this place in the yellowish upper portion of the till. 

KwlCtrl1nzi. Jacob Rush; i::L E. t of sec. (j: well, 32 feet; soil, 2: yellowish till, 30 feet, 
slightly gravelly in its upper portion, all yellowish gray, excepting one foot, which was darker 
and harder tban the rest, eovering a part of the well at the depth of 28 feet, becoming more grav
elly below, with the last foot holding frequent stones up to six inches in diameter; water rose six 
feet from the bottom, wbicb seemed to be only a gravelly softer portion of the till. Soft cbalk
like lumps, up to two inches in diameter, were found in Mr. Rush's well, mostly at 5 to 8 feet, 
but also to some extent all the way down to the bottom. This was in true till. ~uch chalk-like 
lumps (sometimes drift-pelJbles from Cretaceous beds, but often evidently concretions of segre
gated calcareous matter, analogous" itb tbe concretions of the loess) are found quite commonly 
in wells of this region, both in the blue and the yellow till. 

Mr. Shively; well, 22 feet; good water from sand at 18 feet, under "joint-clay". 
William Macnab; N. W. t, sec. 18: on the upland east of Rock river: well, 62 feet; soil, 5 feet; 

reddish sand, 1 foot; yellow till, spaded, 5 feet; much harder bluish till, more gravelly, dark at 
first, lJluish gray in the lower portion, 51 feet; tbis blue till was all the way moist, but had no 
springs, and no supply of water was found. 

1I101111(l. Lary McDermott; 8. W. t, sec. 25: well, 28 feet; black soil, 6 feet, alluvial and 
partly wind-blown from the top of the mound, in whose lee this well is situated; yellow till, spaded, 
19 feet; gravel and sand, 3 feet, encl03ing occasional.flcLt pieces of quartzyte, and yielding plenty 
of good water, which becomes one and a half feet deep. 

Thomas Kennedy; N. W. t of sec. 35; well,42 feet; "a dangerous gas gathers in this well; 
struck ulack clay at the depth of 15 or 20 feet; and at the depth of 40 feet we struck a log, wLich 
the auger bored in two; it seemed to be petrified, and it lookeulike cedar, judging by the grain; 
at the bottom of this log, there seemed to be a lJlack lot of rubbish, such as bark and leaves, 
appearillg flaky, as leaves would be under such circumstances; the sand beneath was dark and the 
water poor, so that it could not be used." 

Cl'inton. E. A. Brown; Rec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 3; yellow clay, becoming dark below, 
thought to have no grit or gravel in it, but containing occasional small pieces of stone, probably 
twenty-live and perhaps fifty fOLlnd in this well, which was bored about two feet in diameter 27 
feet; water seeps, becomiug three feet deep. This well is situated close west of the bottoml~d 
of the Rock river, and about ten feet above it. 
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more gravel mixed in, and also small deposits of silver-white sand in pockets varying from one to 
three inches in thickness, about 15 feet; at 47 feet was a layer of dark bluish clay, very soft, six 
inches thick, underlain by quicksand, from which water of excellent quality rose twenty-one feet 
in five minutes, the well being three feet in diameter. 

Another well, 32 feet deep, situated twenty-five rods north of the foregoing, was the same 
as that for the first 18 feet; then a bed of water-bearing gravel was found, q feet thick; beneath 
which the well went 12~ feet in soft grayish clay, probably till, full of seeping water. 

In sec. 5 a well 10 feet deep, near the head of a slough, found soil 5 feet; soft, grayish clay 
with seep-water, 3 feet, and gravel with abundance of water, 2 feet. In this well, between the 
soil and the clay, was found "a lower jaw-lJone of some graminivorous animal; one side was 
badly decayed, the other was sound; four of the !Jig molars were in a perfect state of preserva
tion_" In the gravel were noticed "some small pieces of shells such as clams and snails." 

Henry Halbert; S. IV. t of sec. 12; well 30 feet; "joint-clay" all the way; water good, seeps. 
Frank P. Kennedy; sec. 32: well 100 feet deep, mostly the ordinary dark bluish till, not 

striking rock; water rose rapidly, filling the well half full. 
Martin. G. L. Thaden; sec. 2: well, 2-1 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 15 feet; compact 

gravel and sand, with boulders, roundel stones, up to one foot in diameter, making a "hardpan," 
yellowish, iron-rusted, 2 feet; blue till about the same in hardness as the yellow till, 5 feet, and 
extending 16wer; water comes at the top of the blue till, usually standing about five feet deep. 

John B. Martin; S. E. !f of sec. 12: well, 22 feet; soil, 3 feet, containing no gravel, and very 
rarely any pieces of rock; yellow till, 10 feet; harder blue till, 9 feet, and extending lower; water 
seeps at the bottom of the yellow till, usually affording an ample supply. Mr. Martin states that 
chalk-like: limy concretions, one to three inches long, flattish or shaped like potatoes, were found 
quite numerously in the blue till of his well, which, as also the yellow till, has many pelJbles and 
fragments of granite, hornblende schist, limestone, quartzyte, etc. These limy concretions were 
infrequent or wanting at this place in the yellowish upper portion of the till. 

KwlCtrl1nzi. Jacob Rush; i::L E. t of sec. (j: well, 32 feet; soil, 2: yellowish till, 30 feet, 
slightly gravelly in its upper portion, all yellowish gray, excepting one foot, which was darker 
and harder tban the rest, eovering a part of the well at the depth of 28 feet, becoming more grav
elly below, with the last foot holding frequent stones up to six inches in diameter; water rose six 
feet from the bottom, wbicb seemed to be only a gravelly softer portion of the till. Soft cbalk
like lumps, up to two inches in diameter, were found in Mr. Rush's well, mostly at 5 to 8 feet, 
but also to some extent all the way down to the bottom. This was in true till. ~uch chalk-like 
lumps (sometimes drift-pelJbles from Cretaceous beds, but often evidently concretions of segre
gated calcareous matter, analogous" itb tbe concretions of the loess) are found quite commonly 
in wells of this region, both in the blue and the yellow till. 

Mr. Shively; well, 22 feet; good water from sand at 18 feet, under "joint-clay". 
William Macnab; N. W. t, sec. 18: on the upland east of Rock river: well, 62 feet; soil, 5 feet; 

reddish sand, 1 foot; yellow till, spaded, 5 feet; much harder bluish till, more gravelly, dark at 
first, lJluish gray in the lower portion, 51 feet; tbis blue till was all the way moist, but had no 
springs, and no supply of water was found. 

1I101111(l. Lary McDermott; 8. W. t, sec. 25: well, 28 feet; black soil, 6 feet, alluvial and 
partly wind-blown from the top of the mound, in whose lee this well is situated; yellow till, spaded, 
19 feet; gravel and sand, 3 feet, encl03ing occasional.flcLt pieces of quartzyte, and yielding plenty 
of good water, which becomes one and a half feet deep. 

Thomas Kennedy; N. W. t of sec. 35; well,42 feet; "a dangerous gas gathers in this well; 
struck ulack clay at the depth of 15 or 20 feet; and at the depth of 40 feet we struck a log, wLich 
the auger bored in two; it seemed to be petrified, and it lookeulike cedar, judging by the grain; 
at the bottom of this log, there seemed to be a lJlack lot of rubbish, such as bark and leaves, 
appearillg flaky, as leaves would be under such circumstances; the sand beneath was dark and the 
water poor, so that it could not be used." 

Cl'inton. E. A. Brown; Rec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 3; yellow clay, becoming dark below, 
thought to have no grit or gravel in it, but containing occasional small pieces of stone, probably 
twenty-live and perhaps fifty fOLlnd in this well, which was bored about two feet in diameter 27 
feet; water seeps, becomiug three feet deep. This well is situated close west of the bottoml~d 
of the Rock river, and about ten feet above it. 
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more gravel mixed in, and also small deposits of silver-white sand in pockets varying from one to 
three inches in thickness, about 15 feet; at 47 feet was a layer of dark bluish clay, very soft, six 
inches thick, underlain by quicksand, from which water of excellent quality rose twenty-one feet 
in five minutes, the well being three feet in diameter. 

Another well, 32 feet deep, situated twenty-five rods north of the foregoing, was the same 
as that for the first 18 feet; then a bed of water-bearing gravel was found, 11 feet thick; beneath 
which the well went 12~ feet in soft grayish clay, probabJy till, full of seeping water. 

In sec. 5 a well 10 feet deep, near the head of a slough, found soil 5 feet; soft, grayish clay 
with seep-water, 3 feet, and with abundance of water. 2 feet. In this well, between the 
soil and the clay, was found "a lower jaw-uone of some graminivorous animal; one side was 
badly decayed, the other was sound; four of the l,ig molars were in a perfect state of preserva
tion." III the gravel were noticed "some small pieces of shells such as clams and snails." 

Henry Halbert; S. w. t of sec. 12; well 30 feet; "joint-clay" all the way; water good, seeps. 
Frank P. Kennedy; sec. 32: well 100 feet deep, mostly the ordinary dark bluish till, not 

striking rock; water rose rapidly, filling the well half full. 
Martin. G. L. Thaden; sec. 2: well, 24 feet; soil, 2; yellow till. spaded, 15 feet; compact 

gravel and sand, with boulders, rouudel stones, up to one foot in diameter, makiug a "hardpan," 
yellowish, iron-rusted, 2 feet; blue till about the same in hardness as t11e yellow till, 5 feet, and 
extending lower; water comes at the top of the blue till, usually standing about five feet deep. 

John B. Martin; S. E. ~ of sec. 12: well, 2:3 feet; soil, 3 feet, containing no gravel, and very 
rarely any pieces of rock; yellow till, 10 feet; harder blue till, \J feet, and extending lower; water 
seeps at the bottom of the yellow till, usually affording an ample supply. Mr. Martin states that 
chalk-like limy concretions, one to three inches long, fiattish or shaped like potatoes, were found 
quite numerously in the blue till of his well, which, as also the yellow till. has many pebbles and 
fragments of granite, hornblende schist, limestone, quartlyte, etc. These limy concretions were 
infreqnent or wanting at this place ill the yellowish upper portion of the till. 

KWla'/llnzi. Jacob Rush; 8. E. t of sec. 6: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 30 feet, 
slightly gravelly in its upper portion, all yellowish gray, excepting OIle foot, which was darker 
and harder than the rest, eovering a part of the well at the depth of 28 feet, becoming more grav
elly below, with the last foot holding frequent stones up to six inches in diameter; water rose six 
feet from the bottom, which seemed to be only a gravelly softer portion of the till. Soft chalk
like lumps, up to two inches in diameter, were found in Mr. Rush's well, mostly at 5 to 8 feet, 
but also to some extent all the way down to the bottom. This was in true till. Such Chalk-like 
lumps (sometimes drift-pebbles from Cretaceous beds, but often evidently concretions of segre
gated calcareous matter. analogous VI ith the concretions of the loess) are found quite commonly 
in wells of this both in the blue and the yellow till. 

Mr. Shively; well, 22 feet; good water from saud at 18 feet, under "joint-clay"_ 
William Macnab; N. W. t, sec. 18: on the upland east of Rock river: well, 62 feet; soil, 5 feet; 

reddish sand, 1 foot; yellow till, spaded, 5 feet; much harder bluish till, more gravelly, dark at 
first, bluish gray in the lower portion, 51 feet; tbis blue till was all the way moist, but had no 
springs, and no supply of water was found . 

. }fonncl. Lary McDermott; 8. W.}, sec. 25: well, 28 feet; black soil, 6 feet, alluvial and 
partly wind-blown from the top of the mound, in whose lee this well is situated; yellow till, spaded, 
19 feet; gravel and sand, 3 feet, el1cl03ing- occltsionaUicLt pieces of quartzyte, and yielding plenty 
of good water, whicll becomes one and a half feet deep. 

'l'homas Kennedy; N. W. t of sec. 35; well. 42 feet; "a dangerous gas gathers in this well; 
struck 1J1ack clay at the depth of 15 or 20 feet; and at the depth of 40 feet we struck a log, wilich 
the auger bored in two; it seemed to be petrified, and it looked like cedar, judging by the grain; 
at the bottom of this log, there seemed to be a ulack lot of rubbish, such as bark and leaves, 
appearing flaky, as leaves would be under such Circumstances; the sand beneath was dark and the 
water poor, so that it could not be used." 

(;linton. E. A. Brown; !lec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 3; yellow clay, becoming dark below, 
thought to have 110 grit or gravel in it, but containing occasional small pieces of stone, probably 
twenty-live amI perhaps fifty found in this well, which was baret! about two feet in diameter 27 
feet; water seeps, becoming t111"ee feet deep. This well is situated close west of the bottoml:Wd 
of the Rock river, and about ten feet above it. 
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more gravel mixed in, and also small deposits of silver-white sand in pockets varying from one to 
three inches in thickness, about 15 feet; at 47 feet was a layer of dark bluish clay, very soft, six 
inches thick, underlain by quicksand, from which water of excellent quality rose twenty-one feet 
in five minutes, the well being three feet in diameter. 

Another well, 32 feet deep, situated twenty-five rods north of the foregoing, was the same 
as that for the first 18 feet; then a bed of water-bearing gravel was found, 11 feet thick; beneath 
which the well went 12~ feet in soft grayish clay, probabJy till, full of seeping water. 

In sec. 5 a well 10 feet deep, near the head of a slough, found soil 5 feet; soft, grayish clay 
with seep-water, 3 feet, and with abundance of water. 2 feet. In this well, between the 
soil and the clay, was found "a lower jaw-uone of some graminivorous animal; one side was 
badly decayed, the other was sound; four of the l,ig molars were in a perfect state of preserva
tion." III the gravel were noticed "some small pieces of shells such as clams and snails." 

Henry Halbert; S. w. t of sec. 12; well 30 feet; "joint-clay" all the way; water good, seeps. 
Frank P. Kennedy; sec. 32: well 100 feet deep, mostly the ordinary dark bluish till, not 

striking rock; water rose rapidly, filling the well half full. 
Martin. G. L. Thaden; sec. 2: well, 24 feet; soil, 2; yellow till. spaded, 15 feet; compact 

gravel and sand, with boulders, rouudel stones, up to one foot in diameter, makiug a "hardpan," 
yellowish, iron-rusted, 2 feet; blue till about the same in hardness as t11e yellow till, 5 feet, and 
extending lower; water comes at the top of the blue till, usually standing about five feet deep. 

John B. Martin; S. E. ~ of sec. 12: well, 2:3 feet; soil, 3 feet, containing no gravel, and very 
rarely any pieces of rock; yellow till, 10 feet; harder blue till, \J feet, and extending lower; water 
seeps at the bottom of the yellow till, usually affording an ample supply. Mr. Martin states that 
chalk-like limy concretions, one to three inches long, fiattish or shaped like potatoes, were found 
quite numerously in the blue till of his well, which, as also the yellow till. has many pebbles and 
fragments of granite, hornblende schist, limestone, quartlyte, etc. These limy concretions were 
infreqnent or wanting at this place ill the yellowish upper portion of the till. 

KWla'/llnzi. Jacob Rush; 8. E. t of sec. 6: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 30 feet, 
slightly gravelly in its upper portion, all yellowish gray, excepting OIle foot, which was darker 
and harder than the rest, eovering a part of the well at the depth of 28 feet, becoming more grav
elly below, with the last foot holding frequent stones up to six inches in diameter; water rose six 
feet from the bottom, which seemed to be only a gravelly softer portion of the till. Soft chalk
like lumps, up to two inches in diameter, were found in Mr. Rush's well, mostly at 5 to 8 feet, 
but also to some extent all the way down to the bottom. This was in true till. Such Chalk-like 
lumps (sometimes drift-pebbles from Cretaceous beds, but often evidently concretions of segre
gated calcareous matter. analogous VI ith the concretions of the loess) are found quite commonly 
in wells of this both in the blue and the yellow till. 

Mr. Shively; well, 22 feet; good water from saud at 18 feet, under "joint-clay"_ 
William Macnab; N. W. t, sec. 18: on the upland east of Rock river: well, 62 feet; soil, 5 feet; 

reddish sand, 1 foot; yellow till, spaded, 5 feet; much harder bluish till, more gravelly, dark at 
first, bluish gray in the lower portion, 51 feet; tbis blue till was all the way moist, but had no 
springs, and no supply of water was found . 

. }fonncl. Lary McDermott; 8. W.}, sec. 25: well, 28 feet; black soil, 6 feet, alluvial and 
partly wind-blown from the top of the mound, in whose lee this well is situated; yellow till, spaded, 
19 feet; gravel and sand, 3 feet, el1cl03ing- occltsionaUicLt pieces of quartzyte, and yielding plenty 
of good water, whicll becomes one and a half feet deep. 

'l'homas Kennedy; N. W. t of sec. 35; well. 42 feet; "a dangerous gas gathers in this well; 
struck 1J1ack clay at the depth of 15 or 20 feet; and at the depth of 40 feet we struck a log, wilich 
the auger bored in two; it seemed to be petrified, and it looked like cedar, judging by the grain; 
at the bottom of this log, there seemed to be a ulack lot of rubbish, such as bark and leaves, 
appearing flaky, as leaves would be under such Circumstances; the sand beneath was dark and the 
water poor, so that it could not be used." 

(;linton. E. A. Brown; !lec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 3; yellow clay, becoming dark below, 
thought to have 110 grit or gravel in it, but containing occasional small pieces of stone, probably 
twenty-live amI perhaps fifty found in this well, which was baret! about two feet in diameter 27 
feet; water seeps, becoming t111"ee feet deep. This well is situated close west of the bottoml:Wd 
of the Rock river, and about ten feet above it. 
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Spring Water. Ed,:in Ch~sley; sec. 30: well, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow gravel alld clay, 2 feet; 
then a gray layer, slantlllg a hUle to the soutll, very hard, 3 inches; typical yellow till, 8 feet; 
changing below to blue till, harder than the yellow, most gravelly below, and. sof~er in its last four 
feet, 16 feet; water seeps at the bottom. in the last two feet. 

Beaver C1'eek. Jacob Merkel; sec. 21: well, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 26 feet; 
gravel and sand, 1 foot, with yellow till lJelow; water rose Hille feet frorn the bottom in one day. 

E. T. Sheldon's well, 18 feet deep; situated in tile valley of Beaver creek, but on an 
island in time of high water: soil,3 feet; sandy loam, somewhat gravelly, 3 feet; gravel, stones 
and shells, the lower two feet being sandy, 8 feet; gravel, 2 feet, wilh water; blue clay, COIl

taining wood, 2 feet. These shells, which seem to have been fresh-water univalves alJd clams 
were so soft that they could be reduced to powder between [he thumb and fingers, though som~ 
were perfectly hard. Water good. 

Beaver Creek station, town well; N. W. t of sec. 28: well, 62 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 18: 
harder blue till, 42, its last foot being specially hard; water rose rapiclly to be tilirty feet deep, 
probably springing" from a bed of gravel and sand at the boLtom. A piece of wood two feet 10llg 
and four inches through was found in the lowest very hard foot of llie blue till. No other occur
rence of wood in till could be learned of in this region; fragments of lignite, too, seem to be very 
rare, or altogether absent. 

C. R Henton; sec. ~2: well, -18 feet; loam; blue clay; good water from a sandy layer in the 
blue clay; stone curbing. 

W. T. Henton; sec. 30: loam; blue clay; stopped in blue clay; water foul from the wood 
curbing. 

C. Williams; sec. 28: loam; blue clay; water SEeps. 
vVm. Grout; sec. 2-1; loam and clay; good water; the clay was all gravelly, except the very 

surface soil, with little bunches of sand; water seeps. 
W. O. Crawford; S. E. t of sec. 20: we1l28} feet; abundant good water in qnicksand; in the 

stony blue clay, twenty feet from tlle surface, a stick witil a grain like elm was taken out. 
Luverne. A. L. Marsh; S. W. t of sec. -1: well, 33 feet; "joint-clay" all the way, more com

pact at the bottom; water seeps. 
Mr. Stone, Luverne: well, 13 feet; sandy loam, then loose stones, 6 feet; gravel, 8 inches; 

pebbly clay, 7 feet; then blue clay. 
Allen Taylor; N. E. t of sec. 10: well, 84 feet; soil, 4; sand, gravel and clay, mixed, 3; 

gravel, 10; yellowish clay, 2; blue clay, with two gravel pockets three to five feet through, with 
water in them, which having been pumped out the well remained dry, 30; the rest of the well 
was somewhat sandy, with lumps of clay ill it, the whole being of a rather clark color, soft and 
moist, but yielding no supply of water; at 81 feet was found a piece of a shell, as if of a common 
clam, which was made into an ornamental pin. It had a beautiful color. Here were found also 
some fragments of wood. This sand was very plastic and clayey when wet, but like flour when 
dry. 

Allen Taylor; N. E. !r of sec. 10: well, 12 feet; loam, gravel, and fine dry sand which spark
les in the sun; this sand is so fine as to be water-tigbt, and makes a reservoir for water. 

Peter Webber; S. W. ! of sec. 8: well 42 feet; "joint-clay" all the way, with crystals of gyp
sum; at first no water, but afterward filled to within ten feet of the top with a poor (alkaline) 
water. 

Sioux Falls railroad, sec. 17: well, 15 feet; 'joint-clay", water in loose stones and gravel; red 
clay below the gravel. 

Samuel Spalding; sec. 20: well, 28~ feet; "joint clay or red clay", then blue clay; water from 
a sand vein in "joillt clay". 

Samuel Sp.1lding; sec. 20: well, 10 feet; good water in gravel. 
Luverne House, Luverne: v-ell, 16 feet; good water in gravel. 

The water of wells in the loam, or in the drift clay, is very hard. This 

is caused by a large amount of limestone gravel disseminated thl'Ollgh all 

the materials of the drift, derived from the limestones of Winnipeg. There 
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and four inches through was found in the lowest very hard foot of the blue till. No olher occur
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is occasionally a water which has a distinctly alkaline character, but this 

is not common. Many of the wells of the county are curbed with pine 

boards, and from that fact they supply a 'water that is now contaminated 

with the organic decay known to result from that practice, and a number 

were examined that were very foul from that cause. 
The curbing of wells in the prairie regions with pine boards or planks is very common, ow

ing to the lack of convenient stone, and the ease of constructing such curbs of wood; but it is a 
practice which all well-diggers should loudly and persistently protest against, and which all the 
owners of wells should discontinue, as it is a fruitful source of foul water, causing intestinal dis
eases and typhoid fevers. 

MA TERIAL RESOUROES. 

'],hese counties contain some of the best farming lands in the state. 

They are not broken by rock exposure (except through the central part of 

Rock county), so that nearly all their area is tillable. The rocks that under

lie them are not known to hold anything of great economic value. They 

will serve as a building material, but are rather hard even for that, and it 

may be found more economical to bring in oy rail road the building stones 

of the eastem counties. The main material product of these counties is 

now, and will always remain, wheat, of which they will produce as much to 

the acre as any county in t.he state. 

Building stone. N ear Pipestone City the red quartzyte is quarried on 

land of Mr. C. H. Bennett. Stone suitable for cellar walls and ordinary 

rough masonry is sold at three to four dollars per cord. Slabs about six 

inches thick and six or eight feet square can be obtained. Quarrying has 

'" also been done here by Mr . .J. A. Phelps, leasing from Mr. Bennett. He sold 

about two hundred cords of stone, in 1879, about one-third of it being used 

in Pipestone City, and nearly the same amount in Flandreau. His quarry

ing has been at two points; one at the base of the" three maidens," supply

ing a dark red stone similar in colorto the red pipestone, the other a quar

ter of a mile southeast from that point where the stone is reddish-gray, 

being at each place very hard, strong and durable quartzyte.* 

In the N. W. i of section 25, Mound, some thirty rods east of the highest 

part of the mound, Messrs. Shoema,ker and Kelly quarry the red quartzyte. 

They loosen and throw down the rock from the upper part of the vertical 

elliff, which is here about forty feet high. This work has been carried on 
·Compare the chapter on building stone", p. 149. 
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with the organic decay known to result from that practice, and a number 

were examined that were very foul from that cause. 
'1'he curbing of wells in the prairie regions with pine boards or planks is very common, ow

ing to the lack of convenient stone, and the ease of constructing such curbs of wood; but it is a 
practice which all well-diggers should loudly and persistently protest against, and which all the 
owners of wells should discontinue. as it is a fruitful source of foul water, causing intestinal dis
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of the eastern counties. The main material product of these counties is 

now, and will always remain, wheat, of which they will produce as much to 

the acre as any county in t,he state. 
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land of Mr. C. H. Bennett. Stone suitable for cellar walls and ordinary 

rough masonry is sold at three to four dollars per cord. Slabs about six 

inches thick and six or eight feet square can be obtained. Quarrying has 

.,. also been done here by Mr..J. A. Phelps, leasing from Mr. Bennett. He sold 

about two hundred cords of stone, in IS79, about one-third of it being used 

in Pipestone City, and nearly the same amount in Flandreau. His quarry

ing has been at two points; one at the base of the" three maidens," supply

ing a dark red stone similar in colodo the red pipestone, the other a quar

ter of a mile southeast from that point where the stone is reddish-gray, 

being at each place very hard, strong and durable quartzyte.* 

In the N. W.l of section 25, Mound, some thirty rods east of the highest 
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since 1875, the annual sale being from fifty to a hundred cords, at three 

dollars per cord, with an increasing demand. The rock here lies in layers 

from six inches to two feet thick. The outside is usually the hardest. 

Samples from Mr. Shoemaker's (luarry have heen taken to Minneapolis for 

trial as millstones, of the kind called "enders." One piece sent for this 

purpose weighed five thousand pounds. Deeper within, the stone is most 

apt to be red; near the surface it is faded to a reddish gray. 

In the S. W.! of section 25, Mr. Lal'Y McDermott has similarly quarried 

more or less during the past ten years, averaging about fifty corel:,; per year, 

at three dollars per cord. 

In these excavations upon the face of the cliff the rock often shows 

ripple-marked surfaces, and an oblique lamination of the sand grains. 

ARCH.!EOLOGY. 

On the glaciated surface of the quartzyte about the "three maidens", 

which is kept clean by the rebound of the winds, are a great many rude 

inscriptions which were made by pecking out the rock with some sharp

pointed instrument, or by the use of other pieces of quartzyte. They are 

of different sizes and dates, the latter being evinced by their manner of 

crossing and interfering, and by the evident difference in the weight of the 

instruments used. They 'generally represent some animal such as the turtle, 

bear, wolf, buffalo, elk, and the human form. The "crane's foot" is the most 

common; next is the image of men like No. 18, on plate J; next the turtle, 

like No. 12, or No.5. It would seem as if any warrior 01' hunter who had 

been successful, and happened to pass here, left his tribute of thanks to the 

great spirit in a rude representation of his game, and perhaps a figure of 

himself, on the rocks about these boulders; or, perhaps, had in a similar 

way, invoked the good offices of the spirits of his clan when about to 

enter on some expedition. In some cases there is a connection of several 

figures by a continuous line, chipped in the surface of the rock, in such a 

manner as if some legend or adventure were narrated, but for the most 

part the figures are isolated.* This is the "sacred ground" of the locality. 

Such markings can be seen at no other place, though there is abundance of 

bare, smooth rock.-!- The excavation of the surface of the rock is very 
--*Compare Vol. II., Bulletins of the U. S. geological and g'eographical surve~ of the tcrritories: 1876. p',3-Article of 
W. H. Holmes, on the ancient ruins of southwestern Colorado. Col. Charles WhIttlesey has deSCrIbed rock mscnptJOns 
in Ohio. 

tSimiiar inscriptions are found on the red quartzyte in Cot.!onwood county. See p. 501. 
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In the S. W.l of section 25, Mr. Lary McDermott has similarly quarriell 

more or less during the past ten years, averaging about fifty eorch; per yeal', 

at three dollars per cord. 
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figures by a continuous line, chipped in the surface of t.he rock, in snch a 

manner as if some legend or adventure were narrated, but for the most 

part the figures are isolated.* This is the "sacred ground" of the locality. 

Such markings can be seen at no other place, though there is abundance of 

bare, smooth rock. "I" The excavation of the surface of the rock is very 
--"Compare Vol. II .• Bulletins of the -C. S. geological and geographical surv.e~Qfthe territories: 1876. p. 3-Article of 
W. H. Holmes, on the ancient !"uins of southwestern Colorado. Col. Charles 'Vi' hlttlesey has deSCrIbed rock mscnptlOns 
in Ohio. 

tSimiiar inscriptions are found on the red quartzyte in Cottonwood county. See p, 501. 
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slight, generally not exceeding a sixteenth of an inch, and sometimes only 

enough to leave a tracing of the designed form. The hardness of the rock 

was a barrier to deep sculpturing with the imperfect instruments of the 

aborigines; but it has effectually preserved the rude forms that were made. 

The fiue glacial scratches that are abundantly scattered over this quartzyte, 

indicate the tenacity with which it retains all such impressions, and will 

warrant the assignment of any date to these inscriptions that may be called 

for within the human period. Yet it is probable that they date back to no 

very great antiquity. They pertain at least to the dynasty of the present 

Indian tribes. The totems of the turtle and the bear, which are known to 

have been powerful among the clans of the native races in America at the 

time of the earliest European knowledge of them, and which exist to this 

clay, are the most frequent objects represented. The "erane's foot," or 

"turkey-foot," or "bird-track," terms which refer perhaps to the same totem

sign, the snipe, is not only common on these rocks but is seen among the 

rock inscriptions of Ohio,* and wa~ one of the totems of the Iroquois of 

New York** 
The illustrations seen on plates I, J, K, L, are approximately one-fourth the size of the 

inscriptions. Tlley show the most conspicllOUS and important of the inscriptions. There are 
others that are very indistinct, and some that are nnintelligible from imperfect or designless cut
ting. Figllre 17 is deeply cnt, (ll1cl was partly bid by overgrowing turf. Figure 24, having its 
diametrallines agreeing with tile cardinal points of the compass, may be intended to express the 
line of tile horizon, and the points north, south, east and west; and it may be so recent as to have 
been suggested by the modem compass. Figure 31 was interpreted, according to Mr. Sweet, by 
a Sioux Indian from Flandreau, with these 'words, "Indian kill elk, three miles," pointing toward 
the soatll. Fi,glll'e :i6, which interferes with figure 37, is the earlier of the two, as indicated by 
the difference in cutting. 

The pipestone, which has long been used by the Indians for their cal

umets, or peace pipes, -;- has been c1escribflcl in it~ physical and chemical 

eharacters, under the head of geological structure. 

It seems that many pipes were made by the mound-builders, of a "red 

porphyritic stone."-;--;- These were exhumed in Ohio by Messrs. Squier and 

Da,vis; and others of red catlinite have been found in Iowa,t in each case 

associated with implements of copper and other objects characteristic of 

the mound-builders. Pipes of this material are comparatively rare in the 

mounds, even in the vicinity of the pipestone quarry. One found in Martin 

:~roceeding~ of t)le ~m€rican Association for the Advancement nf Science 1871 40-
'i'::<:\Iorgan; ~.ollll'lblltlOn~ loNorth American Et1Jno~ogy. Vol. iv p.7. . . p. G, 
t( a I've I'; pnge :!-l. ' 
ttAUl iell~ mUllllmel1ts ofihe l'\'Tississlppi vul1f'Y. 
tProceedwg. of the lJavenport Academy of Natural t::lciencp, Vol. i, p. 108 and p. 135. 
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The fine glacial scratches that are abundantly scattered over this quartzyte, 

indicate the tenacity with which it retains all such impressions, and will 

warrant the assignment of any date to these inscriptions that may be called 

for within the human period. Yet it is probable that they date back to no 

very great antiquity. They pertain at least to the dynasty of the present 

Indian tribes. The totems of the turtle and the bear, which are known to 

have been powerful among the clans of the native races in America at the 

time of the earliest European knowledge of them, and which exist to this 

day, are the most frequent objects represented. The "crane's foot," or 

"turkey-foot," or "bird-track," terms which refer perhaps to the same totem

sign, the snipe, is not only common on these rocks but is seen among the 

rock inscriptions of Ohio,* and was one of the totems of the Iroquois of 

New York.** 
TIle illustrations seen on plates I, J, K, L, are approximately one-fourth the size of the 

inscriptions. TIley show the most conspiclloUS and important of the inscriptions. There are 
others that are very inu istinct, and some that are Hni ntelligible from im perfect or designless cut
tingo Figure 17 is deeply cnt, ancl was partly hid by overgrowing turf. Figure 24, having its 
diametrallines agreBing with tile cardinal points of tile compass, may be intended to express the 
line of tile horizon, and tile points north, south, east and west; and it may be so recent as to have 
been suggested by the modern compass. Figllre 31 was interpreted, according to Mr. Sweet, by 
a Sioux Incl.ian from Flandreau, with these words, " Indian I,ill elk, three miles," pointing toward 
the soatll. Fig-nre ;il3, which interferes with figure 37, is the earlier of the two, as indicated by 
the difference in cutting. 

The pipestone, which has long been used by the Indians for their cal

umets, or peace pi pes, -1- hetS been clescri bAd in its physical and chemical 

characters, under the head of geological structure. 

It seems that many pipes were made by the mound-builders of a "red '. . 

porphyritic stone."-l--l- These were exhumed in Ohio by Messrs. Squier and 

D<wis; and others of red catlinite have been found in Iowa,t in each case 

associated with implements of copper and other objects characteristic of 

the mound-builders. Pipes of this material are comparatively rare in the 

mounds, even in the vicinity of the pipestone quarry. One found in Martin 

~~roceeding: oft.~le ~lneTican A~sociation for the A.dvancement nfSeience. 1871 40-
>:<::<:\iurgan; l oll,'nulltlOl1S to North American ElllllO~Ogy. Vol. iv p.7. . p. OJ. 
t( arver; page 2-L ' 
tt A ll' iel\~ mUlIllmel)ts of lhe Missis;;;,jppi vaJley. 
tProceeuwgs of the .uavenport Acaderuy of Natural S<:iencp, vol, i, p. 108 and p. 135. 
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clay, are the most frequent objects represented. The "erane's foot," or 

"turkey-foot," or "bird-track," terms which refer perhaps to the same totem-

the snipe, is not only common on these rocks but is seen among the 

rock inseriptions of Ohio,* and wa::; one of the totems of the Iroquois of 

New York.** 
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county, taken from a mound, has been described on page 490, composed of 

a dark gray stone not at all resembling catlinite. A great majority of the 

stone pipes found in America are made of other varieties of stone, some

times of steatite, 01' of serpentine, or "slate," or some very much harder 

material, even of granite.* A pipestone found on the international boun

dary, in Minnesota, is of greenish, chloritic rock, which becomes darker and 

harder in some places, and is properly described as gray. 

The Indians of the Northwest have resorted to this place ever since 

their acquaintance with Europeans, for the purpose of getting this material 

for their pipes. If there he not a direct connection, genealogically, be

tween the mound-builders and the Indians, there is at least an identity of 

practice in the quarrying and manufacture of pipes from this material, no 

less than in the mining and use of copper.-t-

At the present time the remnant of the Sioux Indians living at Flan

dreau, Dak., extract the catlinite from the same locality, in the rudest 

methods, and derive a substantial revenue from the sale of pipes, hatchets 

and various other articles made from it. In this manufacture the whites 

have begun to compete successfully with the Indians, and many orna

mental as well as useful objects made of catlinite can be purchased in the 

open markets of Flandreau and Pipestone City. 

*Squier and Davis. Ancient mOllUU1ents of the l\:1issis~ippi .val~ey. p. 2~8.. . 
tPop. Sci. JIonlh'1 vol. xix, p. 601; Lewis H. Morgan, COl1.tribuho'rl.S to borth Amenean Ethnology. vol. IV, p. 199. 
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oounty, taken from a mound, has been described on page 1190, composed of 

a dark gray stone not at all resemhling catlinite. A great majority of the 
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have begun to compete suecessrully with the Indiaml. and many orna

mental as well as useful objeets made of catlinite can be purchased in the 

open markets of Flandreau and Pipestone City. 

-"Rquier and Davis, Ancient monuments of the 1\fississippi ,val~ey. p. 
t Pop. Sci. JIOltlh., vol. xix, p. 601; Lewis H. Morgan, Con/riouttO"" to 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

THE GEOLOGY OF BROWN AND REDWOOD COUNTIES. 

BY WARREN UPHAM. 

Situation and area. Brown and Redwood counties (plate-pages 25 and 

26) are situated in the central part of southern Minnesota, within the basin 

of the Minnesota river, which is their boundary on the north. New DIm, 

the large~t town and county seat of Brown county, is 36 miles east=south

east from Redwood Falls, which is the largest town and county seat of 

Redwood county. From New Ulm northeast to Minneapolis and Saint Paul 

i~ a distance, in straight course, of about 75 miles. Two tiers of counties 

intei'vene between these and the south line of the state; and two counties 

on the west divide Redwood county from Dakota. 

The area of Brown county is 616.75 square miles, or 394,720.82 acres, 

of which 6,937.52 acres are covered by water; and the area of Redwood 

county is 893.83 square miles, or 572.052.87 acres, of which 14,930.13 acres 

are covered by water. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natural drainage. The Minnesota river, at the north side of these coun-. 

ties, receives from them two large tributaries: the Redwood river, which 

flows east across·the north part of Redwood county and enters the Minne

sota about two miles northeast of Redwood Falls; and the Cottonwood 

(called by the Sioux the Waraju) river, which also runs easterly, crossing 

southern Redwood county, and dividing Brown county into nearly equal 

parts on its north and south sides, uniting with the Minnesota about one 
and a half miles southeast of New Ulm. 
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parts on its north and south sides, uniting with the Minnesota about one 
and a half miles southeast of New Ulm. 
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BROWN AND REDWOOD COUNTIES. 563 Natuntl drainage.] 

Besides these, the Minnesota river receives from these counties several small creek8 from 
one to five miles i~ length, the longest being Crow creek, five miles east of Red.wood Fall~, and 
Wabashaw cree~, III Sherman. the most northeast township of Redwood county. 

The most Important of the small creeks that empty into the Redwood river in the county of 
this.nam~ is R.amsey creek, five.miles long, in the south part of Delhi, the outlet of Ramsey lake. 
Its JunctIOn wIth the Redwood IS about a half mile north of Redwood. Falls. 

Numerous creeks of considerable size join the Cottonwood river from the south in southern 
Redwood county, including Plum creek, which tlows by Walnut Grove; Pell creek, in the west 
part of Lamberton; Dutch Charley's creek, which flows within a mile south of Lamberton and 
after receiving Highwater creek, a large tributary, unites with the Cottonwood about two ;niles 
east of this station; and Dry creek. whicb joins this river in the southeast corner of Cbarlestown. 
Tllrougb this distance of twenty-five miles, tbe Cottonwood river has no afi1uent from tlle north. 

In Brown county the Cottonwood receives only one noteworthy tributary from the south, 
namely, Mound creek, which has first a northeast and then a northwest course. the latter extend
ing about four miles among morainic hills to its mouth, two miles east of the' west line of this 
county. Sleepy Eye creek, the largest branch of this river, comes into it from its north side, in 
the east part of Leavenworth. This flows easterly, approximately paral'el with the Cottonwood 
river, and three to ten miles from it, through a total length of about thirty miles, the first twenty
five of which are in Redwood county. 

On the south side of the Big Cottonwood river, another companion stream, the Little Cotton
wood river, also Hows in a nearly parallel course easterly through the south part of Brown county, 
being from two to seven miles distant from the Dig Cottonwood along its extent of more than 
thirty miles. It joins the Minnesota river two miles beyond the east line of tlJis county. It 
receives no trihutary of considerable size in its whole course. 

Lakes. Both these counties have frequent lakes, and also sloughs, or marshy tracts, many 
of which are covered by water during the wet portions of the year. In Redwood county the most 
notable lakes are Ramsey lake, one mile long from west to east, in Dell.ti; Goose and Swan lakes, 
at the northwest side of Underwood township, each about a mile long; two lakes, three-quarters 
and half a mile in length, in Kintire; Horseshoe lake, curved, more than a mile long, in West
line; Hall lake, a mile in length from northwest to southeast, in Gales; Willow and Rush lakes, 
each a half mile or more in length, in Willow Lake township; the Three lakes, which give this 
name to the township in wllich they are situated; and Hackberry lake, three-fourths of a mile 
long, in the north part of Brookville. 

Among the lakes of Brown county are Lone Tree lake, a half mile long, in section 9, Eden; 
Sleepy Eye, Cross and Mud lakes, respectively one and a half miles, one mile and a half mile in 
extent, in Home township; Boy's lake, a mile long from northwest to southeast, in the northeast 
part of Burnstown; a lake of similar size and trend in section 6, Bashaw; Rice lake, a mile long 
from north to south, in the southwest part of Stark; Ba(;helor lake, of smaller size in the same 
township three miles farther northeast; lake Hummel or Clear lake, a mile long from north to 
south, in the northeast part of Sigel; lake Hanska, seven miles long from northwest to southeast, 
and from an eighth to two-thirds of a mile wide, in Albin and Lake Hanska townships; lake 
Armstrong and Broom lake, farther northeast in Lake Hanska township, fach about a mile long 
and trending southwesterly; lake Linden and another lake situated in sections 11 and 14, Lin
den, each exceeding a mile in length, with north to south trend, and lake Emerson, two miles 
long from west to east, crossed by the south line of this township. These lakes occupy hollows 
in the drift-sheet and many of them have neither outlet nor inlet. 

Topography. These counties have almost universally a smooth, gently 

or moderately undulating surface of unmodified glacial drift or till. Some 

portions are nearly fiat, and the whole country has this appearance when 

overlooked in any broad, far-reaching view; but mostly the contour is in 

broad swells of various extent, hight and direction, generally without any 

uniformity in trend, and sometimes oval or nearly round. 
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broad swells of various extent, hight and direction, generally without any 

uniformity in trend, and sometimes oval or nearly round, 
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The highest portions of adjoining undulations vary from a few rods to a half mile or 
more apart; and their elevation is sometimes 5 to 15 feet, and again 20 to 30 feet, or rarely 
more, above the depressions, to which the descent is usually by very gentle slopes. These 
hollows have a form that is like that of the swells inverted, being mostly wide, and either in long 
and often crooked courses of unequal length, variously branched and connected one with another, 
or in basins from one to one hundred acres or more in extent, which have no outlet but are sur
rounded by land 5 feet or perhaps 10, 20 or 30 feet higher upon all sides. '.rhe small swamps 
which often fill the depressions are called sloughs or rnanhes, the former name being the most 
common in this prairie region, while the latter is applied to them in wooded parts of the state. 

Many others of these depressions contain bodies of water, which vary from a few rods or a 
hundred feet to five or ten miles in length. All these are called lakes, and the term pond, which 
would be applied to them in the northeastern United States, is here restricted to reservoirs made 
by dams. The lakes of these counties usually lie in shallow basins, bounded by gently ascending 
shores, which, however, are here and there steep to the hight of 10 or 15, and rarely 20 to 25 feet. 
These higher banks are mostly at projecting points of the shore, and they have been formed by 
the undermining action of the waves. The foot of such banks is plentifLllly strawn with boulders 
that had been contained in the till, all the fine parts of which have been thus washed away. Other 
parts of the lake shore, adjoining tracts of lowland or marsh, are frequently bordered by a flat
tened ridge of gravel and sand, often with intermixed boulders, heaped up by the action of ice in 
winters, in its ordinary freezing, thawing, and drifting, when broken up, before the wind. 
These ice-formed lake-ridges rise only from three to six feet above the line of high water of the 
lake, and are from two or three to five or six rods wide. They OCCLlr most frequently in situations 
where they separate the lake from a bordering marsh, whose area evidently was at first a part of 
the lake. 

The most notable features of the topography of this region are the valleys or channels that 
have been eroded in its broadly smoothed and approximately fiat expanse by creeks and rivers. 
The smaller streams generally flow 15 to 30 feet below the general level, with valleys from a few 
rods to a quarter of a mile wide. The valley of the Redwood river is of small depth, 25 to 50 
feet, along all its course above Redwood Falls. At and below this town, within a distance of one 
mile this river descends a hundred feet in a succession of picturesque cascades and rapids, over 
granite and gneiss, decomposing portions of which form towering cliffs, 100 to 150 feet high, on 
each side, from an eighth to a quarter of a mile apart. This gorge, extending one and a half miles 
before it opens into the broader bottomland of the Minnesota river, is quite unique in its grand 
and beantifnl scenery, with dense woods along its bottom through which the river flows, but 
crowned above by the verge of prairies whose vast expanse, slightly undulating but almost level 
in this extensive view, stretches away farther than the eye can reach. 

In Redwood county the Cottonwood river lies in a depression from a third to a half of a mile 
wide, composed of level alluvial bottomland, 40 feet below the average surface. Through North 
Star and Burnstown, in western Brown county, this river flows about 50 feet below the average 
hight of the region, with a bottomland usually from a fourth to a third of a mile wide, of sand or 
gravel, or in part of fine silt, elevated 10 to ]5 feet above the river at low water bnt overflowed by 
its highest floods. At Iberia, near the center of Brown county, four miles south of Sleepy Eye, 
the Cottonwood valley is 75 to 100 feet deep, and from a half to two-thirds of a mile Wide, con
taining, on the northwest side of the river, terraces of gravel and sand, covered by a fertile soil, 
similar to that of the npland prairies. These terraces occupy a width of two-thirds of a mile, and 
form three or fonr snccessive levels or steps, 15 to 50 feet above the river. The bluffs that enclose 
this valley here and below are usually very stllep, varying in slope from 30° to 450 • 'rhey have 
been formed, like the higher blLlffs of the-Minnesota valley, by the undermining action of the river, 
flowing along their base and wearing them away in its process of excavation. Mostly these slopes 
are wooded and lie at considerable distance from the river; but the stream may, in its gradual 
change of channel again impinge upon them, as it is now doing on its southeast side one and a half 
miles northeast from Iberia, exp03ing there a freshly undermined section of drift, 75 to 100 feet 
in hight, composed of yellow till for its upper 20 or 25 feet, and of dark bluish till below. East
ward the valley of the Cottonwood river, before uniting with that of the Minnesota, gradually 
increases in depth to 175 feet, with a width varying from a third of a mile to one mile. 
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The Little Cottonwood river through Bashaw, in southwestern Brown county, flows in a 
valley 25 feet below the general level, with an alluvial bottom an eighth to a fourth of a mile wide, 
not bordered by steep bluffs but by gentle slopes. Thence through the central part of the county 
this valley retains nearly the same features, and it is only in Cottonwood township, within a half 
dozen miles above its mouth, that its depth increases tlfcoincide with that of the Minnesota river 
to which it is tributary. ' 

Lake Hanska, seven miles long but somewhat river-like in its narrowness and its rather 
crooked east-southeast course, bordered by moderately or gently sloping shores of till that rise 
10 to 20 feet above it, may indicate an avenue of interglacial drainage, now in large degree filled 
and obscured by the till of the last glacial epoch. 

The valley of the Minnesota river on the north side of these counties is from 165 to 180 and 
in some pl)rtions 200 feet deep, having a bottomland of alluvium 6 to 20 feet above low water and 
from tllree-fourths of a mile to one and a half miles wide, bordered by steep bluffs which rise to 
the general level of the country. Within this valley at numerous places are jutting knobs and 
small ridges of gneiss and granite, exposures of Uretaceous strata, and terraces of modified drift, 
which are described farther on in treating of geological structure. From the top of the bluffs the 
vast prairie stretches away beyond the horizon, having a smoothly undulating surface of till, which 
appears to be in general approximately level, though a considerable ascent, varying in amount from 
75 to 150 feet, is made imperceptibly in a distance of twenty to twenty-five miles southwestward 
across these counties. 

Here and there this sheet of unmodified glacial drift or boulder-clay, the direct deposit of 
the ice-sheet, is sprinkled with knolls, small and short ridges, or mounds, of gravel and sand, which 
rise sometimes by steep, but again by moderate or gentle slopes, 10 to 15 or 20 feet above the gen
erallevel. The distribution and origin of these kame-like deposits of modified drift are more fully 
noticed on a following page. 

In the southwest corner of each of these counties, their even contour, which to this distance 
from the Minnesota river may be called in general a vast plain, is ~hanged; and a gradual rise of 
200 or 300 feet takes place within a distance of a few miles, along a massive terIte which extends 
from northwest to southeast and east-southeast. This line of highland forms the northeastern 
border and first promiaent ascent of the Coteau des Prairies, which farther west rises gradually 
and at length steeply again, to the much higher watershed between the Mississippi and Missouri 
rivers. The south part of Stately, the most southwest township of Brown county, lies upon the 
foot of the sloping border of the Coteau, which here is formed by the massive, mostly drift
covered ridge of red quartzyte that extends in a nearly east to west direction in northern Uotton
wood county, its crest being one to two miles south of the south line of Stately. In northwestern 
Redwood county a gradual rise begins a few miles south from the Uottonwood river, and in six or 
eight miles southwestward to the corner of this county amounts to about 2.50 feet, beyond which a 
slower rate of ascent continues in the same direction to the belt of swelling and somewhat hilly 
till at the northeast side of lakes Shetek and Sarah, in Murray county. On the Winona & Saint 
Peter railroad, which makes this rise obliquely, running from east to west, the ascent from Lam
berton to Walnut Grove, in ten miles, is 79 feet; and in its next eight miles, to Tracy, is 180 feet. 

The only tract in these counties that exhibits a eonspicuously morainic contour is in Stately, 
and reaches from the elbow of Mound creek six miles west into the edge of Germantown in Cot
tonwood county, with a width of three or four miles, bounded on the north by the Cottonwood 
river. It is crossed by the lower part of Mound creek, so named because of its mounds, ridges 
and hills, which are 25 to 75 or 100 feet high, abrupt and strown with boulders and pebbles, 
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From John E. Blunt, engineer, Winona. 
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BROWN AND REDWOOD COUNTIES. 5GG 

The Little Cottonwood river through Bashaw, in southwestern Brown county, flows in a 
valley 25 feet below the general level, with an alluvial bottom an eighth to a fourth of a mile wide, 
not bordered by steep bluffs but by gentle slopes. Thence through the central part of the county 
this valley retains nearly the same features, and it is only in Cottonwood township, within a half 
dozen miles above its mouth, that its depth increases tlfcoincide with that of the Minnesota river 
to which it is tributary. ' 

Lake Hanska, seven miles long but somewhat river-like in its narrowness and its rather 
crooked east-southeast course, bordered by moderately or gently sloping shores of till that rise 
10 to 20 feet above it, may indicate an avenue of iuterglacial drainage, now in large degree filled 
and obscured by the till of the last glacial epoch. 

The valley of the Minnesota river on the north side of these counties is from 165 to 180 and 
in some p0rtions 200 feet deep, having a bottomland of alluvium 6 to 20 feet above low water and 
from tllree-fourths of a mile to one and a half miles wide, bordered by steep bluffs which rise to 
the general level of the country. Within this valley at numerous places are jutting knobs and 
small ridges of gneiss and granite, exposures of Uretaceous strata, and terraces of modified drift, 
which are described farther on in treating of geological structure. From the top of the bluffs the 
vast prairie stretches away beyond the horizon, having a smoothly undulating surface of till, which 
appears to be in general approximately level, though a considerable ascent, varying in amount from 
75 to 150 feet, is made imperceptibly in a distance of twenty to twenty-five miles southwestward 
across these counties. 

Here and there this sheet of unmodified glacial drift or boulder-clay, the direct deposit of 
the ice-sheet, is sprinkled with knolls, small and short ridges, or mounds, of gravel and sand, which 
rise sometimes by steep, but again by moderate or gentle slopes, 10 to 15 or 20 feet above the gen
erallevel. The distribution and origin of these kame-like deposits of modified drift are more fully 
noticed on a following page. 

In the southwest corner of each of these coullties, their even contour, which to this distance 
from the Minnesota river may be called in general a vast plain, is changed; and a gradual rise of 
200 or 300 feet takes place within a distance of a few miles, along a massive ter~e which extends 
from northwest to southeast and east-southeast. This line of highland forms the northeastern 
border and first promil'l.ent ascent of the Coteau des Prairies, which farther west rises gradually 
and at length steeply again, to the much higher watershed uetween the Mississippi and Missouri 
rivers. The south part of Stately, the most southwest township of Brown county, lies upon the 
foot of the sloping border of the Coteau, which here is formed by the massive, mostly drift
covered ridge of red quartzyte that extends in a nearly east to west direction in northern Uotton
wood CDUllty, its crest being one to two miles south of the south line of Stately. In northwestern 
Redwood county a gradual rise begins a few miles south from the Uottonwood river, and in six or 
eight miles south westward to the corner of this county amounts to about 2.50 feet, beyond which a 
slower rate of ascent continues in the same direction to the belt of swelling and somewhat hilly 
till at the northeast side of lakes Shetek and Sarah, in Murray county. On the Winona & Saint 
Peter railroad, which makes this rise obliquely, running from east to west, the ascent from Lam
berton to 'Walnut Grove, in ten miles, is 79 feet; and in its next eight miles, to Tracy, is 180 feet. 

Tbe only tract in these counties that exhibits a eonspicuously morainic contour is in Stately, 
and reaches from the elbow of Mound creek six miles west into the edge of Germantown in Cot
tonwood county, with a width of three or four miles, bounded on the north by the Cottonwood 
river. It is crossed by the lower part of Mound creek, so named because of its mounds, ridges 
and bills, which are 25 to 75 or 100 feet high, abrupt and strown with boulders and pebbles, 
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BROWN AND REDWOOD COUNTIES. 
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The Little Cottonwood river through Bashaw, in southwestern Brown county, flows In a 
valley 25 feet below the general level, with an alluvial bottom an eighth to a fomth of a mile Wide, 
not bordered by steep bluffs but by gentle slopes. Thence through the central part of the county 
this valley retains nearly the same features, and it is only in Cottonwood township, within a half 
dozen miles above its mouth, that its depth increases t\tcoincide with that of the :Minnesota river, 
to which it is tributary. 

Lake Hanska, seven miles long but somewhat river-like in its narrowness and its rather 
crooked east-southeast course, borclered by moderately or gently sloping shores of till that rise 
10 to 20 feet above it, may indicate an avenue of interglacial drainage, now in large degree filled 
and obscured by the till of the last glacial epoch. 

The valley of the Minnesota river on the north side of these counties is from 165 to 180 and 
in some p'lrtions 200 feet deep, having a bottomland of alluvium .5 to 20 feet above low water and 
from tllree-fourths of a mile to one and a half miles wide, bordered by steep bluffs which rise to 
the general level of the country. Within this valley at numerous places are jutting knobs and 
small ridges of gneiss and granite, exposures of Cretaceous strata, and terraces of modified drift, 
which are described farther on in treating of geological structure. From the top of the bluffs the 
vast prairie stretches away beyond the horiZon, having a smoothly undulating surface of till, which 
appears to be in general approximately level, though a considerable ascent, varying in amount from 
75 to 150 feet, is made imperceptibly in a distance of twenty to twenty-five miles southwestward 
across these counties. 

Here and there this sheet of unmodified glacial drift or boulder-clay, the direct deposit of 
the ice-sheet, is sprinkled with knolls, small and short ridges, or mounds, of gravel and sand, which 
rise sometimes by steep, but; again by moderate or gentle slopes, 10 to 15 or 20 feet above the gen
eral level. The distribution and origin of these kame-like deposits of modified drift are more fully 
noticed on a following page. 

In the southwest corner of each of these counties, their even contour, which to this distance 
from the Minnesota river may be called in general a vast plain, is 0hanged; and a gradual rise of 
200 or 300 feet takes place within a distance of a few miles, along a massive terr*e which extends 
from northwest to southeast and east-southeast. This line of highland forms the northeastern 
border and first promil'lent ascent of the Coteau des Prairies, which farther west rises gradually 
and at length steeply again, to the much higher watershed between the Mississippi and Missouri 
rivers. The south part of Stately, the most southwest township of Brown county, lies upon the 
foot of the sloping border of the Coteau, which here is formed by the massive, mostly drift
covered ridge of recl quartzyte that extends in a nearly east to west direction in northern Cotton
wood county, its crest being one to two miles south of the south line of Stately. In northwestern 
Redwood county a gradual rise begins a few miles south from the Cottonwood river, and in six or 
eight miles southwestward to the corner of this county amounts to about 250 feet, beyond which a 
slower rate of ascent continues in the same direction to the belt of swelling and somewhat hilly 
till at the northeast side of lakes Shetek and Sarah, in );Iurray county. On the Winona & Saint 
Peter railroad, whica makes this rise obliquely, running from east to west, the ascent from Lam
berton to Walnut Grove, in ten miles, is 79 feet; and in its next eight miles, to Tracy, is 180 feet. 

Tbe only tract in these counties that exhibits a conspicuously morainic contour is in Stately, 
and reaches from the elbow of Mound creek six miles west into the of Germantown in Cot
tonwood county, with a width of three or four miles, bounded on the north by the Cottonwood 
river. It is crossed by the lower part of Mound creek, so named because of its mounds, ridges 
and bills, which are 25 to 75 or 100 feet high, abrupt and strown with boulders and pebbles, 
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200 or 300 feet takes place within a distance of a few miles, along a massive terr*e which extends 
from northwest to southeast and east-southeast. This line of highland forms the northeastern 
border and first promil'lent ascent of the Coteau des Prairies, which farther west rises gradually 
and at length steeply again, to the much higher watershed between the Mississippi and Missouri 
rivers. The south part of Stately, the most southwest township of Brown county, lies upon the 
foot of the sloping border of the Coteau, which here is formed by the massive, mostly drift
covered ridge of recl quartzyte that extends in a nearly east to west direction in northern Cotton
wood county, its crest being one to two miles south of the south line of Stately. In northwestern 
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566 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[ElevatiOOA. 

Miles from Feet a.bove 
Winona. the sea. 

Springfield ........................... _ .......................... 193.18 1025 
Sanborn ................... _ .................................... 201.56 1089 
Lamberton .......................................... _ .......... 208.77 1144 
Walnut Grove ................... : ............. _ ................. 218.98 1223 

The elevation of the Minnesota river along the north side of these counties, at its ordinary 
stage of water, 20 to 25 feet below its high floods, is approximately as follows: 

Minnesota rive?', low wate1·. 
Feet above 

the sea. 

At the northwest corner of Uedwood county. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 845 
Below Patterson's rapids, at the east side of :Swede's Forest ................... 820 
At the mouth of the Redwood river ......................................... 810 
At the line between Redwood and Brown counties ... _ ............ _ .......... 798 
At Fort Ridgely. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................................... 793 
At New VIm ............ _ ................................................. 784 
At the mouth of the Big Cottonwood river. __ ................ _ .............. 782 
At the east line of Brown county. . . . . .. __ .......... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 778 

The Hedwood river enters Redwood county at a hight of nearly 1,100 feet above the sea, 
and its descent in twenty-four miles to Redwood Falls-is some 150 feet. Thence to its mouth, 
in three miles, it falls about 140 feet, the greater part of this descent being in less than a half 
mile at Redwood Falls. 

At the west line of Redwood county the Cottonwood river is about 1,120 feet above the sea, 
and it leaves this county and enters Brown county at an elevation of about 1,030 feet. Its hight 
at Iberia is estimated to be 900 feet. and at its mouth, as already stated, approximately 782 feet. 

The Little Cottonwood crosses the south line of Stately, entering Brown county, at a hight 
of about 1,150 feet above the sea. In the central part of this county, two miles south of Iberia, 
its hight is estiIMl.ted to be 960 feet; at the east line of Sigel, 900 feet; and at the east line of the 
county, 825 feet. 

Brown county has its highest land upon the northern slope of the ridge 

of red quartzyte at the south side of sections 31, 32 and 33, of Stately, its 

most southwestern township, which reach to 1,200 or 1,250 feet above the 

sea, 200 feet higher than the Cottonwood river at the north side of this 

township, but 100 feet or more below the top of this ridge, a mile farther 

south. The lowest land of this county is where the Minnesota river leaves 

it, about 778 feet above the sea. The average hight above the sea-level of 

the townships of Brown county is estimated as follows: New DIm city, 

875 feet; Cottonwood, 950; Linden, 1,020; Milford, 950; Sigel, 990; Lake 

Hanska, 1,030; Home, 1,000; Stark, 1,000; Albin, 1,040; Eden, 990; Prairie

ville, 1,040; Leavenworth, 1,020; Mulligan, 1,060; Burnstown, 1,040; Bashaw, 

1,090; North Star, 1,060; Stately, 1,150. From these estimates the mean 

elevation of this county is found to be approximately 1,025 feet. 

The highest land of Redwood county is the southwest part of Spring

dale, its most southwestern township, about 1,400 feet above the sea, being 

some 300 feet above the Cottonwood river ten miles distant to the north, 

and about 600 feet above the lowest land of this county, the shore of the 
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The Hedwood river enters Redwood county at a hight of nearly 1,100 feet above the sea, 
and its descent in twenty-four miles to Redwood Falls is some 150 feet. Thence to its mouth, 
in three miles, it falls about HO feet, the greater part of this descent being in less than a half 
mile at Redwood Falls. 

At the west line of Redwood county the Cottonwood river is about 1,120 feet above the sea, 
and it leaves this county and enters Brown county at an elevation of about 1,030 feet. Its hight 
at Iberia is estimated to be 900 feet. and at its mouth, as already stated, approximately 782 feet. 

The Little Cottonwood crosses the south line of Stately, entering Brown county, at a hight 
of about 1,150 feet above the sea. In the central part of this county, two miles south of Iberia, 
its hight is e~til1FRted to be 960 feet; at the east line of Sigel, 900 feet; and at the east line of the 
county, 825 feet. 

Brown count.y has its highest land upon the northern slope of the ridge 

ofred guartzyte at the south side of sections 31, 32 and 33, of Stately, its 

most southwestern t.ownship, which reach to 1,200 or 1,250 feet above the 

sea, 200 feet higher than the Cottonwood river at the north side of this 

t.ownship, but 100 feet or more below the top of this ridge, a mile farther 

south. The lowest land of this county is where the Minnesota river leaves 

it., about 778 feet above the sea. The average hight above the sea-level of 

the townships of Brown county is estimat.ed as follows: New DIm city, 

875 feet; Cottonwood, 950; Linden, 1,020; Milford, 950; Sigel, 990; Lake 

Hanska, 1,030; Home, 1,000; Stark, 1,000; Albin, 1,040; Eden, 990; Prairie

ville, 1,040; Leavenworth, 1,020; Mulligan, 1,060; Burnstown, 1,040; Bashaw, 

1,090; North Star, 1,060; Stately, 1,150. From these estimates the mean 

elevation of this county is found to be approximately 1,025 feet. 

The highest land of Redwood county is the southwest part of Spring

dale, its most southwestern township, about 1,400 feet above the sea, being 

some 300 feet above the Cottonwood river ten miles distant to the north, 

and about 600 feet above the lowest land of this county, the shore of the 
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Miles from Feat above 
""inone.. the sea. 

Springfield...................... , ................ , .......... 193.18 1025 
Sanborn .................................. " .... " ............ 201.56 1089 
Lamberton. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........ .,. ....... ...... . . . . . . . .. 208.77 1144 
Walnut Grove ................... ;...... .. .................... 218.98 1223 

The elevation of the Minnesota river along the north side of these counties, at its ordinary 
stage of water, 20 to 25 feet below its high floods, is approximately as follows: 

M'inncsota river, low water. 
Feet above 

the sea. 

At the northwest corner of Hedwood county. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 845 
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Minn~sota river at its northeast corner. Estimates of the mean elevation 

of its townships are as follows: Sherman, 990 feet; Morgan, 1,030; Brook

ville, 1,040; Honner, 900; Paxton, 1,025; Three Lakes, 1,060; Sundown, 

1,070; Delhi, 1,000; Redwood Falls, 1,050; New Avon, 1,080; Willow Lake, 

1,100; Charlestown, 1,] 20; Swede's Forest, 940; Kintire, 1,050; Sheridan, 

1,070; Vail, 1,100; Waterbury, 1,125; Lamberton, 1,140; Vesta, 1,080; T. 111, 

R. 38, 1,120; Johnsonville, 1,125; North Hero, 1,175; Underwood, 1,120: 

Westline, 1,150; Gales, 1,175; Springdale, 1,275. The mean elevation of 

Redwood county, derived from these figures, is 1,090 feet above the sea. 
Soil and timber. These counties have throughout their whole extent an excellent soil, well 

suited for the production of all the common cereals, garden vegetables and small fruits of this 
latitude. The principal crops cultivated are wheat and oats, corn and potatoes, sorghum for the 
manufacture of syrup, and flax for linseed oil. Stock-raising and dairying also receive consider
able attention. A black soil, everywhere from one to two feet thick, and etten reaching to a 
depth of three or four feet in the depressions, forms the surface, being glacial drift or till, colored 
by a small proportion of humic acid derived from decaying vegetation. This drift is principally 
clay, with which is an intermixture of sand and gravel, with occasional but not frequent boul
ders. Its composition makes it quite unfit for brick-making, but gives it a porous character, so 
that rains and the waters of snow-melting are soon absorbed by it, excepting the large pal t which 
is drained away by the gentle slopes and the numerous water-courses. Below the soil cellars 
and wells find a continuation of this till, yellow in color and commonly soft enough to be dug 
with a spade, to a depth of 10 to 20 feet or sometimes more, and then clark bluish and usually 
harder to a great depth beyond, which is seldom passed through. 

The valley of the Minnesota river, 160 to 200 feet deep, has cut through this mantle of till. 
Along this valley, and in the last two miles of the Redwood valley before it joins the Minnesota, 
irregular knobs and ridges of gneiss and granite are exposed to view; and ill some places these 
occupy nearly the whole width between the bluffs of the Minnesota river. Generally, however, 
the bottomland of the Minnesota river, as also of its large tributaries, are flat tracts of very fer
tile fine alluvium, or interbedded sand and gravel covered by a rich soil of fine silt. These bot
toms, which would be called intervals in New England, are elevated 5 to 15 feet above the 
streams, being thus mostly within the reach of their highest floods in spring, but they are very 
rarely overflowed during the season of growing crops. 

Both Brown and Redwood counties are mainly prairie, or natural grass-land, without tree or 
shrub, but one continuous green sward, often reaching in gentle undulations and swells, 5 to 20 
feet high, as far as the view extends. Yet these counties have considerable timber skirting all 
their larger streams and lakes. A nearly continuous, though often very narrow strip of timber 
is found immediately bordering the Minnesota river through almost its entire course; but gener
ally much of the bottomland is treeless. The bluffs on the northeast side of this river have for 
the most part only thin and scanty groves. The southwestern bluffs, on the contrary, are gen
erally heavily wooded, excepting two miles next northwest from New Ulm. N ext above this for 
about fifteen miles, through Milford, Home and part of Eden townships, both the bottomland 
and the southwestern bluff are densely timbered to a distance from the river varying from a quar
ter of a mile to one mile. The greater abundance of timber on the southern bluffs of this and 
other rivers in these regions of prairie appears to be due to their being less exposed to the sun, 
and therefore more moist, than the bluffs on the opposite side. 

Along the Redwood river, and the Cottonwood river through Redwood county and in west
ern Brown county, and along the upper part of the Little Cottonwood river, the width of wood
land, excepting occasional interruptions, usually vari~s from a few rods ~o an ~ighth of a ~ile; 
but along the last twenty miles of the Cottonwood nver, and the last ~Ight mlles ~f the. LIttle 
Cottonwood, the timber generally fills their valleys, from a fourth of a mlle to one rrule WIde. 
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by a small proportion of humic acid derived from decaying vegetation. This drift is principally 
clay, with which is an intermixture of sand and gravel, with occasional but not frequent boul
ders. Its composition makes it quite unfit for brick-making, but gives it a porous character, so 
that rains and the waters of snow-melting are soon absorbed by it, excepting the large pal t which 
is drained away by the gentle slopes and the numerous water-courses. Below the soil cellars 
and wells find a continuation of this till, yellow in color and commonly soft enough to be dug 
with a spade, to a depth of 10 to 20 feet or sometimes more, and then dark bluish and usualJy 
harder to a great depth beyond, which is seldom passed through. 

The valJey of the Minnesota river, 160 to 200 feet deep, has cut through this mantle of till. 
Along this valley, and in the last two miles of the Redwood valley before it joins the Minnesota, 
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tile fine alluvium, or interbedded sand and gravel covered by a rich soil of fine silt. These bo/
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rarely overflcwed during the season of growing crops. 

Both Brown and Red wood counties are mainly prairie, or natural grass-land, without tree or 
shrub, but one continuous green sward, often reaching in gentle undulations and swells, 5 to 20 
feet high, as far as the view extends. Yet these counties have considerable timber skirting all 
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ally much of the bottomland is treeless. The bluffs on the northeast side of this river have for 
the most part only thin and scanty groves. The southwestern bluffs, on the contrary, are gen
erally heavily wooded, excepting two miles next northwest from New Ulm. Next above this for 
about fifteen miles, through Milford, Home and part of Eden townships, both the bottomland 
and the southwestern bluff are densely timbered to a distance from the river varying from a quar
ter of a mile to one mile. The greater abundance of timber on the southern bluffs of this and 
other rivers in these regions of prairie appears to be due to their being less exposed to the sun, 
and therefore more moist, than the bluffs on the opposite side. 

Along the Redwood river, and the Cottonwood river through Redwood county and in west
ern Brown county, and along the upper part of the Little Cottonwood river, the width of wood
land excepting occasional interruptions, usually varies from a few rods to an eighth of a mile; 
but ~long the last twenty miles of the Cottonwood river, and the last ~ight miles ~f the. Little 
Cottonwood, the timber generally fills their valleys, from a fourth of a mIle to one Illlle WIde. 
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ders. Its composition makes it quite unfit for brick-making, but gives it a porous character, so 
that rains and the waters of snow-melting are soon absorbed by it, excepting the large pal t which 
is drained away by the gentle slopes and tbe numerous water-courses. Below the soil cellars 
and wells find a continuation of this till, yellow in color and commonly soft enough to be dug 
with a spade, to a depth of 10 to 20 feet or sometimes more, and then dark bluish and usualJy 
harder to a great depth beyond, which is seldom passed through. 
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occupy nearly the whole width between the bluffs of the Minnesota river. Generally, however, 
the bottomland of the Minnesota river, as also of its large tributaries, are flat tracts of very fer
tile fine alluvium, or interbedded sand and gravel covered by a rich soil of fine silt. These bo/
toms, which would be called interv(ils in New England, are elevated 5 to 15 feet above the 
streams, being thus mostly witbin the reach of their higbest floods in spring, but they are very 
rarely overflcwed during the season of growing crops. 

Both Brown and Red wood counties are mainly prairie, or natural graSS-land, without tree or 
shrub, but one continuous green sward, often reaching in gentle undulations and swells, 5 to 20 
feet high, as far as the view extends. Yet these counties have considerable timber skirting all 
their larger streams and lakes. A nearly continuous, though often very narrow strip of timber 
is found immediately bordering the Minnesota river through almost its entire course; but gener
ally much of the bottomland is treeless. The bluffs on the northeast side of this river have for 
the most part only thin and scanty groves. The southwestern bluffs, on the contrary, are gen
erally heavily wooded, excepting two miles next northwest from New Ulm. Next above this for 
about fifteen miles, through Milford, Home and part of Eden townships, boLh the bottomland 
and the southwestern bluff are densely timbered to a distance from the river varying from a quar
ter of a mile to one mile. The greater abundance of timber on the southern bluffs of this and 
other rivers in these regions of prairie appears to be due to their being less exposed to the sun, 
and therefore more moist, than the bluffs on the opposite side. 

Along the Redwood river, and the Cottonwood river through Redwood county and in west
ern Brown county, and along the upper part of the Little Cottonwood river, the width of wood
land, excepting occasional interruptions, usually vari~s from a few rods ~o an ~ighth of a ~ile; 
but along the last twenty miles of the Cottonwood nver, and the last ~lght mIles ~f the. Llttle 
Cottonwood, the timber generally fills their valleys, from a fourth of a mIle to one Illlle wlde. 
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[Trees and shrubs. Geological structure. 

The lakes of Redwood county and of western Brown county have only narrow margins of 
timber; but in central and eastern Brown county groves of considerable extent border· Sleepy 
Eye lake, the southeai:!t part of lake Hanska, and lakes Armstrong and Linden, and reach a mile 
southeast from the last, to Emerson lake. 

At Sleepy Eye lake the principal species of trees are bur oak, bass, white and red or slippery 
elm, white ash, box-elder, cottonwood, poplar, hackberry, the Kentucky coffee-tree and the wild 
plum. Wood here is worth from $2.50 to $5 per cord, according to quality. 

In northwestern Redwood county, Mr. Malcolm McNiven enumerates the following species 
of trees and shrubs occurring at Swan lake, on the west line of Underwood: white elm, white 
ash, box-elder, cottonwood, wild plum, willows, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter-sweet, frost 
grape, prickly ash, choke-cherry, black currant, and prickly and smooth wild gooseberries, 
common; and bur oak, hackberry, poplar or aspen, wolEberry, black and red raspberries, thorn, 
and wild rose, less frequent. Species not fonnd at Swan lake, but common or frequent on the 
Redwood river, are bass, red or slippery elm, iron-wood and sugar maple. Red cedars grow on the 
cliffs of this river at Redwood Falls, and from them appears to have come the name of this river 
and thence of the county. 

The Cottonwood river is said to have its name, which also has been given to a county, from 
a very large, lone cottonwood beside this stream in the south part of Redwood county, about 
seven miles northwest of Lamberton; but this tree has also a luxuriant growth throughout the 
timbered bottomlands of this river. 

The northern limit of the black walnut appears to be at the walm:t grove, of about a hun
dred acres, from which comes the name of the neighboring station and village on the railroad, the 
grove itself being on Plum creek in sections 25 and 36, Springdale, close to the south line of 
Redwood county, <lnd one to two miles southwest from Walnut Grove village. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

The foundation of Brown and Redwood counties, northwest from New 

DIm, consists of metamorphic gneiss and granite, belonging to the great 

series denominated Eozoic or Archamn, which embraces the most ancient 

rocks known to geology. This is overlain by various shales, sandstones, 

limestones and clays, the latter sometimes holding beds of lignite, which 

are regarded together as of Cretaceous age. Exposures of these Creta

ceous rocks continue in the Minnesota valley southeast from New Ulm, 

but there and through southern Brown county they probably lie upon red 

Potsdam quartzyte, which outcrops on each side. Upon the east this 

quartzyte is seen in Courtland, Nicollet county, two miles southeast from 

New DIm. It is not exposed in this part of Brown county. Upon the 

west it makes a massive ridge, as described in the report of Cottonwood 

county. The north base of this ridge reaches into Stately, making .falls 

in section 31 on one of the head-streams of Mound creek. Cretaceous 

strata, including lignite, outcrop in the bluffs of the Redwood river close 

north of Redwood Falls; in the southwest bluff of the Minnesota river a 

few miles farther east, neal' Crow creek; in the bluffs of Fort creek near 

Fort Ridgely, in the west extremity of Nicollet county and close to the 
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Minn~sota valley, about sixteen miles below the last; and on the Cotton

wood river in western Brown county. Fossiliferous and sometimes lignitic 

clays of Cretaceous age are occasionally encountered in the wells through

out this region, especially at Walnut Grove and northward in western Red

wood county, and in Lyon county, adjoining this on the west. rrhe sheet 

of drift which forms the surf,-1Ce is thus often separated by unconsolidated 

Cretaceous beds from the underlying floor of crystalline rocks. Within the 

area here reported this gneissic and granitic floor outcrops, away from the 

valley of the Minnesota, river, at only one or two points, which are in 1'. 

111, R. 38, Redwood county. These formations will be described in the 
order of their age, beginning with the oldest. 

Gneiss and granite. These rocks have the same composition, being 

made up of quartz, feldspar and mica. Gneiss differs from granite in hav-. 
ing these minerals laminated, or arranged more or less distinctly in layers. 

Nearly all the metamorphic rocks to be described here are varieties of 

gneiss, with which masses of granite, syenite and mica and hornblende 

schists occur rarely. 
In the N. E. I of section 12, T. Ill, R 3S, an exposure of rock extends ten rods in length 

from northwest to southeast, with half as great a width, rising 5 to 10 feet above the surface of 
the undulating prairie. It is light gray gneiss, much contorted, with its strike and dip obscure; 
intersected by few joints, which in some portions are absent across an extent of three or four 
rods; enclOSing at the southeast two or three masses of nearly black mica schist, each two or 
three feet long. 

About five miles farther west, the N. E. t of the S. E. I of section 6, in the same township, 
is said to have an exposure of similar rock, about three rods in extent, with a larger space around 
it where the rock lies only a few feet beneath the surface. 

The depth of these rocks in this region is generally from 100 to 200 feet or more, so that 
they are not reached by wells nor by the channels of most of the rivers. Their only other out
crops in Redwood and Brown cOllnties are within the Minnesota valley, and in the gorge of the 
Redwood river at and below Redwood Falls. 

The Minnesota valley in the northwest corner of Swede's Forest, and in the edge of Yel
low Medicine county, contains abundant ledges for two miles, reaching 40 to 75 feet above the 
river. A lone school house is situated among them, about a mile east of the county line. Half a 
mile west from this school house, the rock is reddish gray gneisfl, dipping' 15° N. N. W. A third 
of a mile west from the school house are massive granite cliffs, probably riSing 75 feet above the 
river, divided by joints into nearly square blocks ten to fifteen feet in dimension. This rock may 
be found valuable for quarrying. An eighth of a mile east from the last, it is obscurely laminated 
gneiss, much intersected by joints, the principal system of which dips 15° S. At the east side of 
the school house, it is also gneiSS, somewhat water-wol'l1, dipping about 5° S. 

Within the next few miles in following down the river, similar ledges are seen on its north
east side, in the N. E. t of section 16, in Sacred Heart, Renville county, rising about 50 feet above 
the river; in the southeast part of sectioll17, Swede's Forest, rising at several points 25 to 40 feet; at 
south side of Big Spring creek, in section 20 and the west edge of section 21, Swede's Forest, about 
50 feat above the river; and near the north line of section 27, small in area, and only about 20 
feet high. 
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From the small creek a mile farther east in section 26, Swede's Forest, ledges of gneiss and 
granite abound in this valley through a distance of twelve miles, to th.e mouths of Redwood river 
and Beaver creek. They often quite fill the bottomland, occuring on each side of the river, and 
rising 50 to 125 feet above it. Between Redwood river and Beaver creek, frequent small ledges 
rise alo:og the bottom of the Minnesota valley, in knobs 40 to 60 feet above the river, but yet 
leave much open, tillable land. Between Beaver and Birch Cooley creeks the outcrops are main
lyon the north side of the river, rising 100 feet in their highest portions. Below the mouth of 
Birch Cooley they are mostly on the south side, occurring in great abundance for two miles above 
and three miles below the mouth of Wabashaw creek. The highest of these are a mile above this 
creek, rising 75 to 12.5 or perhaps 140 feet above the river. It will be remembered that the bluffs 
along all this part of the valley are about 175 feet high, so that none of these ledges were visible 
until the surface of the drift·sheet had been considerably channeled. 

On the Redwood river where it enters the .Minnesota valley, at Birum's mill, one and a half 
miles northeast from Redwood Falls, the rock is greenish, being apparently a "talcose quartz
yte," or protogine gneiss, dipping 25° S. E. It forms cliffs 50 to 75 feet high, which are continu
ous on the west side of the river a quarter of a mile or more. The picturesque gorge of the Hed
wood river, at and below Redwood Falls. is principally cut through a similar gneiss, partly de
composed, and sometimes almost completely kaolinized, overlain by Cretaceous strata, which in 
turn are capped with glacial drift. The largest cascade, having a fall of about 25 feet, is over a 
ledge of this protogine gneiss. much contorted and jointed, often obscure in its lamination. The 
dip of the principal system of joints, which appears to coincide nearly with the lamination, is 20° 
to 30° N. At a cut which has been made through the rock two rods east of this cascade, it con
tains a nearly vertical trap dike, seen along an extent of some thirty or forty feet, bearing N. 40° 
E., about two feet wide, composed of dark and greenish, compact rock, which weathers to a red
dish color, much jointed in planes parallel with its walls. Ten feet above the bottom of this cut, 
and higher, the cliff of gneiss is much decayed and changed to impure kaolin. 

In Brown county no exposures of the Eozoic rocks have been examined, but their character 
has been learned from their outcrops along the northeast side of the Minnesota river, in Ren
ville and Nicollet counties, under which they are fully described. Their outcrops in Brown 
county are of small extent, including only a few localities on the bottomland of the .Minnesota 
valley along the northern boundary of Eden and Home townships. Their extent southeastward 
is to "Little rock," about five miles below Fort Ridgely, beyond which the only outcrop of these 
rocks in the Minnesota valley is a small area of granite opposite the southeast part of New DIm. 

Decomposed gneiss and granite. Very remarkable chemical changes have 

taken place in the upper portions of many of the exposures of gneiss and 

granite near Redwood Falls. The rock is transformed to a soft, earthy or 

clayey mass, resembling kaolin. It has a blue or greenish color, when 

freshly exposed; but when weathered, assumes a yellowish ash color, and 

finally becomes white and glistening. Lamina3 of quartz are generally con

tained in this material, and have the same arrangement as in gneiss, 80 that 

the dip can be distinctly seen. Veins of quartz or feldspar, the latter com

pletely decomposed, and the lines of joints, are also noticeable, just as in 

granite or gneiss; making it evident that this substance is the result of a 

decay of the rocks in their original place. Because of the enclosed quartz

ose lamina3, grains, and particles, of more or less gritty character, through

out these kaolin-like rocks, they appear to be unsuited for the manufacture 

of porcelain or any kind of ware. So far as can be judged from stream 
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channels and other exposures, this decomposition reaches in some places to 

a depth of 20 or 30 feet, perhaps more. All grades of change may be found, 

from ledges where only here and there a few spots have been attacked and 

slightly decomposed, to portions where nearly every indication of the origi
nal structure has been obliterated. 

Of these decomposed rocks on the Redwood river, Prof. Winchell wrote in the second 
annual report of this survey; "At Redwood Falls the granite is overlain by the kaolin, which bas 
been mentioned, presenting, in connection with this substance, a very interesting series of ex
posures, and suggesting very interesting questiolls both economical and scientific. About a mile 
below the village, on the left bank of the river, is a conspicuous white bluff (probabJy that seen by 
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the perpendicular sides. On breaking off this glossy coating, which is sometimes half an inch 
thick, the mass appears indistinctly bedded horizontally, but contains hard lumps and irony 
deposits. :Further down, the iron becomes more frequent, and gritty particles like quartz impflde 
the edge of a knife. The bedding is also lost, and the closest inspection reveals no bedding. Yet 
there is, even then, a sloping striation or arrangement of lines visible in some places on the fresh 
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at Birch Cooley, but contains more quartz, and is more stained with iron. It bas a greenish color, 
but within might be blue. It passes upward into the greenish, and then white, kaolin clay already 
described, but it stands out in a crumbling, rusty buttress, exposed to the weather, and has 
quartzitic grains and concretions, iron-coated, and often an impure iron ore in considerable quan
tities. It shows silvery or shining talcose flakes, the same as seen in the so-called building rock, 
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shows 'slickensides,' or surfaces that seem to have been rubbed violently against each other, caus
ing a scratched and smoothed appearance, even within the body of the bluff. These surfaces are 
concave or curving, like putty hardened after being pressed through a crevice." 

Before the extensive denudation of the glacial period, it is probable that all the granite and 
gneiss of this region were covered by a similarly decayed surface. Upon the areas where de
composed rocks still exist, the glacial plowing was shallower than elsewhere. These kaolinized 
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strata are exposed in a ravine north of the Minnesota river, opposite to Minnesota Falls; in the 
gorge of the Hedwood river, below Redwood Falls; in many of the ledges of the Minnesota valley 
for several miles next below, especially in excavations made by roads at the foot of the bluffs; in 
the valley of Birch Cooley near its mouth; and occasionally for eight or ten miles farther south
east. They have been found also in well-digging at considerable distance from the Minnesota 
valley. 

Potsdam quart.zyte. The red quartzyte of southwestern Minnesota is 

destitute of fossils, but from its stratigraphic relations it appears to belong 

to the Potsdam age. Its outcrop two to three miles southeast from New 

Ulm lies in Nicollet county, to the report of which the reader is referred 

for its particular description. The only outcrop of this formation within 

the district here reported is in Brown county, less than a mile from its 

southwest corner, being in section 31, Stately. 
This is the north edge of a large area upon which this rock forms a massive ridge, in north

ern Cottonwood county, 200 to 300 feet high, and reaching about twenty-five miles from east to 
west, mostly overspread by smooth glacial drift. In the north part of section 31, Stately, this 
red quartzyte, or metamorphic sandstone, occurs in its typical character, being very hard, vary
ing in color from reddish gray to dark dull red, and much divided by joints into rhomboidal 
masses, mostly only one to two or three feet long. It is exposed upon a tract of four or five 
acres, forming a picturesque little water-fall on a southern branch of Mound creek, and reaching 
thence thirty rods or more to the east and south. The dip is about 5' S. In some places the 
layers are obliquely laminated, this false bedding being partly steeper to the south, and partly, in 
other places, level or slightly inclined northward. 

Over this rock the streamlet falls about thirty feet, its descent for the last twenty feet being 
vertical, into a pool some four rods in diameter. Two rods east of this water-fall is a little gorge 
or canyon, cut in the quartzyte 6 to 10 feet wide and 20 feet deep, with vertical walls, extend
ing about forty rods sOlltheasterly in the solid rock, marking the place of an older water-fall, 
now diverted. About ten rods west of the principal fall is another interesting gorge perhaps 
twenty rods long, reaching from north to south. This rock also forms conspicuous ledges be
side Mound creek an eighth and a fourth of a mile north of this water-fall; andlesB than a mile· 
to the west, in the N. E. } of section 36, Germantown, in Cottonwood county, it makes a still more 
interesting cascade and canyon on another of the head-streams of this creek. 

OretaceOU8 beds. In western Redwood county wells occasionally have 

gone through the drift and passed into clay or shale below, apparently of 

Cretaceous age, and sometimes proved so by the enclosed fossils .. Such 

sections are reported at Walnut Grove in North Hero township, and in 

T. 111~ R. 3S, as described on a following page, in the list of wells illus

trating the glacial drift. 

Cretaceous strata doubtless lie next below the drift upon the greater 

part of this district; but their only outcrops, excepting within the Minne

sota valley and the gorge of the Redwood river, occur on the Cottonwood 

river in Brown county. 
The first discovery of lignite, or brown coal, on the Cottonwood river was made in 1861 by 

John F. and Daniel Burns, of Burnstown, in its north bank, near the northeast corner of section 
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This is the north edge of a large area upon which this rock forms a massive ridge, in north

ern Cottonwood county, 200 to 300 feet high, and reaching about twenty-five miles from east to 
west, mostly overspread by smooth glacial drift. In the north part of section 31, Stately, this 
red quartzyte, or metamorphic sandstone, occurs in its typical character, being very hard, vary
ing in color from reddish gray to dark dull red, and much divided by joints into rhomboidal 
masses, mostly only one to two or three feet long. It is exposed upon a tract of four or five 
acres, forming a picturesque little water-fall on a southern branch of Mound creek, and reaching 
thence thirty rods or more to the east and south. The dip is about 5' S. In some places the 
layers are obliquely laminated, this false bedding being partly steeper to the south, and partly, in 
other places, level or slightly inclined northward. 

Over this rock the streamlet falls about thirty feet, its descent for the last twenty feet being 
vertical, into a pool some four rods in diameter. Two rods east of this water-fall is a little gorge 
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to the west, in the N. E. } of section 36, Germantown, in Cottonwood county, it makes a still more 
interesting cascade and canyon on another of the bead-streams of this creek. 

Cretrtceous beds. In western Redwood county wells occasionally have 

gone through the drift and passed into clay or shale below, apparently of 

Cretaceous age, and sometimes proved so by the enclosed fossils .. Such 

sections are reported at Walnut Grove in North Hero township, and in 

T. 1l1~ R. 3S, as described on a following page, in the list of wells illus

trating the glacial drift. 

Cretaceous strata doubtless lie next below the drift upon the greater 

part of this district; but their only outcrops, excepting within the Minne

sota valley and the gorge of the Redwood river, occur on the Cottonwood 

river in Brown county. 
The first discovery of lignite, or brown coal, on the Cottonwood river was made in 1861 by 

John F. and Daniel Burns, of Burnstown, in its north bank, near the northeast corner of section 
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84, North Star. The upper part of this !Jank, which is a!Jout 20 feet high, consists of alluvial 
sand and gravel, a few feet thick. The section of the Cretaceous beds below, as recorded by 
Eames, in the report of his survey as state geologist in 1866, is, first, iron ore, much broken; then, 
marly shale, 3 feet; impure lignite, 2z feet; and dark shale to the bed of the river, 10 feet. The 
third of these beds is a black, lignitic shale, enclosing a thickness of about four inches of quite 
clear lignite. 

A. quarter of lit mile south from this outcrop, a shaft was sunk to explore for coal, a year or 
two before the date of Mr. Eames' report. lIe described the section below the drift as follows: 

"1. Bands of ironstone, and crystals of selenite enclosed in shale, with a seam 
of imperfect coal. ........ " ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 feet. 

2. Yellow sandstone ...... " . . . .. ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 feet. 
3. Dark colored clay (siliceous), containing iron pyrites, argillaceous iron 

and sandstone alternating. . . . . . . . .. . .... . ........ 64 feet." 
"The clay in this formation is well adapted for refractory brick and the manufacture of 

pottery ware." 
Later exploration for coal was made in 1875 and again in 1878, by shafts 40 or 50 feet deep, 

on the north side of the river near the point where the lignite is found in the river-bank, as before 
described. 1'hese encountered a layer of lignite, a few inches thick, at about the same level with 
its outcrop beside the liver. 

About two miles below this locality, and nearly a mile southwest from Springfield station, 
the north bank of the Cottonwood river in the N. E. ~. of section 25, North Star, contains the fol
lowing beds, according to Eames: 

"1. Bhaly marl.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... ,3 feet. 
2. Impure coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 2 feet. 
3. Sandstone, to bed of river, partially covered by talus ................... 5 feet." 

This sandstone, some portions of which are richly fossiliferous, is exposed along a distance 
of four or five rods, and has been somewhat quarried. A specimen of it, showing very distinct 
impressiCms of leaves, and another containing numerous casts of shells, have been presented to the 
survey by Mr. John F. Burns. A complete leaf is shown, 5 inches long and 1 inch wide, lanceo
late, entire, tapering into a short petiole, This has been identil1Ed by Dr. Leo Lesquereux as 
Launls Neb?'ascensis, Lesq. He also reports with this Salix proteee/alia, Lesq., and a new species 
of Ficus. 

Three miles farther down the stream, its north bank in section 16, Burnstown, has a similar 
exposure of rock, described by Eames as "buff and gray sandstone, thinly laminated, ten feet in 
thickness, descending to the bed of the river; it contains stems and leaves of plants, but t 0 much 
broken to decide either character or class." 

The next localities where outcrops of Cretaceous beds are known to occur on the Cotton
wood river, are in Sigel and Milford, about eight miles, and again about five miles, west from 
New Ulm. Sandstone of yellowish, iron-rusty color, nearly level in stratification, partly friable, 
but containing hard layers up to one foot in thickness, exposed along a distance of several rods and 
rising 5 to 10 feet above the river, is reported at two points in the south bank, about sixty rods 
apart, in the N. E. t of section 6, Sigel. Ahove the rock-outcrops the wooded bluffs, probably 
consisting of till, rise about 100 feet. 

In the N. W. t of section 3, at the south side of Milford, the north bank of the CottonWOOd 
river has a hight of 60 or 70 feet, and exhibits the following section: yellow till, about 15 feet; 
gray sandstone, containing Jignitic particles, only one foot in thickness exposed; and dark, bluish 
clay, free from gravel or grit, but in some parts enclosing specks and small lumps of iron pyrites, 
which render it unfit for the manufacture of pottery, having a thickness of 25 feet clearly 
exposed; below wbich the remaining 25 feet of the bluff is concealed by the talus. From the 
wooded south bluff, in Sigel, a sixth of a mile farther southeast, but probably within the same 
quarter-section, clay nearly like the foregoing has been much excavated for use by tile potters at 
New Ulm and formerly at Mankato. This clay is very fine aud uniform in character, containing 
neither grit nor pyrites. It is dug between 40 and 60 feet above the river. These beds seem to 
have no fossils. 

About a mile fartber east, near the middle of section 35, Milford, the northern bank of the 
Cottonwood river shows very fine, nearly white, crumbling sandstone, alternating with shale, 
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Later exploration for coal was made in 1875 and again in 1878, by shafts 40 or 50 feet deep, 
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its outcrop beside the liver. 
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"1. Bhaly marl.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 3 feet. 
2. Impure coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 2 feet. 
3. Sandstone, to bed of river, partially covered by talus ................... 5 feet." 

This sandstone, some portions of which are richly fossiliferous, is exposed along a distance 
of four or five rods, and has been somewhat quarried. A specimen of it, showing very distinct 
impressiDns of leaves, and another containing numerous casts of shells, have been presented to the 
survey by Mr. John F. Burns. A complete leaf is shown, 5 inches long and 1 inch wide, lanceo
late, entire, tapering into a short petiole. This has been identillEd by Dr. Leo Lesquereux as 
LauTlls Nebj'ascensis, Lesq. He also reports with this Salix protecejolia, Lesq., and a new specie::; 
of Ficus. 

Three miles farther down the stream, its north bank in section 16, Bnrnstown, has a similar 
exposure of rock, described by Eames as "buff and gray sandstone, tLinly laminated, ten feet in 
thickness, descending to the bed of the river; it contains stems and leaves of plants, but t 0 much 
broken to decide either character or class." 

The next localities where outcrops of Cretaceous beds are known to occur on the Cotton
wood river, are in Sigel and Milford, about eight miles, and again about five miles, west from 
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quarter-section, clay nearly like the foregoing has been much excavated for use by the potters at 
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described. These encountered a layer of lignite, a few inches thick, at about the same level with 
its outcrop beside the liver. 
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neither grit nor pyrites. It is dug between 40 and 60 feet above tbe river. These beds seem to 
have no fossils. 

About a mile fartber east, near the middle of section 35, Milford, tbe nortbern bank of the 
Cottonwood river shows very fine, nearly white, crumbling sandstone, alternating with shale, 
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84, North Star. The upper part of this bank, which is about 20 feet high, consists of alluvial 
sand and gravel, a few feet thick. The section of the Cretaceous beds below, as recorded by 
Eames, in the report. of his s~rv~y as state geologist in 1866, is, first, iron ore, much broken; then. 
marly shale, 3 feet; Impure IIglllte, 2z feet; anrl dark shale to the bed of the river, 10 feet. The 
third of these beds is a black, lignitic shale, enclosing a thickness of about four inches of quite 
clear Ugni teo 

A quarter of :it mile soutll from this outcrop, a shaft was sunk to explore for coal, a year or 
two before the date of Mr. Eames' report. LIe described the section below the drift as follows: 

"1. Bands of ironstone, ancl crystals of selenite enclosed in shale, with a seam 
of imperfect coal. . . . . . . . . .. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 feet. 

2. Yellow sandstone ....... . 3 feet. 
3. Dark colorecl clay (siliceous), containing iron pyrites, argillaceous iron 

ancl sandstone alternating. . . . . . . . .. . ..... . ........ 64 feet." 
"The clay in tllis formation is well adapted for refractory brick and the manufacture of 

pottery ware." 
Later exploration for coal was made in 1875 and again in 1878, by shafts 40 or 50 feet deep, 

on the north side of the river near the point where the lignite is found in the river-bank, as before 
described. These encountered a layer of lignite, a few inches thick, at about the same level with 
its outcrop beside the liver. 

About two miles below this locality, and nearly a mile southwest from Springfield station, 
the north bank of the Cottonwood river in the N. E. ~ of section 25, North Star, contains the fol
lowing beds, according to Eames: 

"1. Bhaly marl.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 3 feet. 
2. Impure coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 2 feet. 
3. Sandstone, to bed of river, partially covered by talus ................... 5 feet." 

This sandstone, some portions of which are richly fossiliferous, is exposed along a distance 
of four or five rods, and has been somewhat quarried. A specimen of it, showing very distinct 
impressiDns of leaves, and another containing numerous casts of shells, bave been presented to tbe 
survey by Mr. John F. Burns. A complete leaf is shown, 5 inches long and 1 inch wide, lanceo
late, entire, tapering into a short petiole. This has been identillEd by Dr. Leo Lesquereux as 
LauTlls Nebj'ascensis, Lesq. He also reports with this Salix protecejolia, Lesq., and a new specie::; 
of Ficus. 

Three miles fartber down the stream, its north bank in section 16, Bnrnstown, has a similar 
exposure of rock, described by Eames as "buff and gray sandstone, tLinly laminated, ten feet in 
thickness, descending to tbe bed of the river; it contains stems and leaves of plants, but t 0 much 
broken to decide either character or class." 

The next localities where outcrops of Cretaceous beds are known to occur on tbe Cotton
wood river, are in Sigel and Milford, about eight miles, and again about five miles, west from 
New Ulm. Sandstone of yellowish, iron-rusty color, nearly level in stratification, partly friable, 
but containing hard layers up to one foot in thickness, exposed along a distance of several rods and 
rising 5 to 10 feet above the river, is reported at two points in the south bank, about sixty rods 
apart, in the N. E. t of section 6, Sigel. Ahove the rock-outcrops the wooded bluffs, probably 
consisting of till, rise about 100 feet. 

In the N. W. t of section 3, at the south side of Milford, the north bank of the Cottonwood 
river has a hight of 60 or 70 feet, and exbibits the following section: yellow till, about 15 feet; 
gray sandstone, containing Jignitic particles, only one foot in thickness exposed; and dark, bluish 
clay, free from gravel or grit, but in some parts enclosing specks and small lumps of iron pyrites, 
which render it unfit for the manufacture of pottery, baving a tbickness of 25 feet clearly 
exposed; below wbich the remaining 25 feet of the bluff is concealed by the talus. From the 
wooded south bluff, in Sigel, a sixtb of a mile farther southeast, but probably witbin the same 
quarter-section, clay nearly like tbe foregoing has been mucb excavated for use by the potters at 
New Ulm and formerly at Mankato. This clay is very fine and uniform in cbaracter, containing 
neither grit nor pyrites. It is dug between 40 and 60 feet above tbe river. These beds seem to 
have no fossils. 

About a mile fartber east, near the middle of section 35, Milford, tbe nortbern bank of the 
Cottonwood river shows very fine, nearly white, crumbling sandstone, alternating with shale, 
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reaching in some places 30 to 40 feet above the river. The bedding is lenticular and inconstant. 
A layer of yellowish brown, ferruginous and more firm sandstone, with a dip of 30 or 40 toward 
the west, exposed here about ten feet above the river, contains plentiful impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves of numerous species. A considerable collection of these has recently been made 
by Prof. Winchell, and determined by Dr. Leo Lesquereux, who states in correspondence that his 
observations of fossil leaves in 1856* were at this locality or in its immediate vicinity. The list is 
as follows: Magnolia alternans, Heer, Andromedn Pa1'Zalorii, Heel', Cinnamomum Scheuchzeri, 
Heel', Platanus primama, Lesq., Salix p1'otecf'jolia, Lesq., Populus cyclophylla, Lesq., P. elegans, 
Lesq., P. Lancastriensis, Lesq. (probably the same with P. cordifolia, Newberry), P. litigiosa, 
Heel'. Populites cyclophyllus, Lesq., Pl'Otophyllum crednel'ioides, Lesq., Cissus sp. nov., Laurus 
sp. nov., Pinus sp. nov., and fragments referred doubtfully to Pel'sea and Ficus. Nine of these 
species, according to Dr. Lesquereux, have been recognized in the Dakota group, the lowest of the 
Cretaceous series, in Nebraska and Kansas, and two in the same group in Colorado. 

Clay and an underlying more sandy deposit, which have been used together for the manufac
ture of fire-bricks, occur in the base of the north bluff of the Cottonwood river south of New Ulm. 
The entire seetion of this bluff is given by Prof. Winchell in the second annual report. 

Section on the Cottonwood j'i'ver south of New Ulm. 

"1. Hardpan drift, made up of clay and stones, seen about. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet. 
2. White sand, the age of which is uncertain, containing irony concretions and 

dep')3it3. It is sOlll9what indistinctly stratified obliquely, like drift sand, 
and has some coarse grains. Its position in reference to the overlying hard
pan drift, together with its thickness and purely white color, indicates its 
age to be Cretaceous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... 100 feet. 

3. Blue clay, containing some siliceo-calcareous, irony lumps; said by Mr. Dauf
fenbach to hold some coal; mixed with No.4 for making .lire-brick. ... .. 4 feet. 

4. Fine, somewhat gritty clay, largely aluminous. This is white, and when 
long submerged, soft and fluid-like, but when dry has to be quarried by 
blasting. This mixed at the rate of two-thirds with one-third of No.3 
makes a .line, white fire-brick-seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12 feet. 

Total hight of bluffs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ...................... 146 feet." 
"The above section varies in short intervals. . . . About half a mile further up the river 

a sandstone outcrop was enC'mntered. It rises in a bluff immediately from the water, on the op
posite side of the river. In this sandstone, which here appears firm and massive, and which is 
probably the equivalent of No.2, of the foregOing section, are many irony mud balls, or concre
tions, having a fancied resemblance to plums or bananas. They vary in shape and size. They 
have been gathered as fossil 'fruits,' and sent east as rare curiosities." 

The valley of the Minnesota river was explored by Prof. Winchell in 

1873, and the greater part of the descriptions of the Cretaceous strata, as 

here presented, are from his report for that year. Some additional obser

vations and information were gathered by the writer in 1879 and 1880. 
In Cottonwood township, Brown county, near its east line, a bluff on the south side of the 

Minnesota river, situated on the land of John Gruebel, four miles below New Ulm, is described 
by Prof. Winchell, as follows: 

Section in sec. 2, Cottonwood. 

"1. Black alluvium ....................................................... . 
Passing below into-

2 fl!. 

2. Clayey allUVium, of a light-brown color ................................. 4i ft. 
3. Red clay, containing some sandstone in masses; stratified ................ 2i ft. 
4. Belt of greenish sandy clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ft 
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reaching in some places 30 to 40 feet above the river. The bedding is lenticular and inconstant. 
A layer of yellowish brown, ferruginous and more firm sandstone, with a dip of 3° or 4° toward 
the west, exposed here about ten feet above the river, contains plentiful impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves of numerous species. A considerable collection of these has recently been made 
by Prof. 'Winchell, and determined by Dr. Leo Lesquereux, who states in correspondence that hi.s 
observations of fossil leaves in 1856* were at this locality or in its immediate vicinity. The list is 
as follows: JJfagnolia alternans, Heer, Andromecln Parlalorii, Heel', Oinnamomum Scheuchze?'i, 
Heel', Platanus primceva, Lesq., Sctiix protewjolia, Lesq., Populus cyclophylla, Lesq., P. elegans, 
Lesq., P. Lcmcastriensis, Lesq. (probably the same with P. cordifoUa, Newberry), P. litigiosa, 
Heer. Populites cyclophylllls, Lesq., Protoph.lJllllm creclnerioides, Lesq., Oissus sp. nov., Laurus 
sp. nov., Pinus sp. nov., and fragments referred dOllbteully to Po'sea and Ficus. Nine of these 
species, according to Dr. Lesquereux, have been recognized in the Dakota group, the lowest of the 
Cretaceous series, in Nebraska and Kansas, and two in the same group in Colorado. 

Clay and an uuderlying more sandy deposit, which have been used together for the manufac
ture of fire-bricks, occur iu the base of the north bluff of the Cottonwood river south of New Ulm. 
The entire sedion of this bluff is given by Prof. Winchell in the second annual report. 

Section on the Cottonwood ?'iver south oj New Ulm. 

~j,l. flarclpan drift, made up of clay and stones, seen about. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet. 
2. 'White sand, the age of which is uncertain, containing irony concretions and 

dep,)3it3. It is som3what indistinctly stratified obliquely, like drift sand, 
and has some coarse grains. Its position in reference to the overlying bard
pan drift, together with its thickness and purely white color, indicates its 
age to be Cretaceous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... 100 feet. 

3. Blue clay, contaiuing some siliceo-calcareous, irony lumps; said by Mr. Dauf
fenbach to hold some coal; mixed with NO.4 for making fire-brick... .. 4 feet. 

4. Fine, somewbat gritty clay, largely aluminous. This is white, and when 
lODg submerged, soft and fluid-like, but when dry has to be quarried by 
blasting. This mixed at the rate of two-thirds with one-third of No.3 
makes a fine, white fire-brick-seen. . . . . . . . . . . . ................... 12 feet. 

Total hight of bluffs. .. .................... . .................. 146 feet." 
"The above section varies in short intervals. . About half a mile further up the river 

a sandstone outcrop was encrJUntered. It rises in a bluff immediately from the water, on the op
posite side of the river. In this sandstone, which bere appears firm and massive, and which is 
probably the equivalent of No.2, of the foregoing section, are many irony mud balls, or concre
tions, baving a fancied resemblance to plums or bananas. They vary in shape and size. They 
have been gathered as fossil 'fruits,' and sent east as rare curiosities." 

The valley of the Minnesota river was explored by Prof. Winchell in 

1873, and the greater part of the descriptions of the Cretaceous strata, as 

here presented, are from his report for that year. Some additional obser

vations and information were gathered by the writer in 1879 and 1880. 
In Cottonwood township, Brown county, near its east line, a bluff on the south side of the 

Minnesota river, situated on the land of John Gruebel. four miles below New Ulm, is described 
by Prof. Winchell, as follows: 

Section in sec. 2, Oottonwood. 

"1. Black alluvium.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 ft. 
PaSSing below into-

2. Clayey alluvium, of a light-brown color. . . . . . .. . ....................... 4z ft. 
3. Red clay, containing some sandstone in masses; stratified ................ 2z ft. 
4. Belt of greenish sandy clay ... , . . . . . . .. ................................ 1 ft 
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reaching in some places 30 to 40 feet above the river. The bedding is lenticular and inconstant. 
A layer of yellowish brown, ferruginous and more firm sandstone, with a dip of 3° or 4° toward 
the west, exposed here about ten feet above the river, contains plentiful impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves of numerous species. A considerable collection of these has recently been made 
by Prof. 'Winchell, and determined by Dr. Leo Lesquereux, who states in correspondence that hi.s 
observations of fossil leaves in 1856* were at this locality or in its immediate vicinity. The list is 
as follows: JJfagnolia alternans, Heer, Andromecln Parlalorii, Heel', Oinnamomum Scheuchze?'i, 
Heel', Platanus primceva, Lesq., Sctiix protewjolia, Lesq., Populus cyclophylla, Lesq., P. elegans, 
Lesq., P. Lcmcastriensis, Lesq. (probably the same with P. cordifoUa, Newberry), P. litigiosa, 
Heer. Populites cyclophylllls, Lesq., Protoph.lJllllm creclnerioides, Lesq., Oissus sp. nov., Laurus 
sp. nov., Pinus sp. nov., and fragments referred dOllbteully to Po'sea and Ficus. Nine of these 
species, according to Dr. Lesquereux, have been recognized in the Dakota group, the lowest of the 
Cretaceous series, in Nebraska and Kansas, and two in the same group in Colorado. 

Clay and an uuderlying more sandy deposit, which have been used together for the manufac
ture of fire-bricks, occur iu the base of the north bluff of the Cottonwood river south of New Ulm. 
The entire sedion of this bluff is given by Prof. Winchell in the second annual report. 

Section on the Cottonwood ?'iver south oj New Ulm. 

~j,l. flarclpan drift, made up of clay and stones, seen about. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 feet. 
2. 'White sand, the age of which is uncertain, containing irony concretions and 

dep,)3it3. It is som3what indistinctly stratified obliquely, like drift sand, 
and has some coarse grains. Its position in reference to the overlying bard
pan drift, together with its thickness and purely white color, indicates its 
age to be Cretaceous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... 100 feet. 

3. Blue clay, contaiuing some siliceo-calcareous, irony lumps; said by Mr. Dauf
fenbach to hold some coal; mixed with NO.4 for making fire-brick... .. 4 feet. 

4. Fine, somewbat gritty clay, largely aluminous. This is white, and when 
lODg submerged, soft and fluid-like, but when dry has to be quarried by 
blasting. This mixed at the rate of two-thirds with one-third of No.3 
makes a fine, white fire-brick-seen. . . . . . . . . . . . ................... 12 feet. 

Total hight of bluffs. .. .................... . .................. 146 feet." 
"The above section varies in short intervals. . About half a mile further up the river 

a sandstone outcrop was encrJUntered. It rises in a bluff immediately from the water, on the op
posite side of the river. In this sandstone, which bere appears firm and massive, and which is 
probably the equivalent of No.2, of the foregoing section, are many irony mud balls, or concre
tions, baving a fancied resemblance to plums or bananas. They vary in shape and size. They 
have been gathered as fossil 'fruits,' and sent east as rare curiosities." 

The valley of the Minnesota river was explored by Prof. Winchell in 

1873, and the greater part of the descriptions of the Cretaceous strata, as 

here presented, are from his report for that year. Some additional obser

vations and information were gathered by the writer in 1879 and 1880. 
In Cottonwood township, Brown county, near its east line, a bluff on the south side of the 

Minnesota river, situated on the land of John Gruebel. four miles below New Ulm, is described 
by Prof. Winchell, as follows: 

Section in sec. 2, Oottonwood. 

"1. Black alluvium.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 ft. 
PaSSing below into-

2. Clayey alluvium, of a light-brown color. . . . . . .. . ....................... 4z ft. 
3. Red clay, containing some sandstone in masses; stratified ................ 2z ft. 
4. Belt of greenish sandy clay ... , . . . . . . .. ................................ 1 ft 
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reaching in some p1aces 30 to 40 feet above the river. The bedding is lenticular and inconstant. 
A layer of yellowish brown, ferruginous and more firm sandstone, with a dip of 30 or 4° toward 
the west, exposed here about ten feet above the river, contains plentiful impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves of numerous species. A considerable collection of these has recently been made 
by Prof. Winchell., and determined by Dr. Leo Lesquereux, who states in correspondence that bis 
observations of fossil leaves in 1856* were at this locality or in its immediate vicinity. The list is 
as follows: ~jJ[agnolia alternans, Heer, Andromedn Pm'lalorU, Heel', Cinnamomum Scheuchzeri, 
Heer, Platanus Lesq., Scilix pl'Otec~folia, Lesq., Popull!s cyclophylla, Lesq., P. elegans, 

P. Lancasti"iellsis, Lesq. (probably the same with P. cordifoHa, Newberry), P. litigiosa, 
Heer, Populites Lesq., Protophyllum crednerioides, Lesq.) Gissus sp. nov., Laurus 
sp. nov., Pinus sp. nov., and fragments referred doubtfully to Persea and FiW8. Nine of these 
species. according to Dr. Lesquereux. have been recognized in the Dakota group. the lowest of the 
Cretaceous series, in Nebraska and Kansas, and two in the same group in Colorado. 

Clay and an underlying more sandy deposit, which have been used together for the manufac
ture of fira-brick,>, occur in the base of the north bluff of the Cottonwood river south of New mm. 
The entire of this bluff is given by Prof. Winchell in the second annual report. 

Section on the Cottonwood 1'it1eT south of New Ulm. 

~·1. drift1 made up of clay and stones, seen about. ~ . ~ .. ~ ... ~ ......... 80 feet. 
2. White sand, the age of which is uncertain, containing irony concretions and 

dep'nits. It is sooBwhat indistinctly stratified obliquely, like drift sand, 
and has some coarse grains. Its position in reference to the overlying bard
pan drift. together with its thickness and purely white color, indicates its 
age to be Cretaceous .. , , ................. , ....... , , ................ 100 feet. 

3. Blue clay. containing some siIiceo-calcareous, irony lumps; said by Mr. Dauf
fenbach to hold some coal; mixed with NO.4 for making fire-brick. '" .. 4 feet. 

4. Fine, somewhat gritty clay, largely aluminous. This is white, and when 
long submerged. soft and fluid-like, but when dry has to be quarried by 
blasting. This mixed at the rate of two-thirds with one· third of No. 3 
makes a fine, white fire-brick-seen ... , .... ... . ............ , .... , 12 feet. 

Total hight of bluffs. .. . .. ,., .. , ... ,....... . ..................... 146 feet." 
"The above section varies in short intervals. . . . About half a mile further up the river 

a sandstone outcrop was enc')untered. It rises in a bluff immediately from the water, on the op
posite side of the river. In this sandstone, which bere appears firm and massive, and which is 
probably the equivalent of No.2, of the foregoing section, are many irony mud balls, or concre
tions, having a fancied resemblance to plums or bananas. They vary in shape and size. They 
have been gatllered as fossil 'fruits,' and sent east as rare curiosities." 

The va,Hey of the Minnesota river was explored by Prof. Winchell in 

1873, and the greater part of the descriptions of the Cretaceous strata, as 

presented, are from his report for that year. Some additional obser

vations and information were gathered by the wl'iter in 1879 and 1880. 
In Cottonwood township, Brown county, near its east line, a bluff on the south side of tbe 

Minnesota river, situated on the land of John GruebeL four miles below New Ulm, is described 
by Prof. Winchell, as follows: 

Section in sec. 2, Cottonwood. 

1. Black alluvium ................................. . 
Passing below into-

2. Clayey alluvium, of a light-brown color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
3. Red clay, containing some sandstone in masses; stratified ............... . 
4. Belt of greenish sandy clay ... ' . . . . . . .. .......... . . . . . . . .. . ....... . 
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reaching in some p1aces 30 to 40 feet above the river. The bedding is lenticular and inconstant. 
A layer of yellowish brown, ferruginous and more firm sandstone, with a dip of 30 or 4° toward 
the west, exposed here about ten feet above the river, contains plentiful impressions of dicoty
ledonous leaves of numerous species. A considerable collection of these has recently been made 
by Prof. Winchell., and determined by Dr. Leo Lesquereux, who states in correspondence that bis 
observations of fossil leaves in 1856* were at this locality or in its immediate vicinity. The list is 
as follows: ~jJ[agnolia alternans, Heer, Andromedn Pm'lalorU, Heel', Cinnamomum Scheuchzeri, 
Heer, Platanus Lesq., Scilix pl'Otec~folia, Lesq., Popull!s cyclophylla, Lesq., P. elegans, 

P. Lancasti"iellsis, Lesq. (probably the same with P. cordifoHa, Newberry), P. litigiosa, 
Heer, Populites Lesq., Protophyllum crednerioides, Lesq.) Gissus sp. nov., Laurus 
sp. nov., Pinus sp. nov., and fragments referred doubtfully to Persea and FiW8. Nine of these 
species. according to Dr. Lesquereux. have been recognized in the Dakota group. the lowest of the 
Cretaceous series, in Nebraska and Kansas, and two in the same group in Colorado. 

Clay and an underlying more sandy deposit, which have been used together for the manufac
ture of fira-brick,>, occur in the base of the north bluff of the Cottonwood river south of New mm. 
The entire of this bluff is given by Prof. Winchell in the second annual report. 

Section on the Cottonwood 1'it1eT south of New Ulm. 

~·1. drift1 made up of clay and stones, seen about. ~ . ~ .. ~ ... ~ ......... 80 feet. 
2. White sand, the age of which is uncertain, containing irony concretions and 

dep'nits. It is sooBwhat indistinctly stratified obliquely, like drift sand, 
and has some coarse grains. Its position in reference to the overlying bard
pan drift. together with its thickness and purely white color, indicates its 
age to be Cretaceous .. , , ................. , ....... , , ................ 100 feet. 

3. Blue clay. containing some siIiceo-calcareous, irony lumps; said by Mr. Dauf
fenbach to hold some coal; mixed with NO.4 for making fire-brick. '" .. 4 feet. 

4. Fine, somewhat gritty clay, largely aluminous. This is white, and when 
long submerged. soft and fluid-like, but when dry has to be quarried by 
blasting. This mixed at the rate of two-thirds with one· third of No. 3 
makes a fine, white fire-brick-seen ... , .... ... . ............ , .... , 12 feet. 

Total hight of bluffs. .. . .. ,., .. , ... ,....... . ..................... 146 feet." 
"The above section varies in short intervals. . . . About half a mile further up the river 

a sandstone outcrop was enc')untered. It rises in a bluff immediately from the water, on the op
posite side of the river. In this sandstone, which bere appears firm and massive, and which is 
probably the equivalent of No.2, of the foregoing section, are many irony mud balls, or concre
tions, having a fancied resemblance to plums or bananas. They vary in shape and size. They 
have been gatllered as fossil 'fruits,' and sent east as rare curiosities." 

The va,Hey of the Minnesota river was explored by Prof. Winchell in 

1873, and the greater part of the descriptions of the Cretaceous strata, as 

presented, are from his report for that year. Some additional obser

vations and information were gathered by the wl'iter in 1879 and 1880. 
In Cottonwood township, Brown county, near its east line, a bluff on the south side of tbe 

Minnesota river, situated on the land of John GruebeL four miles below New Ulm, is described 
by Prof. Winchell, as follows: 

Section in sec. 2, Cottonwood. 

1. Black alluvium ................................. . 
Passing below into-

2. Clayey alluvium, of a light-brown color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
3. Red clay, containing some sandstone in masses; stratified ............... . 
4. Belt of greenish sandy clay ... ' . . . . . . .. .......... . . . . . . . .. . ....... . 
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Passing into-
5. Sandy clay, of a light umber color .......... '" ........................... It ft. 
6. Bedded sandy clay, of an earth color, (same as No.2) ..................... 2 ft. 
7. Greenish sand, the color coming from the mixture of green sbale with the 

sand, the grains of sand being white quartz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 inches. 
8. White sandstone in one bed, or weathering into beds of two inches ......... 1 ft. 
9. Green bedded shale, or clay, with some fine sand grains, and some lamina

tions or thick beds that are all white sand, but generally maintaining a green 
color, seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................................... 18 ft. 

10. Slope and talus .................... " .............. , ............. , ..... 10 ft. 
"The bedding seen in the foregoing section is horizontal, and shows no fossils. Although 

there is no opportunity at tbis place to determine whether this series of shales lies above or below 
the sandstone at Fritz's [four miles southeast, on the north side of tlle Minnesota river], by an 
observation made in the bank of the road at the crossing of the Waraju [Cottonwood river], it is 
believed to overlie that sandstone, but to underlie a series of calcareous beds that appeal' in the 
right bank of the river, about a mile below the mouth of the Waraju. The colors near the top of 
the foregoing section exchange places a little, in following the bluff along, drift boulders and 
gravel occupying the place of clay in No.3. In some places the red irony stain passes down lower . 
It is likely that the red, brown and ochery colors are due to ferriferous waters, since the deposit of 
the Cretaceous, and to oxygen in the air. Hence it is not certain that the drift extends through 
the whole of No.3, although drift boulders are mixed with it, or replace it, in some places. 'Vhen 
evenly bedded and free from boulders, it undoubtedly belongs to the Cretaceous, the drift stopping 
with No.2. When it is replaced by bouldel's, the Cretaceous is only so much the more worn away, 
the color pervading them, or passing down to lower beds." 

Professor 'Winchell continues: "From the mouth of the Waraju [Cottonwood river] going 
down the right bank of the Minuesota, a regular terrace [35 to 50 feet above the river] is seen to 
rise several feet above the flood-plain. About a mile down, this terrace shows its origin and 
composition, in the banks of a ravine which cuts it. Before reaching that point, however, an 
outcrop of 'gray concretionary limestone' is seen on the top of the telTace plateau. This limestone 
here is overlain by a couple of feet of water-washed limestone, gravel'and cobble-stones, mixed 
toward the top with the usual black alluvium. '/.'he appearance of the quarried stone is like clrift 
pieces, and the bed from which it is taken is intersected variously with divisional planes, cutting 
the mass into irregular fragments, which, on being taken out, appear weathered. Yet there are 
crystal-lined cavities, some parts of it being mostly made up of calc spar. Since the formation of 
the crystals, calcareous water has again deposited lime on the edges of the crystals, which, having 
first been of the thin (axe-shaped) variety, have now the appearance of separate but crowded cock's 
combs, the little beaded accretions of lime being arranged on their edges. There is also a consid
erable quantity of uncrystallized lime on other surfaces. The interior of the stone is of a light 
gray or drab color, and when compact and free from crystals is very fine grained. It is said to 
make a white, strong quicklime, of which there can be no doubt. This limestone outcrop, which 
shows only about 16 inches, is within a mile of the red quartzyte outcrop neal' New VIm, the bare, 
bald surfaces of which are visible from this point, on the other side of the Minnesota. 

"A little below the last described exposure, is Mr. 1Vm. Winkelmann'S limekiln and quarry. 
The stone here burned is in the same horizon, and comes from the banks of a ravine that here 
enters the Minnesota. The limestone is much mixed, confusedly, with shale, but the following 
general section can be made out, in which no fossils were seell: 

Section at Wm. Winkelmann'S, sec. 2, Cottonwood. 
1. Alluvium and boulders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 ft. 
2. Green shale, interstratified with belts and irregular nodules or masses of gray 

limestone ............................................................. 15 ft. 
S. Green shale ....................................... , . . . . . . .. . ...... .'..... 1 ft. 
4. White sand, varying to green shale ......................... , .............. It ft. 
5. Green clay ........................... , ............................ , . . . . .. 2 ft. 
6. Calcareous shale, or marl, with some argillaceous matter ..................... 5 ft. 
7. Green shale, or clay, with blotches of red, seen ........................ , . . . .. 1 ft. 

Total ....................... , . . . . .. . ........... , ............... 25?r ft. 
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Passing into-
5. Sandy clay, of a light umber color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ~ ft. 
6. Bedded sandy clay, of an earth color, (same as No.2) ..................... 2 ft. 
7. Greenish sand, the color coming from the mixture of green shale with the 

sand, the grains of sand being white quartz .............................. 2 inches. 
8. White sandstone in one bed, or weathering into beds of two inches ......... 1 ft. 
9. Green bedded shale, or clay, with some fine sand grains, and some lamina

tions or thick beds that are all white sand, but generally maintaining a green 
color, seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................... 18 ft. 

10. Slope and talus ................ , , . . .. "',.,.,.,.,", ...... " .. , .. "".,10 ft. 
H The bedcling seen in the foregoing section is horizontal, and shows no fossils. Although 

there is no opportunity at this place to determine whether this series of shales lies above or below 
the sandstone at Fritz's [four miles southeast, on the north side of the Minnesota river], by an 
observation made in the bank of the road at the crossing of the Waraju [Cottonwood river], it is 
believed to overlie that sandstone, but to underlie a series of calcareous beds that appear in the 
right bank of the river, about a mile below the mouth of the Waraju. The colors near the top of 
the foregoing section exchallge places a little, in following the bluff along, drift boulders and 
gravel occupying the place of clay in No. a. In some places the red irony stain passes down lower. 
It is likely that the red, brown and ochery colors are due to ferriferous waters, since the deposit of 
the Cretaceous, and to oxygen in the air. Hence it is not certain that the drift extends through 
the whole of No.3, although drift boulders are mixed with it, or replace it, in some places. 'Vhen 
evenly bedded and free from boulders, it undoubtedly belongs to the Cretaceous, the drift stopping 
with No.2. 'When it is replaced by boulders, the Cretaceous is only so much the more worn away, 
the color pervading them, or passing down to lower beds." 

Professor 'Winchell continues: H From the mouth of the Waraju [Cottollwood river] going 
down the rig'ht bank of the Minnesota, a regular terrace [35 to 50 feet above the river] is seen to 
rise several feet above the flood-plain. About a mile down, this terrace 8hows its origin and 
composition, in the banks of a mvine which cuts it. Before reaching tlmt point, however, an 
outcrop of • gray concretionary limestone' is seen on the top of the terrace plateau. This limestone 
here is overlain by a couple of feet of water-washed limestone, gravel and CObble-stones, mixed 
toward the top with the usual black alluvium. The appearance of the quarried stone is like drift 
pieces, and the bed from which it is taken is intersected variously with divisional planes, cutting 
the mass into irregular fragments, which, on being taken out, appear weathered. Yet there are 
crystal-lined cavities, some parts of it being mostly made up of calc spar. Sillce the formation of 
the crystals, calcareous water has again deposited lime on the edges of the crystals, which, havilJg 
first been of the thin (axe·shaped) variety, have now the appearance of separate but crowded cock's 
combs, the little beaded accretions of lime being arranged Oll their edges. There is also a consid
erable quantity of uncrystallized lime on other surfaces. The interior of the stone is of a light 
gray or drab color, and when compact and free from crystals is very fine grained. It is said to 
make a white, strong quicklime, of which there can be no doubt. This limestone outcrop, which 
shows only about 16 inches, is within a mile of the red quartzyte outcrop near New Ulm, the bare, 
bald surfaces of which are visible from this point, on the other side of the Minnesota. 

"A little below the last described exposure, is Mr. ·Wm. Winkelmann's limekiln and quarry. 
The stone here burned is in the same horizon, and comes from the banks of a ravine that here 
enters the Minnesota. The limestone is much mixed, confusedly, with shale, but the following 
general section can be made out, in which no fossils were seell: 

Section at Wm. Winkelmann's, sec. 2, Cottonwood. 
l. Alluvium and boulders, .. , ' . ' ..... , .. , . , , , ' ..... , , . , .... ' , .. , ,2ft. 
2. Green shale, interstratified with belts and irregular nodules or masses of gray 

limestone ..... , ' ... , , .. , ....... , ........ ,., .... ,.,' .. "." .... ,., .. , 15 ft. 
3. Green shale ......... ' ..... ' ....... , , .............. , . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ft. 
4. White sand, varying to green shale .... , ... , ...... , , .. , .. , ... , ...... ' , , , ... lz ft. 
5. Green clay . . . . . . . . . .. . .............. , ...... ,., ....... , ....... ,.,., ...... 2 ft. 
6. Calcareous shale, or marl, with some argillaceous mittter. .................... 5 ft. 
7. Green shale, or clay, with blotches of red, seen. , .. , .... ' ... , .' , , .. '. ' ' , . , , ,,1ft. 

Total ........... , , .......... , . . . . .. .." ... , .... ,."' .. , ....... , 25~ ft. 
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Passing into-
5. Sandy clay, of a light umber color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ~ ft. 
6. Bedded sandy clay, of an earth color, (same as No.2) ..................... 2 ft. 
7. Greenish sand, the color coming from the mixture of green shale with the 

sand, the grains of sand being white quartz .............................. 2 inches. 
8. White sandstone in one bed, or weathering into beds of two inches ......... 1 ft. 
9. Green bedded shale, or clay, with some fine sand grains, and some lamina

tions or thick beds that are all white sand, but generally maintaining a green 
color, seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................... 18 ft. 

10. Slope and talus ................ , , . . .. "',.,.,.,.,", ...... " .. , .. "".,10 ft. 
H The bedcling seen in the foregoing section is horizontal, and shows no fossils. Although 

there is no opportunity at this place to determine whether this series of shales lies above or below 
the sandstone at Fritz's [four miles southeast, on the north side of the Minnesota river], by an 
observation made in the bank of the road at the crossing of the Waraju [Cottonwood river], it is 
believed to overlie that sandstone, but to underlie a series of calcareous beds that appear in the 
right bank of the river, about a mile below the mouth of the Waraju. The colors near the top of 
the foregoing section exchallge places a little, in following the bluff along, drift boulders and 
gravel occupying the place of clay in No. a. In some places the red irony stain passes down lower. 
It is likely that the red, brown and ochery colors are due to ferriferous waters, since the deposit of 
the Cretaceous, and to oxygen in the air. Hence it is not certain that the drift extends through 
the whole of No.3, although drift boulders are mixed with it, or replace it, in some places. 'Vhen 
evenly bedded and free from boulders, it undoubtedly belongs to the Cretaceous, the drift stopping 
with No.2. 'When it is replaced by boulders, the Cretaceous is only so much the more worn away, 
the color pervading them, or passing down to lower beds." 

Professor 'Winchell continues: H From the mouth of the Waraju [Cottollwood river] going 
down the rig'ht bank of the Minnesota, a regular terrace [35 to 50 feet above the river] is seen to 
rise several feet above the flood-plain. About a mile down, this terrace 8hows its origin and 
composition, in the banks of a mvine which cuts it. Before reaching tlmt point, however, an 
outcrop of • gray concretionary limestone' is seen on the top of the terrace plateau. This limestone 
here is overlain by a couple of feet of water-washed limestone, gravel and CObble-stones, mixed 
toward the top with the usual black alluvium. The appearance of the quarried stone is like drift 
pieces, and the bed from which it is taken is intersected variously with divisional planes, cutting 
the mass into irregular fragments, which, on being taken out, appear weathered. Yet there are 
crystal-lined cavities, some parts of it being mostly made up of calc spar. Sillce the formation of 
the crystals, calcareous water has again deposited lime on the edges of the crystals, which, havilJg 
first been of the thin (axe·shaped) variety, have now the appearance of separate but crowded cock's 
combs, the little beaded accretions of lime being arranged Oll their edges. There is also a consid
erable quantity of uncrystallized lime on other surfaces. The interior of the stone is of a light 
gray or drab color, and when compact and free from crystals is very fine grained. It is said to 
make a white, strong quicklime, of which there can be no doubt. This limestone outcrop, which 
shows only about 16 inches, is within a mile of the red quartzyte outcrop near New Ulm, the bare, 
bald surfaces of which are visible from this point, on the other side of the Minnesota. 

"A little below the last described exposure, is Mr. ·Wm. Winkelmann's limekiln and quarry. 
The stone here burned is in the same horizon, and comes from the banks of a ravine that here 
enters the Minnesota. The limestone is much mixed, confusedly, with shale, but the following 
general section can be made out, in which no fossils were seell: 

Section at Wm. Winkelmann's, sec. 2, Cottonwood. 
l. Alluvium and boulders, .. , ' . ' ..... , .. , . , , , ' ..... , , . , .... ' , .. , ,2ft. 
2. Green shale, interstratified with belts and irregular nodules or masses of gray 

limestone ..... , ' ... , , .. , ....... , ........ ,., .... ,.,' .. "." .... ,., .. , 15 ft. 
3. Green shale ......... ' ..... ' ....... , , .............. , . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ft. 
4. White sand, varying to green shale .... , ... , ...... , , .. , .. , ... , ...... ' , , , ... lz ft. 
5. Green clay . . . . . . . . . .. . .............. , ...... ,., ....... , ....... ,.,., ...... 2 ft. 
6. Calcareous shale, or marl, with some argillaceous mittter. .................... 5 ft. 
7. Green shale, or clay, with blotches of red, seen. , .. , .... ' ... , .' , , .. '. ' ' , . , , ,,1ft. 

Total ........... , , .......... , . . . . .. .." ... , .... ,."' .. , ....... , 25~ ft. 
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Passing into-
5. Sandy clay, of a light umber color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ~ ft. 
6. Bedded sandy clay, of an earth color, (same as No.2) ..................... 2 ft. 
7. Greenish sand, the color coming from the mixture of green shale with the 

sand, the grains of sand being white quartz .............................. 2 inches. 
8. White sandstone in one bed, or weathering into beds of two inches ......... 1 ft. 
9. Green bedded shale, or clay, with some fine sand grains, and some lamina

tions or thick beds that are all white sand, but generally maintaining a green 
color, seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................... 18 ft. 

10. Slope and talus ................ , , . . .. "',.,.,.,.,", ...... " .. , .. "".,10 ft. 
H The bedcling seen in the foregoing section is horizontal, and shows no fossils. Although 

there is no opportunity at this place to determine whether this series of shales lies above or below 
the sandstone at Fritz's [four miles southeast, on the north side of tile Minnesota river], by an 
observation made in the bank of the road at the crossing of the Waraju [Cottonwood river], it is 
believed to overlie that sandstone, but to underlie a series of calcareous beds that appear in the 
right bank of the river, about a mile below the moutll of the Waraju. The colors near the top of 
the foregoing section exchallge places a little, in following the bluff along, drift boulders and 
gravel occupying the place of clay in No. a. In some places the red irony stain passes down lower. 
It is likely that the red, brown and ochery colors are due to ferriferous waters, since the deposit of 
the Cretaceous, and to oxygen in the air. Hence it is not certain that the drift extends through 
the whole of No.3, although drift boulders are mixed with it, or replace it, in some places. 'Vhen 
evenly bedded and free from boulders, it undoubtedly belongs to the Cretaceous, the drift stopping 
with No.2. 'When it is replaced by boulders, the Cretaceous is only so much the more worn away, 
the color pervading them, or passing down to lower beds." 

Professor 'Winchell continues: H From the mouth of the Waraju [Cottollwood river] going 
down the right bank of the Minnesota, a regular terrace [35 to 50 feet above the river] is seen to 
rise several feet above the flood-plain. About a mile down, this terrace 8hows its origin and 
composition, in the banks of a mvine which cuts it. Before reaching tlmt point, however, an 
outcrop of • gray concretionary limestone' is seen on the top of the terrace plateau. This limestone 
here is overlain by a couple of feet of water-washed limestone, gravel and CObble-stones, mixed 
toward the top with the usual black alluvium. The appearance of the quarried stone is like drift 
pieces, and the bed from which it is taken is intersected variously with divisional planes, cutting 
the mass into irregular fragments, which, on being taken out, appear weathered. Yet there are 
crystal-lined cavities, some parts of it being mostly made up of calc spar. Since the formation of 
the crystals, calcareous water has again deposited lime on the edges of the crystals, which, havilJg 
first been of the thin (axe·shaped) variety, have now the appearance of separate but crowded cock's 
combs, the little beaded accretions of lime being arranged on their edges. There is also a consid
erable quantity of uncrystallized lime on other surfaces. The interior of the stone is of a light 
gray or drab color, and when compact and free from crystals is very fine grained. It is said to 
make a white, strong quicklime, of which there can be no doubt. This limestone outcrop, which 
shows only about 16 inches, is within a mile of the red quartzyte outcrop near New Ulm, the bare, 
bald surfaces of which are visible from this point, on the other side of the Minnesota. 

"A little below the last described exposure, is Mr. ·Wm. Winkelmann's limekiln and quarry. 
The stone here burned is in the same horizon, and comes from the banks of a ravine that here 
enters the Minnesota. The limestone is much mixed, confusedly, with shale, but the following 
general section can be made out, in whicllllO fossils were seell: 

Section at Wm. Winkelmann's, sec. 2, Cottonwood. 
l. Alluvium and boulders, .. , ' . ' , .... , .. , . , , , ' ..... , , . , .... ' , .. , ,2ft. 
2. Green shale, interstratified with belts and irregular nodules or masses of gray 

limestone ..... , ' ... , , .. , ....... , ........ ,., .... ,.,' .. "." .... ,., .. , 15 ft. 
3. Green shale ......... ' ..... ' ....... , , .............. , . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ft. 
4. White sand, varying to green shale .... , ... , ...... , , .. , .. , ... , ...... ' , , , ... lz ft. 
5. Green clay . . . . . . . . . .. . .............. , ...... ,., ....... , ....... ,.,., ...... 2 ft. 
6. Calcareous shale, or marl, with some argillaceous mittter. .................... 5 ft. 
7. Green shale, or clay, with blotches of red, seen. , .. , .... ' ... , .' , , .. '. ' ' , . , , ,,1ft. 

Total ........... , , .......... , . . . . .. .." ... , .... ,."' .. , ....... , 25~ ft. 
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Passing into-
5. Sandy clay, of a light umber color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ~ ft. 
6. Bedded sandy clay, of an earth color, (same as No.2) ..................... 2 ft. 
7. Greenish sand, the color coming from the mixture of green shale with the 

sand, the grains of sand being white quartz .............................. 2 inches. 
8. White sandstone in one bed, or weathering into beds of two inches ......... 1 ft. 
9. Green bedded shale, or clay, with some fine sand grains, and some lamina

tions or thick beds that are all white sand, but generally maintaining a green 
color, seen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................... 18 ft. 

10. Slope and talus ................ , , . . .. "',.,.,.,.,", ...... " .. , .. "".,10 ft. 
H The bedcling seen in the foregoing section is horizontal, and shows no fossils. Although 

there is no opportunity at this place to determine whether this series of shales lies above or below 
the sandstone at Fritz's [four miles southeast, on the north side of tile Minnesota river], by an 
observation made in the bank of the road at the crossing of the Waraju [Cottonwood river], it is 
believed to overlie that sandstone, but to underlie a series of calcareous beds that appear in the 
right bank of the river, about a mile below the moutll of the Waraju. The colors near the top of 
the foregoing section exchallge places a little, in following the bluff along, drift boulders and 
gravel occupying the place of clay in No. a. In some places the red irony stain passes down lower. 
It is likely that the red, brown and ochery colors are due to ferriferous waters, since the deposit of 
the Cretaceous, and to oxygen in the air. Hence it is not certain that the drift extends through 
the whole of No.3, although drift boulders are mixed with it, or replace it, in some places. 'Vhen 
evenly bedded and free from boulders, it undoubtedly belongs to the Cretaceous, the drift stopping 
with No.2. 'When it is replaced by boulders, the Cretaceous is only so much the more worn away, 
the color pervading them, or passing down to lower beds." 

Professor 'Winchell continues: H From the mouth of the Waraju [Cottollwood river] going 
down the right bank of the Minnesota, a regular terrace [35 to 50 feet above the river] is seen to 
rise several feet above the flood-plain. About a mile down, this terrace 8hows its origin and 
composition, in the banks of a mvine which cuts it. Before reaching tlmt point, however, an 
outcrop of • gray concretionary limestone' is seen on the top of the terrace plateau. This limestone 
here is overlain by a couple of feet of water-washed limestone, gravel and CObble-stones, mixed 
toward the top with the usual black alluvium. The appearance of the quarried stone is like drift 
pieces, and the bed from which it is taken is intersected variously with divisional planes, cutting 
the mass into irregular fragments, which, on being taken out, appear weathered. Yet there are 
crystal-lined cavities, some parts of it being mostly made up of calc spar. Since the formation of 
the crystals, calcareous water has again deposited lime on the edges of the crystals, which, havilJg 
first been of the thin (axe·shaped) variety, have now the appearance of separate but crowded cock's 
combs, the little beaded accretions of lime being arranged on their edges. There is also a consid
erable quantity of uncrystallized lime on other surfaces. The interior of the stone is of a light 
gray or drab color, and when compact and free from crystals is very fine grained. It is said to 
make a white, strong quicklime, of which there can be no doubt. This limestone outcrop, which 
shows only about 16 inches, is within a mile of the red quartzyte outcrop near New Ulm, the bare, 
bald surfaces of which are visible from this point, on the other side of the Minnesota. 

"A little below the last described exposure, is Mr. ·Wm. Winkelmann's limekiln and quarry. 
The stone here burned is in the same horizon, and comes from the banks of a ravine that here 
enters the Minnesota. The limestone is much mixed, confusedly, with shale, but the following 
general section can be made out, in whicllllO fossils were seell: 

Section at Wm. Winkelmann's, sec. 2, Cottonwood. 
l. Alluvium and boulders, .. , ' . ' , .... , .. , . , , , ' ..... , , . , .... ' , .. , ,2ft. 
2. Green shale, interstratified with belts and irregular nodules or masses of gray 

limestone ..... , ' ... , , .. , ....... , ........ ,., .... ,.,' .. "." .... ,., .. , 15 ft. 
3. Green shale ......... ' ..... ' ....... , , .............. , . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 ft. 
4. White sand, varying to green shale .... , ... , ...... , , .. , .. , ... , ...... ' , , , ... lz ft. 
5. Green clay . . . . . . . . . .. . .............. , ...... ,., ....... , ....... ,.,., ...... 2 ft. 
6. Calcareous shale, or marl, with some argillaceous mittter. .................... 5 ft. 
7. Green shale, or clay, with blotches of red, seen. , .. , .... ' ... , .' , , .. '. ' ' , . , , ,,1ft. 

Total ........... , , .......... , . . . . .. .." ... , .... ,."' .. , ....... , 25~ ft. 
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[Cretaceous bods. 

"The same kind of greenish marl is exposed up the Waraju, the immediate bluffs being 
somewhat wrought in it, to a point just back of New Ulm, where the bank 1S opened by Mr. Win
kelmann for laying pipes to supply his machinery and brick-yard. The trench which he has dug 
passes through it just before reaching the bank of the Waraju river." 

In a later examination of the strata at Mr. Winkelmann's, Prof. Winchell has noted 
about 40 feet of the green shale, with thin layers of concretionary limestone; underlain by red 
shale, of which a thickness of about 5 feet was seen, but it may extend below the river-level, which 
is some five feet lower than the base of the section exposed. Occasional layers of red shale were 
seen somewhat above its general mass, separated from it by green shale. There seems to be a 
very slight dip toward the south. 

Prof. James Hall, in the paper referred to on page 98, mentions ferruginous sandstone, con
taining plant remains, interbedded with red marls, lying below the green shale and concretionary 
limestone in the vicinity of Mr. Winkelmann's limekiln. Four species of fossil leaves, collected in 
these beds by Hall, and found also ill other states on the west and south, are described by Lesque
reux, who regards them as proof that the formation belongs to the Dakota group at the base of the 
Cretaceous series.'" The green shale and nodular limestone may belong to a later formation, and 
Prof. Winchell refers them provisionally to the Niobrara group. The highest divisons of the 
Cretaceous series seem also to be represented in these counties, at least by fossils derived from 
them, found in the drift as noted in the description of wells in Milford and Stately. 

Of the Cretaceous strata seen at New Ulm Prof. Winchell writes: "The fiat on which New 
Ulm stands seems to be made up by a terrace wrought in the Cretaceous. The surface of this 
flat is strewn with boul<lers. . The general section of the Cretaceous at New Ulm is 
as follows: 

1. Drift, gravel and boulders, with a surface-loam in some places, or large-
ly made up of sand. . . . . .. . .... , .................... ,............. 10 to 20 ft. 

2. Fine clay, blue, bedded, weathering' white, used for l,ottery or brick.... 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Sand or fine gravel, not cemented, readily crumbling, containing mag-

nesian balls, or rounded lumps made up of a fine white powder-seen 20 to 30 ft. 
"The conspicuous Cretaceous terrace that occurs along the Minnesota at New UIm, is due 

to this fine sand, overlain by a more tenacious clay or shale. The varying composition of the 
Cretaceous makes it difficult to establish thp, horizontality of different outcrops, but there canngt 
be much doubt that No.3 above is the equivalent of No.2 of the section on the Waraju." The 
section here referred to }ms been presented on page 574, its No.2 being white sand, 100 feet 
thick, overlying tile deposits that are dug for making fire-bricks. 

The terrace at New Ulm thus formed of Cretaceous beds, overlain by drift, is more than a 
mile long, parallel with ,the river, and varies in width from twenty-five to fifty rods or m1re. 
Minnesota street, the principal business avenue, is on this terrace, sections of which, agreeing 
well with that just quoted, are exposed, especially near its south end, by ravines and gullies at its 
margin. Its hight is about 90 feet above the bottomland and river, and 40 feet. above the depot, 
which is on an intermediate terrace, The west part of New Ulm, including State street, several 
churches and the county buildings, occupies a higher terrace or plateau of modified drift, which is 
elevated some 26 to 36 feet above Minnesota street, or 115 to 125 feet, approximately, above the 
river (see fig. 47, page 582). Further details respecting the topography and geology of the Min
nesota valley in this vicinity will be brought out in treating of the glacial and modified drift. 

FIG. 46. SEOTION ON THIRD NORTH STREET, NEW ULlVI. 

In the north part of New Ulm the grading of 'rhird North street close northeast of the rail
road, exposes Cretaceous clays. This cut (fig. 46) is 14 feet deep and 200 feet long, with Hs top 
about 4·,) feet above the river. Its upper 4 feet are soil and drift, containing and overspread with 

'T!. s. geo1- survey of the territories; voL vi, The Oret'.'ceous Flora, pp. 6.68,76, no and 93. These species are Fieu. 
(?~ 1!alltana, Lesq,,'. Laurophvllum ret'tGulatu'm. lA:sq.! BU1neha .11larconana, Lesq.(Leguminosites Mm'couanus Heer) and 
L'trtodendron Meeku, Heer. The last two are figured in Dana's lJfanual. ' 
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"The same kind of greenish marl is exposed up the Waraju, the immediate bluffs being 
somewhat wrought in it, to a point just back of New Ulm, where the bank is opened by Mr. Win
kelmann for laying pipes to supply his machinery and brick-yard. The trench which he has dug 
passes through it just before reaching the bank of the W'araju river." 

In a later examination of the strata at Mr. 'Winkelmann's, Prof. Winchell has noted 
about 40 feet of the green shale, with thin layers of concretionary limestone; underlain by red 
shale, of which a thickness of about 5 feet was seen, but it may extend below the river-level, which 
is some five feet lower than the base of the section exposed. Occasional layers of red shale were 
seen somewhat above its general mass, separated from it by green shale. There seems to be a 
very slight dip toward the south. 

Prof. James Hall, in the paper referred to on page 98, mentions ferruginous sandstone, con
taining plant remains, interbedded with red marls, lying below the green shale and concretionary 
limestone in the vicinity of Mr. W"inkelmann's limekiln. Four species of fossil leaves, collected in 
these beds by Hall, and found also in other states on the \\Test and south, are described by Lesque
reux, who regards them as proof that the formation belongs to the Dakota group at the base of the 
Cretaceous series." The green shale and nodular limestone may belong to a later formation, and 
Prof. Winchell refers them provisionally to the Niobrara group. The highest divisons of the 
Cretaceous series seem also to be represented in these counties, at least by fossils derived from 
them, found in the drift as noted in the description of wells in Milford and Stately. 

Of the Cretaceous strata seen at New Ulm Prof. W"inchell writes: "The flat on which New 
Ulm stands seems to be made up by a terrace wrought in the Cretaceous. The surface of this 
flat is strewn with boulders. The general section of the Cretaceous at New Ulm is 
as follows: 

1. Drift, gravel and boulders, with a surface-loam in some places, or large-
ly made up of sand. . . . . .. .... ,.' ................................ 10 to 20 ft. 

2. Fine clay, blue, bedded, weathering white, used for l,ottery or brick.... 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Sand or fine gravel, not cemented, readily crumbling, containing mag-

nesian balls, or rounded lumps made up of a fine white powder-seen 20 to 30 ft. 
"The conspicuous Cretaceous terrace that occurs along the Minnesota at New Ulm, is due 

to this fine sand, overlain by a more tenacious clay or shale. The varying composition of the 
Cretaceous makes it difficult to establish the horizontality of different outcrops, but there canngt 
be much doubt that No.3 above is the equivalent of No.2 of the section on the Waraju." The 
section here referred to ,has been presented on page 57-1, its No.2 being white sand, 100 feet 
thick, overlying tile deposits that are dug for making fire-bricks. 

The terrac@ at New Ulm thus formed of Cretaceous beds, overlain by drift, is more than a 
mile long', parallel with ~the river, and varies in width from twenty-five to fifty rods or m)re. 
Minnesota street, the principal business avenue, is on this terrace, sections of which, agreeing 
well with that just quoted, are exposed, especially near its south end, by ravines and gullies at its 
margin. Its hight is about 90 feet above the bottomland and river, and 40 feet above the depot, 
which is on an intermediate terrace. The west part of New Ulm, including State street, several 
cllurches and the county buildings, occupies a higher terrace or plateau of modified drift, which is 
elevated some 2.5 to 3.5 feet above Minnesota street, or 115 to 125 feet, approximately, above the 
river (see fig. 47, page 582). Further details respecting the topography and geology of the Min
nesota valley in this vicinity will be brought out in treating of the glacial and modified drift. 

FIG. 46. SECTION ON THIRD NORTH STREET, NEW ULM. 

In the north part of New Ulm the grading of '.rhird North street close northeast of the rail
road, exposes Cretaceous clays. This cut (fig. 46) is 14 feet deep and 200 feet long, with it,s top 
about 4-5 feet above the river. Its upper 4 feet are soil and drift, containing and overspread with 
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(?~ l!aZhana, Lesq .... Lu'Uroph!fllutn ret"f.cuiutu'm. Lesq., Bu~nelia .il1arconana, Lesq.(Leguminosites MaJ'co'Uan'Us Heer) and 
Ltrtodendron j}leek1.~. Heer. The last two are figured in Dana's JJfanual. ' 
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"The same kind of greenish marl is exposed up the Waraju, the immediate bluffs being 
somewhat wrought in it, to a point just back of New Ulm, where the bank is opened by Mr. Win
kelmann for laying pipes to supply his machinery and brick-yard. The trench which he has dug 
passes through it just before reaching the bank of the W'araju river." 

In a later examination of the strata at Mr. 'Winkelmann's, Prof. Winchell has noted 
about 40 feet of the green shale, with thin layers of concretionary limestone; underlain by red 
shale, of which a thickness of about 5 feet was seen, but it may extend below the river-level, which 
is some five feet lower than the base of the section exposed. Occasional layers of red shale were 
seen somewhat above its general mass, separated from it by green shale. There seems to be a 
very slight dip toward the south. 

Prof. James Hall, in the paper referred to on page 98, mentions ferruginous sandstone, con
taining plant remains, interbedded with red marls, lying below the green shale and concretionary 
limestone in the vicinity of Mr. W"inkelmann's limekiln. Four species of fossil leaves, collected in 
these beds by Hall, and found also in other states on the \\Test and south, are described by Lesque
reux, who regards them as proof that the formation belongs to the Dakota group at the base of the 
Cretaceous series." The green shale and nodular limestone may belong to a later formation, and 
Prof. Winchell refers them provisionally to the Niobrara group. The highest divisons of the 
Cretaceous series seem also to be represented in these counties, at least by fossils derived from 
them, found in the drift as noted in the description of wells in Milford and Stately. 

Of the Cretaceous strata seen at New Ulm Prof. W"inchell writes: "The flat on which New 
Ulm stands seems to be made up by a terrace wrought in the Cretaceous. The surface of this 
flat is strewn with boulders. The general section of the Cretaceous at New Ulm is 
as follows: 

1. Drift, gravel and boulders, with a surface-loam in some places, or large-
ly made up of sand. . . . . .. .... ,.' ................................ 10 to 20 ft. 

2. Fine clay, blue, bedded, weathering white, used for l,ottery or brick.... 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Sand or fine gravel, not cemented, readily crumbling, containing mag-

nesian balls, or rounded lumps made up of a fine white powder-seen 20 to 30 ft. 
"The conspicuous Cretaceous terrace that occurs along the Minnesota at New Ulm, is due 

to this fine sand, overlain by a more tenacious clay or shale. The varying composition of the 
Cretaceous makes it difficult to establish the horizontality of different outcrops, but there canngt 
be much doubt that No.3 above is the equivalent of No.2 of the section on the Waraju." The 
section here referred to ,has been presented on page 57-1, its No.2 being white sand, 100 feet 
thick, overlying tile deposits that are dug for making fire-bricks. 

The terrac@ at New Ulm thus formed of Cretaceous beds, overlain by drift, is more than a 
mile long', parallel with ~the river, and varies in width from twenty-five to fifty rods or m)re. 
Minnesota street, the principal business avenue, is on this terrace, sections of which, agreeing 
well with that just quoted, are exposed, especially near its south end, by ravines and gullies at its 
margin. Its hight is about 90 feet above the bottomland and river, and 40 feet above the depot, 
which is on an intermediate terrace. The west part of New Ulm, including State street, several 
cllurches and the county buildings, occupies a higher terrace or plateau of modified drift, which is 
elevated some 2.5 to 3.5 feet above Minnesota street, or 115 to 125 feet, approximately, above the 
river (see fig. 47, page 582). Further details respecting the topography and geology of the Min
nesota valley in this vicinity will be brought out in treating of the glacial and modified drift. 

FIG. 46. SECTION ON THIRD NORTH STREET, NEW ULM. 

In the north part of New Ulm the grading of '.rhird North street close northeast of the rail
road, exposes Cretaceous clays. This cut (fig. 46) is 14 feet deep and 200 feet long, with it,s top 
about 4-5 feet above the river. Its upper 4 feet are soil and drift, containing and overspread with 
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"The same kind of greenish marl is exposed up the Waraju, the immediate bluffs being 
somewbat wrought in it, to a point just back of New Ulm, where the bank is opened by Mr. Win
kelmann for laying pipes to supply his machinery and brick-yard. The trench which he has dug 
passes through it just before reaching the bank of the Waraju river." 

In a later examination of the strata at Mr. Winkelmann's, Prof. Winchell has noted 
about 40 feet of the green shale, with thin layers of concretionary limestone; underlain by red 
shale, of which a thickness of about 5 feet was seen, but it may extend below the river-level, which 
is some five feet lower than the base of the section exposed. Occasional layers of red shale were 
seen somewhat above its general mass, separated from it by green shale. There seems to be a 
very slight dip toward the south. 

Prof. James Hall, in the paper referred to on page 98, mentions ferruginous sandstone, con· 
taining plant remains, interbedded with red marls, lying below the green shale and concretionary 
limestone in the vicinity of .!Y1r. Winkelmann's limekiln. Four species of fossil leaves, collected in 
these beds by Hall, and found also in other states on the west and south, are described by Lesque· 
reux, who regards them as proof that the formation belongs to the Dakota group at the base of the 
Cretaceous series.'" The green shale and nodular limestone may belong to a later formation, and 
Prof. Winchell refers them provisionally to the Niobrara group. The highest divisons of the 
Cretaceous series seem also to be represented in these counties. at least by fossils derived from 
them, found in the drift as noted in the description of wells in Milford and Stately. 

Of the Cretaceous strata seen at New Ulm Prof. Winchell writes: "The flat on wbich New 
Ulm stands seems to be made up by a terrace wrought in the Cretaceous. The surface of this 
flat is strewn with boulders. . . The general section of the Cretaceous at New Ulm is 
as follows: 

1. Drift, and boulders, with a surface-loam in some places, or 
ly made up of sand. . . . . .. . .... ".................... . ........... 10 to 20 n. 

2. Fine clay, blue, be(hled, weatheling white, used for (lottery or brick. ... 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Sana or fine not cemented, readily crumbling, containing mag· 

nesian balls, or roull(led lumps made np of a fine white powder-seen 20 to 30 ft. 
"The conspicuous Cretaceous terrace that occurs along the Minnesota at New Ulm, is due 

to this fine sand, overlain by a more tenacious clay or shale. The varying composition of the 
Cretaceous makes it difficult to establish the horizontality of different outcrops, but there cann9t 
be mueh doubt that No.3 above is the equivalent of No. ~ of the section on the Waraju." The 
section here referred to been presented on page 5U, its No.2 being whHe sand, 100 feet 
thick, overlying tue that are dng for making fire-briel{s. 

The terrace at New Ulm thus formed of Cretaceous beds, overlain by drift, is more than a 
mile long, parallel with and varies in width from twenty-five to fifty rods or m')re. 
Minnesota street, the principal business avenue, is on this terrace, sections of which, agreeing 
well with that just quoted, are expose(l, especially near its south end, by ravines and gullies at its 
margin. Its hight is about 9U feet above the bottomland and river, and 40 feet above the depot, 
which is on an intermediate terrace. The west part of New Ulm, including State street, several 
churches and the county bulldings, occupies a higher terrace or plateau of modified drift, which is 
elevated some 25 to 35 feet above Minnesota street, or 115 to 125 feet, approximately, above the 
river (see fig. 47, page 582). FUrther details respecting the topography and geology of the Min
nesota valley in this vicinity will be brought out in treating of the glacial and modified drift. 
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FIG. 46. SECTTON ON THIRD NORTH STREET, NEW UL~I. 

In the north part of New Ulm the grading of Third North street close northeast of the rail
road, exposes Cretaceous clays. This cut (fig. 46) is 14 feet deep and 200 feet long, with il;s top 
about 45 feet above the river. Its upper 4 feet are soil and drift, containing and overspread with 
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"The same kind of greenish marl is exposed up the Waraju, the immediate bluffs being 
somewbat wrought in it, to a point just back of New Ulm, where the bank is opened by Mr. Win
kelmann for laying pipes to supply his machinery and brick-yard. The trench which he has dug 
passes through it just before reaching the bank of the Waraju river." 

In a later examination of the strata at Mr. Winkelmann's, Prof. Winchell has noted 
about 40 feet of the green shale, with thin layers of concretionary limestone; underlain by red 
shale, of which a thickness of about 5 feet was seen, but it may extend below the river-level, which 
is some five feet lower than the base of the section exposed. Occasional layers of red shale were 
seen somewhat above its general mass, separated from it by green shale. There seems to be a 
very slight dip toward the south. 

Prof. James Hall, in the paper referred to on page 98, mentions ferruginous sandstone, con· 
taining plant remains, interbedded with red marls, lying below the green shale and concretionary 
limestone in the vicinity of .!Y1r. Winkelmann's limekiln. Four species of fossil leaves, collected in 
these beds by Hall, and found also in other states on the west and south, are described by Lesque· 
reux, who regards them as proof that the formation belongs to the Dakota group at the base of the 
Cretaceous series.'" The green shale and nodular limestone may belong to a later formation, and 
Prof. Winchell refers them provisionally to the Niobrara group. The highest divisons of the 
Cretaceous series seem also to be represented in these counties. at least by fossils derived from 
them, found in the drift as noted in the description of wells in Milford and Stately. 

Of the Cretaceous strata seen at New Ulm Prof. Winchell writes: "The flat on wbich New 
Ulm stands seems to be made up by a terrace wrought in the Cretaceous. The surface of this 
flat is strewn with boulders. . . The general section of the Cretaceous at New Ulm is 
as follows: 

1. Drift, and boulders, with a surface-loam in some places, or 
ly made up of sand. . . . . .. . .... ".................... . ........... 10 to 20 n. 

2. Fine clay, blue, be(hled, weatheling white, used for (lottery or brick. ... 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Sana or fine not cemented, readily crumbling, containing mag· 

nesian balls, or roull(led lumps made np of a fine white powder-seen 20 to 30 ft. 
"The conspicuous Cretaceous terrace that occurs along the Minnesota at New Ulm, is due 

to this fine sand, overlain by a more tenacious clay or shale. The varying composition of the 
Cretaceous makes it difficult to establish the horizontality of different outcrops, but there cann9t 
be mueh doubt that No.3 above is the equivalent of No. ~ of the section on the Waraju." The 
section here referred to been presented on page 5U, its No.2 being whHe sand, 100 feet 
thick, overlying tue that are dng for making fire-briel{s. 

The terrace at New Ulm thus formed of Cretaceous beds, overlain by drift, is more than a 
mile long, parallel with and varies in width from twenty-five to fifty rods or m')re. 
Minnesota street, the principal business avenue, is on this terrace, sections of which, agreeing 
well with that just quoted, are expose(l, especially near its south end, by ravines and gullies at its 
margin. Its hight is about 9U feet above the bottomland and river, and 40 feet above the depot, 
which is on an intermediate terrace. The west part of New Ulm, including State street, several 
churches and the county bulldings, occupies a higher terrace or plateau of modified drift, which is 
elevated some 25 to 35 feet above Minnesota street, or 115 to 125 feet, approximately, above the 
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boulders of granite, gneiss and schists, up to six feet in diameter. The remaining] 0 feet are 
curved, contorted, and irregularly interstratified. red, yellow, green and gray clays. They are free 
from gravel, but contain fiat, limy concretions, ill some portions abundant up to one inch in 
diameter, and elsewhere joined in sheets a foot or less in length and a half inch or less in thick
ness, conforming with the stratification. These strata are eroded and covered unconformably by 
the drift. 

In Sherman, Redwood county, Prof. ·Winchell records an exposure of Cretaceous beds of 
sandy marl, horizontally stratified, seen in the road that descends from the Lower Sionx Agency 
to the ferry. At this place in 1860 Prof. A. W. Williamson found in a cut for the road about 30 
feet above the Minnesota riveT a large coiled sbell, since lost, which agreed nearly with the figure 
of Ammonites mOllilis seen in an English text-book of geology. 

About four miles farther northwest, or lJalf way from the Lower Sioux Agency to Redwood 
Falls, a Cretaceous outcrop, incllllling a thin layer of lignite, occurs in the south bluff of the 
Minnesota v:1lley, above Tiger lake, being in the sO~lthwest corner of section 3:5, Honner, some 
three-quarters of a mile west from the mouth of Crow creek. Mining for the exploration of the 
lignite, which is an imperfectly formed coal, of inferior quality, yet valuable for fuel, was under
taken here. on land of George Johnson, in 1S71, by William H. Grant and others, a horizontal 
drift, or adit, being excavated into the bluff to a distance of about 260 feet from its face south
ward. This followed the seam of lignite, which, or at least a black lignitic shale, was found con
tinuous along all this distance, beillg level ill the direction of tlie adit, but dippillg to the west 
about three degrees, or five feet in a hundred. The arlit is about a tllird of the way up from the 
foot to the top of the bluff, or some 60 feet aLove the river. Several tons of coal, sometimes quite 
clear for a thickness of six to nine inches, were oLtained from the mine, and were used as fuel. 
The cost of the work, however, was about $2000, without discovering any portion of the bed that 
could be profitably mined. ~ 

Professor Winchell describes the formation here explored, and the similar lignite layer in the 
bluffs of the Redwood river, a'l follows: "This coal is from 011e of those layers in the Cretaceous 
that are usually known as lignites. It is earthy, passing sometimes into a good cannel coal, or 
into a bituminous clay. The com~act cannel coal is in detached lumps, and occurs throughoL' t a 
band of about four feet in thickness. This lignitic balJd was followed in drifting into the bank at 
Crow creek, and was found to divide by interstratification with black clay, showing some leafy 
impressions and pieces of charcoal. 

"The 'coal' here is said to overlie a bed of lumpy concretionary marl. .. In some 
of the concretions are small Rhining balls of pyrites. Over the 'coal' is a blue clay, 
requiring a timbered roof iJ:,l the tunnel. This clay is likewise Cretaceous. The underlying 
lumpy or concretionary white marl becomes silieeous, or even arenaceous, the concretions appear
ing more like chert. Some of it is also pebbly, showing the action of water currents. 

"The same lignite coal occurs ne[tr Mr. Johnson's, 011 the land of Hugh Curry, "'iVm. H. 
Cornell, E. O. King and Mr. Riker, in the little ravines that enter the Minnesota. the exposures 
being kept fresll by the freshet waters. More or less exploring and drilling, besides that done by 
Mr. Grant, has been enga'1;ed in, in this vicinity, but never with any better success. 

"Near Redwood Falls, on land of Mr. Dirney Flynn. is anotl1er outcrop of carbonaceous de
posit in the Cretaceous. Tilis is seen in tbe left bank of the Red lVood river. It is in the form of 
a black bedded clay or shale, five or six feet thick, more or less mingled with charcoal aud aslies, 
the whole passing below into charcoal fragments mixed with the ~ame ash-like substance. In 
the iatter are sometimes large piec~s of fine, black, very compact coal, the same as that already 
spoken of at Crow cr~ek, as cannel coal. These masses show sometimes what appears to the eye 
to be fine woody fiber, as if they, too, were simply charred wood. Further examination will be 
needed to determine their origin and natnre. They constitute the only really valuable portions 
of the bed, the light charcoal, whidt everywhere shows the c1 istinct woody tiber, being generally 
mixed Wltll the ligllt a~hy Sub3t:wce, anel in a sLate of fine subdivision. 

"A short distance above Mr. Flynn's land is that of George !loughton, wbere the Redwood 
Falls coal mine was opened. This mine consists of a drift into the bluff, forty feet, following a 
lignite, or charcoal bed ill the Cretaceous. The bed here is seven ~eet tlJic~, the greater part of 
it being made up of black, bedded shale or clay, though Mr. Flynn IS autl.lOnty for the statement 
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boulders of granite, ~eiss and s?hists, up. to six feet in diameter. The remaining 10 feet are 
curved, eontorted, and nregularly mterstratlfied. red, yellow, green and gray clays. They are free 
from gravel, but contain fiat, limy concretions, in some portions abundant up to one inch in 
diameter, and elsewhere joined in sheets a foot or less in length and a half inch or less in thick
ness, conforming with the stratification. These strata are eroded and covered unconformably by 
the drift. 

In Sherman, Redwood county, Prof. ·Winchell records an exposure of Cretaceous beds of 
sandy marl, horizontally stratified, seen in the road that descends from the Lower Sionx Agency 
to the ferry. At tllis place ill 1860 Prof. A. W. Williamson found in a cut for the road about 30 
feet above the Minnesota river a large eoiled shell, since lost, which agreed nearly with tile figure 
of Ammonites monilis seen in an English text-book of geology. 

About four miles farther northwest, or half way from the Lower Sioux Agency to Redwood 
Falls, a Cretaceous outcrop, incllllling a thin layer of lignite, occurs in the south bluff of the 
Minnesota v:11Iey, above Tiger lake, being in the sO~lthwest corner of section 3.'), HOllner, some 
three-quarters of a mile west from the mouth of Crow creek. Mining for the exploration of the 
lignite, which is an imperfectly formed coal, of inferior quality, yet valuable for fuel, was under
taken here. on land of George Johnson, in 1871, by William I-I. Grant and others, a horizontal 
drift, or adit, being excavatell into the bluff to a distance of about 260 feet from its face south
ward. This followed the seam of lignite, which, or at least a black ligllitic shale, was found con
tinuous along all this distance, beillg level in the direction of the aelit, but dippillg to the west 
about three degre2s, or five feet ill a hunc1red. The ad it is about a tllird of the way up from the 
foot to the top of the bluff, or some 60 feet above the river. Several tons of coal, sometimes quite 
clear for a thickness of six to nine inches, were obtained from the mine, and were used as fuel. 
The cost of the work, however, was about $2000, wiLhout discovering any portion of the bed that 
could be profitably mined. * 

Professor Winchell describes the formation here explored, and the similar lignite layer in the 
bluffs of the Red wood river, a'i follows: "This coal is from one of those layers in the Cretaceous 
that are usually known as lignites. It is earthy, passing sometimes into a good cannel coal, or 
into a bituminous clay. The coml:act canuel coal is in detached lumps, and occurs throughout a 
band of about four feet in thickness. This lignitic balJd was followed in drifting into the bank at 
Crow creek, and was found to divide by interstratification with black clay, showing some leafy 
impressions and pieces of charcoal. 

"The 'coal' here is said to overlie a bed of lumpy concretionary marl. .. In some 
of the concretions are small ~hining balls of pyrites. Over the 'coal' is a blue clay, 
requiring a timbered roof il). the tunnel. This clay is likewise Cretaceous. The underlying 
lumpy or concretionary white marl becomes siliceous, or even arenaceous, the concretions appear
ing more like chert. Some of it is also pebhly, showing the action of water currents. 

"The same lignite coal occurs neu Mr. Johnson's, on the land of Hugh Curry, Wm. H. 
Cornell, E. O. King and .Mr. Riker, in the little ravines that enter the Minnesota. the exposures 
being kE'pt fresh by the fresbet waters. More or less exploring and drilling, besides that dOlle by 
Mr. Grant, has been enga':.(ed in, in this vicinity, but never with any better success. 

"Near Redwood Falls, on land of Mr. Birney Flynn, is another outcrop of carbonaceolls de
posit in tile Cretaceous. This is seen in tbe left bank of the Redwood river. It is in the form of 
a black bedded clay or shale, five or six feet thick, more or less mingled with charcoal and ashes, 
the whole passing below into charcoal fragments mixed with the same ash-like substance. In 
the latter are sometimes large piec~s of fine, black, very compact coal, the same as that already 
spoken of at Crow cr~ek, as cannel coal. These masses show sometimes what appears to the rye 
to be fine woody fiber. as if they, too, were simply charred ,yooel. Further examination will be 
needed to determine their origin and nature. They constitute the only really valuable portiollS 
of the bed, the light charcoal, ",hiclt everywhere shows the distinct woody liber, being generally 
mixed wltll the ligllt ashy SUb3t:lllC9, anLl in a sLate of fine subdivision. 

"A short distance above Mr. Flynn's land is that of George lloughton, wllere the Redwood 
Falls coal mine was opened. This mille consists of a drift into the bluff, forty feet, following a 
lignite, or charcoal bed in the Cretaceous. The bed here is seven feet thick, the greater part of 
it being made up of black, bedded shale or clay, though Mr. Flynn is autlwrity for the statement 
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boulders of granite, ~eiss and s?hists, up. to six feet in diameter. The remaining 10 feet are 
curved, eontorted, and nregularly mterstratlfied. red, yellow, green and gray clays. They are free 
from gravel, but contain fiat, limy concretions, in some portions abundant up to one inch in 
diameter, and elsewhere joined in sheets a foot or less in length and a half inch or less in thick
ness, conforming with the stratification. These strata are eroded and covered unconformably by 
the drift. 

In Sherman, Redwood county, Prof. ·Winchell records an exposure of Cretaceous beds of 
sandy marl, horizontally stratified, seen in the road that descends from the Lower Sionx Agency 
to the ferry. At tllis place ill 1860 Prof. A. W. Williamson found in a cut for the road about 30 
feet above the Minnesota river a large eoiled shell, since lost, which agreed nearly with tile figure 
of Ammonites monilis seen in an English text-book of geology. 

About four miles farther northwest, or half way from the Lower Sioux Agency to Redwood 
Falls, a Cretaceous outcrop, incllllling a thin layer of lignite, occurs in the south bluff of the 
Minnesota v:11Iey, above Tiger lake, being in the sO~lthwest corner of section 3.'), HOllner, some 
three-quarters of a mile west from the mouth of Crow creek. Mining for the exploration of the 
lignite, which is an imperfectly formed coal, of inferior quality, yet valuable for fuel, was under
taken here. on land of George Johnson, in 1871, by William I-I. Grant and others, a horizontal 
drift, or adit, being excavatell into the bluff to a distance of about 260 feet from its face south
ward. This followed the seam of lignite, which, or at least a black ligllitic shale, was found con
tinuous along all this distance, beillg level in the direction of the aelit, but dippillg to the west 
about three degre2s, or five feet ill a hunc1red. The ad it is about a tllird of the way up from the 
foot to the top of the bluff, or some 60 feet above the river. Several tons of coal, sometimes quite 
clear for a thickness of six to nine inches, were obtained from the mine, and were used as fuel. 
The cost of the work, however, was about $2000, wiLhout discovering any portion of the bed that 
could be profitably mined. * 

Professor Winchell describes the formation here explored, and the similar lignite layer in the 
bluffs of the Red wood river, a'i follows: "This coal is from one of those layers in the Cretaceous 
that are usually known as lignites. It is earthy, passing sometimes into a good cannel coal, or 
into a bituminous clay. The coml:act canuel coal is in detached lumps, and occurs throughout a 
band of about four feet in thickness. This lignitic balJd was followed in drifting into the bank at 
Crow creek, and was found to divide by interstratification with black clay, showing some leafy 
impressions and pieces of charcoal. 

"The 'coal' here is said to overlie a bed of lumpy concretionary marl. .. In some 
of the concretions are small ~hining balls of pyrites. Over the 'coal' is a blue clay, 
requiring a timbered roof il). the tunnel. This clay is likewise Cretaceous. The underlying 
lumpy or concretionary white marl becomes siliceous, or even arenaceous, the concretions appear
ing more like chert. Some of it is also pebhly, showing the action of water currents. 

"The same lignite coal occurs neu Mr. Johnson's, on the land of Hugh Curry, Wm. H. 
Cornell, E. O. King and .Mr. Riker, in the little ravines that enter the Minnesota. the exposures 
being kE'pt fresh by the fresbet waters. More or less exploring and drilling, besides that dOlle by 
Mr. Grant, has been enga':.(ed in, in this vicinity, but never with any better success. 

"Near Redwood Falls, on land of Mr. Birney Flynn, is another outcrop of carbonaceolls de
posit in tile Cretaceous. This is seen in tbe left bank of the Redwood river. It is in the form of 
a black bedded clay or shale, five or six feet thick, more or less mingled with charcoal and ashes, 
the whole passing below into charcoal fragments mixed with the same ash-like substance. In 
the latter are sometimes large piec~s of fine, black, very compact coal, the same as that already 
spoken of at Crow cr~ek, as cannel coal. These masses show sometimes what appears to the rye 
to be fine woody fiber. as if they, too, were simply charred ,yooel. Further examination will be 
needed to determine their origin and nature. They constitute the only really valuable portiollS 
of the bed, the light charcoal, ",hiclt everywhere shows the distinct woody liber, being generally 
mixed wltll the ligllt ashy SUb3t:lllC9, anLl in a sLate of fine subdivision. 

"A short distance above Mr. Flynn's land is that of George lloughton, wllere the Redwood 
Falls coal mine was opened. This mille consists of a drift into the bluff, forty feet, following a 
lignite, or charcoal bed in the Cretaceous. The bed here is seven feet thick, the greater part of 
it being made up of black, bedded shale or clay, though Mr. Flynn is autlwrity for the statement 
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boulders of grantte. gneiss and schists, up to six feet in diameter. The rematning 10 feet are 
curved, (!ontorted, and irregularly interstratified. red, yellow, green and gray clays. They are free 
from gl'avel, but contain flat, Umy concretions, in some portions abundant up to one inch in 
diameter, and elsewhere joined in sheets a foot or less in length and a half inch or less in thick
ness, conforming with the stratification. These strata are eroded and covered unconformably by 
the drift. 

In Sherman, Redwood county, Prof. "Winchell records an exposure of Cretaceous beds of 
sandy marl, horizontally stratified, seen in the road that descends from the Lower Sioux Agency 
to the ferry. At this place in 1860 1'1'01'. A. W. Williamson fOllnd in a cut for the road abont 30 
feet above the Minnesota river a large coiled shell, since lost, which agreed nearly with tlIe figure 
of Ammonites mOlliiis seen in an English text .. book of geology. 

About four miles farther northwest, or half way from the Lower Sioux Agency to Redwood 
Falls, a Cretaceous outcrop, includil1g a thin layer of lignite, occurs in the south blu([ of tile 
Minnesota valley, above Tiger lake, being ill the sO~lthwest corner of section 3.5, Honner, some 
three-quarters of a mile west from the mouth of Crow creek. Mining for the exploration of the 
lignite, which is an imperfectly formed eoa,l, of inferior quality, yet valuable for fuel, was under
taken here. 011 Jand of George Johnson, in In7l, by William H. Grant and others, a horizontal 
drift, or adit, being excavated into the bluff to a dishtllce of about 260 feet from its face south
ward. This followed the seam of lignite, which, 01' at least a black ligllitic shale, was found con
tinuous along all this distance, beiug level ill the direction of the adit, but dippillg to the west 
about three degrer:s, or five feet ill a hundred. The adit is about a third of the way up from the 
foot to the top of the bluff, or some 60 feet above the river, Several tOllS of coal, sometimes quite 
clear for a thickness of six to nine inches, were obtained from the mine, and were used as fuel. 
The cost of the work, however, was about $2000, wHhout discovering any portion of the bed that 
could be prOfitably mined. II 

Professor Winchell describes the formation here explored, and the similar lignite layer in the 
bluffs of the Redwood river, m follows: "This coal is from one of those layers in the Cretaceous 
that are usually known as lignites. It is earthy, passing sometimes into a good cannel coal, or 
into a bituminous clay. The compct cannel coal is in detached lumps. and occurs throug-hou t a 
band of about four feet in thickness. This lignitic baud was followed in drifting into the bank at 
Crow creek, and was found to divide by intcrstratification with black clay, showing some leafy 
impressions and pieces of charcoal. 

"The 'coal' here is said to overlie a bed of lumpy concretionary marl.. .. In some 
of the concretions are small shining balls of pyrites. .. Over the 'coal' is a blue clay, 
requiring a timbered roof in the tunnel. This clay is likewise Cretaceous. The underlying 
lumpy or concretionary white marllJecomes silieeolls, or even arenaceous, the concretions appear
ing more like cbert. Some of it is also pebbly, showing the action of water curreuts. 

"The same lignite coal occurs 11eM Mr. Johnson's, on the land of Hugh Curry, Wm. H. 
Cornell, E. O. King and Mr. Riker, in the liltle ravines that enter the Minnesota. the exposures 
being kept fresh by the freshet waters. More or less exploring and drilling, besides that done by 
Mr. Grant, has been enga'2;ed in, in this vicinity, but never with any lJetter sllccess. 

"Near Redwood Falls. on land of Nil'. Birney Flynn, is another outcrop of carbonaceous de
posit in tile Cretaceous. This is seen in the left lJank of the RedlVood river. It is in the form of 
a black bedded clay or shale, five or six feet thick, more or Jess mingled with charcoal and aslles, 
the whole passing below into charcoal fragments mixed wilh the &ame ash .. like substance. In 
the latter are sometimes large pjec~s of fine. black, very compact coal, the same as that already 
spoken of at Crow crt'ek, as cannel coal. These masses show sometimes what appears to the rye 
to be fine woody fiber, as if they, too, were simply charred "yood. Further examillation will be 
needed to determine their origin and nature. They constitute the only really valuable portions 
of the bed, the light charcoal, which everywhere shows tile distinct woody tiber, being generally 
mixed With tile ligllt a'lhy SU1J3t:WC9, <1nLl in a sLate of fine subdivision. 

"A short distance above Mr. Flynn's land is that of George lloughton, wllere the Redwood 
Falls coal mine was opened. This mine consists of a drift into tl1e bluff, forty feet, following a 
lignite, or charcoal bed in the Cretaceous. The bed here is seven feet thick, the greater part of 
it being made up of black, bedded shale or clay, though Mr. Flynn is autllOrity for the statement 
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boulders of grantte. gneiss and schists, up to six feet in diameter. The rematning 10 feet are 
curved, (!ontorted, and irregularly interstratified. red, yellow, green and gray clays. They are free 
from gl'avel, but contain flat, Umy concretions, in some portions abundant up to one inch in 
diameter, and elsewhere joined in sheets a foot or less in length and a half inch or less in thick
ness, conforming with the stratification. These strata are eroded and covered unconformably by 
the drift. 

In Sherman, Redwood county, Prof. "Winchell records an exposure of Cretaceous beds of 
sandy marl, horizontally stratified, seen in the road that descends from the Lower Sioux Agency 
to the ferry. At this place in 1860 1'1'01'. A. W. Williamson fOllnd in a cut for the road abont 30 
feet above the Minnesota river a large coiled shell, since lost, which agreed nearly with tlIe figure 
of Ammonites mOlliiis seen in an English text .. book of geology. 

About four miles farther northwest, or half way from the Lower Sioux Agency to Redwood 
Falls, a Cretaceous outcrop, includil1g a thin layer of lignite, occurs in the south blu([ of tile 
Minnesota valley, above Tiger lake, being ill the sO~lthwest corner of section 3.5, Honner, some 
three-quarters of a mile west from the mouth of Crow creek. Mining for the exploration of the 
lignite, which is an imperfectly formed eoa,l, of inferior quality, yet valuable for fuel, was under
taken here. 011 Jand of George Johnson, in In7l, by William H. Grant and others, a horizontal 
drift, or adit, being excavated into the bluff to a dishtllce of about 260 feet from its face south
ward. This followed the seam of lignite, which, 01' at least a black ligllitic shale, was found con
tinuous along all this distance, beiug level ill the direction of the adit, but dippillg to the west 
about three degrer:s, or five feet ill a hundred. The adit is about a third of the way up from the 
foot to the top of the bluff, or some 60 feet above the river, Several tOllS of coal, sometimes quite 
clear for a thickness of six to nine inches, were obtained from the mine, and were used as fuel. 
The cost of the work, however, was about $2000, wHhout discovering any portion of the bed that 
could be prOfitably mined. II 

Professor Winchell describes the formation here explored, and the similar lignite layer in the 
bluffs of the Redwood river, m follows: "This coal is from one of those layers in the Cretaceous 
that are usually known as lignites. It is earthy, passing sometimes into a good cannel coal, or 
into a bituminous clay. The compct cannel coal is in detached lumps. and occurs throug-hou t a 
band of about four feet in thickness. This lignitic baud was followed in drifting into the bank at 
Crow creek, and was found to divide by intcrstratification with black clay, showing some leafy 
impressions and pieces of charcoal. 

"The 'coal' here is said to overlie a bed of lumpy concretionary marl.. .. In some 
of the concretions are small shining balls of pyrites. .. Over the 'coal' is a blue clay, 
requiring a timbered roof in the tunnel. This clay is likewise Cretaceous. The underlying 
lumpy or concretionary white marllJecomes silieeolls, or even arenaceous, the concretions appear
ing more like cbert. Some of it is also pebbly, showing the action of water curreuts. 

"The same lignite coal occurs 11eM Mr. Johnson's, on the land of Hugh Curry, Wm. H. 
Cornell, E. O. King and Mr. Riker, in the liltle ravines that enter the Minnesota. the exposures 
being kept fresh by the freshet waters. More or less exploring and drilling, besides that done by 
Mr. Grant, has been enga'2;ed in, in this vicinity, but never with any lJetter sllccess. 

"Near Redwood Falls. on land of Nil'. Birney Flynn, is another outcrop of carbonaceous de
posit in tile Cretaceous. This is seen in the left lJank of the RedlVood river. It is in the form of 
a black bedded clay or shale, five or six feet thick, more or Jess mingled with charcoal and aslles, 
the whole passing below into charcoal fragments mixed wilh the &ame ash .. like substance. In 
the latter are sometimes large pjec~s of fine. black, very compact coal, the same as that already 
spoken of at Crow crt'ek, as cannel coal. These masses show sometimes what appears to the rye 
to be fine woody fiber, as if they, too, were simply charred "yood. Further examillation will be 
needed to determine their origin and nature. They constitute the only really valuable portions 
of the bed, the light charcoal, which everywhere shows tile distinct woody tiber, being generally 
mixed With tile ligllt a'lhy SU1J3t:WC9, <1nLl in a sLate of fine subdivision. 

"A short distance above Mr. Flynn's land is that of George lloughton, wllere the Redwood 
Falls coal mine was opened. This mine consists of a drift into tl1e bluff, forty feet, following a 
lignite, or charcoal bed in the Cretaceous. The bed here is seven feet thick, the greater part of 
it being made up of black, bedded shale or clay, though Mr. Flynn is autllOrity for the statement 
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that it showed a great deal more of the real charcoal than any other point discovered. Some 
fragments that lay near the opening, contained about nine parts of light charcoal to one of ash, 
the whole vf>ry slightly cemented, and so frail as to hardly endure transportation. In this drift 
were also numerous pieces of what is described by the owners botb here and at Crow creek, as 
'stone coal.' It is the same as that mentioned as probably a cannel coal, occming at Crow creek. 
It is these harder lumps that are found scattered in the drift throughout the southwestern part 
of the state." 

This mining was done in 1868 or 1869, on the northwest or left side of the Redwood river, 
about one and a quarter miles north from Redwood Falls, on the south part of the S. W. t of 
section 30, Honner, the hight of the drift being some 75 feet above the river, and about the same 
amount below the top of the bluff and general surface of the country. The lignitic bedis reported 
to dip slightly toward the southwest, and to be overlain conformably by shale, above which the 
upper part of the bluff is till. Next below the black coaJy la3er, is said to have been a marl, 
varying from reddish to white, six inches to two feet in thickness, underlain by yellow and blue 
clay. No exposure of gneiss or granite is visible at this locality. 

Specimens from the lignite and Iignitic deposits thus mined near Crow creek and Redwood 
Falls, and another from an outcrop of lignite west of Bismarck, in Dakota, were analyzed by 
Prof. S. F. Peckham. In the list of samples submitted for analysis, these are numbered and de
scribed as follows: 

"No.l1. Cretaceous coal, cannel, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 12. Coal, from the surface, near Bismarck, D. T., having the same external charac

ters as the last." 
"No. 13. Earthy coal, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 14. A mixture of charcoal and ash, apparently, from the lignite beds of the Creta

ceous, at Redwood Falls, Minn .. ~ 
Professor Peckham writes:'* "The specific gravity was first determined by sifting the dust 

from the finely granulated coal and weighing in asp. gr. flask, after standing under water at 
least 12 hours. One gramme was then weighed in a platinum crucible and dried at a tempera
ture of 215 0 -220° Fahr. until it ceased to lose weight. The loss is 'Yater. 

"The residue was then heated over a Bunsen's burner for 3 . .5 minutes, and then over a blast 
lamp for the same length of time, and weighed. The loss was considered to be volatile com
bustible matter. The residue was burned to an ash and the ash weighed. The loss from com
bustion was considered to be non-volatile combustible material, or fixed carbon. 

"The coals are quite unlike. Nos. 11 and ]2 are I:>emi-cannel coals. No.]3 consists of a 
mass of clay containing carbonaceous malter. No. 14 consists of an e;;rthy mass, chiefly silica, 
containing fragments of mineral charcoal. 

"No. 11 is homogeneous and brittle, of a dull black color, and cracks in a dry atmosphere. 
When heated it is non· caking, the pieces retaining their form and size, and in this respect it re
sembles some of the Cretaceous coals of the Pacific coast. The results of analysis are as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.441. 
Water. ......................................................... 13.53 per cent. 
Volatile combustible matter ........ " ............................ 54.11 " " 
Fixed carbon. . . . . . .. . .......................................... 29.49 " 
Ash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .., .. !U$7 " " 

The total amount of combustible matter in this coal is 83.60 per cent. 
100.00" " 

"No. 12 in some respects resembled No. 11. It is a semi-cannel in appearance, very friable 
in dry air, and non-caking. The results of analysis are as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.425. 
Water............ ................ ....... ............. 12.70 per cent. 
V.olatile combustible matter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38.32" " 
Flxed carbon. .. ... .............................. ............. 45.6l " 
Ash....... ........... ............. ............ .............. 3.37 " 

. 100.00 " 
The total amount of combustIble matter in this coal is 83.93 per cent. 

"Fifth annual report, p. 57. 
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that it showed a great deal more of the real charcoal than any other point discovered. Some 
fragments that lay near the opening, contained about nine parts of light charcoal to one of ash, 
the whole vf>ry slightly cemented, and so frail as to hardly endure transportation. In this drift 
were also numerous pieces of what is described by the owners both here and at Crow crflek, as 
'stone coal.' It is the same as that mentioned as probably a cannel coal, occuring at Crow creek. 
It is these harder lumps that are found scattered in the drift throughout the southwestern part 
of the state." 

This mining was done in 1868 or 1869, on the northwest or left side of the Redwood river, 
about one and a quarter miles north from Redwood Falls, on the south part of the S. W. t of 
section 30, HOlmer, the hight of the drift being some 75 feet above the river, and about the same 
amount below the top of the bluff and general surface of the country. The lignitic bed is reported 
to dip slightly toward the southwest, and to be overlain conformably by shale, above which the 
upper part of the bluff is till. Next below the black coaJy la3 er, is said to have been a marl, 
varying from reddish to white, six inches to two feet in thickness, underlain by yellow and blue 
clay. No exposure of gneiss or granite is visible at this locality. 

Specimens from the lignite and lignitic deposits thus mined near Crow creek and Redwood 
Falls, and another from an outcrop of lignite west of Bismarck, in Dakota, were analyzed by 
Prof. S. F. Peckham. In the list of samples submitted for analysis, these are numbered and de
scribed as follows: 

"No. 11. Cretaceous coal, cannel, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 12. Coal, from the surface, near Bismarck, D. T., having the same external charac

ters as the last." 
"No. 13. Earthy coal, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 14. A mixture of charcoal and ash, apparently, from the lignite beds of the Creta

ceous, at Hedwood Falls, Minn._~ 
Professor Peckham writes:-' "The specific gravity was first determined by sifting the dust 

from the finely granulated coal and weighing in asp. gr. flask, after standing under water at 
least 12 hours. One gramme was then weighed in a platinum crucible and dried at a tempera
ture of 215 0 -220° Fahr. until it ceased to lose weight. The loss is 'Yater. 

"The residue was then heated over a Bunsen's burner for 3 . .5 minutes, and then over a blast 
lamp for the same length of time, and weighed. The loss was considered to be volatile com
bustible matter. The residue was burned to an ash and the ash weighed. The loss from com
bustion was considered to be non-volatile combustible material, or fixed carbon. 

'"The coals are quite unlike. Nos. 11 and 12 are semi-cannel coals. No. 13 consists of a 
mass of clay containing carbonaceous maLter. No. 14 consists of an e;;rthy mass, chiefly silica, 
containing fragments of mineral charcoal. 

"No. 11 is homogeneous and brittle, of a dull black color, and cracks in a dry atmosphere. 
When heated it is non-caking, the pieces retaining their form and size, and in this respect it re
sembles some of the Cretaceous coals of the Pacific coast. The results of analysis are as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.441-
Water. ............ -...... - .. - . - . - . - . - . _ ... ___ . _ .. ___ . __ .. " .. " 13.53 per cent. 
Volatile combustible matter. - .. - - -. " -....... __ .. _ ..... _ ......... 54.11 " " 
Fixed carbon. - .. - - _. . ... - - ......... -.......... _ .. _ .......... __ . 29.49 " 
Ash ............ - .... _. _. - -. - -. - - ... - ..... ____ . ____ .. _ .. _ ... _ ~.!:$7" 

100.00" " 
The total amount of combustible matter in this coal is 83.60 per cent. 
"No. 12 in some respects resembled No. 11. It is a semi-cannel in appearance, very friable 

in dry air, and non-caking. The results of analysis are as follows: 
Specific gravity, 1.42.5. 

Water ........... - ....... - - - - -.......................... _ ...... 12.70 per cent. 
Volatile combustible matter ...................................... 38.32" " 

r~~e~ ~~~~~~.' .............................................. ' ................................................... 4~:~~ :: " 
. 100.00 " 

The total amount of combustIble matter in this coal is 83.93 per cent. 
'Fifth annual report, p. 57. 
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that it showed a great deal more of the real charcoal than any other point discovered. Some 
fragments that lay near the opening, contained about nine parts of light charcoal to one of ash, 
the whole vf>ry slightly cemented, and so frail as to hardly endure transportation. In this drift 
were also numerous pieces of what is described by the owners both here and at Crow crflek, as 
'stone coal.' It is the same as that mentioned as probably a cannel coal, occuring at Crow creek. 
It is these harder lumps that are found scattered in the drift throughout the southwestern part 
of the state." 

This mining was done in 1868 or 1869, on the northwest or left side of the Redwood river, 
about one and a quarter miles north from Redwood Falls, on the south part of the S. W. t of 
section 30, HOlmer, the hight of the drift being some 75 feet above the river, and about the same 
amount below the top of the bluff and general surface of the country. The lignitic bed is reported 
to dip slightly toward the southwest, and to be overlain conformably by shale, above which the 
upper part of the bluff is till. Next below the black coaJy la3 er, is said to have been a marl, 
varying from reddish to white, six inches to two feet in thickness, underlain by yellow and blue 
clay. No exposure of gneiss or granite is visible at this locality. 

Specimens from the lignite and lignitic deposits thus mined near Crow creek and Redwood 
Falls, and another from an outcrop of lignite west of Bismarck, in Dakota, were analyzed by 
Prof. S. F. Peckham. In the list of samples submitted for analysis, these are numbered and de
scribed as follows: 

"No. 11. Cretaceous coal, cannel, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 12. Coal, from the surface, near Bismarck, D. T., having the same external charac

ters as the last." 
"No. 13. Earthy coal, from Crow creek, near Redwood Falls, Minn." 
"No. 14. A mixture of charcoal and ash, apparently, from the lignite beds of the Creta

ceous, at Hedwood Falls, Minn._~ 
Professor Peckham writes:-' "The specific gravity was first determined by sifting the dust 

from the finely granulated coal and weighing in asp. gr. flask, after standing under water at 
least 12 hours. One gramme was then weighed in a platinum crucible and dried at a tempera
ture of 215 0 -220° Fahr. until it ceased to lose weight. The loss is 'Yater. 

"The residue was then heated over a Bunsen's burner for 3 . .5 minutes, and then over a blast 
lamp for the same length of time, and weighed. The loss was considered to be volatile com
bustible matter. The residue was burned to an ash and the ash weighed. The loss from com
bustion was considered to be non-volatile combustible material, or fixed carbon. 

'"The coals are quite unlike. Nos. 11 and 12 are semi-cannel coals. No. 13 consists of a 
mass of clay containing carbonaceous maLter. No. 14 consists of an e;;rthy mass, chiefly silica, 
containing fragments of mineral charcoal. 

"No. 11 is homogeneous and brittle, of a dull black color, and cracks in a dry atmosphere. 
When heated it is non-caking, the pieces retaining their form and size, and in this respect it re
sembles some of the Cretaceous coals of the Pacific coast. The results of analysis are as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.441-
Water. ............ -...... - .. - . - . - . - . - . _ ... ___ . _ .. ___ . __ .. " .. " 13.53 per cent. 
Volatile combustible matter. - .. - - -. " -....... __ .. _ ..... _ ......... 54.11 " " 
Fixed carbon. - .. - - _. . ... - - ......... -.......... _ .. _ .......... __ . 29.49 " 
Ash ............ - .... _. _. - -. - -. - - ... - ..... ____ . ____ .. _ .. _ ... _ ~.!:$7" 

100.00" " 
The total amount of combustible matter in this coal is 83.60 per cent. 
"No. 12 in some respects resembled No. 11. It is a semi-cannel in appearance, very friable 

in dry air, and non-caking. The results of analysis are as follows: 
Specific gravity, 1.42.5. 

Water ........... - ....... - - - - -.......................... _ ...... 12.70 per cent. 
Volatile combustible matter ...................................... 38.32" " 

r~~e~ ~~~~~~.' .............................................. ' ................................................... 4~:~~ :: " 
. 100.00 " 

The total amount of combustIble matter in this coal is 83.93 per cent. 
'Fifth annual report, p. 57. 
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that it showed a great deal more of the real charcoal than any other point discovered. Some 
fragments that lay near the opening, contained about nine parts of light charcoal to one of ash, 
the whole vf>ry slightly cemented, and so frail as to hardly endure transportation. In this drift 
were also numerous pieces of what is described by the owners both here and at Crow crflek, as 
'stone coal.' It is the same as that mentioned as probably a cannel coal, occuring at Crow creek. 
It is these harder lumps that are found scattered in the drift throughout the southwestern part 
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about one and a quarter miles north from Redwood Falls, on the south part of the S. W. t of 
section 30, HOlmer, the hight of the drift being some 75 feet above the river, and about the same 
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"No. 13 is a specimen of dark colored clay containing an unusual amount of organic com
bustible matt~r,.not enough, ?owev~r, to give it any value as fuel. It but'lls to a very light-col
ored ash conslstmg largely of alumma, and would therefore in all probability make very good 
brick if sufficient sand were mixed with it. The results of analysis were as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.968. 
Water ......................................................... 1 
Volatile combustible matter. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .................. ~29.55 per cent. 
Fixed carbon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ...... .............. J 
Ash, consisting of clay. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. ................. 70.45 " 

The ash contained-
100.00 " " 

Insoluble portion, conSisting of insoluble alumina and silicic acid .. 92.751 per cent. 
Soluble silicic acid ............... , ............................ . 
Sulphuric acid... . ... .. ...................................... .. 
Ferric oxide and alumina ................... . ................. . 
Lime .......................................................... . 
Magnesia ............................... , ...................... . 
Undetermined matters ........................................ . 

.490" " 

.282 " 
2.894 " 
1.076 " 
.348 " 

1.1.59 " 

100.000 " 

" 

" 

"No. 14 consisted of a soft, siliceous rock, containing small fragments, grains and specks of 
mineral charcoal. The results of analysis are as follows: 

Specific gravity, 2.141. . 
Water and combustible matter ......... " ......................... 26.54 per cent. 
Ash ... ........................................................ .. 73.46 'Co ,,, 

100.00 " 
The ash contained-
Insoluble matter, chiefly silicic acid ............................. 96.519 per cent. 
Soluble silicic acid ...................................... " .... .. 0.836" " 
Sulphuric acid ................................................. . 0.178 " " 
Ferric oxide aDd al umina ....................................... . 0.257 " " 
Lime .....................................•.................... 1.023 " 
Magnesia ..................................................... . 0.4~2 " " 
Undetermined matters ......................................... . 0.695 " 

100.000 " ,'" 
It appears nearly certain that no workable deposits of coal exist in this region. Professor 

Winchell summarizes his observations and conclusions, upon this subject, as follows: 
"1st. The rocks that have been explored for coal, on the Cottonwood and Redwood rivers, 

belong to the Cretaceous system, and do not promise to be productive of coal in valuable quan
tities . 

. "2d. The coal there taken out is of an inferior grade, though varying from cannel coal to 
charcoal." . . . . . The charcoal, "while it is the more abundant, is of less value for use as 
fuel. It is light, and quickly ignites. . . . . . It lies in irregular sheets, generally not 
more than half an inch thick when pure, but may be disseminated through a thickness of six or 
eight feet. It is very fragile, hardly bearing transportation." The cannel coal "is black, or brown 
black, lustrous, compact, rather hard, and presents every aspect of a valuable coal. It occurs in 
isolated lumps or pockets, in the same beds as the charcoal, but less abundantly. It readily 
burns, making a hot fire. In the air, when it has become dry, it cracks and crumbles something 
like quicklime, but no~ to a powder." 

"3d. As the rocks of the Cretaceous period are believed to have existed throughout the 
most of. the state, the only probable exception being in the southeastern portion, including half a 
dozen counties, such coal is likely to occur at a great many places. 

"4th. The 'float' coal which has so often attracted the attention of tbe people, is derived, 
so far as yet known, from the disruption of the Cretaceous rocks by the glaciers. of the ic(period. 
It is scatter.ed through the drift, and is met with in wells and other excavations, and may be often 
picked up along the beds of stream"." 

.. 
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"No. 13 is a specimen of dark colored clay containing an unusual amount of organic com
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It appears nearly certain that no workable deposits of coal exist in this region. Professor 

Winchell summarizes his observations and conclusions, upon this subject, as follows: 
"1st. The rocks that have been explored for coal, on the Cottonwood and Redwood rivers, 

belong to the Cretaceous system, and do not promise to be productive of coal in valuable quan
tities. 

"2d. The coal there taken out is of an inferior grade, though varying from cannel coal to 
charcoal." . . The charcoal, "wbile it is the more abundant, is of less value for use as 
fuel. It is light, and quickly ig'nites. . It lies in irregular sheets, generally not 
more than half an inch thick when pure, but may be disseminated through a thickness of six or 
eight feet. It is very fragile, hardly bearing transportation." The cannel coal "is black, or brown 
black, lustrous, compact, rather hard, and presents every aspect of a valuable coal. It occurs in 
isolated lumps or pockets, in the same beds as the charcoal, but less abundantly. It readily 
burns, making a hot fire. In the air, when it has become dry, it cracks and crumbles something 
like quicklime, but no~ to a powder." 

"'3d. As the rocks of the Cretaceous period are believed to have existed throughout the 
most of the state, the only probable exception being in thE southeastern portion, including half a 
dozen counties, such coal is likely to occur at a great many places. 

"4th. The 'float' coal which has so often attracted the attention of the people, is derived, 
so far as yet known, from the disruption of the Cretaceous rocks by the glaciers, of the ice~period. 
It is scattered through the drift, and is met with in wells and other excavations, and may be often 
picked up along the beds of streams." 
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"'3d. As tbe rocks of the Cretaceous period are believed to have existed throughout tbe 
most of tbe state, tbe only probable exception being in thE southeastern portion, including half a 
dozen counties, sucb coal is likely to occur at a great many places. 

"4th. The 'float' coal which has so onen attracted the attention of the people, is derived, 
so far as yet known, from the disruption of the Cretaceous rocks by tbe glaciers, of the ice~period. 
It is scattered through the drift, and is met with in wells and other excavations, and may be often 
picked up along the beds of streams." 

.. 
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"No. 13 is a specimen of dark colored clay containing an unusual amount of organic com
bustible matt~r,.not enough, ?owev~r, to give it any value as fuel. It burns to a very light-col
ored ash conslstmg largely of aiumllla, and would therefore in all probability make very good 
brick if sufficient sand were mixed witb it. The results of analysis were as follows: 

Specific gravity, 1.968. 
Water ............................................. " .. """" 1 
Volatile combustible matter .. " , ... , ...... , """"'" ~29.5,5 per cent. 
Fixed carbon ... , ......... , . , " "'".,.... I .................... J 
Ash, consisting of clay ...... , ... ' .... , .. , , , . .. " .... , ... ' 70.45 " 
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Insoluble portion, consisting of insoluhle alumina and silicic acid, . 
Soluble silicic acid ........... ' .... , .. , , . , . , .... ' , . , .. , 
Sulphuric acid. . . . . .. . ... ,.,.,., ...... , .. "." ...... , 
Ferric oxide and alumina ., .... ".,.,....... . ...... ,., ..... , .. . 
Lime ....... , .. " ...... """""' .. ". ' ..... , ......... "" .. ,., 
Magnesia ................ , ' , . . .. . .... ,. ' ... , ..... , . , . , ' , , , . , . , , ' 
Undetermined matters .. ,., ,., .... ,',.,., ... , .. , ... , ... ,., .... , 

100.00 " 

92.751 per cent. 
.490 " 
.282 " 

2.894 " 
1.076 " 

.348 " 
1.1.59 " 

100.000 " 
"No. 14 consisted of a soft, siliceous rock, containing small fragments, grains and specks of 

mineral charcoal. The results of analysis are as follows: 
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Ash ............... , .... """""""""""""'" ' ......... 73.46 " " 
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Ferric oxide alLd al umina. , .... , ............... , .............. , .. 
Lime ........... , ........... , ............... ' , ..... , ......... ,. 
Magnesia ....................... , .. , , , .. ,. . .. '." .... ' .... ".,. 
Undetermined matters. , . ' . , ............ , , ... ' .. , , ... ' .. , .... , .. 

100.00 " 

96.519 per cent. 
0,836 " 
0.178 " 
0.257 " " 
1.023 " 
0.4"2 " " 
0.695 " 

100.000 " "" 
It appears nearly certain that no workable deposits of coal exist in this region. Professor 

Winchell summarizes bis observations and conclusions, upon this subject, as follows: 
"1st. The rocks that have been explored for coal, on the Cottonwood and Redwood rivers, 

belong to tbe Cretaceous system, and do not promise to be productive of coal in valuable quan
tities. 

"2d. The coal there taken out is of an inferior grade, tbough varying from cannel coal to 
charcoal." . . The charcoal, "wbile it is the more abundant, is of less value for use as 
fuel. It is light, and quickly ig'nites. . It lies in irregular sheets, generally not 
more than half an inch thick when pure, but may be disseminated through a thickness of six or 
eight feet. It is very fragile, hardly bearing transportation." The cannel coal "is black, or brown 
black, lustrous, compact, rather hard, and presents every aspect of a valuable coal. It occurs in 
isolated lumps or pockets, in the same beds as the charcoal, but less abundantly. It readily 
burns, making a bot fire. In the air, when it bas become dry, it cracks and crumbles sometbing 
like quicklime, but no~ to a powder." 

"'3d. As tbe rocks of the Cretaceous period are believed to have existed throughout tbe 
most of tbe state, tbe only probable exception being in thE southeastern portion, including half a 
dozen counties, sucb coal is likely to occur at a great many places. 

"4th. The 'float' coal which has so onen attracted the attention of the people, is derived, 
so far as yet known, from the disruption of the Cretaceous rocks by tbe glaciers, of the ice~period. 
It is scattered through the drift, and is met with in wells and other excavations, and may be often 
picked up along the beds of streams." 

.. 
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[Strl.,. Till. Glacial epochs. 

Glacial and modified drift. Glacial striffi are plainly seen on the south

west part of the outcrop of quartzyte that forms the water-fall in section 31, 

Stately, having a course S. 50 0 to 55° E., with reference to the true meridi

an; and upon the ledge of gneiss in section 12, T. Ill, R. 3S, bearing S. 50° 

to 60° E. 

The surface of Brown and Redwood counties is principally till, or the 

mixture of clay with smaller proportions of sand and gravel and occasional 

enclosed boulders, which was thus deposited in a mingled unstratified mass 

by the ice-sheets of the glacial period. Its thickness in these counties is 

generally from 100 to 200 feet. \iVithin the till are found oceasionallayers of 

sand or gnwel, which often yielc1large supplies of water in wells. Many of 

these veins of modified drift were probably formed by small glacial streams, 

and they cannot be regarded as marking important divisions of the ice age. 

It is shown, however, by shells, remains of vegetation and trees, found evi

dently in the place where they were living, underlain and overlain by till, 

that this very cold period was not one unbroken reign of ice, but that this 

retreated and re-advanced, or possibly at some times was nearly all melted 

and then accumulated anew. 
Two principal glacial epochs can be distinguished:* in the first of which all of Minnesota 

except its southeast corner was deeply covered by the continental ice-sheet, and its border was 
several hundred miles south of this di8trict, in Nebraska. Kansas, Missouri, and southern Illinois; 
whereas in t.he later very severely cold epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated 
from 50 to 300 miles within their earlier limit, covering all the basin of the Minnesota river, but 
not enveloping a large tract in the southwest corner of Minnesota and leaving uncovered a much 
larger area than before in the southeast part of the state. Between these glacial epochs the ice
sheet was melted away within the basins of the Minnesota and Red rivers, and probably from the 
entire state. The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by this earlier ice-sheet; 
and during the retreat of the ice this till was overspread in some places, eSJecially along the ave
nues of drainage. by beds of modified drift, or stratified gravel, sand, and clay, washed from the 
material that had been contained ill the ice and now became exposed upon its surface to the mUl
titude of rills, rivulets and rivers that were formed by its melting. 

In the ensuing interglacial epoch, this drHt-sheet was channeled by water-courses till its 
valleys were apparently as numerous and deep as those of our present streams. Tbe interglacial 
drainage s,)metimes went in a diffen~nt direction from that now taken by the creeks and rivers; 
and the valleys then excavated in the drift, though partly re5lJed with till during the last glacial 
epoch, are still, in some instances, clearly marked by series of lakes, as described in the report of 
Martin county (pages 479 to 4B.5). More commonly the interglacial water-courses must have occu
pied nearly the same place with the valleys of the present time; and there seems to be conclusive 
proof that this was trne of the valley of the Minnesota river. .A long period intervened between 
the great glacial epochs; the earlier ice-sheet gradually retreated northward; a lake was formed in 
the Hed river valley by the receding ice-barrier on the north; the outflow from this lake, and the 
drainage of the Minnesota basin itself, appear to lmve excavated the valley of the Minnesota river 
nearly as it now is; and the furtller recession of the ice-slleet probably even allowed the drainage 

*Compare the first annual report, p. 61; the fifth, p. 177; and the reports of Martin and Dakota counties. 
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enclosed boulders, which was thus deposited in a mingled unstratified mass 

by the ice-sheets of the glacial period. Its thickness in these counties is 

generally from 100 to 200 feet. \iVithin the till are found oceasionallayers of 

sand or gravel, which often yield large supplies of water in wells. Many of 

these veins of modified drift were probably formed by small glacial streams, 

and they cannot be regarded as marking important divisions of the ice age. 

It is shown, however, by shells, remains of vegetation ancl trees, found evi

dently in the place where they were living, underlain and overlain by till, 

that this very cold period was not one unbroken reign of ice, but that this 

retreated and re-advancec1, or possibly at some times was nearly all melted 

and then accumulated anew. 
Two principal glacial epochs can be distinguished:* in the first of which all of Minnesota 

except its southeast corner was deeply covered by the continental ice-sheet, and its border was 
several hundred miles south of this di8trict, in Nebraska. Kansas, Missouri, and southern Illinois; 
whereas in t.he later very severely cold epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated 
from 50 to 300 miles within their earlier limit, covering all the basin of the Minnesota river, but 
not enveloping a large tract in the southwest corner of Minnesota and leaving uncovered a much 
larger area than before in the southeast part of the state. Between these glacial epochs the ice
sheet was melted away within the basins of the Minnesota and Red rivers, and probably from the 
entire state. The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by this earlier ice-sheet; 
and during the retreat of the ice this till was overspread in some places, es?ecially along the ave
nues of drainage. by beds of modified drift, or stratified gravel, sand, and clay, washed from the 
material that had been contained in the ice and now became exposed upon its surface to the mul
titude of rills, rivulets and rivers that were formed by its melting. 

In the ensuing interglacial epoch, this drHt-sheet was channeled by water-courses till its 
valleys were apparently as numerous and deep as those of our present streams. The interglacial 
drainage s,)metimes went in a diffen~nt direction from that now taken by the creeks and rivers; 
and the valleys then excavated in the drift, though partly refilled with till during the last glacial 
epoch, are still, in some instances, clearly marked by series of lakes, as described in the report of 
Martin county (pages 479 to 4tl.5). More commonly the interglaCial water-courses must have occu
pied nearly the same place with the valleys of the present time; and there seems to be conclusive 
proof that this was true of the valley of the Minnesota river. .A long period intervened between 
the great glacial epochs; the earlier ice-sheet gradually retreated northward; a lake was formed in 
the Hed river valJey by the receding ice· barrier on the north; the outflow from this lake, and the 
drainage of the Minnesota basin itself, appear to bave excavated the valley of the Minnesota river 
nearly as it now is; and the furtller recession of the ice-sheet probably even allowed the drainage 

'Compare the first annual report, p. 61; the fifth, p. 177; and the reports of Martin and Dakota counties. 
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that this very cold period was not one unbroken reign of ice, but that this 

retreated and re-advancec1, or possibly at some times was nearly all melted 
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whereas in t.he later very severely cold epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated 
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not enveloping a large tract in the southwest corner of Minnesota and leaving uncovered a much 
larger area than before in the southeast part of the state. Between these glacial epochs the ice
sheet was melted away within the basins of the Minnesota and Red rivers, and probably from the 
entire state. The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by this earlier ice-sheet; 
and during the retreat of the ice this till was overspread in some places, es?ecially along the ave
nues of drainage. by beds of modified drift, or stratified gravel, sand, and clay, washed from the 
material that had been contained in the ice and now became exposed upon its surface to the mul
titude of rills, rivulets and rivers that were formed by its melting. 

In the ensuing interglacial epoch, this drHt-sheet was channeled by water-courses till its 
valleys were apparently as numerous and deep as those of our present streams. The interglacial 
drainage s,)metimes went in a diffen~nt direction from that now taken by the creeks and rivers; 
and the valleys then excavated in the drift, though partly refilled with till during the last glacial 
epoch, are still, in some instances, clearly marked by series of lakes, as described in the report of 
Martin county (pages 479 to 4tl.5). More commonly the interglaCial water-courses must have occu
pied nearly the same place with the valleys of the present time; and there seems to be conclusive 
proof that this was true of the valley of the Minnesota river. .A long period intervened between 
the great glacial epochs; the earlier ice-sheet gradually retreated northward; a lake was formed in 
the Hed river valJey by the receding ice· barrier on the north; the outflow from this lake, and the 
drainage of the Minnesota basin itself, appear to bave excavated the valley of the Minnesota river 
nearly as it now is; and the furtller recession of the ice-sheet probably even allowed the drainage 

'Compare the first annual report, p. 61; the fifth, p. 177; and the reports of Martin and Dakota counties. 
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Glacial and modified drift. Glacial strire are plainly seen on the south

west part of the outcrop of quartzyte that forms the water-fall in section 31, 
Stately, having a course S. 50° to 55° E., with reference to the true meridi
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to 60° E. 
The surface of Brown and Redwood counties is principally till, or the 

mixture of clay with smaller proportions of sand and gravel and occasional 

enclosed boulders, which was thus deposited in a mingled unstratified mass 

by the ice-sheets of the period. Its thickness in these counties is 

generally from 100 to 200 feet. Within the till are found occasional layers of 

sand or gravel, which often yield large supplies of water in wells. Many of 

these veins of modified drift. were probably formed by small glacial streams, 

and they cannot be regarded as marking important divisions of the ice age. 

It is shown, however, by shells, remains of vegetation and trees, found evi

dently in the place where they were living, underlain and overlain by till, 

that this very cold period was not one unbroken reign of ice, but that this 

retreated and l'e-advanced, or possibly at some times was nearly all melted 

and then accumulated anew. 
Two princi(lal glacial epochs can be distingnished:* in the first of which all of Minnesota 

except its southeast corner was deeply covered by the continental ice-sheet, and its border was 
several hundred miles south of this di"trict, in Nebraska. Kansas, Missouri, and southern Illinois; 
whereas in the later very severely cold epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated 
from 50 to 300 miles within their earlier limit, covering all the basin of the Minnesota river, but 
not enveloping a large tract in the sonthwest corner of Minnesota and leaving uncovered a much 
larger area than before in the southeast part of the state. Between these glacial epoclls the ice
sheet was melted away within the basins of the Minnesota and Red rivers, and probably from the 
entire state. The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by this earlier ice-sheet; 
and during the retreat of the ice this till was overspread in some places, es:;>ecially along the ave
nues of drainage. by beds of modified drift, or stratified gravel, sand, and clay, washed from the 
material that had been contained ill the ice and now became exposed upon its surface to the mul
titude of rills. rivulets and rivers that were formed by its melting. 

In the interglacial epoch, this drHt-sheet was channeled by water-courses till its 
valleys were apparently as numerous and deep as those of ollr present streams. The interglacial 
drainage s()metimes went in a different direction from that now taken by the creeks and rivers; 
and the valleys then excavated in the drift, thollgh partly refilled with till during the last glacial 
epoch, ate stUl, in some instances, clearly marked by series of lakes, as described in the report of 
Martin county l pages 479 to 4!'li5). ~lore commonly the interglacial water·courses must have occu
pied nearly the same place with the valleys of the present time; and there seems to be conclusive 
proof that tbis was true of the valley of the Minnesota river. A long period intervened between 
the great glacial epochs; the earlier ice-sheet gradually retreated northward; a lake was formed in 
the Hed river valley by the receding ice-barrier on the north; the outflow from this lake and the 
drainage of the Minnesota basin iti'lelf, appear to iJave excavated tbe valley of the :Minne~ota river 
nearly as it now is; and the further recession of the ice-sheet probably even allowed the drainage 

'Compare the lirat annual report, p. 61; the fifth, p. In; and the reports of Martin and Da.kota counties. 
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whereas in the later very severely cold epoch, the ice-fields were of less extent, and terminated 
from 50 to 300 miles within their earlier limit, covering all the basin of the Minnesota river, but 
not enveloping a large tract in the sonthwest corner of Minnesota and leaving uncovered a much 
larger area than before in the southeast part of the state. Between these glacial epoclls the ice
sheet was melted away within the basins of the Minnesota and Red rivers, and probably from the 
entire state. The greater part of the till appears to have been deposited by this earlier ice-sheet; 
and during the retreat of the ice this till was overspread in some places, es:;>ecially along the ave
nues of drainage. by beds of modified drift, or stratified gravel, sand, and clay, washed from the 
material that had been contained ill the ice and now became exposed upon its surface to the mul
titude of rills. rivulets and rivers that were formed by its melting. 

In the interglacial epoch, this drHt-sheet was channeled by water-courses till its 
valleys were apparently as numerous and deep as those of ollr present streams. The interglacial 
drainage s()metimes went in a different direction from that now taken by the creeks and rivers; 
and the valleys then excavated in the drift, thollgh partly refilled with till during the last glacial 
epoch, ate stUl, in some instances, clearly marked by series of lakes, as described in the report of 
Martin county l pages 479 to 4!'li5). ~lore commonly the interglacial water·courses must have occu
pied nearly the same place with the valleys of the present time; and there seems to be conclusive 
proof that tbis was true of the valley of the Minnesota river. A long period intervened between 
the great glacial epochs; the earlier ice-sheet gradually retreated northward; a lake was formed in 
the Hed river valley by the receding ice-barrier on the north; the outflow from this lake and the 
drainage of the Minnesota basin iti'lelf, appear to iJave excavated tbe valley of the :Minne~ota river 
nearly as it now is; and the further recession of the ice-sheet probably even allowed the drainage 

'Compare the lirat annual report, p. 61; the fifth, p. In; and the reports of Martin and Da.kota counties. 
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of the Red river basin to take its course northward, as now, to Hudson bay, this being indicated 
by fossilifflrous beds enclosed between deposits of till within the area that had been covered by 
this interglacial lake and was afterward occupied by lake Agassiz at the close of the last glacial 
epoch. 

Again a severely cold climate prevailed, accumulating a vast sheet of ice upon British America 
and the greater part of Minnesota. By this glacial sheet the valley of the Minnesota river was 
partly refilled with till, but it evidently remained an important feature in the contour of the land 
surface. During the final melting of this ice-sheet, its waters, discharged in this channel, quickly 
removed whatever obstructing de!Josits of drift it had received, and llnrlel;mined its bluffs. giving 
them again the steep slopes produced by llilVial erosion. This partial re-excavation and sculpture 
were then followed immediately, during the retreat of the ice-sheet, by the deposition of the strati
fied gravel, sand and clay, 75 to 160 feet deep. remnants of which occur as terraces on the sides of 
this valley, from its month to New Ulm, and less di~tinctly beyond. Harl not the great valley 
existe,j,'nearly in its present form through the last glacial epoch, it could not have become filled 
with this modified drift, which must belong to the era of melting of the last ice-sheet. After the 
departure of the ice, the supply of both water and sediment was so diminished that the river could 
no longer overspread the former flood-plain of modified drift and add to its depth, but has been 
occupied mainly in slow excavation and removal of these deposits, leaving remnants of them as 
elevated plains or terraces. * 

Terminal moraines. The morainic tract in Stately (page .566) is probably a portion of We 
third terminal moraine, formed at the bOllnr.bry of the ice of the last glacial epoch during a pause 
in its recession. l.'his moraine is well exhibited in Martin county a;nd thence to Forest City and 
Pilot mOllnd in Hancock county, Iowa, as described on page 4iS. In Rerlwood county it is not 
prominent, and its course, which is believed to coincide approximately with that of the Cottonwood 
river, has not been traced. Close south of the valley of tbis river in the N. W. ~- of section 14, 
Gales, numerous small hillocl{s and ridges, 10 to 20 feet high, rough with abundant boulders, were 
observed to occupy a width from a few rods to an eighth of a mile, reaching a half mile or more 
in length from ea3t to west; and from a bridge in section 10, Gales, a noteworthy bill, perhaps 60 
feet high, is seen in the view westward, situated not far from where the Cottonwood river crosses 
the county line. Farther north wesL, this morainic belt is clearly traced across Yellow Medicine 
and Lac qui Parle counties, its most conspicuous accumulations being the Antelope hills. 

During later stages in the recession of this ice-sheet, when the fourth and fifth terminal 
moraines of its Minnesota lobe were formed, its southern extremity was successively at Kiester in 
Faribault county and at Elysian in Le Suellr county, and its soutl1'.\"est boundary doubtless crossed 
Brown and Redwood counties. but the marginal accumulations of drift belonging to these stages 
have not been traced here. A shallow lake extended along the edge of the ice-sheet across these 
counties (page 461), and acted to partially level down and smooth the morainic deposits. It seems 
likely, however, that they are still recognizable, ;wd by careful observation might be mapped 
approximately. At the time of the fourth or Kiester moraine, the ice-m~rgin probably extended 
through the central part of Brown and l'l,erlwood counties; and the kame-like deposits (page 6S2) 
near Sleepy Eye, and in T. Ill, R. 38, and tile northwest part of Vesta, may in part represent 
this moraine. Toe fifth or Elysian moraine is probably indicated similarly in section 33, Swede's 
Forest. 

The valley of Mound creek, across the morainic area in Stately, has a level bottom from 600 
to 1000 feet wide, and appears as if in some former time, which was dOl1btless the epoch of melting 
of the last ice-sheet, it had been the wa,ter-COllrse of fiuocls pouring southeastward from the uj:per 
part of the basin of the Big Cottonwood river into the Little Cottonwood valley. 

Modified drift of the em'lieT glacial epoch. Thick deposits of stratified sand and gravel, fonnd 
enclosed in the till near New Ulm, and occurring below a considerable deptll of till ten miles far
ther southeast in Courtland, Nicollet county, are believed to be portions of the modified drift which 
was dt>posited at the close of the earlier glacial l_eriod, as explained in the foregoing brief history 
of the ice age. The locality first mentioned is on the extension of Center street a half mile west 
of New Ulm, where it rises to the top of the bluff, 180 feet above the river, but only some 100 feet 
above its old channel which lies between New Ulm and this bluff (fig. 47). The hight here 

--*See pages 44~. 576 and 583; also, compare article on the Minnesota valley in the ice age, Proc. of Amer . ..1880C. for 
.Adv. oj&Mnce, 1803, and .Am. Jour, Sci. (3), xxvii, 1~84. 
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of the Red river basin to take its course northward, as now, to Hudson bay, this being indicated 
by fossiliferous beds enclosed between deposits of till within the area that had been covered by 
this interglacial lake and was afterward occupieu by lake Agassiz at the close of the last glacial 
epoch. 

Again a severely cold climate prevailed, accumulating a vast sheet of ice upon British America 
and the greater part of Minnesota. By this glacial sheet the valley of the Minnesota river was 
partly refilled with till, but it evioently remained an important feature in tile contour of the land 
surface. During the final melting of this ice-sheet, its waters, disclJarged in this channel, qnickly 
removed whatever obstructing' de)JOsits of drift it had receivell, and llllllel~mined its blLlffs. giving 
them again the steep slopes produced by jli! vial erosion. This partial re-excavation and sculpture 
were then followed immediately, dming the retreat of the ice·sheet, by the deposition of the strati
fied gravel, sand and clay, 75 to 11')0 feet deep, remnants of which occur as terraces on the sides of 
this valley, from its mouth to New Ulm, and less distinctly beyonu. Had not the great valley 
existert'nearly in its present form through the last glacial epoch, it could not have become fill ed 
with this modified drift, which must belong to the era of melting of the last ice-sheet. After the 
departure of the ice, the supply of both water and sediment was so diminished that the river could 
no longer overspread the former flood-plain of modifieu drift and add to its depth, but has been 
occupied mainly in slow excavation anu removal of these deposits, leaving remnants of them as 
elevated plains or terraces.* 

Terminal moraines. The morainic tract in Stately (page .565) is probably a portion of We 
third terminal moraine, formeLI at the bOllncbry of the ice of the last glacial epoch dnring a pause 
in its recession. 'l'his moraine is well exhibited in Martin county a;nd thence to Forest City and 
Pilot mound in Hancock connty, Iowa, as described on page 478. In Redwoou county it is not 
prominent, and its course, which is believed to coincide approximately with that of the Cottonwood 
river, has not been traced. Close south of tile valley of this river in the N. W. ;\ of section 14, 
Gales, numerous small hillocl{s and ridges, 10 to 20 feet high, rough with abundant boulders, were 
observed to occupy a widtll from a few rods to an eighth of a mile, reaching a half mile or more 
in length from ea3t to west; and from a bridge in section 10, Gales, a noteworthy hill, perhaps 60 
feet high, is seen in the view westward, situated not far from where the Cottonwood river crosses 
the county line. Farther north wesL, this morainic belt is clearly traced across Yellow Medicine 
and Lac qui Parle counties, its most conspicuous accumulations being the Antelope hills. 

Dnring later stages in the recession of this ice-sheet, when the fourtll and fifth terminal 
moraines of its Minnesota lobe were formed, its sou them extremity was snccessively at Kiester in 
Faribault county and at Elysian in Le Suel.r county, and its southwest boundary doubtless crossed 
Brown and Rerl wood counties, but the marginal accumulations of drift belonging to these stages 
have not been traced here. A shallow lake extended along the edge of the ice-sheet across these 
counties (page 461), and acted to partially level down and smooth the morainic deposits. It seems 
likely, however, that tbey are still recognizable, ;md by careful observation might be mapped 
approximately. At the time of the fourth or Kiester moraine, the ice-margin probably extended 
through the central part of Brown and Redwood conn ties; and the kame-like deposits (page 582) 
near Sleepy Eye, and in T. Ill, R. 38, and the northwest part of Vesta, may in part represent 
this moraine. Tue fifth or Elysian moraine is probably indicated similarly in section 33, Swede's 
Forest. 

The valley of Mound creek, across the morainic area in Stately, has a level bottom from 500 
to 1000 feet wide, and appears as if in some former time, which was doubtless the epoch of melting 
of the last ice-sheet, it had been the water-course of flLJods pouring southeastward from the ul=per 
part of the basin of the Big Cottonwood river into the Little Cottonwood valley. 

liIodified drift of the earlier glaciul epoch. Thick deposits of stratified sand and gravel, found 
enclosed in the till near New Ulm, and occnrring below a considerable deptll of till ten miles far
ther southeast in Courtland, Nicollet county, are believed to be portions of the modified drift which 
was df'posited at the close of the earlier glaciall_eriod, as explained in the foregoing brief history 
of the ice age. The locality first mentioned is on the extension of Cenler street a half mile west 
of New Ulm, where it rises to the top of the blnff, 180 feet alJove tlle river, but only some 100 feet 
above its old channel which lies between New Ulm and this bluff (fig. 47). The hight !Jere 

--*See pages 44;;, 575 and 583; also, conlpare article on the Minnesota valley in the ice age, Proc. of Am.er. AB8oc. for 
.A.w. of ScIence, 1808, and .Am. Jour. Sci. (3), xxvii, 1~~4. 
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of the Red river basin to take its course northward, as now, to Hudson bay, this being indicated 
by fossiliferous beds enclosed between deposits of till within the area that had been covered by 
this interglacial lake and was afterward occupieu by lake Agassiz at the close of the last glacial 
epoch. 

Again a severely cold climate prevailed, accumulating a vast sheet of ice upon British America 
and the greater part of Minnesota. By this glacial sheet the valley of the Minnesota river was 
partly refilled with till, but it evioently remained an important feature in tile contour of the land 
surface. During the final melting of this ice-sheet, its waters, disclJarged in this channel, qnickly 
removed whatever obstructing' de)JOsits of drift it had receivell, and llllllel~mined its blLlffs. giving 
them again the steep slopes produced by jli! vial erosion. This partial re-excavation and sculpture 
were then followed immediately, dming the retreat of the ice·sheet, by the deposition of the strati
fied gravel, sand and clay, 75 to 11')0 feet deep, remnants of which occur as terraces on the sides of 
this valley, from its mouth to New Ulm, and less distinctly beyonu. Had not the great valley 
existert'nearly in its present form through the last glacial epoch, it could not have become fill ed 
with this modified drift, which must belong to the era of melting of the last ice-sheet. After the 
departure of the ice, the supply of both water and sediment was so diminished that the river could 
no longer overspread the former flood-plain of modifieu drift and add to its depth, but has been 
occupied mainly in slow excavation anu removal of these deposits, leaving remnants of them as 
elevated plains or terraces.* 

Terminal moraines. The morainic tract in Stately (page .565) is probably a portion of We 
third terminal moraine, formeLI at the bOllncbry of the ice of the last glacial epoch dnring a pause 
in its recession. 'l'his moraine is well exhibited in Martin county a;nd thence to Forest City and 
Pilot mound in Hancock connty, Iowa, as described on page 478. In Redwoou county it is not 
prominent, and its course, which is believed to coincide approximately with that of the Cottonwood 
river, has not been traced. Close south of tile valley of this river in the N. W. ;\ of section 14, 
Gales, numerous small hillocl{s and ridges, 10 to 20 feet high, rough with abundant boulders, were 
observed to occupy a widtll from a few rods to an eighth of a mile, reaching a half mile or more 
in length from ea3t to west; and from a bridge in section 10, Gales, a noteworthy hill, perhaps 60 
feet high, is seen in the view westward, situated not far from where the Cottonwood river crosses 
the county line. Farther north wesL, this morainic belt is clearly traced across Yellow Medicine 
and Lac qui Parle counties, its most conspicuous accumulations being the Antelope hills. 

Dnring later stages in the recession of this ice-sheet, when the fourtll and fifth terminal 
moraines of its Minnesota lobe were formed, its sou them extremity was snccessively at Kiester in 
Faribault county and at Elysian in Le Suel.r county, and its southwest boundary doubtless crossed 
Brown and Rerl wood counties, but the marginal accumulations of drift belonging to these stages 
have not been traced here. A shallow lake extended along the edge of the ice-sheet across these 
counties (page 461), and acted to partially level down and smooth the morainic deposits. It seems 
likely, however, that tbey are still recognizable, ;md by careful observation might be mapped 
approximately. At the time of the fourth or Kiester moraine, the ice-margin probably extended 
through the central part of Brown and Redwood conn ties; and the kame-like deposits (page 582) 
near Sleepy Eye, and in T. Ill, R. 38, and the northwest part of Vesta, may in part represent 
this moraine. Tue fifth or Elysian moraine is probably indicated similarly in section 33, Swede's 
Forest. 

The valley of Mound creek, across the morainic area in Stately, has a level bottom from 500 
to 1000 feet wide, and appears as if in some former time, which was doubtless the epoch of melting 
of the last ice-sheet, it had been the water-course of flLJods pouring southeastward from the ul=per 
part of the basin of the Big Cottonwood river into the Little Cottonwood valley. 

liIodified drift of the earlier glaciul epoch. Thick deposits of stratified sand and gravel, found 
enclosed in the till near New Ulm, and occnrring below a considerable deptll of till ten miles far
ther southeast in Courtland, Nicollet county, are believed to be portions of the modified drift which 
was df'posited at the close of the earlier glaciall_eriod, as explained in the foregoing brief history 
of the ice age. The locality first mentioned is on the extension of Cenler street a half mile west 
of New Ulm, where it rises to the top of the blnff, 180 feet alJove tlle river, but only some 100 feet 
above its old channel which lies between New Ulm and this bluff (fig. 47). The hight !Jere 

--*See pages 44;;, 575 and 583; also, conlpare article on the Minnesota valley in the ice age, Proc. of Am.er. AB8oc. for 
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of the Red river basin to take its course northward, as now, to Hndson bay, this being indicated 
by fossilifllrons beds enclosed between deposits of till within the area that had been covered by 
this interglacial lake and was afterward occupieu by lake Agassiz at the close of the last glacial 
epoch. 

Again a severely cold climate prevailed, accumulating a vast sheet of ice upon British America 
and the greater part of Minnesota. By this glacial sheet the valley of the Minnesota river was 
partly refilled with till, but it evifiently remained an important feature in tlle contour of the land 
surface. During the final melting of this ice-sheet, its waters, discharged in this channel, quickly 
removed whatever obstructing' de!)()sits of drift it had receivell, and llniler:mlneu it.s bluffs. giving 
them again the steep slopes produced by jli! vial erosion. This partial re·excavation and sculpture 
were then followed immeuiately, during the retreat of the ice-sheet, by the deposition of the strati
fied gravel, sand and clay, 75 to 150 feet deep, remnants of which occur as terraces on the sides of 
this valley, from its month to New Ulm, and less distinctly beyonu. Had not lhe great valley 
existei(nearly in its present form through the last glacial epoch, it could not have become fill ed 
with this modified drift, which must belong to the era of melting of the last ice-sheet. After the 
departure of the ice, the supply of both water and sediment was so diminbhetl that the ri vel' could 
no longer overspread the former flood· plain of moditieu drift and add to its depth, !Jut has been 
occupied mainly in slow excavation anu removal of these deposits, leaving remnants of them as 
elevated plains or terraces.* 

Terminal mot·ailles. The morainic tract in Stately (page .565) is probably a portion of tIre 
third terminal moraine, formeu at the bonndary of the ice of the last glacial epoch during a pause 
in its recession. '1'11i8 moraine is well exhibited in Martin county and thence to Forest City and 
Pilot mound in Hancock county, Iowa, as described on page 4 is. [n Red woou county it is not 
prominent, and its course, which is believed to coincide approximately with that of the Cottonwood 
river, has not been traced. Close south of the valley of this river in the N. W. ~ of section ]4, 
Gales, Dumerous sma!: hilloci.s and ridges, 10 to 20 feet high, rough with abundant boulders, were 
observed to occupy a width from a few rods to an eighth of a mile, reaching a half mile or more 
in length from east to west; and from a bridge in section 10, Gales, a noteworthy hill, perhaps 60 
feet high, is seen in the view westwarcl, situated not far from where the Cottonwood river crosses 
the county line. Farther 1l0rthwesL, this morainic belt is clearly traced across Yellow Medicine 
and Lac ql1i Parle counties, its most conspiCllous accumulations being the Antelope hills. 

During later stages in the recession of this ice-sheet, when the fourth and fifth terminal 
moraines of its Minnesota lobe were formed, its sou them extremlty was successively at Kiester in 
Faribault county and at Elysian in Le SLH'l.r county, and its south west bO\1ndary doubtless crossed 
Brown and Rerl\;vood counties, but the marginal accumulations of drift belonging to these stages 
have not been traced here. A shallow lake extended along the edge of the ice-slJeet across these 
counties 461), and acted to partially level down and smooth the morainic deposits. It seems 
likely, however, that tbey are still recognizable, ;lnd by careful observation might be mapped 
approximately_ At the time of the fourth or Kiester moraine, the ice-margin probably extended 
through the central part of Brown and ReulVood counties; an(l the kame·like deposits (page 582) 
near Eye, and in T. Ill, R. 38, and the northwest part of Vesta, may in part represent 
this moraine_ '1'he fifth or Elysian moraine is probably indicated in section 33, Swede's 
Forest. 

The valley of Mound creek, across the morainic area in Stately, has a level bottom from 500 
to 1000 feet wide, and appears as if in some former time, which was doubtless the epoch of melting 
of the last ice-sheet, it had been the water-course of /:luods pouring soutbeastward from the ufper 
part of tbe basin of tbe Big Cottonwood dver into the Little Cottonwood valley_ 

Modified drift of the eaTlie-r glacial epoch. Thick deposits of stratified salld and gravel, found 
enclosed in the till near New Ulm, and occurring below a considerable depth of till ten miles far
ther southeast in Courtland, Nicollet county, are believed to be portions of the modified drift which 
was dfposited at the close of the earlier glacial J..eriod, as explained in the foregoing brief history 
of the ice age. The locality first mentioned is on the extension of Center street a half mile west 
of New UIm, where it rises to the top of the bluff, 180 feet a!Jove the river, but only some 100 feet 
above its old channel which lies between New Ulm and this bluff (fig. 47). The bight here 

--*8ee pages 44~, 576 and 583; also. compare article on the Minnesota valley in the ice age, Proc. of Amer . .18800. for 
AIW. of ScIence, 1863, and Am. Jour. Sci. (3), xxvii, lMM4. 
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of the Red river basin to take its course northward, as now, to Hndson bay, this being indicated 
by fossilifllrons beds enclosed between deposits of till within the area that had been covered by 
this interglacial lake and was afterward occupieu by lake Agassiz at the close of the last glacial 
epoch. 

Again a severely cold climate prevailed, accumulating a vast sheet of ice upon British America 
and the greater part of Minnesota. By this glacial sheet the valley of the Minnesota river was 
partly refilled with till, but it evifiently remained an important feature in tlle contour of the land 
surface. During the final melting of this ice-sheet, its waters, discharged in this channel, quickly 
removed whatever obstructing' de!)()sits of drift it had receivell, and llniler:mlneu it.s bluffs. giving 
them again the steep slopes produced by jli! vial erosion. This partial re·excavation and sculpture 
were then followed immeuiately, during the retreat of the ice-sheet, by the deposition of the strati
fied gravel, sand and clay, 75 to 150 feet deep, remnants of which occur as terraces on the sides of 
this valley, from its month to New Ulm, and less distinctly beyonu. Had not lhe great valley 
existei(nearly in its present form through the last glacial epoch, it could not have become fill ed 
with this modified drift, which must belong to the era of melting of the last ice-sheet. After the 
departure of the ice, the supply of both water and sediment was so diminbhetl that the ri vel' could 
no longer overspread the former flood· plain of moditieu drift and add to its depth, !Jut has been 
occupied mainly in slow excavation anu removal of these deposits, leaving remnants of them as 
elevated plains or terraces.* 

Terminal mot·ailles. The morainic tract in Stately (page .565) is probably a portion of tIre 
third terminal moraine, formeu at the bonndary of the ice of the last glacial epoch during a pause 
in its recession. '1'11i8 moraine is well exhibited in Martin county and thence to Forest City and 
Pilot mound in Hancock county, Iowa, as described on page 4 is. [n Red woou county it is not 
prominent, and its course, which is believed to coincide approximately with that of the Cottonwood 
river, has not been traced. Close south of the valley of this river in the N. W. ~ of section ]4, 
Gales, Dumerous sma!: hilloci.s and ridges, 10 to 20 feet high, rough with abundant boulders, were 
observed to occupy a width from a few rods to an eighth of a mile, reaching a half mile or more 
in length from east to west; and from a bridge in section 10, Gales, a noteworthy hill, perhaps 60 
feet high, is seen in the view westwarcl, situated not far from where the Cottonwood river crosses 
the county line. Farther 1l0rthwesL, this morainic belt is clearly traced across Yellow Medicine 
and Lac ql1i Parle counties, its most conspiCllous accumulations being the Antelope hills. 

During later stages in the recession of this ice-sheet, when the fourth and fifth terminal 
moraines of its Minnesota lobe were formed, its sou them extremlty was successively at Kiester in 
Faribault county and at Elysian in Le SLH'l.r county, and its south west bO\1ndary doubtless crossed 
Brown and Rerl\;vood counties, but the marginal accumulations of drift belonging to these stages 
have not been traced here. A shallow lake extended along the edge of the ice-slJeet across these 
counties 461), and acted to partially level down and smooth the morainic deposits. It seems 
likely, however, that tbey are still recognizable, ;lnd by careful observation might be mapped 
approximately_ At the time of the fourth or Kiester moraine, the ice-margin probably extended 
through the central part of Brown and ReulVood counties; an(l the kame·like deposits (page 582) 
near Eye, and in T. Ill, R. 38, and the northwest part of Vesta, may in part represent 
this moraine_ '1'he fifth or Elysian moraine is probably indicated in section 33, Swede's 
Forest. 

The valley of Mound creek, across the morainic area in Stately, has a level bottom from 500 
to 1000 feet wide, and appears as if in some former time, which was doubtless the epoch of melting 
of the last ice-sheet, it had been the water-course of /:luods pouring soutbeastward from the ufper 
part of tbe basin of tbe Big Cottonwood dver into the Little Cottonwood valley_ 

Modified drift of the eaTlie-r glacial epoch. Thick deposits of stratified salld and gravel, found 
enclosed in the till near New Ulm, and occurring below a considerable depth of till ten miles far
ther southeast in Courtland, Nicollet county, are believed to be portions of the modified drift which 
was dfposited at the close of the earlier glacial J..eriod, as explained in the foregoing brief history 
of the ice age. The locality first mentioned is on the extension of Center street a half mile west 
of New UIm, where it rises to the top of the bluff, 180 feet a!Jove the river, but only some 100 feet 
above its old channel which lies between New Ulm and this bluff (fig. 47). The bight here 

--*8ee pages 44~, 576 and 583; also. compare article on the Minnesota valley in the ice age, Proc. of Amer . .18800. for 
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reached is the general level of the vast prairie of gently undulating till, through which the Min
nesota valley is excavated. The grade cuts to a depth of about 40 feet at the edge of the bluff 
and thence ascends, with decreasing depth of cut, along a distance of some twenty-five rods, to 
the surface of the drift-sheet. Tllis section exhibits two beds of true till, separated by modified 
drift which is probably an interglacial formation, supplied, as already stated, at the time of final 
melting of the earlier ice-sheet and spread beyond its receding margin upon the unchanneled sUr_ 
face of the till that had been formed during that earlier part of the ice age. The upper bed of till, 
apparently representing the total thickness of the drift deposited here in the last glacial epoch, is 
16 to 18 feet thick, and is an entirely unstratified yellowish gravelly clay, containing occasional 
rock-fragments up to six or eight inches in diameter, but showing only two or three of larger size. 
these being two or three feet in diameter. Portions of this till, within six to eight or ten feet 
below the top, are gray, with limy concretions and limy layers that have been gathered by 
percolating waters. The bottom of this upper till, seen clearly exposed along a distance of about 
25U feet, is an almost exactly level line. Next below is the earlier modified drift. Its thick
ness is also 16 to 18 feet, levelly stratified throughout, but having the horizontal layers often 
obliquely laminated. The dip of this lamination, which marks the direction of the current 
of water that brought this sediment, is to the east or northeast, toward the Minnesota river, 
and varies in amount from two or three to fifteen or twenty degrees. Floods produced by glacial 
melting, and carrying gravel, sand and clay that had been contained in the ice-sheet, appear to 
have taken their course along the central depression of the Minnesota basin, coming from ice
fields which still covered its upper portion, with their retreating border probably only a few 
miles distant at the time when this stratum was deposited. Its largest pebbles are six to eight 
inches in diameter. The underlying till was seen along an extent of 100 feet, the greatest depth 
cut into it being about eight feet. Its upper line, separating it from the modified drift is ap
proximately level but undulating, with its highest points two or three feet above the lowest. 
This till, like the upper bed, bears no marks of stratificatioll; and neither shows any interbed
ding or transition, but both are bounded by definite lines, at their junction with the intervening 
gravel and sand. The lower bed of till is dark bluish, excepting for about twenty feet from the 
face of the bluff inward, where weathering has changed it to the same yellow color that charac
terizes the modified drift and upper till. 

FIG. 47. SECTW:-I OF THE MINNESOTA VALLEY, SOUTHWEST FROY! THE RIVEH, AT NEW ULM. 

The modified drift below till, mentioned in Courtland, ten miles southeast from this local
ity, is made known by a well that was bored to a depth of 100 feet at the house of Carl Hichert, 
in the S. W. {- of section 11, upon the upland or general level, even in hight wit.h the top of the 
bluffs of the Minnesota valley, from which its distance is about an eighth of a mile. Its section 
was soil, 2 feet; yellow and gray till, 30 feet; sand, mainly yellow, but in cOllsiderable part white 
near the bottom, 5± feet; and yellowish gravel, 14 feet and extending lower. No water was 
obtained, and the well was given up. 

Modified drift of the l,ast glacial epoch. Upon the sheet of till which covers these counties 
are frequently noticed mounds and knolls or short ridges of gravel and sand, 10 to 20 feet, or 
rarely 30 feet or more, in hight, which in any excavation are seen to be irregularly interstratified 
and obliquely bedded. These deposits appear to have been formeu by streams that flowed from 
th: drif~-strown surface of tile departing ice-fields of the last glacial epoch; having a similar 
ongl11 wlth the eskers or kames, which form prolonged ridges, or series of interlocking ridges and 
mounds, in Ireland and Scotland, in Sweden, and in New England. Conspicuous kame-like de
posits of modified drift in RedWOOd county were observed in the N. E. l of section 33, Swede's 
Forest, where a mound of this class rises some 30 feet above the general level' in the northwest 
part of Vesta, which has numerous hillocks and short ridges of gravel and sa~d 10 to 40 feet in 
~light, trending from north to south more cOlllIDonly than in other directions; and in T. Ill, R. 
as, and thence s?uthwestward to the Cottonwood river. In Brown county a notable series of 
kames, or short ndges and knolls of gravel and sand, 25 to 40 feet high, occurs about a milll east 
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reached is the general level of the vast prairie of gently undulating till, through which the Min
nesota valley is excavated. The grade cuts to a depth of about 40 feet at the edge of the bluff 
and thence ascends, with decreasing depth of cut, along a distance of some twenty-five rods, to 
the surface of the drift-sheet. TIlis section exhibits two beds of true till, separated by modified 
drift which is probably an interglacial formation, supplied, as already stated, at the time of final 
melting of the earlier ice-sheet and spread beyond its receding margin upon the unchanneled sUr_ 
face of the till that hall been formed during that earlier part of the ice age. The upper bed of till, 
apparently representing the total thickness of the drift deposited here in the last glacial epoch, is 
16 to 18 feet thick, and is an entirely unstratified yellowish gravelly clay, containing occasional 
rock-fragments up to six or eight inches in diameter, but showing only two or three of larger size. 
these being two or three feet in diameter. Portions of this till, within six to eight or ten feet 
below the top, are gray, with limy concretions and limy layers that have been gathered by 
percolating waters. The bottom of this upper till, seen clearly exposed along a distance of about 
25U feet, is an almost exactly level line. Next below is the earlier modified drift. Its thick
ness is also 16 to 18 feet, levelly stratified throughout, but having the horizontal layers often 
Obliquely laminated. The dip of this lamination, which marks the direction of the current 
of water that brought this sediment, is to the east or northeast, toward the Minnesota river, 
and varies in amount from two or three to fifteen or twenty degrees. Floods produced by glacial 
melting, and carrying gravel, sand and clay that had been contained in the ice-sheet, appear to 
have taken their course along the central depression of the Minnesota basin, coming from ice
fields which still covered its upper portion, with their retreating border probably only a few 
miles distant at the time when this stratum was deposited. Its largest pebbles are six to eight 
inches in diameter. The underlying till was seen along an extent of 100 feet, the greatest depth 
cut into it being about eight feet. Its upper line, separating it from the modified drift is ap
proximately level but undulating, with its highest points two or three feet above the lowest. 
This till, like the upper bed, bears no marks of stratificatioll; and neither shows any interbed
ding or transition, but both are bounded by definite lines, at their junction with the intervening 
gravel and sand. The lower bed of till is dark bluish, excepting for about twenty feet from the 
face of the bluff inward, wbere weathering has changed it to the same yellow color that charac
terizes the modified drift and upper till. 
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The modified drift below till, mentioned in Courtland, ten miles southeast from this local
ity, is made known by a well that was bored to a depth of 100 feet at the house of Carl Hichert 
in the S. W. {- of section 11, upon the upland or general level, even in hight with the top of tb~ 
bluffs of tlle Minnesota valley, from which its distance is about an eighth of a mile. Its section 
was soil, 2 feet; yellow and gray till, 30 feet; sand, maiuly yellow, but in cOllsiderable part white 
near the bottom, 51 feet; and yellowish gravel, 14 feet and extending lower. No water was 
obtained, and the well was given up. 

Modified drift of the l,ast glacial epoch. Upon the sheet of till which covers these counties 
are frequently noticed mounds and knolls or short ridges of gravel alld sand, 10 to 20 feet, or 
rarely 30 feet or more, in hight, which in any excavation are seen to be irregularly interstratified 
and obliquely bedded. These deposits appear to have been formell by streams that flowed from 
tb~ drif~-strown surface of tl1e departing ice-fields of the last glacial epoch; having a similar 
ongll1 wl~h tue eskers or kames, w~ich form prolonged ridges, or series of interlocking ridges and 
mo~nds, lD Ir~lalld a~ld ~cotland, ID Sweden, and in New England. Conspicuous kame-like de
POSIts of modified dnft l!l Red wood county were observed in the N. E. t of section 33, Swede's 
Forest, where a mound of this class rises some 30 feet above the general level' in the northwest 
p~rt of Vest.a, which has numerous hillocks and short ridges of gravel and sa~d, 10 to 40 feet in 
~llght, trpndmg from north to south more commonly than in other directions; and in T. Ill, R. 
as, and thence s.outhwestward to the Cottonwood river. In Brown county a notable series of 
kames, or short ndges and knolls of gravel and sand, 25 to 40 feet high, occurs about a mil~ east 
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reached is the general level of the vast prairie of gently undulating till, through which the Min
nesota valley is excavated. The grade cuts to a depth of about 40 feet at the edge of the bluff 
and thence ascends, with decreasing depth of cut, along a distance of some twenty-five rods, to 
the surface of the drift-sheet. TIlis section exhibits two beds of true till, separated by modified 
drift which is probably an interglacial formation, supplied, as already stated, at the time of final 
melting of the earlier ice-sheet and spread beyond its receding margin upon the unchanneled sUr_ 
face of the till that hall been formed during that earlier part of the ice age. The upper bed of till, 
apparently representing the total thickness of the drift deposited here in the last glacial epoch, is 
16 to 18 feet thick, and is an entirely unstratified yellowish gravelly clay, containing occasional 
rock-fragments up to six or eight inches in diameter, but showing only two or three of larger size. 
these being two or three feet in diameter. Portions of this till, within six to eight or ten feet 
below the top, are gray, with limy concretions and limy layers that have been gathered by 
percolating waters. The bottom of this upper till, seen clearly exposed along a distance of about 
25U feet, is an almost exactly level line. Next below is the earlier modified drift. Its thick
ness is also 16 to 18 feet, levelly stratified throughout, but having the horizontal layers often 
Obliquely laminated. The dip of this lamination, which marks the direction of the current 
of water that brought this sediment, is to the east or northeast, toward the Minnesota river, 
and varies in amount from two or three to fifteen or twenty degrees. Floods produced by glacial 
melting, and carrying gravel, sand and clay that had been contained in the ice-sheet, appear to 
have taken their course along the central depression of the Minnesota basin, coming from ice
fields which still covered its upper portion, with their retreating border probably only a few 
miles distant at the time when this stratum was deposited. Its largest pebbles are six to eight 
inches in diameter. The underlying till was seen along an extent of 100 feet, the greatest depth 
cut into it being about eight feet. Its upper line, separating it from the modified drift is ap
proximately level but undulating, with its highest points two or three feet above the lowest. 
This till, like the upper bed, bears no marks of stratificatioll; and neither shows any interbed
ding or transition, but both are bounded by definite lines, at their junction with the intervening 
gravel and sand. The lower bed of till is dark bluish, excepting for about twenty feet from the 
face of the bluff inward, wbere weathering has changed it to the same yellow color that charac
terizes the modified drift and upper till. 
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The modified drift below till, mentioned in Courtland, ten miles southeast from this local
ity, is made known by a well that was bored to a depth of 100 feet at the house of Carl Hichert 
in the S. W. {- of section 11, upon the upland or general level, even in hight with the top of tb~ 
bluffs of tlle Minnesota valley, from which its distance is about an eighth of a mile. Its section 
was soil, 2 feet; yellow and gray till, 30 feet; sand, maiuly yellow, but in cOllsiderable part white 
near the bottom, 51 feet; and yellowish gravel, 14 feet and extending lower. No water was 
obtained, and the well was given up. 
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are frequently noticed mounds and knolls or short ridges of gravel alld sand, 10 to 20 feet, or 
rarely 30 feet or more, in hight, which in any excavation are seen to be irregularly interstratified 
and obliquely bedded. These deposits appear to have been formell by streams that flowed from 
tb~ drif~-strown surface of tl1e departing ice-fields of the last glacial epoch; having a similar 
ongll1 wl~h tue eskers or kames, w~ich form prolonged ridges, or series of interlocking ridges and 
mo~nds, lD Ir~lalld a~ld ~cotland, ID Sweden, and in New England. Conspicuous kame-like de
POSIts of modified dnft l!l Red wood county were observed in the N. E. t of section 33, Swede's 
Forest, where a mound of this class rises some 30 feet above the general level' in the northwest 
p~rt of Vest.a, which has numerous hillocks and short ridges of gravel and sa~d, 10 to 40 feet in 
~llght, trpndmg from north to south more commonly than in other directions; and in T. Ill, R. 
as, and thence s.outhwestward to the Cottonwood river. In Brown county a notable series of 
kames, or short ndges and knolls of gravel and sand, 25 to 40 feet high, occurs about a mil~ east 
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reached is the general level of the vast prairie of gently undulating till, through which the Min
nesota valley is excavated. The cuts to a depth of about 40 feet at the edge of the bluff 
and thence ascends, with decreasing depth of cut, along a distance of some twenty-five rods, to 
the sllrface of the drlft-she~t. TLllS section exhibits two beds of true till, separated by modified 
drift which is probably an interglacial formation, supplied, as already stated, at the time of final 
melting of the earlier ice-sheet and spread beyond its receding margin upon the uncbanneled sUr_ 
face of the till that hall been formed during that earlier part of tbe ice age. The upper bed of WI, 
apparently representing the total thickness of the drift deposited here iu the last glacial epoch, is 
16 to 18 feet thick, and is an entirely unstratified yellowish gravelly clay, containing occasional 
rock-fragments up to six or eight inches in diameter, but showing only two or three of larger size, 
these being two or three feet in diameter. Portions of this till, within six to eight or ten feet 
below the top, are gray, with limy concretions and limy layers that have been gatbered by 
percolating waters. The bottom of this upper till, seen clearly exposed along a distance of about 
250 feet, is an almost exactly level line. ~ ext below is the earlier modified drift. Its thick
ness is also 16 to 18 feet, levelly stratified throughout, but having the horizontal layers often 
Obliquely laminaled. The dip of this lamination, which marks the direction of the current 
of water that brought this sediment, is to the east or northeast, toward the Minnesota river, 
and varies in amount from two or three to fifteen or twenty degrees. Floods produced by glacial 
melting, and calTying gravel, sand and clay that had been contained in the ice-sheet, appear to 
have taken their comse along the central depression of the :!Ylinnesota basin, coming from ice
fields which still covered its upper portion, with their retreating border probably only a few 
miles distant at the time when this stratum was deposited. Its largest pebbles are six to eight 
inches in diameter. The nnderlying till was seen along an extent of 100 feet, the greatest depth 
cut into it being about eight feet. Its upper line, separating it from tbe modified drift is ap
proximately level but undulating, with its points two or three feet above the lowest_ 
This till, like the upper bed, bears no marks of stratificatioll; and neither shows any interbed
ding or transition, but both are bounded by definite lines, at their junction with the intervening 
gravel and sand. The lower bed of till is dark bluish, excepting for about twenty feet from the 
face of the bluff inward, where weathering has changed it to the same yellow color that charac
terizes the modified drift and upper till. 
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near tlle bottom, 5± feet; and yellowish gravel, 14 feet and extending lower. No water was 
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and obliquely bedded. These deposits appear to have been formed by streams that flowed from 
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origin witil tile eskers or kames, which form prolonged ridges, or series of interlocking"ridges and 
mounds, in Ireland and Scotland, in Sweden, and in New England. Conspicuous kame-like de
posits of modified drift in Red wood county were observed in the N. E. t of section 33, Swede's 
Forest, where a mound of this class rises some 30 feet above the general level- in the northwest 
part of Vesta, which has numerous hillocks and short ridges of gravel and sa~d. 10 to 40 feet in 
~Iight, trending from north to south more cowllJonly than in other directions; and in T. Ill, R. 
38, and thence s.outhwestward to the Cottonwood river. In Brown county a notable series of 
kames, or short ndges and knolls of gravel and sand, 25 to 40 feet high, occurs about a mil{l east 
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ity, is made known by a well that was bored to a depth of 100 feet at the house of Carl lUchert, 
in the S. W. {- of section 11, upon the upland or general level, even in hight wit.h the top of the 
bluff:> of tile Minnesota valley I from which its distance is about an eighth of a mile. Its section 
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near tlle bottom, 5± feet; and yellowish gravel, 14 feet and extending lower. No water was 
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Forest, where a mound of this class rises some 30 feet above the general level- in the northwest 
part of Vesta, which has numerous hillocks and short ridges of gravel and sa~d. 10 to 40 feet in 
~Iight, trending from north to south more cowllJonly than in other directions; and in T. Ill, R. 
38, and thence s.outhwestward to the Cottonwood river. In Brown county a notable series of 
kames, or short ndges and knolls of gravel and sand, 25 to 40 feet high, occurs about a mil{l east 
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and southeast of Sleepy Eye, extending from north to south through the S. W. t of section 28, 
and in the W. k of section 33, in the south part of Home. 

The modified drift which was deposited in the Minnesota valley, as shown on page 581, is 
represented at New Ulm by the plateau of gravel and sand, a mile long and about an eighth of a 
mile wide, on which the west and highest part of the city is built (fig. 47). A hollow, about forty 
feet lower and a quarter of a mile wide, lying between this plateau and the bluff, was formerly a 
channel of the river, since which time the valley has been cut eighty feet below it. Other re
mains of the valley drift are seen on the southwest side of the river for two or three miles north
west from New Ulm; and on tile northeast side it forms long and wide terraces in Courtland 
about 150 feet above the river, and a narrow terrace, nearly as bigh, generally discernible alon~ 
the bluffs through West Newton township. 

Below the modified drift, New Ulm is undprlain by Cretaceous beds which have been al
ready described. These differ in hardness and ability to wil hstand the river's erosion in cutting its 
valley, which characters have been elements in determining the position and outlines of the lower 
terraces of this city, as that of Minnesota street, about 90 feet above the river, and that of the 
depot and brick yard, .50 to 40 feet above the river, and of the continuation of the latter, about 
40 feet in hight, along the valley some three miles below New Ulm, reaching beyond the Cotton
wood river, as also of a terrace at nearly the same elevation on the opposite side of the Minnesota 
river. A considerable thickness of modified drift forms the surface of these terraces, including 
the clay at Aufderheide's brick-yard; but their lower portions are Cretaceolls beds, from which 
pottery clay has been taken near the southeast end of Minnesota street, while the terraces about 
40 feet high, at each side of the Minnesota river contain beds of nodular gray limestone, much of 
which has been burned for lime, interstratified with green and red clay and shale. The cut in 
Cretaceous clays upon Third North street in New Ulm (fig. 46, page 576) is at nearly the same 
horizon, but in that vicinity it forms no well marked terrace. 

Alluvium. The bottomland at New Ulm and generally along the Minnesota valley at the 
north side of these counties, is from a half mile to a mile wide. It is composed of recent alluvium, 
mostly sand and fine silt, having a hight from 5 to 15 feet, and sometimes more, above the river, 
which meanders through this lowland, here and there sweeping quite to its border. The highest 
floods, formed by snow-melting in spring or by heavy rains, cover the greater part of this bottom 
or flood· plain, and at each inundation add slightly to it by their sediment. 

Water-worn boulclers. Very remarkable water-worn lioulders occur in the Minnesota valley 
within two miles east from the west line of Redwood county, in sections 17,18 anci 7, Swede's 
Forest. '1'he river road here winds among outcrops of gneiss and granite, before described, and 
along their whole extent of one and a half miles in Swede's Forest, detached blocks or boulders 
of the same formation are seen frequently beside the road and at a distance from it, of all sizes 
up to fifteen feet in diameter. A large proportion of these boulders, probably a quarter part of 
all, are very noticeably water-worn, in shallow pot-holes, grooves and indentations, so that some 
of them, to compare great things with small, have forms like those stamped upon balls of dough 
or clay by finger-impressions. One of these water-worn boulders, fifteen feet in diameter, lies 
close beside the road three· quarters of a mile west of the school house which was mentioned on 
page 569. Again, several large water-worn blocks are seen near together, about twenty-five rods 
southeast from this school house; one of them, twelve feet long and nine feet high, having its 
east side remarkably sculptured. like the channel of a water-fall. Boulders water-worn in this 
peculiar manner are unknown in the ordinary glacial drift, and it appears that these blocks, if not 
thus worn where they now lie, which seems improbable, were formerly united in a ledge over 
which the river flowed at some point not far distant to the northwest, probably near the present 

county line. 
Wells in Brown county. 

Examples of the sections made in the drift by wells in Brown county, are as follows: 
Linden. M. O. Breste; sec. 31: well, 16 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 14 feet; water 

comes from sandy streaks in the till. 
Milford. William Skinner; sec. 33, at south side of the township: well at house, 30 feet; all 

yellow till; water seeps, filling the well twelve feet. About eight rods northwest from this, a well 
50 feet deep was in yellow till for its upper 25 feet, with blue till for all below; scarcely any 
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and southeast of Sleepy Eye, extending from north to south through the S. W. t of section 28, 
and in the W. z of section 33, in the south part of Home. 

The modified drift which was deposited in the Minnesota valley, as shown on page 581, is 
represented at New Vim by the plateau of gravel and sand, a mile long and about an eighth of a 
mile wide, on which the west and highest part of the city is built (fig. 47). A hollow, about forty 
feet lower and a quarter of a mile wide, lying between this plateau and the bluff, was formerly a 
channel of the river, since which time the valley has been cut eighty feet below it. Other re
mains of the valley drift are seen on the southwest side of the river for two or three miles north
west from New Vim; and on the northeast side it forms long and wide terraces in Courtland 
about 150 feet above the river, and a narrow terrace, nearly as high, generally discernible alon~ 
the bluffs through West Newton township. 
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depot and brick yard, .50 to 40 feet above the river, and of the continuation of the latter, about 
40 feet in hight., along the valley some three miles below New Ulm, reaching beyond the Cotton
wood river, as also of a terrace at nearly the same elevation on the opposite side of the Minnesota 
river. A considerable thickness of modified drift forms the surface of these terraces, including 
the clay at Aufderheide's brick-yard; lmt their lower portions are Cretaceous beds, from which 
pottery clay has been taken near the southeast end of Minnesota street, while the terraces about 
40 feet high, at each side of the Minnesota river contain beds of nodular gray limestone, much of 
which has been burned for lime, interstratified with green and red clay and shale. The cut in 
Cretaceous clays upon Third North street in New VIm (fig. 46, page 576) is at nearly the same 
horizon, but in that vicinity it forms no well marked terrace. 

Alluvium. The bottomland at New VIm and generally along the Minnesota valley at the 
north side of these counties, is from a half mile to a mile wide. It is composed of recent alluvium, 
mostly sand and fine silt, having' a hight from 5 to 15 feet, and sometimes more, above the river, 
which meanders through this lowland, here and there sweeping quite to its border. The highest 
floods, formed by snow-melting in spring or by heavy rains, cover the g'reater part of this bottom 
or flood'plain, and at each inundation add slightly to it by their sediment. 

Water-~vorn boul(te1's. Very remarkable water-worn boulders occur in the Minnesota valley 
within two miles east from the west line of Redwood county, in sections 17, 18 ann 7, Swede's 
Forest. '£he river road here winds among' outcrops of gneiss and granite, before described, and 
along their whole extent of one and a half miles in Swede's Forest, detached blocks or boulders 
of the same formation are seen frequently beside the road and at a distance from it, of all sizes 
up to fifteen feet in diameter. A large proportion of these boulders, probably a quarter part of 
all, are very noticeably water-worn, in shallow pot-holes, grooves and indentations, so that some 
of them, to compare great things with small, have forms like those stamped upon balls of dough 
or clay by finger-impressions. One of these water-worn boulders, fifteen feet in diameter, lies 
close beside the road three-quarters of a mile west of the school house which was mentioned on 
page 569. Again, several larg'e water-worn blocks are seen near together, about twenty-five rods 
southeast from this school house; one of them, twelve feet long and nine feet high, having its 
east side remarkably sculptured, like the channel of a water-fall. Boulders water-worn in this 
peculiar manner are unknown in the ordinary glacial drift, and it appears that these blocks, if not 
thus worn where they now lie, which seems improbable, were formerly united in a ledg'e over 
which the river flowed at some point not far distant to the northwest, probably near the present 
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and in the W. z of section 33, in the south part of Home. 

The modified drift which was deposited in the Minnesota valley, as shown on page 581, is 
represented at New Vim by the plateau of gravel and sand, a mile long and about an eighth of a 
mile wide, on which the west and highest part of the city is built (fig. 47). A hollow, about forty 
feet lower and a quarter of a mile wide, lying between this plateau and the bluff, was formerly a 
channel of the river, since which time the valley has been cut eighty feet below it. Other re
mains of the valley drift are seen on the southwest side of the river for two or three miles north
west from New Vim; and on the northeast side it forms long and wide terraces in Courtland 
about 150 feet above the river, and a narrow terrace, nearly as bigh, generally discernible alon~ 
the bluffs through West Newton township. 

Below the modified drift, New VIm is undprlain by Cretaceous beds which have been al
ready described. These differ in hardness and ability to wil hstand the river's erosion in cutting its 
valley, which characters have been elements in determining the position and outlines of the lower 
terraces of this city, as that of Minnesota street, about 90 feet above the river, and that of the 
depot and brick yard, .50 to 40 feet above the river, and of the continuation of the latter, about 
40 feet in hight., along the valley some three miles below New Ulm, reaching beyond the Cotton
wood river, as also of a terrace at nearly the same elevation on the opposite side of the Minnesota 
river. A considerable thickness of modified drift forms the surface of these terraces, including 
the clay at Aufderheide's brick-yard; lmt their lower portions are Cretaceous beds, from which 
pottery clay has been taken near the southeast end of Minnesota street, while the terraces about 
40 feet high, at each side of the Minnesota river contain beds of nodular gray limestone, mucll of 
which has been burned for lime, interstratified with green and red clay and shale. The cut in 
Cretaceous clays upon Third North street in New VIm (fig. 46, page 576) is at nearly the same 
horizon, but in that vicinity it forms no well marked terrace. 

Alluvium. Tile bottomland at New Ulm and generally along the Minnesota valley at the 
north side of these counties, is from a half mile to a mile wide. It is composed of recent alluvium, 
mostly sand and fine silt, having a hight from 5 to 15 feet, and sometimes more, above the river, 
which meanders through this lowland, here and there sweeping quite to its border. The higllest 
floods, formed by snow-melting in spring or by heavy rains, cover the greater part of this bottom 
or flood'plain, and at each inundation add slightly to it by their sediment. 

Water-~vorn boul(te1's. Very remarkable water-worn iJoulders occur in the Minnesota valley 
within two miles east from the west line of Redwood county, in sections 17, 18 ann 7, Swede's 
Forest. '.rhe river road here winds among outcrops of gneiss and granite, before described, and 
along their whole extent of one and a half miles in Swede's Forest, detached blocks or boulders 
of the same formation are seen frequently beside the road and at a distance from it, of all sizes 
up to fifteen feet in diameter. A large proportion of these boulders, probably a quarter part of 
all, are very noticeably water-worn, in shallow pot-holes, grooves and indentations, so that some 
of them, to compare great things witll small, have forms like those stamped upon balls of dough 
or clay by finger-impressions. One of these water-worn boulders, fifteen feet in diameter, lies 
close beside the road three-quarters of a mile west of the school house which was mentioned on 
page 569. Again, several large water-worn blocks are seen near together, about twenty-five rods 
southeast from this school house; one of them, twelve feet long and nine feet high, having its 
east side remarkably sculptured, like the channel of a water-fall. Boulders water-worn in this 
peculiar manner are unknown in the ordinary glacial drift, and it appears that these blocks, if not 
thus worn where they now lie, which seems improbable, were formerly united in a ledge over 
which the river flowed at some point not far distant to the northwest, probably near the present 

county line. 
Wells in Brown county. 

Examples of the sections made in the drift by wells in Brown county, are as follows: 
Linden. M. O. Breste; sec. 31: well, 16 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 14 feet; ,vater 

comes from sandy streaks in the till. 
Milford. William Skinner; sec. 33, at south side of the township: well at house, 30 feet; all 

yellow till; water seeps, filling the well twelve feet. About eight rods northwest from this, a well 
50 feet deep was in yellow till for its upper 25 feet, with blue till for all below; scarcely any 
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and southeast of Sleepy Eye, extending from north to south through the S. W. t of section 28, 
and in the W. z of section 33, in the south part of Home. 

The modified drift which was deposited in the Minnesota valley, as shown on page 581, is 
represented at New Vim by the plateau of gravel and sand, a mile long and about an eighth of a 
mile wide, on which the west and highest part of the city is built (fig. 47). A hollow, about forty 
feet lower and a quarter of a mile wide, lying between this plateau and the bluff, was formerly a 
channel of the river, since which time the valley has been cut eighty feet below it. Other re
mains of the valley drift are seen on the southwest side of the river for two or three miles north
west from New Vim; and on the northeast side it forms long and wide terraces in Courtland 
about 150 feet above the river, and a narrow terrace, nearly as bigh, generally discernible alon~ 
the bluffs through West Newton township. 

Below the modified drift, New VIm is undprlain by Cretaceous beds which have been al
ready described. These differ in hardness and ability to wil hstand the river's erosion in cutting its 
valley, which characters have been elements in determining the position and outlines of the lower 
terraces of this city, as that of Minnesota street, about 90 feet above the river, and that of the 
depot and brick yard, .50 to 40 feet above the river, and of the continuation of the latter, about 
40 feet in hight., along the valley some three miles below New Ulm, reaching beyond the Cotton
wood river, as also of a terrace at nearly the same elevation on the opposite side of the Minnesota 
river. A considerable thickness of modified drift forms the surface of these terraces, including 
the clay at Aufderheide's brick-yard; lmt their lower portions are Cretaceous beds, from which 
pottery clay has been taken near the southeast end of Minnesota street, while the terraces about 
40 feet high, at each side of the Minnesota river contain beds of nodular gray limestone, mucll of 
which has been burned for lime, interstratified with green and red clay and shale. The cut in 
Cretaceous clays upon Third North street in New VIm (fig. 46, page 576) is at nearly the same 
horizon, but in that vicinity it forms no well marked terrace. 

Alluvium. Tile bottomland at New Ulm and generally along the Minnesota valley at the 
north side of these counties, is from a half mile to a mile wide. It is composed of recent alluvium, 
mostly sand and fine silt, having a hight from 5 to 15 feet, and sometimes more, above the river, 
which meanders through this lowland, here and there sweeping quite to its border. The higllest 
floods, formed by snow-melting in spring or by heavy rains, cover the greater part of this bottom 
or flood'plain, and at each inundation add slightly to it by their sediment. 

Water-~vorn boul(te1's. Very remarkable water-worn iJoulders occur in the Minnesota valley 
within two miles east from the west line of Redwood county, in sections 17, 18 ann 7, Swede's 
Forest. '.rhe river road here winds among outcrops of gneiss and granite, before described, and 
along their whole extent of one and a half miles in Swede's Forest, detached blocks or boulders 
of the same formation are seen frequently beside the road and at a distance from it, of all sizes 
up to fifteen feet in diameter. A large proportion of these boulders, probably a quarter part of 
all, are very noticeably water-worn, in shallow pot-holes, grooves and indentations, so that some 
of them, to compare great things witll small, have forms like those stamped upon balls of dough 
or clay by finger-impressions. One of these water-worn boulders, fifteen feet in diameter, lies 
close beside the road three-quarters of a mile west of the school house which was mentioned on 
page 569. Again, several large water-worn blocks are seen near together, about twenty-five rods 
southeast from this school house; one of them, twelve feet long and nine feet high, having its 
east side remarkably sculptured, like the channel of a water-fall. Boulders water-worn in this 
peculiar manner are unknown in the ordinary glacial drift, and it appears that these blocks, if not 
thus worn where they now lie, which seems improbable, were formerly united in a ledge over 
which the river flowed at some point not far distant to the northwest, probably near the present 

county line. 
Wells in Brown county. 

Examples of the sections made in the drift by wells in Brown county, are as follows: 
Linden. M. O. Breste; sec. 31: well, 16 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 14 feet; ,vater 

comes from sandy streaks in the till. 
Milford. William Skinner; sec. 33, at south side of the township: well at house, 30 feet; all 

yellow till; water seeps, filling the well twelve feet. About eight rods northwest from this, a well 
50 feet deep was in yellow till for its upper 25 feet, with blue till for all below; scarcely any 
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water; the bark of wood and fragments of Baculites, in a sandy layer one or two inches thick, 
were fonnd in this till 31 feet below the surface; and several pieces of lignite were found in the 
till of each of these wells, derived, like the Baculites fragments, from Cretaceous beds. 

Sigel. JOSWh Flor; sec. 2!: well, 14; soil,! feet; gravel and sand, 10 feet. 
John Kratsch; sec. 36: well, 20: soil, 3; yellow till, 17; water rose four feet in an hour, from 

gravel and sand at the bottom. 
Lake lIanska. Christian Ahlness; sec. 13: well, 14; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 12; water 

seeps. 
E. G. Pahl; sec. 26: well, 20; dug 17 feet, and bored two inches in diameter for the remain

mg three feet; all yellow till, hard and picked, with occasional sandy and gravelly streaks; water 
rose from gravel or sand at the bottom, with such force tlmt it could not be plugged, and came to 
a vermanent level ten feet below the surface. 

Hom3. II'watio WelTing; sec. I): well, 40 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; harder blue till, 24; 
cemented laYEr, 6 inches; blue till, H feet; coarse sand, 2 feet, containing water, which did not 
rise above this stratum of modified drift. 

The wells at Golden Gate in this township are 12 to 20 feet deep, in tlll. 
Sleepy Eye, in Home township. P. Handall; weli, 23 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 16: harder blue 

till, with yellowish gravelly streaks, .5 feet. A piece of wood, sixteen inches long, appearing like 
a splintered limb of elm, was found in the lower part of this well. 

Joseph Troutman; well, 71; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 1.5; changing to soft blue 
till, 16 ftlet; then, hard, dark bIll ish sand, free from gmvel stones, 20 feet, remaming stable when 
bored, but caving when the water came, which rose seven or eight feet in the first day, from gravel 
at the bottom, and within a few days became forty feet deep, thought to be all from the bottom. 
Other wells equaUy deep near find only gravelly clay or till. 

The blue till in this vicillity is usually harder than the overlying yellow till; the lowest one 
or two feet of each are specially hard; at the base of the blue till, next overlying the water·bear
ing gravel and sand, is often a layer firmly cemented with iron or lime. ~Water is commonly 
found 50 to 60 feet below the surface, and rise" in most wells 10 to 20 feet above the stratum in 
which it is found. Lignite frequently occurs, in fragments up to six inches in diameter. 

A well was bored 195 feet deep at Sleepy Eye for the railroad company, apparently not pass
ing through the glacial drift, which was yellowish till for about 25 feet, and dark buish till be
low, probably to the bottom, where a log of wood, resembling elm, was encountered, stopping the 
work. Water filled this well to twenty-five feet below the top, and was a large supply; but the 
well is not now used. 

Stark. William Kuehn; Iberia village: well, 26 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 17; sand, 2 
feet; blue till, .5 feet and deeper; water comes from the sand; these tills are abont equally hard, 
both needing to be picked. 

Eden. F. Hartwick; Lone Tree Lake post-office, sec . .5: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; gravel, 2 ; 
sand, finest at the bottom, 16; unfailing water. This is on a kame· like swell, and most of the 
land all around is till. 

Leavenworth. John Youngmann; sec. 2: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellow tiil, 18; blue till, 
easier to bore, 12; water rose twelve feet ill four hours from sand at the bottom. 

BUr?lsiown. J 01111 F. Burns; sec. I H: well, 22 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, containing sandy 
streaks, 1.5; much harder Llue till, picked, 4; sand, 1; water rose six feet in one day. Wells in 
this township are 15 to DO feet deep; no fossils found, excepting lignite in pieces up to six inches 
ill diameter. 

Bus/ww. C. L. Thor; sec. 26: well, 2! feet; soil,2; yellow till, ]0; blue till, moist and softer, 
12; water rose twelve feet in six hours from gravel. 

Stutely. John Wood; sec. 14: well, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; harder blue till, 14; 
water rose five feet in a half day from gravel and sand at the bottom; numerous fragments of 
lignite were found. 

A. B. Dickerson; S. W. ! of sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 31; enclosing, 
but only at one side of the well, a narrow vein of coarse gravel, one foot thick, 16 feet below the 
top; in the lower part interbedded vith layers of darker bluish till, which was the material at the 
bottom; water seeps, three to six feet deep. 
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water; the bark of wood and fragments of Baculites, in a sandy layer one or two inches thick, 
were found in this till 31 feet below the surface; and several pieces of lignite were found in the 
till of each of these wells, derived, like the Baculites fragments, from Cretaceous beds. 

Sigel. Jos3ph Flor; sec. 2.1: well, 14; soil,.! feet; gravel and sand, 10 feet. 
John Kratsch; sec. 36: well, 20: soil, 3; yellow till, 17; water rose four feet in an hour, from 

gravel and sand at the bottom. 
Lake Hanska. Christian Ahlness; sec. 13: well, 14; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 12; water 

seeps. 
E. G. Pahl; sec. 26: well, 20; dug 17 feet, and bored two inches in diameter for the remain

mg three feet; all yellow till, hard and picked, with occasional sandy and gravelly streaks; water 
rose from gravel or sand at the bottom, with such force that it could not be plugged, and came to 
a rermallent level ten feet below the surface. 

Hom~. II')ratio WelTing; sec. 0: well, 40 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; harder bllle till, 24; 
cemented laYEr, 6 inches; blue till, 1:\- feet; coarse sand, 2 feet, containing water, which did not 
rise above this stratllm of modified drift. 

The wells at Golden Gate in this township are 12 to 20 feet deep, in tnl. 
Sleepy Eye, in Home townsbip. P. Hrmdal1; weli, 23 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 16: harder blue 

till, with yellowish gravelly streaks, .5 feet. A piece of wood, sixteen inches long, appearing like 
a splintered limb of elm, was found in the lower part of this well. 

Joseph Troutmall; well, 71; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 15; changing to soft blue 
till, 16 ftlet; then, hard, d:uk bluish sand, free from gmvel stones, 20 feet, remaming stable when 
bor~d, but caving when the water came, which rose seven or eight feet in the first day, froin gravel 
at tlle bottom, and within a few days becl\me forty feet deep, thought to be all from the bottom. 
Other wells equally deep near find only gTavelly clay or till. 

The blue till in this vicillity is usually harder than the overlying yellow till; the lowest one 
or two feet of each are specially hard; at the base of the blue till, next overlying the water-bear
ing gravel and sand, is often a layer firmly cemented with iron or lime. lVater is commonly 
found 50 to 60 feet below the surface, and rise::: in most wells 10 to 20 feet above the stratum in 
which it is found. Lignite frequently occurs, in fragments up to six inches in diameter. 

A well was bored 19,5 feet deep at Sleepy Eye for the railroad company, apparently not paes
ing- through ille glaCial drift, which was yellowish till for about 2-5 feet, and dark buish till be
low, probably to the bottom, where a log of wood, resembling elm, was encountered, stopping the 
work. Water filled this well to twenty-five feet below the top, and was a large supply; but the 
well is not now used. 

Stark. William Kuehn; Iberia village: well, 26 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 17; sand, 2 
feet; blue till, 5 feet and deeper; water comes from the sand; these tills are about equally hard, 
both needing to be picked. 

Eden. F. Hartwick; Lone Tree Lake post-office, sec. 5: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; gravel, 2; 
sand, finest at the bottom, 16; unfailing water. This is on a kame-like swell, and most of the 
land all around is till. 

Learenwol'th. John Youngmann; sec. 2: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blue till, 
easier to bore, 12; water rose twel ve feet ill four hours from sand at the bottom. 

Burnstown. J olm F. Burns; sec. 1 ~: well, 22 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, containing sandy 
streaks, 15; much barc1er IJllle till, picked, 4; sand, 1; water rose six feet in one day. Wells in 
this township are 15 to ilO feet deep; no fossils found, excepting lignite in pieces up to six illches 
ill diameter. 

Bushuw. C. L. Thor; sec. 26: well, 2-1 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; blue till, moist and softer, 
12; water rose twel ve feet in six hours from gravel. 

Stutely. J olln \V oDd; sec. 1.!: well, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; harder blue till, 14; 
water rose five feet ill a half day frum gravel and sand at the bottom; numerous fragments of 
lignite were found. 

A. B. Dickerson; S. W. ! of sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 31; enclosing, 
but only at one side of the well, a narrow vein of coarse gravel, one foot thick, 16 feet below the 
top; in the lower part interbedded V-itll layers of darker bluish till, which was the maLerial at the 
bottom; watH seeps, tllIee to six feet deep. 
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water; the bark of wood and fragments of Baculites, in a sandy layer one or two inches thick, 
were found in this till 31 feet below the surface; and several pieces of lignite were found in the 
till of each of these wells, derived, like the Baculites fragments, from Cretaceous beds. 

Sigel. Jos3ph Flor; sec. 2.1: well, 14; soil,.! feet; gravel and sand, 10 feet. 
John Kratsch; sec. 36: well, 20: soil, 3; yellow till, 17; water rose four feet in an hour, from 

gravel and sand at the bottom. 
Lake Hanska. Christian Ahlness; sec. 13: well, 14; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 12; water 

seeps. 
E. G. Pahl; sec. 26: well, 20; dug 17 feet, and bored two inches in diameter for the remain

mg three feet; all yellow till, hard and picked, with occasional sandy and gravelly streaks; water 
rose from gravel or sand at the bottom, with such force that it could not be plugged, and came to 
a rermallent level ten feet below the surface. 

Hom~. II')ratio WelTing; sec. 0: well, 40 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; harder bllle till, 24; 
cemented laYEr, 6 inches; blue till, 1:\- feet; coarse sand, 2 feet, containing water, which did not 
rise above this stratllm of modified drift. 

The wells at Golden Gate in this township are 12 to 20 feet deep, in tnl. 
Sleepy Eye, in Home townsbip. P. Hrmdal1; weli, 23 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 16: harder blue 

till, with yellowish gravelly streaks, .5 feet. A piece of wood, sixteen inches long, appearing like 
a splintered limb of elm, was found in the lower part of this well. 

Joseph Troutmall; well, 71; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 15; changing to soft blue 
till, 16 ftlet; then, hard, d:uk bluish sand, free from gmvel stones, 20 feet, remaming stable when 
bor~d, but caving when the water came, which rose seven or eight feet in the first day, froin gravel 
at tlle bottom, and within a few days becl\me forty feet deep, thought to be all from the bottom. 
Other wells equally deep near find only gTavelly clay or till. 

The blue till in this vicillity is usually harder than the overlying yellow till; the lowest one 
or two feet of each are specially hard; at the base of the blue till, next overlying the water-bear
ing gravel and sand, is often a layer firmly cemented with iron or lime. lVater is commonly 
found 50 to 60 feet below the surface, and rise::: in most wells 10 to 20 feet above the stratum in 
which it is found. Lignite frequently occurs, in fragments up to six inches in diameter. 

A well was bored 19,5 feet deep at Sleepy Eye for the railroad company, apparently not paes
ing- through ille glaCial drift, which was yellowish till for about 2-5 feet, and dark buish till be
low, probably to the bottom, where a log of wood, resembling elm, was encountered, stopping the 
work. Water filled this well to twenty-five feet below the top, and was a large supply; but the 
well is not now used. 

Stark. William Kuehn; Iberia village: well, 26 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 17; sand, 2 
feet; blue till, 5 feet and deeper; water comes from the sand; these tills are about equally hard, 
both needing to be picked. 

Eden. F. Hartwick; Lone Tree Lake post-office, sec. 5: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; gravel, 2; 
sand, finest at the bottom, 16; unfailing water. This is on a kame-like swell, and most of the 
land all around is till. 

Learenwol'th. John Youngmann; sec. 2: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blue till, 
easier to bore, 12; water rose twel ve feet ill four hours from sand at the bottom. 

Burnstown. J olm F. Burns; sec. 1 ~: well, 22 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, containing sandy 
streaks, 15; much barc1er IJllle till, picked, 4; sand, 1; water rose six feet in one day. Wells in 
this township are 15 to ilO feet deep; no fossils found, excepting lignite in pieces up to six illches 
ill diameter. 

Bushuw. C. L. Thor; sec. 26: well, 2-1 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; blue till, moist and softer, 
12; water rose twel ve feet in six hours from gravel. 

Stutely. J olln \V oDd; sec. 1.!: well, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; harder blue till, 14; 
water rose five feet ill a half day frum gravel and sand at the bottom; numerous fragments of 
lignite were found. 

A. B. Dickerson; S. W. ! of sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 31; enclosing, 
but only at one side of the well, a narrow vein of coarse gravel, one foot thick, 16 feet below the 
top; in the lower part interbedded V-itll layers of darker bluish till, which was the maLerial at the 
bottom; watH seeps, tllIee to six feet deep. 
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water; the bark of wood and fragments of Baculites, in a sandy layer one or two inches thick, 
were fonnd in this till 3t feet below the surfa.ce; and several pieces of lignite were found in the 
till of each or these wells, derived, like the Bawlites fra.gments, from Cretaceous beds. 

Sigel. Jos'3ph Flor; sec. 24: well, 14; soil, 4 feet; gravel and sand, 10 feet. 
John Kratsch; sec. 36: well, 20: soil, 3; yellow till, 17; water rose four feet in an hour, from 

gravel and sand at the bottom. 
Lake lIctnskct. Christian Ablness; sec. 13: well, H; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 12; water 

seeps. 
E. G. Pahl; sec. 26: well, 20; dug 17 feet, and bored two incbes in diameter for tbe remain

Ing three feet; all yellow till, hard and picked, with occasional sanely anel gravelly streaks; water 
rose from gravel or sand at the bottom, with such force that it could not be and came to 
a IJermanent level ten feet below the surface. 

l1om~. Horatio Werring; sec. H: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 10; harder blue till, 24; 
cemented layer, 6 incbes; blue till, n feet; coarse sand, 2 reet, containing water, which did not 
rise above this stratum of modified drift. 

The wells at Golden Gate in this township are 12 to 20 feet deep, in tlll. 
Sleepy Eye, in Home township. P. l{,mdal1; weli, 23 soil,2; till, 16: harder blue 

till, with yellowish gmvelly streaks, ,5 feet. A piece of wood, sixteen inches long, appearing like 
a splintered limb of elm, was fonnd in the lower part of this well. 

Joseph Troutmau; well, 71; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 15; changing to soft blue 
till, 16 fee~; then, hard, dark bluish sand, free from gravel stones, 20 feet, remaming stable wben 
b:)recl, bll~ ca ViIlg when the water came, which rose seven or feet in the first day, from gravel 
at the bottom, and within a few days became forty feet deep, thought to be all from the bottom. 
Other well;; eqnally deep near find only gravelly clay or till. 

The blue till in this vicinity is usually harder than the overlying yellow till; the lowest one 
or two feet of each are specially hard; at the base of the blue till, next overlying the water·bear
ing gravel and sand, is often a layer firmly cemented with iron or lime. 'Vater is commonly 
found 50 to 60 feet below the surface, anel risei" in most weLs 10 to 20 feet above the stratum in 
wbich it is found. LignIte frequently occllrs, in up to six inches in diameter. 

A well was bored 19,5 feet deep at Sleepy Eye for the railroad company, apparently not pa~s
ing through tile glaCial drift, which was yellowish till for about 25 feet, and dark buish till be
low, probably to the bottom, where a log of wood, resembling elm, was encountereel, stopping tbe 
work. Water filled this well to twenty-five feet below the top, and was a large supply; but the 
well is not now used. 

Stark. William Kuebn; Iberia village: well, 26 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 17; sand, 2 
feet; blue till, 5 feet and deeper; water comes from the sand; these tills are about equally hard, 
both needing to be picked. 

Eden. F. Hartwick; Lone Tree Latee post-office, sec. 5: well, 20 feet; soil; 2; gravel, 2; 
sand, finest at the bottom, 16; unfailing water. This is on a kame· like swell, and most of the 
land all around is till. 

Lea!;e'nwol"th. J ohl1 ¥oungmann; sec. 2: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blue till, 
easier to bore, 12; water rose twelve feet ill four hours from sand at the bottom. 

BHrnstown. J olln F. Burns; sec. 1 ~: well, 22 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, containing sandy 
streaks, 15; much harder blue till, picked, 4; sand, 1; water rose six feet in one day. Wells in 
this lOWllShiV are 15 to ilO feet deep; no fossils found, in pieces up to six inches 
ill diameter. 

Buslww. C. L. Thor; sec. 26: well, 24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; blue till, moist and softer, 
12; water rose twelve feet in six hours from gravel. 

Stutely. John Wood; sec. 14: \vell, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; harder blue till,14; 
water rose five feet ill a half day frum gravel and sand at tbe bottom; numerous frai:"ments of 
lignite were found. 

A. B. Dickerson; S. W. !: of sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 31; enclosing, 
but only at one side of the well, a narrow vein of coarse gravel, one foot thick, 16 feet below the 
top; in the lower part illtCl beddeu v-Hll layers of darker bluish till, which was the material at the 
bottom; watu seeps, three to six feet deep. 
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water; the bark of wood and fragments of Baculites, in a sandy layer one or two inches thick, 
were fonnd in this till 3t feet below the surfa.ce; and several pieces of lignite were found in the 
till of each or these wells, derived, like the Bawlites fra.gments, from Cretaceous beds. 

Sigel. Jos'3ph Flor; sec. 24: well, 14; soil, 4 feet; gravel and sand, 10 feet. 
John Kratsch; sec. 36: well, 20: soil, 3; yellow till, 17; water rose four feet in an hour, from 

gravel and sand at the bottom. 
Lake lIctnskct. Christian Ablness; sec. 13: well, H; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 12; water 

seeps. 
E. G. Pahl; sec. 26: well, 20; dug 17 feet, and bored two incbes in diameter for tbe remain

Ing three feet; all yellow till, hard and picked, with occasional sanely anel gravelly streaks; water 
rose from gravel or sand at the bottom, with such force that it could not be and came to 
a IJermanent level ten feet below the surface. 

l1om~. Horatio Werring; sec. H: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 10; harder blue till, 24; 
cemented layer, 6 incbes; blue till, n feet; coarse sand, 2 reet, containing water, which did not 
rise above this stratum of modified drift. 

The wells at Golden Gate in this township are 12 to 20 feet deep, in tlll. 
Sleepy Eye, in Home township. P. l{,mdal1; weli, 23 soil,2; till, 16: harder blue 

till, with yellowish gmvelly streaks, ,5 feet. A piece of wood, sixteen inches long, appearing like 
a splintered limb of elm, was fonnd in the lower part of this well. 

Joseph Troutmau; well, 71; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 15; changing to soft blue 
till, 16 fee~; then, hard, dark bluish sand, free from gravel stones, 20 feet, remaming stable wben 
b:)recl, bll~ ca ViIlg when the water came, which rose seven or feet in the first day, from gravel 
at the bottom, and within a few days became forty feet deep, thought to be all from the bottom. 
Other well;; eqnally deep near find only gravelly clay or till. 

The blue till in this vicinity is usually harder than the overlying yellow till; the lowest one 
or two feet of each are specially hard; at the base of the blue till, next overlying the water·bear
ing gravel and sand, is often a layer firmly cemented with iron or lime. 'Vater is commonly 
found 50 to 60 feet below the surface, anel risei" in most weLs 10 to 20 feet above the stratum in 
wbich it is found. LignIte frequently occllrs, in up to six inches in diameter. 

A well was bored 19,5 feet deep at Sleepy Eye for the railroad company, apparently not pa~s
ing through tile glaCial drift, which was yellowish till for about 25 feet, and dark buish till be
low, probably to the bottom, where a log of wood, resembling elm, was encountereel, stopping tbe 
work. Water filled this well to twenty-five feet below the top, and was a large supply; but the 
well is not now used. 

Stark. William Kuebn; Iberia village: well, 26 feet; soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 17; sand, 2 
feet; blue till, 5 feet and deeper; water comes from the sand; these tills are about equally hard, 
both needing to be picked. 

Eden. F. Hartwick; Lone Tree Latee post-office, sec. 5: well, 20 feet; soil; 2; gravel, 2; 
sand, finest at the bottom, 16; unfailing water. This is on a kame· like swell, and most of the 
land all around is till. 

Lea!;e'nwol"th. J ohl1 ¥oungmann; sec. 2: well, 32 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blue till, 
easier to bore, 12; water rose twelve feet ill four hours from sand at the bottom. 

BHrnstown. J olln F. Burns; sec. 1 ~: well, 22 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, containing sandy 
streaks, 15; much harder blue till, picked, 4; sand, 1; water rose six feet in one day. Wells in 
this lOWllShiV are 15 to ilO feet deep; no fossils found, in pieces up to six inches 
ill diameter. 

Buslww. C. L. Thor; sec. 26: well, 24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 10; blue till, moist and softer, 
12; water rose twelve feet in six hours from gravel. 

Stutely. John Wood; sec. 14: \vell, 28 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; harder blue till,14; 
water rose five feet ill a half day frum gravel and sand at tbe bottom; numerous frai:"ments of 
lignite were found. 

A. B. Dickerson; S. W. !: of sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 31; enclosing, 
but only at one side of the well, a narrow vein of coarse gravel, one foot thick, 16 feet below the 
top; in the lower part illtCl beddeu v-Hll layers of darker bluish till, which was the material at the 
bottom; watu seeps, three to six feet deep. 
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D. H. Semans' well in sec. 31, close north of the Little Cottonwood river, found in its lower 
part, about 30 feet below the surface, fragments of Bc(culites and a cast of an Inoceramus, resem
bling 1. urnbonatus, M. & 11.; a piece of wood, perhaps red cedar, some nine inches long and three 
inches wide, at 25 feet; and several pieces of lignite. These were probably in glacial drift, a large 
part of which was derived from Cretaceous beds. 

Wells in Redwood county. 

Sherman. J. M. Little; sec. 6: well, 33; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28; gravel, 3 feet, and 
extending lower; water rose seven feet in a half day. 

Delhi. Thomas H. King; sec. 31: well, 20; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 6; blue till, somewhat 
easier to dig, 12; water burst up from sand at the bottom, rising twelve feet ill fifteen minutes. 

Red'wood Falls. Town well, 70 feet deep: soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blue till, harder tu bore. 50 . 
feet, and extending lower; the only water found in this wt'll seeps from the yellow til!. 

Swede's Forest. Nels Hanson; sec. 35: well, 55 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; harder 
blue till, picked, 25 feet, and below; no sand found, and no water. 

Vail. Chauncy Bundy; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16: sand and gravel, 
~ inch, with some water; softer blue till, 16 feet. yielding several small pieces of lignite, and a 
piece of wood (perhaps willow) about a foot long, the last being in the lowest foot of this till; an 
interglacial bed of vegetable mould, 1~ inches thick, containing many \'iillow lefl.ves and the leaves' 
and stems of rushes, "looking like a lake-shore drift," extending over the whOle area of the well, 
six feet in diameter; bluish, clayey quicksand, 2 feet and below; water rose eight feet in a half 
day. 

David Weaver; N. E. t of sec. 28: well, 28 feet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow till, spaded, 12 feet; 
blue till, also spaded, 12 feet; very hard, compacted gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose from the 
gravel eight feet in one day. 

Waterbury. Hans Hanson; N. E. t of sec. 34: well, 18; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 10; harder 
blue till, 5; gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose four feet in a half day, a large supply, of excel
lent quality. Several pieces of lignite, up to six inches in diameter, and nodules of pyrite, were 
found in this well. 

Lambej·ton. Praxel &; Schandera: Lamberton village: well, 50 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 3; 
blue till, with occasional layers of dry sand up to six inches thick, 45; water rose six feet in a 
half day. A few pieces of lignite were found. 

Arnold C. Ells; sec. 10: well, 40 feet deep; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 23; harder blue till, 
15; water rose from gravel and sand at the bottom twenty-two feet in two clays, rising the first 
ten feet in three hours. PIeces of lignite and Cretaceous shells were found in this till. . 

T. 111, R. 38. Absalom Ames; sec. 8: well, 24 feet; soil,:!; yellow till, 12; Yf'llowish, and 
darker, bluish till, interbedded, 6; blue clay, soft and moist, considerably tilled wIth fragments 
of Cretaceous shells, 4; water came in a omall and narrow vein of fine gravel, about six inches in 
diameter, enclosed in this blue fossiliferous clay, and rose six feet in one day. 

Walnut Grove, in North lIpro township. Most of the wells here are from 12 (0 30 feet deep, 
their material being yellow and blue till, containing occasionally small pieces of lignite, and 
rarely of wood. W. J. Masters in 1878 bored with a hope of finding coal (lignite), to a depth of 
76 feet in the southwest part of this corporation, the section being soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, containing few pebules, 60; no coal; water ro~e to the surface. A second boring 
for coal, near the foregOing, went only 27 feet, because of finding a large amount of water in quick
sand. Its order of materials was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 5; blue till, 20; with quicksand below, 
from which water rises to the top and eight feet above the surface. This fonntain has been run
ning since 1878, and is the only such flow of water fonnd in this region. 

The railroad well here is about 80 feet deep, finding the yellow and blue till, of ordinary 
character, to a depth of 60 feet; below which was a very hard and compact clay or shale, free 
froin gravel, adapted for making pottery, probably of Cretaceous age, bored into about 20 feet, 
but found so hard that the work was stopped in this deposit, without outaining water. 

Un(l,erwooa. Malcolm Mc~iven; sec. 6: well, 34 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; blue till, much 
harder, 17; water rose suddenly eight feet from gravel at the bottom. Fragments of lignite were 
found. 
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D. H. Semans' well in sec. 34., close north of the Little Cottonwood river, found in its lower 
part, about 30 feet below the surface, fragments of Baculites and a cast of an Inoceramus, resem
bling 1. l£rnbonatHs, M. & II.; a piece of wood, perhaps red cedar, some nine inches long and three 
inches wide, at 25 feet; and several pieces of lignite. These were probably in glacial drift, a large 
part of which was derived from Cretaceous beds. 

Wells in RedWOOd county. 

Sherman. J. M. Little; sec. 6: weH, 33; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28; gravel, 3 feet, and 
extending lower; water rose seven feet in a half day. 

lJelhi. Thomas H. King; sec. 31: well, ~O; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 0; blue till, somewbat 
easier to dig, 12; water burst up from sand at the lJOttom, rising twelve feeL ill fifteen minutes. 

Redwood F<.{lls. Town well, 70 feet deep: soil, 2; yellow till, 18; ulue till, harder to bore.. 50 . 
feet, and €xtending lower; the only water found in this WE'll seeps from the yellow til!. 

Swede's Forest. Nels Hanson; sec. 35: well, 55 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; harder 
blue till, picked, 25 feet, and below; no sand found, and no water. 

Vail. Chauncy Bundy; sec. li: weH, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16: sand and gravel, 
1 inch, with some water; softer blue till, 16 feet. yielding several small pieces oE lignite, and a 
piece of wood (perhaps willow) about a foot long, the last being in the lowest foot of this till; an 
interglacial bed of vegetable mould, 1:r inches thick. containing many'" illow le;wes and the leaves 
and stems of rushes, "looking like a lake-sbore drift," extending over the wh01e area of the welL 
six feet in diameter; bluish, clayey quicksand, 2 feet and below; water rose eight feet in a balf 
day. 

David Weaver; N. E. t of sec. 28: well, 28 feet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow till, spaded, 12 feet; 
blue till, also spaded, 12 feet; very hard, compacted gTavel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose from the 
gravel eight feet in one day. 

Wateruu7'Y. Hans Hanson; N. E. t of sec. 3-1: well, 18; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 10; barder 
blue till, 5; gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose four feet in a half day, a large supply, of excel
lent quaJit,y. Several pieces of lignite, up to six inches in diameter, and nodules of pyrite, were 
found in this well. 

Larnbej·ton. Praxel & Schandera; Lamberton village: well, 50 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 3; 
blue till, with occasional layers of dry sand up to six inches thick, 4.5; water rose six feet in a 
half day. A few pieces of lignite were found. 

Arnold C. Ells; sec. 10: well, 40 feet deep; soil,2; yellow tilL picked, 23; barder blue till, 
15; water rose from gravel and sana at the bottom twenty-two feet in two days, rising the first 
ten feet in tbree hours. Pieces of lignite and Cretaceous sbells were found in this till. 

T. 111, R. 38. Absalom Ames; sec. 8: well, 2-1 feet; soil, ~; yellow tilL 12; yellowish, and 
darker, bluish till, interbedded, 6; blue clay, soEt ana moist, considerably tilled with fragments 
of Oretaceous shells, 4; water came in a omall and narrow vein of fine graveL about six incbes in 
diameter, enclosed in tbis blue fossiliferous clay, and rose six feet in one day. 

Walnut Grove, in North IIp,fo township. Most of the wells here are from 12 to 3D feet deep, 
their material being yellow and blue till, containing occasionally small pieces of lignite, and 
rarely of wood. W. J. Masters in 1878 bored with a hope of finLling coal (lignite), to a depth of 
76 feet in the southwE.'st part oE this corporation, th6 sectioll being soil, 2 feet; yello\\' till, 14; 
harder blue till, containing few peblJles, 60; no coal; water rose to the surface. A second boring 
for coal, near the foregoing, went only 27 feet, because of finding a large amount of water in quick
sand. Its order of materials was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 5; blue till, 20; with quicksand below, 
from which water rises to the top and eight feet above the sllrface. Tlli::> fountain has been run
ning since 1878, and is the' only such flow of water found in this region. 

The railroad well here is about 80 feet deep, finding the yellow and blue till, of ordinary 
character, to a dE.'pth of 60 feet; below which was a very hard and compact clay or shale, free 
from gravel, adapted for making pottery, probably of Cretaceous age, bored into about 20 feet, 
bnt found so hard that the work was stopped in this deposit, witllOut outaining water. 

Un(],erwood. Malcolm Mc)fiven; sec. 6: well, 34 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 15; blue till, much 
harder, 17; water rose suddenly eight feet from gravel at tlle bottom. Fragments of lignite were 
found. 
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D. H. Semans' well in sec. 34., close north of the Little Cottonwood river, found in its lower 
part, about 30 feet below the surface, fragments of Baculites and a cast of an Inoceramus, resem
bling 1. l£rnbonatHs, M. & II.; a piece of wood, perhaps red cedar, some nine inches long and three 
inches wide, at 25 feet; and several pieces of lignite. These were probably in glacial drift, a large 
part of which was derived from Cretaceous beds. 

Wells in RedWOOd county. 

Sherman. J. M. Little; sec. 6: weH, 33; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28; gravel, 3 feet, and 
extending lower; water rose seven feet in a half day. 

lJelhi. Thomas H. King; sec. 31: well, ~O; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 0; blue till, somewbat 
easier to dig, 12; water burst up from sand at the lJOttom, rising twelve feeL ill fifteen minutes. 

Redwood F<.{lls. Town well, 70 feet deep: soil, 2; yellow till, 18; ulue till, harder to bore.. 50 . 
feet, and €xtending lower; the only water found in this WE'll seeps from the yellow til!. 

Swede's Forest. Nels Hanson; sec. 35: well, 55 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 28 feet; harder 
blue till, picked, 25 feet, and below; no sand found, and no water. 

Vail. Chauncy Bundy; sec. li: weH, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16: sand and gravel, 
1 inch, with some water; softer blue till, 16 feet. yielding several small pieces oE lignite, and a 
piece of wood (perhaps willow) about a foot long, the last being in the lowest foot of this till; an 
interglacial bed of vegetable mould, 1:r inches thick. containing many'" illow le;wes and the leaves 
and stems of rushes, "looking like a lake-sbore drift," extending over the wh01e area of the welL 
six feet in diameter; bluish, clayey quicksand, 2 feet and below; water rose eight feet in a balf 
day. 

David Weaver; N. E. t of sec. 28: well, 28 feet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow till, spaded, 12 feet; 
blue till, also spaded, 12 feet; very hard, compacted gTavel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose from the 
gravel eight feet in one day. 

Wateruu7'Y. Hans Hanson; N. E. t of sec. 3-1: well, 18; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 10; barder 
blue till, 5; gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose four feet in a half day, a large supply, of excel
lent quaJit,y. Several pieces of lignite, up to six inches in diameter, and nodules of pyrite, were 
found in this well. 

Larnbej·ton. Praxel & Schandera; Lamberton village: well, 50 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 3; 
blue till, with occasional layers of dry sand up to six inches thick, 4.5; water rose six feet in a 
half day. A few pieces of lignite were found. 

Arnold C. Ells; sec. 10: well, 40 feet deep; soil,2; yellow tilL picked, 23; barder blue till, 
15; water rose from gravel and sana at the bottom twenty-two feet in two days, rising the first 
ten feet in tbree hours. Pieces of lignite and Cretaceous sbells were found in this till. 

T. 111, R. 38. Absalom Ames; sec. 8: well, 2-1 feet; soil, ~; yellow tilL 12; yellowish, and 
darker, bluish till, interbedded, 6; blue clay, soEt ana moist, considerably tilled with fragments 
of Oretaceous shells, 4; water came in a omall and narrow vein of fine graveL about six incbes in 
diameter, enclosed in tbis blue fossiliferous clay, and rose six feet in one day. 

Walnut Grove, in North IIp,fo township. Most of the wells here are from 12 to 3D feet deep, 
their material being yellow and blue till, containing occasionally small pieces of lignite, and 
rarely of wood. W. J. Masters in 1878 bored with a hope of finLling coal (lignite), to a depth of 
76 feet in the southwE.'st part oE this corporation, th6 sectioll being soil, 2 feet; yello\\' till, 14; 
harder blue till, containing few peblJles, 60; no coal; water rose to the surface. A second boring 
for coal, near the foregoing, went only 27 feet, because of finding a large amount of water in quick
sand. Its order of materials was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 5; blue till, 20; with quicksand below, 
from which water rises to the top and eight feet above the sllrface. Tlli::> fountain has been run
ning since 1878, and is the' only such flow of water found in this region. 

The railroad well here is about 80 feet deep, finding the yellow and blue till, of ordinary 
character, to a dE.'pth of 60 feet; below which was a very hard and compact clay or shale, free 
from gravel, adapted for making pottery, probably of Cretaceous age, bored into about 20 feet, 
bnt found so hard that the work was stopped in this deposit, witllOut outaining water. 

Un(],erwood. Malcolm Mc)fiven; sec. 6: well, 34 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 15; blue till, much 
harder, 17; water rose suddenly eight feet from gravel at tlle bottom. Fragments of lignite were 
found. 
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D. H. Semans' well in sec. 34., close north of the Little Cottonwood river, found in its lower 
part, about 30 feet below the surface, fragments of Baculitcs and a cast of an resem
bling 1. urnbOltatltS, M. & II.; a piece of wooel, perhaps red cedar, sume nine inches 10llg and three 
inches wide, at 25 feet; and several pieces of lignite. These were probably in drift, a large 
part of which was derived from Cretaceous beds. 

Wells in Redwood county. 

Sherman. J. M. Little; sec. 6: well, 33; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 28; 3 feet, and 
extending lower; water rose seven feet in a half day. 

lJeZM. Thomas H. King; sec. 31: well, ~O; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 6; blue till, somewbat 
easier to dig, 12; water burst up from sand at the bottom, rising twelve f\Col ill fifteen minutes. 

Red;wood F<.tlls. Town well, 70 feet deep: soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blne till, harder to bore. 50 ' 
feet, and extending lower; the only water found in this wf'll seeps from tIle yellow til!. 

Swede's Forest. Nels Hanson; sec. 35: well, 55 feet; soil,~; yellow till, spaded, 28 harder 
blue till, pieked, 25 feet, and below; no sand foand, and no water. 

Vail. Chauncy Bundy; sec. 6; well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16: sand and gravel, 
k inch, with some water; softer blue till, 16 feet. yielding several small pieces oE and a 
piece of wood (perhaps willow) about a foot long, the last being in the lowest foot of ihis till; an 
interglacial bed of vegetable mould, IJ inches tllick, containing many "mow lei',ves and tlie leaves 
and stems of rushes, "looking like a lake-sbore drift," extending over the whOle area of the well, 
six feet in diameter; bluish, clayey quicksand, 2 feet and below; water rose eight feet in a half 
day. 

David Weaver; N. E. t of sec. 28: well, 28 feet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow till, spaded, 12 feet; 
blue till, also spaded, 12 feet; very hard, compacted gTavel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose from the 
gravel eight feet in one day. 

Waterbl!1'Y. Hans Hanson; N. E..l- of sec. 3.:10: well, 18; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 10; harder 
blue till, 5; gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose four feet in a half day, a large supply, of excel
lent qualit.y. Several pieces of lignite, up to six inches in diameter, and nodules of were 
found in this well. 

Lambe?·ton. Praxel &; Schandera: Lamberton village: well, 50 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 3; 
blue till, with occasional layers of dry sand up to six inches thick, 45; water rose six feet in a 
half day. A few of lignite 'were found. 

Arnold C. sec. 10: well, 40 feet deep; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 23; harder blue till, 
15; water rose from and sand at the bottom twenty-two feet in t\\·o clays, rising the first 
ten feet in three hours. Pieces of lignite and Cretaceous shells were found in this till. 

T. Ill, R. 38. Absalom Ames; sec. 8: well,24 feet; soil, :!; yelluw tilL 12; yellowish, and 
darker, bluish till, i.nterbedded, 6; blue clay, soft and moist, considerably tilled with 
of Cretaceous shells, 4; water came in a timall and narrow vein of fine gravel, about six inches in 
diameter, enclo;:;ed in this blue fossiliferous clay, and rose six feet in 011e day. 

Walnut Grove,in North 11<"[0 township. Most of the wells here are from 12 {o 3()feet deep, 
their material yellow and blue till, containing occaRionally small pieces of and 
rarely of wood. W. J. Masters in 1878 bored with a hope of finuing coal (ligoite), to a depth of 
76 feet in the southwest part oE this corporation, tile section being soil,2 feet; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, containing few pebiJles, 60; 110 coal; water ro~e to the surface. A second boring 
for coal, near the foregOing, went only 27 feet, because of finding a large amount of water in quick
sand. Its order of materials was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 5; blue till, ~O; with quicksand below, 
from which water rises to the top anel eigllt feet above the surface. Thi::> fountain has been run
ning since 1878, and is the only such flow of water found in this region. 

The railroad well here is about 80 feet deep, finding the yellow and blue till, of ordinary 
ehara0ter, to a depth oE 60 feet; below which was a very hard and compact clay or shale, free 
from gravel, adapted for making pottery, probably of Cretaceous age, bored into about 20 feet, 
but found so hard that the work was stopped in this deposit, without oLta1ning water. 

Unc7,erwood. Malcolm Mc::~nven; sec. 6: well, 34 feet; soiL 2; yellow till, 15; blue till, much 
harder, 17; water rose suddenly eight feet from gravel at the bottom. Fragments of lignite were 
found. 
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Well •• 1 , . 

D. H. Semans' well in sec. 34., close north of the Little Cottonwood river, found in its lower 
part, about 30 feet below the surface, fragments of Baculitcs and a cast of an resem
bling 1. urnbOltatltS, M. & II.; a piece of wooel, perhaps red cedar, sume nine inches 10llg and three 
inches wide, at 25 feet; and several pieces of lignite. These were probably in drift, a large 
part of which was derived from Cretaceous beds. 

Wells in Redwood county. 

Sherman. J. M. Little; sec. 6: well, 33; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 28; 3 feet, and 
extending lower; water rose seven feet in a half day. 

lJeZM. Thomas H. King; sec. 31: well, ~O; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 6; blue till, somewbat 
easier to dig, 12; water burst up from sand at the bottom, rising twelve f\Col ill fifteen minutes. 

Red;wood F<.tlls. Town well, 70 feet deep: soil, 2; yellow till, 18; blne till, harder to bore. 50 ' 
feet, and extending lower; the only water found in this wf'll seeps from tIle yellow til!. 

Swede's Forest. Nels Hanson; sec. 35: well, 55 feet; soil,~; yellow till, spaded, 28 harder 
blue till, pieked, 25 feet, and below; no sand foand, and no water. 

Vail. Chauncy Bundy; sec. 6; well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16: sand and gravel, 
k inch, with some water; softer blue till, 16 feet. yielding several small pieces oE and a 
piece of wood (perhaps willow) about a foot long, the last being in the lowest foot of ihis till; an 
interglacial bed of vegetable mould, IJ inches tllick, containing many "mow lei',ves and tlie leaves 
and stems of rushes, "looking like a lake-sbore drift," extending over the whOle area of the well, 
six feet in diameter; bluish, clayey quicksand, 2 feet and below; water rose eight feet in a half 
day. 

David Weaver; N. E. t of sec. 28: well, 28 feet deep; soil, 3 feet; yellow till, spaded, 12 feet; 
blue till, also spaded, 12 feet; very hard, compacted gTavel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose from the 
gravel eight feet in one day. 

Waterbl!1'Y. Hans Hanson; N. E..l- of sec. 3.:10: well, 18; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 10; harder 
blue till, 5; gravel, 1 foot and deeper; water rose four feet in a half day, a large supply, of excel
lent qualit.y. Several pieces of lignite, up to six inches in diameter, and nodules of were 
found in this well. 

Lambe?·ton. Praxel &; Schandera: Lamberton village: well, 50 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 3; 
blue till, with occasional layers of dry sand up to six inches thick, 45; water rose six feet in a 
half day. A few of lignite 'were found. 

Arnold C. sec. 10: well, 40 feet deep; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 23; harder blue till, 
15; water rose from and sand at the bottom twenty-two feet in t\\·o clays, rising the first 
ten feet in three hours. Pieces of lignite and Cretaceous shells were found in this till. 

T. Ill, R. 38. Absalom Ames; sec. 8: well,24 feet; soil, :!; yelluw tilL 12; yellowish, and 
darker, bluish till, i.nterbedded, 6; blue clay, soft and moist, considerably tilled with 
of Cretaceous shells, 4; water came in a timall and narrow vein of fine gravel, about six inches in 
diameter, enclo;:;ed in this blue fossiliferous clay, and rose six feet in 011e day. 

Walnut Grove,in North 11<"[0 township. Most of the wells here are from 12 {o 3()feet deep, 
their material yellow and blue till, containing occaRionally small pieces of and 
rarely of wood. W. J. Masters in 1878 bored with a hope of finuing coal (ligoite), to a depth of 
76 feet in the southwest part oE this corporation, tile section being soil,2 feet; yellow till, 14; 
harder blue till, containing few pebiJles, 60; 110 coal; water ro~e to the surface. A second boring 
for coal, near the foregOing, went only 27 feet, because of finding a large amount of water in quick
sand. Its order of materials was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 5; blue till, ~O; with quicksand below, 
from which water rises to the top anel eigllt feet above the surface. Thi::> fountain has been run
ning since 1878, and is the only such flow of water found in this region. 

The railroad well here is about 80 feet deep, finding the yellow and blue till, of ordinary 
ehara0ter, to a depth oE 60 feet; below which was a very hard and compact clay or shale, free 
from gravel, adapted for making pottery, probably of Cretaceous age, bored into about 20 feet, 
but found so hard that the work was stopped in this deposit, without oLta1ning water. 

Unc7,erwood. Malcolm Mc::~nven; sec. 6: well, 34 feet; soiL 2; yellow till, 15; blue till, much 
harder, 17; water rose suddenly eight feet from gravel at the bottom. Fragments of lignite were 
found. 
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Westline. Garrett Murray; sec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 13; harder blue till, 
14; gravel, 1 foot and below, with water rising from it five or six feet. 

Gales. S. S. Gale; sec. 10: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; gravel and sand, 4; yellow till, picked,6; 
blue tm, also picked, but softer, moister, and less gravelly, and containing occasional pockets up 
to six inches in diameter, of fine gray sand, 15 feet, and extending lower; at this depth of 27 feet, 
the compact till contained many fragments of wood. Another well, fifteen rods south of the last 
and on gronnd about ten feet lower, was 15 feet deep, finding soil and gravel and sand, 3 feet; 
with very compact till, which was picked, for all below, containing, close to the bottom of the 
well, a prostrate trunk of a tree, six inches in diameter, reaching five feet across the well, at each 
side of which it was chopped off. Both these wells thus encounter an interglacial forest-bed. 

MA TERIAL RESOURCES. 

The excellence of these counties for agriculture, and their areas of 

woodland and prairie, the latter far exceeding the former, have been no

ticed in treating of their soil and timber. Besides the fertility of the land, 

this region possesses an invigorating, healthful climate, and almost invari

ably good water in its wells and springs. The material rasources which 

remain to be mentioned are water-powers, building stone, lime, bricks, pot

tery, and mineral paint. E.xplorations made for coal, its mode of occur

rence, and the improbability that it exists here in any valuable amount, 

have been spoken of in the account of the Cretaceous strata. No ores of 

any practical importance have been found. The principal resources of this 

part of the state are the products of its rich soil, and the water-powers 
afforded by many of its streams. 

Springs of water, often impregnated with iron, occur along the ravines and valleys of many 
of the creeks and rivers in these counties, one worthy of mention being Mound creek in its course 
through sections 28,21 and 22, Stately. A "big spring," well known by this name, moderately 
irony, supplying nearly all the water that is used in the dry season for running a grist-mill a 
mile farther east, is in the N. E. } of the S. W. 1- of section 19, three-quarters of a mile north
west from Golden Gate, in llome township. Both these localities are in Brown oounty. At the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 30, Swede's Forest, near the 
west line of Redwood county, is a "bOiling spring," also irony; from which a stream three or four 
feet wide, and six to twelve inches deep, flows away. This is at the northwest side of a rivulet, 
in a ravine some 50 feet below the general level. These springs issue from the drift, and show 
that large water-courses exist in sand and gravel veins or Rtrata, enclosed in the till. Such sub
terranean streams are often struck in wells, with the water sometimes flowing constantly through 
them at the bottom; but more frequently, when the outlet of the spring is distant, the water soon 
rises to fill the well permanently, 10,20, or 3U feet in depth. 

Water-powers. The water-powers used in Brown county, all employed by flouring mills, are 
as follows: 

Leaven worth mills: F. Schiel tz; in the east part of sec. 14, Leaven worth; head, about ten feet. 
Iberia mills: Schwerdtfeger &, Plath; in the west part of sec. 16, Stark; head, tell feet: canal 

about forty rods long. 
Francke Brothers' mill; in the S. E. } of sec. 36, Home; head, eleven feet. 
Cottonwood mills: Frank & lJentzin; at the northeast corner of sec. 4, CottonWOOd, one and 

a half miles south from New VIm; head, nine feet; two run of stone; a custom grist-mill. 
The foregOing are on the Cottonwood river. Only one other utilized water-power was learned 
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Westline. Garrett Murray; sec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 13; harder blue till, 
14; gravel, 1 foot and below, with water rising from it five or six feet. 

Gales. t:;. S. Gale; sec. 10: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; gravel and sand,4; yellow till, picked, 6; 
blue tIll, also picked, but softer, moister, and less gravelly, and containing occasional pockets up 
to six inches in diameter, of fine gray sand, 15 feet, and extending lower; at this depth of 27 feet, 
the compact till contained many fragments of wood. Another well, fifteen rods south of the last 
and on gronnd about ten feet lower, was 15 feet deep, finding soil and gravel and sand, 3 feet; 
with very compact till, which was picked, for all below, containing, close to the bottom of the 
well, a prostrate tnmk of a tree, six inches in diameter, reaching five feet across the well, at each 
side of which it was chopped off. Both these wells thus encounter an interglacial forest-bed. 

MA TERIAL RESOURCES. 

The excellence of these counties for agriculture, and their areas of 

woodland and prairie, the latter far exceeding the former, have been no

ticed in treating of their soil and timber. Besides the fertility of the land, 

this regi.on possesses an invigorating, healthful climate, and almost invari

ably good water in its wells and springs. The material raSOllrces which 

remain to be mentioned are water-powers, building stone, lime, bricks, pot

teTY, and mineral paint. Explorations made for coal, its mode of occur

rence, and the improbability that it exists here in any valuable amount, 

have been spoken of in the account of the Cretaceous strata, No ores of 

any practical importance have been found. The principal resources of this 

part of the state are the products of its rich soil, and the water-powers 

afforded by many of its stTeams. 
S}JTings of water, often impregnated with iron, occur along the ravines and valleys of many 

of the creeks and rivers in these counties, one worthy of mention being Mound creek in its course 
through sections 28,21 and 22, Stately. A "big spring," well known by this name, moderately 
irony, supplying nearly all the water that is used in the dry season for running a grist-mill a 
mile farther east, is in the N. E. } of the t:;. W. t of sectioll 19, three-quarters of a mile north
west from Golden Gate, in llome towllship. Both tLese localities are in Brown 00unty. At the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 30, Swede's Forest, near the 
west line ot Red wood county, is a "boiling spring," also irony; from which a stream three or four 
feet wide, and six to twelve inches deep, flows away. This is at the northwest side of a rivulet, 
in a ravine some 50 feet below the general level. These springs issue from the drift, and show 
that large water-courses exist in sand and gravel veins or strata, enclosed in the till. Such sub
terranean streams are often struck in wells, with the water sometimes flowing constantly through 
them at the bottom; but more frequently, when the outlet of the spring is distant, the water soon 
rises to fill the well permanently, 10, 20, or 3U feet in depth. 

Watel·-pozllers. The water-powers used in Brown county, all employed by flouring mills, are 
as follows: 

Leavenworth mills: F. Schieltz; in the east part of sec. 14, Leavenworth; head, about ten feet_ 
Iberia mills: Schwerdtfeger &; Plath; in the west part of sec. 18, t:;tark; bead, ter.! feet: canal 

about forty rods long. 
Francke Brothers' mill; in the S. E.} of sec. 38, Home; ht'ad, eleven feet. 
Cottonwood mills: Frank &; Bentzin; at the northeast corner of sec. 4, Cottonwood, one and 

a half miles south from New Ulm; head, nine feet; two run of stone; a custom grist-mill. 
The foregOing are on the Cottonwood river. Only one other utilized water-power was learned 
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Westline. Garrett Murray; sec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 13; harder blue till, 
14; gravel, 1 foot and below, with water rising from it five or six feet. 

Gales. t:;. S. Gale; sec. 10: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; gravel and sand,4; yellow till, picked, 6; 
blue tIll, also picked, but softer, moister, and less gravelly, and containing occasional pockets up 
to six inches in diameter, of fine gray sand, 15 feet, and extending lower; at this depth of 27 feet, 
the compact till contained many fragments of wood. Another well, fifteen rods south of the last 
and on gronnd about ten feet lower, was 15 feet deep, finding soil and gravel and sand, 3 feet; 
with very compact till, which was picked, for all below, containing, close to the bottom of the 
well, a prostrate tnmk of a tree, six inches in diameter, reaching five feet across the well, at each 
side of which it was chopped off. Both these wells thus encounter an interglacial forest-bed. 

MA TERIAL RESOURCES. 

The excellence of these counties for agriculture, and their areas of 

woodland and prairie, the latter far exceeding the former, have been no

ticed in treating of their soil and timber. Besides the fertility of the land, 

this regi.on possesses an invigorating, healthful climate, and almost invari

ably good water in its wells and springs. The material raSOllrces which 

remain to be mentioned are water-powers, building stone, lime, bricks, pot

teTY, and mineral paint. Explorations made for coal, its mode of occur

rence, and the improbability that it exists here in any valuable amount, 

have been spoken of in the account of the Cretaceous strata, No ores of 

any practical importance have been found. The principal resources of this 

part of the state are the products of its rich soil, and the water-powers 

afforded by many of its stTeams. 
S}JTings of water, often impregnated with iron, occur along the ravines and valleys of many 

of the creeks and rivers in these counties, one worthy of mention being Mound creek in its course 
through sections 28,21 and 22, Stately. A "big spring," well known by this name, moderately 
irony, supplying nearly all the water that is used in the dry season for running a grist-mill a 
mile farther east, is in the N. E. } of the t:;. W. t of sectioll 19, three-quarters of a mile north
west from Golden Gate, in llome towllship. Both tLese localities are in Brown 00unty. At the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 30, Swede's Forest, near the 
west line ot Red wood county, is a "boiling spring," also irony; from which a stream three or four 
feet wide, and six to twelve inches deep, flows away. This is at the northwest side of a rivulet, 
in a ravine some 50 feet below the general level. These springs issue from the drift, and show 
that large water-courses exist in sand and gravel veins or strata, enclosed in the till. Such sub
terranean streams are often struck in wells, with the water sometimes flowing constantly through 
them at the bottom; but more frequently, when the outlet of the spring is distant, the water soon 
rises to fill the well permanently, 10, 20, or 3U feet in depth. 

Watel·-pozllers. The water-powers used in Brown county, all employed by flouring mills, are 
as follows: 

Leavenworth mills: F. Schieltz; in the east part of sec. 14, Leavenworth; head, about ten feet_ 
Iberia mills: Schwerdtfeger &; Plath; in the west part of sec. 18, t:;tark; bead, ter.! feet: canal 

about forty rods long. 
Francke Brothers' mill; in the S. E.} of sec. 38, Home; ht'ad, eleven feet. 
Cottonwood mills: Frank &; Bentzin; at the northeast corner of sec. 4, Cottonwood, one and 

a half miles south from New Ulm; head, nine feet; two run of stone; a custom grist-mill. 
The foregOing are on the Cottonwood river. Only one other utilized water-power was learned 
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Westline. Garrett Murray; sec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 13; harder blue till, 
14; gravel, 1 foot and below, with water rising from it five or six feet. 

Gales. t:\. S. Gale; sec. 10: well, 2i feet; soiL 2; gravel and sand,4; yellow till, picked,6; 
blue tIll. also picked, but softer. moister, and less gravelly, and containing occasional pockets up 
to six inches in diameter, of finil gray sand, 15 feet, and extending lower; at this depth of 27 feet, 
the compact till contained many fragments of wood. Another well, fifteen rods south of the last 
and on gronnd about ten feet lower, was 15 feet deep, finding soil and gravel and sand, 3 feet; 
with very compact till, which was piclted, for all below, containing, close to the bottom of the 
well, a prostrate trunk of a tree, six inches in diameter, reaching five feet across the well, at each 
side of which it was chopped off. Both these wells thus encounter an interglacial forest·bed. 

MA TERIAL RESOURCES. 

The excellence of these counties for agriculture, and their areas of 

woodland and the latter far exceeding the former, have been no

ticed in treating of their soil and timber. Beside::; the fertility of the land, 

this region an invigorating, healthful climate, and almost invari

ably good water in its wells and ::;prings. The material rasources which 

remain to be mentioned are water-powers, building stone, lime, bricks, pot

tery, and mineral paint. Explorations made for coal, its mode of oc{mr

renee, and the improbability that it here in any valuable amount, 

have been spoken of in the account of the Cretaceous strata. No ores of 

any practical importance have been found. The principal resources of this 

part of the state are the products of its rich soil, and the water-powers 
afforded by many of it::; stTeams. 

SpTings of water, often impregnated with iron, occur along the ravines and valleys of many 
of the creeks and rivers in these counties, one worthy of mention being Mound creek in its course 
through sections 28,21 and 22, Stately. A "big well known by this name, moderately 
irony, supplying nearly all the water that is used in the dry season for a grist-mill a 
mile farther east, is in the N. E. !. of the 8. W. t of sectioll 19, three·quarters of a mile north
west from Golden Gate, in llome towllship. Both these localities are in Brown 0ounty. At the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 30, Swede's Forest, near the 
west line of Redwood connty, is a "Loiting spring," also irony; from which a stream three or four 
feet wide, and six to twelve inches deep, flows away. Tllis is at the northwest side of a rivulet, 
in a ravine some 50 feet below the general leveL These springs issue from the drift, and show 
that large water-courses exist in sand and gravel veins or "trata, enclosed in the till. Such sub· 
terranean streams are often struck in wells, with the water sometimes flowing constantly through 
them at the bottom; but more frequently, when the outlet of the spring is distant, the water soon 
rises to fill the well permanently, 10, 20, or 3u feet in depth. 

WateJ·,p01llel's. Tbe water-powers used in Brown county, all employed by fiourirlg mills, are 
as follows: 

Leavenworth mills: F. Schieltz; in the east part of sec. 14, Leavenworth; head, about ten feet. 
Iberia mills: Schwerdtfeger & Plath; ill the west part of sec. 10, Stark; head, ten feet: canal 

about forty rods long. 
Francke Brothers' mill; in tbe S. E. t of sec. 30, Home; head, eleven feet. 
Cottonwood mills: Frank & lJentzin; at the northeast corner of sec. 4, Cottonwood, one and 

a half miles south from New Ulill; head, nine feet; two run of stone; a custom grist-mill. 
The foregOing are on the Cottonwood river. Only one other utilized water-power was learned 
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Westline. Garrett Murray; sec. 14: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 13; harder blue till, 
14; gravel, 1 foot and below, with water rising from it five or six feet. 

Gales. t:\. S. Gale; sec. 10: well, 2i feet; soiL 2; gravel and sand,4; yellow till, picked,6; 
blue tIll. also picked, but softer. moister, and less gravelly, and containing occasional pockets up 
to six inches in diameter, of finil gray sand, 15 feet, and extending lower; at this depth of 27 feet, 
the compact till contained many fragments of wood. Another well, fifteen rods south of the last 
and on gronnd about ten feet lower, was 15 feet deep, finding soil and gravel and sand, 3 feet; 
with very compact till, which was piclted, for all below, containing, close to the bottom of the 
well, a prostrate trunk of a tree, six inches in diameter, reaching five feet across the well, at each 
side of which it was chopped off. Both these wells thus encounter an interglacial forest·bed. 

MA TERIAL RESOURCES. 

The excellence of these counties for agriculture, and their areas of 

woodland and the latter far exceeding the former, have been no

ticed in treating of their soil and timber. Beside::; the fertility of the land, 

this region an invigorating, healthful climate, and almost invari

ably good water in its wells and ::;prings. The material rasources which 

remain to be mentioned are water-powers, building stone, lime, bricks, pot

tery, and mineral paint. Explorations made for coal, its mode of oc{mr

renee, and the improbability that it here in any valuable amount, 

have been spoken of in the account of the Cretaceous strata. No ores of 

any practical importance have been found. The principal resources of this 

part of the state are the products of its rich soil, and the water-powers 
afforded by many of it::; stTeams. 

SpTings of water, often impregnated with iron, occur along the ravines and valleys of many 
of the creeks and rivers in these counties, one worthy of mention being Mound creek in its course 
through sections 28,21 and 22, Stately. A "big well known by this name, moderately 
irony, supplying nearly all the water that is used in the dry season for a grist-mill a 
mile farther east, is in the N. E. !. of the 8. W. t of sectioll 19, three·quarters of a mile north
west from Golden Gate, in llome towllship. Both these localities are in Brown 0ounty. At the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 30, Swede's Forest, near the 
west line of Redwood connty, is a "Loiting spring," also irony; from which a stream three or four 
feet wide, and six to twelve inches deep, flows away. Tllis is at the northwest side of a rivulet, 
in a ravine some 50 feet below the general leveL These springs issue from the drift, and show 
that large water-courses exist in sand and gravel veins or "trata, enclosed in the till. Such sub· 
terranean streams are often struck in wells, with the water sometimes flowing constantly through 
them at the bottom; but more frequently, when the outlet of the spring is distant, the water soon 
rises to fill the well permanently, 10, 20, or 3u feet in depth. 

WateJ·,p01llel's. Tbe water-powers used in Brown county, all employed by fiourirlg mills, are 
as follows: 

Leavenworth mills: F. Schieltz; in the east part of sec. 14, Leavenworth; head, about ten feet. 
Iberia mills: Schwerdtfeger & Plath; ill the west part of sec. 10, Stark; head, ten feet: canal 

about forty rods long. 
Francke Brothers' mill; in tbe S. E. t of sec. 30, Home; head, eleven feet. 
Cottonwood mills: Frank & lJentzin; at the northeast corner of sec. 4, Cottonwood, one and 

a half miles south from New Ulill; head, nine feet; two run of stone; a custom grist-mill. 
The foregOing are on the Cottonwood river. Only one other utilized water-power was learned 
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of in Brown county, this being at the Golden Gate mill, a custom gTist-mill, owned by J. Heimer
dinger & Sons, on Big Spring creek, in sec. 20, in the north part of Home township; head, about 
twenty feet. 

The only water-powerR used in Redwood county are on the river of this name at and below 
Redwood Falls. These, in descending order, are as follows: Delhi mills, owned by A. A. Cook 
& Co., with a head of twenty feet; Redwood mills, owned by ""Vorden &; Ruter, with a head of 
eighteen feet; E. Cuff's mill, with a head of thirteen feet; and E. BirlJln's mill, with a head of 
fourteen feet. Between the second and third is the cascade called "Hedwood falls," which de
scends twenty-five feet; and between the third awl fourth about ten feet of fall is unused. The 
foot of Birum's dam is 30 or 40 feet above the Minllflsota river; and the top of Cook &; Co.'s dam 
is 140 feet, approximately, above the Minnesota river, beillg some 75 feet below the general level 
of the prairie and town. The Leauty of this deep, rock-walled gorge, about one and a half miles 
long, with its cascades and rapids and meandering river, can scarcely be over-stated. Its geo
logical formations are equally interesting, by reason of their variety and uncommon character. 

Less than a half mile northwest from this gorge, Ramsey creek, a tributary of the Red
wood, has a perpendicular fall of 30 feet, over the same granitic rock which forms the Hedwood 
falls. 

The Minnesota river at the north side of Swede's Forest, Redwood county, has a consider
able descent, probably amounting in all to 25 feet, in a succession of rapids, which alternate with 
intervals of slow cUrTent, along a distance of about seven miles, known as Patterson's rapids. 

Building stone. New VIm obtains considerable supplies of stone for common masonry from 
the red quartzyte which outcrops two miles farther east 011 the north side of the Minnesota river, 
in Nicollet county. Drift bculders may also be collected, and are used, in most parts of this 
county, in the amount needed for stone-work on common farms, as for foundations, cellar-walls, 
and wells. The only quarrying for these purposes in Brown county is of small amount, in an 
outcrop of Cretaceous sandstone, at the north side of the Cottonwood river in section 25, North 
Star, about a mile southwest from Springfield station. The recent calcareous deposit generally 
known as "petrified moss," occurring in the Led of a small rivulet tributary to the JIilinnesota 
river near the east line of Home township, has been somewhat used as a building material. 

The gneiss and granite of the Minnesota valley at the north side of Hedwood county have 
not yet been quarried to any considerable extent. The only stone worked for masonry in this 
county, excepting boulders, is the gneiss, somewhat decomposing, at the bottom of the gorge of 
the Redwood river, about an eighth of a mile rforth of Hedwood Falls. 

Lime. Three miles southeast from New Ulm, beside the Minnesota river in section 2, Cot
tonwood, William Winkelmann'S kiln has burned lime dnring the past ten yean; or more, from 
the nodular limestone of the low Cretaceous terrace before described. The yearly product is 
about 3,000 barrels of lime, which is sold at $1 per barrel. This lime i~ gray, and slacks to a 
pure white. One to two hundred barrels of lime are burned yearly from drift boulders by Hanson 
Fisk, in Swede's Forest, Redwood county. 

Bricks . . The brick-yard at New VIm, situated close southeast of the city, on a terrace 
about 40 feet above the river, formerly owned by William Winkelmann, was purchased in 1879 by 
Frit~ Aufderheide, who made about 1,000,000 brickR here in 1880, selling them at $6.50 pel' 
thousand. These are red bricks, of fair quality. No sand is required for t~mpering. The clay 
used is modified drift, probably overlying Cretaceous beds. It is dug near the brick yard, on the 
same terrace, showing a section of about two feet of fine, sill y, black soil, in wuich, aud scattered 
over the surface, are occasional bould.ers up to four feet in diameter; underlain by yellow clay, 
finely laminated, nearly horizontal, but slightly undulating and irregular in stratification, con
taining a few layeTs, up to one or two inches in thickness, of ferrug:inous sand, having a vertical 
exposure in this excavation of seven feet and extending' lower. 

Before his work here, Mr. Aufderheide had made bricks five years in the N. W. } of section 
12, Milford, three miles northwest from New Ulm, using a similar stratified, yellow clay. He 
made 700 000 to 800 000 there yearly- but the business at tlJat locality is now discontinued. 

At Sleepy Eye: a kiln of bricks' was made several years ago from the pebbly clay of the till, 
failing because of limestone particles, by which the bricks were crack~d after burning. 

Bohn & Lamberton, at Redwood Falls, in 1~78, made two kilns of red bricks, amounting 
to about 200,000, which were sold at $8 pel' thousand. The clay and sand used are a deposit of 
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of in Brown county, this being at the Golden Gate mill, a custom gTist-mill, ownerl by J. Heimer
,dinger & Sons, on Big Spring creek, in sec. 20, in the north part of Home township; head, about 
twenty feet. 

The only water-powerR used in Redwood county are on the river of this name at and below 
Redwood Falls. These, in descending order, are as follows: Dellii mills, owned by A. A. Cook 
& Co., with a llead of twenty feet; Redwood mills, owned by 'Vorden &; Ruter, with a head of 
eighteen feet; E. Cuff's mill, with a head of thirteen feet; amI E. Dirulll's mill, with a head of 
fourteen feet. Between the second and third is the cascade called "Hedwood falls," which de
scends twenty-five feet; and between the third and fourth about ten feet of fall is unused. The 
foot of Birum's dam is 30 or 40 feet above the Minllflsota river; and the top of Cook &; CO.'8 dam 
is 140 feet, approximately, above the Minnesota river, beillg sorne 7:) feet below the general level 
of the prairie and town. The Leauty of this deep, rock-walled gorge, about one and a half miles 
long, with its cascades and rapids and meandering river, can scarcely be over-stated. Its geo
logical formations are equally interesting, by reason of their variety and uncommon character. 

Less than a half mile northwest from this gorge, Ramsey creek, a tributary of the Red
wood, has a perpendicular fall of 30 feet, over the same granitic rock which forms the Hed wood 
falls. 

The Minnesota river at the north side of Swede's Forest, Redwood county, has a consider
able descent, probably amounting in all to 25 feet, in a succession of rapids, which alternate with 
intervals of slow current, along a distance of about seven miles, known as Patterson's rapids. 

Building stone. New Ulm obtains considerable supplies of stone for common masonry from 
the red quartzyte whicll outcrops two miles farther east 011 the Ilorth side of the Minnesota river, 
in Nicollet county. Drift bculders may also be collected, and are used, in most parts of this 
county, in the amount needed for stone-work on common farms, as for foundations, cellar-walls, 
and wells. The only quarrying for these purposes in Drown county is of small amount, in an 
outcrop of Cretaceous sandstone, at the north side of the Cottonwood river in section 25, North 
Star, about a mile southwest from Springfield station. The recent calcareous deposit generally 
known as "petrified moss," occurring in the Led of a small rivulet tributary to the Minnesota 
river near the east line of Home township, has been somewhat used as a building material. 

The gneiss and granite of the Minnesota valley at the north side of Redwood county have 
not yet been quarried to any considerable extent. The only stone worked for masonry in this 
county, excepting boulders, is the gneiss, somewhat decomposing, at tile bottom of the gorge of 
the Redwood river, about an eighth of a mile Iforth of Redwood Falls. 

Lime. Three miles southeast from New Ulm, beside the Minnesota river in section 2, Cot
tonwood, William Winkelmann'S kiln has burned lime during the past ten yean, or more, from 
the nodular limestone of the low Cretaceous terrace before described. The yearly product is 
about 3,000 barrelS of lime, which is sold at $1 per barrel. This lime i~ gray, and slacks to a 
pure white. One to two hundred barrels of lime are burned yearly from drift boulders by Hanson 
Fisk, in Swede's Forest, Redwood county. 

Bricks . . The brick-yard at New Ulm, situated close southeast of the city, on a terrace 
about 40 feet above the river, formerly owned by William Winkelmann, was purchased in 1879 by 
Fritz Aufderheide, who made about 1,000,000 bricks here in 1880, selling them at $6.50 per 
thousand. These are red bricks, of fair quality. No sand is required for tt'mpering. The clay 
used is modified drift, probably overlying Cretaceous beds. It is dug near the brick yard, on the 
same terrace, showing a section of about two feet of fine, silly, black soil, in which, and scattered 
over the surface, are occasional bould.ers up to four feet in diameter; underlain by yellow clay, 
finely laminated, nearly horizontal, but sligbtly undulating and irregular in stratification, con
taining a few layers, up to one or two inches in thickness, of ferrug:inous sand, having a vertical 
exposure in this excavation of seven feet and extending' lower. 

Before his work here, Mr. Aufderheide llad made bricks five years in the N. W. t of section 
12, Milford, three miles northwest from New Ulm, using a similar stratified, yellow clay. He 
made 700,000 to 800,000 there yearly; bnt the business at that locality is now discontinued. 

At Sleepy Eye, a kiln of bricks was made several years ago from the pebbly clay of the till, 
failing because of limestone particles, by which the bricks were cracked after burning. 

Bohn & Lamberton, at Redwood Falls, in Ul78, made two kilns of red bricks, amounting 
to about 200,000, which were sold at ~8 per thousand. The clay and sand used are a deposit of 
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of in Brown county, this being at the Golden Gate mill, a custom gTist-mill, ownerl by J. Heimer
,dinger & Sons, on Big Spring creek, in sec. 20, in the north part of Home township; head, about 
twenty feet. 

The only water-powerR used in Redwood county are on the river of this name at and below 
Redwood Falls. These, in descending order, are as follows: Dellii mills, owned by A. A. Cook 
& Co., with a llead of twenty feet; Redwood mills, owned by 'Vorden &; Ruter, with a head of 
eighteen feet; E. Cuff's mill, with a head of thirteen feet; amI E. Dirulll's mill, with a head of 
fourteen feet. Between the second and third is the cascade called "Hedwood falls," which de
scends twenty-five feet; and between the third and fourth about ten feet of fall is unused. The 
foot of Birum's dam is 30 or 40 feet above the Minllflsota river; and the top of Cook &; CO.'8 dam 
is 140 feet, approximately, above the Minnesota river, beillg sorne 7:) feet below the general level 
of the prairie and town. The Leauty of this deep, rock-walled gorge, about one and a half miles 
long, with its cascades and rapids and meandering river, can scarcely be over-stated. Its geo
logical formations are equally interesting, by reason of their variety and uncommon character. 

Less than a half mile northwest from this gorge, Ramsey creek, a tributary of the Red
wood, has a perpendicular fall of 30 feet, over the same granitic rock which forms the Hed wood 
falls. 

The Minnesota river at the north side of Swede's Forest, Redwood county, has a consider
able descent, probably amounting in all to 25 feet, in a succession of rapids, which alternate with 
intervals of slow current, along a distance of about seven miles, known as Patterson's rapids. 

Building stone. New Ulm obtains considerable supplies of stone for common masonry from 
the red quartzyte whicll outcrops two miles farther east 011 the Ilorth side of the Minnesota river, 
in Nicollet county. Drift bculders may also be collected, and are used, in most parts of this 
county, in the amount needed for stone-work on common farms, as for foundations, cellar-walls, 
and wells. The only quarrying for these purposes in Drown county is of small amount, in an 
outcrop of Cretaceous sandstone, at the north side of the Cottonwood river in section 25, North 
Star, about a mile southwest from Springfield station. The recent calcareous deposit generally 
known as "petrified moss," occurring in the Led of a small rivulet tributary to the Minnesota 
river near the east line of Home township, has been somewhat used as a building material. 

The gneiss and granite of the Minnesota valley at the north side of Redwood county have 
not yet been quarried to any considerable extent. The only stone worked for masonry in this 
county, excepting boulders, is the gneiss, somewhat decomposing, at tile bottom of the gorge of 
the Redwood river, about an eighth of a mile Iforth of Redwood Falls. 

Lime. Three miles southeast from New Ulm, beside the Minnesota river in section 2, Cot
tonwood, William Winkelmann'S kiln has burned lime during the past ten yean, or more, from 
the nodular limestone of the low Cretaceous terrace before described. The yearly product is 
about 3,000 barrelS of lime, which is sold at $1 per barrel. This lime i~ gray, and slacks to a 
pure white. One to two hundred barrels of lime are burned yearly from drift boulders by Hanson 
Fisk, in Swede's Forest, Redwood county. 

Bricks . . The brick-yard at New Ulm, situated close southeast of the city, on a terrace 
about 40 feet above the river, formerly owned by William Winkelmann, was purchased in 1879 by 
Fritz Aufderheide, who made about 1,000,000 bricks here in 1880, selling them at $6.50 per 
thousand. These are red bricks, of fair quality. No sand is required for tt'mpering. The clay 
used is modified drift, probably overlying Cretaceous beds. It is dug near the brick yard, on the 
same terrace, showing a section of about two feet of fine, silly, black soil, in which, and scattered 
over the surface, are occasional bould.ers up to four feet in diameter; underlain by yellow clay, 
finely laminated, nearly horizontal, but sligbtly undulating and irregular in stratification, con
taining a few layers, up to one or two inches in thickness, of ferrug:inous sand, having a vertical 
exposure in this excavation of seven feet and extending' lower. 

Before his work here, Mr. Aufderheide llad made bricks five years in the N. W. t of section 
12, Milford, three miles northwest from New Ulm, using a similar stratified, yellow clay. He 
made 700,000 to 800,000 there yearly; bnt the business at that locality is now discontinued. 

At Sleepy Eye, a kiln of bricks was made several years ago from the pebbly clay of the till, 
failing because of limestone particles, by which the bricks were cracked after burning. 

Bohn & Lamberton, at Redwood Falls, in Ul78, made two kilns of red bricks, amounting 
to about 200,000, which were sold at ~8 per thousand. The clay and sand used are a deposit of 
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of in Brown county, this being at the Golden Gate mill, a custom grist-mill, owner! by J. Heimer
dinger & Sons, on Big Spriug creek, in sec. 20, in the north part of Home township; head, about 
twenty feet. 

The only water-power!! used in Redwood county are on the river of this name at and below 
Redwood Falls. These, in descending order, are as follows: Delhi mills, owned by A. A. Cook 
& Co., with a head of twenty feet;. Redwood owned by "Vorden & Ruter, with a head of 
eighteen feet; E. Cuff's mill, with a head of thirteen feet; ant! E. Bil'um's mill, with a head of 
fourteen feet. Between the second and third is the cascade called "Uedwood falls," which de
scends twenty-five feet; and between the third awl fourLh about ten feet of fall is unused. The 
foot of Birum's dam is 30 or 40 feet above the Millllp.sota river; and the top of Cook & CO.'s dam 
is ]40 feet, approximately. above the Minnesota river, beillg some 7;) feet below the gellerallevel 
of the prairie and town. The lJeauty of this deep, rock-walled gorge, about one and a half miles 
long, with its cascades and rapids and meanderillg river, can scarcely be over-stated. Its geo
logical formations are equally interesting, by reason of their variety and uncommon character. 

Less than a half mile northwest from this gorge, Ramsey creek, a tributary of the ned
wood, has a perpendicular fall of 30 feet, over the same granitic rock which forms the Hedwood 
falls. 

The Minnesota river at the north side of Swede's Forest, Redwood county, has a consider
able descent, probably amounting in all to 25 feet, in a succession of rapids, ,I'hich alternate with 
intervals of slow current, along a distance of about seven miles, known as Patterson's rapids. 

Building storie. New Ulm obtains considerable supplies of stone for common masonry from 
the red quartzyte which outcrops two miles farther east 011 the north side of tile .Minnesota river, 
in Nicollet county. Drift bculders may also be collected, and are used, in mo"t parts of this 
county, in the amount needed for stone-work on common farms, as for foundations, cellar-walls, 
and wells. The only quarrying for these purposes in Brown county is of small amount, in an 
outcrop of Cretaceous sandstOlJe, at the north siele of the Cottonwood river in section 25, North 
Star, about a mile southwest from Springfield station. The recent calcareous deposit generally 
known as "petrified moss," occurring in the bed of a small riVulet tributary to the Minnesota 
river near the east line of Home township, has been somewhat used as a building material. 

The gneiss and granite of the Minnesota valley at the north side of Redwood county have 
not yet been quarried to any considerable extent. The only stone worked for masonry in tbis 
county, excepting boulders, is the gneiss, somewhat decomposing. at the bottom of the gorge of 
the Redwood river, about an eighth of a mile Iforth of Redwood .Falls. 

Lime. Three miles southeast from New Ulm, beside the Minnesota river in section 2, Cot
tonwood, William Winkelmann'S kiln has burned lime during the past ten yearR or more, from 
the nodular limestone of the low Cretaceous terrace before described. The yearly product is 
about 3,000 barrelS of lime, which is sold at $1 per barreL This lime i'S gray, and slacks to a 
pure white. One to two hundred barrels of lime are burned yearly from drift boulders by Hanson 
Fisk, in Swede's Forest, Redwood county. 

Bricks . . The brick-yard at New Ulm, situated close southeast of the city, on a terrace 
about 40 feet above the river, formerly owned by William Winkelmann, was purchased in ]879 by 
Frit2' Aufderheide, who made about 1,000,000 brick::; here in 1880, selling them at $6.50 per 
thousand. These are red bricks, of fair quality. No sand is reqnired for tt'rupering. 1'11e clay 
used is modified drift, probably overlying Cretaceous beds. It is dug near the brick yard, on tbe 
same terrace, showing a section of about two feet of fine, silly, black soil, in which, aud scattered 
over the surface, are occasional bouId.ers up to four feet ill diameter; underlain by yellow clay, 
finely laminated, nearly horizontal, but slightly tmdulating and irregular in stratification, con
taining a few layers, up to one or two inches in thickness, of sand, having a vertical 
exposure in this excavation of seven feet and extending lower. 

Before his work here, Mr. Aufderheide had made bricks five years in tbe N. W.} of section 
12, Milford, three miles northwest from New Ulm, using a similar stratified, yellow clay. He 
made 700,000 to 800,000 there yearly; but the business at that locality is now discontinued. 

At Sleepy Eye, a kiln of bricks was made several years ago frow the pebbly clay of the till, 
failing because of limestone particles, by which the bricks were cracked after burning. 

Bohn &, Lamberton, at Redwood Falls, in IS7S, wade two kilns of red bricks, amounting 
to about 200,000, which were sold at li8 per thousand. The clay and sand used are a deposit of 
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of in Brown county, this being at the Golden Gate mill, a custom grist-mill, owner! by J. Heimer
dinger & Sons, on Big Spriug creek, in sec. 20, in the north part of Home township; head, about 
twenty feet. 

The only water-power!! used in Redwood county are on the river of this name at and below 
Redwood Falls. These, in descending order, are as follows: Delhi mills, owned by A. A. Cook 
& Co., with a head of twenty feet;. Redwood owned by "Vorden & Ruter, with a head of 
eighteen feet; E. Cuff's mill, with a head of thirteen feet; ant! E. Bil'um's mill, with a head of 
fourteen feet. Between the second and third is the cascade called "Uedwood falls," which de
scends twenty-five feet; and between the third awl fourLh about ten feet of fall is unused. The 
foot of Birum's dam is 30 or 40 feet above the Millllp.sota river; and the top of Cook & CO.'s dam 
is ]40 feet, approximately. above the Minnesota river, beillg some 7;) feet below the gellerallevel 
of the prairie and town. The lJeauty of this deep, rock-walled gorge, about one and a half miles 
long, with its cascades and rapids and meanderillg river, can scarcely be over-stated. Its geo
logical formations are equally interesting, by reason of their variety and uncommon character. 

Less than a half mile northwest from this gorge, Ramsey creek, a tributary of the ned
wood, has a perpendicular fall of 30 feet, over the same granitic rock which forms the Hedwood 
falls. 

The Minnesota river at the north side of Swede's Forest, Redwood county, has a consider
able descent, probably amounting in all to 25 feet, in a succession of rapids, ,I'hich alternate with 
intervals of slow current, along a distance of about seven miles, known as Patterson's rapids. 

Building storie. New Ulm obtains considerable supplies of stone for common masonry from 
the red quartzyte which outcrops two miles farther east 011 the north side of tile .Minnesota river, 
in Nicollet county. Drift bculders may also be collected, and are used, in mo"t parts of this 
county, in the amount needed for stone-work on common farms, as for foundations, cellar-walls, 
and wells. The only quarrying for these purposes in Brown county is of small amount, in an 
outcrop of Cretaceous sandstOlJe, at the north siele of the Cottonwood river in section 25, North 
Star, about a mile southwest from Springfield station. The recent calcareous deposit generally 
known as "petrified moss," occurring in the bed of a small riVulet tributary to the Minnesota 
river near the east line of Home township, has been somewhat used as a building material. 

The gneiss and granite of the Minnesota valley at the north side of Redwood county have 
not yet been quarried to any considerable extent. The only stone worked for masonry in tbis 
county, excepting boulders, is the gneiss, somewhat decomposing. at the bottom of the gorge of 
the Redwood river, about an eighth of a mile Iforth of Redwood .Falls. 

Lime. Three miles southeast from New Ulm, beside the Minnesota river in section 2, Cot
tonwood, William Winkelmann'S kiln has burned lime during the past ten yearR or more, from 
the nodular limestone of the low Cretaceous terrace before described. The yearly product is 
about 3,000 barrelS of lime, which is sold at $1 per barreL This lime i'S gray, and slacks to a 
pure white. One to two hundred barrels of lime are burned yearly from drift boulders by Hanson 
Fisk, in Swede's Forest, Redwood county. 

Bricks . . The brick-yard at New Ulm, situated close southeast of the city, on a terrace 
about 40 feet above the river, formerly owned by William Winkelmann, was purchased in ]879 by 
Frit2' Aufderheide, who made about 1,000,000 brick::; here in 1880, selling them at $6.50 per 
thousand. These are red bricks, of fair quality. No sand is reqnired for tt'rupering. 1'11e clay 
used is modified drift, probably overlying Cretaceous beds. It is dug near the brick yard, on tbe 
same terrace, showing a section of about two feet of fine, silly, black soil, in which, aud scattered 
over the surface, are occasional bouId.ers up to four feet ill diameter; underlain by yellow clay, 
finely laminated, nearly horizontal, but slightly tmdulating and irregular in stratification, con
taining a few layers, up to one or two inches in thickness, of sand, having a vertical 
exposure in this excavation of seven feet and extending lower. 

Before his work here, Mr. Aufderheide had made bricks five years in tbe N. W.} of section 
12, Milford, three miles northwest from New Ulm, using a similar stratified, yellow clay. He 
made 700,000 to 800,000 there yearly; but the business at that locality is now discontinued. 

At Sleepy Eye, a kiln of bricks was made several years ago frow the pebbly clay of the till, 
failing because of limestone particles, by which the bricks were cracked after burning. 

Bohn &, Lamberton, at Redwood Falls, in IS7S, wade two kilns of red bricks, amounting 
to about 200,000, which were sold at li8 per thousand. The clay and sand used are a deposit of 
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modified drift, situated near the top of the bluff of Redwood river, on its west side, about thirty 
rods north of Cook 8<, CO.'s mill, and nearly 50 feet above their mill-pond. The section here is 
black soil, 2 feet, gradually becoming yellow in the next 2 or 3 feet; thence, compact yellow clay 
extends to 9 feet below the surface, divided by darker partings into layers from four inches to 
eight inches or a foot in thickness, which dip 20 or 30 E. These layers are distinctly continuous 
along the whole extent of the excavation, about four rods. They are probably the depositions of 
successive years; the finer, dark partings being the sediments of the season of low water; while the 
great mass of each layer was made by high floods, with stronger currents and bearing more 
abundant detritus, supplied from the melting ice-sheet during the warm portion of the year. 
Below the depth of 8 or 9 feet the clay changes to yellowish sand, obliquely bedded in layers 
from a quarter of an inch to one inch thick, separated by harder films of iron rust. Too much 
saud was mixed with the clay in this brick-making, so that the bricks were somewhat deficient 
in harduess and durability; but the clay seems to be excellent for this use. 

FiTe-bl'icks. From Cretaceous beds on the Cottonwood river, good fire-bricks have been 
made by Christian Dauffenbach, by William Winkelmann, and by John Stoeckert, at New Ulm. 
The charact~rs of the deposits used, and in what proportion, have been stated already in the 
description of the section in which they occur (page 574). 

Pottery. Cretaceous clay, also obtained from the bluffs of the Cottonwood river, a few miles 
farther west, as described on page .573, has been used in New Ulm by the same Messrs. Dauffen
bach, Winkelmann, and Stoeckert, potters. In ]879 and 1880, the two former had given up the 
manufacture both of fire-bricks and pottery; but these lines of business are stilI carried on by 
Mr. Stoeckert, his products being some $2000 worth yearly. 

Mineral paint. A good and durable paint was manufactured in 1868 or 1869 from ferrugi
nous portions of the kaolinized gneiss and granite mentioned in the vicinity of Redwood Falls. 
The material thus used was obtained from the northwest or left bank of the Redwood river in its 
gorge, about a mile north of Redwood Falls, in the N. } of the N. E. t of section 36, Delhi. Of 
this business Prof. Winchell wrote in his second annual r0port: "At Redwood Falls the kaolin 
which has resulted from the decomposition of the granitic rock, has become stained with iron, and 
has a brownish or greenish-brown color. It contains, generally, Rome silica. From this stained 
kaolin a good mineral paint has been manufactured. Messrs. Grant and Brusseau commenced the 
enterprise, and carried it far enough to demonstrate the quality of the product. The manufac
tured article is said to lJave been equal to that of Brandon, Vt .. but the cost was so great that, 
after transportation to St. Paul, it could not be offered in the market so cheaply as the Brandon 
paint. Their process was very simple. The raw material was obtained from the banks of the 
Redwood river, and was of a rusty-brown color, having also a greenish tinge. It was broken or 
crushed to the fineness of corn or wheat. It was then dried in a large pan placed over a fire, and 
ground by water-power, between two burr-stones. In that condition it was ready for use by 
simply mixing with boiled or raw linseed oil. . . The color produced was a reddish 
umber. By making some selections various lighter shades, of the same general character, were 
produced. It had a heavy sediment, consisting probably of iron and silica. The quality of the 
paint is said to have been superior to that from Ohio, and fully equal to that from Brandon, Vt. 
The surface of the wood painted becomes hardened and glazed, but remains smooth." 

ABOIUGINAL EARTHWORKS. 

The only aboriginal mound observed or learned of by inquiries in Brown and Redwood 
counties, is situated a little more than a mile northeast from Redwood Falls, being on the high 
prairie, aboLlt ten rods northwest from the road and twenty· five rods south from the edCTe of the 
southwest bluff of the ~Iinnesota valley. It has the usual Circular, dome-like form, and is six feet 
high. 
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modified drift, situated near the top of the bluff of Redwood river, on its west side, about thirty 
rods north of Cook 8;0 Co.'s mill, and nearly 50 feet above their mill-pond. The section here is 
black soil, 2 feet, gradually becoming yellow in the next 2 or 3 feet; thence, compact yelJow clay 
extends to 9 feet below the surface, divided by darker partings into layers from four inches to 
eight inches or a foot in thickness, which dip 20 or 30 E. These layers are distinctly continuous 
along the whole extent of the excavation, about four rods. They are probably the depositions of 
successive years; the finer, dark partings being the sediments of the season of low water; while the 
great mass of each layer was made by high floods, with stronger currents and bearing more 
abundant detritus, supplied from the melting ice-sheet during the warm portion of the year. 
Below the depth of 8 or 9 feet the clay changes to yellowish sand, obliquely bedded in layers 
from a quarter of an inch to one inch thick, separated by harder films of iron rust. Too much 
sand was mixed with the clay in this brick-making, so that the bricks were somewhat deficient 
in hardlless and durability; but the clay seems to be excelJent for this use. 

Fire-bricks. From Cretaceous beds on the Cottonwood river, good fire-bricks have been 
made by Christian Dauffenbach, by William Winkelmann, and by John StCBckert, at New Ulm. 
The charactp,rs of tIle deposits nsed, and in wh8.t proportion, have been stated already in the 
description of the section in which they occur (page 5i4). 

Pottery. Cretaceous clay, also obtained from the bluffs of the Cottonwood river, a few miles 
farther west, as describp,d on page .si3, has been used in New VIm by thp, same Messrs. Dauffen
bach, Winkelmann, and StCBckert, potters. In ]879 and 1880, the two former had given up the 
manufacture both of fire-bricks and pottery; but these lines of business are still carried on by 
Mr. StCBckert, his products being some $2000 worth yearly. 

Mineral paint. A good and durable paint was manufactured in 1868 or 1869 from ferrugi
nous portions of the kaolinized gneiss and granite mentioned in the vicinity of Redwood Falls. 
The materi8.1 thus used was obtained from the northwest or left bank of the Redwood river in its 
gorge, about a mile north of Redwood Falls, in the N. ~. of the N. E. t of section 36, Delhi. Of 
this business Prof. Winchell wrote in his second annual report: "At Redwood Falls the kaolin 
which has resulted from the decomposition of the grauitic rock, has become stained with iron, and 
has a brownish or greenish-brown color. It contains, generally, some silica. From this stained 
kaolin a good mineral paint has been manufactured. Messrs. Grant and Brusseau commenced the 
enterprise, and carried it far enough to demonstrate the quality of the product. The manufac
tured article is said to lJave been equal to that of Brandon, Vt., but the cost was so great that, 
after transportation to St. Paul, it conld not be offered in the ID8.rket so cheaply as the Brandon 
paint. Their process was very simple. The raw material was obtained from the banks of the 
Redwood river, and was of a rusty-brown color, baving also a greenish tinge. It was broken or 
crusiJed to the fineness of corn or wheat. It was then dried in a large pan placed over a fire, and 
ground by water-power, between two burr-stones. In that condition it was ready for use by 
simply mixing with boiled or raw linseed oil. . . . The color produced was a reddish 
umber. By making some selections various lighter shades, of the same general character, were 
produced. It had a heavy sediment, conSisting probably of iron and silica. The quality of the 
paint is said to have been superior to that from Ohio, and fully equal to that from Brandon, Vt. 
The surface of the wood painted becomes hardened and glazed, but remaius smooth." 

ABOlUGlNAL EARTHWORKS. 

The only aboriginal mound observed or learned of by inquiries in Brown and Redwood 
counties, is situated a little more than a mile uortheast from Red wood Falls, being on the high 
prairie, about ten rods northwest from the road and twenty-five rods south from the edO'e of the 
southwest bluff of the lYIinnesota valley. It has the usual Circular, dome-like form, and is six feet 
high. 
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modified drift, situated near the top of the bluff of Redwood river, on its west side, about thirty 
rods north of Cook 8;0 Co.'s mill, and nearly 50 feet above their mill-pond. The section here is 
black soil, 2 feet, gradually becoming yellow in the next 2 or 3 feet; thence, compact yelJow clay 
extends to 9 feet below the surface, divided by darker partings into layers from four inches to 
eight inches or a foot in thickness, which dip 20 or 30 E. These layers are distinctly continuous 
along the whole extent of the excavation, about four rods. They are probably the depositions of 
successive years; the finer, dark partings being the sediments of the season of low water; while the 
great mass of each layer was made by high floods, with stronger currents and bearing more 
abundant detritus, supplied from the melting ice-sheet during the warm portion of the year. 
Below the depth of 8 or 9 feet the clay changes to yellowish sand, obliquely bedded in layers 
from a quarter of an inch to one inch thick, separated by harder films of iron rust. Too much 
sand was mixed with the clay in this brick-making, so that the bricks were somewhat deficient 
in hardlless and durability; but the clay seems to be excelJent for this use. 

Fire-bricks. From Cretaceous beds on the Cottonwood river, good fire-bricks have been 
made by Christian Dauffenbach, by William Winkelmann, and by John StCBckert, at New Ulm. 
The charactp,rs of tIle deposits nsed, and in wh8.t proportion, have been stated already in the 
description of the section in which they occur (page 5i4). 

Pottery. Cretaceous clay, also obtained from the bluffs of the Cottonwood river, a few miles 
farther west, as describp,d on page .si3, has been used in New VIm by thp, same Messrs. Dauffen
bach, Winkelmann, and StCBckert, potters. In ]879 and 1880, the two former had given up the 
manufacture both of fire-bricks and pottery; but these lines of business are still carried on by 
Mr. StCBckert, his products being some $2000 worth yearly. 

Mineral paint. A good and durable paint was manufactured in 1868 or 1869 from ferrugi
nous portions of the kaolinized gneiss and granite mentioned in the vicinity of Redwood Falls. 
The materi8.1 thus used was obtained from the northwest or left bank of the Redwood river in its 
gorge, about a mile north of Redwood Falls, in the N. ~. of the N. E. t of section 36, Delhi. Of 
this business Prof. Winchell wrote in his second annual report: "At Redwood Falls the kaolin 
which has resulted from the decomposition of the grauitic rock, has become stained with iron, and 
has a brownish or greenish-brown color. It contains, generally, some silica. From this stained 
kaolin a good mineral paint has been manufactured. Messrs. Grant and Brusseau commenced the 
enterprise, and carried it far enough to demonstrate the quality of the product. The manufac
tured article is said to lJave been equal to that of Brandon, Vt., but the cost was so great that, 
after transportation to St. Paul, it conld not be offered in the ID8.rket so cheaply as the Brandon 
paint. Their process was very simple. The raw material was obtained from the banks of the 
Redwood river, and was of a rusty-brown color, baving also a greenish tinge. It was broken or 
crusiJed to the fineness of corn or wheat. It was then dried in a large pan placed over a fire, and 
ground by water-power, between two burr-stones. In that condition it was ready for use by 
simply mixing with boiled or raw linseed oil. . . . The color produced was a reddish 
umber. By making some selections various lighter shades, of the same general character, were 
produced. It had a heavy sediment, conSisting probably of iron and silica. The quality of the 
paint is said to have been superior to that from Ohio, and fully equal to that from Brandon, Vt. 
The surface of the wood painted becomes hardened and glazed, but remaius smooth." 

ABOlUGlNAL EARTHWORKS. 

The only aboriginal mound observed or learned of by inquiries in Brown and Redwood 
counties, is situated a little more than a mile uortheast from Red wood Falls, being on the high 
prairie, about ten rods northwest from the road and twenty-five rods south from the edO'e of the 
southwest bluff of the lYIinnesota valley. It has the usual Circular, dome-like form, and is six feet 
high. 
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modified drift, situated near the top of the bluff of Redwood river, on its west side, about thirty 
rods north oE Cook & Co.'s mill, and nearly 50 feet above their mill-pond. The section here is 
black soil, 2 feet, gradually becoming yellow in the Dext 2 or 3 feeti thence, compact yellow clay 
extends to 9 feet below the surface, divided by darker partings into layers from four inches to 
eight inches or a foot in thickness, which dip 20 or 30 E. These layers are distinctly continuous 
along the whole extent of the excavation, about four rods. They are probably the depositions of 
successive years; the finer, dark partings being the sediments of the season of low water; while the 
great mass of each layer was made by high floods, with stronger currents and bearing more 
abundant detritus, supplied from the melting ice-sheet during the warm portion of the year. 
Below the depth of 8 or 9 feet the clay changes to yellowish sand, obliquely bedded in layers 
from a quarter of an inch to one inch thick, separated by barder films of iron rust. Too much 
sand was mixed with tbe clay in this brick-making, so that the bricks were somewhat deficient 
in harduess and durability; but the clay seems to be excellent for this use. 

Fi1°e-bl'icks. From Cretaceous beds on the Cottonwood river, good fire-bricks have been 
made by Christian Dauffenbach, by William Winkelmann, and by John Sta;ckert, at New HIm. 
The characters of the deposits Hsed, and in what proportion, have been stated already in the 
description of the section in which they occur (page 574). 

PouelY. Cretaceous clay, also obtained from the bluffs of the Cottonwood river, a few miles 
farther west, as described on page 573, has been used in New HIm by the same Messrs. Dauffen
bach, Winkelmann, and Sta;ckert, potters. In ]879 and 1880, the two former had given up the 
manufacture both of fire· bricks and pottery; but these lines of business are still carried on by 
Mr. Streckert, his products being some $2000 worth yearly . 
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CHAPTER XX. 

THE GEOLOGY OF YELLOW MEDICINE, LYON AND LINCOLN 
COUNTIES. 

BY WARREN UPHAM. 

Situation and area. These counties (plate-pages 27 and 28) lie in south

western Minnesota, together forming a district which is bordered on the 

northeast by the Minnesota river and on the west by Dakota. The south 

boundary of this district it,; 48 miles north of the Iowa line. Its largest 

towns are Granite Falls and Canby in Yellow Medicine county, the former 

being the county seat; Tracy, Marshall ~md Minneota, in Lyon county, on 

the Winona & Saint Peter division of the Chicago and Northwestern rail

way, Marshall being the county seat; Balaton, in the south part of the 

same county, on the Dakota Central railway, a branch of the foregoing; 

and Tyler, Lake Benton and Verdi, on the same railway, in the south part of 

Lincoln county, of which Lake Benton is the county seat. The distances 

from Minneapolis and Saint Paul west to Granite Falls, measured in a direct 

line, are about 112 and 120 miles; from these cities to Marshall, which is 

about 28 miles south-southwest from Granite Falls, the distance is approx

imately 135 miles; and to Lake Benton, which is again 28 miles southwest

erly from Marshall, the distance west-southwest from Minneapolis is about 

160 mi1es, and from Saint Paul, 165 miles. 

The areas of these counties, in square miles, is as follows: 
Land. WAter. Total. 

Yellow Medicine, 75~.60 10.52 763.12 

Lyon, .... • a 0 • 
709.50 11.16 720.66 

Lincoln, .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. , ~ .. . 522.43 19.56 541.99 
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about 28 miles south-southwest from Granite Falls, the distance is approx

imately 135 miles; and to Lake Benton, which is again 28 miles southwest· 

erly from Marshall, the distance west-southwest from Minneapolis is about 

160 miles, and from Saint Paul, 165 miles. 

The areas of these counties, in square miles, is as follows: 
Land. 

Yellow Medicine, .... 752.60 

Lyon, . . . . . . . . . . 709.50 

Lincoln, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 522.43 

WAter, 
10.52 

11.16 

19.56 

Total 
763.12 

720.66 

541.99 
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SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natural drainage. The streams of this district are tributary to the 

Minnesota river, excepting the southwest corner of Lincoln county which 

lies within the basin of the Big Sioux river, and a small tract at the south 

side of Lyon county, drained to lake Shetek and the Des Moines river. 

Four great branches of the Minnesota river gather their waters partly or 

wholly in these counties, namely, in their order from northwest to south

east, the Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers. 

Only the second of these has its entire basin and course within this district. 
Luc qui Parle 1'irer receives the drainage from an area of about 60 square miles in northwest

em Lincoln county, and 210 square miles, approximately, in the west part of Yellow Medicine 
county. Its principal head-streams in this disttict, in order from northwest to southeast are 
Florida and Canby creeks, and the East branch of Lac qui Parle river, the last of which receives 
the overflow of lake Hendricks on the state line. Between this basin and the Yellow Medicine 
river, the creek called Stony run, tributary to the Minnesota river, drains a tract of about 150 
square miles, lyiIlg wholly in Yellow Medicine county. 

The name of the Tel/ow ffledicine 1'iver, from the stream applied to the county, is the transla
tion of the Dakota name Pejllta zizi, which signifies, according to Mr. T. M. Young, the long and 
slender, bitter, yellow root of the moon seed (fflenisperrnurn Canaclense), used by the Indians as a 
medicine. This plant is found comm(\l11y along the banks and bluffs of streams throughout the 
state. The basin of the Yellow Medicine river includes about 260 square miles in the central and 
nortlleastern portions of Lincoln county; about ]40 square miles in northwestern Lyon county; 
and some 200 square miles in Yellow Medicine county; its whole area being thus approximately 
600 square miles. The farthest SOllrce of this river is lake Shaokatan, fifty miles southwest from 
its mouth. Besides these tributaries, several small creek,;, two to fonr miles long, join the Minne
sota river in Yellow Medicine county, mostly prodllced by large s.prings which issue from the 
bluffs of the Minnesota valley, or within the ravines which their outflow has channeled. 

The basin of the Reawooclriver in this district embraces about 450 square miles, 125 of which 
are in sontheastern Lincoln county, the remainder being a belt that crosses Lyon county from 
southwest to northeast. Lake Benton, the farthest source of the Hedwood river, is sixty miles 
from its mouth. The largest tributary of tbis river in its wbole course is Three Mile creek, which 
flows from the west line of Lyon county northeastward twenty miles, nearly parallel with the 
Redwood river and three to five miles northwest from it. 

An area of about 240 square miles in sonthern and southeastern Lyon county is tributary, 
by many creeks, to the Cottonwood 1'i'oe1'. The most northwestern branch of this river flows east
ward nearly through the center of Lake Marshall township, being only two to three miles 
southeast from the Redwood river. Another important branch rises in northwpstern Murray 
county, runs northeasterly between Rock lake and lake Yankton, and crosses the Winona & St. 
Peter railroad close south of Amiret. 

Each of these four large tributaries of the Minnesota receiveR numerous small creeks in 
these counties from the northeastern slope of the Coteau des Prairies, the base of which extends 
from the southeast part of Lyon county northwest across this district, and enters Dakota at the 
northwest corner of Yellow Medicine county. The waters that have sunk into the drift-sheet 
upon the higher plat:au-li~e portion of the Coteau, which extends fifteen or twenty miles far
ther west, re-appear 111 sprlllgs along the great slope, about five miles wide with a descent of 250 
to 500 feet, which forms tile limit of this highland toward the northeast, notably distinguished 
on the maps by Its many small streams flowing northeastward. 

Lake S.hetek, tributa:y to the Des ffloines 1'i1:e1" lies close south of this district in Murray 
co~nty, and Its area of dralllage extends into Lyon county at the middle of its south side so as 
to illclude fifteen or twenty square miles of Rock Lake and Custer townships. 
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Natuml drainage. The streams of this district are tributary to the 

Minnesota river, excepting the southwest corner of Lincoln county which 

lies within the basin of the Big Sioux river, and a small tract at the south 

side of Lyon county, drained to lake Shetek and the Des Moines river. 

Four great branches of the Minnesota river gather their waters partly or 

wholly in these counties, namely, in their order from northwest to south

east, the Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers. 

Only the second of these has its entire basin and course within this district. 
Lc(c qui Parle TireI' receives the drainage from an area of about 60 square miles in northwest

em Lincoln county, and 210 square miles, approximately, in the west part of Yellow Medicine 
county. Its principal head· streams in this distlict, in order from northwest to southeast are 
Florida and Canby creeks, and tile East branch of Lac qui Parle river, the last of which receives 
the overflow of lake Hendricks on the state line. Between this basin and the Yellow Medicine 
river, the creek called Stony run, tributary to the Minnesota river, drains a tract of about 150 
square miles, lying wholly in Yellow Medicine county. 

The name of tbe Tel/ow .Medicine ?'ive?', from the stream applied to the county, is the transla
tion of the Dakota name Pejuta zizi, which signifies, according to Mr. T. M, Young, the long and 
slender, bitter, yellow root of the moonseed (~[enispernwm Canaclense), used by the Indians as a 
medicine. This plant is found commcmly along the banks and bluffs of streams throughout the 
state. The basin of tIle Yellow Medicine river includes about 260 square miles in the central and 
northeastern portions of Lincoln county; about 140 square miles in north westp,rn Lyon county; 
and some 200 square miles in Yellow Medicine county; its wbole area being thus approximately 
600 square miles. The farthest SOltrCe of tllis river is lake Sbaokatan, tifty miles southwest from 
its mouth, Besides these tributaries, several small creek;;, two to four miles long, join the Minne· 
sota river in Yellow Medicine county, mostly produced by large s.prings which issue from the 
bluffs of the Minnesota valley, or within the ravines wbich their outflow has channeled. 

The basin of the Redwood TireI' in til is district embraces about 450 square miles, 125 of which 
are in southeastern Lincoln county, the remainder being a belt that crosses Lyon county from 
soutInvest to northeast. Lake Benton, the farthest source of the Hedwood river, is sixty miles 
from its mouth, The largest tributary of this river in its whole course is Three Mile creek, which 
flows from the we~t line of Lyon county northeastward twenty miles, nearly parallel with the 
Redwood river and three to five miles northwest from it. 

All area of about 240 square miles in southern and southeastern Lyon county is tributary, 
by many creeks, to the Cottonwood Tive1', The most northwestern branch of this river flows east
ward nearly thruugh the center of Lake Marshall township, being only two to three miles 
southeast from the Redwood river, AlJotller important branch rises in northwestern Murray 
county, runs northeasterly bet ween Rock lake and lake Yankton, and crosses the Winona & St. 
Peter railroad close south of Amiret. 

Each of tbese four large tributaries of the Minnesota receiveR numerous small creeks in 
these counties from the northeastern slope of the Coteau des Prairies, the base of which extends 
from the southeast part of Lyon county northwest across this district, and enters Dakota at the 
northwest corner of Yellow Medicine county. The waters that have sunk into the drift-sheet 
upon the higher plat:au-Ii~e portion of the Coteau, which extends fifteen or twenty miles far
ther west, re·appear 111 sprmgs along the great slope, about five miles wide with a descent of 250 
to 500 feet, wbi~h forms tl.Je limit of this highland toward the northeast, notably distinguished 
on the maps by Its many small streams flowing northeastward. 

Lake S.hetek, tributa~'y to the Des Noines Tit'e?', lies close south of this district in Murray 
co~nty, and Its area of drall1age extends into Lyon county at the middle of its south side so all 
to illclude fifteen or twenty square miles of Rock Lake and Custer townships. 
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lies within the basin of the Big Sioux river, and a small tract at the south 

side of Lyon county, drained to lake Shetek and the Des Moines river. 

Four great branches of the Minnesota river gather their waters partly or 

wholly in these counties, namely, in their order from northwest to south

east, the Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers. 

Only the second of these has its entire basin and course within this district. 
Lc(c qui Parle TireI' receives the drainage from an area of about 60 square miles in northwest

em Lincoln county, and 210 square miles, approximately, in the west part of Yellow Medicine 
county. Its principal head· streams in this distlict, in order from northwest to southeast are 
Florida and Canby creeks, and tile East branch of Lac qui Parle river, the last of which receives 
the overflow of lake Hendricks on the state line. Between this basin and the Yellow Medicine 
river, the creek called Stony run, tributary to the Minnesota river, drains a tract of about 150 
square miles, lying wholly in Yellow Medicine county. 

The name of tbe Tel/ow .Medicine ?'ive?', from the stream applied to the county, is the transla
tion of the Dakota name Pejuta zizi, which signifies, according to Mr. T. M, Young, the long and 
slender, bitter, yellow root of the moonseed (~[enispernwm Canaclense), used by the Indians as a 
medicine. This plant is found commcmly along the banks and bluffs of streams throughout the 
state. The basin of tIle Yellow Medicine river includes about 260 square miles in the central and 
northeastern portions of Lincoln county; about 140 square miles in north westp,rn Lyon county; 
and some 200 square miles in Yellow Medicine county; its wbole area being thus approximately 
600 square miles. The farthest SOltrCe of tllis river is lake Sbaokatan, tifty miles southwest from 
its mouth, Besides these tributaries, several small creek;;, two to four miles long, join the Minne· 
sota river in Yellow Medicine county, mostly produced by large s.prings which issue from the 
bluffs of the Minnesota valley, or within the ravines wbich their outflow has channeled. 

The basin of the Redwood TireI' in til is district embraces about 450 square miles, 125 of which 
are in southeastern Lincoln county, the remainder being a belt that crosses Lyon county from 
soutInvest to northeast. Lake Benton, the farthest source of the Hedwood river, is sixty miles 
from its mouth, The largest tributary of this river in its whole course is Three Mile creek, which 
flows from the we~t line of Lyon county northeastward twenty miles, nearly parallel with the 
Redwood river and three to five miles northwest from it. 

All area of about 240 square miles in southern and southeastern Lyon county is tributary, 
by many creeks, to the Cottonwood Tive1', The most northwestern branch of this river flows east
ward nearly thruugh the center of Lake Marshall township, being only two to three miles 
southeast from the Redwood river, AlJotller important branch rises in northwestern Murray 
county, runs northeasterly bet ween Rock lake and lake Yankton, and crosses the Winona & St. 
Peter railroad close south of Amiret. 

Each of tbese four large tributaries of the Minnesota receiveR numerous small creeks in 
these counties from the northeastern slope of the Coteau des Prairies, the base of which extends 
from the southeast part of Lyon county northwest across this district, and enters Dakota at the 
northwest corner of Yellow Medicine county. The waters that have sunk into the drift-sheet 
upon the higher plat:au-Ii~e portion of the Coteau, which extends fifteen or twenty miles far
ther west, re·appear 111 sprmgs along the great slope, about five miles wide with a descent of 250 
to 500 feet, wbi~h forms tl.Je limit of this highland toward the northeast, notably distinguished 
on the maps by Its many small streams flowing northeastward. 

Lake S.hetek, tributa~'y to the Des Noines Tit'e?', lies close south of this district in Murray 
co~nty, and Its area of drall1age extends into Lyon county at the middle of its south side so all 
to illclude fifteen or twenty square miles of Rock Lake and Custer townships. 
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Minnesota river, excepting the southwest corner of Lincoln county which 

within the basin of the Big Sioux river, and a small tract at the south 

side Lyon county, drained to lake Shetek and the Des Moines river. 

branches of the Minnesota river gather their waters partly or 

wholly in these counties, namely, in their order from northwest to south

Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers. 

Only the second of these has its entire basin and course within this district. 
Lac qui Parle Tic-el' receives the drainage from an area of about 60 square miles in northwest

em Lincoln county, and 210 square miles, approximately, in the west part of Yellow Medicine 
county. Its principal bead-streams in this distlict, in order from northwest to southeast are 
Florida and Canby creeks, and the East branch of Lac qui Parle river, the last of which receives 
the overflow of lake Hendricks on the state line. Between this basin and the Yellow Medicine 
river, the creek called StOllY run, tributary to the Minnesota river, drains a tract of about 150 
square miles, Jying wholly in Yellow Medicine coullty_ 

The name of tbe Tel/ow J.11ecUcine 1'it"er, from the stream applied to the county, is the transla
tion of the Dakota name l'ejula zizi, which signifies, according to Mr. T. M. Young, the long and 
slender, bitter, yellow root of the moonseed (.frfenispernwm Canaclensc), used by the Indians as a 
medicine. This plant is found commOJlly along' tbe banks and bluffs of streams throughout the 
state. The basin of tile Yellow Medicine river includes about 260 square miles in the central and 
nortlJeastern portions of Lincoln county; about 140 square miles in north western Lyon county; 
and some 200 square miles in Yellow Medicine county; its wbole area being thus approximately 
600 square miles_ The farthest SOltrCe of tbis river is lake Sbaokatan, nfty miles southwest from 
its mouth. Besides these tributaries, several small creek;,;, two to four miles long, jOin the Minne. 
sota river in Yellow Medicine county, mostly prodnced by large springs which issue from the 
bluffs of the ]'dinnesota valley, or within the ravines wbich their outflow has channeled. 

The basin of the Redwoocl TireI' in til is district embraces about 450 square miles, 125 of which 
are in southeastern Lincoln county, the remainder being' a belt that crosses Lyon county from 
southwest to northeast_ Lake Benton, the farthest source of the Hedwood river, is sixty miles 
from its mouth. The largest tributary of this river in its whole course is Three Mile creek, which 
flows from the we~t line of Lyon county northeastward twenty miles, nearly parallel with the 
Redwood river and three to five miles IJorthwest from it. 

An area of about 2-10 square miles in southern and southeastern Lyon county is tributary, 
by many creeks, to the Cottomcooc~ rive». The most northwestern branch of this river flows east
ward nt"arly through the center of .Lake Marshall townShip, being only two to three miles 
southeast from the Redwood river. Auotber important branch rises in northwestern lrlulTay 
county, runs northeasterly bet ween Rock lake and lake and crosses the Winona & St. 
Peter railroad close south of Amiret. 

Each of tbese four Jarge tributaries of the Minnesota receiveR numerous small creeks in 
these counties from the northeastern of the Coteau des Prairies, the base of which extends 
from the southeast part of Lyon county llorthwest across tbis district, and enters Dakota at the 
northwest corner of Yellow Medicine county. The waters that have sunk into the drift-sheet 
upon the higher plat~au-Ii~e portion of the Coteau, which extends fifteen or twenty miles far
ther west, re-appear 111 sprmgs along the great about five miles wide with a descent of 250 
to 500 feet, wbi~b forms the limit of this highland toward the northeast, notably distinguished 
on the maps by Its mauy small streams flowing northeastward. 

Lake S_hetek, tributa~'Y to the Des Moines lies close south of this district in Murray 
county, and Its area of dramage extends into Lyon county at the middle of its south side so all 
to include fifteen or twenty square miles of Rock Lake and Custer townships. 
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tion of the Dakota name l'ejula zizi, which signifies, according to Mr. T. M. Young, the long and 
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and some 200 square miles in Yellow Medicine county; its wbole area being thus approximately 
600 square miles_ The farthest SOltrCe of tbis river is lake Sbaokatan, nfty miles southwest from 
its mouth. Besides these tributaries, several small creek;,;, two to four miles long, jOin the Minne. 
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bluffs of the ]'dinnesota valley, or within the ravines wbich their outflow has channeled. 
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are in southeastern Lincoln county, the remainder being' a belt that crosses Lyon county from 
southwest to northeast_ Lake Benton, the farthest source of the Hedwood river, is sixty miles 
from its mouth. The largest tributary of this river in its whole course is Three Mile creek, which 
flows from the we~t line of Lyon county northeastward twenty miles, nearly parallel with the 
Redwood river and three to five miles IJorthwest from it. 

An area of about 2-10 square miles in southern and southeastern Lyon county is tributary, 
by many creeks, to the Cottomcooc~ rive». The most northwestern branch of this river flows east
ward nt"arly through the center of .Lake Marshall townShip, being only two to three miles 
southeast from the Redwood river. Auotber important branch rises in northwestern lrlulTay 
county, runs northeasterly bet ween Rock lake and lake and crosses the Winona & St. 
Peter railroad close south of Amiret. 

Each of tbese four Jarge tributaries of the Minnesota receiveR numerous small creeks in 
these counties from the northeastern of the Coteau des Prairies, the base of which extends 
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upon the higher plat~au-Ii~e portion of the Coteau, which extends fifteen or twenty miles far
ther west, re-appear 111 sprmgs along the great about five miles wide with a descent of 250 
to 500 feet, wbi~b forms the limit of this highland toward the northeast, notably distinguished 
on the maps by Its mauy small streams flowing northeastward. 

Lake S_hetek, tributa~'Y to the Des Moines lies close south of this district in Murray 
county, and Its area of dramage extends into Lyon county at the middle of its south side so all 
to include fifteen or twenty square miles of Rock Lake and Custer townships. 
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Nearly a hundred square miles in southwestern Lincoln county, lying southwest of the high
est ridge of the Coteau des Prairies, are drained into the Big Sioux Tive?" by Medary and Flan
dreau creeks. This area includes Verdi, and parts of Shaokatan, Drammen and Lake Benton 
townships. Its surface is a smooth expanse of till, sloping gently to the southwest, character
ized by the absence of lakes, like Pipestone and Rock counties on the south, which, with this 
tract, lie west and outside of the western and outer terminal moraine. 

Lakes. East of this outer moraine, lakes and sloughs are frequent in this district, excepting 
the central and north parts of Yellow Medicine county. They are most abundant upon the Co
teau des Prairies between its two morainic belts. The largest are lakes Benton, Shaokatan and 
Hendricks, respectively six, three, and three and a half miles long, trending from northeast to 
southwest, lying in Lincoln county close to tlle western moraine, with the description of which 
these lakes ''',ill be noticed more fully. More Ulan thirty other lakes, varying from a half mile 
to one and a half miles in length, most frequently having the longer axis from north to south, 
occur in central and southeastern Lincoln county. Among these are Eagle lake, more than a 
mile long from northwest to SOl. theast, crossed by the line between Royal and Limestone town
ships; lake Stay, one mile long from north to south, which gives name to its township; lake 
Nova, formerly called Dead Coon lake, one and a half miles long from north to sOllth and half as 
wide, in the northeast part of Marshfield; and Cottonwood lake, about a mile long from north
west to southeast and a half mile wide, in the south edge of Marshfield and close north of Tyler 
station. The basin of the last named lake was dry some fifteen years ago; in ]875 it held a lake 
of the area mentioned and five to ten feet deep; in 1880 it it was again wholly dry, and had been 
so for two or three years, being all hard mowing-land, yielding coarse marsh· grass and sedges, 
with cattle pasturing there, and having a dwelling-house on the lake-bottom. These changes are 
a register of variations in the average annual rain-fall. 

In southwestern Lyon county the continuation of tllis region of lakes includes Goose lake 
and Island lake, each about three-quarters of a mile long from north to south, in the south part of 
Island Lake township; lake Marguerite, more than a mile long from north to sonth, in the north 
part of T. 110, R. 43; Black Rush lake, about a mile in extent, filled with rushes, near the 
center of Lyons; two lakes, each about a mile long, in southwestern Shelburne, near the corner 
of the county; Rock lake and lake Yankton, each more than a mile long from north to south, in 
Rock Lake township; Long lake, a mile long from northwest to southeast, in the south part of 
Custer; and lake Sigel, about a half mile i.n diameter, in southwestern Monroe, two miles south 
of Tracy. 

The only other lakes to be mentioned in Lyon county, are lake Marshall, one and a half 
miles long from northwest to southeast but narrow, in the southeast part of Lake Marshall tOW11-
ship; Swan and Goose lakes, crossed by the east line of the connty at the east side of sections 12 
and 1, Stanley; and Lady's Shoe, Lady's Slipper and Cottonwood lakes, each about a mile long, 
and Sham lake, of smaller size, a mile east from the last, all situated in Lucas, the most north
east township of the county. 

The greater part of Yellow Medicine county has no considerable lakes. This area probably 
was covered by a broad and shallow expanse of water during the recession of the ice-sheet, by 
which the surface, consisting of till, in some parts sliglltly modified, was smoothed, and its hol
lows that would have held lakes were filled; a8 the nearly flat sheet of till that forms the south
ern part and the sides of the great plain of the Hed river valley was smoothed by lake Agassiz at 
this epoch. Upon the Coteau at the west end of this county occasional lakelets are found nes
tled among its knolls and irregular short ridges of morainic drift; and on the moderately undu
lating or rolling tract of till in tlle southeast part of tbe COlmty are l1l1mer0l1S lakes from a half 
mile to one and a half miles long. These include a groull of three in the central part of N or
mania; Wood and Sand lakes, each more than a mile long, and tn:nding respectively from north
east to southwest and from east to west, in Wood Lake township; Tyson's lake, a mile long from 
east to west, in the north part of Posen; and two lakes, of irregular form, each a mile or more in 
extent, in Echo, the eastmost, situated near the center of the township, being called the lake of 

the Woods. 

Topography. The Minnesota valley along the northeast side of Yellow 

Medicine county is from one to one and a half miles wide, and consists of 
• y 
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an alluvial bottomland, mostly within reach of the highest floods, and 

steep enclosing bluffs, from whose top a vast prairie of undulating till or 

glacial drift stretches away on each side in an apparently almost level ex

panse as far as the view extends. 
In these twenty-five miles the Minnesota valley grows deeper from northwest to southeast, 

its depth being approximately 100 feet at Montevideo; 150 feet at Granite Falls; 165 feet at Min
nesota Falls; and 175 feet at the mouth of the Yellow lIfedicine river. This tributary has cut a 
valley equal in depth, along the 10'wer part of its course, to that of the Minnesota, and from a 
half mile to one mile in width, leaving between these valleys in the north part of Sioux Agency 
township a promontory or plateau, some three miles long and less than a mile wide, upon which 
the ruins of the buildings of the Upper Sioux Agency remain. At SOl'lien's mill, in the south 
edge of section 35, Minnesota Falls, about four and a half miles above its mouth, the valley of 
the Yellow Medicine river is 76 to ]00 feet deep. Westward in this county and the northwest 
part of Lyon county, its depth is diminished from 75 to 40 or 50 feet; and at the foot of the 
Coteau, where its head-streams are crossed by the railroad, they flow in channels only 20 to 30 
feet below the average surface. The bluffs of both the Minnesota and Yellow Medicine valleys 
are cut by m~ny short ravines, occupied by springs and rivulets, and all their tributary creeks 
have formed channels that increase in depth as they approach these great valleys. The branches 
of the Lac qui Parle river, from the foot of the Coteau to the north line of Yellow Medicine 
county, flow 30 to 40 feet below the general level; and valleys of about the same depth have been 
eroded by the Redwood river in the vicinity of Marshall and thence to the east line of Lyon 
county; by its tributary, Three Mile cn,ek, from Grandview to its mouth; and by the most north
ern and main stream of the Cottonwood river. 

Excepting the valleys which have been thus cut by streams, a gently undulating or in some 
portions moderately rolI:ng sheet of till covers the northea~tern half of this district, rea<:hing 
from the Minnesota river twenty-five to thirty miles southwest to the Cottonwood river and Mar
shall lake in eastern Lyon county, and to tlle Winona &; St. Peter railroad in its course thence 
through Marshall, Minneota and Canby, and nearly to the state line. This expanse has a grad
llal ascent southwestward of six to ten feet per mile, so that the railroad between Marshall and 
Canby is from 150 to 250 feet above the general level of the country adjoining the Minnesota 
valley. 

The most rolling portions of this area are in two belts. One of these lies in eastern Yellow 
Medicine county, within four to eight miles west from the Minnesota valley, including Stony 
Run, the northeast part of Hazel Run, Minnesota Falls, eastern Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and 
Echo. In going westward from Granite Falls, the first one and a half miles are on the bottom
land, which here averages 20 feet above the river and has many scattered knobs and small ridges 
of gneiss, 10 to 40 feet higher; then the southwestern bluff of the valley is ascended, to tile gen
eral surface of the prairie, some 150 feet above the river. This is moderately undulating for 
about a half mile, at which distance from the Minnesota valley it is marked by a depression, from 
an eighth to a quarter of a mile wide, and 20 to 30 feet deep, bordered by gently sloping sides, 
and reaching several miles from northwest to southeast, parallel with the Minnesota vallt'y. The 
entire extent of this holluw was not traced. It is believed to have been excavated by drainage 
during the final melting of the last ice-sheet. Similar old water-courses, now dry, extend in the 
same direction through Omro and Wergeland in the west part of this county. These are de
scribed, and the mode of their formation explained, in treating of the glacial drift. West of this 
channel the surface is quite rolling for two or three miles, in smoothed swells and mounds, 20 to 
30 or sometimes -1.0 feet high, mostly trending from northwest to southeast. Thence the contour 
becomes gradually more even, so that at six or seven miles from Granite Falls, and onward, it is 
nearly flat and very smooth, undulating only 10 to 20 feet in long slopes. i::loutheastward from 
the Yellow Medicine river, by the east side of Wood and Sand lakes to the lake of the Woods 
SOlUe portions of the surface are more prominently rolling than west of Granite Falls, havin~ 
here and there massive swells, 25 to 5U feet above the average of this region, which both in its 
hilly and in its nearly level areas is till. 
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valley equal in depth, along the lower part of its course, to that of the Minnesota, and from a 
half mile to one mile in width, leaving between these valleys in the north part of Sioux Agency 
township a promontory or plateau, some three miles long and less than a mile wide, upon which 
the ruins of the buildings of the Upper Sioux Agency remain. At SOl'lien's mill, in the south 
edge of section 35, Minnesota Falls, about four and a half miles above its mouth, the valley of 
the Yellow Medicine river is 76 to 100 feet deep, Westward in this county and the northwest 
part of I,yon county, its depth is diminished from 75 to 40 or 50 feet; and at the foot of the 
Coteau, where its head-streams are crossed by the railroad, they flow in channels only 20 to 30 
feet below the average surface. The bluffs of both the Minnesota and Yellow Medicine valleys 
are cnt by mf.ny short ravines, occupied by springs and rivulets, and all their tributary creeks 
have formed channels that increase in depth as they approach these great valleys. The branches 
of the Lac qui Parle river, from the foot of the Coteau to the north line of Yellow Medicine 
county, flow 30 to 40 feet below the general level; and valleys of about the same depth have been 
eroded by the Redwood river in the vicinity of Marshall and thence to the east line of Lyon 
county; by its tributary, 'l'hree Mile creek, from Grandview to its mouth; and by the most north
ern and main stream of the Cottonwood river. 

Excepting the valleys which have been thus cut by streams, a gently undulating or in some 
portions moderately rolI:ng sheet of till covers the northeastern half of this district, reaehing 
from the lHinnesota river twenty-five to thirty miles southwest to the Cottonwood river and Mar
shall lake in eastern Lyon county, and to the Willona &; St. Peter railroad in its course thence 
through Marshall, Minneota and Canby, and nearly to the state line. This expanse has a grad
nal ascent southwestward of six to ten feet per mile, so that the railroad between Marshall and 
Canby is from 150 to 250 feet above the general level of the country adjoining the Minnesota 
valley. 

The most rolling portions of this area are in two belts. One of these lies in eastern Yellow 
Medicine county, within four to eight miles west from the Minnesota valley, including Stony 
Run, the northeast part of Hazel Run, :iYIinnesota Falls, eastern Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and 
Echo. In going westward from Granite the first one and a half miles are on the bottom
land, which here averages 20 feee above the river and has many scattered knobs and small ridges 
of gneiss, 10 to 40 feet higher; thell the southwestern bluff of the valley is ascended, to tile gen
eral surface of the prairie, some 150 feet above the river. This is moderately undulating for 
about a half mile, at which distance from the Minnesota valley it is marked by a depression, from 
an eighth to a quarter of a mile wide, and 20 to 30 feet deep, bordered by gently sloping sides, 
and reaching several miles from northwest to southeast, parallel with the Minnesota vallfY. The 
entire extellt of this hollow was not traced. It is believed to have been excavated by drainage 
durin'S the fillal melting of tlte last ice-sheet, Similar old water-courses, now dry, f'xtend in the 
same direction through Omro and Wergeland in the Wf'st part of tbis countv. These are de
scribed, and the mode of their formation explained, in treating of the glacial d;ift. West of this 
channel the surface is quite rolling for two or three miles. ill smoothed swells and mounds, 20 to 
30 or sometimes 40 feet high, mostly trending from northwest to sontheast. Thence the contour 
becomes gradually more even, so that at six or seven miles from Granite Falls, and onward, it is 
nearly flat and very smooth, undulating only 10 to 20 feet in long slopes. Southeastward from 
the Yellow Medicine river, by the east side of Wood and Sand lakes to the lake of the Woods, 
some portions of the surface are more prominently rolling than west of Granite Falls, having 
here and there massIve swells, ~5 to 5u feet above the average of this region which both in its 
hilly and in its nearly level areas is tilL ' 
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entire extellt of this hollow was not traced. It is believed to have been excavated by drainage 
durin'S the fillal melting of tlte last ice-sheet, Similar old water-courses, now dry, f'xtend in the 
same direction through Omro and Wergeland in the Wf'st part of tbis countv. These are de
scribed, and the mode of their formation explained, in treating of the glacial d;ift. West of this 
channel the surface is quite rolling for two or three miles. ill smoothed swells and mounds, 20 to 
30 or sometimes 40 feet high, mostly trending from northwest to sontheast. Thence the contour 
becomes gradually more even, so that at six or seven miles from Granite Falls, and onward, it is 
nearly flat and very smooth, undulating only 10 to 20 feet in long slopes. Southeastward from 
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In western Yellow Medicine county, a few miles northeast from Canby and the Winona & 
St. Peter railroad, we find another rolling belt, more broken and irregular in contour than the 
preceding, with steeper knolls and short ridges, from 15 or 20 to 40 or 50 feet in hight, but oc
cupying a narrower area, which varies from an eighth of a mile to one mile, or at the most only 
two or three miles, in width. These drift accumulations consist of till, with many boulders, and 
appear to be a terminal moraine, heaped along the border of an ice-sheet. 'l'hey extend in a con
tinuous series, from near the south line of Yellow Medicine county, northwesterly to the Ante
lope hills in Lac qui Parle county, and onward through that county into Dakota. At the west 
side of this low range of knolJy and hilly drift, between it and the massive higllland of the Co
teau des Prairies, there intervenes a belt of smooth, slightly undulating till, three to six miles 
wide, called the Antelope valley. This is part of the undulatillg area, approximately a plain, 
that rises imperceptibly from the Minnesota river to the Coteau; and its somewhat valley-like 
appearance is due to its being separated from the broad eastern part of this expanse by the 
moraine, which attains a hight 25 to 100 feet above the general level, culminatiug in the Antelope 
hills. 

The Coteau des P)'ail'ies. A large area extending from southeast to northwest through 
southwestern Minnesota, including the southwest half of this district, has an elevation from 500 
to 10UO feet above the Minnesota river, and from 1300 to 2000 feet above the sea. Upon this 
highland are the sources of Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers; 
of the Des Moines river; and of the Little and Big Sioux rivers, tributary to the Missouri. This 
el'evated tract, throughout its course of two hundred miles, was called by the earliest French 
explorers the Coteau (les Prairies, meaning the Highland of the Prairies. Nicollet applies this 
name to an area ten to thirty or forty miles wide, its width through this district being twenty to 
thirty miles. 

This highland may be described, in general, as a long plateau or massive ridge, in part 
smoothly undulating or rolling in contour, but having two belts (terminal moraines) which are 
very irregularly broken by steep hills, knolls, and small ridges, 25 to 100 feet above the in
tervening hollows. If we except the massive ridge of red quartzyte in northern Cottonwood 
county, no exposure of the bed-rock is known along the entire extent of the Coteau des Prairies, 
and its surface everywhere is a thick sheet of the unstratified glaCial drift, called till or boulder
clay. On its smooth areas this deposit has few bonlders; but in the two roughly hilly belts it has 
very abundant boulders and increased proportions of gravel and sand.* 

Elevations, Winona &; St. Peter (livision, Chicago &; Northwestern milway. 
From John E. Blunt, engineer, 'Winona. 

1\fiIes from Feet above 
Winona. the sea. 

Tracy. . . . . . . . . . .. . .................. , ........................... 226.55 1403 
Amiret ............................ , .... , ........................ 233.65 1283 
Marshall ........................................................ 243.85 1174 
Grandview ..................................................... 250.75 1173 
Minneota. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................................... 256.52 1179 
Canby ........................................................... 274.03 1243 
Gary .......................................................... 284.62 1484 

Elel'at'ions, Dakota Cent1·aI1·ailway. 
Tracy ........................................................... 226.55 1403 
Balaton ............. , ........................................... 239.55 1528 
Redwood river ................................................... 246.60 1592 
Redwood bridge .................................................. 246.60 1631 
Tyler ............................................................ 253.70 1750 
Lake Benton, station ........................................... 261.50 1759 
Lake Benton, water .............................................. 261.50 1754 
Summit, grade ................................................... 262.50 1762 
Depression, grade ..... , ............. " .......................... 2f\5.50 1715 
Verdi. . . . . . .... . .. . . .. . ........................................ 267.60 1'i71 

--*For Nicollet's description of the Coteau des Prairies, see p. 68; compare aJso pp. 494, 519. 539 and 544; and for a 
more full discussion of both its topographic and geologic features, consult a later part of thIS chapter. 
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In western Yellow Medicine county, a few miles northeast from Canby and the Winona & 
St. Peter railroad, we find another rolling belt, more broken and irregular in contour than the 
preceding, with steeper knolls and short ridges, from 15 or 20 to 40 or 50 feet in hight, but oc
cupying a narrower area, which varies from an eighth of a mile to one mile, or at the most only 
two or three miles, in width. These drift accumUlations consist of till, with many boulders, and 
appear to be a terminal moraine, heaped along the border of an ice·sheet. They extend in a con
tinuous series, from near the south line of Yellow Medicine county, northwesterly to the Ante
lope hills in Lac qui Parle county, and onward throngh that county into Dakota. At the west 
side of this low range of lmolly and hilly drift, between it aud the massive highland of the Co
teau des Prairies, there intervenes a belt of smooth, slightly undulating till, three to six miles 
wide, called the Antelope valley. This is part of the nndulating area, approximately a plain, 
that rises imperceptibly from the Minnesota river to the Coteau; and its somewhat valley.like 
appearance is due to its being separated from the broad eastern part of this expanse by the 
moraine, which attains a hight 25 to 100 feet above the general level, culminatiug in the Antelope 
hills. 

The Coteau des Prail'ies. A large area extendiug from southeast to northwest through 
southwestern Minnesota, including the southwest half of this district, has an elevation from 500 
to 1000 feet above the Minnesota river, and from 1300 to 2000 feet above the sea. Upon this 
highland are the sources of Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers; 
.of the Des Moines river; and of the Little and Big Sioux rivers, tributary to the Missouri. This 
el'evated tract, throughout its course of two hundred miles, was called by the earliest French 
explorers the Coteau des Prairies, meaning the Highland of the Prairies. Nicollet applies this 
name to an area ten to thirty or forty miles wide, its width through this district being twenty to 
thirty miles. 

This highland may be described, in general, as a long plateau or massive ridge, in part 
smoothly undulating or rolling in contour, but having two belts (terminal moraines) which are 
very irregularly broken by steep hills, kuolls, aud small ridges, 25 to 100 feet above the in
terveniug hollows. If we except the massive ridge of red quartzyte in northern Cottonwood 
county, no exposure of the bed-rock is known along the entire extent of the Coteau des Prairies, 
and its surface everywhere is a thick sheet of the unstratified glaCial drift, called till or boulder
clay. On its smooth areas this deposit has few boulders; but in the two roughly hilly belts it has 
very abundant boulders and illcreased proportions of gravel and sand.* 

Elevations, Winona & St. Pete?' cIivision, Chicago & Northwestern railway. 
From John E. Blunt, engineer, ·Winona. 

l\iiles from Feet above 
Winona. the sea. 

Tracy ........... , ............................................... 226.55 1403 
Amiret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................ 233.65 1283 
Marshall ........................................................ 243.85 1174 
Grandview ................................... · ................. 250.75 1173 
Minneota ....................................................... 255.52 1179 
Can by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... 274.03 1243 
Gary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... . .............. 284.52 1484 

Elel'ations, Dakota Cent7'CtI1·ailway. 
Tracy ........................................................... 226.55 1403 
Balaton ......................................................... 239.55 1528 
Redwood river .................................................. 246.60 1592 
Redwood bridge ..................................... " ........... 246.60 1631 
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Lake Benton, water ................ ·· .... ······················· .261.50 17M 
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Verdi ...................•...................................... 267.60 1'i71 

--*For Nicollet's description of the Coteau des Prairies, see p. 68; compare also pp. 494, 519. 539 and 544; and for a 
more full discussion of both its topographic and geologic features, consult a later part of th,S chapter. 
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In western Yellow Medicine county, a few miles northeast from Canby and the Winona & 
St. Peter railroad, we find another rolling belt, more broken and irregular in contour than the 
preceding, with steeper knolls and short ridges, from 15 or 20 to 40 or 50 feet in hight, but oc
cupying a narrower area, which varies from an eighth of a mile to one mile, or at the most only 
two or three miles, in width. These drift accumUlations consist of till, with many boulders, and 
appear to be a terminal moraine, heaped along the border of an ice·sheet. They extend in a con
tinuous series, from near the south line of Yellow Medicine county, northwesterly to the Ante
lope hills in Lac qui Parle county, and onward throngh that county into Dakota. At the west 
side of this low range of lmolly and hilly drift, between it aud the massive highland of the Co
teau des Prairies, there intervenes a belt of smooth, slightly undulating till, three to six miles 
wide, called the Antelope valley. This is part of the nndulating area, approximately a plain, 
that rises imperceptibly from the Minnesota river to the Coteau; and its somewhat valley.like 
appearance is due to its being separated from the broad eastern part of this expanse by the 
moraine, which attains a hight 25 to 100 feet above the general level, culminatiug in the Antelope 
hills. 

The Coteau des Prail'ies. A large area extendiug from southeast to northwest through 
southwestern Minnesota, including the southwest half of this district, has an elevation from 500 
to 1000 feet above the Minnesota river, and from 1300 to 2000 feet above the sea. Upon this 
highland are the sources of Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers; 
.of the Des Moines river; and of the Little and Big Sioux rivers, tributary to the Missouri. This 
el'evated tract, throughout its course of two hundred miles, was called by the earliest French 
explorers the Coteau des Prairies, meaning the Highland of the Prairies. Nicollet applies this 
name to an area ten to thirty or forty miles wide, its width through this district being twenty to 
thirty miles. 

This highland may be described, in general, as a long plateau or massive ridge, in part 
smoothly undulating or rolling in contour, but having two belts (terminal moraines) which are 
very irregularly broken by steep hills, kuolls, aud small ridges, 25 to 100 feet above the in
terveniug hollows. If we except the massive ridge of red quartzyte in northern Cottonwood 
county, no exposure of the bed-rock is known along the entire extent of the Coteau des Prairies, 
and its surface everywhere is a thick sheet of the unstratified glaCial drift, called till or boulder
clay. On its smooth areas this deposit has few boulders; but in the two roughly hilly belts it has 
very abundant boulders and illcreased proportions of gravel and sand.* 
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--*For Nicollet's description of the Coteau des Prairies, see p. 68; compare also pp. 494, 519. 539 and 544; and for a 
more full discussion of both its topographic and geologic features, consult a later part of th,S chapter. 
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In western Yellow Medicine county, a few miles northeast from Canby and the Winona & 
St. Peter railroad, we find another rOlling belt, more broken and irregular in contour than the 
preceding, with steeper knolls and short ridges, from 15 or 20 to 40 or 50 feet in hight, but oc
cupying a narrower area, which varies from an eighth of a mile to one mile, or at the most only 
two or three miles, in width. These drift accumulations consist of till, with many boulders, and 
appear to be a terminal moraine, heaped along the border of an ice-sheet. They extend in a con
tinuous series, from near the south line of Yellow Medicine county, northwesterly to the Ante
lope hills in Lac qui Parle county, a.nd onward through that county into Dakota. At the west 
side of this low range of lmollyand hilly drift. between it aud the massive higllJand of the Co
teau des Prairies, there intervenes a belt of smooth, slightly undulating till, three to six miles 
wide, called the Antelope valley. This is part of the undulating area, approximately a plain, 
that rises imperceptibly from the Minnesota riveT to the Coteau; alld its somewhat valley-like 
appearance is due to its being separated from the broad eastem part of this expanse by the 
moraine, which attains a bight 25 to 100 feet above the general level, culminatillg in the Antelope 
hills. 

The Coteau des P.rairies. A large area extending from southeast to northwest through 
southwestern Minnesota, including the southwest half of this district, bas an elevation from 500 
to 1000 feet above the Minnesota river, and from 1300 to 2000 feet above the sea. Upon this 
highland are the sources of Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers; 
.of the Des ~loines river; and of the Little and Big Sioux rivers, tributary to the Missouri. This 
el'evated tract, throughout its course of two hundred miles, was called by the earliest French 
explorers the Coteau des meaning the Higbland of the Prairies. Nicollet applies this 
name to an area ten to thirty or forty miles wide, its width through this district being twenty to 
thirty miles. 

This highland may be described, in general, as a long plateau or massive ridge, in part 
smoothly undulating or rolling in contour, but having two belts (terminal moraines) which are 
very irregularly broken by steep hills, kuolls. and small ridges, 25 to 100 feet above the in
tervening hollows. If we except the massive ridge of red quartzyte in nortllern Cottonwood 
county, no exposure of the bed-rock is known along the entire extent of the Coteau des Prairies, 
and its surface everywhere is a thick sheet of the unstratified glacial drift, called till or boulder
clay. On its smooth areas this deposit has few boulders; but in the two roughly hilly belts it has 
very abundant boulders and increased proportions oE gravel and salld.* 

Elevations, Winonct &: St. PeteT clivision, Ol1icago &: Northwe~tem milway. 
:From John E. Blunt, Winona. 

lI'Iiles from 
Winona. 

Tracy ....... " .... ".................. . ..... '" ..... 226.55 
Amiret. . .... . .. . , ........................................... 233.65 
J;larshall. .. . . . . . . .. ........ . .................. " ............... 243.85 
Grandview .................................................... 260.75 
Minneota ...................................................... 256.52 
Canby .............. , ..................... , ..................... 274.03 
Gary ................ ,. ............. . .... ,..... . .............. 284.62 

Elet'ations, Dakota Oentr'al 'railway. 

i:~::o~' : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : , : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. : : : : : : : : : : .. : : : : : ~~~ :~~ 
Redwood river ........ " ....... , ............. , .................. 246.60 
Redwood bridge ........................ , .. , .... , .... " , .......... 246.60 
Tyler ................................. , ... , ......... , ......... 253.70 
Lake Benton, station ....................... , . . .. ........... . ... 261.50 
Lake Benton, water.. .., ....................... , ................ 261.50 
Summit, grade. . . . . . .. .. .................. . .................. 262.50 
Depression, grade., ....... , ......... , .................. , ....... 2fl5.50 
Verdi ...................................... , ................... 267.60 

1403 
1283 
1174 
1173 

1179 
1243 
1484 

1403 
1528 
1592 
1631 
1750 
1759 
1754 
1762 
1715 
1'i71 

--*F Ni !leVs description of the Coteau des Prairies, see p. 68; compare also pp. 494, 519. 539 and 544; and for a 
moreful~~isc:sion of both its topographic and geologic features. consult a Ie.ter part of thIs chapter. 
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In western Yellow Medicine county, a few miles northeast from Canby and the Winona & 
St. Peter railroad, we find another rOlling belt, more broken and irregular in contour than the 
preceding, with steeper knolls and short ridges, from 15 or 20 to 40 or 50 feet in hight, but oc
cupying a narrower area, which varies from an eighth of a mile to one mile, or at the most only 
two or three miles, in width. These drift accumulations consist of till, with many boulders, and 
appear to be a terminal moraine, heaped along the border of an ice-sheet. They extend in a con
tinuous series, from near the south line of Yellow Medicine county, northwesterly to the Ante
lope hills in Lac qui Parle county, a.nd onward through that county into Dakota. At the west 
side of this low range of lmollyand hilly drift. between it aud the massive higllJand of the Co
teau des Prairies, there intervenes a belt of smooth, slightly undulating till, three to six miles 
wide, called the Antelope valley. This is part of the undulating area, approximately a plain, 
that rises imperceptibly from the Minnesota riveT to the Coteau; alld its somewhat valley-like 
appearance is due to its being separated from the broad eastem part of this expanse by the 
moraine, which attains a bight 25 to 100 feet above the general level, culminatillg in the Antelope 
hills. 

The Coteau des P.rairies. A large area extending from southeast to northwest through 
southwestern Minnesota, including the southwest half of this district, bas an elevation from 500 
to 1000 feet above the Minnesota river, and from 1300 to 2000 feet above the sea. Upon this 
highland are the sources of Lac qui Parle, Yellow Medicine, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers; 
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Elevations, Winonct &: St. PeteT clivision, Ol1icago &: Northwe~tem milway. 
:From John E. Blunt, Winona. 

lI'Iiles from 
Winona. 

Tracy ....... " .... ".................. . ..... '" ..... 226.55 
Amiret. . .... . .. . , ........................................... 233.65 
J;larshall. .. . . . . . . .. ........ . .................. " ............... 243.85 
Grandview .................................................... 260.75 
Minneota ...................................................... 256.52 
Canby .............. , ..................... , ..................... 274.03 
Gary ................ ,. ............. . .... ,..... . .............. 284.62 

Elet'ations, Dakota Oentr'al 'railway. 

i:~::o~' : : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : , : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : .. : : : : : : : : : : .. : : : : : ~~~ :~~ 
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Tyler ................................. , ... , ......... , ......... 253.70 
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1403 
1283 
1174 
1173 

1179 
1243 
1484 

1403 
1528 
1592 
1631 
1750 
1759 
1754 
1762 
1715 
1'i71 

--*F Ni !leVs description of the Coteau des Prairies, see p. 68; compare also pp. 494, 519. 539 and 544; and for a 
moreful~~isc:sion of both its topographic and geologic features. consult a Ie.ter part of thIs chapter. 
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594 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[ElcvatiOllS. 

The elevation of the Minnesota river along the northeast side of Yellow Medicine county, 
at ordinary low water, above which its highest floods rise 15 to 20 feet, is approximately as follows' 

Feet above 
the sea. 

At the extreme northern point of Yellow Medicine county, opposite to Montevideo 
and the mouth of the Chippewa river ....................................... ·913 

Above Granite Falls ......................................................... 908 
Below Granite Falls. . .. . ................................................... 870 
Below Minnesota Falls ............................................ , ......... 856 
At the mouth of Yellow Medicine river ...................................... 848 
At the east line of this count.y ............................................... 845 

The East branch of Lac qui Parle river crosses the north line of Yellow Medicine county at 
an estimated hight of 1150 feet above the sea. From Alta Vista and Minneota the descent of 
the Yellow Medicine river to its mouth is about 300 feet. At the east line of Lyon county the 
elevations of the Redwood and Cottonwood rivers are about 1]00 and 1120 feet, respectively, 
above the sea. Lake Benton, at the source of the Redwood river, is 650 feet higher, being 1754 
feet above the sea, which is also approximately the altitude of lakes Shaokatan and Hendricks. 
The general elevation of the Coteau des Prairies has been already stated. Its highest points in 
this district, upon the outer terminal moraine, are from 1900 to 1975 feet above the sea, being the 
highest land in southwestern Minnesota. From the west line of Lincoln county to the Head of 
the Coteau, in Dakota, this moraine, lying upon or near the summit of the Coteau des Prairies, 
has an elevation of 1900 to 2050 feet above the sea, or about a thousand feet above lakes Traverse 
and Big Stone. This highland is very prominently seen in the view westward from the vicinity 
of these lakes, and from central Yellow Medicine county, and less conspicuously from northern 
and northeastern Lyon county. The inner moraine, situated on the eastArn slope of the Coteau, 
is in this district from 1500 to 1700 feet above the sea. 

Yellow Medicine county has a difference in elevation of about 900 feet 

between its highest point, on or near the Dakota line, in the southwest 

corner of the county, about 1750 feet above sea-level, and its lowest land, 

the shore of the Minnesota river at its eastern boundary. The average 

hights of the townships of this county are estimated as follows: Sioux 

Agency, 1010 feet above the sea; Echo, 1050; Otis, 950; Minnesota Falls, 

1000; Wood Lake, 1060; Posen, 1090; Stony Run, 1020; Hazel Run, 1060; 

Sannes, 1075; Lisbon, 1075; Friendship, 1100; Normania, 1110; Tyro, 1130; 

Swede Prairie, 1150; Omro, 1175; Burton, 1180; Oshkosh,1220; Wergeland, 

1240; Hammer, 1260; Norman, 1400; Florida, 1450; and Fortier, 1600. From 

these figures the mean elevation of the whole county is found to be about 

1165 feet. 

The highest land of Lyon county, in its southwest part, is about 1750 

feet, and its lowest land, where the Redwood river crosses its east line, is 

about 1100 feet above the sea-level. Estimates of the average elevation of 

its townships are: Lucas, 1125 feet; Stanley, 1130; Clifton, 1160; Amiret, 

1225; Monroe, 1400; Vallers, ] 150; Fairview, 1175; Lake Marshall, 1200; 

Sodus, 1300; Custer, 1460; Westerheim, 1175; Grandview, 1200' Lynd 1300' , , , 
Lyons, 1450; Rock Lake, 1560; Eidsvold, 1200; Nordland, 1350; Island Lake, 
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1500; T. 110, R. 43, 1625; and Shelburne, 1700. The mean elevation of 

Lyon county i.s thus about 1320 feet, or a quarter of a mile, above the sea. 

In Lincoln county the greatest elevation is the top of the outer moraine 

west and south of lake Benton, 1950 to 1975 feet above the sea, and about 

200 feet above this lake. The lowest land of the eounty is near its north

east corner, where the Yellow Medicine river crosses the east line of Alta 

Vista, about 1175 feet above the sea, or 800 feet below this crest of the 

Coteau des Prairies, twenty-five miles distant in the southwest part of the 

county. At the southwest corner of Lake Benton township, where the 

channel that extends south from the" Hole in the Mountain" is eros sed by 

the county line, its hight is about 1675 feet, being some 90 feet below its 

highest point, which is a mile southwest from Lake Benton. The mean 

hights of the townships of Lincoln county are nearly as follows: Alta Vista, 

1325 feet above the sea; Limestone, 1600; Lake Stay, 1700; Marshfield, 1750; 

Hope, 1775; Marble, 1550; Royal, 1700; Ash Lake, 1760; Diamond Lake, 1800; 

Lake Benton, 1850; T. 113, R. 16, 1725; Hendrieks, 1775; Shaokatan, 1825; 

Drammen, 1875; and Verdi, 1850. Aceorcling to these estimates the mean 

elevation of this county above the sea is approximately 1725 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil throughout this district is almost everywhere the somewhat stony 

and gravelly clay of the unmodified glacial drift. Vegetable decay has enriched this and colored 
it black to a depth that averages about two feet, but varies from one to four feet, being greatest 
in depressions and least upon swells or knolls, especially on the hillocks and small ridges of the 
moraines. Below this soil the drift, mainly conSisting of the same boulder-clay, extends from 
fifty to a hundred or two hundred feet in depth, being yellowish and usually soft enough to be 
dug with a spade for a thickness of ten or twenty feet, and thence dark bluish and harder, re
quiring to be picked. This deposit, called till, is made up of the materials gathered during the 
ice age from near and remote portions of a large district northward, mingled and spread in an 
unstratified mass, which nearly everywhere is principally clay, but also includes considerable pro
portions of sand and gravel, and occasional boulders. The majority of its large boulders are 
granite and gneiss, wbile most of its clay is probably derived from Cretaceous beds of clay and 
shale. Magnesian limestone, occurring in fragments, from blocks ten or fifteen feet in diameter 
to the smallest pebbles, and pulverized, forming then an indistinguishable part of the till, is one 
of its most important ingredients in this region and through all western Minnesota. Dissolved 
in the waters of wells and springs, it makes them hard, diminishing their desirability for wash
ing and for use in the boilers of steam-engines, but not for drinking and cooking. On the other 
hand this element contributes a large share toward making the very fertile soil of this district, 
and producing the magnificent harvests of wheat, which are its prinCipal export and source of 
wealth. • 

Much of the water that falls as rain is absorbed by the land and is gradually given up to 
growing crops; while the surplus waters of heavy rains and of snow-melting in spring are soon 
drained away by the undulating slopes of the surface, and by its many water-courses. Here and 
there, however, on the approximately level parts of the district, frequent shallow depressions, 
mostly of small area, are left without outlet and continue marshy till the driest season or through 
the whole year. These wet tracts, which are called sloughs, bear luxuriant grass, and are valu
able for their hay, the yield of which is from two to three tons per acre. 
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highest point, which is a mile southwest from Lake Benton. The mean 

hights of the townships of Lincoln county are nearly as follows: Alta Vista, 

1325 feet above the sea; Limestone, 1600; Lake Stay, 1700; Marshfield, 1750; 
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Lake Benton, 1850; T. 113, R. 16, 1725; Hendrieks, 1775; Shaokatan, 1825; 

Drammen, 1875; and Verdi, 1850. Aeeorcling to these estimates the mean 

elevation of this county above the sea is approximately 1725 feet. 
Soil and tim bet". The soil throughout this district is almost everywhere the somewhat stony 

and gravelly clay of the unmodified glacial drift. Vegetable decay has enriched this and colored 
it black to a depth that averages about two feet, but varies from one to four feet, being greatest 
in depressions and least upon swells or knolls, especially on the hillocks and small ridges of the 
moraines. Below this soil the drift, mainly consisting of the same boulder-clay, extends from 
fifty to a hundred or two hundred feet in depth, being yellowish and usually soft enough to be 
dug with a spade for a thickness of ten or twenty feet, and thence dark bluish and harder, re
quiring to be picked. This deposit, called till, is made up of the materials gathered during the 
ice age from near and remote portions of a large district northward, mingled and spread in an 
unstratified mass, which nearly everywhere is principally clay, but also includes considerable pro
portions of sand and gravel, and occasional boulders. The majority of its large boulders are 
granite and gneiss, while most of its clay is probably derived from Cretaceous beds of clay and 
shale. Magnesian limestone, occurring in fragments, from blocks ten or fifteen feet in diameter 
to the smallest pebbles, and pulverized, forming then an indistinguishable part of the till, is one 
of its most important ingredients in this region and through all western Minnesota. Dissolved 
in the waters of wells and springs, it makes them hard, diminishing their desirability for wash
ing and for use in the boilers of steam-engines, but not for drinking and cooking. On the other 
hand this element contributes a large share toward making the very fertile soil of this district, 
and producing the magnificent harvests of wheat, which are its principal export and source of 
wealth. • 

Much of the water that falls as rain is absorbed by the land and is gradually given up to 
growing crops; while the surplus waters of heavy rains and of snow-melting in spring are soon 
drained away by the undulating slopes of the surface, and by its many water-courses. Here and 
there, however, on the approximately level parts of the district, frequent shallow depressions, 
mostly of small area, are left without outlet and continue marshy till the driest season or through 
the whole year. These wet tracts, which are called sloughs, bear luxuriant grass, and are valu
able for their hay, the yield of which is from two to three tons per acre. 
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Nearly the whole of this district is prairie, or natural grass-land without trees or busbes. 
Excepting a tenth or twentieth part, occupied by sloughs, this is dry, undulating or rOlling up
land, which affords excellent pasturage, but yields less than half as much ba'y per acre as tbe 
wet lowlat~ds. Its smootb areas are ready for plowing and sowing, and are mostly occupied by 
farms, though as yet only a small part of the land has been brought under cultivation. Its yearly 
product of wheat to the acre is ten to twenty-five bushels. Many other crops grow well, includ
ing oats, corn, barley, potatoes, and the common garden vegetables and small fruits. 

The agricultural value of the belts occnpied by the terminal moraines, with their small and 
steep knolls and ridges, and abundant boulders, is much less than that of the smooth drift whicb 
covers the other parts of this region. Among the hills of this formation, bowever, are found con
siderable areas which have a smooth surface, nearly free from boulders, and possess a rich soil; 
while the portions which are too knolly and stony for desirable cultivation are valuable for graz
ing. 

Timber occurs in this district only in narrow belts along the rivers and in groves of small 
area bordering lakes. At the northeast side of Yellow Medicine county, it fringes the bank of 
the Minnesota river, but leaves much of the bottomland treeless, excepting an extent of about 
three miles, lying below (southwest and south from) Minnesota Falls, where the entire side of 
the valley west of the river, a quarter to a half mile wide, is occupied by a stately forest of bass, 
elm, bur oak, white ash, box-elder and other species. The bluffs of this part of the valley have 
frequent groves, especially in ravines, but their only portion continuously and fully wooded is in 
the tract just mentioned, within a few miles below Minnesota Falls. 

Wood lake and the lake of the Woods, in the southeast part of Yellow Medicine county, 
derive their names from the small patches of timber that skirt their shores. The priI,cipal spe
cies of trees found at ,Vood lake, in their estimated order of abundance are white elm, white ash, 
red or slippery elm, box-elder, bass, bur oak, hackberry, wild plum, willows and cottonwood. 
The lowest ten or fifteen miles of the valley of Yellow Medicine river have considerable wood
land, and bushes and small trees border its banks along much of its upper portion; but the 
greater part of this stream and of the Lac qui Parle, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers, from the 
foot of the Coteau des Prairies to the border of this district, are destitute of timber or only scan
tily wooded. On the northeastern slope of the Coteau, the ravines of the creeks which form the 
head-waters. of these rivers contain many groves and narrow belts of timber, the largest amount 
being in the deeply excavated valley of the Redwood river in Lynd. Farther westward most of 
the lakes upon the Coteau are fringed with wood on some part of their shores, but there are no 
notably large tracts of timber in this part of the district. At the Coteau lakes, near the crest of 
this highland, in central Deuel county, Dakota, thirteen miles west of the state line, a tract of 
woods about a mile long and a third of a mile wide, almost enclosed by a group of four lakes, has 
the following species of trees and shrubs, according to Mr. J. C. Godard, who lives there: bur 
oak, white ash, white elm, box-elder, wild plum, willows, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter
sweet, frost grape, smooth sumach, black and red raspberry, choke-cherry, thorn, rose, black cur
rant, red elder, prickly and smooth wild gooseberries, and waahoo, common; and cottonwood, 
hackberry, black cherry, wild red cherry and sheep-berry, less common. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Eozoic rocks. A broad belt of granite, syenite, gneiss, and related crys

talline schists, of Eozoic or Archrnan age, extends from northeastern Min

nesota southwesterly to the Minnesota river. Its outcrops in this district 

are confined to Yellow Medicine county, within the deeply eroded Minne

sota valley, and at three localities from ten to twenty miles farther so~th~ 
west, lying in Echo, Posen and Omro townships. 

At Gr~nite Falls.and Minnesota Falls ledges of gneiss rise on both sides of the river, filling 
the valley With a multltude of knobs and short ridges, 30 to 75 feet high. These rocks begin five 
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cies of trees found at ,Vood lake, in their estimated order of abundance are white elm, white ash, 
red or slippery elm, box-elder, bass, bur oak, hackberry, wild plum, willows and cottonwood. 
The lowest ten or fifteen miles of the valley of Yellow Medicine river have considerable wood
land, and bushes and small trees border its banks along much of its upper portion; but the 
greater part of this stream and of the Lac qui Parle, Redwood and Cottonwood rivers, from the 
foot of the Coteau des Prairies to the border of this district, are destitute of timber or only scan
tily wooded. On the northeastern slope of the Coteau, the ravines of the creeks which form the 
head-waters. of these rivers contain many groves and narrow belts of timber, the largest amount 
being in the deeply excavated valley of the Redwood river in Lynd. Farther westward most of 
the lakes upon the Coteau are fringed with wood on some part of their shores, but there are no 
notably large tracts of timber in this part of the district. At the Coteau lakes, near the crest of 
this highland, in central Deuel county, Dakota, thirteen miles west of the state line, a tract of 
woods about a mile long and a third of a mile wide, almost enclosed by a group of four lakes, has 
the following species of trees and shrubs, according to Mr. J. C. Godard, who lives there: bur 
oak, white ash, white elm, box-elder, wild plum, willows, Virginia creeper, climbing bitter
sweet, frost grape, smooth sumach, black and red raspberry, choke-cherry, thorn, rose, black cur
rant, red elder, prickly and smooth wild gooseberries, and waahoo, common; and cottonwood, 
hackberry, black cherry, wild red cherry and sheep-berry, less common. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Eozoic rocks. A broad belt of granite, syenite, gneiss, and related crys

talline schists, of Eozoic or Archrnan age, extends from northeastern Min

nesota southwesterly to the Minnesota river. Its outcrops in this district 

are confined to Yellow Medicine county, within the deeply eroded Minne

sota valley, and at three localities from ten to twenty miles farther so~th
west, lying in Echo, Posen and Omro townships. 

At Gr~nite Falls.and Minnesota Falls ledges of gneiss rise on both sides of the river, filling 
the valley With a multitude of knobs and short ridges, 30 to 75 feet high. These rocks begin five 
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miles above Granite Falls, near the mouth of Stony run. Along this distance they are principally 
on the southwest side of the river. In the N. E. t of section 24, Stony Run, the strike for an 
eighth of a mile is S. 80° E., the dip being 750 N. 10° E. Generally, however, the strike is nearly 
N. E. to S. W., the dip being southeasterly. In the northwest edge of Granite Falls, the dip is 
60° S. E., but more commonly it ranges between 25° and 40°. In a few places at Granite Falls 
the dip is toward the northeast or north. At Minnesota Falls it was noted in one place to be 
58° S. 10° E., and near by 85° in the same direction. These are exceptions, while the prevailing 
inclination is toward the southeast. The strata are reddish or gray gneiss, frequently so disin
tegrated by the weather that its outcrops have become turfed, varying occasionally to more en
during gray and red granite. These rocks also sometimes include trap dikes, of massive, very 
heavy, dark green rock, as at the rapids, recently used for manufacturing, one mile above Granite 
Falls, where two dikes, respectively twenty and forty-eight feet wide, occur fifty-four feet apart, 
their course being N. E. to S. W., conformable with the strike of the rocks. Elsewhere the gneiss 
may include a bed or lenticular mass of hornblende schist, as is seen at the east end of Granite 
]j'alls bridge and dam. Marks of water-wearing occur on these ledges in the vicinity of Granite 
Falls to a hight of 20 or 30 feet above the river. Gray syenite, probably valuable for building and 
ornamental purposes, occurs about a half mile south of Minnesota Falls. A large specimen of it, 
elegantly polished, was shown me by Mr. Park Worden of this place. It is composed of white 
quartz and black hornblende, in nearly equal parts, somewhat schistose as to the direction of its 
grains. The trap dikes, hornblende schist, syenite and granites, are together but a small portion 
of these rocks, which are mainly gneiss. Its outcrops from Granite Falls to one mile below Min
nesota Falls are very prominent, riSing in irregular and picturesque confusion throughout the 
entire valley, nearly two miles wide. Lower ledges continue less frequently for a mile or two 
beyond these. The next outcrops noted, also consisting principally of gneiss, are six miles down 
the river, beginning in section 12, Sioux Agency, and extending eastward into Swede's Forest, 
Redwood county. 

In Echo, the most southeast township of Yellow Medicine county, several outcrops of these 
rocks occur from a half mile to one mile southwesterly from the lake of the Woods, being about 
ten miles southwest from the Minnesota river. On land of Samuel Mathes, in the N. E. t of 
section 32, they appear in three considerable ledges, besides other small exposures. The largest 
of these ledges extends some eight rods from southeast to northwest, is three rods wide, and 
rises four or five feet above the general surface. It is mainly a reddish, compact gneiss, much 
contorted. At its northwest end the dip of its lamination is 60° N. W.; elsewhere the dip varies 
somewhat, and is mostly obscure. In its north part this gneiss encloses a mass of dark, nearly 
black mica schist, fifteen feet long and two feet thick, its length being in the same direction with 
the lamination of the gneiss. This included mass is bounded by sharply defined lines. Its 
southwest end tapers to a point, but at the other end it is abruptly truncated by an elsewhere 
obscurely bounded vein of coarse feldspathic granite. Ten feet farther east is a second mass of 
this dark micaceous rock, of irregular but well-marked outlines, about three feet long and one 
foot wide, surrounded by coarse feldspathic granite and cut by a vein of the same, from one
fourth of an inch to one inch wide. Similar very coarse granite also forms the southeast end of 
this rock-outcrop, gradually changing to the gneiss which makes up the greater part of this ledge. 
Thin veins of white quartz are seen here in a few places. About six and twelve rods northwest
erly from the foregOing are two other exposures of gneiSS, the northern one having a length of 
about fifty feet, and a hight of five feet. At its north end the dip is 80' N. N. W. Other low 
outcrops of small extent are found at a short distance eastward, on the N. W. t of section 33, 
and at about a half mile to the northwest, neal' the center of section 29. 

. Seven miles west from these rock-exposures, and at a distance of about fourteen miles 
southwest from the Minnesota river, nearly on the line between sections 29 and 30, Posen, an 
outcrop of reddish granite covers an area about ten rods long and eight rods wide, rising five to 
fifteen feet above the adjoining land. It lies in a depression at the east side of a slough, and the 
top of the ledge is slightly lower than the average hight of this region. This granite is mostly 
medium-grained, but in some places of small extent, especially in its south part, it is very coarse 
and principally made up of feldspar crystals, three or four inches long. It contains here and 
there short quartz vein~ from two to six or eight inches wide. 
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miles above Granite Falls, near the mouth of Stony run. Along this distance they are principally 
on the southwest side of the river. In the N. E. :r of section 2-1, Stony Run, the strike for an 
eighth of a mile is S. 80" E., the dip being 75 0 N. 10" E. Generally, however, the strike is nearly 
N. E. to S. W., the dip being southeasterly. In the northwest edge of Granite Falls, the dip is 
60° S. E., but more commonly it ranges between 25' and 40'. In a few p18ces at Granite Falls 
the dip is toward the northeast or north. At Minnesota Falls it was noted in one place to be 
58° S. 10° E., and near by 850 in the same direction. These are exceptions, while the prevailing 
inclination is toward the southeast. The strata are reddish or gray gneiss, frequently so disin
tegrated by the weather that its outcrops Imve become turfed, varying occasionally to more en
during gray and red granite. These rocks also sometimes inclnde trap dikes, of massive, very 
heavy, dark green rock, as at the rapids, recently used for manufacturing, one mile above Granite 
Falls, where two dikes, respectively twenty and forty-eight feet wide, occur fifty-four feet apart, 
their course being N. E. to S. ,V., conformable with the strike of the rocks. Elsewhere the gneiss 
may include a bed or lenticular mass of hornblende schist, as is seen at the east end of Granite 
l!"'alls bridge and dam. Marks of water-wearing occur on these ledges in the vicinity of G-ranite 
Falls to a hight of :l0 or 30 feet above the river. Gray syenite, probably valuable for building and 
ornamental purposes, occurs about a half mile south of Minnesota Falls. A large specimen of it, 
elegantly polished, was shown me by Mr. Park Worden of this place. It is composed of white 
quartz and black hornblende, in nearly equal parts, somewhat schistose as to the direction of its 
grains. The trap dikes, hornblende schist, syenite and granites, are together but a small portion 
of these rocks, which are mainly gneiss. Its outcrops from Granite Falls to one mile below Min
nesota Falls are very prominent, rising in irregular and picturesque confusion throughout the 
entire valley, nearly two miles wide. Lower ledges continue less frequently for a mile or two 
beyond these. The next outcrops noted, also consisting principally of gneiss, are six miles down 
the river, beginning in section 12, Sioux Agency, and extending eastward into Swede's Forest, 
Redwood county. 

In Echo, the most southeast township of Yellow Medicine county, several outcrops of these 
rocks occur from a half mile to one mile southwesterly from the lake of the Woods, being about 
ten miles southwest from the Minnesota river. On land of Samuel Mathes, in the N. E. t of 
section 32, they appear in three considerable ledges, besides other small exposures. The largest 
of these ledges extends some eight rods from southeast to north west, is three rods wide, and 
rises four or five feet above the general surface. It is mainly a reddish, compact gneiss, much 
contorted. At its northwest end the dip of its lamination is 60° N. W.; elsewhere the dip varies 
somewhat, and is mostly obscure. In its north part this gneiss encloses a mass of dark, nearly 
black mica schist, fifteen feet long and. two feet thick, its length being in the same direction with 
the lamination of the gneiSS. This included mass is bounded by sharply defined lines. Its 
southwest end tapers to a point, but at the other end it is abruptly truncated by an elsewhere 
obscurely bounded vein of coarse feldspathic granite. Ten feet farther east is a second mass of 
this dark micaceous rock, of irregular but well-marked outlines, about three feet long and one 
foot wide, surrounded by coarse feldspathic granite and cut by a vein of the same, from one
fourth of an inch to OIle inch wide. Similar very coarse granite also forms the southeast end of 
this rock-outcrop, gradually changing to the gneiss which makes up the greater part of this ledge. 
Thin veins of white quartz are seen here in a few places. About six and twelve rods northwest
erly from the foregoing are two other exposures of gneiss, the northern one having a length of 
about fifty feet, and a hight of five feet. At its north end the dip is 80

0 N. N. W. Other low 
outcrops of small extent are found at a short distance eastward, on the N. W. t of section 33, 
and at about a half mile to the northwest, near the center of section 29. 

Seven miles west from these rock-exposures, and at a distance of about fourteen miles 
southwest from the Minnesota river, nearly on the line between sections 29 and 30, Posen, an 
outcrop of reddish granite covers an area about ten rods long and eight rods wide, rising five to 
fifteen feet above the adjoining land. It lies in a depression at the east side of a slough, and the 
top of the ledge is slightly lower than the average hight of this region. This granite is mostly 
medium-grained, but in some places of small extent, especially in its south part, it is very coarse 
and principally made up of feldspar crystals, three or four inches long. It contains here and 
there short quartz veins from two to six or eight inches wide. 
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miles above Granite Falls, near the mouth of Stony run. Along this distance they are principally 
on the southwest side of the river. In the N. E. :r of section 2-1, Stony Run, the strike for an 
eighth of a mile is S. 80" E., the dip being 75 0 N. 10" E. Generally, however, the strike is nearly 
N. E. to S. W., the dip being southeasterly. In the northwest edge of Granite Falls, the dip is 
60° S. E., but more commonly it ranges between 25' and 40'. In a few p18ces at Granite Falls 
the dip is toward the northeast or north. At Minnesota Falls it was noted in one place to be 
58° S. 10° E., and near by 850 in the same direction. These are exceptions, while the prevailing 
inclination is toward the southeast. The strata are reddish or gray gneiss, frequently so disin
tegrated by the weather that its outcrops Imve become turfed, varying occasionally to more en
during gray and red granite. These rocks also sometimes inclnde trap dikes, of massive, very 
heavy, dark green rock, as at the rapids, recently used for manufacturing, one mile above Granite 
Falls, where two dikes, respectively twenty and forty-eight feet wide, occur fifty-four feet apart, 
their course being N. E. to S. ,V., conformable with the strike of the rocks. Elsewhere the gneiss 
may include a bed or lenticular mass of hornblende schist, as is seen at the east end of Granite 
l!"'alls bridge and dam. Marks of water-wearing occur on these ledges in the vicinity of G-ranite 
Falls to a hight of :l0 or 30 feet above the river. Gray syenite, probably valuable for building and 
ornamental purposes, occurs about a half mile south of Minnesota Falls. A large specimen of it, 
elegantly polished, was shown me by Mr. Park Worden of this place. It is composed of white 
quartz and black hornblende, in nearly equal parts, somewhat schistose as to the direction of its 
grains. The trap dikes, hornblende schist, syenite and granites, are together but a small portion 
of these rocks, which are mainly gneiss. Its outcrops from Granite Falls to one mile below Min
nesota Falls are very prominent, rising in irregular and picturesque confusion throughout the 
entire valley, nearly two miles wide. Lower ledges continue less frequently for a mile or two 
beyond these. The next outcrops noted, also consisting principally of gneiss, are six miles down 
the river, beginning in section 12, Sioux Agency, and extending eastward into Swede's Forest, 
Redwood county. 

In Echo, the most southeast township of Yellow Medicine county, several outcrops of these 
rocks occur from a half mile to one mile southwesterly from the lake of the Woods, being about 
ten miles southwest from the Minnesota river. On land of Samuel Mathes, in the N. E. t of 
section 32, they appear in three considerable ledges, besides other small exposures. The largest 
of these ledges extends some eight rods from southeast to north west, is three rods wide, and 
rises four or five feet above the general surface. It is mainly a reddish, compact gneiss, much 
contorted. At its northwest end the dip of its lamination is 60° N. W.; elsewhere the dip varies 
somewhat, and is mostly obscure. In its north part this gneiss encloses a mass of dark, nearly 
black mica schist, fifteen feet long and. two feet thick, its length being in the same direction with 
the lamination of the gneiSS. This included mass is bounded by sharply defined lines. Its 
southwest end tapers to a point, but at the other end it is abruptly truncated by an elsewhere 
obscurely bounded vein of coarse feldspathic granite. Ten feet farther east is a second mass of 
this dark micaceous rock, of irregular but well-marked outlines, about three feet long and one 
foot wide, surrounded by coarse feldspathic granite and cut by a vein of the same, from one
fourth of an inch to OIle inch wide. Similar very coarse granite also forms the southeast end of 
this rock-outcrop, gradually changing to the gneiss which makes up the greater part of this ledge. 
Thin veins of white quartz are seen here in a few places. About six and twelve rods northwest
erly from the foregoing are two other exposures of gneiss, the northern one having a length of 
about fifty feet, and a hight of five feet. At its north end the dip is 80

0 N. N. W. Other low 
outcrops of small extent are found at a short distance eastward, on the N. W. t of section 33, 
and at about a half mile to the northwest, near the center of section 29. 

Seven miles west from these rock-exposures, and at a distance of about fourteen miles 
southwest from the Minnesota river, nearly on the line between sections 29 and 30, Posen, an 
outcrop of reddish granite covers an area about ten rods long and eight rods wide, rising five to 
fifteen feet above the adjoining land. It lies in a depression at the east side of a slough, and the 
top of the ledge is slightly lower than the average hight of this region. This granite is mostly 
medium-grained, but in some places of small extent, especially in its south part, it is very coarse 
and principally made up of feldspar crystals, three or four inches long. It contains here and 
there short quartz veins from two to six or eight inches wide. 
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miles above Granite Falls, near the mouth of Stony run. Along this distanee they are principally 
on the southwest side of the river. In the N. E. } of section 21, Stony RUll, the strike for an 
eighth of a mile is S. 80" E., the dip being 75° N.lO"' E. Generally, however, the strike is nearly 
N. E. to S. W., the dip being southeasterly. In the northwest euge of Granite Falls, the dip is 
60" S. E., but more commonly it ranges between 25" and 40°. In a few ph,ees at Granite Falls 
the dip is toward the northeast or north. At Minnesota Falls it was noted in one plaee to be 
58° S. 10° E., and near by 850 in the same direction. These are exceptions, while the prevailing 
inclination is toward the southeast. The strata are reddish or gray gneiss, frequently so disin
tegrated by the weather that its outcrops have become turfed, varying occasionally to more en
during gray and red granite. These rocks also sometimes include trap dikes, of massive, Vtlry 
heavy, dark green rock, as at the rapids, recently used for manufacturing, one mile above Granite 
Falls, where two dikes, respectively twenty and forty-eight feet wide, occur fifty-four feet apart, 
their course being N. E. to S. W., conformable with the strike of the rocks. Elsewhere the gneiss 
may include a bed or lenticular mass of hornblende sehist, as is seen at the east end of Granite 
Falls bridge and dam. Marks of water-wearing occur on these ledges in the vicinity of Granite 
Falls to a !light of iO or 30 feet above the river. Gray syenite, probably valuable for building and 
ornamental purposes, occurs about a half mile south of Minnesota Falls. A large specimen of it, 

polished, was shown me by Mr. Park Worden of this place. It is composed of white 
quartz and black hornblende, in nearly equal parts, somewhat schistose as to the direction of its 
grains. The trap dikes, hornblende schist, syenite and granites, are together but a small portion 
of these rocks, which are mainly gneiss. Its outcrops from Granite Falls to one mile below Min
nesota Falls are very prominent, rising in irregular and pieturesque confusion tllfoughout the 
entire valley, nearly two miles wide. Lower ledges continue less frequently for a mile or two 
beyond these. The next outcrop!:! noted, also eonsisting principally of gneiss, are six miles dowu 
the river, beginning in section 12, Sioux Agency, and extending eastward into Swede's Forest, 
Redwood county. 

In Echo, the most southeast township of Yellow Medicine county, several outcrops of these 
rocks occur from a half mile to one mile southwesterly from the lake of the Woods, being about 
ten miles southwest from the Minnesota river. On Jand of Samuel Mathes, in the N. E. t of 
section 32, they appear in three considerable ledges, besides other small exposures. The 
of these ledges extends some eight rods from southeast to northwest, is three rods wide, and 
rises four or five feet above the general surface. It is mainly a reddish, compact much 
contorted. At its northwest end the dip of its lamination is 60° N. W.; elsewhere the dip varies 
somewhat, and is mostly obscure. In its north part this gneiss encloses a mass of dark, nearly 
black mica schist, fifteen feet long ana two feet thick, its length being in the s.lme direction with 
the lamination of the gneiss. This included mass is bounded by sharply defined lines. Its 
southwest end tapers to a point, but at the other end it is abruptly truncated by an elsewhere 
obscurely bouuded vein of coarse feldspathic granite. Ten feet farther east is a second mass of 
this dark micaceous rock, of irregular but well-marked outlines, about three feet and one 
foot wide, surrounded by coarse feldspathic granite and eut by a vein of the same, from one
fourth of an inch to one inch wide. Similar very coarse granite also forms the southeast end of 
this rock-outcrop, gradually changing to the gneiss which makes up the greater part of this 
Thin veins of white quartz are seen here in a few places. About six and twelve rods northwest
erly from the foregOing are two other exposures of gneiss, the northern one having a of 
about fifty feet, and a hight of five feet. At its north end the dip is 80' N. N. W. Other low 
outcrops of small extent are found at a short distance eastward, on the N. W. ~- of section 33, 
and at about a half mile to the northwest, near the eenter of section 29. 

Seven miles west from these rock-exposures, and at a distance of about fourteen miles 
southwest from the Minnesot.a river, nearly on the line between sections 29 and 30, Posen, an 
outcrop of reddish granite covers an area about tell rods long and eight rods wide, rising five to 
fifteen feet above the adjoining land. It lies in a depression at the east side of a slough, and the 
top of the ledge is slightly lower than the average hight of this region. This granite is mostly 
medium-grained, but in some places of small extent, especially in its south part, it is very coarse 
and principaHy made up of feldspar crystals, three or four inches long. It contains here and 
there short quartz veins from two to six or eight inches wide. 
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miles above Granite Falls, near the mouth of Stony run. Along this distanee they are principally 
on the southwest side of the river. In the N. E. } of section 21, Stony RUll, the strike for an 
eighth of a mile is S. 80" E., the dip being 75° N.lO"' E. Generally, however, the strike is nearly 
N. E. to S. W., the dip being southeasterly. In the northwest euge of Granite Falls, the dip is 
60" S. E., but more commonly it ranges between 25" and 40°. In a few ph,ees at Granite Falls 
the dip is toward the northeast or north. At Minnesota Falls it was noted in one plaee to be 
58° S. 10° E., and near by 850 in the same direction. These are exceptions, while the prevailing 
inclination is toward the southeast. The strata are reddish or gray gneiss, frequently so disin
tegrated by the weather that its outcrops have become turfed, varying occasionally to more en
during gray and red granite. These rocks also sometimes include trap dikes, of massive, Vtlry 
heavy, dark green rock, as at the rapids, recently used for manufacturing, one mile above Granite 
Falls, where two dikes, respectively twenty and forty-eight feet wide, occur fifty-four feet apart, 
their course being N. E. to S. W., conformable with the strike of the rocks. Elsewhere the gneiss 
may include a bed or lenticular mass of hornblende sehist, as is seen at the east end of Granite 
Falls bridge and dam. Marks of water-wearing occur on these ledges in the vicinity of Granite 
Falls to a !light of iO or 30 feet above the river. Gray syenite, probably valuable for building and 
ornamental purposes, occurs about a half mile south of Minnesota Falls. A large specimen of it, 

polished, was shown me by Mr. Park Worden of this place. It is composed of white 
quartz and black hornblende, in nearly equal parts, somewhat schistose as to the direction of its 
grains. The trap dikes, hornblende schist, syenite and granites, are together but a small portion 
of these rocks, which are mainly gneiss. Its outcrops from Granite Falls to one mile below Min
nesota Falls are very prominent, rising in irregular and pieturesque confusion tllfoughout the 
entire valley, nearly two miles wide. Lower ledges continue less frequently for a mile or two 
beyond these. The next outcrop!:! noted, also eonsisting principally of gneiss, are six miles dowu 
the river, beginning in section 12, Sioux Agency, and extending eastward into Swede's Forest, 
Redwood county. 

In Echo, the most southeast township of Yellow Medicine county, several outcrops of these 
rocks occur from a half mile to one mile southwesterly from the lake of the Woods, being about 
ten miles southwest from the Minnesota river. On Jand of Samuel Mathes, in the N. E. t of 
section 32, they appear in three considerable ledges, besides other small exposures. The 
of these ledges extends some eight rods from southeast to northwest, is three rods wide, and 
rises four or five feet above the general surface. It is mainly a reddish, compact much 
contorted. At its northwest end the dip of its lamination is 60° N. W.; elsewhere the dip varies 
somewhat, and is mostly obscure. In its north part this gneiss encloses a mass of dark, nearly 
black mica schist, fifteen feet long ana two feet thick, its length being in the s.lme direction with 
the lamination of the gneiss. This included mass is bounded by sharply defined lines. Its 
southwest end tapers to a point, but at the other end it is abruptly truncated by an elsewhere 
obscurely bouuded vein of coarse feldspathic granite. Ten feet farther east is a second mass of 
this dark micaceous rock, of irregular but well-marked outlines, about three feet and one 
foot wide, surrounded by coarse feldspathic granite and eut by a vein of the same, from one
fourth of an inch to one inch wide. Similar very coarse granite also forms the southeast end of 
this rock-outcrop, gradually changing to the gneiss which makes up the greater part of this 
Thin veins of white quartz are seen here in a few places. About six and twelve rods northwest
erly from the foregOing are two other exposures of gneiss, the northern one having a of 
about fifty feet, and a hight of five feet. At its north end the dip is 80' N. N. W. Other low 
outcrops of small extent are found at a short distance eastward, on the N. W. ~- of section 33, 
and at about a half mile to the northwest, near the eenter of section 29. 

Seven miles west from these rock-exposures, and at a distance of about fourteen miles 
southwest from the Minnesot.a river, nearly on the line between sections 29 and 30, Posen, an 
outcrop of reddish granite covers an area about tell rods long and eight rods wide, rising five to 
fifteen feet above the adjoining land. It lies in a depression at the east side of a slough, and the 
top of the ledge is slightly lower than the average hight of this region. This granite is mostly 
medium-grained, but in some places of small extent, especially in its south part, it is very coarse 
and principaHy made up of feldspar crystals, three or four inches long. It contains here and 
there short quartz veins from two to six or eight inches wide. 
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In section 17, Omro, about twenty miles southwest from the Minnesota river, hornblende 
schi1!t is exposed in two outcrops. The largest of these lies in the south part of the southeast 
quarter of this section, covering an area about ten rods long from north to south and six rods 
Wide, and rising ten or twelve feet above the average surface near it. This ledge varies in tex
ture from ordinary hornblende schist to a very compact and hard, black, trap-like rock. It is 
more hornblendic and more broken by joints than the other outcrop, contains fewer quartzose 
seams, and for the most part has only thin veins of white quartz, in Iaminm no thicker than pa
per. The second of these ledges, about a fourth of a mile northwest from the foregoing, extends 
six rods from northeast to southwest, is from two to four rods wide, and reaches a hight about 
five feet above the general level. This is much divided by joints and is traversed in many por
tions by thin quartzose seams, which are harder and stand out from a half inch to one inch uJlon 
the weathered surface. More rarely this rock encloses here and there veins of white quartz. The 
dip in both these outcrops is 45° N. W. They are situated in a valley, which is 25 to 40 feet 
lower than the average hight of the adjoining slightly undulating prairie. It has a width of 
sixty to eighty rods, and extends from northwest to southeast fully two miles in each direction 
from these ledges. 

Cretaceous beds. Sandstone, clay, and shale, of Cretaceous age, are 

believed to underlie the glacial drift throughout the greater part of this 

district; but their only natural exposures found during this survey are a 

few low outcrops of sandstone in northwestern Lyon county and north
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ther southwestward they attain greater thickness and make the principal 

mass of the Coteau des Prairies, hidden beneath the thick drift-sheet 

which everywhere forms the surface of this highland. 
The most eastern outcrop of the Cretaceous sandstone is near the center of section 7, West

erheim, Lyon county, in the west or left. bank of the South branch of Yellow Medicine river, 
about a half mile from its junction with the North branch. A hard, gray, somewhat calcare
ous sandstone is here exposed at several points along a distance of eight or ten rods, rising three 
to seven feet above this creek. So far as can be seen in these somewhat broken ledges, the lay
ers of this rock appear to be two to three feet or more in. thickness and nearly level. In some 
parts their weathered surface shows concretionary structure, being dotted with roundish masses 
from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in diameter, which have resisted the diSintegrating effectS 
of frost and rains, so that they stand out slightly from the rest of the stone. 

About a mile northwest from thi~ place, numerous blocks of the same sandstone, up to six 
or eight feet in length, were seen in the channel of the North branch of Yellow Me.dicine river, 
in the S. E. t of section 1, Eidsvold, but no ledge of it in place was observed here. One of these 
blocks, about five feet long, showing the concretionary character mentioned, contains numerous 
small flakes and particle.s of lignite and soft peaty matier. Another has become sculptured by 
natural agencies, perhaps influenced by some massive concretionary structure, so that in form it 
resembles the trunk of a tree. Mr. Simon Hovland, who owns and lives on this quarter-section" 
believing it to be a fossilized tree, has removed it to a location near his house. The length of 
this stone is 6, feet, and its diameter at one end is 3j feet and at the other end 2! feet. Its strat-
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ification is plainly seen at the smaller end, being in layers from one to four or five inches thick. 
Iron-rusted laminm, a twentieth of an inch thick, sometimes mark the planes of bedding. The 
weathered surface is in part perforated with holes from a quarter of an inch to one inch long and 
about a twentieth of an inch in diameter, similar to those of worm-eaten wood. Other portions 
exhibit a concretionary structure in small roundish masses and inosculated ridges, a fourth of an 
inch in diameter or width. Sulphuret of iron is seen in two or three places, in somewhat cylin
drical masses, about one and a half inches long, conSisting of straight fibers, and surrounded by 
stains of iron-rust. At another point near the foregOing, soft white matter fills a straight tube ill 
this stone, one and a half inches long and a quarter of an inch in diameter. These are believed 
to be in the places originally occupied by fragments of wood, but are the only trace of organic 
remains seen in this block. Its surface is soft and easily cut with a knife to a depth of about a 
quarter of an inch, but farther within it is very hard. 

This rock is exposed about five miles to the southwest, in the N. E. t of section 20, Eiels
Yold, on land of Henry Jacobs, being visible along an extent of about four rods in the bed of a 
small creek and rising one to two feet. It is a compact hard sandstone, blue inside, but brOWll
ish gray on the surface. The characteristic concretionary structure was seen here only in a de
tached block, which, however, was doubtless derived from this underlying ledge. ' Again, near 
the west line of this township and county the same formation outcrops along an extent of about 
twenty feet, with a hight of one to two feet, in the north bank of the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, in the S. W. t of the N. W. t of section 7, Eidsvold. 

In Alta Vista, the most northeast township of Lincoln county, this rock has a low outcrop 
of similar extent with the last, in tIle south bank of the same stream, in the N. E. t of the S. E. 
t of section 12, about ten rods west of the county line. This is on land of Col. Samuel McPhail, 
some forty rods north of his house. The next and last outerop of this formation is about a third 
of a mile farther west, being in the S. W. t of the N. E. ! of this section 12. It is on lanu of 
George B. Mason, by whom this ledge, which is light gray calcareous sandstone, has been slight
ly quarried, beginning in 1879, the price at which it is sold being $4 per cord. An excavation 
about 80 feet long, 25 feet wide and 3 feet deep, has been thus made. The stone is in layers 
from one inch to one and a half feet in thickness, dipping one to two degrees, or from two to five 
feet in a hundred, to the east-northeast. In several places the bedding planes bear ripple-marks, 
about three inches in width. These planes and the fissures of joints show on fully half of all their 
exposed surfaces abundant concretionary rounded masses, an eighth to a quarter of an inch in 
diameter; but this structure is not apparent within the stone to a greater depth than a half inch 
or one inch, and is evidently brought into notice by weathering. No fossils could be detected 
here nor in any of these outcrops; but the formation through its extent of seven miles from east 
to west is nearly uniform in character, and is evidently the source of the masses noted in section 
1, Eidsyold, which contain particles of lignite and traces of wood. 

In section 11, Custer, Lyon county, on land cf James Morgan, much lignite in small frag
ments is found along the large southern branch of the Cottonwood river, which there and thence 
northeast to Amiret has cut a valley 75 to 100 feet deep. A tunnel has been dug into the lower 
part of the bluff by Mr. Morgan, where springs occur at the top of a light bluish clay that is snp
posed to be of Cretaceous age, and in this tunnel pieces of lignite and of wood were found. 

Clay or shale, containing fossils characteristic of the Fort Pierre and Fox Hills groups, the 
upper divisiens of the Cretaceous series, has been encountered in numerous instances by wells 
in Yellow Medicine and Lyon counties near the foot of the slope which forms the eastern boun
dary of the Coteau des Prairies. Doubtless some of these wells have reached Cretaceous strata 
in place; but others evidently have been wholly in the glacial drift, containing disrupted and 
transported masses of Cretaceous shale with fossils. The frequency of these fossils in the drift* 
indicaiesthat the upper Cretaceous formations originally covered much of this district and sup
pUed a large part of the drift, and that they probably underlie the drift here anel in the Coteau 
des Prairies. Notes of several of these sections are as follows: 

Wergeland. Peter Palmer; S. W. t of sec. 2: well,51 feet; yellow and blue till, as usual, 
with gravelly and sandy layers, 40 feet; then blue clay, containing many fragments of Bacu
lites and other fossils, pieces of lignite, concretionary nodules of pyrite, one to one and a 

--'Compare also the occurrence of Baculila in drift deposits in Brown county, pages 584 and [;85; and in Nol>lo~ 
oounty, A .... Jour. Sci. (3), iii, 24, 1872. 
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Medicine river, in the S. W. t of the N. W. t of section 7, Eidsvold. 

In Alta Vista, the most northeast township of Lincoln county, this rock has a low outcrop 
of similar extent with the last, in the south bank of tbe same stream, in the N. E. t of the S. E. 
t of section 12, about ten rods west of the county line. This is on land of Col. Samuel McPhail, 
some forty rods north of his house. The next and last out0rop of this formation is about a third 
of a mile farther west, being in the S. W. t of the N. E. l of this section 12. It is on land of 
George B. Mason, by whom this ledge, which is light gray calcareous sandstone, has been slight
ly quarried, beginning in 1879, the price at which it is sold being $4 per cord. An excavation 
about 80 feet long, 25 feet wide and 3 feet deep, has been thus made. The stone is in layers 
from one inch to one and a half feet in thickness, dipping one to two degrees, or from two to five 
feet in a hundred, to the east-northeast. In several places the bedding planes bear ripple-marks, 
about three inches in width. These planes and the fissures of joints show on fully half of all their 
exposed surfaces abundant concretionary rounded masses, an eighth to a quarter of an inch in 
diameter; but this structure is not apparent within the stone to a greater depth than a half inch 
or one inch, and is evidently brought into notice by weathering. No fossils could be detected 
here nor in any of these outcrops; but the formation through its extent of seven miles from east 
to west is nearly uniform in character, and is evidently the source of the masses Doted in section 
1, Eidsvold, which contain particles of lignite and traces of wood. 

In section 11, Custer, Lyon county, on land cf James Morgan, much lignite in small frag
ments is found along the large southern branch of the Cottonwood river, which there and thence 
northeast to Amiret has cut a valley 75 to 100 feet deep. A. tunnel has been dug into the lower 
part of the bluff by Mr. Morgan, where springs occur at the top of a light bluish clay that is snp
posed to be of Cretaceous age, and in this tunnel pieces of lignite and of wood were found. 

Clay or shale, containing fossils characteristic of the Fort Pierre and Fox Hills groups, the 
upper divisiens of the Cretaceous series, has been encountered in numerous instances by wells 
in Yellow Medicine and Lyon counties near the foot of the slope which forms the eastern boun
dary of the Coteau des Prairies. Doubtless some of these wells have reached Cretaceous strata 
in place; but others evidently have been wholly in the glacial drift, containing disrupted and 
transported masses of Cretaceous shale with fossils. The frequency of these fossils in the drift" 
indicaiesthat the upper Cretaceous formations originally covered much of this district and sup
plied a large part of the drift, and that they probably underlie the drift here and in the Cote<1u 
des Prairies. Notes of several of these sections are as follows: 

Wergeland. Peter Palmer; S. W. t of sec. 2: well,51 feet; yellow and blue till, as usual, 
with gravelly and sandy layers, 4.0 feet; then blue clay, containing many fragments of Bacu
lites and other fossils, pieces of lignite, concretionary nodules of pyrite, one to one and a 

--'Compare also the occurrence of Baoulites in drift deposits in Brown county, pages D84 and 585; and in N ol>lc~ 
county, A .... J()uT. Sci. (3), iii, 24, 1872. 
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ification is plainly seen at the smaller end, being in layers from one to four or five inches thick. 
Iron-rusted laminre, a twentieth of an inch thick, sometimes mark the planes of bedding. The 
weathered surface is in part perforated with holes from a quarter of an inch to one inch long and 
about a twentieth of all incb in diameter, similar to those of worm-eaten wood. Other portions 
exhibit a concretionary structure in small roundish masses and inosculated ridges, a fourth of an 
inch in diameter or width. Sulphuret of iron is seen in two or three pJaces, in somewhat cylin
drical masses, about one and a balf inches long, consisting of straight fibers, and surrounded by 
stains of iron-rust. At another point near the foregoing, soft white matter [ills a straight tube in 
this stone, One and a half inches long and a qnarter of an inch ill diameter. These are believed 
to be in the places originally occupied by fragments of wood, but are the only trace of organic 
remains seen in this block. Its surface is soft and easily cut with a knife to a depth of about a 
quarter of an inch, but farther within it is very hard. 

This rock is exposed about five miles to the southwest, in the N. E. t of section 20, Eids
VOId, on land of Henry Jacobs, being visible along an extent of about four rods in the bed of a 
small creek and rising one to two feet. It is a compact hard sandstone, blue inside, but browll
ish gray on the surface. The characteristic concretionary structure was seen bere only in a de
tacbed block, which, however, was doubtless derived from this underlying ledge. ' Again, near 
the west line of this township and county the same formation outcrops along an extent of about 
twenty feet, with a hight of one to two feet, in the north bank of the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, in the S. W. l of the N. W. l of section 7, Eidsvold. 

In Alta Vista, the most northeast township of Lincoln county, this rock has a low outcrop 
of similar extent with the last, in tlle south bank of the same stream, in the N. E. t of the S. E. 
t of section 12, about ten rods west of the county line. This is on land of Col. Samuel McPhail, 
some forty rods north of his house. The next and last outcrop of this formation is about a third 
of a mile farther west, being in the S. W. l of the N. E. !- of this section 12. It is on land of 
George B. Mason, by whom this ledge, which is light gray calcareous sandstone, has been slight
ly quarried, beginning in 1879, the price at which it is sold being $-1 per cord. An excavation 
about 80 feet long, 25 feet wide and 3 feet deep, has been thus made. The stone is in layers 
from one inch to one and a half feet in thickness, dipping one to two degrees, or from two to five 
feet in a hundred, to the east-northeast. In several places the bedding planes bear ripple-marks, 
about three inches in width. These planes and the fissures of joints show on fully half of all their 
exposed surfaces abundant concretionary rounded masses, an eighth to a quarter of an inch in 
diameter; but this structure is not apparent within the stone to a greater depth than a half inch 
or one inch, and is evidently brought into notice by weathering. No fossils could be detected 
here nor in any of these outcrops; but the formation through its extent of seven miles from east 
to west is nearly uniform in character, and is evidently the source of the masses noted in section 
1, Eidsvold, which contain particles of lignite and traces of wood. 

In section 11, Custer, Lyon county, on land cf James Morgan, much lignite in small frag
ments is found along the large southern branch of the Cottonwood river, which there and thence 
northeast to .Aroiret has cut a valley 75 to 100 feet deep. A tunnel has been dug into the lower 
part of the bluff by Mr. Morgan, where occur at the top of a light bluish clay that is snp
posed to be of Cretaceous age, and in this tunnel pieces of lignite and of wood were found. 

Clay or shale, containing fossils characteristic of the Fort Pierre aud Fox Hills groups, the 
upper divisiens of the Cretaceous series, has been encountered in numerous instances by wells 
in Yellow Medicine and Lyon counties near the foot of the slope which forms the eastern boun
dary of the Coteau des Prairies. Doubtless some of these wells have reached Cretaceous strata 
in place; but others evidently have been wholly in the glacial drift, containing disrupted and 
transported masses of Cretaceous shale with fossils. The frequency of these fossils in the rJrift* 
indicates that the upper Cretaceous formations originally covered much of this district and sup
plied a large part of the drift, and that they probably underlie the drift here and in the Coteml 
des Prairies. Notes of several of these sections are as follows: 

Wergeland. Peter Palmer; 8. W. t of sec. 2: well, 51 feet; yellow and blue till, as nsnal, 
witb gravelly and sandy layers,40 feet; then blue clay, containing many fragments of Bacu
lites and other fossilS, pieces of lignite, concretionary nodules of pyrite, one to one and a 

--'Compare also the occurreDce of BaCtlUIes in drift depoaii;s in Brown county, pages 084 and 585; and in Nol.>le~ 
oounty • .4 .... J()IJIr. SIJi. (3), iii, 2~ 1812. 
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ification is plainly seen at the smaller end, being in layers from one to four or five inches thick. 
Iron-rusted laminre, a twentieth of an inch thick, sometimes mark the planes of bedding. The 
weathered surface is in part perforated with holes from a quarter of an inch to one inch long and 
about a twentieth of all incb in diameter, similar to those of worm-eaten wood. Other portions 
exhibit a concretionary structure in small roundish masses and inosculated ridges, a fourth of an 
inch in diameter or width. Sulphuret of iron is seen in two or three pJaces, in somewhat cylin
drical masses, about one and a balf inches long, consisting of straight fibers, and surrounded by 
stains of iron-rust. At another point near the foregoing, soft white matter [ills a straight tube in 
this stone, One and a half inches long and a qnarter of an inch ill diameter. These are believed 
to be in the places originally occupied by fragments of wood, but are the only trace of organic 
remains seen in this block. Its surface is soft and easily cut with a knife to a depth of about a 
quarter of an inch, but farther within it is very hard. 

This rock is exposed about five miles to the southwest, in the N. E. t of section 20, Eids
VOId, on land of Henry Jacobs, being visible along an extent of about four rods in the bed of a 
small creek and rising one to two feet. It is a compact hard sandstone, blue inside, but browll
ish gray on the surface. The characteristic concretionary structure was seen bere only in a de
tacbed block, which, however, was doubtless derived from this underlying ledge. ' Again, near 
the west line of this township and county the same formation outcrops along an extent of about 
twenty feet, with a hight of one to two feet, in the north bank of the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, in the S. W. l of the N. W. l of section 7, Eidsvold. 

In Alta Vista, the most northeast township of Lincoln county, this rock has a low outcrop 
of similar extent with the last, in tlle south bank of the same stream, in the N. E. t of the S. E. 
t of section 12, about ten rods west of the county line. This is on land of Col. Samuel McPhail, 
some forty rods north of his house. The next and last outcrop of this formation is about a third 
of a mile farther west, being in the S. W. l of the N. E. !- of this section 12. It is on land of 
George B. Mason, by whom this ledge, which is light gray calcareous sandstone, has been slight
ly quarried, beginning in 1879, the price at which it is sold being $-1 per cord. An excavation 
about 80 feet long, 25 feet wide and 3 feet deep, has been thus made. The stone is in layers 
from one inch to one and a half feet in thickness, dipping one to two degrees, or from two to five 
feet in a hundred, to the east-northeast. In several places the bedding planes bear ripple-marks, 
about three inches in width. These planes and the fissures of joints show on fully half of all their 
exposed surfaces abundant concretionary rounded masses, an eighth to a quarter of an inch in 
diameter; but this structure is not apparent within the stone to a greater depth than a half inch 
or one inch, and is evidently brought into notice by weathering. No fossils could be detected 
here nor in any of these outcrops; but the formation through its extent of seven miles from east 
to west is nearly uniform in character, and is evidently the source of the masses noted in section 
1, Eidsvold, which contain particles of lignite and traces of wood. 

In section 11, Custer, Lyon county, on land cf James Morgan, much lignite in small frag
ments is found along the large southern branch of the Cottonwood river, which there and thence 
northeast to .Aroiret has cut a valley 75 to 100 feet deep. A tunnel has been dug into the lower 
part of the bluff by Mr. Morgan, where occur at the top of a light bluish clay that is snp
posed to be of Cretaceous age, and in this tunnel pieces of lignite and of wood were found. 

Clay or shale, containing fossils characteristic of the Fort Pierre aud Fox Hills groups, the 
upper divisiens of the Cretaceous series, has been encountered in numerous instances by wells 
in Yellow Medicine and Lyon counties near the foot of the slope which forms the eastern boun
dary of the Coteau des Prairies. Doubtless some of these wells have reached Cretaceous strata 
in place; but others evidently have been wholly in the glacial drift, containing disrupted and 
transported masses of Cretaceous shale with fossils. The frequency of these fossils in the rJrift* 
indicates that the upper Cretaceous formations originally covered much of this district and sup
plied a large part of the drift, and that they probably underlie the drift here and in the Coteml 
des Prairies. Notes of several of these sections are as follows: 

Wergeland. Peter Palmer; 8. W. t of sec. 2: well, 51 feet; yellow and blue till, as nsnal, 
witb gravelly and sandy layers,40 feet; then blue clay, containing many fragments of Bacu
lites and other fossilS, pieces of lignite, concretionary nodules of pyrite, one to one and a 

--'Compare also the occurreDce of BaCtlUIes in drift depoaii;s in Brown county, pages 084 and 585; and in Nol.>le~ 
oounty • .4 .... J()IJIr. SIJi. (3), iii, 2~ 1812. 
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half inches in diameter, and clusters of selenite (gypsum) crystals; water rose sixteen feet from 
gravel at the bottom. 

Eidsvold. Norman Webster; N. W. t of sec. 8: well, 14 feet, on low land; soil, 2; yellow till, 
8; blue clay, 3 feet, containing many fragments of Baeulites and other Cretaceous fossils; white 
quicksand, 1 foot, from which water rose one and a half feet. 

Parmer Crampton; S. W. t of sec. 8: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; very fine, light 
yellowish sand, 5; blue till, 10 feet, its upper two or three feet including boulders up to one foot in 
diameter, its lower seven or eight. feet harder and very compact, enclosing numerous pebbles of 
white limestone and irony concretions, with many Baculitcs fragments up to three inches long, 
and many other Cretaceous fossils, mostly broken, occurring throughout this thickness of seven 
or eight feet; from yellowish, soft clay at the bottom of this well, water rose in one night fifteen 
feet, but is very disagreeable to smell and taste. Baculites 0'l)atu8, Say, Scaphites Nicolletii, Mor
ton, PlacenticeTas (Ammonites) placenta, Dekay, and an InoceTamus which may be I. pToblemati
eus, Schlot., were obtained in this well. 

GTandvie'W. Peter Schmitz; sec. 27: well, 26 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 13; blue clay, 
10 feet, easy to dig, but very tenacious, free from gravel, not noticeably laminated, but containing 
bivalve and gasteropod shells; an Incceramus was found at the depth of 21 feet; next was blue 
sand, dug into one foot and extending deeper, from which water rose four feet. Two or three 
fragments of lignite were found in the fossiliferous clay, but no crystals of selenite nor nodules 
of pyrite. In digging his cellar, Mr. Schmitz found in the till masses one to two inches in 
diameter of white pulverulent matter, resembling chalk, occurring in the same manner as peb
bles, and doubtless derived from Cretaceous beds. 

In S. W. Lathe's well, sec. 28, fragments of Baculites and other Cretaceous fossils, and 
crystals of selenite were found. Baculites fragments also are reported in Selden Coleman's well, 
in the N. W. t of sec. 26. 

Near ltlct1'shall a bed of clay found 36 feet below the surface in digging a well, supplied the 
following fossils, which were presented to the state museum by Hev. E. D. Alden: Placentice1'as 
placenta, Dekay, three specimens, each about four inches in diameter; and Rt.cula cancellata, M. 
&; R., one specimen, measuring in length 1.25 inches, in hight, 0.90, and in convexity, 0.62, being 
thus about a third larger than the measurements stated for this species by Meek.* 

Glacial and modified drift. Glacial strim were noted at several. places 

on the gneiss in the southeast part of Granite Falls, east of the river, bear

ing S. 45 0 to 50° E. They were also distinctly seen on the ledges in section 

32, Echo, bearing S. 50° to 55 0 E. The glacial striation that originally 

marked the surface of the rock-outcrop in the southwest part of Posen has 

been nearly effaced, but the direction in which the ice-sheet moved is ' 

shown by very remarkable furrows, two or three feet deep and from three 

to six feet wide, which bear S. 50° E. One of these glacial furrows reaches 

continuously across the entire ledge, ten rods; and another, fifteen feet 

farther northeast, extends fully a hundred feet. Others, of smaller dimen

sions or shorter, are also noticeable. The formation of these vast grooves 

was evidently facilitated by the presence of a system of joints, which ex

tends in this direction, intersecting the rock at intervals from one to ten 

feet apart. Conspicuous examples of these joints coincide in position with 

*u. S. ~~ological su~vey of the territories; vol. ix, Inv~tebrate Cretaceous and Tertiary fossils a/the upp~r Missowri 
countrv, p. lO~, and plate 28. The other fOSB.ls before mentioned are also described and figured in this volume. 
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half inches in diameter, and clusters of selenite (gypsum) crystals; water rose sixteen feet from 
gravel at the bottom. 

Eidsvold. Norman Webster; N. W. t of sec. 8: well, 14 feet, on low land; soil, 2; yellow till, 
8; blue clay, 3 feet, containing many fragments of Bacl/lites and otber Cretaceous fossils; white 
quicksand, 1 foot, from wbich water rose one and a balf feet. 

Parmer Crampton; S. W. t of sec. 8: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; very fine, light 
yellowish sand, 5; blue till, 10 feet, its upper two or three feet including boulders up to one foot in 
diameter, its lower seven or eight. feet harder and very compact, enclosing numerous pebbles of 
white limestone and irony concretions, with many Baculites fragments up to three inches long, 
and many other Cretaceous fossils, mostly broken, occurring throughout this thickness of seven 
or eight feet; from yellowish, soft clay at the bottom of this well, water rose in one night fifteen 
feet, but is very disagreeable to smell and taste. Baculites ovatus, Say, Scaphites Nicolletii, Mor
ton, PlacenticeTas (Ammonites) placenta, Dekay, and an Inoceramus which may be I. problemati
cus, Schlot., were obtained in this well. 

Grandview. Peter Schmitz; sec. 27: well, 26 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 13; blue clay, 
10 feet, easy to dig, but very tenacious, free from gravel, not noticeably laminated, but containing 
bivalve and gasteropod shells; an Incceramus was found at the depth of 21 feet; next was blue 
sand, dug into one foot and extending deeper, from which water rose four feet. Two or three 
fragments of lignite were found in the fossiliferous clay, but no crystals of selenite nor nodules 
of pyrite. In digging his cellar, Mr. Schmitz found in the till masses one to two inches in 
diameter of white pulverulent matter, resembling chalk, OCCUlTing in the same manner as peb
bles, and doubtless derived from Cretaceous beds. 

In S. IV. Lathe's well, sec. 28, fragments of Baeulites and other Cretaceous fossils, and 
crystals of selenite were found. Bawlites fragments also are reported in Selden Coleman'S well, 
in the N. W. t of sec. 26. 

Near fflMshall a bed of clay found 36 feet below the surface in digging a well, supplied the 
following fossils, which were presented to the state museum by Hev. E. D. Alden: PlaeenticeTas 
placentct, Dekay, three specimens, eacb about four inches in diameter; and Nucula cancellata, M. 
& H., one specimen, measuring iu length 1.25 inches, in hight, 0.90, and in convexity, 0.62, being 
thus about a tbird larger than the measurements stated for tbis species by Meek.* 

Glacial and modified drift. Glacial strim were noted at several,places 

on the gneiss in the southeast part of Granite Falls, east of the river, bear

ing S. 45 ° to 50° E. They were also distinctly seen on the ledges in section 

32, Echo, bearing S. 50° to 55 0 E. The glacial striation that originally 

marked the surface of the rock-outcrop in the southwest part of Posen has 

been nearly effaced, but the direction in which the ice-sheet moved is 

shown by very remarkable furrows, two or three feet deep and from three 

to six feet wide, which bear S. 50° E. One of these glacial furrows reaches 

continuously across the entire ledge, ten rods; and another, fifteen feet 

farther northeast, extends fully a hundred feet. Others, of smaner dimen

sions or shorter, are also noticeable. The formation of these vast grooves 

was evidently facilitated by the presence of a system of joints, which ex

tends in this direction, intersecting the rock at intervals from one to ten 

feet apart. Conspicuous examples of these joints coincide in position with 

*u. s. ~~ological su~vey of the territor~es; vol. ix, Inv~tebra(e Cretaceous ,and Tertiary fossUs a/the upp~r Missouri 
COUntrvl p. 10 ... , and plate 28. The other fOSSIls before mentIOned are also descrIbed and figured in this volume. 
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half inches in diameter, and clusters of selenite (gypsum) crystals; water rose sixteen feet from 
gravel at the bottom. 

Eidsvold. Norman Webster; N. W. t of sec. 8: well, 14 feet, on low land; soil, 2; yellow till, 
8; blue clay, 3 feet, containing many fragments of Bacl/lites and otber Cretaceous fossils; white 
quicksand, 1 foot, from wbich water rose one and a balf feet. 
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half inches in diameter, and clusters of selenite (gypsum) crystals; water rose sixteen feet from 
gravel at the bottom. 

EidsvoZcl. Norman Webster; N. W. t of sec. 8: well, 14 feet, on low land; soil, 2; yellow till, 
8; blue clay, 3 feet, containing many fragments of BacuZites and other Cretaceous fOSSils; white 
quicksand, 1 foot, from which water rose one and a half feet. 

Parmer Crampton; S. W. t of sec. 8: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; very fine, light 
yellowish sand, 5; blue till, 10 feet, its upper two or three feet including boulders up to one foot in 
diameter, its lower seven or eight. feet harder and very compact, enclosing numerous pebbles of 
white limestone and irony concretions, with many BacuUtes fragments up to three inches long, 
and many other Cretaceous fossils, mostly broken, occurring throughout this thickness of seven 
or eight feet; from yellowish, soft clay at the bottom of this well, water rose in one night fifteen 
feet, but is very disagreeable to smell and taste. Bac!<lites ovatu8, Say, Scaphites Nicolletii, Mor
ton, Placenticeras (Ammonites) placenta, Dekay, and an Inoceramus which may be I. problemati
cus, Schlot., were obtained in this well. 

Gmnilvie'W, Peter Schmitz; sec. 27: well, 26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 13; blue clay, 
10 feet, easy to dig, but very tenacious, free from gravel, not noticeably laminated, but containing 
bivalve and gasteropod shells; an Inore)'a'flwB was found at the depth of 21 feet; next was blue 
sand, dug into one foot and extending deeper, from which water rose four feet. Two or three 
fragments of lignite were found in the fossiliferous clay, but no crystals of selenite nor nodules 
of pyrite. In digging his cellar, Mr. Schmitz found in the till masses one to two inches in 
diameter of white pulverulent matter, resembling chalk, OCCUlTing in the same manner as peb
bles, and doubtless derived from Cretaceous beds. 

In S.W. Lathe's well, sec. 28, fragments of Baculites and other Cretaceous fossils, and 
crystals of selenite were found. Baculites fragments also are reported in Selden Coleman'S well, 
in the N. W. t of sec. 26. 

Near Marshall a bed of clay found 35 feet below the surface in digging a well, supplied the 
following fossils, which were presented to the state museum by Rev. E. D. Alden: Placentice?'as 
placenta, Dekay, three specimens, each about four inches in diameter; and .Nucula cancellata, M. 
&; H., one specimen, measuring in length] .25 inches, in hight, 0.90, and in convexity, 0.62, being 
thus about a third larger than the measurements stated for this species by ];feek,* 

Glacial and modified drift. Glacial strim were noted at several,places 

on the gneiss in the southeast part of Granite Falls, east of the river, bear

ing S. 45° to 50° E. They were also distinctly seen on the ledges in section 

32, Echo, bearing S. 500 to 55 0 E. The glacial striation that originally 

marked the surface of the rock-outcrop in the southwest part of Posen has 

been nearly effaced, but the direction in which the ice-sheet moved is 

shown by very remarkable furrows, two or three feet deep and from three 

to feet wide, which bear S. 50° E. One of these glacial furrows reaches 

continuously across the entire ledge, ten rods; and another, fifteen feet 

farther northeast, extends fully a hundred feet. Others, of smaller dimen

sions or shorter, are also noticeable. The formation of these vast grooves 

was evidently facilitated by the presence of a system of joints, which ex

tends in this direction, intersecting the rock at intervals from one to ten 

feet apart. Conspicuous examples of these joints coincide in position with 

*u. S. geological survey of the territories; vol. ix, Invertebrate Oretaceons and Tertiary /ossils a/the 'Upper lK ... ouri 
cQ'Untry, p. 102, and plate 28. The other foss,lB before mentiolled llJ'e also described and figured in this volume. 
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the deep glacial furrows. On the other rock-outcrops seen in this district 
the glacial strim have been effaced by weathering. 

rrill, or the unstratified boulder-clay deposited by the ice of the glacial 

period, forms a thick sheet, probably averaging a hundred feet In depth, 

upon the surface of all this district, the underlying rocks being seen only 

in the deeply eroded valley of the Minnesota river and in the few other 
outcrops which have been described. 

Though no exposures of strata older than the drift have been found 

upon the Coteau des Prairies in this district and northwestward the un-, 
derlying formations are believed to rise here much higher than on either 

side, in the basins of the Minnesota, Big Sioux and James rivers. The al

titude of the Coteau is doubtless thus caused by the greater hight of the 

formations, probably Cretaceous, upon which these drift deposits lie, rather 

than by extraordinary thickness of the drift beyond that which it com
monly has throughout southwestern Minnesota. 

The depth that is added to the general drift-sheet by the accumulations of the terminal 
moraines does not appear to average more than .so to 7.5 feet. Upon the Coteau des Prairies the 
knolls and hillocks of the morainic belts rise 20 to .sO and rarely 75 or 100 feet above the adjoin
ing hollows; and the thickness which they add to the drift-sheet appears to be from .sO to 150 
feet. That the prominence of this highland L, not due to these morainic accumulations is shown 
in Dakota at Goodwin and farther north, by the greater elevation that is reached within a dis
tance of two to five miles by the smooth sheet of till at their west side, which there forms 
the water-shed, and beyond descends to the Big Sioux river. 

FIG. 48. SECTION ACROSS THE COTEAU DES PRAIRIES IN YELLOW MEDICINE COUNTY. MINNESOTA. 
AND DEUEL AND CODINGTON COUNTIES, DAKOTA. 

In crossing the Coteau from northeast to southwest, there is generally a very gradual, smooth 
slope, rising 100 to 200 feet in a few miles; then comes a steeper ascent, which amounts to 300 
feet or morE' within a width of two or three miles, coinciding through the greater part of its extent 
across southwestern Minnesota with the tract of knolly and hilly drift that forms the inner belt 
of the moraine. The average hight beyond, sometimes after a slight descent, continues to rise, 
but only slowly, amounting to 10001'150 feet in crossing the smoother, nndulating or roIling area, 
ten to fifteen miles wide, between this and the outer morainic range, which next rises 100 to 200 
or 300 feet within two or three miles, and forms the crest of this highland along nearly its whole 
extent. "Vest of this moraine"in Lincoln county the surface soon drops 50 to 100 feet, this descent 
being greatest at the south and diminishing northward; and thence a smooth slope of till falls 
southwesterly some 200 feet within ten miles. Farther to the north, from lake Hendricks nearly 
to Goodwin, a gently undulating expanse of till, slightly lower than this western belt of drift-hills, 
extends from them westward approximately level for a width of several miles, beyond which a 
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similar slope falls to the southwest. On the Winona & St. Peter (Chicago & N orthwesternl rail
road, the traveler going west enters the inner morainic belt of the Coteau at the west edge of 
Minnesota, a little east of Garj, about 1450 feet above the sea (fig. 48). The line crosses this belt 
obliquely, occupying about four miles, and ascending some 200 feet; then six miles are moderately 
rolling, mainly in smooth swells; and the next six miles, lying partly on each side of Altamont, 
are among the knolls and small hills of the outer moraine, 1750 to 1950 feet above the sea; suc
ceeded by a smooth, slightly undulating area of till, which rises to the summit of this line near 
Goodwin, 2000 feet above the sea, extends thence nearly ll)vel to Kranzburg, and then descends 
250 feet by a very gradual slope to Watertown. 

From Canby southwestward the eastern ascent of the Coteau is first a gradual and smooth 
slope of till, rising some 250 feet within four miles. Into this the East branch of the Lac qui 
Parle river, three miles south of Canby, has cut a channel 75 feet deep. Next to the southwest 
the ascent is among rough drift hills and prominent swells, which cover a belt eight to twelve 
miles wide, thfir west boundary being three miles east of lake Hendricks. Southwest from Min
neota, Grandview and Marshall, and onward through Lyon county, the smooth foot-slope of the 
Coteau is from six to ten miles wide, and ascends 200 feet, or more, before coming to the knolls 
and hillocks of the inner moraine. The upper part of this smoothly sloping sheet of till is chan
neled to a depth of 100 feet by the Redwood river at Camden and Lynd, and to a depth of 80 feet 
by the south branch of the Cottonwood river where it is crossed by the railroad near Amiret sta
tion, while the smaller streams all flow in narrow ravines. 

1he outer or westCl'n termined moraine, accumulated on the southwest border of a lobe of 
the last ice-sheet,* forms the summit of the Coteau des Prairies in Lincoln county, rising in a con
spicuous series of drift hills, which continues thence north-northwest as a belt of very knolly and 
hilly drift from one to five miles wide, to the Head of the Coteau, west of lake Traverse. Through
out this distance its material is till with abundant boulders and pebbles, principally of granite, 
syenite, gneiss and schists, but also including many of limestone. Its surface is broken by a 
multitude of mounds, short ridges aud hillocks, from 10 to 50 feet above the hollows, which occa
sionally contain sloughs and lakelets. 

In Lincoln county the outer moraine is about two miles wide, and extends by the west ends 
of lakes Benton and Shaokatan, passing through the middle of Lake Benton township, the south
west corner of Diamond Lake, the center of Drammen, and southwestern ~haokatan. Its hight 
from its east edge is IOU to 200 feet, and from its west edge 40 to 75 feet. In other words, the 
surface of the drift-sheet adjOining it through this county, along an extent of twenty miles, aver
ages a hundred feet lower on its east than on its west side. This difference was probably in con
siderable part produced by the ice-sheet of the last glacial epoch, in eroding the earlier drift upon 
which it lay, the material thus obtained being pushed forward and upward to form the moraine 
Yet the mass of its terminal deposits at this line is small in comparison with the area, reaching 
fifty miles to the northeast, that was covered by ice which slowly moved, more or less directly, 
toward this boundary. The entire mass of morainic drift here accumulated, if spread uniformly 
over this area, could not exceed a depth of six feet; and if it were all spread on the adjoi.ning belt, 
five or ten miles wide, to supply the amount that was apparently eroded from that part of the pre
viously existing drift-sheet, it would scarcely raise the surface more than to the uniform slope 
which was probably its earlier contour. It thus appears that the greater part of the region cov
ered by this ice-lobe contributed very little to its terminal moraine, and that if much material 
was eroded far within the ice-covered area, nearly all of it was again soon deposited, without be
ing far removed from its previous position; the work of the ice-sheet in its central portion being 
chiefly to excavate and re-deposit, SCUlpturing the surface anew, but conveying only a small 
amount of drift tu its border. Near the edge of the ice, however it plowed up and carried away 
to its termination a great freight, and even dng, as appears in the following pages, forty feet be
low the present surface, its bottom being as low as the beds of lakes Benton, Shaokatan and 
Hendricks. The drift which is now spread above the beds of these lakes east of the moraine was 
apparently contained in the glacial sheet, and deposited at its final melting; but most of it had 
doubtless been eroded from beneath, or had been brought only a few miles, and it seems very 
unlikely that as much material was held suspended in the ice throughout the central portions of 
its area. 

·Compare p. 406; also the ninth annual report. 
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viouslyexisting drift-sheet, it would scarcely raise the surface more than to the uniform slope 
which was probably its earlier contour. It thus appears that the greater part of the region cov
ered by this ice-lobe contributed very little to its terminal moraine, and that if much material 
was eroded far within the ice-covered area, nearly all of it was again soon depOSited, without ba
ing far removed from its previous position; the work of the ice-sheet in its central portion being 
chiefly to excavate and re-deposit, sculpturing the surface anew, but conveying only a small 
amount of drift tu its border. Near the edge of the ice, however it plowed up and carried away 
to its termination a great freight, and even dug, as appears in the following pages, forty feet be
low the present surface, its bottom being as low as the beds of lakes Benton, Shaokatan and 
Hendricks. The drift which is now spread above the beds of tllese lakes east of the moraine, was 
apparently contained in the glacial sheet, and deposited at its final melting; but most of it had 
doubtless been eroded from beneath, or had been brought only a few miles, and it seems very 
unlikely that as much material was held suspended in the ice throughout the central portions of 
its area. 
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similar slope falls to the southwest. On the Winona &, St. Peter (Chicago & Northwestern) rail
road, the traveler going west enters the inner morainic belt of the Coteau at the west edge of 
Minnesota, a little east of Gary, about 1450 feet above the sea (fig. 48). The line crosses this belt 
obliquely, occupying about four miles, and ascending some 200 feet; then six miles are moderately 
rolling, mainly in smooth swells; and the next six miles, lying partly on each side of Altamont, 
are among the knolls and small hills of the outer moraine, 1750 to 1950 feet above the sea; suc
ceeded by a smooth, slightly undulating area of till, which rises to the summit of this line near 
Goodwin, 2000 feet above the sea, extends thence nearly ll)vel to Kranzburg, and then descends 
250 feet by a very gradual slope to Watertown. 

From Canby southwestward the eastern ascent of the Coteau is first a gradual and smooth 
slope of till, riSing some 250 feet within four miles. Into this the East branch of the Lac qui 
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miles wide, thfir west boundary being three miles east of lake Hendricks. Southwest from Min
neota, Grandview and Marshall, and onward through Lyon county, the smooth foot-slope of the 
Coteau is from six to ten miles wide, and ascends 200 feet, or more, before coming to the knolls 
and hillocks of the inner moraine. The upper part of this smoothly sloping sheet of till is chan
neled to a depth of 100 feet by the Redwood river at Camden and Lynd, and to a depth of 80 feet 
by the south branch of the Cottonwood ri ver where it is crossed by the railroad near Amiret sta
tion, while the smaller streams all flow in narrow ravines. 

1he ollte)" 0)" westCl')l termined moraine, accumulated on the south west border of a lobe of 
the last ice-sheet,* forms the summit of the Coteau des Prairies in Lincoln county, rising in a con
spicuous series of drift hills, which continues thence north-northwest as a belt of very knolly and 
hilly drift from one to five miles wide, to the Head of the Coteau, west of lake Traverse. Through
out this distance its material is till with abundant boulders and pebbles, principally of granite, 
syenite, gneiss and schists, but also including many of limestone. Its surface is broken by a 
multitude of mOllnds, short ridges aud hillocks, from 10 to 50 feet above the hollows, which occa
sionally contain sloughs and lakelets. 

In Lincoln county the outer moraine is about two miles wide, and extends by the west ends 
of lakes Benton and Shaokatan, passing through the middle of Lake Benton township, the south
west corner of Diamond Lake, the center of Drammen, and southwestern tlhaokatan. Its hight 
from its east edge is IOU to 200 feet, and from its west edge 40 to 75 feet. In other words, the 
surface of the drift-sheet adjOining it tllrough this county, along an extent of twenty miles, aver
ages a hundred feet lower on its east than on its west side. This difference was probably in con
siderable part produced by the ice-sheet of the last glacial epoch, in eroding the earlier drift upon 
which it lay, the material thus obtained being pushed forward and upward to form the moraine 
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Channels through the outer moraine. This morainic belt, and the thick sheet of till which is 
massed against its west side and descends thence westward, are cut in the west part of Lake Ben
ton township by a deep channel or valley, which is called, translating its Sioux name, the "Hole in 
the Mountain." The railroad between Lake Benton and Verdi goes south·southwest four miles 
thr19ugh this gap, bounded on each side by pict.uresque bluffs which are buttressed by steep spurs 
and cut by deep tributary ravines. Its depth, wholly in the glacial drift, is from 150 to 200 feet 
below the knolly surface of the moraine, and its highest point is about ten feet above lake Ben
ton, which has its outlet eastward into the Redwood river. This valley, from an eighth to a 
fourth of a mile wide, was evidently excavated by a river that flowed from northeast to southwest 
across this great ridge, which is the highest land in southwestern Minnesota, being 1,000 feet 
above the Minnesota river on the nortbeast, 350 feet above the Big Sioux on the west, and about 
1960 feet above the sea. For three-fou:rths of a mile southwest from lake Benton, tbis cbannel is 
double, being divided by a remnant of the morainic range, which rises nearly as high as the 
enclosing bluffs. The east pass is called the" Dutchman's gap", and through it the carriage 
road goes south and then southwest to the" Hole in the Mountain." 

At three other places, eleven, fourteen and eighteen miles north west from lake Benton (see 
fig. 49), similar channels have been eroded through the massive ridge of this moraine and through 
the smooth sheet of drift that slopes downward from its west side. 

The first of these channels begins at the southwest end of lake Shaok
atan, and extends about two miles southwest, in the same course with this 

~'---,g..,"""-f lake, through the knolly belt of the moraine, beyond which its course for 
the next three miles is northwest along its west side, crossing tbe state line, 
from section 31. Shaokatan, to the east part of section 21, T. 111, R. 47. 

~~~~ There it is joined from the northeast by the second of these channels, 
which enters the moraine in the S. W. t of section 7, Shaokatan. This is 
the only one of these gaps through which drainage now takes place, as at the 
time of their excavation, from the northeast to the southwest side of the 
moraIl1lC range. Bluffs 75 to 100 feet high form the sides of these valleys, 

.'1,,49, Hap of Ihe region of lake, enclosing a nearly flat bottomland which varies from twenty to fifty rods 
nenton, Shaokal.n and Hendrick" in width. Lake 8haokatan outflows northeastward to the Yellow Medi-

cine river; but the highest part of the valley that extends from it southwest and then northwest, 
is only slightly elevated above it. The southwest course of the second channel is continued two 
and a half miles helow their junclion, having about the same depth and width to the center of 
section 30, T. 111, R. 47, where it enters the last of these remarkable valleys. This lies wholly in 
Brookings county, Dakota. It extends six miles southward from the southwest end of lake Hen
dricks, and then, about a half mile beyond the confluence of the valley from lake Shaokatan, it 
turns west-southwest. Its depth for the first two miles south of lake Hendricks, where its bluffs 
are capped by the knolls and short ridges of the moraine, is from 150 to 200 feet. Along the 
remainder of its course to the mouth of the tributary channel, its bluffs ascend steeply about 100 
feet, and from their top a moderate slope rises 40 to 50 feet higher. Below this junction the val
ley slowly diminishes in depth, and after six miles reaches an area of low land in the northwest 
part of T. no, R. 48, which stretches thence to the Big Sioux river. A nearly tlat bottomland 
from thirty to eighty rods wide extends from lake Hendricks the entire length of this valley. Its 
highest part, one and a half miles from the lake, is some fifteen feet above it, the outlet of this 
lake being northeastward to the I,ac qui Parle river. The channel which has been last described, 
running south from lake Hendricks, was called by the Sioux "the Brother of the Hole in the 
Mountain," because of its close likeness to the pass southwest from lake Benton. 

The west ends of lakes Benton and Hendricks, for about a mile of each, are bordered by 
hillocks and high bluffs, and occupy the extremities of these channels at their entrance with
in the limits of the moraine. Lake Benton is six miles long and from a half mile to one mile 
wide, its greatest width being at the northeast. Its highest stage of water is four and a half feet 
above the lowest. This lake is fed by many springs, some of which are ferrugillous, along the 
southwestern half of its shore.s; and it also appears that springs issue in the bottom of the lake, 
by which some portions of its surface are kept unfrozen through nearly the entire winter. Bird 
island, in this lake, is about 25 feet high, and is wooded. At the ordinary low stage of water, it 
is joined to the north shore by a bar of gravel and sand, several hundred feet long and only from 
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are capped by tbe knolls and short ridges of the moraine, is from 150 to 200 feet. Along tbe 
remainder of its course to the mouth of the tributary channel, its bluffs ascend steeply about 100 
feet, and from tbeir top a moderate slope rises 40 to 50 feet higher. Below this junction the val
ley slowly diminishes in depth, and after six miles reaches an area of low land in the northwest 
part of T. 110, R. 48, which stretches thence to tbe Big Sioux river. A nearly tlat bottomland 
from thirty to eighty rods wide extends from lake Hendricks tbe entire length of this valley. Its 
highest part, one and a balf miles from the lake, is some fifteen feet above it, the outlet of tbis 
lake being northeastward to the I,ac qui Parle river. Tbe cbannel which has been last described, 
running south from lake Hendricks, was called by the Sioux "the Brother of the Hole in the 
Mountain," because of its close likeness to the pass southwest from lake Benton. 

The west ends of lakes Benton and Hendricks, for about a mile of each, are bordered by 
hillocks and high bluffs, and occupy the extremities of tbese channels at their entrance with
in the limits of the moraine. Lake Benton is six miles long and from a half mile to one mile 
wide, its greatest width being at the northeast. Its highest stage of water is four and a half feet 
above the lowest. Tbis lake is fed by many springs, some of whicb are ferrugiIlous, along the 
southwestern half of its sbores; and it also appears that springs issue in the bottom of the lake, 
by which some portions of its surface are kept unfrozen through nearly the entire winter. Bird 
island, in this lake, is about 25 feet higb, and is wooded. At the ordinary low stage of water, it 
is joined to the north shore by a bar of gravel and sand, several hundred feet long and only from 
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Channels throttgh the outer moraine. This morainic belt, and the thick sheet of till which is 
massed against its west side and descends thence westward, are cut in the west part of Lake Ben
ton township by a deep channel or valley, which is called, translating its Sioux Hame, tbe "Hole in 
the Mountain." The railroad between Lake Benton and Verdi goes south·southwest four miles 
thr&ugh this gap, bounded on each side by picturesque bluffs which are buttressed by steep spurs 
and cut by deep tributary ravines. Its depth, wholly in the glacial drift, is from 150 to 200 feet 
below the knolly surface of the moraine, and its highest point is about ten feet above lake Ben
ton, which has its outlet eastward into the Redwood river. This valley, from an eighth to a 
fourth of a mile wide, was evidently excavated by a river that flowed from northeast to southwest 
across this great ridge, which is the highest land in southwestern Minnesota, being 1,000 feet 
above the Minnesota river on the northeast, 350 feet above the Big Sioux on the west, and about 
1960 feet above the sea. For three-forirths of a mile southwest from lake Benton, this channel is 
double, being divided by a remnant of the morainic range, which rises nearly as high as the 
enclOSing bluffs. The east pass is called the" Dutchman's gap". and through it the carriage 
road goes south and then southwest to the" Hole in the :Mountain." 

At three other places, eleven, fourteen and eighteen miles northwest from lake Benton (see 
fig. 49), similar channels have been eroded through the massive ridge of this moraine and through 
the smooth sheet of drift that slopes downward from its west side. 

The first of these channels begins at the southwest end of lake Shaok
atan, and extends about two miles southwest, in the same course with this 
lake, through the knolly belt of the moraine, beyond which its course for 
the next three miles is northwest along its westside, crossing tlJe state line, 
from section 31. Shaokatan, to the east part of section 21, T. 111, R. 47. 
There it is joined from the northeast by the second of these channels, 
which enters the moraine in the S. W. t of section 7, Shaokatan. This is 
the only one of these gaps through which drainage now takes as at the 
time of their excavation, from the northeast to the southwest side of the 
morainic range. Bluffs 75 to 100 feet high form the sides of these valleys, 

~'Ig. 49, Hap of th. region of lake, enclosing a nearly flat bottomland which varies from twenty to fifty rods 
U.nton, Sbaokat.n and H.nd,ick,. in width. Lake Shaokatan outflows northeastward to the Yellow Medi-
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a few inches to one or two feet above the water. Lake Shaokatan is about three miles long, and 
from an eighth to three-fourths of a mile wide, its maximum width being near the middle. Its 
highest stage is some four feet above the lowest. The southwest end of this lake is at the north
east edge of the morainic belt. Lake Hendri(lks is three and a half miles long, aud its width 
varies from oue-fourth to three-fourths of a mile, being greatest near its northeast end. The 
maximum depth of each of these lakes is reported to be about lij feet; and they are bordered on 
all sides excepting the west by smoothly undulating till, which varies from 10 to 30 feet, or rarely 
50 feet, above them. Tlms the hollows in which they lie sink about 40 feet below the general level 
of the drift-sheet at the east side of the morainic range, and 25 or 30 feet below the highest 
part of these channels which are continuations from them through the moraine and t)1e thick sheet 
of till at its west side. 

Nowhere else for at least fifty miles uext to the northwest from Murray county is this mass
ive ridge iutersected by auy similar channel, aud its altitude throughout this distance is from 100 
to 200 feet above these lakes. Its highest portion, forming a belt about two miles wide, marked 
by many hillocks and hollows, appears to have been pushed out at the margin of an ice-sheet that 
lay upon its northeast side. The excavation of these channels took place at the same time with 
the accumulation of this moraine, or more probably at the close of this part of the last glacial 
epoch, when the ice was being rapidly melted, but before it had receded to its inner line of mo
raine; for the thick mass of the ice-sheet, rising high above its terminal deposits, is the only bar
rier that we can suppose to have existed to turn the course of drainage across this highland, which 
is now the water-shed between the ml.ch lower basins of the Minnesota and Big Sioux rivers, and 
after this was withdrawn to its later limits at its inner moraine, extending from Spirit lake to 
lake Shetek and Gary, a lower avenue was opened southward to the Little Sioux river. Without 
reference to this barrier, it is evident that the course of the waters that eroded these valleys was 
southwest, because of their extent and fall in this direction. The channel that reaches south from 
lake Hendricks and then southwest, descends from the summit, one and a half miles south of the 
lake, with a very gradual slope which probably amounts to 75 or 100 feet in the next ten miles, its 
width continuing nearly the same as where it intersects the moraine. Another proof that the 
course of drainage was southwest is the confluence in this direction of the three valleys that 
cross this range at lake Shaokaton, three miles farther northwest, and at lake Hendricks. On the 
other side of the moraine no well marked valleys extend northeastward from these lakes; and their 
outlets, which run only at unusually wet seasons, are turned in a meandering course by slight 
undulations of the surface. 

There seems to be no indication that the channels through the moraine have been partially 
filled since their excavation, raising them to their summits, ten to fifteen feet above lakes Benton, 
Shaokatan, and Hendricks; while yet the position and form of these lakes demonstrate that the 
portions of the drift-sheet which would have filled their depressions, were carried away by the 
rivers that cut these gaps. Now it is clear that the overflow from a lake lying between the ice
sheet and its moraine could not excavate a hollow Beveral miles long below a summit which it 
afterward crossed., Hespecting the possible action of subglacial rivers we have little knowledge, 
but it appears improbable that they could erode such hollOWS, carrying the material forward through 
higher channels. It is, however, nearly certain that this removal of the drift belonging upon the 
areas occupied by these lakes took place while the ice-sheet still covered these areas and reached 
to its terminal moraine; but near the end of this time, when a warmer climate was rapidly melt
ing its surface every summer, pouring down large rivers to its margin. By such melting the drift 
which had been gathered into the ice-mass would become exposed upon its surface, and in and 
near its principal avenues of drainage would be washed away. Only in this manner could the 
material of the drift-sheet corresponding to the depressions of these lakes be removed by the usual 
agency, that is, by the current of descending streams. If this be the true.explanation, it involves 
a very important conclusion respecting the amount of drift contained in the ice-sheet and finally 
exposed by the melting of its surface. Modified drift and kames, as also certain features of the 
till and of the terminal moraines, prove that the ice of the glacial period became considerably 
filled with the material of the drift, gathered up into its mass from the land over Which it moved. 
This explanation of the origin of these lake basins indicates that the ice-held drift here amounted 
to a sheet at least forty feet thick; but much of it may have been in the lower two hundred feet of 
the ice, below the top of its terminal moraine. 
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rivers that cut these gaps. Now it is clear that the overflow from a lake lying between the ice
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areas occupied by these lakes took place while the ice-sheet still covered these areas and reached 
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a few inches to one or two feet above the water. Lake Shaokatan is about three miles long, and 
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material of the drift-sheet corresponding to the depressions of these lakes be removed by the usual 
agency, that is, by the current of descending streams. If this be the true explanation, it involves 
a very important conclusion respecting the amount of drift contained in the ice-sheet and finally 
exposed by the melting of its surface. Modified drift and kames, as also certain features of the 
till and of the terminal moraines, prove that the ice of the glacial period became considerably 
filled with the material of the drift, gathered up into its mass from the land over which it moved. 
This explanation of the origin of these lake basins indicates that the ice-held drift here amounted 
to a sheet at least forty feet thick; but much of it may have been in the lower two hundred feet of 
the ice, below the top of its terminal moraine. 
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The second terminal moraine of the last ice-sheet, which is the eastern or iuner belt of knolly 
and hilly drift upon the Coteau des Prairies, extends northwesterly in 3, nearly straight course from 
the Blue mounds near Windom, in southern Cottonwood county, to Gary in the edge of Dakota. 
In Lyon county its northeast boundary passes through the center of Custer, Lyon and Island Lake 
toWnships, and follows approximately the line between this and Lincoln county for the next six 
miles, at the west side of Nordland. It crosses northeastern Lincoln county from the southeast 
corner of Alta Vista to section 3, Marble, six miles south of Canby; and in Yellow Medicine 
county its course i:; from section 33, Norman, to section 7, Florida. The most rough and hilly 
part of this moraine is from a half mile to one and a half miles wide at its northeast side, where it 
usually has many irregular knolls, short ridges, and hills, which rise from 2.5 to .50 feet, and occa
sionally 75 to 100 feet above the intervening depressions. Their conspicuous appearance, as seen 
from the northeast, is due to the ascent westward of the country upon which they lie. From the 
specially hilly northeast margin of this morainic belt its width reaches five to fifteen miles south
westward with a rolling and in some places knolly or hilly surface, including the greater part of 
the distance to the parallel outer range of drift hills, but leaving next to that a smooth, slightly 
undulating tract, three to five miles wide. In Marshfield and Lake Stay this smooth contour 
extends eight miles north from Cottonwood lake and the east end of lake Benton, its limit being 
here twelve miles from the outer moraine. All these areas are till, with abundant boulders upon 
the portions which are most broken by knolls, hills, and hollows. 

A third tel-minal moraine, consisting of knolls, hills, and short ridges of till, 1.5 to 50 and 
rarely 75 or 100 feet high, with many large and small rock-fragments, is found in Yellow Medicine 
and Lac qui Parle counties, lying eight to twelve miles northeast from the inner morainic .belt of 
the Coteau, and extending north-northwest forty miles within the limits of this state, beyond 
which it continues with the same course in Dakota. The width of this morainic series in Minne
sota is usually from a quarter to a half of a mile, being less tllan that of the specially knolly belts 
upon the Coteau des Prairies. It appears like them to bave been accumulated at the margin of 
the ice-sheet of the last glacial epoch; but its location shows that it belongs to a later time in this 
epoch, after two distinct recessions of the ice. From sections 32, 29 and 19, of Burton, this forma
tion continues through sections 13, 11 and3, of Wergelancl, with similar outlying hillocks and ridges 
in sections 9,15,16,21,22 and 23, of this township; and for the next six miles northward it lies in 
the southwest edge of Oshkosh and the northeast edge of Hammer. In the south part of Lac qui 
Parle county it forms the two conspicuous clusters of the Antelope hills, in sections 27 and 16, 
Freeland, elevated 40 to 100 feet above the smoothly undulating till of that region. 

The southeastern continuation of this third moraine may be represented by the rocky drift 
knolls, 10 to 20 feet high, which occur about the north end and at the northeast side of lake Mar
shall, in a region which has mainly a very smooth contour. Again, twelve miles farther to the 
east-southeast, a belt of typically morainic knolls, about twenty rods in width, and a half mile or 
more in length, was noted close south of the Cottonwood river, in sections 14 and 15, Gales, in 
Redwood county. It is probable that a connection southeastward may be found, along some line 
of more or less knolly and hilly drift, including these two localities and the morainic tract in 
Stately, Brown county, to the belt of morainic deposits that extends from Fairmont in Martin 
county southeast to Pilot mound in the northeast corner of Hancock county, Iowa. This view 
was suggested to me by Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, state geologist of Wisconsin, who first pointed 
out the continental extent of these terminal deposits of the ice-sheet. 

Professor Chamberlin has also sllggested* that these first, second and third terminal mo
raines may be named respectively the Altamont, Gary and Antelope moraines (see fig. 48, page 601). 

The Antelope valley. Between the third or Antelope moraine and the foot of the Coteau des 
Prairies on the west is the Antelope valley, so named by the Sioux. This is a broad shallow 
depreSSion, or rather a part of an inclined plane (page 593), with a slightly undulating ~urface of 
till, being three to ten miles wide, and reputed to extend a hundred and twenty-five mIles, from 
Minneota, in the most northwest township of Lyon county, to the south bend of the Sheyenne 
river in Dakota. The moraine of the Antelope hills and the smooth area of till on its east side 
average 25 to 50 feet higher than the adjoining eastern border of the Antelope valley, but have 
some lower portions, allowing streams to cross both the valley and the moraine in their northeast
ward course from the Coteau to the.Minnesota river. 

--*Third annual report of the U. S. geological, BWMJey, 1883. 
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Redwood county. It is probable that a connection southeastward may be found, along some line 
of more or less knolly and hilly drift, including these two localities and the morainic tract in 
Stately, Brown county, to the belt of morainic deposits that extends from Fairmont in Martin 
county southeast to Pilot mound in thA northeast corner of Hancock county, Iowa. This view 
was suggested to me by Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, state geologist of Wisconsin, who first pointed 
out the continental extent of these terminal deposits of the ice-sheet. 

Professor Chamberlin has also suggested* that these first, second and third terminal mo
raines may be named respectively the Altamont, Gary and Antelope moraines (see fig. 48, page 601). 

The Antelope valley. Between the third or Antelope moraine and the foot of the Coteau des 
Prairies on the west is the Antelope valley, so named by the Sioux. This is a broad shallow 
depression, or rather a part of an inclined plane (page 593), with a slightly undulating ~urface of 
till, being three to ten miles wide, and reputed to extend a hundred and twenty-five mlles, from 
Minneota, in the most northwest township of Lyon county, to the south bend of the Sheyenne 
river in Dakota. The moraine of the Antelope hills and the smooth area of till on its east side 
average 25 to 50 feet higher than the adjoining eastern border of the Antelope valley, but have 
some lower portions, allowing streams to cross both the valley :lnd the moraine in their northeast
ward course from the Coteau to the Minnesota river. 

--*Third annual report 0/ the U. 8.qeololJical.",,'U.y, 1883, 
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Ancient water-courses. Definite channels, which appear to have been formed by drainage 
during the final melting of the last ice-sheet, are found extending from northwest to southeast at 
three places in Yellow Medicine county. One of these, lying about a half mile from the Minne
sota valley west of Granite Falls, and another at the outcrops of rock in section 17, Omro, havi'! 
been described on pages 592 and 598. The third, situated in Wergeland and Burton, has been 
traced farther than either of the others, but its full extent in either direction remains to be 
explored. It reaches from the East branch of Lac qui Parle river in section 5, Wergeland, south
easterly through sections 9, 1.5. the south part of 14, and the north part of 24, in this township; 
and thence in a nearly east-southeast course, through sections 19, the south edge of 20, the north
east part of 29, and through 28, 27 and 3.5, in Burton, to the south half of section 1, Eidsvold, in 
Lyon county. In section 28, Burton, and for the next two miles southeastward this depression is 
followed by Mud creek, and in section 1, Eidsvold, it is crossed by the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, and lies on its south side. This ancient river-course, now dry or occupied by 
insignificant streams, has along this explored extent of twelve miles a width that varies from a 
quarter to a half of a mile, consisting of a nearly flat bottomland whose subsoil is gravel and sand, 
bordered by areas of moderately rolling or morainic till, which average 30 to 40 feet higher. A 
large river is believed to have flowed southeastward here during the departure of the ice-sheet 
after the formation of its third moraine, which seems to cross this channel at the southeast cor
ner of section 19, Burton. The receding ice-fields on the northeast prevented drainage from 
taking its present courses, and their melting supplied unusual floods. Beyond this water-course 
the ice-margin southeastward to Faribault county was bordered by a long and shallow lake, which 
overfio}ved by the way of Union slough in Iowa (page 461). Similar water-courses were afterward 
channeled, alongside the west border of the melting ice-fields at successive stages of their reces
sion, in Omro, and near Granite Falls. respectively seven and twenty-three miles farther northeast. 

The fourth, fifth and sixth terminctl moraines of the last ice-sheet,* formed at successive 
stages in its recession, clearly exhibited farther east in the vicinity of Kiester, Elysian and Waco
nia, seem to be represented in this district by the morainic knolls and mounds of drift, with more 
than the ordinary proportion of boulders, which are found associated with the water-courses men
tioned in Omro and near Granite Falls. A morainic belt, apparently reaching a considerable 
distance from northwest to southeast, was crossed in section 30, Tyro, a few miles east of the 
Omro valley; and another, described on page 592, probably representing the fifth and sixth mo
raines, lies at the west side of the eastern channel. and consists of prominent smooth swells, 
occupying a width of two or three miles from three to six miles west of Granite Falls, and 
expanding farther south in Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and Echo, to a width of six miles. 

Modified drift. No extensive areas of modified drift were observed in this district. In a 
few places. however, small deposits of gravel and sand, partly kame-like, form the surface. A 
noteworthy cut in such beds was seen near Balaton, in southern Lyon county. A sixth of a mile 
southeast from this station, close southwest of the railroad, in a rounded hillock, an excavation 
has been made for ballast to a distance into the hillock of a hundred and fifty feet, the section 
exposed being twenty rod~ or more in length and about 20 feet high in its highest part. It con
sists of gravel, yellowish and in many portions ferruginous, mostly very coarse and containing 
abundant pebbles up to six or eight inches in diameter, nearly all of them plainly water-worn or 
rounded. At 4 to 7 feet below the top, for a length of a hundred feet or so at the highest part, the 
material is fine, sandy gravel, obliquely bedded in slopes of .50 to 2.50 eastward. At the east end of 
this a portion 10 to 15 feet below the top and 20 feet long is represented in fig. 50. The central 
mass here is sand while the enclOSing strata are gravel, mostly with pebbles less than three inches 

in diameter, but in some places holding pebbles up to five or eight inches 
r~;.c;~:1 in diameter. The lenticular mass of sand occurring here shows two small 

E·10·;····':~lw.\ faults at its center, each of three or four inches, the lower side being at the 
Fig 50. Section in modified east. The stratification of this deposit is conformable with the slope of 

drift. near Balaton. its surface, showing that it remains nearly or quite in the same form as it 
was left by the glacial floods. 

Only two fragments of rock that exceeded a foot in diameter, were seen in this excavation. 
These were one and a half and three feet long. About one-third of the pebbles here, both large 
and small, are limestone; nearly all the rest are granite and crystalline schists; only a few pebbles, 

'Compare page. 461, 463 and 581; and chapters XXI and XJi:II. 
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Aneient water-courses. Definite channels, which appear to have been formed by drainage 
during the final melting of the last ice-sheet, are found extending from northwest to southeast at 
three places in Yellow Medicine county. One of these, lying about a half mile from the Minne
sota valley west of Granite Falls, and another at the outcrops of rock in section 17, Omro, have 
been described on pages 592 and 598. The third, situated in Wergeland and Burton, has been 
traced farther than either of the others, but its full extent in either direction remains to be 
explored. It reaches from the East branch of Lac qui Parle river in section 5, Wergeland, south
easterly through sections 9, 15. the south part of 14, and the north part of 24, in this township; 
and thence in a nearly east-southeast course, through sections 19, the south edge of 20, the north
east part of 29, and through 28, 27 and 35, in Burton, to the south half of section 1, Eidsvold, in 
Lyon county. In section 28, Burton, and for the next two miles southeastward this depression is 
followed by Mud creek, and in section 1, Eidsvold, it is crossed by the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, and lies on its south side. This ancient river-course, now dry or occupied by 
insignificant streams, has along this explored extent of twelve miles a width that varies from a 
quarter to a half of a mile, consisting of a nearly flat bottomland whose subsoil is gravel and sand, 
bordered by areas of moderately rolling or morainic till, which average 30 to 40 feet higher. A 
large river is believed to have flowed southeastward here during the departure of the ice-sheet 
after the formation of its third moraine, which seems to cross this channel at the southeast cor
ner of section 19, Burton. The receding ice-fields on the northeast prevented drainage from 
taking its present courses, and their melting supplied unusual floods. Beyond this water-course 
the ice-margin southeastward to Faribault county was bordered by a long and shallow lake, which 
overflowed by the way of Union slough in Iowa (page 461). Similar water-courses were afterward 
channeled, alongside the west border of the melting ice-fields at successive stages of their reces
sion, in Omro, and near Granite Falls. respectively seven and twenty-three miles farther northeast. 

The fourth, fifth and sixth terminctl moraines of the last ice-sheet,* formed at successive 
stages in its recession, clearly exhibited farther east in the vicinity of Kiester, Elysian and Waco
nia, seem to be represented in this district by the morainic knolls and mounds of drift, with more 
than the ordinary proportion of boulders, which are found associated with the water-courses men
tioned in Omro and near Granite Falls. A morainic belt, apparently reaching a considerable 
distance from northwest to southeast, was crossed in sectioll 30, Tyro, a few miles east of the 
Omro valley; and another, described on page 592, probably representing the fifth and sixth mo
raines, lies at the west side of the eastern channel. and consists of prominent smooth sweils, 
occupying a width of two or three miles from three to six miles west of Granite Falls, and 
expanding farther south in Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and Echo, to a width of six miles_ 

Mod1jied drift. No extensive areas of modified drift were observed in this district. In a 
few places. however, small deposits of gravel and sand, partly kame-like, form the surface. A 
noteworthy cut in such beds was seen near Balaton, in southern Lyon county_ A sixth of a mile 
southeast from this station, close southwest of the railroad, in a rounded hillock, an excavation 
has been made for ballast to a distance into the hillock of a hnndred and fifty feet, the section 
exposed being twenty rods or more in length and about 20 feet high in its highest part. It con
sists of gravel, yellowish and in many portions ferruginous, mostly very coarse and containing 
abundant pebbles up to six or eight inches in diameter, nearly all of them plainly water-worn or 
rounded. At 4 to 7 feet below the top. for a length of a hundred feet or so at the highest part, the 
material is fine. sandy gravel, obliquely bedded in slopes of 5° to 25° eastward. At the east end of 
this a portion 10 to 15 feet below the top and 20 feet long is represented in fig. 50_ The central 
mass here is sand while the enclOSing strata are gravel, mostly with pebbles less than three inches 

in diameter, but in some places holding pebbles up to five or eight inches 
r~:?~:1 in diameter. The lenticular mass of sand occurring here shows two small 

E·10·;···':~lw., faults at its center, each of three or four inches, the lower side being at the 
Fig 50. Section in modified east. The stratification of this deposit is conformable with the slope of 

drift. nenr Balaton. its surface, showing that it remains nearly or quite in the same form as it 
was left by the glacial floods. 

Only two fragments of rock that exceeded a foot in diameter, were seen in this excavation. 
These were one and a half and three feet long. About one-third of the pebbles here, both large 
and small, are limestone; nearly all the rest are granite and crystalline schists; only a few pebbles, 

'Compllre pages 461. 463 and 581; and chapters XXI and XXII. 
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been described on pages 592 and 598. The third, situated in Wergeland and Burton, has been 
traced farther than either of the others, but its full extent in either direction remains to be 
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followed by Mud creek, and in section 1, Eidsvold, it is crossed by the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, and lies on its south side. This ancient river-course, now dry or occupied by 
insignificant streams, has along this explored extent of twelve miles a width that varies from a 
quarter to a half of a mile, consisting of a nearly flat bottomland whose subsoil is gravel and sand, 
bordered by areas of moderately rolling or morainic till, which average 30 to 40 feet higher. A 
large river is believed to have flowed southeastward here during the departure of the ice-sheet 
after the formation of its third moraine, which seems to cross this channel at the southeast cor
ner of section 19, Burton. The receding ice-fields on the northeast prevented drainage from 
taking its present courses, and their melting supplied unusual floods. Beyond this water-course 
the ice-margin southeastward to Faribault county was bordered by a long and shallow lake, which 
overflowed by the way of Union slough in Iowa (page 461). Similar water-courses were afterward 
channeled, alongside the west border of the melting ice-fields at successive stages of their reces
sion, in Omro, and near Granite Falls. respectively seven and twenty-three miles farther northeast. 
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nia, seem to be represented in this district by the morainic knolls and mounds of drift, with more 
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tioned in Omro and near Granite Falls. A morainic belt, apparently reaching a considerable 
distance from northwest to southeast, was crossed in sectioll 30, Tyro, a few miles east of the 
Omro valley; and another, described on page 592, probably representing the fifth and sixth mo
raines, lies at the west side of the eastern channel. and consists of prominent smooth sweils, 
occupying a width of two or three miles from three to six miles west of Granite Falls, and 
expanding farther south in Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and Echo, to a width of six miles_ 

Mod1jied drift. No extensive areas of modified drift were observed in this district. In a 
few places. however, small deposits of gravel and sand, partly kame-like, form the surface. A 
noteworthy cut in such beds was seen near Balaton, in southern Lyon county_ A sixth of a mile 
southeast from this station, close southwest of the railroad, in a rounded hillock, an excavation 
has been made for ballast to a distance into the hillock of a hnndred and fifty feet, the section 
exposed being twenty rods or more in length and about 20 feet high in its highest part. It con
sists of gravel, yellowish and in many portions ferruginous, mostly very coarse and containing 
abundant pebbles up to six or eight inches in diameter, nearly all of them plainly water-worn or 
rounded. At 4 to 7 feet below the top. for a length of a hundred feet or so at the highest part, the 
material is fine. sandy gravel, obliquely bedded in slopes of 5° to 25° eastward. At the east end of 
this a portion 10 to 15 feet below the top and 20 feet long is represented in fig. 50_ The central 
mass here is sand while the enclOSing strata are gravel, mostly with pebbles less than three inches 
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r~:?~:1 in diameter. The lenticular mass of sand occurring here shows two small 
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Fig 50. Section in modified east. The stratification of this deposit is conformable with the slope of 

drift. nenr Balaton. its surface, showing that it remains nearly or quite in the same form as it 
was left by the glacial floods. 

Only two fragments of rock that exceeded a foot in diameter, were seen in this excavation. 
These were one and a half and three feet long. About one-third of the pebbles here, both large 
and small, are limestone; nearly all the rest are granite and crystalline schists; only a few pebbles, 
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An('ient wate'r-courscs. Definite channels, which appear to have been formed by drainage 
during the final melting of the last ice-sheet, are found extending from northwest to southeast at 
three places in Yellow Medicine county. One of these, lying about a balf mile from the Minne
sota valley west of Granite Falls, and another at the outcrops of rock in section 17, Omro, have 
been described on pages 592 and 598. The third, situated in Wergeland and Burton, has been 
traced fartller than either of the others, but its full extent in either direction remains to be 
explored. It reaches from the East branch of Lac qui Parle river in section 5, Wergeland, south
easterly through sections 9, 15. the south part of 14, and the north part of 24, in this township; 
and thence in a nearly east-southeast course, through sections 19, the south edge of 20, the north
east part of 29, and through 28, 27 and 35, in Burton, to the south half of section 1, Eidsvold, in 
Lyon county. III section 28, Burton, and for the next two miles southeastward tbis depression is 
followed by Mud creek. and in section 1, Eidsvold, it is crossed by the North branch of Yellow 
Medicine river, and lies on its south side. This ancient river-course, now dry or occupied by 
insignificant stIeams. has along this explored extent of twelve miles a width that varies from a 
q narter to a half of a mile, consisting of a nearly flat bottomland whose subsoil is gravel and sand, 
bordered by areas of moderately rolling or morainic till, which average 30 to 40 feet higher. A 
large river is believed to have flowed southeastward here during the departure of the ice-sheet 
after the formation of its third moraine, which seems to cross this channel at the southeast cop
ner of section 19, Burton. The receding ice-fields on the northeast prevented drainage from 
taking its present conrses. and their melting supplied unusual floods. Beyond this water-course 
the ice· margin southeastward to Faribault county was bordered by a long and shallow lake, which 
overflowed by the way of Union slough in Iowa (page 461). 8i milar water-courses were afterward 
channeled, alongside the west border of the melting ice-fields at successive stages of their reces
sion, in Omro, and near Granite Falls, respectively seven and twenty-three miles farther northeast. 

The fourth, fifth ana sixth terminCil moraines of the last ice-sheet,* formed at successive 
stages in its recession, clearly exhibited farther east in the vicinity of Kiester, Elysian and Waco
nia, seem to be represented in this district by the morainic knolls and mounds of drift. with more 
than the ordinary proportion of boulders, which are found associated with the water-courses men
tioned in Omro and ncar Gmnite Falls. A morainic belt, apparently reaching a considerable 
distance from northwest to southeast, was crossed in section 30, Tyro, a few miles east of the 
Omro valley; and another, described on page 592, probably representing the fifth and sixth mo
raines, lies at the west side of the eastern channel, and consists of prominent smooth swelltl, 
occupying a width of two or three miles from three to six miles west of Granite Falls, and 
expanding farther south in Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and Echo, to a width of six miles. 

Mod{fied aTift, No extensive areas of modified drift were observed in this district. In a 
few places, however, small deposits of gravel and sand, partly kame-like, form the surface. A 
noteworthy cut in such beds was Been near Balaton, in southern Lyon county. A sixth of a mile 
southeast from this station, close southwest of the railroad, in a rounded hillock, an excavation 
bas been made for ballast to a distance into the hillock of a hundred and fifty feet, the section 
exposed being twenty rod;; or more in length and about 20 feet high in its highest part. It con
sists of gravel, yellowish and in many portions ferruginous, mostly very coarse and containing 
abundant pebbles up to six or eight inches in diameter, nearly all of them plainly water-worn or 
rounded. At 4 to 7 feet below the top, for a length of a hundred feet or so at the highest part, the 
material is fine. sandy gravel, obliquely bedded in slopes of 5° to 250 eastward. At the east end of 
this a portion 10 to 15 feet below the top and 20 feet long is represented in fig. 50. The central 
mass here is sand while the enclosing strata are gravel, mostly with pebbles less than three inches 

E, ' 

in diameter, but in some places holding pebbles up to five or eight inches 
in diameter. The lenticular mass of sand occurring here shows two small 
faults at its center, each of three or four inChes, the lower side being at the 

Fig 50. Section 1n modified east. The stratification of this deposit is conformable with the slope of 
drift.. nenr Balaton. its surface, showing that it remains nearly or quite in the same form as it 

was left by the glacial floods. 
Only two fragments of rock that exceeded a foot in diameter, were seen in this excavation. 

These were one and a half and three feet long. About one-third of the pebbles here, both large 
and small, are limestone; nearly all the rest are granite and crystalline schists; only a few pebbles, 
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tioned in Omro and ncar Gmnite Falls. A morainic belt, apparently reaching a considerable 
distance from northwest to southeast, was crossed in section 30, Tyro, a few miles east of the 
Omro valley; and another, described on page 592, probably representing the fifth and sixth mo
raines, lies at the west side of the eastern channel, and consists of prominent smooth swelltl, 
occupying a width of two or three miles from three to six miles west of Granite Falls, and 
expanding farther south in Wood Lake, Sioux Agency and Echo, to a width of six miles. 

Mod{fied aTift, No extensive areas of modified drift were observed in this district. In a 
few places, however, small deposits of gravel and sand, partly kame-like, form the surface. A 
noteworthy cut in such beds was Been near Balaton, in southern Lyon county. A sixth of a mile 
southeast from this station, close southwest of the railroad, in a rounded hillock, an excavation 
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in diameter, but in some places holding pebbles up to five or eight inches 
in diameter. The lenticular mass of sand occurring here shows two small 
faults at its center, each of three or four inChes, the lower side being at the 

Fig 50. Section 1n modified east. The stratification of this deposit is conformable with the slope of 
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was left by the glacial floods. 
Only two fragments of rock that exceeded a foot in diameter, were seen in this excavation. 

These were one and a half and three feet long. About one-third of the pebbles here, both large 
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as of shale, which could be certainly referred to the Cretaceous, were seen; and no quartzyte nor 
conglomerate. Many of the limestone fragments are obscurely fossiliferous. The top of this cut 
is about 30 feet above lake Yankton, and perhaps five feet below the top of the mound in 
which it is made.. Similar gravel forms the subsoil, and extends to a depth of 30 feet in wells at 
Balaton station, and reaches thence a half mile to the northwest beside the lake, and two or three 
miles easterly along the railroad. 

Terrace-like outlines, noticed at a few places, as near the mouth of Stony run, upon the bluffs 
bordering the Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine COWIty, appear to have been wrought in the till 
of the general drift-sheet during the excavation of this great valley. A terrace of modified drift 
on the opposite side of the river in Chippewa county, indicates that this part of the valley has 
been filled with gravel and sand to a depth of 30 or 40 feet above the present river. 

Boulders. Very abundant boulders occur upon the bluff of the Minnesota river along an 
extent of two miles between one and three miles southeast from the mouth of the Yellow Medicine 
river, in sections 34, 3, 2, 11 and 12, Sioux Agency. Tile bluff here is knolly and in many places 
thickly covered with large and small rock-fragments from the bottom to a hight 100 to 125 feet 
above the river; but the till which forms the upper 50 feet of the bluff and the prairie at its top, 
has only the usual small proportion of boulders. This feature was not noticed elsewhere upon the 
bluffs in Yellow Medicine county, but is remarkably displayed in many places through the next 
fifty miles in ascending the Minnesota river. It appears to be due to the occurrence in the drift
sheet of a stratum of till thickly filled with boulders; and its origin is probably from a terminal 
moraine accumulated in the early part of the ice age, and afterward covered by the more 
extended ice-sheet of the later epoch, by which its mounds and hills of coarsely rocky drift were 
spread in a nearly level layer and buried under an additional thickness of ordinary drift contain
ing few boulders. Some portions of the ledgy bottomland two to five miles up the valley from 
Granite Falls are very plentifully strown with boulders, which were probably derived from this 
layer of the drift-sheet. They are especially noticeable in section 24, Stony Run, where, along 
an extent of about a qualter of a mile, rock-fragments of all sizes up to six or eight feet in 
diameter form almost the greater part of numerous drift-ridges that extend twenty to forty rods 
from northwest to southeast, and rise some 20 feet above the general level of the valley. 

- Wells in Yellow Medicine county. 

Examples of sections of the drift found by common wells in Yellow Medicine county are as 
follows: 

Echo. Frederick Mecklanburg; sec. 8: well, 52 feet, bored two feet in diameter; soil, 2; 
yellow till, 17; blue till, much harder, "like stone," 33; sand, 8 inches, with blue till below; water 
rose eighteen feet in a half hour. 

Otis. R. W. Crandle; sec. 31: well, 52 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; very hard, dark blue till, 
35; this well was given up as a failure at the depth of 50 feet; but Mr. Crandle decided to bore 
down the length of a carpenter's auger, when, at two feet lower, water was struck and spouted up 
six feet, rising in a short time thirty feet. This is on the high prairie, about 150 feet above the 
Minnesota river. 

Granite Falls. C. P. Griswold; well, 55 feet; soil,2; very coarse gravel, containing rounded 
stones up to a foot in diameter, becoming below less coarse, and gradually changing to ordinary 
gravel, 10 feet, containing a small supply of water in its lower part; hard yellow till, 5 feet; tena
cious, sticky, hard, dark hluish till, 38 feet; some gray streaks were found in this lower till, but 
no sandy layers and no water. 

Wood Lake. B. G. Hall; sec. 23: well 26 feet: soil, 2; sandy till, easy to dig, 6; yellow tilL 
picked, in the lower part mixed with bluish and ferruginous streaks, 14 feet, containing pulver
ulent and soluble, white particles, in appearance like coarse sand; then, a bed of sand, 2 feet, 
from which water slowly seeps, bitterish; underlain by blue till, much harder than the upper till, 
2 feet and reaching lower. Another well, on lower land, fifteen rods distant, gets good water at 
12 feet. Through all this region the blue till extends to a great depth, and is much harder than 
the overlying yellow till. The wells of this township are mostly in till, and vary from 10 to 40 
feet in depth the shallow wells having generally the best water. 

John B~smern; sec. 26: well, 16 feet; all caving gravel and sand; situated on the southeast 
slope of a kame-like knoll, fifteen feet above the general level. The top of this knoll, partly ex-
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as of shale, which could be certainly referred to the Cretaceous, were seen; and no quartzyte nor 
conglomerate. Many of the limestone fragments are obscurely fossiliferous. The top of this cut 
is about 30 feet above lake Yankton, and perhaps five feet below the top of the mound in 
which it is made. Similar gravel forms the subsoil, and extends to a depth of 30 feet in wells at 
Balaton station, and reaches thence a half mile to the northwest beside the lake, and two or three 
miles easterly along the railroad. 

Terrace-like outlines, noticed at a few places, as near the mouth of Stony run, upon the bluffs 
bordering the Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine COWIty, appear to have been wrought in the till 
of the general drift-sheet during the excavation of this great valley. A terrace of modified drift 
on the opposite side of the river in Chippewa county, indicates that this part of the valley has 
been filled with gravel and sand to a depth of 30 or 40 feet above the present river. 

Boulders. Very abundant boulders occur upon the bluff of the Minnesota river along an 
extent of two miles between one and three miles southeast from the mouth of the Yellow Medicine 
river, in sections 34, 3, 2, 11 and 12, Sioux Agency. Tile bluff here is knolly and in many places 
thickly covered with large and small rock-fragments from the bottom to a hight 100 to 125 feet 
above the river; but the till which forms the upper 50 feet of the bluff and the prairie at its top, 
has only the usual small proportion of boulders. This feature was not noticed elsewhere upon the 
bluffs in Yellow Medicine county, but is remarkably displayed in many places through the next 
fifty miles in ascending the Minnesota river. It appears to be due to the occurrence in the drift
sheet of a stratum of till thickly filled with boulders; and its origin is probably from a terminal 
moraine accumulated in the early part of the ice age, and afterward covered by the more 
extended ice-sheet of the later epoch, by which its mounds and hills of coarsely rocky drift were 
spread in a nearly level layer and buried under an aLlditional thickness of ordinary drift contain
ing few boulders. Some portions of the ledgy bottomland two to five miles up the valley from 
Granite Falls are very plentifully strown with boulders, which were probably derived from this 
layer of the drift-sheet. They are especially not{ceable in section 24, Stony Run, where, along 
an extent of about a quarter of a mile, rock-fragments of all sizes up to six or eight feet in 
diameter form almost the greater part of numerous drift-ridges that extend twenty to forty rods 
from northwest to southeast, and rise some 20 feet above the general level of the valley. 

- Wells in Yellow Medicine county. 

Examples of sections of the drift found by common wells in Yellow Medicine county are as 
follows: 

Echo. Frederick Mecklanburg; sec. 8: well, 52 feet, bored two feet in diameter; soil, 2; 
yellow till, 17; blue till, much harder, "like stone," 33; sand, 8 inches, with blue till below; water 
rose eighteen feet in a half hour. 

Otis. R. W. Crandle; sec. 31: well, 52 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; very hard, dark blue till, 
35; this well was given up as a failure at the depth of 50 feet; but Mr. Crandle decided to bore 
down the length of a carpenter's auger, when, at two feet lower, water was struck and spouted up 
six feet, rising in a short time thirty feet. This is on the high prairie, about 150 feet above the 
Minnesota river. 

Granite Falls. C. P. Griswold; well, 55 feet; soil,2; very coarse gravel, containing rounded 
stones up to a foot in diameter, becoming below less coarse, and gradually changing to ordinary 
gravel, 10 feet, containing a small supply of water in its lower part; hard yellow till, 5 feet; tena
cious, sticky, hard, dark bluish till, 38 feet; some gray streaks were found in this lower till, but 
no sandy layers and no water. 

Wood Lake. B. G. Hall; sec. 23: well 26 feet: soil, 2; sandy till, easy to dig, 6; yellow till. 
picked, in the lower part mixed with bluish and ferruginous streaks, 14 feet, containing pulver
ulent and soluble, white particles, in appearance like coarse sand; then. a bed of sand, 2 feet, 
from which water slowly seeps, bitterish; underlain by blue till, much harder than the upper till, 
2 feet and reaching lower. Another well, on lower land, fifteen rods distant, gets good water at 
12 feet. Through all this region the blue till extends to a great depth, and is much harder than 
the overlying yellow till. The wells of this township are mostly in till, and vary from 10 to 40 
feet in depth, the shallow wells having generally the best water. . 

John Besmern; sec. 26: well, 16 feet; all caving gravel and sand; situated on the southeast 
slope of a kame-like knoll, fifteen feet above the general level. The top of this knoll, partly ex-
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as of shale, which could be certainly referred to the Cretaceous, were seen; and no quartzyte nor 
conglomerate. Many of the limestone fragments are obscurely fossiliferous. The top of this cut 
is about 30 feet above lake Yankton, and perhaps five feet below the top of the mound in 
which it is made. Similar gravel forms the subsoil, and extends to a depth of 30 feet in wells at 
Balaton station, and reaches thence a half mile to the northwest beside the lake, and two or three 
miles easterly along the railroad. 

Terrace-like outlines, noticed at a few places, as near the mouth of Stony run, upon the bluffs 
bordering the Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine COWIty, appear to have been wrought in the till 
of the general drift-sheet during the excavation of this great valley. A terrace of modified drift 
on the opposite side of the river in Chippewa county, indicates that this part of the valley has 
been filled with gravel and sand to a depth of 30 or 40 feet above the present river. 

Boulders. Very abundant boulders occur upon the bluff of the Minnesota river along an 
extent of two miles between one and three miles southeast from the mouth of the Yellow Medicine 
river, in sections 34, 3, 2, 11 and 12, Sioux Agency. Tile bluff here is knolly and in many places 
thickly covered with large and small rock-fragments from the bottom to a hight 100 to 125 feet 
above the river; but the till which forms the upper 50 feet of the bluff and the prairie at its top, 
has only the usual small proportion of boulders. This feature was not noticed elsewhere upon the 
bluffs in Yellow Medicine county, but is remarkably displayed in many places through the next 
fifty miles in ascending the Minnesota river. It appears to be due to the occurrence in the drift
sheet of a stratum of till thickly filled with boulders; and its origin is probably from a terminal 
moraine accumulated in the early part of the ice age, and afterward covered by the more 
extended ice-sheet of the later epoch, by which its mounds and hills of coarsely rocky drift were 
spread in a nearly level layer and buried under an aLlditional thickness of ordinary drift contain
ing few boulders. Some portions of the ledgy bottomland two to five miles up the valley from 
Granite Falls are very plentifully strown with boulders, which were probably derived from this 
layer of the drift-sheet. They are especially not{ceable in section 24, Stony Run, where, along 
an extent of about a quarter of a mile, rock-fragments of all sizes up to six or eight feet in 
diameter form almost the greater part of numerous drift-ridges that extend twenty to forty rods 
from northwest to southeast, and rise some 20 feet above the general level of the valley. 

- Wells in Yellow Medicine county. 

Examples of sections of the drift found by common wells in Yellow Medicine county are as 
follows: 

Echo. Frederick Mecklanburg; sec. 8: well, 52 feet, bored two feet in diameter; soil, 2; 
yellow till, 17; blue till, much harder, "like stone," 33; sand, 8 inches, with blue till below; water 
rose eighteen feet in a half hour. 

Otis. R. W. Crandle; sec. 31: well, 52 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; very hard, dark blue till, 
35; this well was given up as a failure at the depth of 50 feet; but Mr. Crandle decided to bore 
down the length of a carpenter's auger, when, at two feet lower, water was struck and spouted up 
six feet, rising in a short time thirty feet. This is on the high prairie, about 150 feet above the 
Minnesota river. 

Granite Falls. C. P. Griswold; well, 55 feet; soil,2; very coarse gravel, containing rounded 
stones up to a foot in diameter, becoming below less coarse, and gradually changing to ordinary 
gravel, 10 feet, containing a small supply of water in its lower part; hard yellow till, 5 feet; tena
cious, sticky, hard, dark bluish till, 38 feet; some gray streaks were found in this lower till, but 
no sandy layers and no water. 

Wood Lake. B. G. Hall; sec. 23: well 26 feet: soil, 2; sandy till, easy to dig, 6; yellow till. 
picked, in the lower part mixed with bluish and ferruginous streaks, 14 feet, containing pulver
ulent and soluble, white particles, in appearance like coarse sand; then. a bed of sand, 2 feet, 
from which water slowly seeps, bitterish; underlain by blue till, much harder than the upper till, 
2 feet and reaching lower. Another well, on lower land, fifteen rods distant, gets good water at 
12 feet. Through all this region the blue till extends to a great depth, and is much harder than 
the overlying yellow till. The wells of this township are mostly in till, and vary from 10 to 40 
feet in depth, the shallow wells having generally the best water. . 

John Besmern; sec. 26: well, 16 feet; all caving gravel and sand; situated on the southeast 
slope of a kame-like knoll, fifteen feet above the general level. The top of this knoll, partly ex-
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as of shale, which could be certainly referred to the Cretaceous, were seen; and no quartzyte nor 
conglomerate. Many of the limestone fragments are obscurely fossiliferous. The top of this cut 
is about 30 feet above lake Yankton, and perhaps five feet below the top of the mound in 
which it is made. Similar gravel forms the subsoil, and extends to a depth of 30 feet in wells at 
Balaton station, and reaches thence a half mile to the northwest beside the lake, and two or three 
miles easterly along the railroad. 

Terrace-like outlines, noticed at a few places, as near the mouth of Stony run, upon the bluffs 
bordering the Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine COWIty, appear to have been wrought in the till 
of the general drift-sheet during the excavation of this great valley. A terrace of modified drift 
on the opposite side of the river in Chippewa county, indicates that this part of the valley has 
been filled with gravel and sand to a depth of 30 or 40 feet above the present river. 

Boulders. Very abundant boulders occur upon the bluff of the Minnesota river along an 
extent of two miles between one and three miles southeast from the mouth of the Yellow Medicine 
river, in sections 34, 3, 2, 11 and 12, Sioux Agency. Tile bluff here is knolly and in many places 
thickly covered with large and small rock-fragments from the bottom to a hight 100 to 125 feet 
above the river; but the till which forms the upper 50 feet of the bluff and the prairie at its top, 
has only the usual small proportion of boulders. This feature was not noticed elsewhere upon the 
bluffs in Yellow Medicine county, but is remarkably displayed in many places through the next 
fifty miles in ascending the Minnesota river. It appears to be due to the occurrence in the drift
sheet of a stratum of till thickly filled with boulders; and its origin is probably from a terminal 
moraine accumulated in the early part of the ice age, and afterward covered by the more 
extended ice-sheet of the later epoch, by which its mounds and hills of coarsely rocky drift were 
spread in a nearly level layer and buried under an aLlditional thickness of ordinary drift contain
ing few boulders. Some portions of the ledgy bottomland two to five miles up the valley from 
Granite Falls are very plentifully strown with boulders, which were probably derived from this 
layer of the drift-sheet. They are especially not{ceable in section 24, Stony Run, where, along 
an extent of about a quarter of a mile, rock-fragments of all sizes up to six or eight feet in 
diameter form almost the greater part of numerous drift-ridges that extend twenty to forty rods 
from northwest to southeast, and rise some 20 feet above the general level of the valley. 

- Wells in Yellow Medicine county. 

Examples of sections of the drift found by common wells in Yellow Medicine county are as 
follows: 

Echo. Frederick Mecklanburg; sec. 8: well, 52 feet, bored two feet in diameter; soil, 2; 
yellow till, 17; blue till, much harder, "like stone," 33; sand, 8 inches, with blue till below; water 
rose eighteen feet in a half hour. 

Otis. R. W. Crandle; sec. 31: well, 52 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; very hard, dark blue till, 
35; this well was given up as a failure at the depth of 50 feet; but Mr. Crandle decided to bore 
down the length of a carpenter's auger, when, at two feet lower, water was struck and spouted up 
six feet, rising in a short time thirty feet. This is on the high prairie, about 150 feet above the 
Minnesota river. 

Granite Falls. C. P. Griswold; well, 55 feet; soil,2; very coarse gravel, containing rounded 
stones up to a foot in diameter, becoming below less coarse, and gradually changing to ordinary 
gravel, 10 feet, containing a small supply of water in its lower part; hard yellow till, 5 feet; tena
cious, sticky, hard, dark bluish till, 38 feet; some gray streaks were found in this lower till, but 
no sandy layers and no water. 

Wood Lake. B. G. Hall; sec. 23: well 26 feet: soil, 2; sandy till, easy to dig, 6; yellow till. 
picked, in the lower part mixed with bluish and ferruginous streaks, 14 feet, containing pulver
ulent and soluble, white particles, in appearance like coarse sand; then. a bed of sand, 2 feet, 
from which water slowly seeps, bitterish; underlain by blue till, much harder than the upper till, 
2 feet and reaching lower. Another well, on lower land, fifteen rods distant, gets good water at 
12 feet. Through all this region the blue till extends to a great depth, and is much harder than 
the overlying yellow till. The wells of this township are mostly in till, and vary from 10 to 40 
feet in depth, the shallow wells having generally the best water. . 

John Besmern; sec. 26: well, 16 feet; all caving gravel and sand; situated on the southeast 
slope of a kame-like knoll, fifteen feet above the general level. The top of this knoll, partly ex-
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as of shale, which could be certainly referred to the Cretaceous, were seen; and no quartzyte nor 
conglomerate. Many of the limestone fragments are obscurely fossiliferous. The top of this cut 
is about 30 feet above lake Yankton, and perhaps five feet below the top of the mound in 
which it is made. Similar gravel forms the subsoil, and extends to a depth of 30 feet in wells at 
Balaton station, and reaches thence a half mile to the northwest beside the lake, and two or three 
miles easterly along the railroad. 

Terrace-like outlines, noticed at a few places, as near the mouth of Stony run, upon the bluffs 
bordering the Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine COWIty, appear to have been wrought in the till 
of the general drift-sheet during the excavation of this great valley. A terrace of modified drift 
on the opposite side of the river in Chippewa county, indicates that this part of the valley has 
been filled with gravel and sand to a depth of 30 or 40 feet above the present river. 

Boulders. Very abundant boulders occur upon the bluff of the Minnesota river along an 
extent of two miles between one and three miles southeast from the mouth of the Yellow Medicine 
river, in sections 34, 3, 2, 11 and 12, Sioux Agency. Tile bluff here is knolly and in many places 
thickly covered with large and small rock-fragments from the bottom to a hight 100 to 125 feet 
above the river; but the till which forms the upper 50 feet of the bluff and the prairie at its top, 
has only the usual small proportion of boulders. This feature was not noticed elsewhere upon the 
bluffs in Yellow Medicine county, but is remarkably displayed in many places through the next 
fifty miles in ascending the Minnesota river. It appears to be due to the occurrence in the drift
sheet of a stratum of till thickly filled with boulders; and its origin is probably from a terminal 
moraine accumulated in the early part of the ice age, and afterward covered by the more 
extended ice-sheet of the later epoch, by which its mounds and hills of coarsely rocky drift were 
spread in a nearly level layer and buried under an aLlditional thickness of ordinary drift contain
ing few boulders. Some portions of the ledgy bottomland two to five miles up the valley from 
Granite Falls are very plentifully strown with boulders, which were probably derived from this 
layer of the drift-sheet. They are especially not{ceable in section 24, Stony Run, where, along 
an extent of about a quarter of a mile, rock-fragments of all sizes up to six or eight feet in 
diameter form almost the greater part of numerous drift-ridges that extend twenty to forty rods 
from northwest to southeast, and rise some 20 feet above the general level of the valley. 

- Wells in Yellow Medicine county. 

Examples of sections of the drift found by common wells in Yellow Medicine county are as 
follows: 

Echo. Frederick Mecklanburg; sec. 8: well, 52 feet, bored two feet in diameter; soil, 2; 
yellow till, 17; blue till, much harder, "like stone," 33; sand, 8 inches, with blue till below; water 
rose eighteen feet in a half hour. 

Otis. R. W. Crandle; sec. 31: well, 52 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; very hard, dark blue till, 
35; this well was given up as a failure at the depth of 50 feet; but Mr. Crandle decided to bore 
down the length of a carpenter's auger, when, at two feet lower, water was struck and spouted up 
six feet, rising in a short time thirty feet. This is on the high prairie, about 150 feet above the 
Minnesota river. 

Granite Falls. C. P. Griswold; well, 55 feet; soil,2; very coarse gravel, containing rounded 
stones up to a foot in diameter, becoming below less coarse, and gradually changing to ordinary 
gravel, 10 feet, containing a small supply of water in its lower part; hard yellow till, 5 feet; tena
cious, sticky, hard, dark bluish till, 38 feet; some gray streaks were found in this lower till, but 
no sandy layers and no water. 

Wood Lake. B. G. Hall; sec. 23: well 26 feet: soil, 2; sandy till, easy to dig, 6; yellow till. 
picked, in the lower part mixed with bluish and ferruginous streaks, 14 feet, containing pulver
ulent and soluble, white particles, in appearance like coarse sand; then. a bed of sand, 2 feet, 
from which water slowly seeps, bitterish; underlain by blue till, much harder than the upper till, 
2 feet and reaching lower. Another well, on lower land, fifteen rods distant, gets good water at 
12 feet. Through all this region the blue till extends to a great depth, and is much harder than 
the overlying yellow till. The wells of this township are mostly in till, and vary from 10 to 40 
feet in depth, the shallow wells having generally the best water. . 

John Besmern; sec. 26: well, 16 feet; all caving gravel and sand; situated on the southeast 
slope of a kame-like knoll, fifteen feet above the general level. The top of this knoll, partly ex-
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cavated for a cellar, is found to be sand, but its surface bears occasional boulders up to four or 
five feet in diameter. 

In the central part of Yellow Meclicine county most of the wells are shallow, being from 10 to 
30 feet deep, in till, which is yellowish near the surface, but dark bluish and harder below. 

Bllrton. P. G. Wells; sec. 6: well, 18 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 12; much harder 
blue till, 3 feet and extending lower; water seeps. 

P. C. Bayard; sec. 22: wpll,54 feet; soil and yellow till, 20; blue till,34; this was bored 
three feet in diameter to the depth of 48 feet, and two inches in diameter for the remaining 6 
feet; water rose from sand and gravel at the bottom so rapidly that in half an hour it reached its 
permanent level, 22 feet below the surface, filling 26 feet of the portion bored three feet in diam
eter. 

Victor A. Anderson; N. E. t of sec. 30: well, 34 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 12; blue till, easier 
to bore, 20; water rose from sand.at the bottom nine feet in twenty minutes. Several fragments 
of lignite up to two or three inches in length were found in this well. 

Oshkosh. Mr. R. M. Strong, well-borer, reports the following section of a well, 27 feet deep 
in sec. 28: black soil, 11 feet; yellow clayey loam, 3 feet; gravel, 2 inches; yellow clay, with 
rusty lumps and concretions, but thought to contain no stones, 17 feet; blue clay, 5 feet; both 
the last are said to be in layers; next was quicksand, containing water, which was impregnated 
with iron and soon became offensive to taste, though not contaminated with wooden curbing, 
none of any kind being used in the lower fourteen feet. 

Norman. A. G. Gulmon; sec. 32: well,72 feet; yellow and blue till, 56; sand,16; water 
came in a large supply, bnt is only one or two feet deep at the bottom of the well. 

Canby. Wells at Canby, in the S. W. t of sec. 3, Norman, are from 15 to 22 feet deep, 
passing through yellow till. to quicksand and coarse gravel at the bottom, from which water rises 
only one or two feet. Several wells here are said to have found bivalve shells in this water-bear
ing layer. 

Gary. Wells at this town, in the edge of Dakota, near the west line of Yellow Medicine 
county, are in till and 15 to 30 feet deep. 

Wells in Lyon COltnty. 

Stanley. N. F. Frary; sec. 34: well, 33 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 15; blue till, 16; water rose 
fifteen feet from sand at the bottom. This well is curbed with wood, and in some parts of the 
year has a bad taste. 

George Bissett; sec. 2.1): well, 26} feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 22, containing no fossils; 
sand and gravel, 2} feet, enclosing numerous gasteropod and bivalve shells; water, not rising, 
plenty and good. Another well, tw.elve rods farther south, on land three feet lower, found black 
soil, 3 feet; yellow sand and gravel, 3 feet. with ,water, a flowing spring; at the bottom of this 
layer; below was 20 feet of blue till, containing no water; gasteropod shells, derived from Creta
ceous strata, were found in this blue till. 

Ami~·et. The town-well, 27 feet deep, is all yellow till; water rose ten feet from sand at the 
bottom. 

1'mcy, in the east part of sec. 23, Monroe. Wells are in till, mostly only 12 to 20 feet deep, 
finding plenty of water. The railroad well at this place, dug under the superintendence of Mr. 
John McAllister, of Winona, is reported by him as follows: depth, 119 feet; dark soil, 2 feet; 
yellow clay [till], 1.5 feet; tough, blue clay, mixed with pebLles [till], 80 feet; hardpan [a harder 
layer of till], 16 feet; [in this hardpan was found a fragment of Baculites, five inches long and 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter;] quicksand, 3 feet; underlain by blue clay, which was bored 
into 3 feet; the water thl:\n rose so fast, probably from the qnicksand, that the work could not be 
continued; it gradually rose during thirty hours, attaining a depth of sixty-five feet. This sup
ply, however, partially failed after a month, and is insufficient for the needs of the railroad en
gines. 

The water in many of the wells about Tracy, Marshall and Canby, is offensive to taste and 
smell. Most of these wells apparently become so because curbed with wood and left.stagnant. 
Nearly all the wells in this district which are curbed with stone or iron pipe or cement pipe 
especially when frequently drawn from, have good water. ' 

Lake Marshall. Wells at Marshall and in its vicinity are mostly between 10 and 30 feet 
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cavated for a cellar, is found to be sand, but its surface bears occasional boulders up to four or 
five feet in diameter. 

In the central part of Yellow Meciicine county most of the wells are shallow, being from 10 to 
30 feet deep, in till, which is yellowish near the surface, but dark bluish and harder below. 

Emton. P. G. Wells; sec. 6: well, 18 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 12; much harder 
blue till, 3 feet and extending lower; water seeps. 

P. C. Bayard; sec. 22: wpll,54 feet; soil and yellow till, 20; blue till,34; this was bored 
three feet in diameter to the depth of 48 feet, and two inches in diameter for the remaining 6 
feet; water rose from sand and gravel at the bottom so rapidly that in half an hour it reached its 
permanent level, 22 feet below the surface, filling 26 feet of the portion bored three feet in diam
eter. 

Victor A. Anderson; N. E. t of sec. 30: well, 34 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 12; blue till, easier 
to bore, :l0; water rose from sand.at the bottom nine feet in twenty minutes. Several fragments 
of Hgnite up to two or three inches in length were found in this well. 

Oshkosh. Mr. R. M. Strong, well-borer, reports the following section of a well, 27 feet deep 
in sec. 28: black soil, 1} feet; ydlow clayey loam, 3 feet; gravel, 2 inches; yellow clay, with 
rusty lumps and concretions, but thought to contain no stones, 17 feet; blue clay, 5 feet; both 
the last are said to be in layers; next was quicksand, containing water, which was impregnated 
with iron and soon became offensive to taste, though not contaminated with wooden curbing, 
none of any kind being used in the lower fourteen feet. 

Nonnan. A. G. Gulmoll; sec. 32: well, 72 feet; yellow and blue till, 56; sand,16; water 
came in a large supply, bnt is only one or two feet deep at the bottom of the well. 

Canby. Wells at Canby, in the S. W. t of sec. 3, Norman, are from 15 to 22 feet deep, 
passing through yellow till. to quicksand and coarse gravel at the bottom, from which water rises 
only one or two feet. Several wells here are said to have found biva,lve shells in this water-bear
ing layer. 

Gary. Wells at this town, in the edge of Dakota, near the west line of Yellow Medicine 
county, are in till and 15 to 30 feet deep. 

Wells in Lyon county. 

Stanley. N. F. Frary; sec. 34: well, 33 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 15; blue till, 16; water rose 
fifteen feet from sand at the bottom. This well is curbed with wood, and in some parts of the 
year has a bad taste. 

George Bissett; sec. ~6: well, 26} feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 22, containing no fossils; 
sand and gravel, 2} feet, enclosing numerous gasteropod and bivalve shells; water, not rising, 
plenty and good. Another well, tw.elve rods farther south, on land three feet lower, found black 
soil, 3 feet; yellow sand and gravel, 3 feet, with .water, a flowing spring; at the bottom of this 
layer; below was 20 feet of blue till, containing no water; gasteropod shells, derived from Creta
ceous strata, were found in this blue till. 

Ami1·et. The town-well, 27 feet deep, is all yellow till; water rose ten feet from sand at the 
bottom. 

1'mcy, in the east part of sec. 23, Monroe. Wells are in till, mostly only 12 to 20 feet deep, 
finding plenty of water. The railroad well at this place, dug under the superintendence of Mr. 
John McAUister, of Winona, is reported by him as follows: depth, 119 feet; dark soil, 2 feet; 
yellow clay [till], 1.5 feet; tough, blue clay, mixed with pebbles [till], 80 feet; hardpan [a harder 
layer of till], 16 feet; rin this hardpan was found a fragment of Baculites, five inches long and 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter;] quicksand, 3 feet; 1.1l1derlain by blue clay, which was bored 
into 3 feet; the water thp.n rose so fast, probably from the qnicksand, that the work could not be 
continued; it gradually rose during thirty hours, attaining a depth of sixty-five feet. This sup
ply, however, partially failed after a month, and is insufficient for the needs of the railroad en
gines. 

The water in many of the wells about Tracy, Marshall and Canby, is offensive to taste and 
smell. Most of these wells apparently become so because curbed with wood and left.stagnant. 
Near~y all the wells in this district which are curbed with stone or iron pipe or cement pipe, 
espeCIally when frequently drawn from, have good water. 

Lake Marshall. Wells at Marshall and in its vicinity are mostly between 10 and 30 feet 
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cavated for a cellar, is found to be sand, but its surface bears occasional boulders up to four or 
five feet in diameter. 

In the central part of Yellow Meciicine county most of the wells are shallow, being from 10 to 
30 feet deep, in till, which is yellowish near the surface, but dark bluish and harder below. 

Emton. P. G. Wells; sec. 6: well, 18 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, spaded, 12; much harder 
blue till, 3 feet and extending lower; water seeps. 

P. C. Bayard; sec. 22: wpll,54 feet; soil and yellow till, 20; blue till,34; this was bored 
three feet in diameter to the depth of 48 feet, and two inches in diameter for the remaining 6 
feet; water rose from sand and gravel at the bottom so rapidly that in half an hour it reached its 
permanent level, 22 feet below the surface, filling 26 feet of the portion bored three feet in diam
eter. 

Victor A. Anderson; N. E. t of sec. 30: well, 34 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 12; blue till, easier 
to bore, :l0; water rose from sand.at the bottom nine feet in twenty minutes. Several fragments 
of Hgnite up to two or three inches in length were found in this well. 

Oshkosh. Mr. R. M. Strong, well-borer, reports the following section of a well, 27 feet deep 
in sec. 28: black soil, 1} feet; ydlow clayey loam, 3 feet; gravel, 2 inches; yellow clay, with 
rusty lumps and concretions, but thought to contain no stones, 17 feet; blue clay, 5 feet; both 
the last are said to be in layers; next was quicksand, containing water, which was impregnated 
with iron and soon became offensive to taste, though not contaminated with wooden curbing, 
none of any kind being used in the lower fourteen feet. 

Nonnan. A. G. Gulmoll; sec. 32: well, 72 feet; yellow and blue till, 56; sand,16; water 
came in a large supply, bnt is only one or two feet deep at the bottom of the well. 

Canby. Wells at Canby, in the S. W. t of sec. 3, Norman, are from 15 to 22 feet deep, 
passing through yellow till. to quicksand and coarse gravel at the bottom, from which water rises 
only one or two feet. Several wells here are said to have found biva,lve shells in this water-bear
ing layer. 

Gary. Wells at this town, in the edge of Dakota, near the west line of Yellow Medicine 
county, are in till and 15 to 30 feet deep. 

Wells in Lyon county. 

Stanley. N. F. Frary; sec. 34: well, 33 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 15; blue till, 16; water rose 
fifteen feet from sand at the bottom. This well is curbed with wood, and in some parts of the 
year has a bad taste. 

George Bissett; sec. ~6: well, 26} feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 22, containing no fossils; 
sand and gravel, 2} feet, enclosing numerous gasteropod and bivalve shells; water, not rising, 
plenty and good. Another well, tw.elve rods farther south, on land three feet lower, found black 
soil, 3 feet; yellow sand and gravel, 3 feet, with .water, a flowing spring; at the bottom of this 
layer; below was 20 feet of blue till, containing no water; gasteropod shells, derived from Creta
ceous strata, were found in this blue till. 

Ami1·et. The town-well, 27 feet deep, is all yellow till; water rose ten feet from sand at the 
bottom. 

1'mcy, in the east part of sec. 23, Monroe. Wells are in till, mostly only 12 to 20 feet deep, 
finding plenty of water. The railroad well at this place, dug under the superintendence of Mr. 
John McAUister, of Winona, is reported by him as follows: depth, 119 feet; dark soil, 2 feet; 
yellow clay [till], 1.5 feet; tough, blue clay, mixed with pebbles [till], 80 feet; hardpan [a harder 
layer of till], 16 feet; rin this hardpan was found a fragment of Baculites, five inches long and 
three-fourths of an inch in diameter;] quicksand, 3 feet; 1.1l1derlain by blue clay, which was bored 
into 3 feet; the water thp.n rose so fast, probably from the qnicksand, that the work could not be 
continued; it gradually rose during thirty hours, attaining a depth of sixty-five feet. This sup
ply, however, partially failed after a month, and is insufficient for the needs of the railroad en
gines. 

The water in many of the wells about Tracy, Marshall and Canby, is offensive to taste and 
smell. Most of these wells apparently become so because curbed with wood and left.stagnant. 
Near~y all the wells in this district which are curbed with stone or iron pipe or cement pipe, 
espeCIally when frequently drawn from, have good water. 

Lake Marshall. Wells at Marshall and in its vicinity are mostly between 10 and 30 feet 
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cavated for a cellar, is found to be sand, but its surface bears occasional boulders up to four or 
five feet in diameter. 

in the central part of Yellow Meciicine cotmty most of the wells are shallow, being from 10 to 
30 feet deep, in till, which is yellowish near the surface, but dark bluish and harder below. 

Btaton. P. G. Wells; sec. 6: well, 18 feet; soil, 3; yenow till, spaded, 12; much harder 
blue till, 3 feet and extending lower; w"ter seeps. 

P. C. Bayard; sec. 22: wpIl,54 feet; soil and yellow till, 20; blue till,84; this was bored 
three feet in diameter to the depth of 48 feet, and two inches in diameter for tbe remaining 6 
feet; water rose from sand and gravel at the bottom so rapidly that in half an bour it reached its 
permanent level, 22 feet below the surface, filling 26 feet of the portion bored three feet in diam
eter. 

Victor A. Anderson; N. E. t of sec. 30: well,34 soil, 2; yellow till, 12; blue till, easier 
to bore, :lO; water rose from sand,at the bottom lline feet in twenty minutes. Several fragments 
of lignite up to two or three inches in length were found in this well. 

Oshkosh. Mr. R. M. Strong, well-borer, reports the following section of a well, 27 feet deep 
in sec. 28: black soil, n feet; ypllow clayey loam, 3 feet; gravel, 2 inches; yellow clay, with 
rusty lumps and concretions, but thought to contain no stones, 17 feet; blUe clay, 5 feet; both 
the last are said to be in layers; next was quicksand, containing water, which was impregnated 
with iron and soon became offensive to taste, though not contaminated with wooden curbing, 
none of any kind being used in the lower fourteen feet. 

N01'man. A. G. Gulmon; sec. 32: well, 72 feet; yellow aud blue till, 56; sand,16; water 
came in a large supply, bnt is only one or two feet deep at the bottom of the well. 

Canby. Wells at Canby, in the S. W, Ii of sec. 3, Norman, are from 15 to 22 feet deep, 
passing through yellow till, to quicksand and coarse gravel at the bottom, from which water rises 
only one or two feet. Several wells here are said to have found bivalve shells in this water-bear
ing layer. 

G(try. Wells at this town, in the edge of Dakota, neal' the west line of Yellow Medicine 
county, are in till and 15 to 30 feet deep. 

Wells in county. 

Stanley. N. F. Frary; sec. 34: well, 33 soil, 2; yellow till, 15; blue till, 16; water rose 
fifteen feet from sand at the bottom. This well is curbed with wood, and in some parts of the 
year has a bad taste. 

George Bissett; sec. 2.6: well, 26,} feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 22, containing no fossils; 
santt and gravel, 2} feeL enc]O,'ling numerous gasteropod and bivalve shells; water, not riSing, 
plenty and good. Another well, tw.elve rods farther south, on land three feet lower, found black 
soil, 3 feet; yellow sand and gravel, 3 feet, with .water, a flowing spring; at the bottom of this 
layer; below was 20 feet of blue till, containing no water; gasteropod shells, derived from Creta
ceous strata, were found in this blue till. 

Ami')'et. The town-well, 27 feet deep, is all yellow till; water rose ten feet from sand at the 
bottom. 

l'mcy, in the east part of sec. 23, Monroe. Wells are in till, mostly only 12 to 20 feet deep, 
finding plenty of water. The railroad well at this place, dug under the superintendence of Mr. 
John McAllister, of Winona, is reported by him as follows: depth, 119 feet; dark soil, 2 feet; 
yellow clay [till], 15 feet; tongh, blue clay, mixed with pebbles [till], 80 feet; hardpan [a harder 
layer of till], 16 feet; rin this hardpan was found a fragment of Baculites, five inches long and 
three-fourths of an inch in quicksand, 8 feet; lll1derlain by blue clay, which was bored 
into 3 feet; the water thf'n rose so fast, probably from the quicksand, that the work could not be 
continued; it gradually rose during thirty hours, attaining a depth of sixty-five feet. This sup
ply, however, partially failed after a month, and is insufficient for the needs of the railroad en
gines. 

The water in many of the wells about Tracy, Marshall and Canby, is offensive to taste and 
smell. Most of these wells apparently become so because curbed with wood and left ,stagnant. 
Nearly all the wells in this district which are curbed with stone or iron pipe or cement pipe 
especially when frequently drawn from, have good water. ' 

Lake Manhall. Wells at Marshall and in its vicinity are mostly between 10 and 30 feet 
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cavated for a cellar, is found to be sand, but its surface bears occasional boulders up to four or 
five feet in diameter. 

in the central part of Yellow Meciicine cotmty most of the wells are shallow, being from 10 to 
30 feet deep, in till, which is yellowish near the surface, but dark bluish and harder below. 

Btaton. P. G. Wells; sec. 6: well, 18 feet; soil, 3; yenow till, spaded, 12; much harder 
blue till, 3 feet and extending lower; w"ter seeps. 

P. C. Bayard; sec. 22: wpIl,54 feet; soil and yellow till, 20; blue till,84; this was bored 
three feet in diameter to the depth of 48 feet, and two inches in diameter for tbe remaining 6 
feet; water rose from sand and gravel at the bottom so rapidly that in half an bour it reached its 
permanent level, 22 feet below the surface, filling 26 feet of the portion bored three feet in diam
eter. 

Victor A. Anderson; N. E. t of sec. 30: well,34 soil, 2; yellow till, 12; blue till, easier 
to bore, :lO; water rose from sand,at the bottom lline feet in twenty minutes. Several fragments 
of lignite up to two or three inches in length were found in this well. 

Oshkosh. Mr. R. M. Strong, well-borer, reports the following section of a well, 27 feet deep 
in sec. 28: black soil, n feet; ypllow clayey loam, 3 feet; gravel, 2 inches; yellow clay, with 
rusty lumps and concretions, but thought to contain no stones, 17 feet; blUe clay, 5 feet; both 
the last are said to be in layers; next was quicksand, containing water, which was impregnated 
with iron and soon became offensive to taste, though not contaminated with wooden curbing, 
none of any kind being used in the lower fourteen feet. 

N01'man. A. G. Gulmon; sec. 32: well, 72 feet; yellow aud blue till, 56; sand,16; water 
came in a large supply, bnt is only one or two feet deep at the bottom of the well. 

Canby. Wells at Canby, in the S. W, Ii of sec. 3, Norman, are from 15 to 22 feet deep, 
passing through yellow till, to quicksand and coarse gravel at the bottom, from which water rises 
only one or two feet. Several wells here are said to have found bivalve shells in this water-bear
ing layer. 

G(try. Wells at this town, in the edge of Dakota, neal' the west line of Yellow Medicine 
county, are in till and 15 to 30 feet deep. 

Wells in county. 

Stanley. N. F. Frary; sec. 34: well, 33 soil, 2; yellow till, 15; blue till, 16; water rose 
fifteen feet from sand at the bottom. This well is curbed with wood, and in some parts of the 
year has a bad taste. 

George Bissett; sec. 2.6: well, 26,} feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 22, containing no fossils; 
santt and gravel, 2} feeL enc]O,'ling numerous gasteropod and bivalve shells; water, not riSing, 
plenty and good. Another well, tw.elve rods farther south, on land three feet lower, found black 
soil, 3 feet; yellow sand and gravel, 3 feet, with .water, a flowing spring; at the bottom of this 
layer; below was 20 feet of blue till, containing no water; gasteropod shells, derived from Creta
ceous strata, were found in this blue till. 

Ami')'et. The town-well, 27 feet deep, is all yellow till; water rose ten feet from sand at the 
bottom. 

l'mcy, in the east part of sec. 23, Monroe. Wells are in till, mostly only 12 to 20 feet deep, 
finding plenty of water. The railroad well at this place, dug under the superintendence of Mr. 
John McAllister, of Winona, is reported by him as follows: depth, 119 feet; dark soil, 2 feet; 
yellow clay [till], 15 feet; tongh, blue clay, mixed with pebbles [till], 80 feet; hardpan [a harder 
layer of till], 16 feet; rin this hardpan was found a fragment of Baculites, five inches long and 
three-fourths of an inch in quicksand, 8 feet; lll1derlain by blue clay, which was bored 
into 3 feet; the water thf'n rose so fast, probably from the quicksand, that the work could not be 
continued; it gradually rose during thirty hours, attaining a depth of sixty-five feet. This sup
ply, however, partially failed after a month, and is insufficient for the needs of the railroad en
gines. 

The water in many of the wells about Tracy, Marshall and Canby, is offensive to taste and 
smell. Most of these wells apparently become so because curbed with wood and left ,stagnant. 
Nearly all the wells in this district which are curbed with stone or iron pipe or cement pipe 
especially when frequently drawn from, have good water. ' 

Lake Manhall. Wells at Marshall and in its vicinity are mostly between 10 and 30 feet 
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deep. They generally find the yellow till 8 to 12 feet deep. 'l'hen the majority of these wells go 
through a black, mucky clay, free from gravel, 3 inches to 2 feet in thickness, almost always con
taining small gasteropod and bivalve shells, described as "like those of the present lakes" and 
frequently pieces of wood thought to be willow, and also, occasionally, small concretions of iron 
pyrites. Below this, there is commonly found a foot or two of gravel and sand; next to which, 
or, where this bed is wanting, directly beneath the fossiliferous mud, is dark bluish till, more 
gravelly, but containing fewer large boulders than the upper till. 'l'his bluish till, not harder than 
the yellow till above, but very tenacious, extends 5 to 50 feet before coming to a water-bearinO' 
vein or layer of gravel and sand, from which the water usually rises considerably. b 

C. H. Whitney; sec. 4: well, 42 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; dry sand, 2 inches; blue till, 23; 
water was found in sand and very coarse gravel, holding rounded boulders up to a hundred pounds 
in weight, at the bottom, dng into 1~ feet, yielding for the first two months a depth of about two 
feet of water of excellent quality; but one morning this well was found filled to a depth of 
twenty feet with water too disagreeable in smell and taste to be used, and having an oily scum 
Hoating on its top. During the process of digging, a current of water had been heard at one side 
of the well, running in the ground about twenty feet below the snrface, and it is supposed that 
this had broken through. 

Grandview. A. A. Farmer; sec. 20: well, 45 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded 8' blue till 
easier to bO.re, 35; water, of good quality, rose from gravel and sanel at the bottom thirty-five feet 
in five minutes. 

Lynd. O. C. Gregg; sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; blue till, harder to excavate 
because it is so tenacious, but not harder to drive a spade or pick into, becoming very hard and 
compact in drying, 8 feet; abundance of good water seeps from the till, from the depth of 20 feet 
to the bottom of the well. 

A Hawing well, about 20 feet deep, was dug in the northwest part of Lynd, situated on land 
nearly as high above neighboring depressions as the depth of the well. After digging here in till 
about 20 feet, this well was left for the night with the tools in it that had been used; and the next 
morning water, which had broken into the well and filled it, was found running over the top. 

Z. O. Titus; S. W. ~~ of sec. 26: well, 40 feet; soil, 4; yellow till, bard, but spaded, 36 feet and 
extending below, in its lower part showing some intermixture of blue till; water came from a thin 
vein or crevice in the till at the depth of 16 feet. Another well, twenty rods farther north and on 
land some eight feet lower, is 11 feet deep, finding soil and yellow till to the depth of 10 feet, the 
last foot being in blue till; water comes at 9 feet in the yellow. till. 

Lyons. J. M. Millard; sec. 14: well, ;';3 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 17; sand, 1 foot; blue till, 3 
feet and extending lower; water from the sand soon rose and usually fills the well sixteen feet 
deep. 

Balaton, in the N. W. t of sec. 23, Rock Lake. Moore & Weberg's well, 30 feet deep; soil, 
lz; all below is caving gravel, with occasional layers of sand up to one foot in thickness. 

Eidsvold. Most of the wells in this township are J 0 to 30 feet deep, in yellow and blue till. 
The thicknef's of the yellow color of the till is 10 to 20 feet on the swells, but only 5 to 10 feet ill 
hollows. The yellow till is usually easily dug with a spade; the lower, bluish till is more com
pact, harder to drive a spade into, more moist and sticky, and less s~ony. 

Minneota. In this village, situated in the southeast part of Eldsvold, the shallow wells are 
10 to 16 feet deep; in soil, 2; dark till, 5; and sand and gravel, 5 to 10; finding good water, in 
sufficient supply for ordinary use. Deeper wells go below this 10 to 15 feet in blue till; at 25 or 
30 feet these strike water in bluish quicksand, from which it rises to about ten feet below the 
surface. The water is good at first, but most of the deep wells are bored and curbed with pine, 
and these become offemive when not abundantly used. The shallow wells are not curbed. 

Shelburne. E. F. Dickson; sec. 24: well, 21 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, mostly picked, 
16; harder blue till, 3 feet and reaching lower; water seeps. 

Wells in Lincoln county. 

Marshfield. G. W. Cutler; sec. 29: well, 30 feet, in yellow and blue till; water seeps. 
Tyler, in sec. 3, Hope. Railroad well at the statio~, 94 ~eet dee?; soil, ~; yel\o,: till, 10; 

blue till, 80; fine white sand, 2, from which water rose thirty-SiX feet 111 o~e mght; It IS not. re
garded, however, as a sufficient supply for a tank to be used from by engmes. At the sectlOn-
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deep. They generally find the yellow till 8 to 12 feet deep. 'l'hen the majority of these wells go 
through a black, mucky clay, free from gravel, 3 inches to 2 feet in thickness, almost always con
taining small gasteropod and bivalve shells, described as "like those of the present lakes" and 
frequently pieces of wood thought to be willow, and also, occasionally, small concretions of iron 
pyrites. Below this, there is commonly found a foot or two of gravel and sand; next to which, 
or, where this bed is wanting, directly beneath the fossiliferous mud, is dark bluish till, more 
gravelly, but containing fewer large boulders than the upper till. This bluish till, not harder than 
the yellow till above, but very tenacious, extends 5 to 50 feet before comin~ to a water-bearino
vein or layer of gravel and sand, from which the water usually rises considerably. b 

C. H. Whitney; sec. 4: well, 42 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; dry sand, 2 inches; blue till, 23; 
water was found in sand and very coarse gravel, holding rounded boulders up to a hundred pounds 
in weight, at the bottom, dug into It feet, yielding for the first two months a depth of about two 
feet of water of excellent quality; but one morning this well was found filled to a depth of 
twenty feet with water too disagreeable in smell aud taste to be used, and having an oily scum 
Hoating on its top. During the process of digging, a current of water had been heard at one side 
of the well, running in the ground about twenty feet below the surface, and it is snpposed that 
this had broken through. 

Gmndview. A. A. Farmer; sec. 20: well, 46 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 8; blue till, 
easier to bOJe, 35; water, of good quality, rose from gravel and sand at the bottom thirty-five feet 
in five minutes. 

Lynd. O. C. Gregg; sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; blue till, harder to excavate 
because it is so tenacious, but not harder to drive a spade or pick into, beeoming very hard and 
compact in drying, 8 feet; abundance of good water seeps from the till, from the depth of 20 feet 
to the bottom of the well. 

A Howing well, about 20 feet deep, was dug in the northwest part of Lynd, situated on land 
nearly as high above neighboring depressions as the depth of the well. After digging here in till 
about 20 feet, this well was left for the night with the tools in it tltat had been used; and the next 
morning water, which had broken into the well and filled it, was found running over the top. 

Z. O. Titus; S. W. ~. of sec. 26: well, 40 feet; soil, 4; yellow till, hard, but spaded, 36 feet and 
extending below, in its lower part showing some intermixture of blue till; water came from a thin 
vein or crevice in the till at the depth of 16 feet. Another well, twenty rods farther north and ou 
land some eight feet lower, is 11 feet deep, finding soil and yellow till to the depth of 10 feet, the 
last foot being in blue till; water comes at 9 feet in the yellow. till. 

Lyons. J. M. Millard; sec. 14: well, ;.;3 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 17; sand, 1 foot; blue till, 3 
feet and extending lower; water from the sand soon rose and usually fills the well sixteen feet 
deep. 

Balaton, in the N. W. t of sec. 23, Rock Lake. Moore & Weberg's well, 30 feet deep; soil, 
1~; all below is caving gravel, with occasional layers of sand up to one foot in thickness. 

Eids1:old. Most of the wells in this township are J 0 to 30 feet deep, in yellow and blue till. 
The tbicknef's of the yellow color of the till is 10 to 20 feet on the swells, but only 6 to 10 feet in 
bollows. The yellow till is usually easily dug with a spade; the lower, bluish till is more com
pact, harder to drive a spade into, more moist and sticky, and less s:ony. 

Minneota. In this village, situated in the southeast part of ElClsvold, the shallow wells are 
10 to 16 feet deep; in soil, 2; dark till, 5; and sand and gravel, 5 to 10; finding good water, in 
sufficient supply for ordinary use. Deeper wells go below this 10 to 16 feet in blue till; at 26 or 
30 feet these strike water in bluish quicksand, from which it rises to about ten feet below the 
surface. The water is good at first, but most of the deep wells are bored and curbed with pine, 
and these become offemive when not abundantly used. The shallow wells are not curbed. 

Shelburne. E. F. Dickson; sec. 24: well, 21 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, mostly picked, 
16; harder blne till, 3 feet and reaching lower; water seeps. 

Wells in Lincoln county. 

Marshfield. G. W. Cutler; sec. 29: well, 30 feet, in yellow and blue till; water seeps. 
Tyler, in sec. 3, Hope. Railroad well at the statio~, 94 ~eet dee~; soil, ~; yell.o~ till, 10; 

blue till, 80; fine white sand, 2, from which water rose thIrty-sIx feet III o~e mght; It IS not. re
garded, however, as a sufficient supply for a tank to be used from by engmes. At the sectlOn-
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deep. They generally find the yellow till 8 to 12 feet deep. 'l'hen the majority of these wells go 
through a black, mucky clay, free from gravel, 3 inches to 2 feet in thickness, almost always con
taining small gasteropod and bivalve shells, described as "like those of the present lakes" and 
frequently pieces of wood thought to be willow, and also, occasionally, small concretions of iron 
pyrites. Below this, there is commonly found a foot or two of gravel and sand; next to which, 
or, where this bed is wanting, directly beneath the fossiliferous mud, is dark bluish till, more 
gravelly, but containing fewer large boulders than the upper till. This bluish till, not harder than 
the yellow till above, but very tenacious, extends 5 to 50 feet before comin~ to a water-bearino
vein or layer of gravel and sand, from which the water usually rises considerably. b 

C. H. Whitney; sec. 4: well, 42 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 15; dry sand, 2 inches; blue till, 23; 
water was found in sand and very coarse gravel, holding rounded boulders up to a hundred pounds 
in weight, at the bottom, dug into It feet, yielding for the first two months a depth of about two 
feet of water of excellent quality; but one morning this well was found filled to a depth of 
twenty feet with water too disagreeable in smell aud taste to be used, and having an oily scum 
Hoating on its top. During the process of digging, a current of water had been heard at one side 
of the well, running in the ground about twenty feet below the surface, and it is snpposed that 
this had broken through. 

Gmndview. A. A. Farmer; sec. 20: well, 46 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 8; blue till, 
easier to bOJe, 35; water, of good quality, rose from gravel and sand at the bottom thirty-five feet 
in five minutes. 

Lynd. O. C. Gregg; sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; blue till, harder to excavate 
because it is so tenacious, but not harder to drive a spade or pick into, beeoming very hard and 
compact in drying, 8 feet; abundance of good water seeps from the till, from the depth of 20 feet 
to the bottom of the well. 

A Howing well, about 20 feet deep, was dug in the northwest part of Lynd, situated on land 
nearly as high above neighboring depressions as the depth of the well. After digging here in till 
about 20 feet, this well was left for the night with the tools in it tltat had been used; and the next 
morning water, which had broken into the well and filled it, was found running over the top. 

Z. O. Titus; S. W. ~. of sec. 26: well, 40 feet; soil, 4; yellow till, hard, but spaded, 36 feet and 
extending below, in its lower part showing some intermixture of blue till; water came from a thin 
vein or crevice in the till at the depth of 16 feet. Another well, twenty rods farther north and ou 
land some eight feet lower, is 11 feet deep, finding soil and yellow till to the depth of 10 feet, the 
last foot being in blue till; water comes at 9 feet in the yellow. till. 

Lyons. J. M. Millard; sec. 14: well, ;.;3 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 17; sand, 1 foot; blue till, 3 
feet and extending lower; water from the sand soon rose and usually fills the well sixteen feet 
deep. 

Balaton, in the N. W. t of sec. 23, Rock Lake. Moore & Weberg's well, 30 feet deep; soil, 
1~; all below is caving gravel, with occasional layers of sand up to one foot in thickness. 

Eids1:old. Most of the wells in this township are J 0 to 30 feet deep, in yellow and blue till. 
The tbicknef's of the yellow color of the till is 10 to 20 feet on the swells, but only 6 to 10 feet in 
bollows. The yellow till is usually easily dug with a spade; the lower, bluish till is more com
pact, harder to drive a spade into, more moist and sticky, and less s:ony. 

Minneota. In this village, situated in the southeast part of ElClsvold, the shallow wells are 
10 to 16 feet deep; in soil, 2; dark till, 5; and sand and gravel, 5 to 10; finding good water, in 
sufficient supply for ordinary use. Deeper wells go below this 10 to 16 feet in blue till; at 26 or 
30 feet these strike water in bluish quicksand, from which it rises to about ten feet below the 
surface. The water is good at first, but most of the deep wells are bored and curbed with pine, 
and these become offemive when not abundantly used. The shallow wells are not curbed. 

Shelburne. E. F. Dickson; sec. 24: well, 21 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, mostly picked, 
16; harder blne till, 3 feet and reaching lower; water seeps. 

Wells in Lincoln county. 

Marshfield. G. W. Cutler; sec. 29: well, 30 feet, in yellow and blue till; water seeps. 
Tyler, in sec. 3, Hope. Railroad well at the statio~, 94 ~eet dee~; soil, ~; yell.o~ till, 10; 

blue till, 80; fine white sand, 2, from which water rose thIrty-sIx feet III o~e mght; It IS not. re
garded, however, as a sufficient supply for a tank to be used from by engmes. At the sectlOn-
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deep. They generally find the yellow till 8 to 12 feet deep. 1'hen the majority of these wells go 
through a black, mucky clay, free from gravel, 3 inches to 2 feet in thickness, almost always con
taining small gasteropod and bivalve shells, described as "like those of the present lakes" and 
frequently pieces of wood thought to be willow, and also, occasionally, slillall concretions of iron 
pyl"ites. Below this, there is commonly found a foot or two of gravel and sand; next to which, 
or, where this bed is wanting, directly beneath the fossiliferous mud, is dark bluish till, more 
gravelly, but containing fewer large boulders than the upper tilL This bluish till, not harder than 
the yellow till above, but very tenacious, extends u to 50 feet before coming to a water-bearing 
vein or layer of gravel and sand, from which the water 1lsually rises considerably. 

C. H. Whitney; sec. 4: well, 42 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 1u; dry sand, 2 inches; blue till, 23; 
water was found in sand and very coarse gravel. holding rounded boulders up to a hundred pounds 
in weight, at the bottom, dug into] f feet, yielding for the first two months a depth of about two 
feet of water of excellent quality; but OHe morning this well was found filled to a depth of 
twenty feet with water too disagreeable in smell alld taste to be used, and having an oily scum 
floating on its top. During the process of digging, a current of water had been heard at one side 
of the well, mnning in the ground about twenty feet below the snrface, and it is supposed that 
this had broken through. 

Gmnaview. .A. A. Farmer; sec. 20; well, 45 feet; sOil,2; yellow till, spaded, 8; blue till, 
easier to bOJe, 35; water, of good quality. rose from gravel and sand at the bottom thirty-five feet 
in five minutes. 

Lyna. O. C. Gregg; sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; blue till, harder to excavate 
because it is so tenacious, but not harder to drive a spade or pick into, becoming very hard and 
compact in drying, 8 feet; abundance of good water seeps from the till, from the depth of 20 feet 
to the bottom of the well. 

A flowing well, about 20 feet deep, was dug' in the northwest part of Lynd, situated on land 
nearly as high above neighboring depressions as the depth of the well. After digging here in till 
about 20 feet, this well was left for the night with the tools in it that had been used; and the next 
morning water, which had broken into the well and filled it, was found running over the top. 

Z. O. Titus; 8. W. l of sec. 26; well, 40 feet; soil, 4; yellow till, hard, but spaded, 36 feet and 
extending below, in its lower part showing some intermixture of blue till; water came froID a thin 
vein or crevice in the till at the depth of 16 feet. Another well, twenty rods farther north and OIl 

land some eight feet lower, is 11 feet deep, finding soil and yellow till to the depth of 10 feet, the 
last foot being in blue till; water comes at '.) feet in the yellow. tilL 

Lyons. J. M. Millard; sec. 14: well, ~3 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 17; sand, 1 foot; bille till, 3 
feet a!ld extending lower; water from the sand soon rose and nsually fills the well sixteen feet 

deep. 
Balaton, in the N. W. 1 of sec. 23, Rock Lake. Moore & Weberg's well, 30 feet deep; soil, 

1~; all below is caving gravel, with occasional layers of sand up to one foot in thickness. 
Eids1:old. Most of the wells in this township are 1 g to 30 feet deep, in yellow and blue till. 

The tbicknef's of the yellow color of the till is 10 to 20 feet on the swells, but only 15 to 10 feet ill 
hollows. The yellow till is usually easily dug with a spade; the lower, bluish till is more com
pact, harder to drive a spade into, more moist and sticky, aud less 8:ony. 

Minneota. In this village, situated in the southeast part of }<]l(lsvold, the shallow wells are 
10 to 16 feet deep; in soil, 2; dark till, 5; and sand and gravel, 5 to 10; finding good water, in 
sufficient supply for ordinary use. Deeper wells go below this 10 to 15 feet in blue till; at 25 or 
30 feet these strike water in bluish quicksand, from which it rises to about ten feet below the 
surface. The water is good at first, but most of the deep wells are bored and curbed with pine, 
and these become offenl:'ive when not abundantly used. The shallow wells are not curbed. 

Shelburne. E. F. Dickson; s('\c. 24; well, 21 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, mostly picked, 
16; harder blue till, 3 feet and reaching lower; water seeps. 

Wells in Lincoln county. 

Manhfield. G. W. Cutler; sec. 29; well, 30 feet, in yellow and blue till; water seeps. 
Tuler, in sec. 3, Hope. Railroad well at the statior:, 94 ~eet dee~; soil, ~; yell.o,: till, 10; 

blue till, eo; fine white sand, 2, from which water rose thUty-SlX feet III o~e mght; It IS not. re
garded, however, as a sufficient supply for a tank to be used from byengmes. At the sectlOn-
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deep. They generally find the yellow till 8 to 12 feet deep. 1'hen the majority of these wells go 
through a black, mucky clay, free from gravel, 3 inches to 2 feet in thickness, almost always con
taining small gasteropod and bivalve shells, described as "like those of the present lakes" and 
frequently pieces of wood thought to be willow, and also, occasionally, slillall concretions of iron 
pyl"ites. Below this, there is commonly found a foot or two of gravel and sand; next to which, 
or, where this bed is wanting, directly beneath the fossiliferous mud, is dark bluish till, more 
gravelly, but containing fewer large boulders than the upper tilL This bluish till, not harder than 
the yellow till above, but very tenacious, extends u to 50 feet before coming to a water-bearing 
vein or layer of gravel and sand, from which the water 1lsually rises considerably. 

C. H. Whitney; sec. 4: well, 42 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 1u; dry sand, 2 inches; blue till, 23; 
water was found in sand and very coarse gravel. holding rounded boulders up to a hundred pounds 
in weight, at the bottom, dug into] f feet, yielding for the first two months a depth of about two 
feet of water of excellent quality; but OHe morning this well was found filled to a depth of 
twenty feet with water too disagreeable in smell alld taste to be used, and having an oily scum 
floating on its top. During the process of digging, a current of water had been heard at one side 
of the well, mnning in the ground about twenty feet below the snrface, and it is supposed that 
this had broken through. 

Gmnaview. .A. A. Farmer; sec. 20; well, 45 feet; sOil,2; yellow till, spaded, 8; blue till, 
easier to bOJe, 35; water, of good quality. rose from gravel and sand at the bottom thirty-five feet 
in five minutes. 

Lyna. O. C. Gregg; sec. 30: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; blue till, harder to excavate 
because it is so tenacious, but not harder to drive a spade or pick into, becoming very hard and 
compact in drying, 8 feet; abundance of good water seeps from the till, from the depth of 20 feet 
to the bottom of the well. 

A flowing well, about 20 feet deep, was dug' in the northwest part of Lynd, situated on land 
nearly as high above neighboring depressions as the depth of the well. After digging here in till 
about 20 feet, this well was left for the night with the tools in it that had been used; and the next 
morning water, which had broken into the well and filled it, was found running over the top. 

Z. O. Titus; 8. W. l of sec. 26; well, 40 feet; soil, 4; yellow till, hard, but spaded, 36 feet and 
extending below, in its lower part showing some intermixture of blue till; water came froID a thin 
vein or crevice in the till at the depth of 16 feet. Another well, twenty rods farther north and OIl 

land some eight feet lower, is 11 feet deep, finding soil and yellow till to the depth of 10 feet, the 
last foot being in blue till; water comes at '.) feet in the yellow. tilL 

Lyons. J. M. Millard; sec. 14: well, ~3 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 17; sand, 1 foot; bille till, 3 
feet a!ld extending lower; water from the sand soon rose and nsually fills the well sixteen feet 

deep. 
Balaton, in the N. W. 1 of sec. 23, Rock Lake. Moore & Weberg's well, 30 feet deep; soil, 

1~; all below is caving gravel, with occasional layers of sand up to one foot in thickness. 
Eids1:old. Most of the wells in this township are 1 g to 30 feet deep, in yellow and blue till. 

The tbicknef's of the yellow color of the till is 10 to 20 feet on the swells, but only 15 to 10 feet ill 
hollows. The yellow till is usually easily dug with a spade; the lower, bluish till is more com
pact, harder to drive a spade into, more moist and sticky, aud less 8:ony. 

Minneota. In this village, situated in the southeast part of }<]l(lsvold, the shallow wells are 
10 to 16 feet deep; in soil, 2; dark till, 5; and sand and gravel, 5 to 10; finding good water, in 
sufficient supply for ordinary use. Deeper wells go below this 10 to 15 feet in blue till; at 25 or 
30 feet these strike water in bluish quicksand, from which it rises to about ten feet below the 
surface. The water is good at first, but most of the deep wells are bored and curbed with pine, 
and these become offenl:'ive when not abundantly used. The shallow wells are not curbed. 

Shelburne. E. F. Dickson; s('\c. 24; well, 21 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, mostly picked, 
16; harder blue till, 3 feet and reaching lower; water seeps. 

Wells in Lincoln county. 

Manhfield. G. W. Cutler; sec. 29; well, 30 feet, in yellow and blue till; water seeps. 
Tuler, in sec. 3, Hope. Railroad well at the statior:, 94 ~eet dee~; soil, ~; yell.o,: till, 10; 

blue till, eo; fine white sand, 2, from which water rose thUty-SlX feet III o~e mght; It IS not. re
garded, however, as a sufficient supply for a tank to be used from byengmes. At the sectlOn-
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house, thirty rods west of the station, the well, 9 feet deep, was all the way in yellow till to sand 
at the bottom from which water rose six feet, aud proves to be an ample and permanent supply. 

Lake View House: well, 78 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16; blue till, 60; water seeps, 
sometimes lilling the well to five feet below the top. 

lJiamond Lake. G. H. Bradley; sec. 28: well, 24 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, partly spaded, 10; 
harder blue till, all picked, 12, and reaching below; water seeps from sandy streaks in the blue 
till, and stands twelve feet deep. 

Lake Benton. A. W. Morse, in the town, sec. 8: well, about 40 feet; yellow till, 15; blue 
till, 25; water seeps from sandy streaks in the yellow till, filling the well to the top of the blue 
till. 

Hendricks. Wells in this township are 10 to 35 feet deep, in yellow and dark bluish till. 
Shcwkcttan. Samuel D. Pumpelly; sec. 14: well, 14 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 12; 

water, abundant and of excellent quality, rose three feet from sand and gravel which was dug 
into six inches. 

A .. .T. Crane; sec. 23: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 25; water seeps, filling the 
well four feet deep, but it is too poor to be used. 

Trarertine. The water of wells is generally good throughout this district, but its dissolved 
carbonates of lime and magnesia, derived from the drift, render it hard alld cause it to deposit 
scale rapidly Khen it is used in the boilers of engines, Sometimes this mineral matter is de
posited by springs. as a porous stone, a kind of travertine, preservillg the form of leaves, sticks, 
and moss, which it has encrusted. so that it is commonly called "petrified moss." Fine speci
mens of this are obtained in several little ravines near Camden mills, in section 32, Lynd, the 
best locality being about thirty rods southeast from the mill. At Gary, in the edge of Dakota, 
an extensive deposit of it is found near Capt. Herrick's, and has been considerably burned for 
lime. It is on onf1 of the small, irregular mounds or hillocks of till, belonging to the second 
terminal moraine, where its origin seems difficult to be explained, except by referring it to de
position from waters that trickled down from the meltiug, drift-laden surface of the ice-sheet, 
probably flowing thus in greater amount or more constantly, and during a longer time, than at 
most other points on the ice-border.* 

Springs. Large chalybeate springs occur on the south branch of the Cottonwood river in the 
northeast part of Custer, a few miles southwest from Amiret station. The springs on the shores 
of lake Benton have been before mentioned. Near Mr. J. G. Bryan's house, at the west end of 
this lake, are two springs, only a few feet apart, which differ much, one being pure, cold, excel
lent water; while the othf1r seems warmer, and is much impregnated with mineral matter that 
makes an iron-rusty deposit, the water !1(.t beillg adapted for drinking and cooking. 

The amount of alkaline matteI', or sulphates of magnesia, soda and lime, contained in the 
drift of this district, is seldom so great as to perceptibly affect the water of wells and springs; butit 
appears to hasten the decay of wood when this is used as curbing, soon causing the water to be
come offensive, unless the well is so plentifully drawn from that it is being constantly supplied 
with fresh water. It is, of course, much preferable to use stone curbing or iron or cement pipe. 
The grayish white alkaline etfiorescence that is occasionally seen in this district in shallow de
pressions from which pools of water have dried up, forming a crust resembling frost, sometimes 
a fourth or a third of an inch thick, made up of flakes and columnar spicules, has been concen
tl'ated from the intI owing and evaporating waters of a long period. These lands may be re
claimed by being drailled, and sown with wheat, which uses much of the alkaline ingredients of 
the soil; and after several years in wheat, with deejJ plowing, they can usually be planted suc
cessfully to othf1r crops. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

The soil, the timher and prairie, and the grand agricultural capabili

ties of this district, which are its chief resource, have been treated of in 

earlier parts of this chapter. Items remaining to be mentioned here are 

water-powers, building stone, and the manufacture of lime and bricks. 
*~ee the second annual report, pp. 195.6. 
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house, thirty rods west of the station, the well, 9 feet deep, was all the way in yellow till to sand 
at the bottom from which water rose six feet, and proves to be an ample and permanent supply. 

Lake View House: well, 78 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16; blue till, 60; water seeps, 
sometimes tilling the well to five feet below the top. 

lJiamond Lake. G. H. Bradley; sec. 28: well, 24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, partly spaded, 10; 
harder blue till, all picked, 12, and reaching below; water seeps from sandy streaks in the blue 
till, and stands twelve feet deep. 

Lake Benton. A. W. Morse, in the town, sec. 8: well, about 40 feet; yellow till, 15; blue 
till, 2.5; water seeps from sanely streaks in the yellow till, filling the well to the top of the blue 
till. 

Henc/.ricks. Wells in this township are 10 to 36 feet deep, in yellow and dark bluish till. 
S7wokatan. Samuel D. Pumpelly; sec. 14: well, 14 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 12; 

water, abundant and of excellent quality, rose three feet from sand and gravel which was dug 
into six inches. 

A .. J. Crane; sec. 23: well, 27 feet; soil, Z; yellow till, spaded, 26; water seeps, filling the 
well four feet deep, but it is too poor to be used. 

TraceJ'tine. The water of wells is generally good throughout this district, but its dissolved 
carbonates of lime and magnesia, derived from the drift, render it hard and cause it to deposit 
scale rapidly ,,,hen it is useu in the boilers of engines. Sometimes this mineral matter is de
posited by springs. as a porous stone, a kind of travertine, preserving the form of leaves, sticks, 
and moss, which it has encrusted. so that it is commonly called "petrified moss." Fine speci
mens of this are obtained in several little ravines near Camden mills, in section 32, Lynd, the 
best locality being about thirty rorls southeast from the mill. At Gary, in the edge of Dakota, 
an extensive deposit of it is found near Capt. Herrick's, and has been considerably burned for 
lime. It is on onp, of the small, irregular mounds or hillocks of till, belonging to the second 
terminal moraine, where its origin seems difficult to be explained, except by referring it to de
position from waters that trickled down from the meltillg, drift-laden smiace of the ice-sheet, 
probably flowing thus in greater amount or more constantly, and during a longer time, than at 
most other points on the ice-border.* 

S]J)'ings. Large chalybeate springs occur on the south branch of the Cottonwood river in the 
northeast part of Custer, a few miles southwest from Amiret station. The springs on the shores 
of lake Benton have been before mentioned. Near Mr. J. G. Bryan's house, at the west end of 
this lake, are two springs, only a few feet apart, which differ much, one being pure, cold, excel
lent water; while the othp,r seems warmer, and is lIluch impregnated with mineral matter that 
makes an iron-rusty deposit, the water not being adapted for drinking and cooking. 

The amount of allealine matter, or sulphates of magnesia, soda and lime, contained in the 
drift of this district, is seldom so great as to perceptibly affect the water of wells and springs; but it 
"ppears to hasten the decay of wood when this is used as curbing, soon causing the water to be
come offensive, unless the well is so plentifully drawn from that it is being constantly supplied 
with fresh water. It is, of course, much preferable to use stone curbing or iron or cement pipe. 
The grayish white alkaline elfiorescence that is occasionally seen in this district in shallow de
pressions from which pools of water have dried up, forming a crust resembling frost, sometimes 
a fourth or a third of an inch thick, made up of flakes and columnar spicules, has been concen
trated from the intlowing and evaporating waters of a long period. These lands may be re
claimed by being drained, and sown with wheat, which uses much of the alkaline ingredients of 
the soil; and after several years in wheat, with deep plowing, they can usually be planted suc
cessfully to other crops. 

MATERIAL RESOURCEt\. 

The soil, the timher and prairie, and the grand agricultural capabili

ties of this district, which are its ehief resource, have been treated of in 

(')trlier parts of this chapter. Items remaining to he mentioned here are 

w~~er-powers, building stone, and the manufacture of lime and bricks. 
*i3ee the second annual report, pp. 195-6. 
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house, thirty rods west of the station, the well, 9 feet deep, was all the way in yellow till to sand 
at the bottom from which water rose six feet, and proves to be an ample and permanent supply. 

Lake View House: well, 78 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16; blue till, 60; water seeps, 
sometimes tilling the well to five feet below the top. 

lJiamond Lake. G. H. Bradley; sec. 28: well, 24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, partly spaded, 10; 
harder blue till, all picked, 12, and reaching below; water seeps from sandy streaks in the blue 
till, and stands twelve feet deep. 

Lake Benton. A. W. Morse, in the town, sec. 8: well, about 40 feet; yellow till, 15; blue 
till, 2.5; water seeps from sanely streaks in the yellow till, filling the well to the top of the blue 
till. 

Henc/.ricks. Wells in this township are 10 to 36 feet deep, in yellow and dark bluish till. 
S7wokatan. Samuel D. Pumpelly; sec. 14: well, 14 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 12; 

water, abundant and of excellent quality, rose three feet from sand and gravel which was dug 
into six inches. 

A .. J. Crane; sec. 23: well, 27 feet; soil, Z; yellow till, spaded, 26; water seeps, filling the 
well four feet deep, but it is too poor to be used. 

TraceJ'tine. The water of wells is generally good throughout this district, but its dissolved 
carbonates of lime and magnesia, derived from the drift, render it hard and cause it to deposit 
scale rapidly ,,,hen it is useu in the boilers of engines. Sometimes this mineral matter is de
posited by springs. as a porous stone, a kind of travertine, preserving the form of leaves, sticks, 
and moss, which it has encrusted. so that it is commonly called "petrified moss." Fine speci
mens of this are obtained in several little ravines near Camden mills, in section 32, Lynd, the 
best locality being about thirty rorls southeast from the mill. At Gary, in the edge of Dakota, 
an extensive deposit of it is found near Capt. Herrick's, and has been considerably burned for 
lime. It is on onp, of the small, irregular mounds or hillocks of till, belonging to the second 
terminal moraine, where its origin seems difficult to be explained, except by referring it to de
position from waters that trickled down from the meltillg, drift-laden smiace of the ice-sheet, 
probably flowing thus in greater amount or more constantly, and during a longer time, than at 
most other points on the ice-border.* 

S]J)'ings. Large chalybeate springs occur on the south branch of the Cottonwood river in the 
northeast part of Custer, a few miles southwest from Amiret station. The springs on the shores 
of lake Benton have been before mentioned. Near Mr. J. G. Bryan's house, at the west end of 
this lake, are two springs, only a few feet apart, which differ much, one being pure, cold, excel
lent water; while the othp,r seems warmer, and is lIluch impregnated with mineral matter that 
makes an iron-rusty deposit, the water not being adapted for drinking and cooking. 

The amount of allealine matter, or sulphates of magnesia, soda and lime, contained in the 
drift of this district, is seldom so great as to perceptibly affect the water of wells and springs; but it 
"ppears to hasten the decay of wood when this is used as curbing, soon causing the water to be
come offensive, unless the well is so plentifully drawn from that it is being constantly supplied 
with fresh water. It is, of course, much preferable to use stone curbing or iron or cement pipe. 
The grayish white alkaline elfiorescence that is occasionally seen in this district in shallow de
pressions from which pools of water have dried up, forming a crust resembling frost, sometimes 
a fourth or a third of an inch thick, made up of flakes and columnar spicules, has been concen
trated from the intlowing and evaporating waters of a long period. These lands may be re
claimed by being drained, and sown with wheat, which uses much of the alkaline ingredients of 
the soil; and after several years in wheat, with deep plowing, they can usually be planted suc
cessfully to other crops. 

MATERIAL RESOURCEt\. 

The soil, the timher and prairie, and the grand agricultural capabili

ties of this district, which are its ehief resource, have been treated of in 

(')trlier parts of this chapter. Items remaining to he mentioned here are 

w~~er-powers, building stone, and the manufacture of lime and bricks. 
*i3ee the second annual report, pp. 195-6. 
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house, thirty rods west of the station, the well, 9 feet deep, was all the way in yellow till to sand 
at the bottom from which water rose six feet, and proves to be an ample and permanellt supply. 

Lake View House: well, 78 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 16; blue till, 60; water seeps, 
sometimes liliing the well to five feet below the top. 

Diamond Lake. G. H. Bradley; sec. 28: well, 24 feet; soil,2; yellow till, partly spaded, 10; 
harder blne till, all picked, 12, and reaching below; water seeps from sandy streaks in the blue 
till, and stands twelve feet deep. 

Lake Benton. A. W. Morse, in the town, sec. 8: well, about 40 yellow till, 15; blue 
till, ~.s; water seeps from sanely streaks in the yellow till, filling the well to the top of the blue 
tilL 

Hencli'1:cks. Wells in this township are 10 to 36 feet deep, in yellow and dark bluish till. 
Slwokatan. Samuel D. Pumpelly; sec. 14: well, 14 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 12; 

water, abundant and of excellent qnality, rose three feet from sand and gravel which was dug 
into six inches. 

A . .I. Crane; sec. 23: well, 27 feet; soil, Z; yellow till, spaded, 25; water seeps, filling the 
well four feet deep, but it is too poor to be used. 

Tml'cl'tine. The water of wells is generally good throughout this district, but its dissolved 
carbonates of lime and magnesia, derived from the drift, render it hard aDd cause it to deposit 
scale rapidly when it is useu in the boilers of engines. Sometimes this mineral matter is de
posited by as a porous stone, a kind of travertine, preserving the form of leaves, sticks, 
and moss, which it has encrusted, so that it is commonly called "petrified moss." Fine speci
mens of this are obtained in several little ravines near Camden mills, in section 32, Lynd, the 
best locality being about thirty rO(15 sOl1theast from the mill. At Gary, in the edge of Dakota, 
an extensive deposit of it is found near Capt. Herrick's, and has been considerably burned for 
lime. It is 011 oue of the small, mounds or hillocks of till, belonging to the second 
terminal moraine, where its origin seems difficult to be explained, e.xcept by referring it to de
posilion from waters that trickled down from the melting, drift-laden surface of the ice-sheet, 
probably flowing thus in greater amount or more constantly, and during a longer time, than at 
most other points on the ice-border.* 

Sp)'ings. Large chalybeate springs occur on the soutll branch of the Cottollwood river in the 
northeast part of Custer, a few miles southwest from Amiret station. The springs on the shores 
of lake Benton have been before mentioned. Near Mr. .1. G. Bryan's house, at the west end of 
this lake, are two springs, only a few feet apart, which differ much, one being pure, cold, excel
lent water; while the other seems warmer, and is much impregnated with mineral matter that 
makes an iron-rnsty deposit, the water ll(lt being adapted for and cooking. 

The amount of alkaline matter, or sulphates of magnesia, soda and lime, contained in the 
drift of this district, is seldom so great as to perceptibly affect the waLer of wells and springs; but it 
"ppears to hasten the decay of wood when this is used as curbing, soon caUSing the water to be
come offensive, unless the well is so drawn from that it is being constantly supplied 
with fre~h water. It is, of course, much preferable to use stone curbing or iron or cement pipe. 
The grayish white alkaline elfiorescence that is occasionally seen in this district in shallow de
pressions from which pools of water have dried up, forming a crust resembling frost, sometimes 
a fourth or a third of an inch thick, made up of flakes and columnar spicules, has been concen
trated from the infiowing and evaporating waters of a long period. These lauds may be re
claimed by being drained, and sown with wheat, which uses much of the alkaline ingredients of 
the soil; and after several years ill wheat, with deep plowing, they can usualJy be planted suc
cessfully to other crops. 

MATERIAL RESOURCE~. 

The soil, the timher and prairie, and the grand agricultural capabili

ties of this district, which are its ehief resource, have been treated of in 

e,)'rlier parts of this chapter. Items remaining to he mentioned here are 

water-power;:.;, building stone, and the manufacture of lime and bricks. 
'8ee the second annual report, pp. 195-6. 
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The amount of alkaline matter, or sulphates of magnesia, soda and lime, contained in the 
drift of this district, is seldom so great as to perceptibly affect the waLer of wells and springs; but it 
"ppears to hasten the decay of wood when this is used as curbing, soon caUSing the water to be
come offensive, unless the well is so drawn from that it is being constantly supplied 
with fre~h water. It is, of course, much preferable to use stone curbing or iron or cement pipe. 
The grayish white alkaline elfiorescence that is occasionally seen in this district in shallow de
pressions from which pools of water have dried up, forming a crust resembling frost, sometimes 
a fourth or a third of an inch thick, made up of flakes and columnar spicules, has been concen
trated from the infiowing and evaporating waters of a long period. These lauds may be re
claimed by being drained, and sown with wheat, which uses much of the alkaline ingredients of 
the soil; and after several years ill wheat, with deep plowing, they can usualJy be planted suc
cessfully to other crops. 
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Water-powers. The utilized water-powers of this district are all employed for !louring mills. 
Four powers are used on the Minnesota river, as follows: 

Hixson Brothers; one mile west of Granite Falls; head, about eight feet. 
Banner mills; Stoddard & Libbey; in the north part of Granite Falls; head, ten and a half feet. 
Granite Falls mills; W. W. Pinney; head, twelve feet. It iil eiltimated that there is a fall of 

eight feet within a third of a mile below this mill. 
MInnesota Falls mills; Austin & Worden; head, ten feet, but it may be increased to fifteen 

feet. 
The Minnesota river at Granite Falls is about 150 feet wide. It nsually has sufficienL water 

for running the mills during the driest part of the year. 
On the Yellow Medicine river one power is used, about five miles from its mouth, by E. H. 

Sorlien & Brother, in section 35, Minnesota Falls. This is at the neck of a long loop of the liver, 
across which a canal twelve rods long carries the water to the mill, the head or faU being about 
twenty feet. 

The Redwood river in Lyon county has three utili7.ed powers, as follows, in descending order: 
Camden mills; V. M. Smith; in the S. E. ~. of section 32, Lynd; head, twenty-one feet. 
H. R. Marcyes' mill; in section 23, Lynd; head, twelve feet. . 
Marshall mills; J. A. Rea; in the west edge of Marshall; head, about nine feet. 
No water-powers are used in Lincoln county, and none on the Lac qui Parle and Cottonwood 

rivers in this district. 
Building stone. No quarrying of any importance has been yet. undertaken in the gneiss 

granite and syenite of the Minnesota valley, nor in their other outcrops lying farther west in Yel.' 
low Medicine county. It is probable, however, that some portions of these exposures will furnish 
good stone for ordinary masonry, and perhaps even of sufficiently tine quality for ornamental 
work. The only quarry in this district is George B. Mason's, in section 12, Alta Vista, Lincoln 
county, in the Cretaceous sandstone, which has already been fully described on page 599. 

Boulders of gneiss, granite and limestone, usually are sufficiently abundant for the ordinary 
masonry needed by farmers, in cellar walls and foundations of buildings, in curbing wells, and 
making culverts for roads. These boulders are especially plentiful upon the morainic belts of the 
Coteau des Prairies, being mostly of smaller size than five feet, but sometimes ten or fifteen feet 
or more in diameter. 

Lime. In the northeast part of Sioux Agency, the most eastern township bordering the 
Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine county, lime has been burned from boulders by Ole Swenson 
and Iver Olson. It is white, strong lime. 

At Minnesota Falls, Simon Christianson and William C. Darby burn lime from boulders, 
each making some 300 barrels yearly, and sellin/l:' at $1.50 per barrel It is white, and of excel
lent quality. 

Several farmers burn lime from boulders within ten miles to the north and west of Canby. 
At Gary lime is burned by David Bradley, who leases Capt. II. H. Herrick's kiln. Boul

ders, collected from the neighboring; morainic hills, yield white lime; and the deposits of traver
tine, or calcareous tufa, mentioned on page 610, situated at and near the kiln, supply a dark, but 
equally strong lime. The former is sold for $1.25 per barrel, and the latter for $1, the yearly 
product of both together being 400 or 500 barrels. Soft wood, brought on the cars, costs $3 to $4 
per cord. 

In western Lyon county, Tobias Trana, living in the S. W. !. of section 30, Nordland, burns 
lime from boulders, gathered most.ly on morainic hills within one or two miles westerly in Lime
stone township, Lincoln county; yearly product, about 200 barrels, sold at $1.2.5 per barrel. 
A.bundant limestone boulders, sometimes ten to fifteen feet long, occur in northern Lincoln 
county, and have given names to Limestone and Marble townships. 

One mile farther south, a fine drift-gravel, cemented by carbonate of lime, occurs in the S. 
W. t of section 31, Nordland, on the west side of the South branch of Yellow Medicine river, the 
exposure being about 40 feet in length, and 4 to 6 feet in vertical thickness, at 35 to 40 feet above 
the creek. It is underlain by sand and gravel, and ten or fifteen feet below this cemented 
stratum a large spring of very irony water issues, and is still forming a calcareous deposit, work
ing in nearly the same way as the waters by whose agency the cementation of this gravel was ef-
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Water-powen. The utilized water-powers of this district are all employed for tlouring mills. 
Four powers are uSCJd on the Minnesota river, as follows: 

Hixson Brothers; one mile west of Granite Falls; head, about eight feet. 
Banner mills; Stoddard & Libbey; in the north part of Granite Falls; head, ten and a half feet. 
Granite Falls mills; W. W. Pinney; head, twelve feet. It is estimated that there is a fall of 

eight feet within a third of a mile below this mill. 
Minnesota Falls mills; Austin & Worden; head, ten feet, but it may be increased to fifLeen 

feet. 
The Minnesota river at Granite Falls is about 150 feet wide. It mmally has sufrlcient water 

for running the mills during the driest part of the year. 
On the Yellow Medicine river one power is used, about five miles from its mouth, by E. II. 

Sorlien & Brother, in section 35, Minnesota Falls. This is at the neck of a long loop of the river, 
across which a canal twelve rods long carries the water to the mill, the head or fall being ahout 
twenty feet. 

The Redwood river in Lyon county has three utili'i:ed power::;, as follows, ill descending order: 
Camden mills; V. M. Smith; in the S. E. .1- of section 32, LYlld; hearl, twenty-one feet. 
H. R. Marcyes' mill; in section 23, Lynd; head, twelve feet. . 
Marshall mills; J. A. Rea; ill the west edge of Marshall; head, about nine feet. 
No water-powers are used in Lincoln county, and none on the Lac (j Hi Parle anLl Cottollwood 

rivers in this district. 
Bltilding stone. No quarryiug of any importance has been yet. undertaken in tlJe gneiss. 

granite and syenite of the Minnesota valley, nor in their other outcrops lying farther west in Yel
low Medicine county. It is probable, however, that some portions of these exposures will furni~h 
good stone for ordinary masonry, and perhaps even of suftlciently iiue quality for ornamental 
work. The only quarry in this district is George B. Mason's, in section 12, Alta Vista, Lincoln 
county, in the Cretaeeous sandstone, which has already been fully described on page 599. 

Boulders of gneiss, granite and limestone, usually are sufrlciently abundant for the ordinary 
masonry needed by farmers, in cellar walls and foundations of buildings, in curbing wells, and 
making culverts for roads. These boulders are especially plentiful upon the morainic belts of the 
Coteau des Prairies, being mostly of smaller size than five feet, but sometimes ten or fifteen feet 
or more in diameter. 

Lime. In the northeast part of Sioux Agency, the most eastern township boruerillg the 
Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine county, lime has been burned from boulders by Ole Swenson 
and Iver Olson. It is white, strong lime. 

At Minnesota Falls, Simon Christianson and William C. Darby bnrn lime from boulders, 
each making some 300 barrels yearly, and selliDg at $1.50 per barrel It is white, and of excel
lent quality. 

Several farmers burn lime from boulders within ten miles to the llOrth and west of Canby. 
At Gary lime is burned by David Bradley, who leases Capt. II. H. Herriek's kiln. Boui

ders, collected from the neighboring morainic hills, yield white lime; and the deposits of traver
tine, or calcareous tufa, mentioned on page 610, situated at and near the kiln, supply a dark, but 
equally strong lime. The former is sold for $1.25 per barrel, and the latter for Jl;1, the yearly 
product of both together being 400 or 500 barrels. Soft wooel, brought on the cars, costs :1'3 to :;;4 

per cord. 
In western Lyon county, Tobias Trana, living in the S. W. ~. of section 30, Nordland, burns 

lime from boulders, gathered mostly on morainic hills within one or two miles westerly in Lime
stone township, Lincoln county; yearly product, about 200 barrels, sold at $1.2.5 per barrel. 
.Abundant limestone boulders, sometimes ten to fifteen feet long, occur in northern Lineoln 
county, and have given names to Limestone and Marble townships. 

One mile farther south, a fine drift-gravel, cemented by carbonate of lime, occurs in the S. 
W. t of section 31, Nordland, on the west side of the South branch of Yellow Medicine river, the 
exposure being about 40 feet in length, and 4 to 6 feet in vertical thickness, at 35 to 40 feet above 
the creek. It is underlain by sand and gravel, and ten or fifteen feet below this cemented 
stratum a large spring of very irony water issues, and is still forming a calcareolls depOSIt, worl;
ing in nearly the same way as the waters by whose agency the cementation of this gravel was ef-
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Granite Falls mills; W. W. Pinney; head, twelve feet. It is estimated that there is a fall of 

eight feet within a third of a mile below this mill. 
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The Minnesota river at Granite Falls is about 150 feet wide. It mmally has sufrlcient water 

for running the mills during the driest part of the year. 
On the Yellow Medicine river one power is used, about five miles from its mouth, by E. II. 

Sorlien & Brother, in section 35, Minnesota Falls. This is at the neck of a long loop of the river, 
across which a canal twelve rods long carries the water to the mill, the head or fall being ahout 
twenty feet. 

The Redwood river in Lyon county has three utili'i:ed power::;, as follows, ill descending order: 
Camden mills; V. M. Smith; in the S. E. .1- of section 32, LYlld; hearl, twenty-one feet. 
H. R. Marcyes' mill; in section 23, Lynd; head, twelve feet. . 
Marshall mills; J. A. Rea; ill the west edge of Marshall; head, about nine feet. 
No water-powers are used in Lincoln county, and none on the Lac (j Hi Parle anLl Cottollwood 

rivers in this district. 
Bltilding stone. No quarryiug of any importance has been yet. undertaken in tlJe gneiss. 

granite and syenite of the Minnesota valley, nor in their other outcrops lying farther west in Yel
low Medicine county. It is probable, however, that some portions of these exposures will furni~h 
good stone for ordinary masonry, and perhaps even of suftlciently iiue quality for ornamental 
work. The only quarry in this district is George B. Mason's, in section 12, Alta Vista, Lincoln 
county, in the Cretaeeous sandstone, which has already been fully described on page 599. 

Boulders of gneiss, granite and limestone, usually are sufrlciently abundant for the ordinary 
masonry needed by farmers, in cellar walls and foundations of buildings, in curbing wells, and 
making culverts for roads. These boulders are especially plentiful upon the morainic belts of the 
Coteau des Prairies, being mostly of smaller size than five feet, but sometimes ten or fifteen feet 
or more in diameter. 

Lime. In the northeast part of Sioux Agency, the most eastern township boruerillg the 
Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine county, lime has been burned from boulders by Ole Swenson 
and Iver Olson. It is white, strong lime. 

At Minnesota Falls, Simon Christianson and William C. Darby bnrn lime from boulders, 
each making some 300 barrels yearly, and selliDg at $1.50 per barrel It is white, and of excel
lent quality. 

Several farmers burn lime from boulders within ten miles to the llOrth and west of Canby. 
At Gary lime is burned by David Bradley, who leases Capt. II. H. Herriek's kiln. Boui

ders, collected from the neighboring morainic hills, yield white lime; and the deposits of traver
tine, or calcareous tufa, mentioned on page 610, situated at and near the kiln, supply a dark, but 
equally strong lime. The former is sold for $1.25 per barrel, and the latter for Jl;1, the yearly 
product of both together being 400 or 500 barrels. Soft wooel, brought on the cars, costs :1'3 to :;;4 

per cord. 
In western Lyon county, Tobias Trana, living in the S. W. ~. of section 30, Nordland, burns 

lime from boulders, gathered mostly on morainic hills within one or two miles westerly in Lime
stone township, Lincoln county; yearly product, about 200 barrels, sold at $1.2.5 per barrel. 
.Abundant limestone boulders, sometimes ten to fifteen feet long, occur in northern Lineoln 
county, and have given names to Limestone and Marble townships. 

One mile farther south, a fine drift-gravel, cemented by carbonate of lime, occurs in the S. 
W. t of section 31, Nordland, on the west side of the South branch of Yellow Medicine river, the 
exposure being about 40 feet in length, and 4 to 6 feet in vertical thickness, at 35 to 40 feet above 
the creek. It is underlain by sand and gravel, and ten or fifteen feet below this cemented 
stratum a large spring of very irony water issues, and is still forming a calcareolls depOSIt, worl;
ing in nearly the same way as the waters by whose agency the cementation of this gravel was ef-
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Wate·r-pOWe?'ll. The utiUzecl water-powers of this district are all employeel for tloming mills. 
Four powers are use;d on the Minnesota river, as follows: 

Hixson Brothers; one mile west of Granite Falls; head, about eight feet. 
Banner mills; Stoddard & Libbey; in the north purt of Granite Falls; head, ten and a half feet. 
Granite Falls mills; W. W. Pinney; head, twelve feet. It is estimated that there .is a fall of 

eight feet within a third of a mile below this mill . 
. MInnesota Falls mills; Austin & Worden; head, ten feet, but it may be increased to fifleell 

feet. 
The Minnesota river at Granite Falls is about 1.50 feet wide. It mmally has suit1cient water 

for running the mills dnring the driest part of the year. 
On the Yellow Medicine river olle power is nsed, abont five miles from its month, by E. II. 

Sorlien & Brother, in section 31), Minnesota Falls. This is at the neck of a long loop of the river, 
across which a canal twelve rods long carries the water to the mill, the head or fall being about 
twenty feet. 

The Redwood river in Lyon county bas three utili?ed power::;, as follows, ill descending onler: 
Camden mills; V. M. Smith; in theFt E. } of section 32, Lyml; hearl, twenty-one feet. 
H. R. Marcyes' mill; in section 23, Lynd; head, twelve feet. 
Marsball mills; J. A. Rea; ill the west edge of Marshall; head, about nine feet. 
No water-powers are used in Lincoln county, and none on the Lac qlli Parle and Cottonwood 

rivers in this district. 
B1dldi'llg stone. No q\larrying of allY importance has been yet. undertaken in tile gneiss 

granite and syenite of the Minnesota valley, nor in their other outcrops lying farther west in Yel-' 
low Medicine connty. It is probable, however, that some portions of these exposures will furnish 
good stone for ordinary masonry, and perhaps even of suft1ciently fiue quality for ornamental 
work. The only quarry in this district is George B. l\Iason's, in section J 2, AHa Vista, Lincoln 
county, in the Cretaceous sandstone, which has already been fully described on page 599. 

Boulders of granite and limestone, usually are sufficiently abundant for the ordinary 
masonry needed by farmers, in cellar walls and foundations of buildings, in curbing wells, and 
making culverts for roads. These boulders are especially plentiful upon the morainic belts of the 
Coteau des Prairies, being mostly of smaller size than five feet, but sometimes ten or fift€8l1 feet 
or more in diameter. 

Lime. In the northeast of Sioux Agency, the most eastern township bordering tbe 
Minnesota river in Yellow Medicine county, lime has been burned from boulders by Ole Swenson 
and I ver Olson. It is white, strong lime. 

At Minnesota Falls, Simon Christianson and William C. Darby bllnl lime from boulders, 
each making some 300 barrels yearly, and selling' at $1.50 per barrel It is white, and of excel
lent quality. 

Several farmers hurn lime from boulders within ten miles to the Borth and west of Canby. 
At Gary lime is burned by David Bradley, who leases Capt. II. H. Herrick's kiln. BO\ll

ders, collected from the neighboring morainic hills, yield white Hme; and the deposits of traver
tine, or calcareous tufa, mentioned on page 610, situated at and near tbe kiln, snpply a dark, but 
equally strong lime. The former is sold for $1.25 per barrel, and the latter for ;;;1, the yearly 
product of both together being 400 or 500 barrels. Soft wood, bronght on the cars, costs :1'3 to :;;4 
per cord. 

In western Lyon county, Tobias Trana, living in the S. W. ~. of section 30, Nordland, burns 
lime from boulders, mostly on morainic hills within Olle or two miles westerly in Lime
stone township, Lincoln county; yearly product, about 200 barrels, sold at $1.2.5 per barrel. 
Abundant limestone boulders, sometimes ten to fifteen feet long" occur in northern Lincoln 
county, and have names to I"imestone and Marble townships. 

One mile farther south, a fine drift-gravel, cemented by carbonate of lime, occurs in the S. 
W. l of section 31, Nordland, on tbe west side of tbe South branch of Yellow Medicine river, the 
exposure being about 40 feet in length, and 4 to 6 feet in vertical thickness, at 35 to 40 feet above 
the creek. It is underlain by sand and gravel, and ten or fifteen feet below this cement€d 
stratum a large sprin~ of very irony water issues, and is still forming a calcareous depOSIt, worl;
ing in pearly the same way as the waters by whose agency the cementation of this gravel was ef-
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Granite Falls mills; W. W. Pinney; head, twelve feet. It is estimated that there .is a fall of 

eight feet within a third of a mile below this mill . 
. MInnesota Falls mills; Austin & Worden; head, ten feet, but it may be increased to fifleell 
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The Minnesota river at Granite Falls is about 1.50 feet wide. It mmally has suit1cient water 
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equally strong lime. The former is sold for $1.25 per barrel, and the latter for ;;;1, the yearly 
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fected. For fifteen or twenty rod,; thence to the south, at a hight of 10 to 20 feet above the creek, 
masses of calcareous tufa, free from gravel, but holding'impressions of sticks and moss, are found 
and have been burned by 1'11'. Trana, yielding a dark lime. 

At Island Lake post-office, also in western Lyon county, J. R. King has burned lime from 
boulders eight years, averaging 200 barrels yearly, selling it at $1.25 to $2 per barrel. The greater 
part of this is white lime, but about one piece in twenty is yellowish. The largest slab of lime
stone found by Mr. King was about ten feet square and four feet thick. In the south edge of 
this county, A. 'V. Bean burns lime from boulders in the southeast part of Rock Lake township. 

In Lake Benton, Lincoln county, Ira Scott and John Snyder burn lime from boulders, 
white and of excellent quality, selling at $1.50 per barrel. A few others burn lime in small 
amount elsewhere in this county. 

Bricks. Before the Indian outbreak in 1862, but not since that time, bricks were made at 
the old town of Yellow Medicine, on the bottomland of the Yellow Medicine river, in the south
west corner of section 29, Sioux Agency. 

At Minnesota Falls two small kilns of bricks, amounting to about 100,000, were made in 
1879 by Simon Christianson, about twenty-five rods south from the mill, partially failing because 
of small limy concretions in the clay and limestone particles in the sand used for tempering, 
which cause the bricks to crack after burning. He intended to continue this business, expecting, 
after these experiments, to produce bricks of good quality. The bricks are cream-colored or 
light reddish, sold for $8 per thousand. They are made of recent alluvium, some 20 feet above 
the river. About a foot at tIle surface is removed; then the next four to six feet of dark alluvial 
clayey silt is used for this brick-making, mixed with considerable sand. 

Brick-making was undertaken at Granite Falls in 1876 and 1878, first a half mile southwest 
from the bridge, and later near Stoddard &, Libbey's mill, failing as at Minnesota Falls because 
of the presence of limy concretions. 

Two miles northeast from Canby, a small kiln of bricks, containing about 10,000, of fair 
quality, dull gray in color, were made in 1878, beside Canby creek, from clay that is free of gravel, 
tempered by a considerable intermixture of sand. 

In section 28, of Eidsvold, the most northwestern township of Lyon count.Y, Anon Olson in 
1880 began brick-making, using clay and sand in the proportions of three and one. These are 
red bricks, sold in Minneota, three miles distant, at $10 per thousand. 

At Marshall the business is carried on by W. A. Crooker, in the northeast edge of the town, 
and by James M. Lockey, in its southwest edge, on the road to Lynd, both having begun in 1878. 
Mr. Crooker made 500,000 bricks in 1880. They are cream-colored, but vary to pinkish, are of 
good and durable quality, and command $7 to $8 per thousand. The material used is the allu
vium of the Redwood river, lying about ten feet above this stream, but not overflowed at its 
ordinary high water. It contains no gravel nor limy concretions, and no sand is mixed with it. 
111'. Lockey makes about 300,000 yearly, of similar color and quality, using the alluvium of an old 
lake-bottom, which was covered by water in 1875. He mixes sand with it in the proportion of 
one to three. 

In section 22, Verdi, the most southwest township of Lincoln county, John Enke began 
brick-making in 1880. This is about five miles southwest from Lake Benton. 

ABORIGINAL EARTHWORKS. 

The only artificial mounds observed during the examination of these counties are near Lake 
Benton station. About three-quarters of a mile northwest from this town, and within sight from 
it, upon the top of the bluff 175 feet in hight, which forms the northwestern side of the" Hole in 
the Mountain," are three mounds near together, of the usual circular form and about five feet 
high. They are in the S. W. ~ of section 5, Lake Benton, on the crest of the Coteau des Prairies 
and are visible from the lower land on the northeast at a distance of many miles. One of thes~ 
mounds, excavated by Mr. C. M. Morse, contained several skeletons of men whose stature was 
fully six feet. Another mound, also about five feet high, is situated on a high swell a half mile 
east of Lake Benton station, in the center of the cemetery. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

THE GEOLOGY OF BIG STONE AND LAC QUI PARLE COUN'I'IES. 

BY WARREN UPHAM. 

Situ((tion and area. Big Stone and Lac qui Parle counties (plate 29) 

are in western Minnesota, adjoining Dakota. They lie on opposite sides of 

the Minnesota river, whieh forms the boundary between them. Both these 

counties and also Lac qui Parle river, township and village, c1eri ve their 

names from those of long lakes through which the Minnesota river flows. 

The name of Eig Stone lake alludes to the eonspicuous outcrop of granite 

found in the Minnesota valley one to three miles below the foot of the 

lake; and the French name Lac qui Parle, meaning the Lake that Talks, is 

a translation of its aboriginal title, applied to it because of echoes thrown 

back by its bordering bluffs, or, as some say, on account of the loud sound 

of waves dashing on rocky portions of its shore. Lac qui Parle village, 

which is the county seat, two miles south from the foot of the lake, is 130 

miles, in a direct line, west from Minneapolis, and 140 miles from St. Paul. 

Ortonville, the county seat and largest town of Big Stone county, situated 

at the outlet of Big Stone lake, is 34 miles northwest of Lac qui Parle, and 

about 160 and 170 miles distant, respectively, from Minneapolis and Saint 

Paul; and its distanee north from the southwest corner of the state is 125 

miles. 
The area of Big Stone county is 536.31 square miles, or 343,234.75 acres, 

of which 26,737.33 acres are covered by water, including Marsh lake and 

half the width of Big Stone lake; and the area of Lac qui Parle county is 

771.93 square miles, or 494,037.40 acres, of which 1,227.57 acres are covered 

by water, not including the lakes on its northeast boundary. 
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half the width of Big Stone lake; and the area of Lac qui Parle county is 

771.93 square miles, or 494,037.40 acres, of which 1,227.57 acres are eoverecl 

by water, not including the lakes on its northeast boundary. 

CHAPTER XXI. 

THE GEOLOGY OF BIG STONE AND LAC QUI PARLE COUN'l'IES. 

BY WARREN UPHAM. 

Situation and (wea. Big Stone and La,c qui Parle counties (plate 29) 

are in western )1innesota, adjoining Dakota. They lie on opposite sides of 

the Minnesota river, which forms the boundary between them. Both these 

counties and also Lac qui Parle river, township and village, derive their 

names from those of long lakes through whieh the Minnesota river flows. 

The name of Big Stone lake alludes to the conspicuous outerop of granite 

found in the Minnesota valley one to three miles below the foot of the 

lake; and the French name Lac q~ti Parle, meaning the Lake that Talks, is 

a translation of its aboriginal title, applied to it because of echoes thrown 

back by its bordering bluffs, or, as some say, on aceount of the loud sOllnd 

of waves dashing on rocky portions of its shore. Lac qui Parle village, 

which is eounty seat, two miles south from foot of the lake, is 130 

miles, in a direct line, west from Minneapolis, and 140 miles from St. Paul. 

Ortonville, the county seat and largest town of Big Stone county, situated 

at the outlet of Big Stone lake, is 34 miles northwest of Lac qui Parle, and 

about 160 and 170 miles distant, respectively, from Minneapolis and Saint 

Paul; and its distance north from the southwest corner of the state is 125 

miles. 
The area of Big Stone county is 536.31 square miles, or 343,234.75 acres, 

of which 26,737.33 acres are covered by water, including Marsh lake and 

half the width of Big Stone lake; and the area of Lac qui Parle county is 

771.93 square miles, or 494,037.40 acres, of which 1,227.57 acres are eoverecl 

by water, not including the lakes on its northeast boundary. 
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SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natural cl)'(linage. Lac qui Parle county lies wholly within the basin 

of the Minnesota river, which also includes nearly all of Big Stone county. 

The only exception is an area equal to about one township at the north 

side of this county, including the north part of Graceville, about the To

kua lakes, and the adjoining northeast part of Tokua and northwest part 

of T. 124, R. -15, which have a slight descent northward, sending their sur

plus water." into lake Traverse and thence t,o Hudson bay by the Red river 

of the N ol'th. 

The creek::; of Big stone county are small, and include four or five, varying from two to 
four miles in length, tributary to Big Stone lake; Stony run, having an extent of about ten miles, 
flowing southward and uniting with the Minnesota river some six miles below this lake; and Five 
Mile creek in the southeast edge of the county, about two miles east from Correll station, flow
ing into the east part of Marsh lake. Besides Big Stone and Marsh lakes on its boundary, this 
county has numerous others, the largest of which is Artichoke lake, about five miles long and a 
half mile to one mile wide, in the east part of Artichoke township. A narrower lake, about three 
miles long, lies in the same township a mile farcher west. More than fifty smaller lakes, ranging 
in size from a qnarter of a mile to one or two miles, appear on the map; these have not yet re
ceived names, excepting the group of Tokua lakes, close southwest of Graceville, and the Tokua 
Brothers lakes, six miles farther west. 

The Minnesota river receives three important tributaries in Lac qui Parle county, namely, 
Whetstone, Yellow Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers. The first of these drains a considerable area 
in Dakota, and joins the Minnesota river about a mile below Big Stone lake. Yellow Bank river, 
so named from the color of its newly undermined banks of till, has the greater part of its basin 
ill Dakota, whence its north and south f()rks How into Minnesota, and meet I),bout live miles east 
of the state line in Yellow Bank township, some seven or eight miles by the course of the river 
from its mouth, which is ten miles below Dig Stone lake. Lac qui Parle river joins the Minne
wta about a mile below Lac qui Parle. Its basin reaches beyond this county west into Dakota, 
and south across Yellow Medicine county and the northwest part of Lincoln, its remotest source 
being a stream that 110ws into the west end of lake Hendricks, llfty miles southwest from its 
mouth. The only noteworthy tributary to the Minnesota in this county below Lac qui Parle 
river, is a creek three miles long, the outlet of a little lake, which, both lake and creek, are in the 
township of Camp Release. Ten Mile lake, which gives its name to the township next southwest, 
is the only other lake that lies wholly in Lac qui Parle cOllnty. Salt lake, or lake Rosabel, a 
beautiful expanse of clear but brackish water, some three miles long from east to west and about 
a third of it mile wiele. lies mostly ill northwestern Mehurin, but its west part is crossed by the 
state line. 

In a subsequent part of tbis chapter, relating to the glacial drift and the history of the ice 
age, will be found descriptions of the Minnesota river, its remarkable valleY!l,nd its lakes, Big 
Stone, Marsh and Lac qui Parle. 

Topography. Both these counties have, through most of their extent, 

a moderately undulating or rolling surface of unmodified glacial drift or 

till. Any extensive view shows that the contour, as a whole, is approxi

mately level; but it differs from a fiat expanse in having everywhere small 

and large swells 01' elevations, disposed without order or flystem, and rising 
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of the North. 
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half mile to one mile wide, in the east part of Artichoke township. A narrower lake, about three 
miles long, lies in tile same township a mile farther west. More than fifty smaller lakes, ranging 
in size from a quarter of a mile to one or two miles, appear on the map; these have not yet re
ceived names, excepting the group of Tokua lakes, close southwest of Graceville, and the Tokua 
Brothers lakes, six miles farther west. 
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in Dakota, and joins the Minnesota river about a mile below Rig 8tone lake. Yellow Bank river, 
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wta about a mile below Lac qui Parle. Its basin reaches beyond this county west into Dakota, 
and south across Yellow Medicine county and the northwest part of Lincoln, its remotest source 
being a stream that 110ws into the west end uf lake Hendricks, llfty miles southwest from its 
mouth. The only noteworthy tributary to the Minnesota in this county below Lac qui Parle 
river, is a creek three miles long, the outlet of a little lake, which, both lake and creek, are in the 
township of Camp Release. Ten },iile lake, which gives its name to the township next southwest, 
is the only other lake that lies wholly in Lac qni Parle cOllnty. Salt lake, or lake Rosabel, a 
beautiful expanse uf clear but brackish water, some three miles long from east to west and about 
a third of a mile wiele. lies mostly ill northwestern Mehurin, but its west part is crossed by the 
state line. 

In a subse'1 llent part of this chapter, relating to the glacial drift and the history of the ice 
age, will be found descriptions of the Minnesota river, its remarkable valley 1I,nd its lakes, Big 
8tone, Marsh and Lac qui Parle. 

Topograph!J. Both these counties have, through most of their extent, 

a moderately undulating or rolling surface of unmodified glacial drift or 

till. Any extensive view shows that the contour, as a whole, is approxi

mately level; but it differs from a fiat expanse in having everywhere small 

and large swells or elevations, disposed without order or system, and rising 
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from its mouth, which is ten miles below Big Stone lake. Lac qui Parle river joins the Minne
wta about a mile below Lac qui Parle. Its basin reaches beyond this county west into Dakota, 
and south across Yellow Medicine county and the northwest part of Lincoln, its remotest source 
being a stream that 110ws into the west end uf lake Hendricks, llfty miles southwest from its 
mouth. The only noteworthy tributary to the Minnesota in this county below Lac qui Parle 
river, is a creek three miles long, the outlet of a little lake, which, both lake and creek, are in the 
township of Camp Release. Ten },iile lake, which gives its name to the township next southwest, 
is the only other lake that lies wholly in Lac qni Parle cOllnty. Salt lake, or lake Rosabel, a 
beautiful expanse uf clear but brackish water, some three miles long from east to west and about 
a third of a mile wiele. lies mostly ill northwestern Mehurin, but its west part is crossed by the 
state line. 

In a subse'1 llent part of this chapter, relating to the glacial drift and the history of the ice 
age, will be found descriptions of the Minnesota river, its remarkable valley 1I,nd its lakes, Big 
8tone, Marsh and Lac qui Parle. 

Topograph!J. Both these counties have, through most of their extent, 

a moderately undulating or rolling surface of unmodified glacial drift or 

till. Any extensive view shows that the contour, as a whole, is approxi

mately level; but it differs from a fiat expanse in having everywhere small 
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Natuml elmi }lage. Lac qui Parle county lies wholly within the basin 

of the Minnesota river, which also includes nearly all of Big Stone county. 

The only exception is an area equal to about one township at the north 

side of this county, including the north part of Graceville, about the To

kua lakes, and the adjoining northeast part of Tokua and northwest part 

of T. 12-1. R. -l5, which have a slight descent northward, sending their sur

plus water,.., into lake Traverse and thence to Hudson bay by the Red river 

of the ~ orth. 

The creeks of Big 8tone COllnty are small, and include four or five, varying from two to 
fom miles in length, tributary to Big Stone lake; Stony run, having an extent of abont ten miles, 
flowing southward and uniting with the .Minnesota river some six miles below this lake; and .Five 
M.ile creek in the southeast of the county, about two miles east from Correll station, flow
ing into the east part oC Marsh Jake, Besides Big Stone and Marsh lakes on its boundary, this 
county has numerous others, the largest of which is Artichoke lake, about five miles long and a 
half mile to one mile wide, ill the east part of Artichoke township. A narrower lake, about three 
miles long, lies in the same township a mile farcher west. More than fifty smaller lakes, ranging 
in size from a qnarter of a mile to one or two miles, appear on the map; these have not yet re
ceived names, excepting the group of Tokl1a lakes, close southwest of Graceville, and the Tokua 
Brothers lakes, six miles farther west. 

The Minnesota river receives three important tributaries in Lac qui Parle county, namely, 
Whetstone, Yellow Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers. Tile !lrst of these drains a considerable area 
in Dakota, and joins the Minnesota river about a mile below Big Stone lake. Yellow Bank river, 
so named from the color of its newly undermined banks of till, has the greater part of its basin 
ill Dakota, whence its north and south fnrks How into Minnesotfl, and meet !),bout Jive miles east 
of t.he state line in Yellow Bank towllship, some seven or eight miles by the course of the river 
from its mouth, which is ten miles below Big Stone lalle. Lac qui Parle river joins the Minne
'.ota about a mile below Lac qui Parle. Its basin reaches beyond this county west into Dakota, 
and south across Yellow .Medicine county and the northwest part of Lincoln, its remotest source 
heinrr a stream that tiows into the west end of lake Hendricks, fifty miles southwest from its 
mouth. The only noteworthy tributary to the Minnesota in this county below Lac qui Parle 
river, is a creek three miles long, the outlet of a little lake, which, both lake and creek, are in the 
townShip of Camp Release, Ten ;\liIe lake, which gives its name to the township next southwest, 
is the only other lake that lies wholly in Lac qui Parle cOlJnty. Salt lake, or lake Rosabel, a 
beautiful expanse uf clear but brackisll water, some three miles long from east to west and about 
a third of a mile wide. lies mostly in northwestel'll Mehurin, bllt its west part is crossed by the 
state line, 

In a sUDse'l lleIlt part of tllis chapter, relating to the glacial drift and the history of the ice 
age, will be found descriptions of the Minnesota river., its remarkable valley ~,nd its lakes, Big 
8tone, Marsh and Lac qui Parle, 

Topography. Both these counties have, through most of their extent, 

a moderately undulating or rolling surface of unmodified glacial drift or 

tilL Any extensive view shows that the contour, as a whole, is approxi

mately level; but it differs from a flat expanse in having everywhere small 

and large swell!'J or elevations, disposed without order or system, and rising 
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of the Minnesota river, which also includes nearly all of Big Stone county. 

The only exception is an area equal to about one township at the north 

side of this county, including the north part of Graceville, about the To

kua lakes, and the adjoining northeast part of Tokua and northwest part 

of T. 12-1. R. -l5, which have a slight descent northward, sending their sur

plus water,.., into lake Traverse and thence to Hudson bay by the Red river 

of the ~ orth. 

The creeks of Big 8tone COllnty are small, and include four or five, varying from two to 
fom miles in length, tributary to Big Stone lake; Stony run, having an extent of abont ten miles, 
flowing southward and uniting with the .Minnesota river some six miles below this lake; and .Five 
M.ile creek in the southeast of the county, about two miles east from Correll station, flow
ing into the east part oC Marsh Jake, Besides Big Stone and Marsh lakes on its boundary, this 
county has numerous others, the largest of which is Artichoke lake, about five miles long and a 
half mile to one mile wide, ill the east part of Artichoke township. A narrower lake, about three 
miles long, lies in the same township a mile farcher west. More than fifty smaller lakes, ranging 
in size from a qnarter of a mile to one or two miles, appear on the map; these have not yet re
ceived names, excepting the group of Tokl1a lakes, close southwest of Graceville, and the Tokua 
Brothers lakes, six miles farther west. 

The Minnesota river receives three important tributaries in Lac qui Parle county, namely, 
Whetstone, Yellow Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers. Tile !lrst of these drains a considerable area 
in Dakota, and joins the Minnesota river about a mile below Big Stone lake. Yellow Bank river, 
so named from the color of its newly undermined banks of till, has the greater part of its basin 
ill Dakota, whence its north and south fnrks How into Minnesotfl, and meet !),bout Jive miles east 
of t.he state line in Yellow Bank towllship, some seven or eight miles by the course of the river 
from its mouth, which is ten miles below Big Stone lalle. Lac qui Parle river joins the Minne
'.ota about a mile below Lac qui Parle. Its basin reaches beyond this county west into Dakota, 
and south across Yellow .Medicine county and the northwest part of Lincoln, its remotest source 
heinrr a stream that tiows into the west end of lake Hendricks, fifty miles southwest from its 
mouth. The only noteworthy tributary to the Minnesota in this county below Lac qui Parle 
river, is a creek three miles long, the outlet of a little lake, which, both lake and creek, are in the 
townShip of Camp Release, Ten ;\liIe lake, which gives its name to the township next southwest, 
is the only other lake that lies wholly in Lac qui Parle cOlJnty. Salt lake, or lake Rosabel, a 
beautiful expanse uf clear but brackisll water, some three miles long from east to west and about 
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in prolonged, smooth slopes to hights 10 to 20 or 30 feet above the similarly 

irregular depressions. In these hollows lie the lakes and sloughs of this 

region, from 5 to 25 feet below the average hight of their vicinity. The 

lake shores are often gentle ,.,lopes, but in numy places have been eroded by 

the action of waves, until they form a steep hank I) to 15 feet high, bordered 

at its foot by boulders (Ll1(1 coarse shingle that have been left while the finer 

portions of the till have heen washed away and strown upon the lake-hed 

and along other parts of the shore. 

The absence of lakes in most of Lae qui Parle county, as also of Yellow 

Medir,ine county on the south, seems quite remarkable in contrast with 

their frequent occurrence in Big Stone and other adjoining counties, and 

indicates that different conditions attended the deposition of the till upon 

these districts. A shallow glacial lake (page 4()l) seems to have borderec1 

the ice-sheet in its recession across Lac qui Parle county, somewhat level

ing and evening up the surface of the drift, thus filling many hollovvs 

which would otherwise be occnpied by lakes. 

The most inter8sting feature in the topography of this regIOn is the 

deep channel or valley that was excavated by the river Warren, the ontlet 

of lake Agassiz, and is now occnpied hy lakes Traverse and Big Stone and 

the Minnesota river. Us description, and its origin and history, and notice 

of the series of drift hills and knolls forming the third terminal moraine, 

which crosses western Lac qui Parle eonnty, are presented farther on, in 

treating of the glacial drift. 
Channels have alflo been eroded in the drift-sheet by the tributaries of this main valley. 

These increase in depth and width from their sources to their mouths. Indenting their bluffs, 
as well as those of the great valley, are frequent ravines, cut by rivulets, some of which are fed by 
perennial springs, while others are dry through most of the year. The hranches of the Yellow 
Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers have excavated channels 25 to 50 feet below the general level; and 
from their junctions to the Minnesota valley, these rivers are bordered by bluffs 50 to 75 feet 
high. 

Elevations, Hastings & Dakotr( divis'ion, Uhicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Tailway. 

From profiles in the office of George H. White, engineer, Minneapolis. 

At the east line of Big Stone county ...... . 
Correll .......... , ..................... ' .. 
Odessa .... , ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. . 

Miles frOll) 
Hastings. 

184.1 
.., ..... , 186,9 

, ... 194.3 

Stony run, track .. , . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ............ 195.1 
Stony run, water. , .... , ' ....... ' ....... , .... , ....... , ........... 195.1 
Summit, grade ... , .. , .............. " ..... ' .. , ................... 199.0 
Ortonville. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...................................... 200.9 
Big Stone Jake. ............................................ ..... 202.0 

Feet above 
dle sea. 

987 
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963 
965 
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962.5 
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in prolonged, smooth slopes to hights 10 to 20 or 30 feet above the similarly 

irregular depressions. In these hollows lie the lakes and sloughs of this 

region, from 5 to 25 feet below the average hight of their vicinity. The 

lake shores are often gentle .,;lopes, but in nULlly places have been eroded by 

the action of waves, unt.il they form cL steep bank G to 15 feet high, bordered 

at its foot by boulders ,Ll1d coarse shingle that have heenleft while the finer 

portions of the till have heen washed away and stJ'own upon the lake-hed 

and along other parts of the shore. 

The absence of lakes in most of Lae qui Parle county, as also of Yellow 

Medicine county on the south, seems quite remarkable in contrast with 

their frequ~nt occurrence in Big Stone and other adjoining counties, and 

indicates that different conditions attended the deposition of the till upon 

these districts. A shallow glacial lake (page 4()}) seems to have bordered 

the ice-sheet in its recession across Lac qui Parle county, somewhat level

ing and evening up the surface of the drift., thus filling many hollol'\'s 

which would otherwise be occupied by lakes. 

The most inter8sting feature in the topography of this regIOn is the 

deep channel or valley that was excavated hy the ri vel' Warren, the outlet 

of lake Agassiz, and is now occupied hy lakes Traverse and Big Stone and 

the Minnesota river. Its description, and its origin and history, and notice 

of the series of drift hills and knolls forming the third terminal moraine, 

which crosses western Lac qni Parle (\ounty, are presented farther on, in 

treating of the glacial elrift. 
Channels have also been eroded in the drift-sheet by the tributaries of this main valley. 

These increase in depth and width from their sources to their mouths. Indenting their bluffs, 
as well as those of the great valley, are frequent ravines, cut by rivulets, some of which are fed by 
perennial springs, while others are dry through most of the year. The branches of the Yellow 
Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers have excavated channels 25 to 50 feet below the general level; and 
from their junctions to the Minnesota valley, these rivers are bordered by bluffs 50 to 7.5 feet 
high. 

Elevations, Hastings & Dakotrt division, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Tailway. 
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these districts. A shallow glacial lake (page 4()}) seems to have bordered 

the ice-sheet in its recession across Lac qui Parle county, somewhat level

ing and evening up the surface of the drift., thus filling many hollol'\'s 

which would otherwise be occupied by lakes. 

The most inter8sting feature in the topography of this regIOn is the 

deep channel or valley that was excavated hy the ri vel' Warren, the outlet 

of lake Agassiz, and is now occupied hy lakes Traverse and Big Stone and 

the Minnesota river. Its description, and its origin and history, and notice 

of the series of drift hills and knolls forming the third terminal moraine, 

which crosses western Lac qni Parle (\ounty, are presented farther on, in 

treating of the glacial elrift. 
Channels have also been eroded in the drift-sheet by the tributaries of this main valley. 

These increase in depth and width from their sources to their mouths. Indenting their bluffs, 
as well as those of the great valley, are frequent ravines, cut by rivulets, some of which are fed by 
perennial springs, while others are dry through most of the year. The branches of the Yellow 
Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers have excavated channels 25 to 50 feet below the general level; and 
from their junctions to the Minnesota valley, these rivers are bordered by bluffs 50 to 7.5 feet 
high. 
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in prolonged, smooth slopes to hights 10 to 20 or 30 feet <tbove the similarly 

irregular depressions. In these hollows lie the lakes and sloughs of this 

region, from 5 to 25 feet below the average hight of their vicinity. rrhe 

lake shores are onen gentle ."lopes, but in m~Ll1'y plaees have been erodell by 

the action of waves, until they form tL kteep bank!) to 15 feet high, bordered 

at its foot by boulders tLnd eoarse shingle that have been left while the TIner 

portions of the till ha,ve been wa,shed awa,y a,nel shown upon tbe lake-hed 
and along other parts of the :-::hol'e. 

The absence of lakes in most of Lae qui Parle eounty, as also of YeIlow 

Medicine county on the south, seems quite remarkable in contrast with 

their frequent occurrence in Big Stone and other adjoining counties, and 

indieates that different conditions attended the deposition of the till npon 

these districts. A shallow glacial lake (page 4()}) seems to have hordel'ed 

the ice-sheet in its recession across Lac qui Parle county, somewhat level

ing and evening up the surface of the drift" thus filling many ho11O\;vs 

which would otherwise be occupied by lakes. 

The most inter88ting feature in the topography of this region is the 

deep channel or valley that was excavated by t.he river Warren, the outlet 

of lake Agassiz, and is now occupied hy lakes Traverse and Big Stone and 

the Minnesota river. Its deseription, and itil origin and history, and notice 

of the series of drift hills and knolls forming the third terminal moraine, 

which erosses western Lae qui Parle eOLlnty, are presented farther on, in 

treating of the glacial drift. 
Channels have also been eroded in the drift-sheet by the tributaries of this main valley. 

These increase in depth and width from their sources to their mouths. Indenting their bluffs, 
as well as those of the great valley, are frequent ravines, cut by rivulets, some of 'which are fed by 
perennial springs, while others are dry through most of the year. The hranches of the Yellow 
Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers llave excava,ted channels 2f:i to 50 feet below the generallevelj and 
from their junctions to the Minnesota valley, these rivers are bordered by bluffs 50 to 75 feet 
bigh. 

Elev(ttions, iIastings d:', .Dakotn division, Uhicctg(), i1filwaukee dI St. Paul milway. 

From profiles in the ofrice of George H. White, engineer, Minneapolis. 

At the east line of Big Stone county. , 
Correll ........ , ........... , ...... . 

Miles fl'om 
H"stings. 

184.1 
, . , " 186,9 

Feet above 
the sea. 

987 
980 

Odessa. . . . . . ... , ' . , . , ,. ""'" .. ,. 194.3 963 
Stony run, track.. .. " " .... ., ' " ,.. 195.1 965 
Stony run, water. , , . .. . ........... , .. "", .. , .. , ...... ' .. , ..... , 195.1 958 
Summit, grade ... , ,. ".,.,." .... , .",.", ..... , ....... ', ........ 199.0 1002 
Ortonville ... , . , . . . . . . . .. . ... , ... ,', ..... ,', ..... , .......... ,... 200.9 990 
Big Stone lake. , .............. ',.,.,....................... ..... 202.0 962.5 
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lake shores are onen gentle ."lopes, but in m~Ll1'y plaees have been erodell by 
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at its foot by boulders tLnd eoarse shingle that have been left while the TIner 

portions of the till ha,ve been wa,shed awa,y a,nel shown upon tbe lake-hed 
and along other parts of the :-::hol'e. 

The absence of lakes in most of Lae qui Parle eounty, as also of YeIlow 

Medicine county on the south, seems quite remarkable in contrast with 

their frequent occurrence in Big Stone and other adjoining counties, and 

indieates that different conditions attended the deposition of the till npon 

these districts. A shallow glacial lake (page 4()}) seems to have hordel'ed 

the ice-sheet in its recession across Lac qui Parle county, somewhat level

ing and evening up the surface of the drift" thus filling many ho11O\;vs 

which would otherwise be occupied by lakes. 

The most inter88ting feature in the topography of this region is the 

deep channel or valley that was excavated by t.he river Warren, the outlet 

of lake Agassiz, and is now occupied hy lakes Traverse and Big Stone and 

the Minnesota river. Its deseription, and itil origin and history, and notice 

of the series of drift hills and knolls forming the third terminal moraine, 

which erosses western Lae qui Parle eOLlnty, are presented farther on, in 

treating of the glacial drift. 
Channels have also been eroded in the drift-sheet by the tributaries of this main valley. 

These increase in depth and width from their sources to their mouths. Indenting their bluffs, 
as well as those of the great valley, are frequent ravines, cut by rivulets, some of 'which are fed by 
perennial springs, while others are dry through most of the year. The hranches of the Yellow 
Bank and Lac qui Parle rivers llave excava,ted channels 2f:i to 50 feet below the generallevelj and 
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616 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Elevations. 

Elevations, Brown's Valley bmnch, St. P(I,ul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railway. 

From profiles in the office of C. A. F. Morris, engineer, St. Paul. 
Miles from Eeet above 

St. Paul. the sea. 

Johnson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. 177.6 1127 
Graceville ......................................... ' .............. , 184.6 1107 
Hilo. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . ., 190.5 1105 
Beardsley ......................................... ' .............. 177.8 1096 
Top of the bluff east of Brown's Valley, grade ...................... 201.4 1096 
Depression at foot of this bluff, surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 204.3 973 
Brown's Valley .................................................. , 204.7 978 
Minnesota river, water ........................................... 204.7 970.5 
Lake Traverse, one mile north. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970 

The hight of the Minnesota river at ordinary low water, along the boundary of Big Stone 
and Lac qui Parle counties, is approximately as follows: 

Feet above 
the sea. 

At the village of Brown's Valley, about a half mile north of the northwest cor-
ner of Big Stone county .................................................. , 970.5 

Big Stone Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 962.5 
At the mouth of Pomme de Terre river ...................................... 934 
Lac qui Parle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. 926 
At the mouth of Chippewa river, close below the east line of Lac qui Parle county 913 

Big Stone county, excepting the valley of Big Stone lake and the Min

nesota river, is mostly about 1,100 feet above the sea. Its highest land ap

peal'S to be a rolling tract, 1,125 to 1,175 feet in elevation, cr?ssed by its 

north line foUl' to seven miles east from Brown's Valley. The most prOIDJ 

inent swells along a belt that extends thence southeastward, crossing the 

central part of the county to the vicinity of Artichoke lake, have nearly 

the same altitude. Odessa and Akron have considerable land less than 

1,] 00 feet in hight, their southern portion, next to the Minnesota valley, 

being about] ,050. Making the reduction required by this valley, which is 

125 feet lower than the general level, the mean elevation of Big Stone 

county above the sea is estimated to be very nearly 1,090 feet. 

The highest land in Lac qui Parle county, about 1,400 feet above the 

sea., is at its southwest corner, on the foot-slope of the Coteau des Prairies, 

nearly 500 feet above its lowest land, on the shores of Lac qui Parle and 

the Minnesota river. From the top of the bluffs bordering the Minnesota 

valley there is a gradual ascent of about 250 feet in the distance of twenty

five miles southwest to the foot of the Coteau. These bluffs rise 100 to 125 

feet above the river, being highest northwestward, and their elevation 

above the sea is from 1,075 or 1,100 to 1,025 feet, descending to the south

east with nearly the same slope as the valley. The base of the Coteau is 

about 1,300 feet, and the east side of the Antelope valley 1,200 to 1,225 feet 

616 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Elevations. 

Elevations, Brown's Valley bmnch, St. P(I,ul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railway. 

From profiles in the office of C. A. F. Morris, engineer, St. Paul. 
Miles from Eeet above 

St. Paul. the sea. 

Johnson .......................................................... 177.6 1127 
Graceville ......................................................... 184.6 1107 
Hilo ............. " ........................... , .... . . . . .... ., 190.5 1105 
Beardsley ......................................... ' .............. 177.8 1096 
Top of the bluff east of Brown's Valley, grade ...................... 201.4 1096 
Depression at foot of this bluff, surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 204.3 973 
Brown's Valley .................................................. , 204.7 978 
Minnesota river, water ........................................... 204.7 970.5 
Lake Traverse, one mile north. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970 

The hight of the Minnesota river at ordinary low water, along the boundary of Big Stone 
and Lac qui Parle connties, is approximately as follows: 

Feet above 
the sea. 

At the village of Brown's Valley, about a half mile north of the northwest cor-
ner of Big Stone county .................................................. , 970.5 

Big Stone Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 962.5 
At the mouth of Pomlle de Terre river ...................................... 934 
Lac qui Parle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. 926 
At the mouth of Chippewa river, close below the east line of Lac qui Parle county 913 

Big Stone county, excepting the valley of Big Stone lake and the Min

nesota river, is mostly about 1,100 feet above the sea. Its highest land ap

peal'S to be a rolling trac.t, 1,125 to 1,175 feet in elevation, cr?ssed by its 

north line foUl' to seven miles east from Brown's Valley. The most prom J 

inent swells along a belt that extends thence southeastward, crossing the 

central part of the county to the vicinity of Artichoke lake, have nearly 

the same altitude. Odessa and Akron have considerable land less than 

1,100 feet in hight, their southern portion, next to the Minnesota valley, 

being about] ,050. Making the reduction required hy this valley, which is 

125 feet lower than the general level, the mean elevation of Big Stone 

county above the sea, is estimated to be very nearly 1,090 feet. 

The highest land in Lac qui Parle county, about 1,400 feet above the 

sea, is at its southwest corner, on the foot-slope of the Coteau des Prairies, 

nearly 500 feet above its lowest land, on the shores of Lac qui Parle and 

the Minnesota river. From the top of the bluffs bordering the Minnesota 

valley there is a gradual ascent of about 250 feet in the distance of twenty

five miles southwest to the foot of the Coteau. These bluffs rise 100 to ] 25 

feet above the river, being highest northwestward, and their elevation 

above the sea is from 1,075 or 1,100 to 1,025 feet, descending to the south

east with nearly the same slope as the valley. The base of the Coteau is 

about 1,300 feet, and the east side of the Antelope valley 1,200 to 1,225 feet 
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Elevations, Brown's Valley bmnch, St. P(I,ul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railway. 

From profiles in the office of C. A. F. Morris, engineer, St. Paul. 
Miles from Eeet above 

St. Paul. the sea. 

Johnson .......................................................... 177.6 1127 
Graceville ......................................................... 184.6 1107 
Hilo ............. " ........................... , .... . . . . .... ., 190.5 1105 
Beardsley ......................................... ' .............. 177.8 1096 
Top of the bluff east of Brown's Valley, grade ...................... 201.4 1096 
Depression at foot of this bluff, surface. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 204.3 973 
Brown's Valley .................................................. , 204.7 978 
Minnesota river, water ........................................... 204.7 970.5 
Lake Traverse, one mile north. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 970 

The hight of the Minnesota river at ordinary low water, along the boundary of Big Stone 
and Lac qui Parle connties, is approximately as follows: 

Feet above 
the sea. 

At the village of Brown's Valley, about a half mile north of the northwest cor-
ner of Big Stone county .................................................. , 970.5 

Big Stone Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 962.5 
At the mouth of Pomlle de Terre river ...................................... 934 
Lac qui Parle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............. 926 
At the mouth of Chippewa river, close below the east line of Lac qui Parle county 913 

Big Stone county, excepting the valley of Big Stone lake and the Min

nesota river, is mostly about 1,100 feet above the sea. Its highest land ap

peal'S to be a rolling trac.t, 1,125 to 1,175 feet in elevation, cr?ssed by its 

north line foUl' to seven miles east from Brown's Valley. The most prom J 

inent swells along a belt that extends thence southeastward, crossing the 

central part of the county to the vicinity of Artichoke lake, have nearly 

the same altitude. Odessa and Akron have considerable land less than 

1,100 feet in hight, their southern portion, next to the Minnesota valley, 

being about] ,050. Making the reduction required hy this valley, which is 

125 feet lower than the general level, the mean elevation of Big Stone 

county above the sea, is estimated to be very nearly 1,090 feet. 

The highest land in Lac qui Parle county, about 1,400 feet above the 

sea, is at its southwest corner, on the foot-slope of the Coteau des Prairies, 

nearly 500 feet above its lowest land, on the shores of Lac qui Parle and 

the Minnesota river. From the top of the bluffs bordering the Minnesota 

valley there is a gradual ascent of about 250 feet in the distance of twenty

five miles southwest to the foot of the Coteau. These bluffs rise 100 to ] 25 

feet above the river, being highest northwestward, and their elevation 

above the sea is from 1,075 or 1,100 to 1,025 feet, descending to the south

east with nearly the same slope as the valley. The base of the Coteau is 

about 1,300 feet, and the east side of the Antelope valley 1,200 to 1,225 feet 
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Elevations, Brown's Valley b7'anch, St. P(J,ul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railway. 

From profiles in the office of C. A. F .. Morris, engineer, St. Paul. 
J.l,riles from Eeet above 

St. Paul. the sea. 

Johnson .......................................................... 177.6 1127 
Graceville ....................................... : ............... 184.6 1107 
lIilo........ ....... . .... .................................. .. 190.5 1105 
Beardsley ......................................... ' .............. 177.8 1096 
Top of the bluff east of Brown's Valley, grade ...................... 201.4 1096 
Depression at foot of this bluff, surface ............. , . . . . . .. . ...... 204.3 973 
Brown's Valley ................................................. 204.7 978 
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The of the :Milluesota river at ordinary low water, along the boundary of Big St<me 
and IJac qui Parle connties, is approximately as follows: 

Feet above 
the sen. 

At the village of Brown's Valley. about a half mile north of the northwest cor-
ner of Stone county .................................................. , 970.5 

Big Stone Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................................ 962.5 
At the mouth of Pomme de Terre river ...................................... 934 
Lac qui Parle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....................... . ............. 926 
At the mouth of Chippewa river, close below the east line of Lac qui Parle county 913 

Big Stone county, excepting the valley of Big Stone lake and the Min

nesota river, is mostly about 1,100 feet above the sea. Its highest land ap

pears to be a rolling trac.t, 1,125 to 1,175 feet in elevation, cr?ssed by its 

north line four to seven miles east from Brown's Valley. The most promJ 

inent swells along a helt that extends thence southeastward, crossing the 

central part of the county to the vicinity of Artichoke lake, have nearly 

the same altitude. Odessa and Akron have considerable land less than 

1,] 00 feet in hight, their southern portion, next to the Minnesota valley, 

being about] ,050. Making the reduction required hy this valley, which is 

125 feet lower than the level, the mean elevation of Big Stone 

county above the sea is estimated to be very nearly 1,090 feet. 

The highest land in Lac qui Parle county, about 1,400 feet above the 

sea, is at its southwest cerner, on the foot-slope of the Coteau des Prairies, 

nearly 500 feet above its lowest land, on the shores of Lac qui Parle and 

the Minnesota river. From the top of the bluffs bordering the Minnesota 

valley there is a gradual ascent of about 250 feet in the distance of twenty

five miles southwest to the foot of the Coteau. These bluffs rise 100 to ] 25 

feet above the river, being highest northwestward, and their elevation 

above the sea is from 1,075 or 1,100 to 1,025 feet, descending to the south

east with nearly the same slope as the valley. The base of the Coteau is 

about 1,300 feet, and the east side of the Antelope valley 1,200 to 1,225 feet 
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From profiles in the office of C. A. F .. Morris, engineer, St. Paul. 
J.l,riles from Eeet above 

St. Paul. the sea. 

Johnson .......................................................... 177.6 1127 
Graceville ....................................... : ............... 184.6 1107 
lIilo........ ....... . .... .................................. .. 190.5 1105 
Beardsley ......................................... ' .............. 177.8 1096 
Top of the bluff east of Brown's Valley, grade ...................... 201.4 1096 
Depression at foot of this bluff, surface ............. , . . . . . .. . ...... 204.3 973 
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above the sea is from 1,075 or 1,100 to 1,025 feet, descending to the south

east with nearly the same slope as the valley. The base of the Coteau is 

about 1,300 feet, and the east side of the Antelope valley 1,200 to 1,225 feet 
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above the sea. N ext on the east, the hight of the third terminal moraine 

is mostly about 1,250 feet, and of its highest points, the Antelope hills, ap
proximately 1,300 feet. 

Estimates of the mean hights of the townships of Lac qui Parle coun

ty are as follows: Camp Release, 1,025 feet above the sea; Lac qui Parle, 

1,020; Baxter, 1,050; Ten Mile Lake, 1,100; Hantho, 1,030; Cerro Gordo, 

1,060; Riverside, 1,080; Maxwell, 1,120; Lake Shore, 1,050; Madison, 1,100; 

Hamlin, 1,125; Providence, 1,160; Yellow Bank, 1,080; Perry, 1,100; Arena, 

1,150; Garfield, 1,175; Freeland, 1,240; T. 119, R. 46, 1,160; Augusta, 1,225; 

. Mehurin, 1,250; and Manfred, 1,300. These figures give 1,120 feet as the 

estimated mean elevation of this county. 
Soil and timber .. The soil generally throughout these counties is the glacial drift or till, made 

up principally of clay, but containing a noticeable intermixture of sand and gravel and frequent 
small stones, with here and there boulders, seldom exceeding two or three feet in diameter. These 
rock-fragments are very rarely so abundant as to be a hindrance to cultivation. At the surface 
the till has been enriched by the decaying vegetation of centuries, and forms a very fertile, black 
soil, commonly from one to two feet deep, but often having a depth of three or four feet in de
pressions. Much of the rain-fall is absorbed by this soil, and the surplus of heavy rains and snow
melting is soon drained off by the gentle slopes and finds its way into creeks and rivers or into the 

. permanent sloughs aud lakes. Wheat, oats, com. and potatoes are the staple products, the first 
being the chief crop for export, with an average yield of fifteen to twenty bushels per acre. Dai
rying and stock-raising, and the ordinary vegetables and small fruits of the garden, are also im
portant resources in the agriculture of this region. 

Prairie, naturally bearing' a luxuriant growth of nutritious grasses and many beautiful 
flowers, as the prairie-clovers, blazing-stars, golden-rods and asters, but having no trees nor shrubs, 
extends over almost the whole of Big Stone and Lac qui Parle counties. Timber occurs only 
along the rivers and on the borders of lakes. All the townships of Big Stone county, with its 
many lakes, have patches of woods; but they are less frequent, owing to the fewness of the lakes, 
in Lac qui Parle county, timber being there confined to the stream-courses. The bluffs of this 
part of the Minnesota valley are mostly treeless, or have only scattered small trees and thin 
groves; and the thick woodland is restricted to a narrow belt beside the river, and to tributary 
valleys and ravines. About Big Stone lake, timber generally fringes the shore; occurs of larger 
growth in the ravines of its bluffs; and covers its islands, situated within five miles above its 
mouth. The species of trees observed by Prof. Winchell near the foot of this lake on its north
east side, are the following in their order of abundance: white ash, bur-oak, bass, white elm, box
elder, cottonwood, hackberry, ironwood, soft maple, wild plum, slippery elm, and willow. The 
shrubs recorded in the same locality are grape, prickly and smooth gooseberries, wolfberry, black 
currant, prickly ash, red and black raspberries, elder, sweet viburnum, red-osier dogwood, climb
ing bitter-sweet, choke-cherry, red and white rose, Virginia creeper, waahoo, and smooth sumach. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Granite and gneiss. The only outcrops of the bed-rocks in Big Stone 

and Lac qui Parle counties consist of granite and gneiss, and are found in 

the Minnesota valley, where the thick mantle of drift was cut through by 

the outflow from lake Agassiz. No rocks older than drift, excepting a bed 
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in Lac qui Parle county, timber being there confined to the stream-courses. The bluffs of this 
part of the Minnesota valley are mostly treeless, or have only scattered small trees and thin 
groves; and the thick woodland is restricted to a narrow belt beside the river, and to tributary 
valleys and ravines. About Big Stone lake, timber generally frInges the shore; occurs of larger 
growth in the ravines of its bluffs; and covers its islands, situated within five miles above its 
mouth. The species of trees observed by Prof. Winchell near the foot of this lake on its north
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currant, plickly ash, red and black raspberries, elder, sweet viburnum, red-osier dogwood, climb
ing bitter-sweet, choke-cherry, red and white rose, Virginia creeper, waahoo, and smooth sumach. 
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of Cretaceous shale~ exposed in the edge of Dakota, as described on a follow

ing page, are seen along Traverse and Big Stone lakes, or between them. 
One mile below Big Stone lake, a coarse reddish granite begins and thence occupies nearly 

the whole valley for three miles, lying in Ortonville and the northwest part of Yellow Bank, its 
highest portions rising 50 to 75 feet above the Minnesota river. 

It again appears in low outcrops two and three miles easterly from' the foregoing, in sections 
30 and 32, T. 121, R. 45, the first of these being in Odessa, on the north side of the river a little 
west of Stony run, and the second in Yellow Bank, at Mr. Frederick Frankhaus', south of the 
Minnesota a~d a half mile west from its ford. At the last named locality this rock has few 
joints, their distance apart being sometimes ten feet or more. 

Two to six miles fartber southeast, in T. 120, R. 45, which extends from the mouth of 
Yellow Bank river to Marsh lake, similar granite forms abundant ontcrops, mainly on the south
west side of the Minnesota liver, in Yellow Bank township, rising 50 to 75 feet in their highest 
portions. Professor Winchell describes the formation here as follows: "The crystals of feldspar 
are large and flesh-colored, or red. Yet the granite also varies to a lighter color, in which the 
feldspar is nearly white. It shows, in the latter case, a perpendicular jointing, the planes being 
one or two or three inches apart. The whole exposure consists of bare, massive, rounded knobs, 
cut into angular rhomboidal blocks, by jointing planes, but in no place showing the dip seen 
lower down the Minnesota river." 

North of the last, two ledges of this rock, small in exlent and rising only a few feet from 
the surface of the drift, but lying at hights 40 or .50 feet above the river, were noted about a 
mile apart, half way between Odessa and Correll stations, the west one being a little south of the 
railroad, while the east one is crossed by it. All the foregoing exposures are granite. very hard 
and durable, but mostly too coarse and variable ill grain or texture and too much jointed to 
promise well for quarrying. From the color of its predominant ingredient, the feldspar, this 
granite takes its prevailing reddish tint. It is variously intersected by joints, but does not ex
hibit the gneissic lamination which is generally noticeable in the southeastward continuation of 
these rocks. 

For fifteen miles from the upper part of Marsh lake to the middle of Lac qui Parle we have 
no observations of ledges. In section 32, T. 119, R. 42, an island of rock occurs in Lac qui 
Parle, and two ledges outcrop on its southwest side. About two miles southeast, or one and a half 
miles above the foot of the lake, are several small and low exposures of rock, occuring at each 
side and also as islands. On the northeast side this is gneiss, mostly with N. E. to S. W. strike. 
The following description of this vicinity, by Prof. Winchell, who examined the Minnesota val
ley in 1873, is taken from the second annual report of this survey. "Near the lower end of Lac 
qui Parle lake, granite appears on both sides of the lake. It is usually inaccessible from the 
prevalence of water; but ill the dry months of the year it can be reached on the northeast side 
without any trouble, except from tall grass and bushes. There are three or four small bare spots 
on the southwest shore that can be seen, and three or four others that rise up in the midst of the 
lake. Two of these spots of bare rock also occur on the northeast side, near the foot of the lake. 
This rock, so far as call be seen on the northeast side, shows very much the same composition as 
farther down the river. It contains quartz, mica and flesh-colored feldspar, with patches and 
veins of quartz, some of which are mingled with porphyritic feldspar. The exposed surfaces are 
annually submerged, or nearly so, and do not exhibit very plainly such markings as indicate sedi
mentation or dip. There seems to be an indistinct arrangement of the mica scales, so as to give 
the rock a schistose structure, but this, although generally running N. E. and S. W., does not 
have that direction invariably, and does not at all represent the lamination or bedding seen be
low" [farther southeast along the Minnesota river]. ,. In only one small area can there be seen what 
looks like the same bedding, and there it is but six inches in thickness, the beds being one or two 
or three inches, with a clip of 75' toward the S. E. Jointing planes divide the whole mass into 
blocks and rhombs, four or five or six feet in thickness. There is considerable low land about 
the lake, much of which is flooded at the wet season of the year, but it is stony and bushy, and 
has the appearance of rock in a great many places near the surface. Such appearances are seen 
the whole length of the lake, and especially on the northeast side. About three miles above the 
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:N orth of the last, two ledges of this rock. small in extent and rising only a few feet from 
the surface of the drift, but lying at hights 40 or .50 feet above the river, were noted about a 
mile apart, half way between Odessa and Correll stations, the west one being a little south of the 
railroad, while the east one is crossed by it. All the foregoing exposures are granite. very hard 
and durable, but mostly too coarse and variable ill grain or texture and too much jointed to 
promise well for quarrying. From the color of its predominant ingredient, the feldspar, this 
granite takes its prevailing reddish tint. It is variously intersected by joints, but does not ex
hibit the gneissic lamination which is generally noticeable in the southeastward continuation of 
these rocks. 

For fifteen miles from the upper part of Marsh lake to the middle of Lac qui Parle we have 
no observations of ledges. In section 32, T. 119, R. 42, an island of rock occurs in Lac qui 
Parle, and two ledges outcrop on its southwest side. About two miles southeast, or one and a half 
miles above the foot of the lake, are several small and low exposures of rock, occuring at each 
side and also as islands. On the northeast side this is gneiss. mostly with N. E. to S. W. strike. 
The following description of this vicinity, by Prof. Winchell, who examined the Minnesota val
ley in 1873, is taken from the second annual report of this survey. "Near the lower end of Lac 
qui Parle lake, granite appears on both sides of the lake. It is usually inaccessible from the 
preyalence of water; Lut in the dry months of the year it can be reached on the northeast side 
without any trouble, except from tall grass and Lushes. There are three or four small bare spots 
on the southwest shore that can be seen, and three or four others that rise up in the midst of the 
lake. Two of these spots of bare rock also occur on the northeast side, near the foot of the lake. 
'l'llis rock, so far as call Le seen on the norLheast side, shows very lIJuch the same composition as 
farther down the river. It contains quartz, mica and tlesh-colored feldspar, with patches and 
veins of quartz, ~ome of which are mingled with porphyritic feldspar. The exposed surfaces are 
annually submerged, or nearly so, and do not exhibit very plainly such markings as indicate sedi
mentation or dip. There seems to be an indistinct arrangement of the mica scales, so as to give 
the rock a schistose structure, but this, although generally running N. E. and S. W., does not 
have that direction invariably, and does not at all represent the lamination or bedding seen be
low" [farther southeast along the Minnesota river]. <. In only Olle small area can there be seen what 
looks like the same bedding, and there it is but six inches in thickness, the beds being one or two 
or three inches, with a dip of 76 0 toward the S. E. Jointing planes divide the whole mass into 
blocks and rhombs, four or five or six feet i.n thickness. There is considerable low land about 
the lake, much of which is flooded at the wet season of the year, but it is stony and bushy, and 
has the appearance of rock in a great many places near the surface. Such appearances are seen 
the whole length of the lake, and especially on the northeast side. About three miles above the 
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of Cretaceous 8hale~ exposed in the edge of Dakota, as described on a follow

ing page, are seen along Traverse and Big Stone lakes, or between them. 
One mile below Big Stone lake, a coarse reddish granite begins and thence occupies nearly 

the whole valley for three miles, lying in Ortonville and the northwest part of Yellow Bank, its 
highest portions rising 50 to 75 feet above the Minnesota river. 

It again appears in low outcrops two and three miles easterly from' the foregoing, in sections 
30 and 32, T. 121, R. 45, the first of these being in Odessa, on the north side of the river a little 
west of Stony run, and the second in Yellow Bank, at Mr. Frederick Frankhaus', south of the 
Minnesota and a half mile west from its ford. At the last named locality this rock has few 
joints, their distance apart being sometimes ten feet or more. 

Two to six miles farther southeast, in T. 120, R. 45, which extends from the mouth of 
Yellow Bank river to Marsh lake, similar granite forms abundant outcrops, mainly on the south
west side of the Minnesota liver, in Yellow Bank township, rising 50 to 75 feet in their highest 
portions. Professor Winchell describes the formation here as follows: "The crystals of feldspar 
are large and flesh-colored, or red. Yet the granite also varies to a lighter color, in which the 
feldspar is nearly white. It shows. in the latter case, a perpendicular jointing, the planes being 
one or two or three inches apart. The whole exposure consists of bare, massive, rounded knobs, 
cut into angular rhomboidal blocks, by jointing planes, but in no place showing the dip seen 
lower down the Minnesota river." 

:N orth of the last, two ledges of this rock. small in extent and rising only a few feet from 
the surface of the drift, but lying at hights 40 or .50 feet above the river, were noted about a 
mile apart, half way between Odessa and Correll stations, the west one being a little south of the 
railroad, while the east one is crossed by it. All the foregoing exposures are granite. very hard 
and durable, but mostly too coarse and variable ill grain or texture and too much jointed to 
promise well for quarrying. From the color of its predominant ingredient, the feldspar, this 
granite takes its prevailing reddish tint. It is variously intersected by joints, but does not ex
hibit the gneissic lamination which is generally noticeable in the southeastward continuation of 
these rocks. 

For fifteen miles from the upper part of Marsh lake to the middle of Lac qui Parle we have 
no observations of ledges. In section 32, T. 119, R. 42, an island of rock occurs in Lac qui 
Parle, and two ledges outcrop on its southwest side. About two miles southeast, or one and a half 
miles above the foot of the lake, are several small and low exposures of rock, occuring at each 
side and also as islands. On the northeast side this is gneiss. mostly with N. E. to S. W. strike. 
The following description of this vicinity, by Prof. Winchell, who examined the Minnesota val
ley in 1873, is taken from the second annual report of this survey. "Near the lower end of Lac 
qui Parle lake, granite appears on both sides of the lake. It is usually inaccessible from the 
preyalence of water; Lut in the dry months of the year it can be reached on the northeast side 
without any trouble, except from tall grass and Lushes. There are three or four small bare spots 
on the southwest shore that can be seen, and three or four others that rise up in the midst of the 
lake. Two of these spots of bare rock also occur on the northeast side, near the foot of the lake. 
'l'llis rock, so far as call Le seen on the norLheast side, shows very lIJuch the same composition as 
farther down the river. It contains quartz, mica and tlesh-colored feldspar, with patches and 
veins of quartz, ~ome of which are mingled with porphyritic feldspar. The exposed surfaces are 
annually submerged, or nearly so, and do not exhibit very plainly such markings as indicate sedi
mentation or dip. There seems to be an indistinct arrangement of the mica scales, so as to give 
the rock a schistose structure, but this, although generally running N. E. and S. W., does not 
have that direction invariably, and does not at all represent the lamination or bedding seen be
low" [farther southeast along the Minnesota river]. <. In only Olle small area can there be seen what 
looks like the same bedding, and there it is but six inches in thickness, the beds being one or two 
or three inches, with a dip of 76 0 toward the S. E. Jointing planes divide the whole mass into 
blocks and rhombs, four or five or six feet i.n thickness. There is considerable low land about 
the lake, much of which is flooded at the wet season of the year, but it is stony and bushy, and 
has the appearance of rock in a great many places near the surface. Such appearances are seen 
the whole length of the lake, and especially on the northeast side. About three miles above the 
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of Cretaceons Bhale, exposed in the edge of Dakota, as described on a follow

ing IJage, are seen along Traverse and Big Stone lakes, or between them. 
One mile below Big Stone lake, a coarse reddish granite begins and thence occupies nearly 

the whole valley for three miles, lying in Ortonville and the northwest part of Yellow Bank, its 
highest portions 50 to i5 feet above the Minnesota river. 

It again appears in low outcrops two and three miles easterly from' the foregoing, in sections 
30 and 32, T .. 121, R. 45, the first of these being in Odessa, on the north side of the river a little 
west of Stony rnn. and the second in Yellow Bank, at Mr. Frederick Frankhaus" south of the 
.Minnesota and a halE mile west from its ford. At the last named locality this rock has few 
joints, their distance apart being sometirues ten feet or more. 

Two to six miles farther southeast, in T. 120, R. 45, which extends from the mouth of 
Yellow Bank river to Marsh lake, similar granite forms abundant outcrops, mainly on the south
west side of the Minnesota liver, in Yellow Bank township, rising 50 to i5 feet in their highest 
l)Ortions. Professor Winchel1 describes the formation here as follows: H The crystals of feldspar 
are large and flesh· colored, or red. Yet the granite also varies to a lighter color, in which the 
feldspar is nearly white. It shows, in the latter case, a perpendicular jointing, the planes being 
one or two or three inches apart, The whole exposure consists of bare, massive, rounded knobs, 
cut into angular rhomboidal blocks, by jointing planes, but in no place showing the dip seen 
lower down the Minnesota river. 

North of the last, two of this rock, small in exlent and rising only a few feet from 
the surface of the drift, hut lying at hights 40 or ,50 feet above the river, were noted about a 
mile apart, half way between Odessa and Correll stations, the west one being a little south of the 
railroad, while the east one is crossed by it. All the foregoing exposures are granite. very hard 
and durable, but mostly too coarse and variable in grain or texture and too mnch jointed to 
promise well for quarrying. From the color of its predominant ingredient, the feldspar, this 
granite takes its prevailing reddish tint. It is varionsly intersected by joints, but does not ex
hibit the gneissic lamination which is generally noticeable in the southeastward continuation of 
these rocks. 

For fifteen miles from the upper part of Marsh lake to the middle of Lac qui Parle we have 
no observations of ledges. In section 32, T. 119, R. 42, an island of rock occurs in Lac qui 
Parle, and two ledges outcrop on its southwest side. About two miles southeast, or Olle and a half 
miles above the foot of the lake, are several small and low exposures of rock, occuring at each 
siele and also as islands. On the northeast side this is gneiss, mostly with N. E. to S. W. strike. 
The following description of this vicinity, by Prof. Winchell, who examined the Minnesota val
ley in 1873, is taken from the second annual report of this survey. "Near the lower end of Lac 
qui Parle lake, granite appears on both sides of the lake. It is usually inaccessible from the 
preyalence of water; Lut in the dry months of the year it can be reached on the northeast side 
without any trouble, except from tall grass and uushes. There are three or four small bare spots 
on the southwest shore that can be seen, and three or four others tbat rise up in the midst of the 
lake. Two of these spots of bare rock also occur 011 the northeast side, near the foot of the lake. 
'1'llis rock, so far as cau ue seen 011 the northeast side, shows very much the same composition as 
farther down the river. It contains quartz, mica and flesh-colored feldspar, with patches and 
veins of quartz, ::lome of which are mingled with 1J0rphyritic feldspar, The exposed surfaces are 
annually submerged, or nearly so, and do not exhibit very plainly such markings as indicate sedi
mentation or dip. There seems to be an indistinct arrangement of the mica scales, so as to give 
the rock a schistose structnre, but this, although running N. E. and S. W., does not 
have that direction invariably, and does not at all represent the lamination or bedding seen be
low" [farther southeast along the Minnesota river]. <'In only one small area can there be seen what 
looks like the same bedding, and there it is but six inches in thickness, the beds being one or two 
or three inches, with a elip of 7.'jC. toward the S. E. Jointing planes divide the whole mass into 
blocks and rhombs, four or five or six feet i.n thickness. There is considerable low land about 
the lake, much of which is flooded at the wet season of the year, but it is stony and bushy, and 
has the appearance of rock in a great many places near the surface. Such appearances are seen 
the whole length of the lake, and espeCially on the northeast side. About three miles above the 
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of Cretaceons Bhale, exposed in the edge of Dakota, as described on a follow

ing IJage, are seen along Traverse and Big Stone lakes, or between them. 
One mile below Big Stone lake, a coarse reddish granite begins and thence occupies nearly 

the whole valley for three miles, lying in Ortonville and the northwest part of Yellow Bank, its 
highest portions 50 to i5 feet above the Minnesota river. 

It again appears in low outcrops two and three miles easterly from' the foregoing, in sections 
30 and 32, T .. 121, R. 45, the first of these being in Odessa, on the north side of the river a little 
west of Stony rnn. and the second in Yellow Bank, at Mr. Frederick Frankhaus" south of the 
.Minnesota and a halE mile west from its ford. At the last named locality this rock has few 
joints, their distance apart being sometirues ten feet or more. 

Two to six miles farther southeast, in T. 120, R. 45, which extends from the mouth of 
Yellow Bank river to Marsh lake, similar granite forms abundant outcrops, mainly on the south
west side of the Minnesota liver, in Yellow Bank township, rising 50 to i5 feet in their highest 
l)Ortions. Professor Winchel1 describes the formation here as follows: H The crystals of feldspar 
are large and flesh· colored, or red. Yet the granite also varies to a lighter color, in which the 
feldspar is nearly white. It shows, in the latter case, a perpendicular jointing, the planes being 
one or two or three inches apart, The whole exposure consists of bare, massive, rounded knobs, 
cut into angular rhomboidal blocks, by jointing planes, but in no place showing the dip seen 
lower down the Minnesota river. 

North of the last, two of this rock, small in exlent and rising only a few feet from 
the surface of the drift, hut lying at hights 40 or ,50 feet above the river, were noted about a 
mile apart, half way between Odessa and Correll stations, the west one being a little south of the 
railroad, while the east one is crossed by it. All the foregoing exposures are granite. very hard 
and durable, but mostly too coarse and variable in grain or texture and too mnch jointed to 
promise well for quarrying. From the color of its predominant ingredient, the feldspar, this 
granite takes its prevailing reddish tint. It is varionsly intersected by joints, but does not ex
hibit the gneissic lamination which is generally noticeable in the southeastward continuation of 
these rocks. 

For fifteen miles from the upper part of Marsh lake to the middle of Lac qui Parle we have 
no observations of ledges. In section 32, T. 119, R. 42, an island of rock occurs in Lac qui 
Parle, and two ledges outcrop on its southwest side. About two miles southeast, or Olle and a half 
miles above the foot of the lake, are several small and low exposures of rock, occuring at each 
siele and also as islands. On the northeast side this is gneiss, mostly with N. E. to S. W. strike. 
The following description of this vicinity, by Prof. Winchell, who examined the Minnesota val
ley in 1873, is taken from the second annual report of this survey. "Near the lower end of Lac 
qui Parle lake, granite appears on both sides of the lake. It is usually inaccessible from the 
preyalence of water; Lut in the dry months of the year it can be reached on the northeast side 
without any trouble, except from tall grass and uushes. There are three or four small bare spots 
on the southwest shore that can be seen, and three or four others tbat rise up in the midst of the 
lake. Two of these spots of bare rock also occur 011 the northeast side, near the foot of the lake. 
'1'llis rock, so far as cau ue seen 011 the northeast side, shows very much the same composition as 
farther down the river. It contains quartz, mica and flesh-colored feldspar, with patches and 
veins of quartz, ::lome of which are mingled with 1J0rphyritic feldspar, The exposed surfaces are 
annually submerged, or nearly so, and do not exhibit very plainly such markings as indicate sedi
mentation or dip. There seems to be an indistinct arrangement of the mica scales, so as to give 
the rock a schistose structnre, but this, although running N. E. and S. W., does not 
have that direction invariably, and does not at all represent the lamination or bedding seen be
low" [farther southeast along the Minnesota river]. <'In only one small area can there be seen what 
looks like the same bedding, and there it is but six inches in thickness, the beds being one or two 
or three inches, with a elip of 7.'jC. toward the S. E. Jointing planes divide the whole mass into 
blocks and rhombs, four or five or six feet i.n thickness. There is considerable low land about 
the lake, much of which is flooded at the wet season of the year, but it is stony and bushy, and 
has the appearance of rock in a great many places near the surface. Such appearances are seen 
the whole length of the lake, and espeCially on the northeast side. About three miles above the 
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foot of the lake, rock can be seen on the southwest side at two points, rising plainly above the 
general level of the bottoms, and ascending ill the slope from the prairie." 

Below Lac qui Parle no outcrops of rock were observed in this county. Its next exposures 
found within the Minnesota valley are nine to twelve miles southeastward, where gneiss occurs 
in small ledges one mile west of Montevideo and close south of this town, and in extensive out
crops one to two miles farther southeast. All these are in Chippewa county, on the llortheast 
side of the Minnesota river, opposite to the east end of Camp Release, the next eastern township 
of Lac qui Parle county. 

Cretaceo1ts shale. The granite and gneiss of this distrid a.re prohahly 

in many places overlain by Cretaceons beds, hnt no exposures of them have 

been discovered within the limits of these counties. A layer of shaJe of 

this age that outcrops on the Dakota side of the Minnesota river, very 

nearly opposite to the northwest (~orner of Big Stone county, is described 

by Prof. 'Winchell, as follows:* 
"About a half mile, a little west of south from the stage station at the head of Big Stone 

lake, in Dakota, an exposure of Cretaceous OCCurd in the right hank of the upper :Minne~ota. It 
shows superficially only a weathered, sliding talus of shale, which is black and somewhat 
slaty, but which on digging becomes moister and soft and somewhat tlexible, yet parting into 
small chips. Over the surface of the ground, where this shale outcrops, the turf is prevented 
from growing, and two conspicuous objects, weathered out from the shale, are seen. 1st. Little 
angular erystals of pure gypsum, the largest seen weighing not over half a pound. 2d. Little 
angular bits of yellowish red ochre, tllat are hard and thin, but can be cut with a knife. There 
is also an occasional piece of brecciated, clayey, or at least aluminous rock, the cracks and s1lr
fac~s of whieh are filled and coated with crystals of calc-spar. When broken by the hammer, 
these part along the numerous planes that on either side are lined by this calc-spar, and each 
fragment is entire, appearing itself a mass of caleite. It is only by several attempts that a view 
of the interior, on whieh these coatings are formed, can be obtained. The thickness of this 
shale bed cannot be ascertained. The angular bits of ochre are most numerous near the top, 
where the drift supervenes, but the gypsum crystals are scattered over the whole outcrop. The 
indications are that the gypsum and ochre are embraced within the shale, and become superficial 
by weathering. The whole may be twenty-five feet thick. 

"This shale bed is the cause of a terrace in the descent from the high prairie, and of numer
ous springs that issue below the drift, abOl t sixty feet below the prairie level. These springs ex
cavate narrow ravines and 'gulches' in the shale, the whole being smoothly turfed over, except at 
the point above described. These alternating gulches, and the intervening short pieces of the 
remaining terrace, make the bluff in general appear hilly, in its ascent from the bottomland. 
These ravines, in the wet season of the year, are very soft, and since they appear vracticable for 
a horse, are the cause of many misfortunes to the traveler. Many such treacherous, springy 
places are described as occuring along the shores of lake Traverse, at some elevation above the 
waters of the lake. The same rolling ascent from the bottomland to the high prairie can be seen 
also at the head of Big Stone lake, on the Minnesota siele, and it is there doubtless due to the 
same cause." 

(flacial and mod~fied dr~P. 

'rhe ledges ot granite near the foot of Big Stone lake are quite remark

ably glaciated, having been planed, rounded and worn smooth by ice which 

moved from northwest to southeast, as shown by the direction of large 

grooves and hollows on the rock-surface and by its being most noticeably 
*S~eond annual report, p. 190. 
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foot of the lake, rock can be seen on the southwest side at two points, rising- plainly above the 
general level of the bottoms, and ascending ill Lhe slope from the prairie." 

Below Lac qui Parle no outcrops of rock were observed in this connty. Its next exposures 
found within tbe Minnesota valley are Hine to twelve miles southeastward, where gneiss occnrs 
in small ledges one mile west of Montevideo awl close south of this town, and in extensive out
crops one to two miles farther southeast. All these are in Chippewa county, on the llortheast 
side of the Minnesota river, opposite to the east end of Camp Release, the next eastern township 
of Lac qui Parle county. 

Cretaceo1(s shale. The granite and gneiss of this district a.re prohably 

in many places overlain by Cretaceous beds, hut no exposures of them have 

been discovered within the limits of these counties. A liLyer of shaJe of 

this age that outcrops on the Dakota side of the Minnesota river, very 

nearly opposite to the northwest corner of Big Stone county, is described 

by Prof. 'Winchell, as follows:* 
"About a half mile, a little west of south from the stage station at the head uf Big Stone 

lake, in Dakota, an exposure of Cretaceous occurd in the right hank of the upper l1inne~ota. It 
shows superficially only a weathered, sliding talus of shale, which is black and somewhat 
slaty, but which on digging becomes moister and soft and somewhat tlexible, yet parting into 
small chips. Over the surface of the ground, where this shale outcrops, the turf is prevented 
from growing, and two conspicuous objects, weathered out from the shale, are seen. 1st. Little 
angular crystals of pure gypsum, the largest seen weighing not over half a pound. 2d. Little 
angular bits of yellowish red ochre, tllat are hard and thin, but can be cut with a knife. There 
is also an occasional piece of brecciated, clayey, or at least aluminous rock, the cracks and s1lr
fac()s of which are filled and coated with crystals of calc-spar. When broken by the llammer, 
these part along the nnmerou~ planes that on either side are lined by this calc-spar, and each 
fragment is entire, appearing itself a mass of calcite. It is only by several attempt~ that a view 
of the i.nterior, on which these coatings are formed, can be obtained. The thickness of this 
shale bed cannot be ascertained. The angular bits of ochre are most numerous near the top, 
where the drift supervenes, but the gypsum crystals are scattered over the whole outcrop. The 
indications are that the gypsum and ochre are embraced within the shale, and become superficial 
by weathering. The whole may be twenty-five feet thick. 

"This shale bed is the cause of a terrace in the descent from the high prairie, and of numer
ous springs that issue below the drift, abOl t sixty feet below the prairie level. These springs ex
cavate narrow ravines and 'gulches' in the shale, the whole being smoothly turfed over, except at 
the point above described. These alternating gulches, and the intervening short pieces of the 
remaining terrace, make the bluff in general appear hilly, in its ascent from the bottomland. 
These ravines, in the wet season of the year, are very soft, and since they appear Vl"acticable for 
a horse, are the cause of many misfortunes to the traveler. .Many ~;uch treacherous, springy 
places are described as occuring along the shores uf lake Traverse, at some elevation above the 
waters of the lake. The same rolling ascent from the bottomland to the high prairie can be seen 
also at the head of Big Stone lake, on the Minnesota side, and it is there doubtless clue to the 
same cause." 

Ulrrcial and mod{/ied drUf. 

'rhe ledges ot granite near the foot of Big Stone lake are quite remark

ably glaciated, having been planed, rounded and worn smooth by ice which 

moved from northwest to southeast, as shown by the direction of large 

grooves and hollows on the rock-surface and by its being mo~t notieeably 
'S~eond annual report, p. 190. 
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foot of the lake, rock can be seen on the southwest side at two points, rising- plainly above the 
general level of the bottoms, and ascending ill Lhe slope from the prairie." 

Below Lac qui Parle no outcrops of rock were observed in this connty. Its next exposures 
found within tbe Minnesota valley are Hine to twelve miles southeastward, where gneiss occnrs 
in small ledges one mile west of Montevideo awl close south of this town, and in extensive out
crops one to two miles farther southeast. All these are in Chippewa county, on the llortheast 
side of the Minnesota river, opposite to the east end of Camp Release, the next eastern township 
of Lac qui Parle county. 

Cretaceo1(s shale. The granite and gneiss of this district a.re prohably 

in many places overlain by Cretaceous beds, hut no exposures of them have 

been discovered within the limits of these counties. A liLyer of shaJe of 

this age that outcrops on the Dakota side of the Minnesota river, very 

nearly opposite to the northwest corner of Big Stone county, is described 

by Prof. 'Winchell, as follows:* 
"About a half mile, a little west of south from the stage station at the head uf Big Stone 

lake, in Dakota, an exposure of Cretaceous occurd in the right hank of the upper l1inne~ota. It 
shows superficially only a weathered, sliding talus of shale, which is black and somewhat 
slaty, but which on digging becomes moister and soft and somewhat tlexible, yet parting into 
small chips. Over the surface of the ground, where this shale outcrops, the turf is prevented 
from growing, and two conspicuous objects, weathered out from the shale, are seen. 1st. Little 
angular crystals of pure gypsum, the largest seen weighing not over half a pound. 2d. Little 
angular bits of yellowish red ochre, tllat are hard and thin, but can be cut with a knife. There 
is also an occasional piece of brecciated, clayey, or at least aluminous rock, the cracks and s1lr
fac()s of which are filled and coated with crystals of calc-spar. When broken by the llammer, 
these part along the nnmerou~ planes that on either side are lined by this calc-spar, and each 
fragment is entire, appearing itself a mass of calcite. It is only by several attempt~ that a view 
of the i.nterior, on which these coatings are formed, can be obtained. The thickness of this 
shale bed cannot be ascertained. The angular bits of ochre are most numerous near the top, 
where the drift supervenes, but the gypsum crystals are scattered over the whole outcrop. The 
indications are that the gypsum and ochre are embraced within the shale, and become superficial 
by weathering. The whole may be twenty-five feet thick. 

"This shale bed is the cause of a terrace in the descent from the high prairie, and of numer
ous springs that issue below the drift, abOl t sixty feet below the prairie level. These springs ex
cavate narrow ravines and 'gulches' in the shale, the whole being smoothly turfed over, except at 
the point above described. These alternating gulches, and the intervening short pieces of the 
remaining terrace, make the bluff in general appear hilly, in its ascent from the bottomland. 
These ravines, in the wet season of the year, are very soft, and since they appear Vl"acticable for 
a horse, are the cause of many misfortunes to the traveler. .Many ~;uch treacherous, springy 
places are described as occuring along the shores uf lake Traverse, at some elevation above the 
waters of the lake. The same rolling ascent from the bottomland to the high prairie can be seen 
also at the head of Big Stone lake, on the Minnesota side, and it is there doubtless clue to the 
same cause." 

Ulrrcial and mod{/ied drUf. 

'rhe ledges ot granite near the foot of Big Stone lake are quite remark

ably glaciated, having been planed, rounded and worn smooth by ice which 

moved from northwest to southeast, as shown by the direction of large 

grooves and hollows on the rock-surface and by its being mo~t notieeably 
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foot of the lake, rock can be seen on the southwest side at two points, rising- plainly above the 
general level of the bottoms, and ascending ill Lhe slope from the prairie." 

Below Lac qui Parle no outcrops of rock were observed in this connty. Its next exposures 
found within tbe Minnesota valley are Hine to twelve miles southeastward, where gneiss occnrs 
in small ledges one mile west of Montevideo awl close south of this town, and in extensive out
crops one to two miles farther southeast. All these are in Chippewa county, on the llortheast 
side of the Minnesota river, opposite to the east end of Camp Release, the next eastern township 
of Lac qui Parle county. 

Cretaceo1(s shale. The granite and gneiss of this district a.re prohably 

in many places overlain by Cretaceous beds, hut no exposures of them have 

been discovered within the limits of these counties. A liLyer of shaJe of 

this age that outcrops on the Dakota side of the Minnesota river, very 

nearly opposite to the northwest corner of Big Stone county, is described 

by Prof. 'Winchell, as follows:* 
"About a half mile, a little west of south from the stage station at the head uf Big Stone 

lake, in Dakota, an exposure of Cretaceous occurd in the right hank of the upper l1inne~ota. It 
shows superficially only a weathered, sliding talus of shale, which is black and somewhat 
slaty, but which on digging becomes moister and soft and somewhat tlexible, yet parting into 
small chips. Over the surface of the ground, where this shale outcrops, the turf is prevented 
from growing, and two conspicuolls objects, weathered out from the shale, are seen. 1st. Little 
angu lar crystals of pure gypsum, the largest seen weighing not over half a pound. 2d. Little 
angular bits of yellowish red ochre, tllat are hard and thin, but can be cut with a knife. There 
is also an occasional piece of brecciated, clayey, or at least aluminous rock, the cracks and s1lr
fac()s of which are filled and coated with crystals of calc-spar. When broken by the llammer, 
these part along the nnmerou~ planes that on either side are lined by this calc-spar, and each 
fragment is entire, appearing itself a mass of calcite. It is only by several attempt~ that a view 
of the i.nterior, on which these coatings are formed, can be obtained. The thickness of this 
shale bed cannot be ascertained. The angular bits of ocbre are most numerous near the top, 
where the drift supervenes, but the gypsum crystals are scattered over the whole outcrop. The 
indications are that the gypsum and ochre are embraced within the shale, and become superficial 
by weathering. The whole may be twenty-five feet thick. 

"This shale bed is the cause of a terrace in the descent from the high prairie, and of numer
ous springs that issue below the drift, abOl t sixty feet below the prairie level. These springs ex
cavate narrow ravines and 'gulcbes' in the shale, the whole being smoothly turfed over, except at 
the point above described. These alternating gulches, and the intervening short pieces of the 
remaining terrace, make the bluff in general appear hilly, in its ascent from the bottomland. 
These ravines, in the wet season of the year, are very soft, and since they appear Vl"acticable for 
a horse, are the cause of many misfortunes to the traveler. Many ~;uch treacherous, springy 
places are described as occuring along the shores uf lake Traverse, at some elevation above the 
waters of the lake. The same rolling ascent from the bottomland to the high prairie can be seen 
also at the head of Big Stone lake, on the Minnesota side, and it is there doubtless due to the 
same cause." 

Ulrrcial and mod{/ied drUf. 
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sculptured on the northwest side of projecting ~nobs. "The whole rock," 

as Prof. Winchell writes, "including the upper surface and the sides of the 

mounds, is planed off. The best exhibition of these markings is seen on 

the northwestern slopes, in which direction there is a system of jointing 

planes, dividing the granite into blocks that have at first sight a strong 

semblance of dip, the masses breaking off more nearly at right angles on 

the southeast side." Again, at Mr. Frankhaus' in Yellow Bank, glaciation 

from northwest to southeast has rounded the projections of the rock, and 

marked it with large furrows; but the fine stria:) both there and near Big 

Stone lake have been effaced by weathering. 

The sheet of drift which overspreads these counties probably averages 

a hundred feet or more in thickness. It is principally till, or unmodified gla

cial drift. Its material was gathered by the ice from a large region on the 

north and northwest, being quite certainly derived in large part from beds 

of Cretaceous clay and shale. Most of its boulders are granite, gneiss and 

schists, similar to the bed-rocks of this district and of northern Minnesota. 

About half of the gravel contained in the till, and a small proportion, per

haps averaging one in twenty, of its boulders larger than one foot in diam

eter, are fossiliferous magnesian limestone, whose nearest exposures, in 

the direction from which the ice-sheet moved, are in the vicinity of Winni

peg, in Manitoba. This rock, pulverized and in masses as pebbles and 

boulders, is thus a considerable ingredient of the drift, whence it is dis

solved by infiltrating waters. 
Soft rain-water, soaking through the drift, is changed to hard water before it finds its way 

into wells or issues in springs. The carbonates of lime and magnesia which it has taken up form 
a scale on the inside of tea-kettles and the boilers of engines; and are occasionally deposited by 
springs as an incrustation of moss, leaves, or other objects, or as a porous bed upon the surface 
of springy gl'ound. Interesting springs of this kind occur at the foot of the bluffs on the south
west side of Big Stone lake, two and a half miles from its mouth. Their calcareous deposit is 
commonly called "petrified moss," from the fact that it becomes covered with growing moss, the 
lower part of which is being slowly encrustfld and its form presflrved by this accumulation. It 
is a light gray, very porous mass, one to two feet thick. Other deposits of similar character oc
cur near by, where no springs now exist, on the dry bluff-Side, some 75 feet above the lake. 

From the Cretaceous strata the drift obtains a small admixture of the sulphates of lime, 
magnesia and soda, which are also held in solution by the waters of wells, springs, lakes and 
streams; but their amount is seldom sufficient to impart a perceptibly alkaline taste. Salt lake, 
crossed by the west boundary of Lac qui Parle county, is an exceptional case, being rendered so 
bitteJ; that horses and cattle refuse to drink of it. Where shallow pools have dried up, they 
sometimes leave a whitish alkaline effiorescence, resembling frost, gathered by the infiowing and 
evaporating waters of many years. The till also contains rarely small fragments of Cretaceous 
lignite, similar to that which is mined thirty-five miles west of Bismarck, Dakota. 
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Terminal moraines:} 

The Coteau des PTaiTies, rising a thousand feet above Big Stone lake and the Minnesota 
river, is conspicuously seen in the view westward from these counties; and the base of its eastern 
slope, composed of smooth till, below the knolly and stony, rough belt of the second moraine, 
reaches into Manfred, the most southwest township of Lac qui Parle county. 

Antelope valley and mOl'(tine. Bordering the foot of the Coteau is a tract of smooth till, 
known as the Antelope valley, three to six miles wide, and reaching in a north-northwest course 
across Yellow Medicine county, southwestern Lac qui I'm'le county, and onward in Dakota to 
the south bend of the Sheyenne river. In Lac qui Parle county it includes the west part of 
Freeland, eastern Manfred, the greater part of Mehurin, and the west side of Augusta. North
westward in Dakota the north branch of Whetstone river and the south and north forks of the 
Minnesota river lie in this depression. Its valley-like appearance is due to its situation between 
the massive Coteau des Prairies on the west and the third terminal moraine on the east. The 
smoothly undulating belt which thus somewhat resembles a valley and is so called, gradually 
rises 10 or 20 feet per mile westward. Beyond a distance of a few miles this scarcely perceptible 
ascent is changed to the steeper slope of the Coteau, on which the smooth surface soon gives 
place to the hillocks and small, short ridges, of the second or Gary moraine. The Antelope valley 
is virtually the continuation of the smoothly undulating or rolling expanse of till which reaches 
with slight ascent from the Minnesota river westward across Lac qui Parle county to the third 
or Antelope moraine. 

This third series of terminal deposits of the last ice-sheet, like the two farther west on the 
Coteau, consists of hills and knolls and small ridges of till, containing many boulders, chiefly of 
gneiss, schists, granite and syenite, with a small proportion of limestone. It has been traced in 
a north-northwest course across Yellow Medicine and Lac qui Parle counties, a distance of about 
forty miles, in this state, and it continues with the same course in Dakota. Its width varies 
from one mile, or less, to two or three miles, and the hight of its elevations is usually from 40 to 
100 feet above the contiguous east side of the Antelope valley. In southern Lac qui Parle county 
this moraine forms the two conspicuous clusters of the Antelope hills, in sections 27 and 16, Free
land, which rise about 100 feet above the smoothly undulating till of their region, and afford "a 
magnificent view of the prairies on all sides and of the Coteau toward the west." Continuing 
northward, it runs from section 32, Garfield, in a nearly straight course to section 33, T. 119, R. 
46. One of its hills, about 60 feet high, at the north side of the west branch of Lac qui Parle 
river, in section 18, Garfield, has been named mount Wickham. It is also sometimes called An
telope mound. Thence for five miles northerly, in the northeast part of Mehurin and southeast
ern Augusta, this stony belt, 10 to 40 feet above the general level on each side, is known as the 
Stony ridge. In the east edge of Dakota, these accumulations rise prominently in the frac
tional T. 120, R. 47, and are called Yellow Bank hills, from the river of this name which flows 
through them. Mount Tom, their highest point, in or near the N. E. ~ of section 32 of this 
township, has an elevation of about 100 feet. A belt of rolling till, about three miles wide, higher 
than the more gently undulating areas on each side, continues from these hills northwesterly 
across Grant county and into the Sisseton and Wahpeton reservation, lying two to six miles 
southwest of Big Stone lake, and crossed a few miles west of Brown's Valley by the road to the 

Sisseton Agency. 
The jouTth 01' Kiester' moraine seems to be represented in T. 119, R. 46, by a series of 

knolly drift deposits, composed of till with plentiful boulders, which extends from the northwest 
corner of this township five miles southeastward to the elbow of the South fork of Yellow Bank 
river. A width of only one mile separat.es the third and fourth moraines at the state line, but 
they diverge to a distance of three miles apart at the South fork. The farther course of the 
fourth moraine south-southeast to Omro and Tyro in Yellow Medicine county (page 606) has not 
been traced, but this formation was observed in 1873 by Prof. Winchell in the south part of Lac 
qui Parle county, probably near the middle of Providence township. After describing the Ante
lope hills, he adds that "a similar range of drift knolls, but much smaller, was seen about six 
miles east of this range, running also in the direction N. and S."* 

Later moraines. During the stages in the recession of the Minnesota lobe of the last ice
sheet when its fifth, sixth and seventh (or Elysian, Waconia and Dovre) moraines were formed, 

*Second annual report, pages 193-4. 
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known as the Antelope valley, three to six miles wide, and reaching in a north-northwest course 
across Yellow Medicine connty, southwestern Lac qui Parle county, and onward in Dakota to 
the south bend of the Sheyenne river. In Lac qui Parle county it tncludes the west part of 
Freeland, eastern Manfred, the greater part of Mehurin, and the west side of Augusta. North
westward in Dakota the north branch of "\Vhetstone river and the south and north forks of the 
Minnesota river lie in this depression. Its valley-like appearance is due to its situation between 
the massive Coteau des Prairies on the west and the third terminal moraine on the east. The 
smoothly undulating belt which thus somewhat resembles a valley and is so called, gradually 
rises 10 or 20 feet per mile westward. Beyond a distance of a few miles this scarcely perceptible 
ascent is changed to the steeper slope of the Coteau, on which the smooth surface soon gives 
place to the hillocks and small, short ridges, of the second or Gary moraine. The Antelope valley 
is virtually the continuation of the smoothly undulating or rolling expanse of till which reaches 
with slight ascent from the Minnesota river westward across Lac qui Parle county to the third 
or Antelope moraine. 

This third series of terminal deposits of the last ice-sheet, like the two farther west on the 
Coteau, consists of hills and knolls and small ridges of till, containing many boulders, chiefly of 
gneiss, schists, granite and syenite, with a small proportion of limestone. It has been traced in 
a north-northwest course across Yellow Medicine and Lac qui Parle counties, a distance of about 
forty miles, in this state, and it continues with the same course in Dakota. Its width varies 
from one mile, or less, to two or three miles, and the hight of its elevations is usually from 40 to 
100 feet above the contiguous east side of the Antelope valley. In southern Lac qui Parle county 
this moraine forms the two conspicuous clusters of the Antelope hills, in sections 27 and 16, Free
land, which rise about 100 feet above the smoothly undulating till of their region, and afford "a 
magnificent view of the pratries on all sides and of the Coteau toward the west." Continuing 
northward, it runs from section 32, Garfield, in a nearly straight course to section 33, T. 119, R. 
46. One of its hills, about 60 feet high, at the north side of the west branch of Lac qui Parle 
river, in section 18, Garfield, has been named mount Wickham. It is also sometimes called An
telope mound. Thence for five miles northerly, in the northeast part of Mehurin and southeast
ern Augusta, this stony belt, 10 to 40 feet above the general level on each side, is known as the 
Stony ridge. In the east edge of Dakota, these accumulations rise prominently in the frac
tional T. 120, R. 47, and are called Yellow Bank hills, from the river of this name which flows 
through them. Mount Tom, their highest point, in or near the N. E. t of section 32 of this 
township, has an elevation of about 100 feet. A belt of rolling till, about three miles wide, higher 
than the more gently undulating areas on each side, continues from these hills northwesterly 
across Grant county and into the Sisseton and Wahpeton reservation, lying two to six miles 
southwest of Big Stone lake, and crossed a few miles west of Brown's Valley by the road to the 

Sisseton Agency. 
Thejourth or Kiester moraine seems to be represented in T. 119, R. 46, by a series of 

knolly drift deposits, composed of till with plentiful boulders, which extends from the northwest 
corner of this township five miles southeastward to the elbow of the South fork of Yellow Bank 
river. A width of only one mile separates the third and fourth moraines at the state line, but 
they diverge to a distance of three miles apart at the South fork. The farther course of the 
fourth moraine south-southeast to Omro and Tyro in Yellow Medicine county (page 606) has not 
been traced, but this formation was observed in 1873 by Prof. Winchell in the south part of Lac 
qui Parle county, probably near the middle of Providence township. After describing the Ante
lope hills, he adds that "a similar range of drift knolls, but much smaller, was seen about six 
miles east of this range, running also in the direction N. and S."* 

Later moraines. During the stages in the recession of the Minnesota lobe of the last ice
sheet when its fifth, sixth and seventh (or Elysian, Waconia and Dovre) moraines were formed, 
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its southwestern border appears to have extended across Big Stone county, but traces of these 
moraines have not been sufficiently looked for there. They are probably indistinguishably blend
ed in the area of rolling till, 50 to 75 feet higher than the average of this county, that was noted 
a few miles east of Brown's Valley (page 616), and the somewhat rolling, lake-sprinkled surface 
that stretches thence southeastward. 

Glacial lake in the basin of the Blue Earth and Minnesota ~·ivel·s. When the ice-sheet, dis
solved by a warmer climate, was retreating northeastward across Lac qui Parle county, the 
waters of its melting were carried to the southeast along the margin of the ice, which was a bar
rier preventing their flow in the direction of the present drainage. After the ice had receded 
from the Antelope moraine, a glacial lake (page 461) with its surface 1150 to 1200 feet above the sea, 
probably increasing somewhat in elevation from southeast to northwest, was formed in the Minne
sota b.lsin along the front of the iee and reached from Faribault and Blue Earth counties to Big 
Stone lake. Its overflow was by Union slough in Iowa, until the continued retreat of the ice-sheet 
permitted a lower outlet to the Cannon river, at first about 1,075 and afterward 1 ,025 feet above the 
sea. By this :mbmergence the drift in Lac qui Parle eounty and upon a large vart of the Minnesota 
ba~in farther southeast was spread more evenly, and many of its hollows that would have held 
small lakes were filled. This modification in eontour doubtless is aeeompanied by a partial strati
fication, especially on low areas; but nearly everywhere the drift in this county and throughout 
this basin is a clay eontaining gravel and oceasional boulders, seldom showing such assorting ac
tion as to transform it from till to modified drift. During the somewhat later recession of the ice 
across Big Stone county, free drainage could take place from its border, and the drift presents a 
more undulating and rolling surface, dotted by many little lakes. 

Ril'f)'WctJ'l'en. The excavation of the remarkable valley, or channel, 

occupied by lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Minnesota river, was 

first explained in 1868 by Gen. G. K. Warren, * who attributed it to the out

flow from an ancient lake, since named lake Agassiz,-l- that filled the basin 

of the Red river and lake Winnipeg. The hights of lakes Traverse and 

Big Stone are respectively 970 and 962 feet above the sea, and the lowest 

point of the divide between them is only three feet above lake Traverse. 

These lakes are from one to one and a half miles wide, mainly occupying 

the entire width of this trough-like va]]ey. Lake Traverse is fifteen miles 

long; it is mostly less than ten feet deep, and its greatest depth probably 

does not reach twenty feet. Big Stone lake extends in a somewhat crooked 

course from northwest to southeast twenty-six miles; its greatest depth is 

reported to be from fifteen to thirty feet. The portion of the channel be

tween these lakes is widely known as Brown's valley_ As we stand upon 

the bluffs here, looking down on these long and narrow lakes and the valley 

which extends across the five miles between them, where the basins of 

Hudson bay and the gulf of Mexico are now divided, we have nearly the 

pieture that was presented when the melting ice-sheet of British Am erica 

8110n certain phY:'3ieal fcat:Ul'es of the upper J.\!Iississippi river,)) Am,erican. Naturalist vo1. ii pp.497-502 N 1868-
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WJt.h maps, .H.eporl 0,1 clue) (~I engLlleers, 18,8. (General Warren died August 8, 1882.) P I 
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ed in the area of rolling till, 50 to 75 feet higher than the average of this county, that was noted 
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the entire width of this trough-like valley. Lake Traverse is fifteen miles 

long; it is mostly less than ten feet deep, and its greatest depth probably 

does not reach twenty feet. Big Stone lake extends in a somewhat crooked 

course from northwest to southeast twenty-six miles; its greatest depth is 

reported to be from fifteen to thirty feet. The portion of the channel be

tween these lakes is widely known as Brown's valley. As we stand upon 

the bluffs here, looking down on these long and narrow lakes and the valley 

which extends across the five miles between them, where the basins of 

Hudson bay and the gulf of Mexico are now divided, we have nearly the 

picture that was presented when the melting ice-sheet of British America 
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its southwestern border appears to have extended across Big Stone county. but traces of these 
moraines have not been sufficiently looked for there. They are probably indistinguishably blend
ed in the area of rolling till, 50 to 75 feet higber than the average of this county, that was noted 
a few miles east of Brown's Valley (page 616), and the somewhat rOlling, lake-sprinkled surface 
that stretches thence southeastward. 

Glw;iallake in the basin of the Blt{;e Earth and llfinneHota ~·ivel's. When the ice-sheet, dis
solved by a warmer climate, was retreating northeastward across Lac qui Parle county, the 
waters of its melting were carried to tl1e southeast along the margin of the ice, which was a bar
rier preventing their flow ill the direction of the present drainage. After the ice had receded 
from the Antelope moraine, a glacial lake (page 461) with its surface 1150 to 1200 feet above the sea, 
probably increasing somewhat in elevation from southeast to northwest, was formed in the Minne
sota b.lsin along the front of the ice and reached from Faribault and BIne Earth counties to Big 
Stone lake. Its overflow was by Union slough in Iowa, until the continued retreat of tbe ice-sheet 
permitted a lower outlet to the Cannon river, at first about 1,075 and afterward 1,025 feet above the 
sea. By this Illlbmergence the drift in Lac qui Parle county and upon a large part of the Minnesota 
ba,;in farther southeast was spread more evenly, and many of its hollows that would have held 
small lakes were filled. This modification in contour doubtless is accompanied by a partial strati
fication, especially on low areas; but nearly everywhere the drift in this county and throughout 
this basin is a clay containing gravel and occasional boulders, seldom showing such assorting ac
tion as to transform it from till to modified drift. During the somewhat later recession of the ice 
across Stone county, free drainage could take place from its border, and the drift presents a 
more undulating and rolling surface, dotted by many little lakes. 

RiceI' fVal'l'fn. The excavation of the remarkable valley, or channel, 

occupied by lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Minnesota river, was 

first explained in 1868 by Gen. G. K. Warren, * who attributed it to the out

flow from em ancient lake, since named lake Agassiz,t that filled the basin 

of the Red river and lake Winnipeg. The hights of lakes Traverse and 

Big Stone are respectively 970 and 962 feet above the sea, and the lowest 

point of the divide between them is only three feet above lake Traverse. 

rrhese lakes are from one to one and a half miles wide, mainly occupying 

the width of this trough-like valley. Lake Traverse is fifteen miles 

long; it is mostly less than ten feet deep, and its greatest depth probably 

does not 1'ea,eh twenty feet. Big Stone lake extends in a somewhat crooked 

course from northwest to southeast twenty-six miles; its greatest depth is 

reported to be from fifteen to thirty feet. The portion of the channel be

tween la,}ws is widely known as Brown's valley. As we stand upon 

the bluff" here, looking down on these long and narrow lakes and the valley 

which extends across the five miles between them, where the basins of 

Hudson bcty and the gulf of Mexieo are now divided, we have nearly the 

picture that was presented when the melting iee-sheet of British Am eriea 
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was pouring its floods along this hollow. Then the entire extent of the 

valley was doubtless filled every summer by ~L river which covered all the 

present areas of flood-plain, in many places occupying as great width as 

these lakes. It seems fitting that this river, which tiowed in the ice age 

where lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Minnesota river now are, 

should be called the River TVarren, in honor and in memoriam of general 

G. K. Warren, the author of the first adequate description of this valley.* 
The hights of the bluffs, composed chiefly of till, but sometimes having rock at their base, 

which form the sides of this valley in the portion adjoining these counties, are as follows, stated 
in feet above the lakes and river: along lake Traverse, 100 to 126; at Brown's Valley and along 
Big Stone lake, mainly abClut 12-5, the highest pClrtions reaching 1,50; at Ortonville, 130; and at 
Marsh lake, along Lac qui Parle, and at Montevideo, about 100. The outflow from lake Agassiz 
was divided at two places, seven and ten miles below Big Stone lake, where isolated remnants of 
the general sheet of till occur south of Odessa station and again three miles southeast. Each of 
these former islands of the river Warren is about a mile long, and rises seventy-five feet above 
the surrounding low land, or nearly as high as the bluffs enclosing the valley, which here meas
ures four miles across, having a greater width than at any other point. 

Gen. Warren observed that lake Traverse is probably due to a partial silting up of the 
channel since the outflow from the Red river basin ceased, the Minnesota river at the south hav
ing brought in sufficient alluvium to form a dam; while Big stone lake is similarly referred to 
the sediment brought into the valley just below it by the Whetstone river. The deep, winding 
channel of 'Whetstone river near its mouth is quite remarkable; aml its level alluvium, about five 
feet above the lake, fills the valley, a mile wide, between Big Stone City and Ortonville. 

Fifteen miles below Big Stone lake, the Minnesota river tlows through Marsh lake, which is 
four miles long and about a mile wide, shallow and full of reeds and grass. This lake may be 
due to the accumulation of alluvium brought into the valley by the Pomme de Terre river, which 
has its mouth about two miles below. Tweuty-five miles from Big Stone lake, the river enters 
Lac qui Parle, which extends some ten miles, with a width varying from a quarter of a mile to 
one mile, and a maximum depth of twelve feet. This lake, as Gen. 'Warren suggested, has been 
formed by a barrier of stratified sand and silt which the Lac qui Parle river has thrown across 
the valley. 

As soon as the re~reat of the ice-sheet allowed lake Agassiz to be drained northward into 
Hudson bay, this deeply excavated water-course, which had been formed by its outflow to the 
south, began to be partially filled by the deposits brought into it by small tributary streams at 
their stages of high water. The valley was thus changed from its original continuously descend
ing slope, and portions of its extent which have been dammed by these deposits of tributaries are 
occupied by long and narrow, picturesque lakes, bounded by partly wooded bluffs, 100 to 1-50 feRt 
high. 

'rhe beautiful scenery of Big Stone lake has already made Ortonville and Big Stone City 
popular resorts of summer tourists. Small steamers carry excursion parties to the head of the 
lake, a distance of nearly thirty miles, or for picniCS to wooded portions of the lake-Shore, or to 
a group of wooded islands, three to five miles from the foot of the lake. These, which are the 
only islands of Big Stone lake, belong to Dakota. They are low, rising only ten to fifteen feet. 
The largest, called Chamberlain island, from the name of its owner, is about a mile long and con
tains approximately one hundred and twenty-five acres. Another, lying a little farther north
west, has an area of about seventy acres, and is known as Paradise or Wheaton island. 'With 
these are several more of small size, each containing a few acres. The highest water of this lake, 
due to the rain-fall or snow-melting, rises five feet above its lowest stage. Another cause of 
fluct1.1ation is wind, which, blowing strongly a half day or more from the south, lowers the lake 

--*ThiS name was proposed in a paper entitled "The .1'HnnC'sota valley ,i~ .the, iC,e age,') at t~e l\lillo.eap ol!s ~ee.ti.'.!g 
of the American associa.tion for the advancement of sClence, August, l,o;ts.3, see .. dso the Antencan J01..lJ na.l oj 8clellcet.,,» 
xxvii, 1884. 
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was pouring its floods along this hollow. Then the entire extent of the 

valley was doubtless filled every summer by a river which covered all the 

present areas of flood-plain, in many places occupying as great width as 

these lakes. It seems fitting that this river, whi('h flowed in the ice age 

where lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Miunesota ri vel' now are, 

should be called the River TVarJ'en, in honor and in memoria))l of general 

G. K. Warren, the author of the first adequate description of this valley.* 
The hights of the bluffs, composed chiefly of till, Imt sometimes having rock at their base, 

which form the sides of this valley in the portion adjoining these counties, are as follolVs, stated 
in feet above the lakes and river: along lake Traverse, 100 to 126; at Brown's Valley and along 
Big Stone lake, mainly abClut 12·5, the lJiglwst portions reaching 160; at Ortonville, 1.30; aud at 
Marsh lake, along Lac qui Parle, and at Monteviueo, about 100. The outflow from lake Agassiz 
was divided at two places, seven and ten miles below Big Stone lake, where isolated remnants of 
the general sheet of till occur south of Odessa station and again three miles southeast. Each of 
these former islands of the river Warren is about a mile long, and rises seventy-five feet above 
the surrounding low land, or nearly as high as the bluffs enclosing the valley, which here meas
ures four miles across, having a greater width than at any otber point. 

Gen. Warren observed that lake Traverse is probably due to a partial silting up of the 
channel since the outflow from the Red river basin ceased, the Minnesota river at the south hav
ing brought in sufficient alluvium to form a dam; while Big Stone lake is similarly referred to 
the sediment brought into the valley just below it by the Whetstone river. The deep, winding 
channel of IYhetstone river near its mouth is quite remarkable; amI its level alluvium, about five 
feet above the lake, fills the valley, a mile wide, between Big Stone City and Ortonville. 

Fifteen miles below Big Stone lake, the Minnesota river flows through Marsh lake, which is 
four miles long and about a mile wide, shallow and full of reeds and grass. This lake may be 
due to the accumulation of alluvium brought into the valley by the Pomme de Terre liver, which 
has its mouth about two miles below. Twenty-five miles from Big Stone lake, the river enters 
Lac qui Parle, which extends some ten miles, with a width varying from a quarter of a mile to 
one mile, and a maximum depth of twelve feet. This lake, as Gen. ~Warren suggested, has been 
formed by a barrier of stratified sand and silt which the Lac qui Parle river has thrown across 
the valley. 

As soon as the re~reat of the ice-sheet allowed lake Agassiz to be drained northward into 
Hudson bay, this deeply excavated water-course, which had been formed by its outflow to the 
south, began to be partially filled by the deposits brought into it by small tributary streams at 
their stages of high water. The valley was thus changed from its original continuously descend
ing slope, and portions of its extent which have been dammed by these deposits of tributaries are 
occupied by long and narrow, picturesque lakes, bounded by partly wooded bluffs, 100 to 150 feAt 
high. 

The beautiful scenery of Big Stone lake bas already made Ortonville and Big Stone City 
popular resorts of summer tourists. Small steamers carry excursion parties to the head of the 
lake, a distance of nearly thirty miles, or for picnics to wooded portions of the lake-shore, or to 
a group of wooded islands, three to five miles from the foot of the lake. These, which are the 
only islands of Big Stone lake, belong to Dakota. They are low, rising only ten to fifteen feet. 
The largest, called Chamberlain island, from the name of its owner, is about a mile long and con
tains approximately one hundred and twenty-five acres. Another, lying a little farther north
west, has an area of about seventy acres, and is known as Paradise or Wheaton island. With 
these are several more of small size, each containing a few acres. The highest water of this lake, 
due to the rain-fall or snow-melting, rises five feet above its lowest stage. Another cause of 
fiuctu,ation is wind, which, blowing strongly a half day or more from the south, lowers the lake 
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The largest, called Chamberlain island, from the name of its owner, is about a mile long and con
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west, has an area of about seventy acres, and is known as Paradise or Wheaton island. With 
these are several more of small size, each containing a few acres. The highest water of this lake, 
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was pouring its floods along this hollow. Then the entire extent of the 

val1ey was doubtless filled every summer by a river whieh eovered all the 

present areas of flood-plain, in many places oeeupying a:-:; great width as 

these lakes. It seems fitting that this ri vel', wbi<'ll flowed in the iee age 

where lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Milluesota river now are, 

should be called the River lVarren, in honor and -in memoriam of genera] 

G. K. Warren, the author of the first <tdequate description of this valley.';' 
The hights of the bluffs, composed chiefly of till, lmt sometime!'> having rock at their base, 

which form the sides of this valley in the portion adjoining these counties, are as follows, stated 
in feet above the lakes and river: along lake Traverse, Ion to 125; at Brown's Valley and along 
Big Stone lake, mftinly about 125. the highest portions reaching 160; at Ortonville, IBO; alld at 
Marsh lake, along Lac qui Parle, and at Montevideo, about 100. The outflow from lake l\gassiz 
was divided at two places, seven and ten miles below Big Stone lake, wbere isolated remnants of 
the general sheet of till occur south of Odessa station and again three miles southeast. Each of 
these fOfmer islands of the river Warren is about a mile long, and rises seventy-five feet above 
the snrrounding low land, or nearly as high as the bluffs enclosing the valley, which here meas
ures four miles across, having a greater width than at any other point. 

Gen. Warren observed that lake Traverse is probably due to a partial silting up of the 
channel since the outflow from the Red river basin ceased, the Minnesota river at the south hav
ing brought in sufficient alluvium to form a dam; while Big Stone lake is similarly referred to 
the sediment brought into the valley just below it by the Whetstone river. The deep, winding 
channel of IVbctstone river near its mouth is quite remarkable; aml its level alluvium, about five 
feet above the lake, fills the valley, a mile wide, between Big' Stone City and Ortonville. 

Fifteen miles below Big Stone lake, the Minnesota river !iows through Marsh lake, which is 
four miles long and about a mile wide, shallow and full of reeds and grass. This lake may be 
due to the accumulation of alluvium brought into the valley by the Pomme de Terre liver, which 
has its mouth about two miles below. Twenty-five miles from Big Stone lake, the river enters 
Lac qui Parle, which extends some ten miles, with a width varying from a quarter of a mile to 
one mile, and a maximum depth of twelve feet. This lake, as Gen. "Warren suggested, has been 
formed by a barrier of stratifi8d sand and silt which the Lac qui Parle river has thrown across 
the valley. 

As soon as the re~reat of the ice-sheet allowed lake Agassiz to be drained northward into 
Hudson bay, this deeply excavated water-course, which had been formed by its outflow to the 
south, began to be partially tilled by the deposits brought into it by small tributary streams at 
their stages of high water. The valley was thus changed from its original continuollsly descend
ing slope, and portions of its extent which have been dammed by these deposits of tributaries are 
occupied by long and llftrrOW, picturesque lakes, bounded by partly wooded bluffs, lOO to 150 feMt 
high. 

'1'he beautiful scenery of Big Stone lake bas already made Ortollville and Big Stone City 
popular resorts of SUlDmer tourists. Small steamers carry excursion parties to the head of the 
lake, a distance of nearly thirty miles, or for picniCS to wooded portions of the lake-shore, 01' to 
a group of wooded islands, three to five miles from the foot of the lake. These, which are the 
only islands of Big Stone lake, belong to Dakota. They are low, rising only ten to fifteen feet. 
The largest, called Chamberlain island, from the name of its owner, is about a mile long and con
tains approximately one hundred and twenty-five acres. Another. lying a little farther north
west, has an area of about seventy acres, and is known as Paradise or ,"Vheaton island. \Vith 
these are several more of small size, each containing a few acres. The highest water of this lake, 
due to the rain-fall or snow-melting, rises five feet above its lowest Another cause of 
f1uct~ation is wind, which, blowing strongly a half day or more from the south, lowers the lake 
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was pouring its floods along this hollow. Then the entire extent of the 

val1ey was doubtless filled every summer by a river whieh eovered all the 

present areas of flood-plain, in many places oeeupying a:-:; great width as 

these lakes. It seems fitting that this ri vel', wbi<'ll flowed in the iee age 

where lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Milluesota river now are, 

should be called the River lVarren, in honor and -in memoriam of genera] 

G. K. Warren, the author of the first <tdequate description of this valley.';' 
The hights of the bluffs, composed chiefly of till, lmt sometime!'> having rock at their base, 

which form the sides of this valley in the portion adjoining these counties, are as follows, stated 
in feet above the lakes and river: along lake Traverse, Ion to 125; at Brown's Valley and along 
Big Stone lake, mftinly about 125. the highest portions reaching 160; at Ortonville, IBO; alld at 
Marsh lake, along Lac qui Parle, and at Montevideo, about 100. The outflow from lake l\gassiz 
was divided at two places, seven and ten miles below Big Stone lake, wbere isolated remnants of 
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--*This name was prop0st:d in a paper entitled "The .1\finn('sota v_<llley i~ th~ ic,e age,': at, t~e 1\nnn.ea.polisT~~ee~ti,,!g 
of t,be American associat.ion tor the advancement of SCIence, Aug U5t, 1 "ti3: see d,ISO the ~l1nen.c.an ./OUJ nal ()18(~~ellc"8\,")J 
xxvii, 1884. 
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at Ortonville one to one and a half feet, while an equal rise is occasioned by a similar northwest 
wind. 

The Minnesota river along its first ten miles below Big Stone lake, at its ordinary stage of 
water in summer, averages only one to two feet in depth. In its next fifty miles, before reaching 
Granite Falls, it receives three large affiuents, the Lac qui Parle, Pomme de Terre, and Chippewa 
rivers; and its width is expanded to about a hundred and fifty feet, with volume sufficient to fur
nish power for large flouring mills. During the high water of spring about twenty years ago, a 
steamer, said to have been a hundred and twenty-five feet long, was run from Saint Paul up the 
Minnesota river to a point near the east line of section 113, Odessa, nine miles below Big Stone 
lake, where, becoming grounded in the channel of the stream, it was abandoned and afterward 
burned, excepting the bottom of its hull which still remains. It was expected to float this steamer 
into Big Stone lake and thence into lake Traverse and the Red river. At the highest floods pro
duced by snow-melting in exceptional years, such a feat may be possible, as the water where the 
divide between Big Stone lake and lake Traverse would be crossed, close to the east bluff a half 
mile north of Brown'S Valley station, is then three or four feet deep. This water comes mainly 
from the overflow of the Minnesota river whose banks at Brown's Valley station are a few feet 
higher than this lowest point of the water-shed. Currents of the flood brought into the valley by 
the Minnesota river often go thence both to the north and south; but probably no outflow passes 
southward from lake Traverse into Big Stone lake. 

MocUfied arift amI alluvium. Four to six miles southeast from the north end of Big Stone 
lake, much of the slightly undulating surface consists of water-depmlited gravel and sand, instead 
of the unmodified glacial drift which prevails elsewhere. 

In Lac qui Parle cOlmty modified drift, or alluvium, perhaps filling an ancient water-course, 
borders Florida creek on its west side in sections 19,20 and 29, Garfield; where it is a mile wide 
and extends two miles from north to south, being five to ten feet above the creek and some twenty
five feet below the average hight of the adjOining areas of till. A few miles farther south this 
creek is again bordereu by a similar alluvial area in the east part of sections 5 and 8, Freeland. 
This depression and its deposits of modified drift lie close east of the low knolls, strown with boul
ders, which form the terminal moraine in Garfield, but appear to extend southward on the west 
side of the Antelope hills, and may be found to be continuous in this direction to the old water
course which has been described in the report of Yellow Medicine county, crossing Wergeland 
and Burton townships. 

On the surface of the sheet of till which covers these counties, are rarely found small knolls 
or ~hort ridges of gravel and sand, five to ten feet above the average hight of their vicinity. 
These appear to have been brought by streams that descended from the drift-laden surface of the 
ice-sheet at the epoch of its final melting. Their origin is thus like that of the long ridges of 
gravel amI sand called kames in Scotland and eskers in Ireland. The only typical kame observed 
in the examination of these counties lies near the state line and southwest corner of Yellow Bank 
township. It is composed of gravel and sand, and is 10 to 20 feet high and a quarter 0f a mile or 
more in length, running approximately from east to west. At its eastern end a more prominent 
morainic ridge of coarsely rocky till runs from southeast to northwest. 

The bottomland of Brown's Valley, about a mile in width and reaching four miles from lake 
Traverse to Big Stone lake, is alluvial gravel, sand and silt, along its most depressed portion; but 
till forms the plateau, about 40 feet above the Minnesota river, close Routh of Brown'S Valley vil
lage, an(l also, in some places, it forms slopes of moderate ascent llext to the base of the bluffs. 
Along Traverse and Big Stone lakes the bluffs of this valley often rise directly from the lake-shore 
leaving no considerable width of bottomland; and the margins of the lakes in some portions i~ 
made wholly of boulders, up to six feet in diameter, which form a wall five to eight feet high 
piled against the foot of the ?l~ff. An instance of this was seen ou the northeast shore of Bi~ 
Stone lake, close south of WIlham H. Bowman's in section 18, at the west side of Prior. The 
broadest area of cultivatable bottomland adjoining the llortheast side of Big Stone lake is in the 
fraction of T. 122, R. 47, which makes the southeast part of Prior township. S. P. Lindholm 
lives on this bottomland, which in sections 11 and 13 has a width of about a half mile conSisting 
principally of till and ascending by a gradual slope from the edge of the lake to a hight of 40 or 50 
feet at the foot of the bluff of till, which next rises steeply 75 or 100 feet. At Mr. Jacob Hurley's 
in section 19, Big stone, about five miles north of Ortonville, the surface of moderately sloping till 
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at Ortonville one to one and a half feet, while an equal rise is occasioned by a similar northwest 
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higher than tbis lowest point of the water-shed. Currents of the flood brought into the valley by 
the Minnesota river often go thence both to the north and south; but probably no outflow passes 
southward from lake Traverse into Big Stone lake. 

Moclified cIrift amI alluvium. Four to six miles southeast from the north end of Big Stone 
lake, much of the slightly undulating surface consists of water-deposited gravel and sand, instead 
of the unmodified glacial drift which prevails elsewhere. 

In Lac qui Parle county modified drift, or alluvium, perhaps filling an ancient water-course, 
borders Florida creek on its west side in sections 19,20 and 29, Garfield; where it is a mile wide 
and extends two miles from north to south, being five to ten feet above the creek and some twenty
five feet below the average hight of the adjoining areas of till. A few miles farther south this 
creek is again bordereu by a similar alluvial area in the east part of sections 5 and 8, Freeland. 
This depression and its deposits of modified drift lie close east of the low knolls, strown with boul
ders, which form the terminal moraine in Garfield, but appear to extend southward on the west 
side of the Antelope hills, and may be found to be continuous in this direction to the old water
course which has been described in the report of Yellow Medicine county, crossing Wergeland 
and Burton townships. 

On the surface of the sheet of till which covers these counties, are rarely found small knolls 
or :'\hort ridges of gravel and sand, five to ten feet above the average hight of their vicinity. 
These appear to have been brought by streams that descended from the drift-laden surface of the 
ice-sheet at the epoch of its final melting. Their origin is thus like that of the long ridges of 
gravel and sand called kames in Scotland and eskers in Ireland. The only typical kame observed 
in the examination of these counties lies neal' the state line and southwest corner of Yellow Bank 
township. It is composed of gravel and sand, and is 10 to 20 feet high and a quarter of a mile or 
more in length, running approximately from east to west. At its eastern end a more prominent 
morainic ridge of coarsely rocky till runs from southeast to northwest. 

The bottomland of Brown's Valley, about a mile in width and reaching four miles from lake 
Traverse to Big Stone lake, is alluvial gravel, sand and silt, along its most depressed portion; but 
till forms the plateau, about 40 feet above the Minnesota river, close Routh of Brown's Valley vil
lage, and also, in some places, it forms slopes of moderate ascent next to the base of the bluffs. 
Along Traverse and Big Stone lakes the bluffs of this valley often rise directly from the lake-shore 
leaving no considerable width of bottomland; and the margins of the lakes in some portions i~ 
made wholly of boulders, up to six feet in diameter, which form a wall five to eight feet high, 
piled against the foot of the ?l~ff. An instance of this was seen ou the northeast shore of Big 
Stone lake, close south of WIlliam H. Bowman's in section 18, at the west side of Prior. The 
broadest area of cultivatable bottomland adjOining the northeast side of Big Stone lake is in the 
fraction of T. 122, H. 47, which makes the southeast part of Prior township. S. P. Lindholm 
lives on this bottomland, which in sections 11 and 13 has a width of about a half mile, conSisting 
principally of till and ascending by a gradual slope from the edge of the lake to a hight of 40 or 50 
feet at the foot of the bluff of till, which next rises steeply 75 or 100 feet. At Mr. Jacob Hurley's 
in section 19, Big Stone, about five miles north of Ortonville, the surface of moderately sloping tUi 
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at Ortonville one to one and a half feet, while an equal rise is occasioned by a similar northwest 
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The Minnesota river along its first ten miles below Big Stone lake, at its ordinary stage of 
water in summer, averages only one to two feet in depth. In its next fifty miles, before reaching 
Granite Falls, it receives three large affiuents, the Lac qui Parle, Pomme de Terre, and Chippewa 
rivers; and its width is expanded to about a hundred and fifty feet, with volume sufficient to fur
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lake, much of the slightly undulating surface consists of water-deposited gravel and sand, instead 
of the unmodified glacial drift which prevails elsewhere. 
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and extends two miles from north to south, being five to ten feet above the creek and some twenty
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more in length, running approximately from east to west. At its eastern end a more prominent 
morainic ridge of coarsely rocky till runs from southeast to northwest. 

The bottomland of Brown's Valley, about a mile in width and reaching four miles from lake 
Traverse to Big Stone lake, is alluvial gravel, sand and silt, along its most depressed portion; but 
till forms the plateau, about 40 feet above the Minnesota river, close Routh of Brown's Valley vil
lage, and also, in some places, it forms slopes of moderate ascent next to the base of the bluffs. 
Along Traverse and Big Stone lakes the bluffs of this valley often rise directly from the lake-shore 
leaving no considerable width of bottomland; and the margins of the lakes in some portions i~ 
made wholly of boulders, up to six feet in diameter, which form a wall five to eight feet high, 
piled against the foot of the ?l~ff. An instance of this was seen ou the northeast shore of Big 
Stone lake, close south of WIlliam H. Bowman's in section 18, at the west side of Prior. The 
broadest area of cultivatable bottomland adjOining the northeast side of Big Stone lake is in the 
fraction of T. 122, H. 47, which makes the southeast part of Prior township. S. P. Lindholm 
lives on this bottomland, which in sections 11 and 13 has a width of about a half mile, conSisting 
principally of till and ascending by a gradual slope from the edge of the lake to a hight of 40 or 50 
feet at the foot of the bluff of till, which next rises steeply 75 or 100 feet. At Mr. Jacob Hurley's 
in section 19, Big Stone, about five miles north of Ortonville, the surface of moderately sloping tUi 
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at Ortonville one to one and a half feet, while an equal rise is occasioned by a similar northwest 
wind. 

The Minnesota river along its first ten miles below Big Stone lake, at its ordinary stage of 
water in summer, averages only one to two feet in depth. In its next fifty miles, before reaching 
Granite Falls, it receives three large aflluents, the Lac qui Parle, Pomme de Terre, and Chippewa 
rivers; and its width is expanded to about a hundred and fifty feet, ,nth volume sufficient to fur
nish power for large Houring mills. During the high water of spring about twenty years ago, a 
steamer, said to have been a hundred aIld twenty-five feet long, was run from Saint Paul up the 
JliIinnesota river to a point near the east line of section :l3, Odessa, nine miles below Big Stone 
lake, where, becoming grounded in the channel of the stream, it was abandoned and afterward 
burned, excepting the bottom of its hull which still remains. It was expected to float this steamer 
into Big Stone lake and thence into lake Traverse and the Red river. At the highest floods pro
ducecl by snow-melting in exceptional years, such a feat may be possible, as the water where the 
divide between Big Stone lake and lake Traverse would be crossed, close to the east, bluff a half 
mile north of Brown's Valley station, is then three or four feet deep. This water comes mainly 
from the overflow of tne lIiinnesota river whose banks at Brown's Valley station are a few feet 
higher than this lowest point of the water-shed. Currents of the flood brought into the valley by 
the Minnesota river often go thence both to the north and south; but probably no outflow passes 
southward from lake Traverse intD Big Stone lake. 

]{oclified clrift and alltwiwn. Four to six miles southeast from the north end of Big Stone 
lake, much of the slightly undulating surface consists of water-depoRited gravel and sand, instead 
of the unmodified glacial drift which prevails elsewhere. 

In Lac qui Parle COlmty modified drift, or alluvium, perhaps filling an ancient water-course, 
borders Florida creek on its west side in sections 19,20 and 29, Garfield; where it is a mile wide 
and extends two miles from north to south, being five to ten feet above the creek and some twenty
five feet below the average hight of the adjoining areas of till. A few miles farther south this 
creek is again bordered by a similar alluvial area in the east part of sections 5 and 8, Freeland. 
This depression and its deposits of modified drift lie close east of the low knolls, strown with boul
ders, which form the terminal moraine in Garfield, but appear to extend southward on the west 
side of the Antelope hills, and may be found to be continuous in this direction to the old water
course which has been described in the report of Yellow Medicine county, crossing Wergeland 
and Burton townships. 

On the surface of the sheet of till which covers these counties, are rarely found small knolls 
or :'\hort ridges of gravel and sand, five to ten feet above the average hight of their vicinity. 
These appear to have been brought by streams that descended from the drift-laden surface of the 
ice-sheet at the epoch of its final melting. Their origin is thus like that of the long ridges of 
gravel and sand called kames in Scotland and eskers in Ireland. The only typical kame observed 
in the examination of these counties lies near the state line and southwest corner of Yellow Bank 
township. It is composed of gravel and sand, and is 10 to 20 feet high and a quarter af a mile or 
more in length, running approximately from east to west. At its eastern end a more prominent 
morainic ridge of coarsely rocky till runs from southeast to northwest. 

The bottomland of Brown's Valley, about a mile in width and reaching four miles from lake 
Traverse to Big Stone lake, is alluvial gravel, sand and silt, along its most depressed portion; but 
till forms the plateau, about 40 feet above the Minnesota river, close 80uth of Brown's Valley vil
lage, and also, in some places, it forms slopes of moderate ascent llext to the base of the bluffs. 
Along Traverse and Stone lakes the bluffs of this valley often rise directly from the lake-shore 
leaving no considerable width of bottomland; and the margins of the lakes in some portions i~ 
made wholly of boulders, up to six feet in diameter, which form a wall five to eight feet high 
pilett against the foot of the ~l~ff. An instance of this was seen ou the northeast shore of Bi~ 
Stone lake, close south of WIllIam H. Bowman's in section 18, at the west side of Prior. The 
broadest area of cultivatable bottomland adjOining the IlOrtheast side of Big Stone lake is in the 
fraction of T. 122, R 47, Which makes the southeast part of Prior township. S. P. Lindholm 
lives on this bottomland, which in sections 11 and 13 has a width of about a half mile, conSisting 
principally of till and ascending by a gradual slope from the edge of the lake to a hight of 40 or 50 
feet at the foot of the bluff of till, which next rises steeply 75 or 100 feet. At Mr. Jacob Hurley's 
in section 19, Big Stone, about five miles north of Ortonville, the surface of moderately sloping tUi 
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course which has been described in the report of Yellow Medicine county, crossing Wergeland 
and Burton townships. 

On the surface of the sheet of till which covers these counties, are rarely found small knolls 
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township. It is composed of gravel and sand, and is 10 to 20 feet high and a quarter af a mile or 
more in length, running approximately from east to west. At its eastern end a more prominent 
morainic ridge of coarsely rocky till runs from southeast to northwest. 
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made wholly of boulders, up to six feet in diameter, which form a wall five to eight feet high 
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between the lake and the bluff is about forty rods wide, and rises some 40 feet in this distance. 
On the Dakota shore of Big Stone lake, similar foot-slopes of till, below the steep bluffs, vary from 
an eighth to a half of a mile in width, along the greater part of the southeastern half of the lake, 
but they are wanting farther northwest. 

A deposit of alluvium, consisting mostly of sand and clayey silt, brought into the valley by 
Whetstone river, forms a nearly level bottomland about a mile wide at the foot of Big Stone lake; 
and a similar deposit extends two or three miles next below Lac qui Parle, havillgbeen brought 
by the river of the same name. Other portions of the Minnesota valley on the borders of these 
counties generally have an alluvial flood-plain an eighth to a fourth of a mile wide, while the 
greater part of the area enclosed between the bluffs is till, somewhat modified at the surface by 
the waters that eroded the valley. 

Terraces. Southeast from the village of Brown's Valley, the railroad in its ascent from 
the base to the top of the bluff is located upon an inclined terrace which rises southeastward 
along the side of the bluff at the rate of about 40 feet to the mile, extending three miles. Where 
this terrace is crossed by the earriage road a mile easterly from the northwest corner of Big Stone 
county, its width is some forty rods, in which distance its hight from its verge to the base of the 
higher part of the bluff rises some 25 feet. On the west side of the valley, a terrace of similar 
width but approximately horizontal, lying at half or two-thirds of the hight from the base to the 
top of the bluff, extends from opposite Brown's Valley nearly to Big Stone lake. '~Along this lake, 
also," Prof. Winchell writes, "are terraces that have a slope or dip striking across the bluff. One 
may be seen at Mr. Hurley's; . . . it can be traced three or four miles, passing, in that 
distance, down from union with the prairie level to the bottoms, or so far down as to be blended 
in the bottomland. A similar vanishing terrace can be ~een on the Dakota side" [a few miles west 
from Mr. Hurley's] . . . . "Within the space of about three miles, its form call be seen to 
pass obliquely across the face of the main bluff, from top to bottom, sloping to the east or south
east, and disappearing in the bottomland." 

At Ortonville and for a mile or more southeastward, a terrace occurs about 75 feet above the 
lake and 50 feet below the top of the bluff. It varies from a few rods to all eighth of a mile in 
width, and in this width ascends 10 or 15 feet. The rise of 50 feet thence to the highest land is 
by an irregular slope, less steep than the bluff below this terrace. These features, however, are 
much broken by gullies and ravines. A similar narrow bench in the bluff of till on the opposite 
side of the Minnesota valley is seen in the northwest part of Yellow Bank township along a dis
tance of four miles next southeast from Whetstone river and Big Stone City. 

Professor Winchell has noted other terraces farther southeast in this valley, and attributes 
their form to erosion in Cretaceous strata which are supposed to be only thinly covered by drift. 
"A terraced condition of the bluffs may be seen at a Uttle lake, caused by the enlargement-of the 
river on T. 120, R. 44, [Marsh lake,] as well as in the bluffs of Lac qui Parle. Here an obser
vation was made that plainly indicates the Origin of these benches. They exhibit a slope or dip 
toward the S. E., running successively down to the bottoms, higher ones occurring in their places. 
This can plainly be seen from the opposite bluff. This slope is believed to be due to the dip of 
the rocks of the Cretaceous, though no outcrop of these rocks was seen at that place, the bluffs of 
the river and of all ravines being smoothly turfed over." 

Modified drift of the eadier glacial epoch. In the report of Brown and Redwood counties 
(page 582) mention is made of a cut in the bluff southwest of New Ulm, where the amount 
of drift deposited in the last glacial epoch appears to be a bed of till, 16 to 18 feet thick, over
lying a bed of stratified gravel and sand. of about the same thickness, which was probably formed 
during the recession of an earlier ice-sheet. A closely similar section was observed on the Hast
ings & Dakota railroad, about fifteen rods south of Mr. Oehler's brick-yard at Big Stone City. 
Here a cut is made through a ridge of drift which belongs to the general drift-sheet, but has been 
left by erosion as a level-topped plateau jutting southward toward the Whetstone river. The cut 
is about 45 feet deep and twenty-five rods long. At the top is a stratum, 15 feet in thickness, 
composed of yellowish sand and gravel, fine above but coarse in its lower three to five feet. Un
derlying this is unstratified boulder-clay or till of the usual character, forming a bed 15 to 18 feet 
thick, its maximum thickness being at the east end of the cut. This has the dark bluish color 
usually characteristic of the deep portion of the till, except that at each end of the cut, next to 
the face of. the slopes bounding this plateau, it has the ordinary yellow color of the upper part of 
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between the lake and the bluff is about forty rods wide, and rises some 40 feet in this distance. 
On the Dakota shore of Big Stone lake, similar foot-slopes of till, below the steep bluffs, vary from 
an eighth to a half of a mile in width, along the gre,'tter part of the southeastern half of the lake, 
but they are wanting farther northwest. 

A deposit of alluvium, consisting mostly of sand and clayey silt, brought into the valley by 
Whetstone river, forms a nearly level bottomland about a mile wide at the foot of Big Stone lake; 
and a similar deposit extends two or three miles next below Lac qui Parle, havillg been brought 
by the river of the same name. Other portions of the Minnesota valley on the borders of these 
counties generally have an alluvial flood-plain an eighth to a fourth of a mile wide, while the 
greater part of the area enclosed between the bluffs is till, somewLat modified at the surface by 
the waters that eroded the valJey. 

Te~·races. Southeast from the village of Drown's Valley, the railroad in its ascent from 
the base to the top of the bluff is located upon an inclined terrace which rises southeastward 
along the side of the bluff at the rate of about 40 feet to the mile, extendiug three miles. Where 
this terrace is crossed by the earriage road a mile easterly from the northwest corner of Big Stone 
county, its width is some forty rods, iu which distance its hight from its verge to the base of the 
higher part of the bluff rises some 25 feet. Oil the west side of the valley, a terrace of similar 
width but approximately horizontal, lying at half or two-thirds of the hight from the base to the 
top of the bluff, extends from opposite Brown's Valley nearly to Big Stone lake. '~Along this lakE', 
also," Prof. 'Winchell writes, "are terraces that have a slope or dip striking across the bluff. One 
may be seen at Mr. Hurley's; . it call be traced three or four miles, passing, in that 
distance, down from union with the prairie level to the bottoms, or so far down as to be blended 
in the bottomland. A similar vanishing terrace can be ~een on the Dakota side" [a few miles west 
from Mr. Hurley's]. . "Within the space of about three miles, its form can be seen to 
pass obliquely across the face of the main bluff, from top to bottom, sloping to the east or south
east, aud disappearing in the bottomland.)) 

At Ortonville and for a mile or more southeastward, a terrace occurs about 75 feet above the 
lake and 50 feet below the top of the bluff. It varies from a few rods to an eighth of a mile in 
width, and in this width ascends 10 or 15 feet. The rise of 50 feet thence to the highest land is 
by an irregular slope, less steep than the bluff below this terrace. These features, however, are 
much broken by gullies and ravines. A similar narrow bench in the bluff of till on the opposite 
side of the Minnesota valley is seen in the northwest part of Yellow Bank township along a dis
tance of four miles next southeast from Vihetstone river and Big Stone City. 

Professor Winchell has noted other terraces fartber southeast in this valley, and attributes 
their form to erosion in Cretaceous strata which are supposed to be only thinly covered by drift. 
"A terraced condition of the bluffs may be seen at a Uttle lake, caused by the enlargement of the 
river on T. 120, R. 44, [Marsh lake,] as well as in the bluffs of Lac qui Parle. Here an obser
vation was made that plainly indicates the origin of these benches. They exhibit a slope or dip 
toward the S. E., running successively down to the bottoms, higher ones occurring in their places. 
This can plainly be seen from the opposite bluff. This slope is believed to be due to the dip of 
the rocks of the Cretaceous, though no outcrop of these rocks was seen at that place, the bluffs of 
the river and of all ravines being smoothly turfed over." 

Modified drift of the ea?'lier glacial epoch. In the report of Brown and Redwood counties 
(page 582) mention is made of a cut in the bluff southwest of New Ulm, where the amonnt 
of drift deposited in the last glacial epoch appears to be a bed of till, 16 to 18 feet thick, over
lying a bed of stratified gravel and sand of about the same thickness, which was probably formed 
during the recession of an earlier ice-sheet. A closely similar section was observed on the Hast
ings & Dakota railroad, about fifteen rods south of Mr. Oehler's brick-yard at Big Stone City. 
Here a cut is made through a ridge of drift which belongs to the general drift-sheet, but has been 
left by erosion as a level-topped plateau jutting southward toward the Whetstone river. The cut 
is about 4.5 feet deep and twenty-five rods long. At the top is a stratum, 15 feet in thickness, 
composed of yellowish sand and gravel, fine above but coarse in its lower three to five feet. Un
derlying this is unstratified boulder-clay or till of the usual character, forming a bed 15 to 18 feet 
thick, its maximum thickness being at the east end of the cut. This has the dark bluish color 
usually characteristic of the deep portion of the till, except that at each end of the cut, next to 
the face of the slopes bounding this plateau, it has the ordinary yellow color of the upper part of 
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between the lake and the bluff is about forty rods wide, and rises some 40 feet in this distance. 
On the Dakota shore of Big Stone lake, similar foot-slopes of till, below the steep bluffs, vary from 
an eighth to a half of a mile in width, along the gre,'tter part of the southeastern half of the lake, 
but they are wanting farther northwest. 

A deposit of alluvium, consisting mostly of sand and clayey silt, brought into the valley by 
Whetstone river, forms a nearly level bottomland about a mile wide at the foot of Big Stone lake; 
and a similar deposit extends two or three miles next below Lac qui Parle, havillg been brought 
by the river of the same name. Other portions of the Minnesota valley on the borders of these 
counties generally have an alluvial flood-plain an eighth to a fourth of a mile wide, while the 
greater part of the area enclosed between the bluffs is till, somewLat modified at the surface by 
the waters that eroded the valJey. 

Te~·races. Southeast from the village of Drown's Valley, the railroad in its ascent from 
the base to the top of the bluff is located upon an inclined terrace which rises southeastward 
along the side of the bluff at the rate of about 40 feet to the mile, extendiug three miles. Where 
this terrace is crossed by the earriage road a mile easterly from the northwest corner of Big Stone 
county, its width is some forty rods, iu which distance its hight from its verge to the base of the 
higher part of the bluff rises some 25 feet. Oil the west side of the valley, a terrace of similar 
width but approximately horizontal, lying at half or two-thirds of the hight from the base to the 
top of the bluff, extends from opposite Brown's Valley nearly to Big Stone lake. '~Along this lakE', 
also," Prof. 'Winchell writes, "are terraces that have a slope or dip striking across the bluff. One 
may be seen at Mr. Hurley's; . it call be traced three or four miles, passing, in that 
distance, down from union with the prairie level to the bottoms, or so far down as to be blended 
in the bottomland. A similar vanishing terrace can be ~een on the Dakota side" [a few miles west 
from Mr. Hurley's]. . "Within the space of about three miles, its form can be seen to 
pass obliquely across the face of the main bluff, from top to bottom, sloping to the east or south
east, aud disappearing in the bottomland.)) 

At Ortonville and for a mile or more southeastward, a terrace occurs about 75 feet above the 
lake and 50 feet below the top of the bluff. It varies from a few rods to an eighth of a mile in 
width, and in this width ascends 10 or 15 feet. The rise of 50 feet thence to the highest land is 
by an irregular slope, less steep than the bluff below this terrace. These features, however, are 
much broken by gullies and ravines. A similar narrow bench in the bluff of till on the opposite 
side of the Minnesota valley is seen in the northwest part of Yellow Bank township along a dis
tance of four miles next southeast from Vihetstone river and Big Stone City. 

Professor Winchell has noted other terraces fartber southeast in this valley, and attributes 
their form to erosion in Cretaceous strata which are supposed to be only thinly covered by drift. 
"A terraced condition of the bluffs may be seen at a Uttle lake, caused by the enlargement of the 
river on T. 120, R. 44, [Marsh lake,] as well as in the bluffs of Lac qui Parle. Here an obser
vation was made that plainly indicates the origin of these benches. They exhibit a slope or dip 
toward the S. E., running successively down to the bottoms, higher ones occurring in their places. 
This can plainly be seen from the opposite bluff. This slope is believed to be due to the dip of 
the rocks of the Cretaceous, though no outcrop of these rocks was seen at that place, the bluffs of 
the river and of all ravines being smoothly turfed over." 

Modified drift of the ea?'lier glacial epoch. In the report of Brown and Redwood counties 
(page 582) mention is made of a cut in the bluff southwest of New Ulm, where the amonnt 
of drift deposited in the last glacial epoch appears to be a bed of till, 16 to 18 feet thick, over
lying a bed of stratified gravel and sand of about the same thickness, which was probably formed 
during the recession of an earlier ice-sheet. A closely similar section was observed on the Hast
ings & Dakota railroad, about fifteen rods south of Mr. Oehler's brick-yard at Big Stone City. 
Here a cut is made through a ridge of drift which belongs to the general drift-sheet, but has been 
left by erosion as a level-topped plateau jutting southward toward the Whetstone river. The cut 
is about 4.5 feet deep and twenty-five rods long. At the top is a stratum, 15 feet in thickness, 
composed of yellowish sand and gravel, fine above but coarse in its lower three to five feet. Un
derlying this is unstratified boulder-clay or till of the usual character, forming a bed 15 to 18 feet 
thick, its maximum thickness being at the east end of the cut. This has the dark bluish color 
usually characteristic of the deep portion of the till, except that at each end of the cut, next to 
the face of the slopes bounding this plateau, it has the ordinary yellow color of the upper part of 
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between the lake and the bluff is about forty rods wide, and rises some 40 feet in this distance. 
On the Dakota shore of Big Stone lake, similar foot-slopes of till, below the steep bluffs, vary from 
an eighth to a half of a mile in width, along the grea.ter part of the southeastern half of the lake, 
but they are wanting farther northwest. 

A deposit of alluvium, consisting mostly of sand and clayey silt, brought into the valley by 
Whetstone river, forms a nearly level bottomland about a mile wide at the foot of Big Stone lake; 
and a similar deposit extends two or three miles next below Lac qui Parle, having· been brought 
by the river of the same name. Other portions of the Minnesota valley on the borders of these 
counties generally have an alluvial flood-plain an eighth to a fourtll of a mile wide, while the 
greater part of the area enclosed between the bluffs is till, somewhat modified at the surface by 
the waters that eroded the valley. 

Te1'rac6s. Southeast from the village of Drown's Valley, the railroad in its ascent from 
the base to the top of the bluff is located upon an inclined terrace which rises southeastward 
along the side of the bluff at the rate of about ,10 feet to the extendilJg three miles. Where 
this terrace is crossed by the earriage road a mile easterly from the northwest corner of Big Stone 
county, its width is some forty rods,in which distance its from its verge to the base of the 
higher part of the bluff rises some 25 feet. On the west side of the valley, a terrace of similar 
width but approximately horizontal, lying at half or two-thirds of the hight from the base to the 
top of the bluff, extends from opposite Brown '8 Valley nearly to Big Stone lake. ':Along this lakE', 
also," Prof. ·Winchell writes, "are terraces that have a slope or dip across the bluff. OIle 
may be seen at Mr. Hurley's; . . . it call be traced three or four miles, passing, in that 
distance, down from union with the prairie level to the bottoms, or so far down as to be blended 
in the bottomland. .A. similar vanishing terrace can be "een on the Dakota side" ra few miles west 
from Mr. Hurley'S] . . . . "Within the space of about three miles, its form can be seen to 
pass obliquely across the face of the main bluff, from top to bottom, sloping to the east or south
east, aud disappearing in the bottomland." 

At Ortonville and for a mile or more southeastward, a terrace occurs about 75 feet above the 
lake and 50 feet below the top of the bluff. It varies from a few rods to an eighth of a mile in 
width, and in this width ascends 10 or 15 f('et. The rise of 50 feet thence to the highest land is 
by an irregular slope, less steep than the bluff below this terrace. These features, however, are 
much broken by gullies and ravines. A similar narrow bench in the bluff of till on the opposite 
side of the Minnesota valley is seen in the northwest part of Yellow Bank township along a dis-
tance of four miles next southeast from Whetstone river and Stone City. 

Professor Winchell has noted other terraces farther southeast in this valley, and attributes 
their form to erosion in Cretaceous strata which are supposed to be only thinly covered by drift. 
"A terraced condition of the bluffs may be seen at a uttle lake, caused by the enlargement of the 
river on T. 120, R. 44, [Marsh lake,] as well as in the bluffs of Lac qui Parle. Here au obser
vation was made that plainly indicates the Origin of these benches. They exhibit a slope or dip 
toward the S. E. \ running successively down to the bottoms, higher ones occurriug in their places. 
This can plainly be seen from the opposite bluff. This slope is believed to be due to the dip ot 
the rocks of the Cretaceous, though no outcrop of these rocks was seen at that place, the bluffs of 
the river and of all ravines being smoothly turfed over." 

Modified drift of the ea?'lier glacio,l epoch. In the report of Brown and Redwood counties 
(page 582) mention is made of a cut in the bluff southwest of New UIm, where the amount 
of drift deposited in the last glacial epoch appears to be a bed of till, 16 to 18 feet thick, over
lying a bed of stratified gravel and sand of about the same thickness, which was probably formed 
during the recession of an earlier ice-sheet. A closely similar section was observed on the Hast
ings & Dakota railroad, about fifteen rods south of Mr. Oehler's brick-yard at Big Stone City. 
Here a cut is made through a ridge of drift which belongs to the general drift-sheet, but has been 
left by erosion as a level-topped plateau jutting southward toward the Whetstone river. The cut 
is about 4.5 feet deep and twenty-five rods long. At the top is a stratum, 15 feet in thickness, 
composed of yellowish sand and gravel, fine above but coarse in its lower three to five feet. Un
derlying this is unstratified boulder-clay or tm of the usual character, forming a bed 15 to 18 feet 
thick its maximum thickness at the east end of the cut. This has the dark bluish color 
usualiy characteristic of tbe deep portion of the till, except that at each end of the cut, next to 
the face of. the slopes bounding this plateau, it has the ordinary yellow color of the upper part of 
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between the lake and the bluff is about forty rods wide, and rises some 40 feet in this distance. 
On the Dakota shore of Big Stone lake, similar foot-slopes of till, below the steep bluffs, vary from 
an eighth to a half of a mile in width, along the grea.ter part of the southeastern half of the lake, 
but they are wanting farther northwest. 

A deposit of alluvium, consisting mostly of sand and clayey silt, brought into the valley by 
Whetstone river, forms a nearly level bottomland about a mile wide at the foot of Big Stone lake; 
and a similar deposit extends two or three miles next below Lac qui Parle, having· been brought 
by the river of the same name. Other portions of the Minnesota valley on the borders of these 
counties generally have an alluvial flood-plain an eighth to a fourtll of a mile wide, while the 
greater part of the area enclosed between the bluffs is till, somewhat modified at the surface by 
the waters that eroded the valley. 

Te1'rac6s. Southeast from the village of Drown's Valley, the railroad in its ascent from 
the base to the top of the bluff is located upon an inclined terrace which rises southeastward 
along the side of the bluff at the rate of about ,10 feet to the extendilJg three miles. Where 
this terrace is crossed by the earriage road a mile easterly from the northwest corner of Big Stone 
county, its width is some forty rods,in which distance its from its verge to the base of the 
higher part of the bluff rises some 25 feet. On the west side of the valley, a terrace of similar 
width but approximately horizontal, lying at half or two-thirds of the hight from the base to the 
top of the bluff, extends from opposite Brown '8 Valley nearly to Big Stone lake. ':Along this lakE', 
also," Prof. ·Winchell writes, "are terraces that have a slope or dip across the bluff. OIle 
may be seen at Mr. Hurley's; . . . it call be traced three or four miles, passing, in that 
distance, down from union with the prairie level to the bottoms, or so far down as to be blended 
in the bottomland. .A. similar vanishing terrace can be "een on the Dakota side" ra few miles west 
from Mr. Hurley'S] . . . . "Within the space of about three miles, its form can be seen to 
pass obliquely across the face of the main bluff, from top to bottom, sloping to the east or south
east, aud disappearing in the bottomland." 

At Ortonville and for a mile or more southeastward, a terrace occurs about 75 feet above the 
lake and 50 feet below the top of the bluff. It varies from a few rods to an eighth of a mile in 
width, and in this width ascends 10 or 15 f('et. The rise of 50 feet thence to the highest land is 
by an irregular slope, less steep than the bluff below this terrace. These features, however, are 
much broken by gullies and ravines. A similar narrow bench in the bluff of till on the opposite 
side of the Minnesota valley is seen in the northwest part of Yellow Bank township along a dis-
tance of four miles next southeast from Whetstone river and Stone City. 

Professor Winchell has noted other terraces farther southeast in this valley, and attributes 
their form to erosion in Cretaceous strata which are supposed to be only thinly covered by drift. 
"A terraced condition of the bluffs may be seen at a uttle lake, caused by the enlargement of the 
river on T. 120, R. 44, [Marsh lake,] as well as in the bluffs of Lac qui Parle. Here au obser
vation was made that plainly indicates the Origin of these benches. They exhibit a slope or dip 
toward the S. E. \ running successively down to the bottoms, higher ones occurriug in their places. 
This can plainly be seen from the opposite bluff. This slope is believed to be due to the dip ot 
the rocks of the Cretaceous, though no outcrop of these rocks was seen at that place, the bluffs of 
the river and of all ravines being smoothly turfed over." 

Modified drift of the ea?'lier glacio,l epoch. In the report of Brown and Redwood counties 
(page 582) mention is made of a cut in the bluff southwest of New UIm, where the amount 
of drift deposited in the last glacial epoch appears to be a bed of till, 16 to 18 feet thick, over
lying a bed of stratified gravel and sand of about the same thickness, which was probably formed 
during the recession of an earlier ice-sheet. A closely similar section was observed on the Hast
ings & Dakota railroad, about fifteen rods south of Mr. Oehler's brick-yard at Big Stone City. 
Here a cut is made through a ridge of drift which belongs to the general drift-sheet, but has been 
left by erosion as a level-topped plateau jutting southward toward the Whetstone river. The cut 
is about 4.5 feet deep and twenty-five rods long. At the top is a stratum, 15 feet in thickness, 
composed of yellowish sand and gravel, fine above but coarse in its lower three to five feet. Un
derlying this is unstratified boulder-clay or tm of the usual character, forming a bed 15 to 18 feet 
thick its maximum thickness at the east end of the cut. This has the dark bluish color 
usualiy characteristic of tbe deep portion of the till, except that at each end of the cut, next to 
the face of. the slopes bounding this plateau, it has the ordinary yellow color of the upper part of 
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the till to a depth of thirty feet from the surface at the west and fifteen feet at the east. It is 
bounded by definite, nearly level lines both above and below, and is underlain by obliquely bed
ded yellow gravel and sand, which has a thickness of about 15 feet exposed to the grade of the 
track and also extends deeper. My interpretation of these deposits would refer the lower gravel 
and sand to an interglacial epoch, their origin being from the earlier ice during its departure; the 
till was quite surely deposited by the last ice-sheet; and the overlying gravel and sand is prob
ably modified drift belollging to the immediately succeeding epoch of its recession and final 
meltiug. 

A buried moraine. There are many reasons for believing that several 

successive ice-sheets have been accumulated and pushed forward upon the 

northern part of the continent, repeatedly overspreading nearly all of Min

nesota; and if this be true, some of them doubtless formed terminal mo

raines, which were aHerward covered and their mounds and hills of coarsely 

rocky drift spread in a nearly level stratum by the more extended ice-sheet 

of a later epoch. Sueh a buried moraine is exposed by the deep channel 

of the upper Minnesota river. The till here is found to contain, at a depth 

of 40 to 50 feet below the general surface, a stratum that abounds 111 

boulders, usually producing a narrow shelf or terrace upon the bluffs. 
About Correll station, in Big Stone county, this rocky layer in the till has caused an exten

sive plain to be left in the process of erosion, some 50 feet below the top of the bluffs and 50 to 75 
feet above the river. The west end of this plain is in section 6, T. I ~O, R. 44, about three miles 
west of Correll; and it thence extends eight miles east to the Pomme de Terre river, having a width 
of one and a half to two miles in its western half, and expanding to a greater breadth farther east. 
Its first one and a half miles at the west is not remarkably sprinkled with boulders, but has one 
immense block, thirty feet or more in diameter, on section 5, about one and a half miles west of 
Correll station. Very abundant boulders, however, are found on the southern verge of this part 
of the plain, covering the upper ten or twenty feet of the escarpment, 50 to 60 feet high, which de
scends to the bottomland in the ~outheast part of section 6, and near the south line of section 5. 
A little farther east, probably in the northwest corner of section 9, and about three-quarters of a 
mile southeast from the large boulder before mentioned, another was observed in the escarpment 
of this plain, measuring twenty feet in diameter, and consisting of gray granite, in which are 
seen at one side several fragments of hornblende schist up to three and four feet in diameter. A 
great profusion of boulders occurs here along the margin of this plain through a distance of two 
miles or more, and the same feature probably continues all the way east to the Pomme de Terre 
river, near which it was again observed in section 19, Appleton. On the south, in the region of 
Marsh lake, are occasional knolls and short ridges, composed mainly of boulders, extending ten 
to twenty rods and rising ten to fifteen feet above the marsh. For a mile west from Correll sta
tion, and all the way east to the Pomme de Terre river, this plain is much sprinkled by boulders 
of all sizes up to six or eight feet. Between Five Mile creek and the Pomme de Terre river, the 
east part of this area somewhat loses its plain-like contour, and becomes in part quite undulating 
and broken, having nnmerous knolls and ridges twenty to forty rods long, running mostly from 
west to east, five to twenty feet high, so thickly strown with boulders of all sizes up to five or ten 
feet in diameter that often they cover three-quarters of the surface. These small elevations and 
depressions have been shaped by the eroding action of water, being more regular in their outlines 
than typical terminal moraines, which they resemble in their multitude of boulders. It appears 
that here a terminal moraine, accumulated in one of the early glaCial epochs of the great ice age, 
has been crossed by a later ice-sheet. Partly leveled and buried under the later till, a section of 
it is exposed to view by the excavation of this valley. 

The ancient water-courses, now deserted, which are found in Chippewa county northeast 
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the till to a depth of thirty feet from the surface at the west and fifteen feet at the east. It is 
bounded by definite, nearly level lines both above and below, and is underlain by obliquely bed
ded yellow gravel and sand, which has a thickness of about 15 feet exposed to the grade of the 
track and also extends deeper. My interpretation of these deposits would refer the lower gravel 
and sand to an interglacial epoch, their origin being from the earlier ice during its departure; the 
till was qnite surely deposited by the last ice-sheet; and the overlying gravel and sand is prob
ably modified urift belouging to the immediately succeeding epoch of its recession and final 
melting. 

A buried moraine. There are many reasons for believing that several 

successive ice-sheets have been accumulated and pushed forward upon the 

northern part of the continent, repeatedly overspreading nearly all of Min

nesota; and if this be true, some of them doubtless formed terminal mo

raines, which were aH,erward covered and their mounds and hills of coarsely 

rocky drift spread in a nearly level stratum by the more extended ice-sheet 

of a later epoch. Sueh a buried moraine is exposed by the deep channel 

of the upper Minnesota river. The till here is found to contain, at a depth 

of 40 to 50 feet below the general surface, a stratum that abounds 111 

boulders, usn ally producing a narrow shelf or terrace upon the bluffs. 
About Correll station, in Big Stone county, this rocky layer in the till has caused an exten

sive plain to be left in the process of erosion, some 50 feet below the top of the bluffs and 50 to 75 
feet above the river. The west end of this plain is in section 6, T. I ~O, R. 44, about three miles 
west of Correll; and it thence extends eight miles east to the Pomme de Terre river, having a width 
of one and a half to two miles in its western half, and expanding to a greater breadth farther east. 
Its first one and a half miles at the west is not remarkably sprinkled with boulders, but has one 
immense block, thirty feet or more in diameter, on section 5, about one and a half miles west of 
Correll station. Very abundant boulders, however, are found on the southern verge of this part 
of the plain, covering the upper ten or twenty feet of the escarpment, 50 to 60 feet high, which de
scends to the bottomland in the ~outheast part of section 6, and neal' the south line of section 5. 
A little farther east, probably in the northwest corner of section 9, and about three-quarters of a 
mile southeast from the large boulder before mentioned, another was observed in the escarpment 
of this plain, measuring twenty feet in diameter, and consisting of gray granite, in which are 
seen at one side several fragments of hornblende schist up to three and four feet in diameter. A 
great profusion of boulders occurs here along the margin of this plain through a distance of two 
miles or more, and the same feature probably continues all the way east to the Pomme de Terre 
river, near which it was again observed in section 19, Appleton. On the south, in the region of 
Marsh lake, are occasional knolls and short ridges, composed mainly of boulders, extending ten 
to twenty rods and rising ten to fifteen feet above the marsh. For a mile west from Correll sta
tion, and all the way east to the Pomme de Terre river, this plain is much sprinkled by boulders 
of all sizes up to six or eight feet. Between Five Mile creek and the Pomme de Terre river, the 
east part of this area somewhat loses its plain-like contour, and becomes in part quite undulating 
and broken, having numerous knolls and ridges twenty to forty rods long, running mostly from 
west to east, five to twenty feet high, so thickly strown with boulders of all sizes up to five or ten 
feet in diameter that often they cover three-quarters of the surface. These small elevations and 
depressions have been shaped by the eroding action of water, being more regular in their outlines 
than typical terminal moraines, which they resemble in their multitude of boulders. It appears 
that here a terminal moraine, accumulated in one of the early glacial epochs of the great ice age, 
has been crossed by a later ice-sheet. Partly leveled and buried under the later till, a section of 
it is exposed to view by the excavation of this valley. 
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the till to a depth of thirty feet from the surface at the west and fifteen feet at the east. It is 
bounded by definite, nearly level lines both above and below, and is underlain by obliquely bed
ded yellow gravel and sand, which has a thickness of about 15 feet exposed to the grade of the 
track and also extends deeper. My interpretation of these deposits would refer the lower gravel 
and sand to an interglacial epoch, their origin being from the earlier ice during its departure; the 
till was qnite surely deposited by the last ice-sheet; and the overlying gravel and sand is prob
ably modified urift belouging to the immediately succeeding epoch of its recession and final 
melting. 

A buried moraine. There are many reasons for believing that several 

successive ice-sheets have been accumulated and pushed forward upon the 

northern part of the continent, repeatedly overspreading nearly all of Min

nesota; and if this be true, some of them doubtless formed terminal mo

raines, which were aH,erward covered and their mounds and hills of coarsely 

rocky drift spread in a nearly level stratum by the more extended ice-sheet 

of a later epoch. Sueh a buried moraine is exposed by the deep channel 

of the upper Minnesota river. The till here is found to contain, at a depth 

of 40 to 50 feet below the general surface, a stratum that abounds 111 
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sive plain to be left in the process of erosion, some 50 feet below the top of the bluffs and 50 to 75 
feet above the river. The west end of this plain is in section 6, T. I ~O, R. 44, about three miles 
west of Correll; and it thence extends eight miles east to the Pomme de Terre river, having a width 
of one and a half to two miles in its western half, and expanding to a greater breadth farther east. 
Its first one and a half miles at the west is not remarkably sprinkled with boulders, but has one 
immense block, thirty feet or more in diameter, on section 5, about one and a half miles west of 
Correll station. Very abundant boulders, however, are found on the southern verge of this part 
of the plain, covering the upper ten or twenty feet of the escarpment, 50 to 60 feet high, which de
scends to the bottomland in the ~outheast part of section 6, and neal' the south line of section 5. 
A little farther east, probably in the northwest corner of section 9, and about three-quarters of a 
mile southeast from the large boulder before mentioned, another was observed in the escarpment 
of this plain, measuring twenty feet in diameter, and consisting of gray granite, in which are 
seen at one side several fragments of hornblende schist up to three and four feet in diameter. A 
great profusion of boulders occurs here along the margin of this plain through a distance of two 
miles or more, and the same feature probably continues all the way east to the Pomme de Terre 
river, near which it was again observed in section 19, Appleton. On the south, in the region of 
Marsh lake, are occasional knolls and short ridges, composed mainly of boulders, extending ten 
to twenty rods and rising ten to fifteen feet above the marsh. For a mile west from Correll sta
tion, and all the way east to the Pomme de Terre river, this plain is much sprinkled by boulders 
of all sizes up to six or eight feet. Between Five Mile creek and the Pomme de Terre river, the 
east part of this area somewhat loses its plain-like contour, and becomes in part quite undulating 
and broken, having numerous knolls and ridges twenty to forty rods long, running mostly from 
west to east, five to twenty feet high, so thickly strown with boulders of all sizes up to five or ten 
feet in diameter that often they cover three-quarters of the surface. These small elevations and 
depressions have been shaped by the eroding action of water, being more regular in their outlines 
than typical terminal moraines, which they resemble in their multitude of boulders. It appears 
that here a terminal moraine, accumulated in one of the early glacial epochs of the great ice age, 
has been crossed by a later ice-sheet. Partly leveled and buried under the later till, a section of 
it is exposed to view by the excavation of this valley. 
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the till to a depth of thirty feet from the surface at the west and fifteen feet at the east. It is 
bounded by definite, nearly level lines both above and below, and is underlain by obliquely bed
ded yellow gravel and sand, which has a thickness of about 15 feet exposed to the grade of the 
track and also extends deeper. My interpretation of these deposits would refer the lower gravel 
and sand to an interglacial epoch, their origin being from the earlier ice during its departure; the 
till was quite surely deposited by the last ice-sbeet; and the overlying gravel and sand is prob
ably modified drift belonging to the immediately succeeding epoch of its recession and final 
melting. 

A buried moraine. There are many reasons for believing that several 

successive ice-sheets have been accumulated and pushed forward upon the 

northern part of the continent, repeatedly overspreading nearly all of Min
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boulders, usually produeing a narrow shelf or terrace upon the bluffs. 
About Correll station, in Big Stone county, this rocky layer in the till has caused an exten

sive plain to be left in the process of erosion, some 50 feet below the top of the bluffs and 50 to 75 
feet above the river. The west end of this plain is in section 6, T. I ~O, R. 44, about three miles 
west of Correll; and it thence extends eight miles east to the Pomme de Terre river, having a width 
of one and a half to two miles in its western half, and expanding to a greater breadth farther east. 
Its first one and a half miles at the west is not remarkably sprinkled with boulders, but has one 
immense block, thirty feet or more in on section 5, about one and a half miles west of 
Correll station. Very abundant boulders, however, are found on the southern verge of this part 
of the plain, covering the upper ten or twenty feet of the escarpment, 50 to 60 feet high, which de
scends to the bottomland in the ~outheast part of section 6, and near the south line of section 5. 
A little farther east, probably in the northwest corner of section 9, and about three-quarters of a 
mile southeast from the large boulder before mentioned, another was observed in the escarpment 
of this plain, measuring twenty feet in diameter, and consisting of gray granite, in which are 
seen at one side several fragments of hornblende schist up to three and four feet in diameter. A 
great profUSion of boulders occurs here along the margin of this plain through a distance of two 
miles or more, and the same feature probably continues all the way east to the Pomme de Terre 
river, near which it was again observed in section 19, Appleton. On the south, in the region of 
Marsh lake, are occasional knolls and short ridges, composed mainly of boulders, extending ten 
to twenty rods and rising ten to fifteen feet above the marsh. For a mile west from Correll sta
tioll, and all the way east to the Pomme de Terre river, this plain is much sprinkled by boulders 
of all sizes up to six or eight feet. Between :Five Mile creek and the Pomme de Terre river, the 
east part of this area somewhat loses its plain-like contour, and becomes in part quite undulating 
and broken, having numerous knolls and ridges twenty to forty rods long, running mostly from 
west to east, five to twenty feet high, so thickly strown with boulders of all sizes up to five or ten 
feet in diameter that often they cover three· quarters of the surface. These small elevations and 
depressions have been shaped by the eroding action of water, being more regular in their outlines 
than typical terminal moraines, which they resemble in their multitude of boulders. It appears 
that here a terminal moraine, accumulated in one of the early glacial epochs of the great ice age, 
has been crossed by a later ice-sheet. Partly leveled and buried under the later till, a section of 
it is exposed to view by the excavation of this valley. 
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the till to a depth of thirty feet from the surface at the west and fifteen feet at the east. It is 
bounded by definite, nearly level lines both above and below, and is underlain by obliquely bed
ded yellow gravel and sand, which has a thickness of about 15 feet exposed to the grade of the 
track and also extends deeper. My interpretation of these deposits would refer the lower gravel 
and sand to an interglacial epoch, their origin being from the earlier ice during its departure; the 
till was quite surely deposited by the last ice-sbeet; and the overlying gravel and sand is prob
ably modified drift belonging to the immediately succeeding epoch of its recession and final 
melting. 

A buried moraine. There are many reasons for believing that several 

successive ice-sheets have been accumulated and pushed forward upon the 

northern part of the continent, repeatedly overspreading nearly all of Min

nesota; and if this be true, some of them doubtless formed terminal mo
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of a later epoch. Such a buried moraine is exposed by the deep channel 

of the upper Minnesota river. The till here is found to contain, at a depth 

of 40 to 50 feet below the general surface, a stratum that abounds III 

boulders, usually produeing a narrow shelf or terrace upon the bluffs. 
About Correll station, in Big Stone county, this rocky layer in the till has caused an exten

sive plain to be left in the process of erosion, some 50 feet below the top of the bluffs and 50 to 75 
feet above the river. The west end of this plain is in section 6, T. I ~O, R. 44, about three miles 
west of Correll; and it thence extends eight miles east to the Pomme de Terre river, having a width 
of one and a half to two miles in its western half, and expanding to a greater breadth farther east. 
Its first one and a half miles at the west is not remarkably sprinkled with boulders, but has one 
immense block, thirty feet or more in on section 5, about one and a half miles west of 
Correll station. Very abundant boulders, however, are found on the southern verge of this part 
of the plain, covering the upper ten or twenty feet of the escarpment, 50 to 60 feet high, which de
scends to the bottomland in the ~outheast part of section 6, and near the south line of section 5. 
A little farther east, probably in the northwest corner of section 9, and about three-quarters of a 
mile southeast from the large boulder before mentioned, another was observed in the escarpment 
of this plain, measuring twenty feet in diameter, and consisting of gray granite, in which are 
seen at one side several fragments of hornblende schist up to three and four feet in diameter. A 
great profUSion of boulders occurs here along the margin of this plain through a distance of two 
miles or more, and the same feature probably continues all the way east to the Pomme de Terre 
river, near which it was again observed in section 19, Appleton. On the south, in the region of 
Marsh lake, are occasional knolls and short ridges, composed mainly of boulders, extending ten 
to twenty rods and rising ten to fifteen feet above the marsh. For a mile west from Correll sta
tioll, and all the way east to the Pomme de Terre river, this plain is much sprinkled by boulders 
of all sizes up to six or eight feet. Between :Five Mile creek and the Pomme de Terre river, the 
east part of this area somewhat loses its plain-like contour, and becomes in part quite undulating 
and broken, having numerous knolls and ridges twenty to forty rods long, running mostly from 
west to east, five to twenty feet high, so thickly strown with boulders of all sizes up to five or ten 
feet in diameter that often they cover three· quarters of the surface. These small elevations and 
depressions have been shaped by the eroding action of water, being more regular in their outlines 
than typical terminal moraines, which they resemble in their multitude of boulders. It appears 
that here a terminal moraine, accumulated in one of the early glacial epochs of the great ice age, 
has been crossed by a later ice-sheet. Partly leveled and buried under the later till, a section of 
it is exposed to view by the excavation of this valley. 
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of Lac qui Parle, connected with the Minnesota valley and running approximately parallel with 
it, reaching 40 to 80 feet below the general level of the drift'sheet, and varying from an eighth to 
a half of a mile in width, frequently have their bed upon this stratum of boulders. On the bluff 
of till which rises at the southwest side of the lower half of Lac qui Parle, this layer in some 
places, as in sections 4, 5 and 9, of Lac qui Parle to:vnship, forms a rocky, very narrow terrace, at 
a horizontal line about 75 feet above the lake and 25 feet below the top of the bluff and surface of 
the adjoining country; and the more gl:adually sloping ascent from the northwest half of Lac qui 
Parle !:Shows many very rocky places 40 to 60 feet above the lake, which are probably also a part of 
this buried moraine. A similar narrow terrace-mark, abundantly strown with boulders, is gen
erally noticeable upon the bluffs at each side of the Minnesota river, at a hight of .50 to 60 feet 
above it and some 50 feet below the general level, all the way from Lac qui Parle to Montevideo. 
Further exposures of this rocky stratum in the till are seen in the Minnesota valley below Lac 
qui Parle county, at many places, to a point three miles below the mouth of the Yellow Medi
cine river. 

Northwesterly from the remarkable Correll plain, boulders are occasionally seen in great 
abundance within the valley or on the bluffs that enclose the Minnesota river and Big Stone and 
Traverse lakes. About two and a half miles east of Odessa station, a boulder of exceptional size, 
being fully twenty feet in diameter, lies at the north side of the railroad. Within a mile farther 
west are several very rocky knolls and short ridges, extending five or ten rods, trending approxi
mately from west to east, and rising 15 to 30 feet above this part of the bottomland, which is not 
reached by the highest floods of the Minnesota rinr. 

Two other localities also deserve mention, as exhibiting very plentiful boulders, the origin 
of which is difficnlt to suggest, unless they are outcropping portions of this buried moraine. One 
is at the southeast corner of section 15, in the west part of Prior, where a ravine, about six 
rods wide and twenty feet deep, has the upper part of the slope on each side very profusely 
splinkled with granite boulders up to three or four feet in diameter, while only a few boulders are 
seen on the surface of the region adjoining or along the bottom of the ravine. The same feature 
is also noticeable in a less degree upon other ravines northeast of Big Stone lake, while in the 
same region are seen occasional knolls or swells, 5 to 15 feet high, abundantly covered with large 
and small rock-fragments. 

The second locality where boulders are specially remarkable is at a cut on the Hastings 
& Dakota railroad about five miles west of Big Stone City. This cut is 5 to 10 feet deep and an 
eighth of a mile or more in length, and is approximately at the average hight of the surface of 
the drift-sheet in its vicinity. Boulders here are exceedingly abundant of all siz(jt up to ten 
feet in diameter, but are confined to the surface and the upper two or three feet, and are com
paratively rare below, being not more plentiful than is usnal in the till throughout Minnesota. 
Next west of thit; cut is a valley 15 to 20 feet lower and nearly an eighth of a mile wide, almost 
destitute of boulders though apparently till, while the land at its west side again exhibits a sur
face over which they are thickly strown. 

Red till. Besides the upper yellowish till (changed to this color by 

weathering) and the lower dark bluish till, which ordinarily make up the 

whole thickness of the glacial drift in this region, it exhibits at a few pla

ces, below the foregoing, a distinctly reddish till, quite different in color 

from the other two, and like the red till which overspreads northeastern 

Minnesota from lake Superior to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. In that part 

of the state the direction of glacial motion was southwesterly, and the red 

color of the drift appears to be due to the large proportion of its material 

which was gathered from areas of red sandstone and shales in the region of 

lake Superior. Upon the western two-thirds of Minnesota the ice-currents 
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of Lac qui Parle, connected with the Minnesota valley and running approximately parallel with 
it, reaching 40 to 80 feet below the general level of the drift-sheet, and varying from an eighth to 
a half of a mile in width, frequently have their bed upon this stratum of boulders. On the bluff 
of till which rises at the southwest side of the lower half of Lac qui Parle, this layer in some 
places, as in sections 4,5 and 9, of Lac qui Parle to:vnship, forms a rocky, very narrow terrace, at 
a horizontal line about 75 feet above the lake and 25 feet below the top of the bluff and surface of 
the adjoining country; and the more gi'adually sloping ascent from the northwest half of Lac qui 
Parle ::shows many very rocky places 40 to 60 feet above the lake, which are probably also a part of 
this buried moraine. A similar narrow terrace-mark, abundantly strown with boulders, is gen
erally noticeable upon the bluffs at each side of the Minnesota river, at a hight of .50 to 60 feet 
above it and some 50 feet below the general level, all the way from Lac qui Parle to Montevideo. 
Further exposures of tllis rocky stratum in the till are seen in the Minnesota valley below Lac 
qui Parle county, at many places, to a point three miles below the mouth of the Yellow Medi
cine river. 

Northwesterly from the remarkable Correll plain, boulders are occasionally seen in great 
abundance within the valley or on the bluffs that enclose the Minnesota river aud Big Stone and 
Traverse lakes. About two and a half miles east of Odessa station, a boulder of exceptional size, 
being fully twenty feet in diameter, lies at the north side of the railroad. Within a mile farther 
west are several very rocky knolls and short ridges, extending five or ten rods, trending approxi
mately from west to east, and rising 15 to 30 feet above this part of the bottomland, which is not 
reached by the highest floods of the Minnesota riv8r. 

Two other localities also deserve mention, as exhibiting very plentifnl boulders, the origin 
of which is difficult to suggest, unless they are outcropping portions of this buried moraine. One 
is at the southeast corner of section 15, in the west part of Prior, where a ravine, about six 
rods wide and twenty feet deep, has the upper part of the slope on each side very profusely 
sprinkled with granite boulders up to three or four feet in diameter, while only a few boulders are 
seen on the surface of the region adjoining or along the bottom of the ravine. The same feature 
is also noticeable in a less degree upon other ravines northeast of Big Stone lake, while in the 
same region are seen occasional knolls or swells, 5 to 15 feet high, abundantly covered with large 
and small rock-fragments. 

The second locality where boulders are specially remarkable is at a cut on the Hastings 
& Dakota railroad about five miles west oE Big Stone City. This cut is 5 to 10 feet deep and an 
eighth of a mile or mme in length, and is approximately at the average hight of the surface of 
the drift-sheet in its vicinity. Boulders here are exceedingly abundant of all siz~ up to ten 
feet in diameter, but are confined to the surface and the upper two or three feet, and are com
paratively rare below, being not more plentiful than is usual in the till througbout Minnesota. 
Next west of th., cut is a valley 15 to 20 feet lower and nearly an eighth of a mile wide, almost 
destitute of boulders though apparently till, while the land at its west side again exhibits a sur
face over which they are tbickly strown. 

Red till. Besides the upper yellowish till (changed to this color by 

weathering) and the lower dark bluish till, which ordinarily make up the 

whole thickness of the glacial drift in this region, it exhibits at a few pla

ces, below the foregoing, a distinctly reddish till, quite different in color 

from the other two, and like the red till which overspreads northeastern 

Minnesota from lake Superior to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. In that part 

of the state the direction of glacial motion was southwesterly, and the red 

color of the drift appears to be due to the large proportion of its material 

which was gathered from areas of red sandstone and shales in the region of 

lake Superior. Upon the western two-thirds of Minnesota the ice-currents 
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of Lac qui Parle, connected with the Minnesota valley and running approximately parallel with 
it, reaching 40 to 80 feet below the general level of the drift-sheet, and varying from an eighth to 
a half of a mile in width, frequently have their bed upon this stratum of boulders. On the bluff 
of till which rises at the southwest side of the lower half of Lac qui Parle, this layer in some 
places, as in sections 4,5 and 9, of Lac qui Parle to:vnship, forms a rocky, very narrow terrace, at 
a horizontal line about 75 feet above the lake and 25 feet below the top of the bluff and surface of 
the adjoining country; and the more gi'adually sloping ascent from the northwest half of Lac qui 
Parle ::shows many very rocky places 40 to 60 feet above the lake, which are probably also a part of 
this buried moraine. A similar narrow terrace-mark, abundantly strown with boulders, is gen
erally noticeable upon the bluffs at each side of the Minnesota river, at a hight of .50 to 60 feet 
above it and some 50 feet below the general level, all the way from Lac qui Parle to Montevideo. 
Further exposures of tllis rocky stratum in the till are seen in the Minnesota valley below Lac 
qui Parle county, at many places, to a point three miles below the mouth of the Yellow Medi
cine river. 

Northwesterly from the remarkable Correll plain, boulders are occasionally seen in great 
abundance within the valley or on the bluffs that enclose the Minnesota river aud Big Stone and 
Traverse lakes. About two and a half miles east of Odessa station, a boulder of exceptional size, 
being fully twenty feet in diameter, lies at the north side of the railroad. Within a mile farther 
west are several very rocky knolls and short ridges, extending five or ten rods, trending approxi
mately from west to east, and rising 15 to 30 feet above this part of the bottomland, which is not 
reached by the highest floods of the Minnesota riv8r. 

Two other localities also deserve mention, as exhibiting very plentifnl boulders, the origin 
of which is difficult to suggest, unless they are outcropping portions of this buried moraine. One 
is at the southeast corner of section 15, in the west part of Prior, where a ravine, about six 
rods wide and twenty feet deep, has the upper part of the slope on each side very profusely 
sprinkled with granite boulders up to three or four feet in diameter, while only a few boulders are 
seen on the surface of the region adjoining or along the bottom of the ravine. The same feature 
is also noticeable in a less degree upon other ravines northeast of Big Stone lake, while in the 
same region are seen occasional knolls or swells, 5 to 15 feet high, abundantly covered with large 
and small rock-fragments. 

The second locality where boulders are specially remarkable is at a cut on the Hastings 
& Dakota railroad about five miles west oE Big Stone City. This cut is 5 to 10 feet deep and an 
eighth of a mile or mme in length, and is approximately at the average hight of the surface of 
the drift-sheet in its vicinity. Boulders here are exceedingly abundant of all siz~ up to ten 
feet in diameter, but are confined to the surface and the upper two or three feet, and are com
paratively rare below, being not more plentiful than is usual in the till througbout Minnesota. 
Next west of th., cut is a valley 15 to 20 feet lower and nearly an eighth of a mile wide, almost 
destitute of boulders though apparently till, while the land at its west side again exhibits a sur
face over which they are tbickly strown. 

Red till. Besides the upper yellowish till (changed to this color by 

weathering) and the lower dark bluish till, which ordinarily make up the 

whole thickness of the glacial drift in this region, it exhibits at a few pla

ces, below the foregoing, a distinctly reddish till, quite different in color 

from the other two, and like the red till which overspreads northeastern 

Minnesota from lake Superior to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. In that part 

of the state the direction of glacial motion was southwesterly, and the red 

color of the drift appears to be due to the large proportion of its material 

which was gathered from areas of red sandstone and shales in the region of 

lake Superior. Upon the western two-thirds of Minnesota the ice-currents 
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of Lac qui Parle, connected with the Minnesota valley and running approximately parallel with 
it, reaching 40 to 80 feet below the general level of the drift-sheet, and varying from an eighth to 
a half of a mile in width, frequently have their bed upon this stratum of boulders. On the bluff 
of till which rises at the southwest side of the lower half of Lac qui Parle, this layer in some 
places, as in sections 4,5 and 9, of Lac qui Parle to:vnship, forms a rocky, very narrow terrace, at 
a horizontal line about 75 feet above the lake and 25 feet below the top of the bluff and surface of 
the adjoining country; and the more gl'adually sloping ascent from the northwest half of Lac qui 
Parle ::shows many very rocky places 40 to 60 feet above the lake, which are probably also a part of 
this buried moraine. A similar narrow terrace-mark, abundantly strown with boulders, is gen
erally noticeable upon the bluffs at each side of the Minnesota river, at a hight of .50 to 60 feet 
above it and some 50 feet below the general level, all the way from Lac qui Parle to Montevideo. 
Further exposures of this rocky stratum in the till are seen in the Minnesota valley below Lac 
qui Parle county, at many places, to a point three miles below the mouth of the Yellow Medi
cine river. 

Northwesterly from the remarkable Correll plain, boulders are occasionally seen in great 
abundance within the valley or on the bluffs that enclose the Minnesota river aud Big Stone and 
Traverse lakes. About two and a half miles east of Odessa station, a boulder of exceptional size, 
being fully twenty feet in diameter, lies at the north side of the railroad. Within a mile farther 
west are several very rocky knolls and short ridges, extending five or ten rods, trending approxi
mately from west to east, and rising 15 to 30 feet above this part of the bottomland, which is not 
reached by the highest floods of the Minnesota riv8r. 

Two other localities also deserve mention, as exhibiting very plentifnl boulders, the origin 
of which is difficult to suggest, unless they are outcropping portions of this buried moraine. One 
is at the southeast corner of section 15, in the west part of Prior, where a ravine, about six 
rods wide and twenty feet deep, has the upper part of the slope on each side very profusely 
sprinkled with granite boulders up to three or four feet in diameter, while only a few boulders are 
seen on the surface of the region adjoining or along the bottom of the ravine. The same feature 
is also noticeable in a less degree upon other ravines northeast of Big Stone lake, while in the 
same region are seen occasional knolls or swells, 5 to 15 feet high, abundantly covered with large 
and small rock-fragments. 

The second locality where boulders are specially remarkable is at a cut on the Hastings 
& Dakota railroad about five miles west oE Big Stone City. This cut is 5 to 10 feet deep and an 
eighth of a mile or rome in length, and is approximately at the average hight of the surface of 
the drift-sheet in its vicinity. Boulders here are exceedingly abundant of all siz~ up to ten 
feet in diameter, but are confined to the surface and the upper two or three feet, and are com
paratively rare below, being not more plentiful than is usual in the till througbout Minnesota. 
Next west of th., cut is a valley 15 to 20 feet lower and nearly an eighth of a mile wide, almost 
destitute of boulders though apparently till, while the land at its west side again exhibits a sur
face over which they are thickly strown. 

Red till. Besides the upper yellowish till (changed to this color by 

weathering) and the lower dark bluish till, which ordinarily make up the 

whole thickness of the glacial drift in this region, it exhibits at a few pla

ces, below the foregoing, a distinctly reddish till, quite different in color 

from the other two, and like the red till which overspreads northeastern 

Minnesota from lake Superior to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. In that part 

of the state the direction of glacial motion was southwesterly, and the red 

color of the drift appears to be due to the large proportion of its material 

which was gathered from areas of red sandstone and shales in the region of 

lake Superior. Upon the western two-thirds of Minnesota the ice-currents 
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of Lac qui Parle, connected with the Minnesota valley and running approximately parallel with 
it, reaching 40 to 80 feet below the general level of the drift-sheet, and varying from an eighth to 
a half of a mile in width, frequently have their bed upon this stratum of boulders. On the bluff 
of till which rises at the southwest side of the lower half of Lac qui Parle, this layer in some 
places, as in sections 4,5 and 9, of Lac qui Parle to:vnship, forms a rocky, very narrow terrace, at 
a horizontal line about 75 feet above the lake and 25 feet below the top of the bluff and surface of 
the adjoining country; and the more gl'adually sloping ascent from the northwest half of Lac qui 
Parle ::shows many very rocky places 40 to 60 feet above the lake, which are probably also a part of 
this buried moraine. A similar narrow terrace-mark, abundantly strown with boulders, is gen
erally noticeable upon the bluffs at each side of the Minnesota river, at a hight of .50 to 60 feet 
above it and some 50 feet below the general level, all the way from Lac qui Parle to Montevideo. 
Further exposures of this rocky stratum in the till are seen in the Minnesota valley below Lac 
qui Parle county, at many places, to a point three miles below the mouth of the Yellow Medi
cine river. 

Northwesterly from the remarkable Correll plain, boulders are occasionally seen in great 
abundance within the valley or on the bluffs that enclose the Minnesota river aud Big Stone and 
Traverse lakes. About two and a half miles east of Odessa station, a boulder of exceptional size, 
being fully twenty feet in diameter, lies at the north side of the railroad. Within a mile farther 
west are several very rocky knolls and short ridges, extending five or ten rods, trending approxi
mately from west to east, and rising 15 to 30 feet above this part of the bottomland, which is not 
reached by the highest floods of the Minnesota riv8r. 

Two other localities also deserve mention, as exhibiting very plentifnl boulders, the origin 
of which is difficult to suggest, unless they are outcropping portions of this buried moraine. One 
is at the southeast corner of section 15, in the west part of Prior, where a ravine, about six 
rods wide and twenty feet deep, has the upper part of the slope on each side very profusely 
sprinkled with granite boulders up to three or four feet in diameter, while only a few boulders are 
seen on the surface of the region adjoining or along the bottom of the ravine. The same feature 
is also noticeable in a less degree upon other ravines northeast of Big Stone lake, while in the 
same region are seen occasional knolls or swells, 5 to 15 feet high, abundantly covered with large 
and small rock-fragments. 

The second locality where boulders are specially remarkable is at a cut on the Hastings 
& Dakota railroad about five miles west oE Big Stone City. This cut is 5 to 10 feet deep and an 
eighth of a mile or rome in length, and is approximately at the average hight of the surface of 
the drift-sheet in its vicinity. Boulders here are exceedingly abundant of all siz~ up to ten 
feet in diameter, but are confined to the surface and the upper two or three feet, and are com
paratively rare below, being not more plentiful than is usual in the till througbout Minnesota. 
Next west of th., cut is a valley 15 to 20 feet lower and nearly an eighth of a mile wide, almost 
destitute of boulders though apparently till, while the land at its west side again exhibits a sur
face over which they are thickly strown. 

Red till. Besides the upper yellowish till (changed to this color by 

weathering) and the lower dark bluish till, which ordinarily make up the 

whole thickness of the glacial drift in this region, it exhibits at a few pla

ces, below the foregoing, a distinctly reddish till, quite different in color 

from the other two, and like the red till which overspreads northeastern 

Minnesota from lake Superior to Saint Paul and Minneapolis. In that part 

of the state the direction of glacial motion was southwesterly, and the red 

color of the drift appears to be due to the large proportion of its material 

which was gathered from areas of red sandstone and shales in the region of 

lake Superior. Upon the western two-thirds of Minnesota the ice-currents 
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moved mostly toward the south and southeast, bringing the dark bluish till, 

weathered above to yellow, which covers this area. The following include 

all the observations of red till which have come to my knowledge in west

ern Minnesota and eastern Dakota. 
In the N. W. t of section 24, '1.'. 123, R. 48 (the west township of Prior), a red till was 

found at the bottom of J. P. Edward's well, 77 feet below the surface, underlying yellow and 
blue till. The section of this well is stated on page 629. 

About two miles west of Big Stone City, the lower part of a newly undermined bluff on the 
north side of the Whetstone river consists of till which has the same red color that characterizes 
the till of northeastern Minnesota. The upper portion of this bluff, to a depth of about 20 feet, 
is yellowish gray till; and this is directly underlain by red till, exposed along a distance of a 
third or a half of a mile, with a vertical thickness of 20 or 30 feet, and extending below. The 
same bluff of till reaches a half mile farther east, but has there become obscured by falling down. 
Its top, about 50 feet above the river, is probably 40 or 50 feet below the average surface of the 
drift-sheet. 

This red till appears to extend southwesterly, under the yellow and blue till, nearly or quite to 
the foot of the Coteau des Prairies. It is reported by Alonzo Wardall, who lives in the S. W. t of 
section 12, T. 120, R. 50. in Grant county, Dakota, seventeen miles west-southwest from Big 
Stone City. He has bored about seventy-five wells within that county and Big Stone and Lac qui 
Parle counties, frequently finding red till in considerable thickness in the bottom of deep wells. 

At Montevideo, in Chippewa county, a mile northeast from the east end of Lac qui Parle 
county, an excavation for a cellar in the base of the bluff at the east side of Main street exhibited 
the section, about 15 feet in depth and 40 feet in length, shown by fig. 51. This is the east bluff 

of the valley that is now occupied by the Chippewa river. It is composed 
01,-,.-:' "T'il":;; of till, and rises nearly a hundred feet above this excavation, to the general 

w. .:F~o:;k'::,~;lif~)r,,~'iE.level of the adjoining country. The position of the section here seen, and 
~::~·~.\!-ilf,:;~~"';":;;"\';~~ the order and character of its materials, suggest that they are probably a 

FIG, 51. SE()TlON IN talus fallen down since the valley was eroded. Here and there this cut 
MONTEVIDEO. shows thin layers of sand, and in part its diverse tills are imperfectly strati-

fied, with contorted bedding; but they are gravelly and stony clay, and doubtless the bluff above 
this point embraces three corresponding kinds of unmodified glacial drift. Next below the soil 
is a dark gr~y till, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness. This rests for its greater part upon yellowish 
till, of which a thickness of 6 to 12 feet is exposed, having the color usually seen near the sur
face; but on the west the latter abuts upon a small ridge five feet high and scarceJy twice as 
wide, which also underlies the dark gray stratum and is composed of red till, identical in color 
with that of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and northeastern Minnesota. A little projection of red 
till appears to have extended here in the form of a ridge from north to south, for it was exposed 
with nearly the same dimension and relation to the rest of the section at the south side of this 
excavation, twenty feet distant. 

These observations seem to have their most probable explanation in supposing that during 
an early glacial epoch an ice-sheet was pushed west-southweRterly from the region of lake Supe
rior qliite across Minnesota, bringing these deposits of red till. This may have been when the ice 
reached its greatest extent, covering all of this state except its southeast corner, which lies within 
a driftless area. Some of its till, derived in large part from the red shales and sandstones, retained 
a distinctly reddish color; but we must suppose that at such distances the admixture of other drift, 
brought by convergent glacial currents from the north and northwest, would commonly give to 
the deposits of that ice-sheet a prevailing bluish color, like that of the till spread over this region 
by the southeasterly-fl<JWing ice of the last glacial epoch. Nuggets of copper, which were almost 
certainly transported from the region of lake Superior when the ice had its maximum extent, are 
found rarely west of the driftless area in the till of southern Minnesota and of Iowa. The direc
tions of the strire, and the course of the terminal moraines of the last ice-sheet, show that these 
masses of copper could not have been brought from their northeastern source'during the last gla
cial epoch. It seems thus to be proved that ice flowed farthest southwestward from lake Superior 
at an earlier date; and tl.Jat ice-sheet is believed to have deposited the red till found in this district. 
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moved mostly toward the south and southeast, bringing the dark bluish till, 

weathered above to yellow, which covers this area. The following include 

all the observations of red till which have come to my knowledge in west

ern Minnesota and eastern Dakota:. 
In the N. W. t of section 24, '1'. 123, R. 4S (the west township of Prior), a red till was 

found at the bottom of J. P. Edward's well, 77 feet below the surface, underlying yellow and 
blue till. The section of this well is stated on page 629. 

About two miles west of Big Stone City, the lower part of a newly undermined bluff on the 
north side of the Whetstone river consists of till vyhich has the same red color that characterizes 
the till of northeastern Minnesota. The upper portion of this bluff, to a depth of abont 20 feet, 
is yellowish gray till; and this is directly underlain by red till, exposed along a distance of a 
third or a half of a mile, with a vertical thickness of 20 or 30 feet, and extending below. The 
same bluff of till reaches a half mile farther east, but has there become obscnred by falling down. 
Its top, about 50 feet above the river, is probably 40 or 50 feet below the average surface of the 
drift-sheet. 

This red till appears to extend southwesterly, under the yellow and blue till, nearly or quite to 
the foot of the Coteau (ies Prairies. It is reported by Alonzo Wardall, who lives in the S. W. t of 
section 12, T. 120, R. 50, in Grant county, Dakota, seventeen miles west-southwest from Big 
Stone City. He has bored about seventy· five wells within that county and Big Stone and Lac qui 
Parle counties, frequently finding red till in considerable thickness in the bottom of deep wells. 

At Montevideo, in Chippewa county, a mile northeast from the east end of Lac qui Parle 
county, an excavation for a cellar in the base of the bluff at the east side of Main street exhibited 
the section, about 15 feet in depth and 40 feet in length, shown by fig. 51. This is the east bluff 

of the valley that is now occupied by the Chippewa river. It is composed 
~ of till, and rises nearly a hundred feet above this excavation, to the general 

w. "J:o.~':k:~,'{;li;:~,:T;I;§'E.level of the adjoining country. The position of the section here seen, and 
/:".\!:iI;~~~">:';"~':~:~· the order and character of its materials, suggest that they are probably a 

FIG,51. SE0TlON IN talus fallen down since the valley was eroded. Here and there this cut 
MONTEVIDEO. shows thin layers of sand, and in part its diverse tills are imperfectly strati-

fied, with contorted bedding; but they are gravelly and stony clay, and doubtless the bluff above 
this point erpbraces three corresponding kinds of unmodified glacial drift. Next below the soil 
is a dark gray till, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness. This rests for its greater part upon yellowish 
till, of which a thickness of I) to 12 feet is exposed, having the color usually seen near the sur
face; but on the west the latter abuts upon a small ridge five feet high and scarcely twice as 
wide, which also underlies the dark gray stratum and is composed of red till, identical in color 
with that of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and northeastern Minnesota. A little projection of red 
till appears to have extended here in the form of a ridge from north to south, for it was exposed 
with nearly the same dimension and relation to the rest of the section at the south side of this 
excavation, twenty feet distant. 

These observations seem to have their most probable explanation in supposing that during 
an early glacial epoch an ice-sheet was pushed west-southweRterly from the region of lake Supe
rior ql,ite across Minnesota, bringing these deposits of red till. This may have been when the ice 
reached its greatest extent, rovering all of this state except its southeast corner, which lies within 
a driftless area. Some of its till, derived in large part from the red shales and sandstones, retained 
a distinctly reddish color; but we must suppose that at such distances the admixture of other drift, 
brought by convergent glacial currents from the north and northwest, would commonly give to 
the deposits of that ice-sheet a prevailing bluish color, like that of the till spread over this region 
by the southeasterly-flowing ice of the last glacial epoch. Nuggets of copper, which were almost 
certainly transported from the region of lake Superior when the ice had its maximum extent, are 
found rarely west of the driftless area in the till of southern Minnesota and of Iowa. The direc
tions of the strire, and the course of the terminal moraines of the last ice-sheet, show that these 
masses of copper could not have been brought from their northeastern source'during the last gla
cial epoch. It seems th us to be proved that ice flowed farthest south westward from lake Superior 
at an earlier date; and tLat ice-sheet is believed to have deposited the red till found in this district. 
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moved mostly toward the south and southeast, bringing the dark bluish till, 

weathered above to yellow, which covers this area. The following include 

all the observations of red till which have come to my knowledge in west

ern Minnesota and eastern Dakota:. 
In the N. W. t of section 24, '1'. 123, R. 4S (the west township of Prior), a red till was 

found at the bottom of J. P. Edward's well, 77 feet below the surface, underlying yellow and 
blue till. The section of this well is stated on page 629. 

About two miles west of Big Stone City, the lower part of a newly undermined bluff on the 
north side of the Whetstone river consists of till vyhich has the same red color that characterizes 
the till of northeastern Minnesota. The upper portion of this bluff, to a depth of abont 20 feet, 
is yellowish gray till; and this is directly underlain by red till, exposed along a distance of a 
third or a half of a mile, with a vertical thickness of 20 or 30 feet, and extending below. The 
same bluff of till reaches a half mile farther east, but has there become obscnred by falling down. 
Its top, about 50 feet above the river, is probably 40 or 50 feet below the average surface of the 
drift-sheet. 

This red till appears to extend southwesterly, under the yellow and blue till, nearly or quite to 
the foot of the Coteau (ies Prairies. It is reported by Alonzo Wardall, who lives in the S. W. t of 
section 12, T. 120, R. 50, in Grant county, Dakota, seventeen miles west-southwest from Big 
Stone City. He has bored about seventy· five wells within that county and Big Stone and Lac qui 
Parle counties, frequently finding red till in considerable thickness in the bottom of deep wells. 

At Montevideo, in Chippewa county, a mile northeast from the east end of Lac qui Parle 
county, an excavation for a cellar in the base of the bluff at the east side of Main street exhibited 
the section, about 15 feet in depth and 40 feet in length, shown by fig. 51. This is the east bluff 

of the valley that is now occupied by the Chippewa river. It is composed 
~ of till, and rises nearly a hundred feet above this excavation, to the general 

w. "J:o.~':k:~,'{;li;:~,:T;I;§'E.level of the adjoining country. The position of the section here seen, and 
/:".\!:iI;~~~">:';"~':~:~· the order and character of its materials, suggest that they are probably a 

FIG,51. SE0TlON IN talus fallen down since the valley was eroded. Here and there this cut 
MONTEVIDEO. shows thin layers of sand, and in part its diverse tills are imperfectly strati-

fied, with contorted bedding; but they are gravelly and stony clay, and doubtless the bluff above 
this point erpbraces three corresponding kinds of unmodified glacial drift. Next below the soil 
is a dark gray till, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness. This rests for its greater part upon yellowish 
till, of which a thickness of I) to 12 feet is exposed, having the color usually seen near the sur
face; but on the west the latter abuts upon a small ridge five feet high and scarcely twice as 
wide, which also underlies the dark gray stratum and is composed of red till, identical in color 
with that of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and northeastern Minnesota. A little projection of red 
till appears to have extended here in the form of a ridge from north to south, for it was exposed 
with nearly the same dimension and relation to the rest of the section at the south side of this 
excavation, twenty feet distant. 

These observations seem to have their most probable explanation in supposing that during 
an early glacial epoch an ice-sheet was pushed west-southweRterly from the region of lake Supe
rior ql,ite across Minnesota, bringing these deposits of red till. This may have been when the ice 
reached its greatest extent, rovering all of this state except its southeast corner, which lies within 
a driftless area. Some of its till, derived in large part from the red shales and sandstones, retained 
a distinctly reddish color; but we must suppose that at such distances the admixture of other drift, 
brought by convergent glacial currents from the north and northwest, would commonly give to 
the deposits of that ice-sheet a prevailing bluish color, like that of the till spread over this region 
by the southeasterly-flowing ice of the last glacial epoch. Nuggets of copper, which were almost 
certainly transported from the region of lake Superior when the ice had its maximum extent, are 
found rarely west of the driftless area in the till of southern Minnesota and of Iowa. The direc
tions of the strire, and the course of the terminal moraines of the last ice-sheet, show that these 
masses of copper could not have been brought from their northeastern source'during the last gla
cial epoch. It seems th us to be proved that ice flowed farthest south westward from lake Superior 
at an earlier date; and tLat ice-sheet is believed to have deposited the red till found in this district. 
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moved mostly toward the south and southeast, bringing the dark bluish till, 

weathered above to yellow, which covers this area. The following include 

all the observations of red till which have come to my knowledge in west

ern Minnesota and eastern Dakota:. . 
In the~. W. ! of section 24, '1'. 123, R. 4S (the west township of Prior), a red till was 

found at the bottom of J. P. Edward's well, 77 feet below the surface, underlying yellow and 
blue till. The section of this well is stated on page 629. 

About two miles west of Big Stone City, the lower vart of a newly undermined bluff on the 
north side of the Whetstone river cOllsists of till which has the same red color that characterizes 
the till of northeastern Minnesota. The upper portion of this bluff, to a depth of about 20 feet, 
is yellowish gray till; and this is directly underlain by red till, exposed along a distance of a 
third or a half of a mile, with a vertical thickness of 20 or 30 feet, and extending below. The 
same bluff of till reaches a half mile farther east, but has there become obscured by falling down. 
Its top, about 50 feet above the river, is probably 40 or 50 feet below the average surface of the 
drift-sheet. 

This red till appears to extend southwesterly, under the yellow and blue till, nearly or quite to 
the foot of the Coteau lies Prairies. It is reported by Alonzo Wardall, who lives in the S. W. ! of 
section 12, T. 120, R. 50, in Grant county, Dakota, seventeen miles west-southwest from Big 
Stone City. He has bored about seventy· five wells within that county and Stone and Lac qui 
Parle frequently finding red till in considerable thickness in the bottom of deep wells. 

At Montevideo, in Chippewa county, a mile northeast from the east end of Lac qui Parle 
county, an excavation for a cellar in the base of the bluff at the east side of Main street exhibited 
the section, about 15 feet in depth and 40 feet in length, shown by 51. This is the east bluff 

of the valley that is now occupied by the Chippewa river. It is composed 
of till, and rises nearly a hundred feet above this excavation, to the general 
,level of the adjoining country. The position of the sectioll here seen, and 

l:..<C~,~,----, __ ",-,-., the order and character of its materials, suggest that they are probably a 
FlG,51. SECTION IN talus fallen down since the valley was eroded. Here and there this cut 

MONTEVIDEO. shows thin layers of sand, and in part its diverse tills are imperfectly strati-
fied, with contorted bedding; but they are gravelly and stony clay, and doubtless the bluff above 
this point elpbraces three corresponding kinds of ullIIlodified glacial drift. Next below the soil 
is a dark gray till, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness. This rests for its greater part upon yellowish 
till, of which a thickness of 6 to 12 feet is exposed, having the color usually seen near the sur
face; but on the west the latter abuts upon a small ridge five feet and scarceJy twice as 
wide, which also underlies the dark gray stratum and is composed of red till, identical in color 
with that of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and northeastern Minnesota. A little projection of red 
till appears to have extended here in the form of a ridge from north to south, for it was exposed 
with nearly the same dimeusion and relation to the rest of the section at the south side of this 
excavation, twenty feet distant. 

These observations seem to have their most probable explanation in supposing that during 
au early glacial epoch an ice-sheet was pushed west-sonthweflterly from the region of lake Supe
rior qr.ite across £i1iunesota, bringing these deposits of red till. This may have been when the ice 
reached its extent, covering all of this state except its southeast corner, which lies within 
a driftless area. Some of its till, derived in large part from the red shales and sandstones, retained 
a distinctly reddish color; but we must suppose that at such distauces the admixture of other drift, 
brought by convergent glacial currents from the north and northwest, would commonly give to 
the deposits of that ice-sheet a prevailing bluish color, like that of the till spread over this region 
by the southeasterly-flowing ice of the last glacial epoch. Nuggets of copper, which were almost 
certainly transported from the region of lake Superior when the ice had its maximum extent, are 
found rarely west of the driftless area in the till of southern Minnesota and of Iowa. The direc
tions of the strire, and the course of the terminal moraines of the last ice-Sheet, show that these 
masses of copper could not have been brought from their northeastern source'during the last gla
cial epoch. It seems thus to be proved that ice flowed farthest south westward from lake Superior 
at an earlier date; and that ice-sheet is believed to have deposited the red till found in this district. 
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moved mostly toward the south and southeast, bringing the dark bluish till, 

weathered above to yellow, which covers this area. The following include 

all the observations of red till which have come to my knowledge in west

ern Minnesota and eastern Dakota:. . 
In the~. W. ! of section 24, '1'. 123, R. 4S (the west township of Prior), a red till was 

found at the bottom of J. P. Edward's well, 77 feet below the surface, underlying yellow and 
blue till. The section of this well is stated on page 629. 

About two miles west of Big Stone City, the lower vart of a newly undermined bluff on the 
north side of the Whetstone river cOllsists of till which has the same red color that characterizes 
the till of northeastern Minnesota. The upper portion of this bluff, to a depth of about 20 feet, 
is yellowish gray till; and this is directly underlain by red till, exposed along a distance of a 
third or a half of a mile, with a vertical thickness of 20 or 30 feet, and extending below. The 
same bluff of till reaches a half mile farther east, but has there become obscured by falling down. 
Its top, about 50 feet above the river, is probably 40 or 50 feet below the average surface of the 
drift-sheet. 

This red till appears to extend southwesterly, under the yellow and blue till, nearly or quite to 
the foot of the Coteau lies Prairies. It is reported by Alonzo Wardall, who lives in the S. W. ! of 
section 12, T. 120, R. 50, in Grant county, Dakota, seventeen miles west-southwest from Big 
Stone City. He has bored about seventy· five wells within that county and Stone and Lac qui 
Parle frequently finding red till in considerable thickness in the bottom of deep wells. 

At Montevideo, in Chippewa county, a mile northeast from the east end of Lac qui Parle 
county, an excavation for a cellar in the base of the bluff at the east side of Main street exhibited 
the section, about 15 feet in depth and 40 feet in length, shown by 51. This is the east bluff 

of the valley that is now occupied by the Chippewa river. It is composed 
of till, and rises nearly a hundred feet above this excavation, to the general 
,level of the adjoining country. The position of the sectioll here seen, and 

l:..<C~,~,----, __ ",-,-., the order and character of its materials, suggest that they are probably a 
FlG,51. SECTION IN talus fallen down since the valley was eroded. Here and there this cut 

MONTEVIDEO. shows thin layers of sand, and in part its diverse tills are imperfectly strati-
fied, with contorted bedding; but they are gravelly and stony clay, and doubtless the bluff above 
this point elpbraces three corresponding kinds of ullIIlodified glacial drift. Next below the soil 
is a dark gray till, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness. This rests for its greater part upon yellowish 
till, of which a thickness of 6 to 12 feet is exposed, having the color usually seen near the sur
face; but on the west the latter abuts upon a small ridge five feet and scarceJy twice as 
wide, which also underlies the dark gray stratum and is composed of red till, identical in color 
with that of Minneapolis and Saint Paul and northeastern Minnesota. A little projection of red 
till appears to have extended here in the form of a ridge from north to south, for it was exposed 
with nearly the same dimeusion and relation to the rest of the section at the south side of this 
excavation, twenty feet distant. 

These observations seem to have their most probable explanation in supposing that during 
au early glacial epoch an ice-sheet was pushed west-sonthweflterly from the region of lake Supe
rior qr.ite across £i1iunesota, bringing these deposits of red till. This may have been when the ice 
reached its extent, covering all of this state except its southeast corner, which lies within 
a driftless area. Some of its till, derived in large part from the red shales and sandstones, retained 
a distinctly reddish color; but we must suppose that at such distauces the admixture of other drift, 
brought by convergent glacial currents from the north and northwest, would commonly give to 
the deposits of that ice-sheet a prevailing bluish color, like that of the till spread over this region 
by the southeasterly-flowing ice of the last glacial epoch. Nuggets of copper, which were almost 
certainly transported from the region of lake Superior when the ice had its maximum extent, are 
found rarely west of the driftless area in the till of southern Minnesota and of Iowa. The direc
tions of the strire, and the course of the terminal moraines of the last ice-Sheet, show that these 
masses of copper could not have been brought from their northeastern source'during the last gla
cial epoch. It seems thus to be proved that ice flowed farthest south westward from lake Superior 
at an earlier date; and that ice-sheet is believed to have deposited the red till found in this district. 
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Wells in Big Stone county. 

Prior. G. Knutson, sec. 8, T. 23, R. 148: well, 45 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 18; dark, 
bluish till, soft to dig, ~5; water rose from the bottom four feet. 

Mr. Ohesley; S. W. t of sec. 14, T. 12:3, R. 48: well,48 feet; yellow till, 25; gravel,4 
inches; blue till, 20 feet; gray gravel, 3 feet; quicksand, not dug into. Water is found in the gravel 
and sand at the bottom, not rising. Lumps of clay, as large as one's fist, occur in the upper part 
of this water-bearing gravel. Lignite is found in nearly every well in this vicinity, the largest 
pieces being four or five inches in diameter. 

J. 1-'. Edwards; N. W. 1- of sec. 240, T. 123, R. 48: well, 78 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 
32; dry gravel, 4 inches, containing gas but no water; softer blue till, 37 feet; gray, clayey gravel, 
7 feet, having plenty of water, which does not rise. Under this was a reddish till. 

Samuel Varco; sec. 18, T. 123, R. 47: well, 102 feet; upper, yellowish till,45; blue till, 
30; dark sand, 27. Water comes in large amount, but does not rise. Gas is usually found in the 
same layer with the water in this neighborhood. 

J. T. Crippen; sec. 28, T. 123, R. 47: well, 80 feet; soil, 3; gray till, with dark bluish 
and reddish portions,57; hard blue clay,4; sand, 16, easy to dig, with water in its lower part. 
Several pieces of lignite were found. 

Thomas Jennings; sec. 30, T. 123, R. 47: well, 67 feet; hard, yellowish gray till, 40, con
taining in its lower part lumps of blue clay, three to six inches in diameter; dry sand and fine 
dark silt, interstratified, 27 feet, and extending lower; well not finished; no water found in this 
depth. 

A. J. Scofield; sec. 32, T. 123, R. 47: well, 76 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 30; dark, bluish 
till, 36; sand, 8; water comes slowly in the lower part of this sand, not rising. Drawing one 
barrel empties this well. 

E .. T. Hanes; sec. 5, T. 12~, R. 47: well,20 feet; black soil, 4; yellowish till, very hard, 
5; clayey sand, 8; quicksand and water, 3. This water rises and falls with Big Stone lake, which 
is ten rods distant. 

Tokua. W. E. N annary; sec. 1 : well, 75 feet; soil, 2; gray upper till, 18; gravel, I! feet, with a 
little water; blue till, soft and sticky, 53 feet, containing no sand veins and supplying no water; 
sand, 6 inches, not dug farther into, full of water, which rose ten feet quickly, and afterward 
slowly filled the well to a depth of fifty feet. 

Graceville. John Garvey; in the village, in the N. E. t of sec. 9: well, 36 feet; soil, I! feet; 
brown loam, I!; yellow till, 15; soft blue till, 18; the only water found seeps from the upper till. 

E. Dunlap; sec. 8: well, 70 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 50; water comes at 
the junction between the yellow and blue tills, none being found in the lower till. 

In the north part of this township, several wells go 90 to 110 feet, mostly in blue till, some
times finding no water or only a scanty supply. 

Ortonville. Lake View hotel: well,38 feet; soil, 3; sand and gravel, 7; hardpan, bluish and 
gray till, 14; yellow gravel,5; yellow quicksand, 9 feet, with plenty of water, which rises five 
feet above the top of this quicksand. 

Henry Jacobs; also in the town: well, 29 feet; soil, 3; gravel,8; dark bluish till, 10; yellow 
gravel, 4; sand, 4; water plenty, rising three feet. 

Chamberlain island, in Big Stone lake. C. A. Chamberlain; well,14 feet; soil, I!; yellow 
till, picked, 8; quicksand, 4~; water plentiful, rising and falling with the lake. 

Trenton. G. Amundson; sec. 8: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard, 25; to gravel, from 
which water rose fifteen feet in two days. 

Artichoke. Olaus Hanson; sec. 2: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 20; darker bluish 
till,23; water rose from the bottom several feet. 

Correll. 1'he railroad well at this station was bored 145 feet deep, but its section was not 
learned. Water rose from gravel to a hight eighteen feet below the surface. 

Wells in Lac qui Parle county. 

YelloW Bank. Horace Leavitt; sec. 20, T. -120, R. 46: well,35 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 
25; harder blue till, 6; gravel, 2, from which water rose seven feet. 

T. W. P. Lee; N. W. t of sec. 29, T. 120, R. 46: well, 24 feet; soil,2; hard yellow till, 
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WcUs in Big Slone cOllnty. 

Prior. G. Knutson, sec. 8, T. 28, R 148: well, 4,5 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 18; dark, 
bluish till, soft to dig, 25; water rose from the bottom four feet. 

Mr. Chesley; S. W. t of sec. 14, T. 12;~, R. 48: well,48 feet; yellow till, 2,5; gravel,4 
inches; blue till, 20 feet; gray gravel, 3 feet; quicksand, not dug into. Water is found in the gravel 
and sand at the bottom, not rising. Lumps of clay, as large as one's fist, occur in the upper part 
of this water-bearing gravel. Lignite is found in nearly every well in this vicinity, the largest 
pieces being four or five inches in diameter. 

J.P. Edwards; N. W. l· of sec. 2-l, T. 1.28, R 4S: well, 78 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 
32; dry gravel, 4 inches, containing gas but no water; softer blue till, 37 feet; gray, clayey gravel, 
7 feet, having plenty of water, which does not rise. Under this was a reddish till. 

Samuel Varco; sec. 18, T. 123, R. 47: well, 102 feet; upper, yellowish till,4,5; blue till, 
30; dark sand, 27. Water comes in large amount, Lut does not rise. Gas is usually found in the 
same layer with the water in this neighborhood. 

J. T. Crippen; sec. 28, T. 123, R. 47: well, 80 feet; soil, 3; gray till, with dark bluish 
and reddish portions,5'i; hard blue claY,4; sand, 16, easy to dig, with water in its lower part. 
Several pieces of lignite were found. 

Thomas Jennings; sec. 30, T. 12:l, R. 47: well, 67 feet; hard, yellowish gray till, 40, con
taining in its lower part lumps of blue clay, three to six inches in diameter; dry sand and fine 
dark silt, interstratified, 27 feet, and extending lower; well not finished; no water found in this 
depth. 

A. J. Scofield; sec. 32, T. 123, R. 47: well, 76 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 30; dark, bluish 
till,36; sand, 8; water comes slowly in the lower part of this sand, not rising. Drawing one 
barrel empties this well. 

E . .T. Hanes; sec. 5, T. 12~, R. 47: well,20 feet; black soll, 4; yellowish till, very hard, 
5; clayey sand, 8; quicksand and water, 3. This water rises and falls with Big Stone lake, which 
is ten rods dis tan t. 

Tokua. W. E. N annary; sec. 1 : well, 75 feet; soil, 2; gray upper till, 18; gravel, 1~ feet, with a 
little water; blue till, soft and sticky, 53 feet, containing no sand veins and supplying no water; 
sand, 6 inches, not dug farther into, full of watel', which rose ten feet quickly, and afterward 
slowly filled the well to a depth of fifty feet. 

Graceville. John Garvey; in the village, in the N. E. t of sec. 9: well, 36 feet; soil, Ii feet; 
brown loam, Ii; yellow till, 15; soft blue till, 18; the only water found seeps from the upper till. 

E. Dunlap; sec. 8: well, 70 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 50; water comes at 
the junction between the yellow and blue tills, none being found in the lower till. 

In the north part of this township, several wells go 90 to 110 feet, mostly in blue till, some
times finding no water or only a scanty supply. 

Ortonville. Lake View hotel: well, 38 feet; soil, 3; sand and gravel, 7; hardpan, bluish and 
gray till, 14; yellow gravel,5; yellow quicksand, 9 feet, with plenty of water, which rises five 
feet above the top of this quicksand. 

Henry Jacobs; also in the town: well, 29 feet; soil, 3; gravel,8; dark bluish till, 10; yellow 
gravel,4; sand,4; water plenty, rising three feet. 

Ohamberlain island, in Big Stone lake. C. A. Chamberlain; well, 14 feet; soil, Ii; yellow 
till, picked, 8; quicksand, 4z; water plentiful, rising and falling with the lake. 

Trenton. G. Amnndson; sec. 8: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hara, 25; to gravel, from 
which water rose fifteen feet in two days. 

Artichoke. Olaus Hanson; sec. 2: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 20; darker bluish 
till,23; water rose from the bottom several feet. 

Oyrrell. The railroad well at this station was bored 145 feet deep, but its section was not 
learned. Water rose from gravel to a hight eighteen feet below the surface. 

Wells in Lac qui PCLj'le c01mty. 

Yellow Bank. Horace Leavitt; sec. 20, T. -120, R. 46: well,35 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 
25; harder blue till, 6; gravel, 2, from which water rose seven feet. 

T. W. P. Lee; N. W. t of sec. 29, T. 120, R. 46: well,24 feet; soil,2; hard yellow till, 
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WcUs in Big Slone cOllnty. 

Prior. G. Knutson, sec. 8, T. 28, R 148: well, 4,5 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 18; dark, 
bluish till, soft to dig, 25; water rose from the bottom four feet. 

Mr. Chesley; S. W. t of sec. 14, T. 12;~, R. 48: well,48 feet; yellow till, 2,5; gravel,4 
inches; blue till, 20 feet; gray gravel, 3 feet; quicksand, not dug into. Water is found in the gravel 
and sand at the bottom, not rising. Lumps of clay, as large as one's fist, occur in the upper part 
of this water-bearing gravel. Lignite is found in nearly every well in this vicinity, the largest 
pieces being four or five inches in diameter. 

J.P. Edwards; N. W. l· of sec. 2-l, T. 1.28, R 4S: well, 78 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 
32; dry gravel, 4 inches, containing gas but no water; softer blue till, 37 feet; gray, clayey gravel, 
7 feet, having plenty of water, which does not rise. Under this was a reddish till. 

Samuel Varco; sec. 18, T. 123, R. 47: well, 102 feet; upper, yellowish till,4,5; blue till, 
30; dark sand, 27. Water comes in large amount, Lut does not rise. Gas is usually found in the 
same layer with the water in this neighborhood. 

J. T. Crippen; sec. 28, T. 123, R. 47: well, 80 feet; soil, 3; gray till, with dark bluish 
and reddish portions,5'i; hard blue claY,4; sand, 16, easy to dig, with water in its lower part. 
Several pieces of lignite were found. 

Thomas Jennings; sec. 30, T. 12:l, R. 47: well, 67 feet; hard, yellowish gray till, 40, con
taining in its lower part lumps of blue clay, three to six inches in diameter; dry sand and fine 
dark silt, interstratified, 27 feet, and extending lower; well not finished; no water found in this 
depth. 

A. J. Scofield; sec. 32, T. 123, R. 47: well, 76 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 30; dark, bluish 
till,36; sand, 8; water comes slowly in the lower part of this sand, not rising. Drawing one 
barrel empties this well. 

E . .T. Hanes; sec. 5, T. 12~, R. 47: well,20 feet; black soll, 4; yellowish till, very hard, 
5; clayey sand, 8; quicksand and water, 3. This water rises and falls with Big Stone lake, which 
is ten rods dis tan t. 

Tokua. W. E. N annary; sec. 1 : well, 75 feet; soil, 2; gray upper till, 18; gravel, 1~ feet, with a 
little water; blue till, soft and sticky, 53 feet, containing no sand veins and supplying no water; 
sand, 6 inches, not dug farther into, full of watel', which rose ten feet quickly, and afterward 
slowly filled the well to a depth of fifty feet. 

Graceville. John Garvey; in the village, in the N. E. t of sec. 9: well, 36 feet; soil, Ii feet; 
brown loam, Ii; yellow till, 15; soft blue till, 18; the only water found seeps from the upper till. 

E. Dunlap; sec. 8: well, 70 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 50; water comes at 
the junction between the yellow and blue tills, none being found in the lower till. 

In the north part of this township, several wells go 90 to 110 feet, mostly in blue till, some
times finding no water or only a scanty supply. 

Ortonville. Lake View hotel: well, 38 feet; soil, 3; sand and gravel, 7; hardpan, bluish and 
gray till, 14; yellow gravel,5; yellow quicksand, 9 feet, with plenty of water, which rises five 
feet above the top of this quicksand. 

Henry Jacobs; also in the town: well, 29 feet; soil, 3; gravel,8; dark bluish till, 10; yellow 
gravel,4; sand,4; water plenty, rising three feet. 

Ohamberlain island, in Big Stone lake. C. A. Chamberlain; well, 14 feet; soil, Ii; yellow 
till, picked, 8; quicksand, 4z; water plentiful, rising and falling with the lake. 

Trenton. G. Amnndson; sec. 8: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hara, 25; to gravel, from 
which water rose fifteen feet in two days. 

Artichoke. Olaus Hanson; sec. 2: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 20; darker bluish 
till,23; water rose from the bottom several feet. 

Oyrrell. The railroad well at this station was bored 145 feet deep, but its section was not 
learned. Water rose from gravel to a hight eighteen feet below the surface. 

Wells in Lac qui PCLj'le c01mty. 

Yellow Bank. Horace Leavitt; sec. 20, T. -120, R. 46: well,35 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 
25; harder blue till, 6; gravel, 2, from which water rose seven feet. 

T. W. P. Lee; N. W. t of sec. 29, T. 120, R. 46: well,24 feet; soil,2; hard yellow till, 

Wells.] 
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Wells in Big Slone county. 

Prior. G. Knutson, sec. 8, T. 28, R 148: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 18; dark, 
bluish till, soft to dig, !a.S; water rose from the bottom four feet. 

Mr. Chesley; S. W. l of sec. 14, 1'. 12:~, R. 48: well,48 feet; yellow till, 2,5; gravel, 4 
inches; blue till, 20 feet; gray gravel, 3 feet; quick"and, not dug into. Water isfound in the gravel 
and sand at the bottom, not rising. Lumps of clay, as large a" one's fist, Occur in the upper part 
of this water-bearing gravel. Lignite is found in nearly every well in this vicinity, the largest 
pieces being four or five inches in diameter. 

J. P. Edwards; N. W. 4 of sec. 21, T. 12:l, R. 48: well,78 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 
32; dry gravel, 4 inches, containing gas but no water; softer blue till, 37 feet; gray, clayey gravel, 
7 feet, having plenty of water, which does not rise. Under this was a reddish till. 

Samuel Varco; sec. 18, T. 123, R. 47: well, 102 feet; upper, yellowish till,4.5; blue till, 
31); dark sand, 27. Water comes in large amount, but does not rise. Gas is usually found in the 
same layer with the water in this neighborhood. 

J. T. Crippeu; sec. 28, T. 123, R. 41': well, 80 feet; soil, 3; gray till, with dark bluish 
and reddish portions,5'i; hard blue claY,4; sand, 16, easy to dig, with water in its lower part. 
Several pieces of lignite were found, 

Thomas Jennings; sec. 30, T. 12a, R. 47: well, 67 feet; hard, yellowish gray till, 40, con
taining in its lower part lumps of blue clay, three to six inches in diameter; dry sand and fine 
dark silt, interstratified, 27 feet, and extending lower; well not finished; no ,>yater found in this 
depth. 

A. J. Scofield; sec. 32, T. 123, R. 47: well, 76 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 30; dark, bluish 
till,36; sand,8; water comes slowly in the lower part of this sand, not rising. Drawing one 
barrel empties this well. 

E .. T. Hanes; sec. 5, T. 12:t, R. 47: well,20 feet; black soU, 4; yellowish till, very hard, 
5; clayey sand, 8; quicksand and water, 3. This water rises and falls with Big Stone lake, which 
is t€n rods distant. 

Tokua. W. E. N annary; sec. 1: well, 75 feet; soil, 2; gray upper till, 18; gravel, 1;l feet, with a 
little water; blue till, soft and sticky, 53 feet, containing no sand veins and supplying no water; 
sand, 6 inches, not dug farther into, fllll of water', which rose ten feet quickly, and afterward 
slowly filled the well to a depth of fifty feet. 

Graceville. John Garvey; ill the village, in the N, E. t of sec. 9: well, 36 feet; soil, 1~ feet; 
brown loam, Ii; yellow till, 15; soft blue till, 18; the only water found seeps from the upper till. 

E. Dunlap; sec. 8: well, 70 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 50; water comes at 
the junction between the yellow and blue tills, none being found in the lower till. 

In the north part of this township, several wells go 90 to 110 feet, mostly in blue till, some
times finding no water or only a scanty supply. 

Ortonville. Lake View hotel: well,38 feet; soil, 3; sand and gravel, 7; hardpan, bluish and 
gray till, 14; yellow gravel,5; yellow qUicksand, 9 feet, with plenty of water, which rises five 
feet above the top of this quicksand. 

Henry Jacobs; also in the town: well, 29 feet; soil, 3; gravel,8; dark bluish till, 10; yellow 
gravel,4; sand,4; water plenty, rising three feet. 

Chamber-lain island, in Big Stone lake. C. A. Chamberlain; well, 14 feet; soil, Ii; yellow 
till, picked, 8; quicksand, 42; water plentiful, rising and falling with the lake. 

Trenton. G. Amundson; sec. 8: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, haret, 25; to gravel, from 
which water rose fifteen feet in two days. 

Articlwke. Olaus Hanson; sec. 2: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 20; darker bluish 
till,23; water rose from the bottom several feet. 

Con·ell. l'he railroad well at this station was bored 145 feet deep, but its section was not 
learned. Water rose from gravel to a hight eighteen feet below the surface. 

Wells in Lac qui P(t?'le CO~tnt;y. 

Yellow Bank. Horace Leavitt; sec. 20, T. '120, R. 46: well,35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 
215; harder blue till, 6; gravel, 2, from which water rose seven feet. 

T. W. P. Lee; N. W. ~. of sec. 29, T. 120, R. 46: well,24 feet; soil,2; hard yellow till, 

Wells.] 
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Wells in Big Slone county. 

Prior. G. Knutson, sec. 8, T. 28, R 148: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 18; dark, 
bluish till, soft to dig, !a.S; water rose from the bottom four feet. 

Mr. Chesley; S. W. l of sec. 14, 1'. 12:~, R. 48: well,48 feet; yellow till, 2,5; gravel, 4 
inches; blue till, 20 feet; gray gravel, 3 feet; quick"and, not dug into. Water isfound in the gravel 
and sand at the bottom, not rising. Lumps of clay, as large a" one's fist, Occur in the upper part 
of this water-bearing gravel. Lignite is found in nearly every well in this vicinity, the largest 
pieces being four or five inches in diameter. 

J. P. Edwards; N. W. 4 of sec. 21, T. 12:l, R. 48: well,78 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 
32; dry gravel, 4 inches, containing gas but no water; softer blue till, 37 feet; gray, clayey gravel, 
7 feet, having plenty of water, which does not rise. Under this was a reddish till. 

Samuel Varco; sec. 18, T. 123, R. 47: well, 102 feet; upper, yellowish till,4.5; blue till, 
31); dark sand, 27. Water comes in large amount, but does not rise. Gas is usually found in the 
same layer with the water in this neighborhood. 

J. T. Crippeu; sec. 28, T. 123, R. 41': well, 80 feet; soil, 3; gray till, with dark bluish 
and reddish portions,5'i; hard blue claY,4; sand, 16, easy to dig, with water in its lower part. 
Several pieces of lignite were found, 

Thomas Jennings; sec. 30, T. 12a, R. 47: well, 67 feet; hard, yellowish gray till, 40, con
taining in its lower part lumps of blue clay, three to six inches in diameter; dry sand and fine 
dark silt, interstratified, 27 feet, and extending lower; well not finished; no ,>yater found in this 
depth. 

A. J. Scofield; sec. 32, T. 123, R. 47: well, 76 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 30; dark, bluish 
till,36; sand,8; water comes slowly in the lower part of this sand, not rising. Drawing one 
barrel empties this well. 

E .. T. Hanes; sec. 5, T. 12:t, R. 47: well,20 feet; black soU, 4; yellowish till, very hard, 
5; clayey sand, 8; quicksand and water, 3. This water rises and falls with Big Stone lake, which 
is t€n rods distant. 

Tokua. W. E. N annary; sec. 1: well, 75 feet; soil, 2; gray upper till, 18; gravel, 1;l feet, with a 
little water; blue till, soft and sticky, 53 feet, containing no sand veins and supplying no water; 
sand, 6 inches, not dug farther into, fllll of water', which rose ten feet quickly, and afterward 
slowly filled the well to a depth of fifty feet. 

Graceville. John Garvey; ill the village, in the N, E. t of sec. 9: well, 36 feet; soil, 1~ feet; 
brown loam, Ii; yellow till, 15; soft blue till, 18; the only water found seeps from the upper till. 

E. Dunlap; sec. 8: well, 70 feet; soil,2; yellow till, 18; harder blue till, 50; water comes at 
the junction between the yellow and blue tills, none being found in the lower till. 

In the north part of this township, several wells go 90 to 110 feet, mostly in blue till, some
times finding no water or only a scanty supply. 

Ortonville. Lake View hotel: well,38 feet; soil, 3; sand and gravel, 7; hardpan, bluish and 
gray till, 14; yellow gravel,5; yellow qUicksand, 9 feet, with plenty of water, which rises five 
feet above the top of this quicksand. 

Henry Jacobs; also in the town: well, 29 feet; soil, 3; gravel,8; dark bluish till, 10; yellow 
gravel,4; sand,4; water plenty, rising three feet. 

Chamber-lain island, in Big Stone lake. C. A. Chamberlain; well, 14 feet; soil, Ii; yellow 
till, picked, 8; quicksand, 42; water plentiful, rising and falling with the lake. 

Trenton. G. Amundson; sec. 8: well, 27 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, haret, 25; to gravel, from 
which water rose fifteen feet in two days. 

Articlwke. Olaus Hanson; sec. 2: well, 45 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, 20; darker bluish 
till,23; water rose from the bottom several feet. 

Con·ell. l'he railroad well at this station was bored 145 feet deep, but its section was not 
learned. Water rose from gravel to a hight eighteen feet below the surface. 

Wells in Lac qui P(t?'le CO~tnt;y. 

Yellow Bank. Horace Leavitt; sec. 20, T. '120, R. 46: well,35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 
215; harder blue till, 6; gravel, 2, from which water rose seven feet. 

T. W. P. Lee; N. W. ~. of sec. 29, T. 120, R. 46: well,24 feet; soil,2; hard yellow till, 
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18, requiring to be picked, but containing streaks of sand; harder blue till, 4; water rose eleven 
feet from gravel at the bottom., 

William Glage; sec. 18, T. 120. R. 46: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 30; softer blue till, 
28; water seeps from the lower part of the blue till. 

D. A. Murray; sec. 30, T. 120, R. 45: well, 28 feet; soil,3; yellow till, containing only 
very little gravel or other rock-fragments,22; bluish sand, 3 feet, with water, which does not 
rise; gravel lies next below. 

Mehurin. R. Kinmore; sec. 2: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 21; sand and silt, 
not caving in, 10; with coarser layers of sand and gravel containing water at the bottom, from 
which it rose only one foot. 

G. J. Hardy; sec. 4: well, 30 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 20; gravel, 2; dark bluish clay, 
probably till, 6 feet, to a boulder a foot or more in diameter, which stopped the boring. Bitter
ish water comes from the gravel between the yellow till and blue clay. 

Fl'eelancl. C. B. Ford; sec. 10: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 8; dark bluish hardpan, 
very dry and hard in digging, but becoming quicksand when mixed with water, 2; blue till, 8; 
water in twenty minutes rose five feet from quicksand at the bottom. Both these tills required 
to be picked, The wells of this township vary from 15 to 25 feet in depth, and are all in till, 

Ril'erside. J. B. Sumner; sec. 34: well, 26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 10; sand, 1; blue 
till, picked, 8; dark gravelly hardpan [also till], much harder than the last, 5; water of excellent 
quality rose three feet from sand at the bottom. 

Lac (]lei Parle. J. H. Brown; hotel in village: well,74 feet; yellow till, 25; very hard blue 
till, 49; the only water found seeps from the lower part of the yellow till. A piece of wood, 
splintered, sixteen inches long and three inches wide, was found in this till at the depth of 52 
feet. 

W. M. Mills; N. E. ;} of sec. 30: well, 31 feet; soil, 2; clayey silt, 8; yellow till, spaded, 7; 
sand, 6 inches; the only water found in this well, a scanty supply, is from this sand; blue till, 
very hard, picked, 14 feet, including thin layers of dry sand. The upper ten feet contained 
numerous bivalve shells. The blue lower till in this region is reported to be generally twice as 
hard and compact as the yellow upper till. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

Agriculture must evidently be always the chief industry and source of 

wealth in this district, attended, in villages and towns, by needed branches 

of trade and manufactures. 
Water-powers are available but have not yet been utilized in these counties. Sufficient fall 

occurs on the Mir.mesota river two to five miles below Big Stone lake, and at other points; and 
this lake may serve as a reservoir, to be raised at least two or three feet by a dam, for use at 
times of drought. The Lac qui Parle river has a valuable water-power on land of W. M. Mills, at 
the east side of section 30, Lac qui Parle, two and a half miles west of the village. Mr. Mills 
states that by excavating a tunnel here for a canal ten rods in length, through a ridge of drift at 
the neck of a loop of the river, a fall of 24 feet might be obtained, the descent of the stream in 
this loop, two miles long, being 14 feet, to which 10 feet more may be added by a dam. 

Building stone is usually attainable in the amount required by farmers, for foundations and 
the walls of cellars and wells, from the granitic and limestone boulders of the drift, though they 
are seldom so numerous as to be objectionable in the cultivation of the land. The outcrops of 
granite in the Minnesota valley may be advantageously worked to supply such masonry and for 
buildings; but they have not yet been quarried, except that some rough stone, used at Ortonville, 
has been taken from their surface, and from a railroad cut, about one and a half miles southeast 
of this town. 

Lime is burned by several farmers on the northeast shore of Big Stone lake, from dolomyte 
boulders of the drift, the fuel being obtained from the border of the lake. These lime-burners, 
in their order from northwest to southeast, are Amund Ericson, in section 23, Brown's Valley, one 
and a half miles southeast from the head of the lake; W. H. Bowman, in section 18, at the west 
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18, requiring to be picked, but containing streaks of sand; harder blue till, 4; water rose eleven 
feet from gravel at the bottom., 

William Glage; sec. 18, T. 1~(). R. 46: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 30; softer blue till, 
28; water seeps from the lower part of the blue till. 

D. A. Murray; sec. 30, T. 120, R. 45: well, 28 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, containing only 
very little gravel or other rock-fragments,22; bluish sand, 3 feet, with water, which does not 
rise; gravel lies next below. 

Mehurin. R. Kinmore; sec. 2: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 21; sand and silt, 
not caving in, 10; with coarser layers of sand and gravel containing water at the bottom, from 
which it rose only one foot. 

G. J. Hardy; sec. 4: well, 30 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 20; gravel, 2; dark bluish clay, 
probably till, 6 feet, to a boulder a foot or more in diameter, which stopped the boring. Bitter
ish water comes from the gravel between the yellow till and blue clay. 

FreelctHel. C. B. Ford; sec. 10: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 8; dark bluish hardpan, 
very dry and hard in digging, but becoming quicksand when mixed with water, 2; blue till, 8; 
water in twenty minutes rose five feet from quicksand at the bottom. Both these tills required 
to be picked, The wells of this township vary from 15 to 25 feet in depth, and are all in till, 

Riversicle. J. B. Sumner; sec. 34: well,26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 10; sand, 1; blue 
till, picked, 8; dark gravelly hardpan [also till], much harder than the last, 5; water of excellent 
quality rose three feet from sand at the bottom. 

Lac qui Parle. J. H. Brown; hotel in village: well,74 feet; yellow till, 25; very hard blue 
till, 49; the only water found seeps from the lower part of the yellow till. A piece of wood, 
splintered, sixteen inches long and three inches wide, was found in this till at the depth of 52 
feet. 

W. M. Mills; N. E. i of sec. 30: well, 31 feet; soil, 2; clayey silt, 8; yellow till, spaded, 7; 
sand, 6 inches; the only water found in this well, a scanty supply, is from this sand; blue till, 
very hard, picked, 14 feet, including thin layers of dry sand. The upper ten feet contained 
numerous bivalve shells. The blue lower till in this region is reported to be generally twice as 
hard and compact as the yellow upper till. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

Agriculture must evidently be always the chief industry and source of 

wealth in this district, attended, in villages and towns, by needed branches 

of trade and ma,n ufactures. 
Water-polVeI'S are available but have not yet been utilized in these counties. Sufficient fall 

occurs on the MiImesota river two to five miles below Big Stone lake, and at other points; and 
this lake may serve as a reservoir, to be raised at least two or three feet by a dam, for use at 
times of drought. The Lac qui Parle river has a valuable water-power on land of W. M. Mills, at 
the east side of section 30, Lac qlli Parle, two and a half miles west of the village. Mr. Mills 
states that by excavating a tunnel here for a canal ten rods in length, through a ridge of drift at 
the neck of a loop of the river, a fall of 24 feet might be obtained, the descent of the stream in 
this loop, two miles long, being 14 feet, to which 10 feet more may be added by a dam. 

Builcling stone is usually attainable in the amount required by farmers, for foundations and 
the walls of cellars and wells, from the granitic and limestone boulders of the drift, though they 
are seldom so numerous as to be objectionable in the cnltivation of the land. The outcrops of 
granite in the Minnesota valley may be advantageously worked to supply silch masonry and for 
building'S; bnt they have not yet been qllarried, except that some rOllgh stone, used at Ortonville, 
has been taken from their surface, and from a railroad cnt, about one and a half miles southeast 
of this town. 

Lime is burned by several farmers on the northeast shore of Big Stone lake, from dolomyte 
bOlllders of the drift, the fuel beiug obtained from the border of the lake. These lime-burners, 
in their order from northwest to southeast, are Amund Ericson, in section 23, Brown'S Valley, one 
and a half miles southeast from the head of the lake; W. H. Bowman, in section 18, at the west 
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18, requiring to be picked, but containing streaks of sand; harder blue till, 4; water rose eleven 
feet from gravel at the bottom., 

William Glage; sec. 18, T. 1~(). R. 46: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 30; softer blue till, 
28; water seeps from the lower part of the blue till. 

D. A. Murray; sec. 30, T. 120, R. 45: well, 28 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, containing only 
very little gravel or other rock-fragments,22; bluish sand, 3 feet, with water, which does not 
rise; gravel lies next below. 

Mehurin. R. Kinmore; sec. 2: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 21; sand and silt, 
not caving in, 10; with coarser layers of sand and gravel containing water at the bottom, from 
which it rose only one foot. 

G. J. Hardy; sec. 4: well, 30 feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 20; gravel, 2; dark bluish clay, 
probably till, 6 feet, to a boulder a foot or more in diameter, which stopped the boring. Bitter
ish water comes from the gravel between the yellow till and blue clay. 

FreelctHel. C. B. Ford; sec. 10: well, 20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 8; dark bluish hardpan, 
very dry and hard in digging, but becoming quicksand when mixed with water, 2; blue till, 8; 
water in twenty minutes rose five feet from quicksand at the bottom. Both these tills required 
to be picked, The wells of this township vary from 15 to 25 feet in depth, and are all in till, 

Riversicle. J. B. Sumner; sec. 34: well,26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 10; sand, 1; blue 
till, picked, 8; dark gravelly hardpan [also till], much harder than the last, 5; water of excellent 
quality rose three feet from sand at the bottom. 

Lac qui Parle. J. H. Brown; hotel in village: well,74 feet; yellow till, 25; very hard blue 
till, 49; the only water found seeps from the lower part of the yellow till. A piece of wood, 
splintered, sixteen inches long and three inches wide, was found in this till at the depth of 52 
feet. 

W. M. Mills; N. E. i of sec. 30: well, 31 feet; soil, 2; clayey silt, 8; yellow till, spaded, 7; 
sand, 6 inches; the only water found in this well, a scanty supply, is from this sand; blue till, 
very hard, picked, 14 feet, including thin layers of dry sand. The upper ten feet contained 
numerous bivalve shells. The blue lower till in this region is reported to be generally twice as 
hard and compact as the yellow upper till. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

Agriculture must evidently be always the chief industry and source of 

wealth in this district, attended, in villages and towns, by needed branches 

of trade and ma,n ufactures. 
Water-polVeI'S are available but have not yet been utilized in these counties. Sufficient fall 

occurs on the MiImesota river two to five miles below Big Stone lake, and at other points; and 
this lake may serve as a reservoir, to be raised at least two or three feet by a dam, for use at 
times of drought. The Lac qui Parle river has a valuable water-power on land of W. M. Mills, at 
the east side of section 30, Lac qlli Parle, two and a half miles west of the village. Mr. Mills 
states that by excavating a tunnel here for a canal ten rods in length, through a ridge of drift at 
the neck of a loop of the river, a fall of 24 feet might be obtained, the descent of the stream in 
this loop, two miles long, being 14 feet, to which 10 feet more may be added by a dam. 

Builcling stone is usually attainable in the amount required by farmers, for foundations and 
the walls of cellars and wells, from the granitic and limestone boulders of the drift, though they 
are seldom so numerous as to be objectionable in the cnltivation of the land. The outcrops of 
granite in the Minnesota valley may be advantageously worked to supply silch masonry and for 
building'S; bnt they have not yet been qllarried, except that some rOllgh stone, used at Ortonville, 
has been taken from their surface, and from a railroad cnt, about one and a half miles southeast 
of this town. 

Lime is burned by several farmers on the northeast shore of Big Stone lake, from dolomyte 
bOlllders of the drift, the fuel beiug obtained from the border of the lake. These lime-burners, 
in their order from northwest to southeast, are Amund Ericson, in section 23, Brown'S Valley, one 
and a half miles southeast from the head of the lake; W. H. Bowman, in section 18, at the west 
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18, requiring to be picked, but containing streaks of sand; harder blue till, 4; water rose eleven 
feet from gravel at the bottom., 

William Glage; sec. 18, T. l~O. R. tit.: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 30; softer blue till, 
28; water seeps from the lower part of the blue till. 

D. A. Murray; sec. 30, T. 120, R. 45: well, 28 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, containing only 
very little gravel or other rock-fragments, 22; bluish sand, 3 feet, with water, which does not 
rise; gravel lies next below. 

Mehurin. R. Kinmore; sec. 2: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 21; sand and silt, 
not caving in, 10; with coarser layers of sand and gravel containing water at the bottom, from 
which it rose only one foot. 

G. J. Hardy; sec. 4: well,30feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 20; gravel,2; dark bluish clay, 
probably till, I:i feet, to a boulder a foot or more in diameter, which stopped the bOring. Bitter
ish water comes from the gravel between the yellow till and blue clay. 

Fi'eelancl. C. B. Ford; sec. 10: well,20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 8; dark bluish hardpan, 
very dry and hard in digging, but becoming quicksand when mixed with water, 2; blue till, 8; 
water in twenty minutes rose five feet from quicksand at the bottom. Both these tills required 
to be picked, The wells of this township vary from 15 to 25 feet iu depth, and are all in till, 

Rit'ersick J. B. Sumner; see. 34: well, 26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 10; sand, 1; blue 
till, picked, 8; dark gravelly hardpan [also till], much harder than the last, 5; water of excellent 
quality rose three feet from sand at the bottom. 

Lac qui PetrIe. J. H. Brown; hotel in village: well,74 feet; yellow till, 25; very hard blue 
till, 49; the only water found seeps from the lower part of the yellow till. A piece of wood, 
splintered, sixteen inches long and three inches wide, was found in this till at the depth of 52 
feet. 

W. M. Mills; N. E. ! of sec. 30: well, 31 feet; soil, 2; clayey silt, 8; yellow till, spaded, 7; 
sand, 6 inches; the only water found in this well, a scanty supply, is from this sand; blue till, 
very hard, picked, 14 feet, including thin layers of dry sand. The upper ten feet contained 
numerous bivalve shells. The blue lower till in this region is reported to be generally twice as 
hard and compact as the yellow upper till. 

MATERIAL RESOUROES. 

Agriculture must evidently be always the chief industry and source of 

wealth in this district, attended, in villages and towns, by needed branches 

of trade and manufactures. 
Water·powers are available but have not yet been utilized in these counties. Sufficient fall 

occurs Oll the Mirmesota river two to five miles below Big Stone lake, and at other points; and 
this lake may serve as a reservoir, to be raised at least two or three feet by a dam, for use at 
times of drought. The Lac qui Parle river has a valuable water-power on land of W. M. Mills, at 
the east side of section 30, Lac qui two and a half miles west of the Village. Mr. Mills 
states that by excavating a tunnel here for a canal ten rods in length, through a ridge of drift at 
the neck of a loop of the liver, a fall of 24 feet might be obtained, the descent of the stream in 
this loop, two miles long, being 14 feet, to which 10 feet more may be added by a dam. 

Building stone is usually attainable in the amount required by farmers, for foundations and 
the walls of cellars and wells, from the granitic and limestone boulders of the drift, though they 
are seldom so numerous as to be objectionable in the cultivation of the land. The outcrops of 
granite in the Minnesota valley may be advantageously worked to supply such masonry and for 
building-s; but they have not yet been quarried, except that some rough stone, used at Ortonville, 
has been taken from their surface, and from a railroad cut, about one and a half miles southeast 
of this town. 

Lime is burned by several farmers on tbe northeast shore of Big Stone lake, from dolomyte 
boulders of the drift, tbe fuel being obtained from the border of the lake. These lime-burners, 
in their order from northwest to southeast, are Amund Ericson, in section 23, Brown's Valley, one 
and a half miles southeast from the head of the lake; W. H. Bowman, in section 18, at the west 
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18, requiring to be picked, but containing streaks of sand; harder blue till, 4; water rose eleven 
feet from gravel at the bottom., 

William Glage; sec. 18, T. l~O. R. tit.: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 30; softer blue till, 
28; water seeps from the lower part of the blue till. 

D. A. Murray; sec. 30, T. 120, R. 45: well, 28 feet; soil, 3; yellow till, containing only 
very little gravel or other rock-fragments, 22; bluish sand, 3 feet, with water, which does not 
rise; gravel lies next below. 

Mehurin. R. Kinmore; sec. 2: well, 33 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 21; sand and silt, 
not caving in, 10; with coarser layers of sand and gravel containing water at the bottom, from 
which it rose only one foot. 

G. J. Hardy; sec. 4: well,30feet; soil,2; yellow till, picked, 20; gravel,2; dark bluish clay, 
probably till, I:i feet, to a boulder a foot or more in diameter, which stopped the bOring. Bitter
ish water comes from the gravel between the yellow till and blue clay. 

Fi'eelancl. C. B. Ford; sec. 10: well,20 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 8; dark bluish hardpan, 
very dry and hard in digging, but becoming quicksand when mixed with water, 2; blue till, 8; 
water in twenty minutes rose five feet from quicksand at the bottom. Both these tills required 
to be picked, The wells of this township vary from 15 to 25 feet iu depth, and are all in till, 

Rit'ersick J. B. Sumner; see. 34: well, 26 feet; soil,2; yellow till, spaded, 10; sand, 1; blue 
till, picked, 8; dark gravelly hardpan [also till], much harder than the last, 5; water of excellent 
quality rose three feet from sand at the bottom. 

Lac qui PetrIe. J. H. Brown; hotel in village: well,74 feet; yellow till, 25; very hard blue 
till, 49; the only water found seeps from the lower part of the yellow till. A piece of wood, 
splintered, sixteen inches long and three inches wide, was found in this till at the depth of 52 
feet. 

W. M. Mills; N. E. ! of sec. 30: well, 31 feet; soil, 2; clayey silt, 8; yellow till, spaded, 7; 
sand, 6 inches; the only water found in this well, a scanty supply, is from this sand; blue till, 
very hard, picked, 14 feet, including thin layers of dry sand. The upper ten feet contained 
numerous bivalve shells. The blue lower till in this region is reported to be generally twice as 
hard and compact as the yellow upper till. 

MATERIAL RESOUROES. 

Agriculture must evidently be always the chief industry and source of 

wealth in this district, attended, in villages and towns, by needed branches 

of trade and manufactures. 
Water·powers are available but have not yet been utilized in these counties. Sufficient fall 

occurs Oll the Mirmesota river two to five miles below Big Stone lake, and at other points; and 
this lake may serve as a reservoir, to be raised at least two or three feet by a dam, for use at 
times of drought. The Lac qui Parle river has a valuable water-power on land of W. M. Mills, at 
the east side of section 30, Lac qui two and a half miles west of the Village. Mr. Mills 
states that by excavating a tunnel here for a canal ten rods in length, through a ridge of drift at 
the neck of a loop of the liver, a fall of 24 feet might be obtained, the descent of the stream in 
this loop, two miles long, being 14 feet, to which 10 feet more may be added by a dam. 

Building stone is usually attainable in the amount required by farmers, for foundations and 
the walls of cellars and wells, from the granitic and limestone boulders of the drift, though they 
are seldom so numerous as to be objectionable in the cultivation of the land. The outcrops of 
granite in the Minnesota valley may be advantageously worked to supply such masonry and for 
building-s; but they have not yet been quarried, except that some rough stone, used at Ortonville, 
has been taken from their surface, and from a railroad cut, about one and a half miles southeast 
of this town. 

Lime is burned by several farmers on tbe northeast shore of Big Stone lake, from dolomyte 
boulders of the drift, tbe fuel being obtained from the border of the lake. These lime-burners, 
in their order from northwest to southeast, are Amund Ericson, in section 23, Brown's Valley, one 
and a half miles southeast from the head of the lake; W. H. Bowman, in section 18, at the west 
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side of Prior, burning about 300 barrels of lime yearly, which is sold for $1.25 per barrel; E. T. 
Hanes, in section 5, at the south side of Prior, burning some 150 barrels yearly, selling at $1 per 
barrel; Jacob Hurley, in section 19, Big Stone. producing 1.50 barrels yearly since 1870, selling for 
$1.25 per barrel at the kiln; and Alfred Knowlton, in section 5, Ortonville, a mile north from the 
town, producing annually 300 to .500 barrels of lime, 'Chich is sold for $1.25 per barrel, used in 
Ortonville and Big Stone City. About a tenth or twentieth part of these boulders yield yellowish 
or cream-colored lime, while the remainder make lime of snow-like whiteness. In Lac qui Parle 
county lime is burned in similar small amount from boulders by Mr. Peterson, in the north part 
of Hantho; by Ole Gunderson, one and a half miles northeast from Lac qui Parle village, selling 
at $1.25 per barrel; and by Henry Johnson and Andrew Amarude, in Camp Release township. 

Byick-making has not been undertaken in Big Stone or Lac qui Parle counties; but at Big 
Stone City, in the edge of Dakota, this business was begun in 1879 by Tobias Oehler, who made 
240,000 that year and about 800,000 in 1880, selling at $10 per thousand. These are light red 
bricks, of good quality. The deposit from which they are made lies upon the general surface of 
the drift-sheet, about a hundred feet above Big Stone lake and the Minnesota river. After strip
ping off the black soil, the next three feet, consisting of yellow clay free from gravel, is used, 
mixed with one-fourth as much sand. This clay extends lower, but is there somewhat gravelly. 
It is said to cover several acres, and is apparently a bed of modified drift, formed when the last 
ice-sheet retired. 

ABOIUGIN AL EARTHWORKS. 

At Big Stone City two aboriginal mounds of the usual circular form, each having a hight 
of about six feet, were noticed UpOll the verge of the bluff of the Minnesota va1l3Y a quarter of 
a mile north of the Whetstone river. Their distance apart from north to south was about six 
rods. Two or three other mounds, of similar size, are seen also on the top of the bluff near its 
edge, three-quarters of a mile south from these. 

In Lac qui Parle township, four mounds occur similarly on the verge of the bluff ·at the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley, about a quarter of a mile east of the Lac qui Parle river, 
and one and a half miles northeasterly from the village of this name. These mounds lie in a nearly 
straight line, extending about twenty rods from northwest to southeast, parallel with the edge 
of the bluff and only three or four rods from it. The most northwestern mound here is seven 
feet high, and the others five to three feet in hight, decreasing toward the southeast; but they 
cover nearly equal areas, each being about fifty feet in diameter. 
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side of Prior, burning about 300 barrels of lime yearly, which is sold for $1.25 per barrel; E. T. 
Hanes, in section 5, at the south side of Prior, burning some 150 barrels yearly, selling at $1 per 
barrel; Jacob Hurley, in section 19, Big Stone. producing 150 barrels yearly since 1870, selling for 
$1.25 per barrel at the kiln; and Alfred Knowlton, in section 5, Ortonville, a mile north from the 
town, producing annually 300 to 500 barrels of lime, vhich is sold for $1.25 per barrel, used in 
Ortonville and Big Stone City. About a tenth or twentieth part of these boulders yield yellowish 
or cream-colored lime, while t,he remainder make lime of snow-like whiteness. In Lac qui Parle 
county lime is burned in similar small amount from boulders by Mr. Peterson, in the north part 
of Hantho; by Ole Gunderson, one and a half miles northeast from Lac (lui Parle village, selling 
at $1.25 per barrel; and by Henry Johnson and Andrew Amarude, in Camp Release township. 

Brick-making has not been undertaken in Big Stone or Lac qui Parle counties; but at Big 
Stone City, in the edge of Dakota, this business was begun in 1879 by Tobias Oehler, who made 
2-10,000 that year and about 800,000 in 1880, selling at $10 per thousand. These are light red 
bricks, of good quality. The deposit from which they are made lies upon the general surface of 
the drift-sheet, about a hundred feet above Big Stone lake and the Minnesota river. After strip
ping off the black soil, the next three feet, consisting of yellow clay free from gravel, is used, 
mixed with one-fourth as much sand. This clay extends lower, but is there somewhat gravelly. 
It is said to cover several acres, and is apparently a bed of modified drift, formed when the last 
ice-sheet retired. 

ABOIUGIN AL EARTHWORKS. 

At Big Stone City two aboriginal mounds of the usual circlliar form, each having a hight 
of about six feet, were noticed upon the verge of the bluff of the Miunesota vallsy a quarter of 
a mile north of the Whetstone river. Their distance apart from north to south was about six 
rods. Two or three other mounds, of similar size, are seen also on the top of the bluff near its 
edge, three-quarters of a mile south from these. 

In Lac qui Parle township, four mounds occur similarly on the verge of the bluff "at the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley, about a quarter of a mile east of the Lac qui Parle river, 
and one and a half miles northeasterly from the village of this name. These mounds lie in a nearly 
straight line, extending about twenty rods from northwest to southeast, parallel with the edge 
of the bluff and only three or four rods from it. The most northwestern mound here is seven 
feet high, and the others five to three feet in hight, decreasing toward the southeast; but they 
cover nearly equal areas, each being abont fifty feet in diameter. 
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side of Prior, burning about 300 barrels of lime yearly, which is sold for $1.25 per barrel; E. T. 
Hanes, in section 5, at the south side of Prior, burning some 150 barrels yearly, selling at $1 per 
barrel; Jacob Hurley, in section 19, Big Stone. producing 150 barrels yearly since 1870, selling for 
$1.25 per barrel at the kiln; and Alfred Knowlton, in section 5, Ortonville, a mile north from the 
town, producing annually 300 to 500 barrels of lime, vhich is sold for $1.25 per barrel, used in 
Ortonville and Big Stone City. About a tenth or twentieth part of these boulders yield yellowish 
or cream-colored lime, while t,he remainder make lime of snow-like whiteness. In Lac qui Parle 
county lime is burned in similar small amount from boulders by Mr. Peterson, in the north part 
of Hantho; by Ole Gunderson, one and a half miles northeast from Lac (lui Parle village, selling 
at $1.25 per barrel; and by Henry Johnson and Andrew Amarude, in Camp Release township. 

Brick-making has not been undertaken in Big Stone or Lac qui Parle counties; but at Big 
Stone City, in the edge of Dakota, this business was begun in 1879 by Tobias Oehler, who made 
2-10,000 that year and about 800,000 in 1880, selling at $10 per thousand. These are light red 
bricks, of good quality. The deposit from which they are made lies upon the general surface of 
the drift-sheet, about a hundred feet above Big Stone lake and the Minnesota river. After strip
ping off the black soil, the next three feet, consisting of yellow clay free from gravel, is used, 
mixed with one-fourth as much sand. This clay extends lower, but is there somewhat gravelly. 
It is said to cover several acres, and is apparently a bed of modified drift, formed when the last 
ice-sheet retired. 

ABOIUGIN AL EARTHWORKS. 

At Big Stone City two aboriginal mounds of the usual circlliar form, each having a hight 
of about six feet, were noticed upon the verge of the bluff of the Miunesota vallsy a quarter of 
a mile north of the Whetstone river. Their distance apart from north to south was about six 
rods. Two or three other mounds, of similar size, are seen also on the top of the bluff near its 
edge, three-quarters of a mile south from these. 

In Lac qui Parle township, four mounds occur similarly on the verge of the bluff "at the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley, about a quarter of a mile east of the Lac qui Parle river, 
and one and a half miles northeasterly from the village of this name. These mounds lie in a nearly 
straight line, extending about twenty rods from northwest to southeast, parallel with the edge 
of the bluff and only three or four rods from it. The most northwestern mound here is seven 
feet high, and the others five to three feet in hight, decreasing toward the southeast; but they 
cover nearly equal areas, each being abont fifty feet in diameter. 
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side of Prior, burning about 300 barrels of lime yearly, which is sold for $1.26 per barreljE. T. 
Hanes, in section 5, at the south side of Prior, burning some 150 barrels yearly, selling at $1 per 
barrel; Jacob Hurley, in section 19, Big Stone. producing 150 barrels yearly since 1870, selling for 
$1.25 per barrel at the kiln; and Alfred Knowlton, in section 6, Ortonville, a mile north from the 
town, producing annually 300 to 500 barrels of lime, \"hich is sold for $1.25 per barrel, used in 
Ortonville and Big Stone City. About a tenth or twentieth part of these boulders yield yellowish 
or cream-colored lime, while the remainder make lime of snow-like whiteness. In Lac q~li Parle 
county lime is burned in similar small amount from boulders by Mr. Peterson, in the north part 
of Hanthoj by Ole Gunderson, one and a half miles northeast from Lac qui Parle village, selling 
at $1.25 per barrel; and by Henry Johnson and Andrew Amarude, in Camp Release township. 

Brick-making has not been nndertaken in Big Stone or Lac qni Parle counties; but at Big 
Stone City, in the edge of Dakota, this business was begun in 1871:l by 'l'obias Oehler, who made 
24.0,000 that year and about 800,000 in 1880, at $10 per thousand. These are light red 
bricks, of good quality. The deposit from which they are made lies upon the geneml surface of 
the drift-sheet, about a hundred feet above Stone lake and the Minnesota river. After strip
ping off the black soil, the next three feet, consisting of yellow clay free from gravel, is used, 
mixed with one-fourth as much sand. This clay extends lower, but is there somewhat gravelly. 
It is said to cover several acres, and is apparently a bed of modified drift, formed when the last 
ice-sheet retired. 

ABOIUGIN AL EAHTilWOltKS. 

At Big Stone City two abOriginal mounds of tbe nsual circlliar form, each having a hight 
of about six feet, were noticed upon the verge of the bluff of the Minnesota valley a quarter of 
a mile north of the Whetstone river. Their distance apart from north to south was about six 
rods. Two or three other mounds, of similar size, are seen also on the top of the bluff near its 
edge, three-quarters of a mile south from these. 

In Lac qui Parle township, four mounds occur similarly on the verge of the bluff 'at the 
southwest side of the Minnesota valley, about a quarter of a mile east of the Lac qui Parle river, 
and one and a half miles northeasterly from the village of this name. These mounds lie in a nearly 
straight line, extending about twenty rods from northwest to southeast, parallel with the edge 
of the bluff and only three or four rods from it. The most northwestern mound here is seven 
feet high, and the others five to three feet in hight, toward the southeast; but they 
cover nearly equal areas, each being about fifty feet in diameter. 
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ping off the black soil, the next three feet, consisting of yellow clay free from gravel, is used, 
mixed with one-fourth as much sand. This clay extends lower, but is there somewhat gravelly. 
It is said to cover several acres, and is apparently a bed of modified drift, formed when the last 
ice-sheet retired. 
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feet high, and the others five to three feet in hight, toward the southeast; but they 
cover nearly equal areas, each being about fifty feet in diameter. 



OHAPTER XXII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF LE SUEUR COUNTY. 

BY WARREN UPHAM. 

Situation and area. Le Sueur county (plate 30) is in the southern part 

of Minnesota, and is bounded on the west by the Minnesota river in its 

course northward from its great bend at Mankato. The distance from Le 

Slleur, the county seat and largest town, northeasterly to Saint Paul and 

Minneapolis is 50 miles; east to lake Pepin, 80 miles; south to the Iowa line, 

67 miles; and west to the Dakota line, 125 miles. Other considerable towns 

and villages in this county are East Henderson, Ottawa, East Saint Peter, 

Kasota, and Caroline, on the Chicago, Saint Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha 

railway; New Prague, at the north line of the county, lying partly in Scott 

county, Montgomery, Kilkenny and Waterville, on the Minneapolis & Saint 

Louis railway; and, between these lines, Heidelberg, Lexington, Cordova, 

Cleveland, Marysburgh, and Elysian. The area of Le Sueur county is 472.48 

square miles, or 302,388.18 acres, of which 17,891.77 acres are covered by 

water. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natural drainage. The Minnesota river receives the drainage from 

three-fourths of this county; and the remainder, a tract of about 120 square 

miles in its southeast part, is drained easterly to the 2'tiississippi by the 

Cannon river, 
The principal tributaries of the Minnesota river in Le Sueur county are Shanaska creek, 

about seven miles long, the outlet of lake ·Washington, which enters the Minnesota river between 
Kasota and East Saint Peter; Cherry creek, about thirteen miles long, the outlet of Scotch, Deck
er, and other small lakes in Cleveland and Cordova, which nnites with the'Minnesota close south 
of Ottawa; Le Sueur creek, nearly twenty miles long, the outlet of Rice lake in Sharon and other 
lakes, which joins the Minnesota close north of Le Sueur, after receiving from the northeast, 
about a mile above its mouth, the Little Le Sueur creek, some twelve miles long, whose sources 
are Clear lake and lake Mary near Lexington and School Section lake in the southeast corner of 
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LE SUEUR COUNTY. 633 
Natural drainage. Lakes.] 

Derrynan~; a small creek, about seven miles long, which flows from Clark's lake in Scott count. 
southerly mto Tyrone and enters the Minnesota at East Henderson; and Sand creek, which drains 
the north part of Derrynane, all of Lanesburg except its southwest corner, and the northeast 
part of Montgomery, lakes Pepin and Sanborn, and Hunt lake, in the two last named townships, 
at the head of this stream, being sixteen to eighteen miles in a straight line from its mouth, 
which is two miles north of Jordan in Scott county. 

The highest sources of the Cannon river are several lakes in Shieldsville, Rice county, 
whence this stream flows westerly twelve miles, crossing Kilkenny, receiving the overflow of 
lakes Dora and Volney, and entering lake Gorman at Cordova. Next its course is southerly eight 
miles, passing through Saber lake in section 30, Kilkenny, and entering the west part of lake Te
tonka in Waterville. Above Saber lake this is called Dig Cannon river, to distinguish it from a 
smaller stream, known as Little Cannon river, which flows into Saber lake from the east. About 
a mile above its mouth into Lake Tetonka, this river receives a tributary from the west, which is 
the outlet of lake Bossuot in sectionB 29,32 and 33, Cordova, and of German and other lakes in 
the north part of Elysian. ~l Waterville the Cannon river 110ws through lakes Tetonka and Sa
kata, which together extend from the west to the east line of this township, being connected by 
a stream only about a quarter of a mile long. A considerable creek, whose basin extends into 
northern Waseca county, enters the west part of lake Sakata. The townships of Le Sueur county 
which are partly or wholly drained by the Cannon river are Waterville, excepting perhaps half a 
section in its southwest corner, the northeast half of Elysian, the southeast half of Cordova, all 
of Kilkenny, and the southern third of Montgomery. 

Lakes. Among the lakes of Le Sueur county the following deserve mention: lake Jefferson, 
lying principally in Washingtou and the northwest corner of Elysian, five miles long from east to 
west and from an eighth to two-thirds of a mile wide, very crooked, with an arm or branch on the 
south about two miles long; lake Washington, also of quite irregular form, having an area 
of about two and a half square miles, lying mostly in the southwest part of Washington; lake 
Emily, mainly in section 26, Kasota, two miles east of Saiut Peter, similarly irregular in outlines, 
but only a little more than a mile long, very picturesque, bordered partly by woods, but mostly 
by fertile and well cultivated farms, its west end being near the verge of the bluff which descends 
two hundred feet from this lake to the bottomland of the Minnesota valley; Scotch lake, one and 
a half miles long from east to west, in sections 22 and 23, Cleveland; Clear lake, three-fourths of a 
mile in diameter, in section 10, Lexington; lake Pepin ann lake Sanborn, each about a mile long, 
in Lanesburg; lake Dora, nearly two miles long from northwest to southeast, in the north part of 
Kilkenny; lake Gorman, one and a quarter miles long from north to south, and from a half mile to 
one mile wide, lying mostly in sections 12 and 13, Cordova; German lake, covering about a thou
sand acres, mainly in sections 4 and 5, Elysian, ancllake Francis, three miles long from east to 
west, in the south part of this township; lake Elysian, whose north end is crossed by the south line 
of the county at the south side of sections 35 and 36, Elysian; and lake Tetonka, four miles long 
from west to east and averaging a half mile in width, lying mostly in sections 19, 20, 21 and 22, 
Waterville, and lake Sakata, about three miles long and also averaging a half mile wide, extending 
eastward from Waterville and reaching into Rice county. 

Topography. The terminal moraine accumulated on the east side of 

the Minnesota lobe of the last ice-sheet, consisting of hills, mounds and 

ridges of till, occupies the east edge of Le Sueur county and the adjoining 

western half of Rice county. Its west border extends from near the north

east corner of Le Sueur county southward by lake Sanborn, Montgomery, 

Greenleaf lake, lake Volney and Saber lake, to Waterville. The hills of 

this tract, constituting the highest part of the county, are 50 to 75 feet 

above the intervening depressions, or from 1100 to 1125 feet above the sea. 

In Montgomery and Kilkenny they are principally massive swells with 
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eastward from 'Waterville and reaching into Rice county. 

Topography. The terminal moraine accumulated on the east side of 
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ridges of till, occupies the east edge of Le Sueur county and the adjoining 

western half of Rice county. Its west border extends from near the north

east corner of Le Sueur county southward by lake Sanborn, Montgomery, 

Greenleaf lake, lake Volney and Saber lake, to Waterville. The hills of 

this tract, constituting the highest part of the county, are 50 to 75 feet 

above the intervening depressions, or from 1100 to 1125 feet above the sea. 

In Montgomery and Kilkenny they are principally massive swells with 
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smooth slopes, only 30 to 50 feet in hight. The most prominent hills seen 

in this county are south of lake Sakata, one to two miles east of Water

ville. They were found by Nicollet to be 134 feet, according to the barom

eter, above this lake, which makes their tops 1137 feet above the sea. 

West of this moraine, the greater part of the county is slightly or mod

erately undulating till, approximately level, to the valley of the Minnesota 

river. The bottom of this fertile and beautiful valley is from 200 to 225 

feet below the general level. The tOp8 of its bluffs of till are from a half 

mile to two miles, and between Ottawa and Le Sueur four miles, distant 

from the river. Within these bluffs are high terraces of modified drift, the 

largest of which, called "Le Sueur prairie," extends five miles south from 

Le Sueur, with a width that varies from two to four miles; terraces of 

Shakopee limestone, underlain by Jordan sandstone, occurring at Ottawa 

and from Kasota south to Mankato; and bottomlands, which are usually 

from an eighth to a fourth or half of a mile wide, but attain a width of one 

and a half miles for a distance of three miles in the north part of Kasota. 

The contour of the drift-sheet between the eastern moraine and the 

Minnesota valley varies from moderately undulating or rolling to nearly 

flat. Its most uneven portion is a belt near the south side of the county, in 

Elysian, Washington and Kasota, extending westerly from Waterville and 

Elysian to German lake and lakes Jefferson, Washington and Emily. The 

undulations and SWAnS here are mostly from 25 to 50 feet high, having 

smooth outlines and long slopes; but between lakes Tetonka and Elysian 

the surface is in part quite irregularly broken in small hills and short 

ridges, which one and a half miles northeast of Elysian are about 75 feet 

high. This belt is apparently a moraine formed on the south side of the 

ice-lobe during a pause in its recession. 
The south part of Kasota, from lake Washington four'miles west to the valley of the Min

nesota river is only slightly undulating, with the highest portions 5 to 15 feet above the lowest. 
Cordova, Lexington, Derrynane and Lanesburg are moderately undulating, with crests 20 to 30 
or 40 feet above the hollows and frequent lakes. These townships show a somewhat gradual 
change from the morainic contour on their east side to the slightly undulating and in some por
tions nearly level surface of Cleveland, Sharon and Tyrone in the range next west. 

Elev(1,tions, Minneapolis & Saint Louis railway. 

From Robert Angst, assistant engineer, Minneapolis. 
Miles from 

Minneapolis. 
New Prague ........................................................ 42.6 
Montgomery ....................................................... 50.0 
Mulford's Siding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... 54.6 

Feet above 
the sea. 
975 

1063 
1060 
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smooth slopes, only 30 to 50 feet in hight. The most prominent hills seen 

in this county are south of lake Sakata, one to two miles east of Water

ville. rfhey were founel by RieoUet to be 134 feet, according to the barom

eter, above this lake, which makes their tops 1137 feet above the sea. 

West of this moraine, the greater part of the county is slightly or mod
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from the river. Within these bluffs are high terraces of modified drift, the 
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or 40 feet above the hollows aud frequent lakes. These townships show a somewhat gradual 
change from the morainic contour on their east side to the slightly undulating and in some por
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Etetl(l,tions, Minneapolis & Saint Louis milw(),y. 
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Miles from 

T 1 Minn('a,polis. 
own- ina road between Montgcmeryand Kilkenny ................... 64.9 

Lake Dora, grade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 55.S 
Lake Dora, high water ................... , ......................... 55.S 
Cannon river, grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... 56.9 
Cannon river, water ................................................ 56.9 
Kilkenny. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... .......................... . .. 58.6 
Little Cannon river, grade ............................................ 59.1 
Little Cannon river, water ......................................... 59.1 
Summit, grade. . . . . . .. ...................................... . ..... 62.3 
Summit, highest natural surface. . . . . . . . ... . ....................... 62.3 
Summit, highest grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 63.0 
Cannon river, bridge ............................................... 65.0 
Cannon river, water.................... .... ...... .. ... . . ......... 65.0 
Waterville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. 6.5.4 
County-line road between Waterville and losco .................. , ..... 67.0 
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Feet above 
the sea. 
1066 
1044 
]040 
1045 
1038 
1056 
1037 
1019 
1070 
10S9 
10S0 
1004 

994 
1008 
104H 

ElelJations, Saint Paul &: Sioux Oity (livision, Chicago, Saint Puul, ]}Iinllwpolis &: Omaha yailway. 

From profiles in ,the office of T. P. Gere, superintendent, Saint Paul. 
:Miles from Feet ahove 

St. Paul. the sea. 

East Henderson ...................................................... 56.S 740 
Le Sueur creek, bridge ................. '" ........................... 60.1 745 
Le Sueur creek, water. . . . .. ........................ . .............. 60.1 730 
I.e Sueur ........................................................... 61.5 75H 
High water in the Minnesota river at Le Sueur ...................... 61.5 741 
Ottawa .............................................................. 67.6 796 
East Saint Peter ..................................................... 73.4 754 
'Shanaska creek, grade ................................................ 74.7 785 
Shanaska creek, water ............................................... 74.7 747 
High water of the Minnesota river here ............................... 74.7 756 
Kasota Junction .................................................... 75.9 806 
Summit, grade ....................................................... 77.8 843 

Elevations, Winona &: Saint Peter division, Chicago &: .Northwestern milway. 

From John E. Blunt, engineer, ·Winona. 
Miles from Feet above 

Winona. the sea. 

Kasota ....................................................... 133.8 S04 
Minnesota river bridge ................................ , ........ 135.0 791 
Minnesota river, low and high water ............................. 135.0 733-756 

Surveys by the United States engineer corps, and for railroads, have supplied the following 
elevations of the 

Minnesota j·iveJ'. 
Feet above 

the sea. 

At East Henderson, low and high water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... " 711-727 
At Le Sueur, low and high water ......................................... 717-741 
At Ottawa, low water ..................................................... 723 
At East Saint Peter, low water .................. , ........... , ............. 730 
At the Winona & Saint Peter railroad bridge, low and high water ...... , .. ,. 733-756 
At the soutb line of Le Sueur county, low water. ........................... 743 

Estimates of the average hights of the townships of Le Sueur county 

are as follows: Lanesburg, 1,020 feet above sea-level; Montgomery, 1,050; 

Kilkenny, 1,050; Waterville, 1,040; Derrynane, 975; Lexington, 980; Cor

dova, 1,020; Elysian, 1,050; Tyrone, 940; Sharon, 940; Clevehtnd, 975; 

LE SUEUR COUNTY. 
Elevations.] 

Miles fronl 

T I 
Minn('apoiis. 

own- ine road between Montgcmeryand Kilkenny..... . . . . . ..... .54.9 
I .. ake Dora, grade ...... , ........................ , . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 56.8 
Lake Dora, high water .... , ........... , .. , ......................... 55.8 
Cannon river, grade ............................................... 56.9 
Cannon river, water ................................................ 56.9 
Kilkenny. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ................... ,..... . .. 58.6 
Little Cannon river, grade ..................... "" ................... 59.1 
Little Cannon river, water ......................................... 59.1 
Summit, grade. . . . . . .. ............................... . ..... 62.3 
Summit, highest natural surface. . . . . . . . . .. ........... ........... . .62.3 
Summit, highest grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 63.0 
Cannon river, bridge ............................................... 65.0 
Cannon river, water .................... , .............. , .......... 65.0 
Waterville.... .............. .... . ................................. 6.5.4 
County-line road between Waterville and losco ........................ 67.0 
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ElelJations, Saint Paul & Sioux Oity division, Chicago, Saint Panl, JYlinllwpolis & Omaha milway. 

From profiles in ,the office of T. P. Gere, superintendent, Saint Paul. 
:Miles from Feet ahove 

!St. Paul. the sea. 

East Henderson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................... 56.8 740 
Le Sueur creek, bridge ........ , ...................................... 60.1 745 
Le Sueur creek, water. ............................................ 60.1 730 
I .. e Sueur ........................................................... 61.5 759 
High water in the Minnesota river at Le Sueur ...................... 61.6 741 
Ottawa .................... ' .. , ..................................... 67.6 796 
East Saint Peter ..................................................... 73.4 754 
'Shanaska creek, grade ................................... , ............ 74.7 785 
Shanaska creek, water ............................................... 74.7 747 
High water of the Minnesota river here ............................... 74.7 756 
Kasota Junction .................................................... 75.9 S06 
Summit, grade ............................ · ...... · ...... ··········· .. 77.S S43 

Elevations, Winona & Saint Peter division, Ohicago & Northwestern milway. 

From John E. Blunt, engineer, 'Winona. 
Miles from Feet above 

Winona. the sea. 

Kasota .......... " .................... , ...................... 133.8 S04 
Minnesota river bridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... 135.0 
Minnesota river, low and high water ............................. 135.0 

791 
733-756 

Surveys by the United States engineer corps, and for railroads, have supplied the following 
elevations of the 

Minnesota rive)'. 
Feet above 

the sea. 

At East Henderson, low and high water ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . 711-727 
At Le Sueur, low and high water. . . . . . .. ... . ............................. 7l7-741 
At Ottawa, low water. . . . . . . . . . .. . ....................................... 723 
At East Saint Peter, low water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................ 730 
At the Winona & Saint Peter railroad bridge, low and high water ........... 733-756 
At the south line of Le Sueur county, low water. ........ " ................. 743 

Estimates of the average hights of the townships of Le Sueur county 

are as follows: Lanesburg, 1,020 feet above sea-level; Montgomery, 1,050; 

Kilkenny, 1,050; Waterville, 1,040; Derrynane, 975; Lexington, 980; Cor

dova, 1,020; Elysian, 1,050; Tyrone, 940; Sharon, 940; Clevela,nd, 975; 

LE SUEUR COUNTY. 
Elevations.] 

Miles fronl 

T I 
Minn('apoiis. 

own- ine road between Montgcmeryand Kilkenny..... . . . . . ..... .54.9 
I .. ake Dora, grade ...... , ........................ , . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 56.8 
Lake Dora, high water .... , ........... , .. , ......................... 55.8 
Cannon river, grade ............................................... 56.9 
Cannon river, water ................................................ 56.9 
Kilkenny. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ................... ,..... . .. 58.6 
Little Cannon river, grade ..................... "" ................... 59.1 
Little Cannon river, water ......................................... 59.1 
Summit, grade. . . . . . .. ............................... . ..... 62.3 
Summit, highest natural surface. . . . . . . . . .. ........... ........... . .62.3 
Summit, highest grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ...... 63.0 
Cannon river, bridge ............................................... 65.0 
Cannon river, water .................... , .............. , .......... 65.0 
Waterville.... .............. .... . ................................. 6.5.4 
County-line road between Waterville and losco ........................ 67.0 
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ElelJations, Saint Paul & Sioux Oity division, Chicago, Saint Panl, JYlinllwpolis & Omaha milway. 

From profiles in ,the office of T. P. Gere, superintendent, Saint Paul. 
:Miles from Feet ahove 

!St. Paul. the sea. 

East Henderson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................... 56.8 740 
Le Sueur creek, bridge ........ , ...................................... 60.1 745 
Le Sueur creek, water. ............................................ 60.1 730 
I .. e Sueur ........................................................... 61.5 759 
High water in the Minnesota river at Le Sueur ...................... 61.6 741 
Ottawa .................... ' .. , ..................................... 67.6 796 
East Saint Peter ..................................................... 73.4 754 
'Shanaska creek, grade ................................... , ............ 74.7 785 
Shanaska creek, water ............................................... 74.7 747 
High water of the Minnesota river here ............................... 74.7 756 
Kasota Junction .................................................... 75.9 S06 
Summit, grade ............................ · ...... · ...... ··········· .. 77.S S43 

Elevations, Winona & Saint Peter division, Ohicago & Northwestern milway. 

From John E. Blunt, engineer, 'Winona. 
Miles from Feet above 

Winona. the sea. 

Kasota .......... " .................... , ...................... 133.8 S04 
Minnesota river bridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ....... 135.0 
Minnesota river, low and high water ............................. 135.0 

791 
733-756 

Surveys by the United States engineer corps, and for railroads, have supplied the following 
elevations of the 

Minnesota rive)'. 
Feet above 

the sea. 

At East Henderson, low and high water ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . 711-727 
At Le Sueur, low and high water. . . . . . .. ... . ............................. 7l7-741 
At Ottawa, low water. . . . . . . . . . .. . ....................................... 723 
At East Saint Peter, low water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ................ 730 
At the Winona & Saint Peter railroad bridge, low and high water ........... 733-756 
At the south line of Le Sueur county, low water. ........ " ................. 743 

Estimates of the average hights of the townships of Le Sueur county 

are as follows: Lanesburg, 1,020 feet above sea-level; Montgomery, 1,050; 

Kilkenny, 1,050; Waterville, 1,040; Derrynane, 975; Lexington, 980; Cor

dova, 1,020; Elysian, 1,050; Tyrone, 940; Sharon, 940; Clevela,nd, 975; 

LE SUEUR COUNTY. 
Elevations.] 

~\'Ines f(OUl 

T 1 
MJnn.'apolis, 

own- ina road between Montgcmery and Kilkenny ................... 64.9 
I.ake Dora, grade ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... , . . . . . . .. . .. 56.8 
Lake Dora, high water .... ,. . ....... ".,. . .... , ............ 55.8 
Cannon river, grade. . . . . . . . . .. . ...... ,................ . .......... 56.9 
Cannon river, water .......................................... , .. . .. 56.9 
Kilkenny .............................................. , ........ 58.6 
Little Cannon liver, grade .... , ........ , .............................. 59.1 
Little Cannon river, water.. ..... ............... .. ............ 59.1 
Summit, grade .... , . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... . ..... 62.3 
Summit, highest natural surface. . . . . . . . . .. ........ . . , . . . . . . .. . .62.3 
Summit, highest grade ...... , .......... , ........ '" ....... 63.0 
Cannon river, bridge .................... , ......... , .............. 65.0 
Cannon river, water ........................... , .. , ......... 65.0 
Waterville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .., ....... 65.4 
County-liue road between Waterville and lasco, .. ,., ... ,..... .. . .... 67.0 
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Elevations, Saint Paul &: Sioux Oity (livision, Ohicago, 8(tint Pend, lrIinnwpoUs & Omalw, 'l'Ctilv;ay. 

From profiles in .the office of T. P. Gere, superintendent, Saint Paul. 
:liiles from Feet ahove 

St, l->aul. the sea, 

East Henderson ........................................ . . .. 56.8 740 
Le Sueur creek, bridge. . . . . . . . . . .. ............... . ................. 60.1 745 
Le Sueur creek, water .. , .............................. , .......... 60.1 730 
I.e Sueur ............................... ............ ..... . ...... 61.5 759 
High water in the Minnesota river at Le Sueur. . .. . " ...... . ..... 61.5 741 
Ottawa ........................ " .... " . " ....................... 67.6 796 
East Saint Peter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " . ......... . ...... 73.4 754 
'Shanaska creek, grade ................................................ 74.7 785 
Shanaska creek, water .................. , . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .......... 74.7 747 
High water of the Minnesota river here ... , ... , .................... 71.7 756 
Kasota Junction .................................... , ............. 75.9 806 
Summit, grade., .. , .. , ......... , ................... , ............. 77.8 8!3 

Elevations, Winona & Saint Peter dit,ision, & Northwestern ?'ai/way. 

From John E. Blunt, engineer, Winona. 
Miles from above 

'\Vinona. sea. 

Kasota .......... " .... , .................. ,.... ....... . ... 133.8 804 
Minnesota river bridge .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , . , ,. .... . .. 135,0 791 
Minnesota river, low and high water, .. , . . . . . . .. . ... ,..... . ... 135.0 733-756 

Surveys by the United States engineer corps, and for railroads, have supplied the following 
elevations of the 

Minnesota 'river. 
Feet above 

the se". 

At East Henderson, low and high water. . . . . .. ... .,.... ..... 711-727 
At Le Sueur, low and high water. . . . . ... .,. . ............................ 717-741 
At Ottawa, low water. .................... , ........................ , .... 723 
At East Saint Peter, low water. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ., ....... , ....... 730 
At the Winona & Saint Peter railroad bridge, low and high water.. . .... , .. 733-766 
At the south line of Le Sueur county, low water. ;., ................ . . .. . .. 743 

Estimates of the average hights of the townships of Le Sueur county 

are as follows: Lanesburg, 1,020 feet above sea-level; Montgomery, 1,050; 

Kilkenny, 1,050; Waterville, 1,040; Derrynane, 975; Lexington, 980; Cor

dova, 1,020; Elysian, 1,050; Tyrone, 940; Sharon, 940; Cleveland, 975; 

LE SUEUR COUNTY. 
Elevations.] 

~\'Ines f(OUl 

T 1 
MJnn.'apolis, 

own- ina road between Montgcmery and Kilkenny ................... 64.9 
I.ake Dora, grade ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... , . . . . . . .. . .. 56.8 
Lake Dora, high water .... ,. . ....... ".,. . .... , ............ 55.8 
Cannon river, grade. . . . . . . . . .. . ...... ,................ . .......... 56.9 
Cannon river, water .......................................... , .. . .. 56.9 
Kilkenny .............................................. , ........ 58.6 
Little Cannon liver, grade .... , ........ , .............................. 59.1 
Little Cannon river, water.. ..... ............... .. ............ 59.1 
Summit, grade .... , . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... . ..... 62.3 
Summit, highest natural surface. . . . . . . . . .. ........ . . , . . . . . . .. . .62.3 
Summit, highest grade ...... , .......... , ........ '" ....... 63.0 
Cannon river, bridge .................... , ......... , .............. 65.0 
Cannon river, water ........................... , .. , ......... 65.0 
Waterville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .., ....... 65.4 
County-liue road between Waterville and lasco, .. ,., ... ,..... .. . .... 67.0 
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Elevations, Saint Paul &: Sioux Oity (livision, Ohicago, 8(tint Pend, lrIinnwpoUs & Omalw, 'l'Ctilv;ay. 

From profiles in .the office of T. P. Gere, superintendent, Saint Paul. 
:liiles from Feet ahove 

St, l->aul. the sea, 

East Henderson ........................................ . . .. 56.8 740 
Le Sueur creek, bridge. . . . . . . . . . .. ............... . ................. 60.1 745 
Le Sueur creek, water .. , .............................. , .......... 60.1 730 
I.e Sueur ............................... ............ ..... . ...... 61.5 759 
High water in the Minnesota river at Le Sueur. . .. . " ...... . ..... 61.5 741 
Ottawa ........................ " .... " . " ....................... 67.6 796 
East Saint Peter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " . ......... . ...... 73.4 754 
'Shanaska creek, grade ................................................ 74.7 785 
Shanaska creek, water .................. , . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .......... 74.7 747 
High water of the Minnesota river here ... , ... , .................... 71.7 756 
Kasota Junction .................................... , ............. 75.9 806 
Summit, grade., .. , .. , ......... , ................... , ............. 77.8 8!3 

Elevations, Winona & Saint Peter dit,ision, & Northwestern ?'ai/way. 

From John E. Blunt, engineer, Winona. 
Miles from above 

'\Vinona. sea. 

Kasota .......... " .... , .................. ,.... ....... . ... 133.8 804 
Minnesota river bridge .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , . , ,. .... . .. 135,0 791 
Minnesota river, low and high water, .. , . . . . . . .. . ... ,..... . ... 135.0 733-756 

Surveys by the United States engineer corps, and for railroads, have supplied the following 
elevations of the 

Minnesota 'river. 
Feet above 

the se". 

At East Henderson, low and high water. . . . . .. ... .,.... ..... 711-727 
At Le Sueur, low and high water. . . . . ... .,. . ............................ 717-741 
At Ottawa, low water. .................... , ........................ , .... 723 
At East Saint Peter, low water. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ., ....... , ....... 730 
At the Winona & Saint Peter railroad bridge, low and high water.. . .... , .. 733-766 
At the south line of Le Sueur county, low water. ;., ................ . . .. . .. 743 

Estimates of the average hights of the townships of Le Sueur county 

are as follows: Lanesburg, 1,020 feet above sea-level; Montgomery, 1,050; 

Kilkenny, 1,050; Waterville, 1,040; Derrynane, 975; Lexington, 980; Cor

dova, 1,020; Elysian, 1,050; Tyrone, 940; Sharon, 940; Cleveland, 975; 



636 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Soil and timber. 

Washington, 975; Le Sueur, 810; Ottawa, 860; and Kasota, 880. The mean 

elevation of the county derived from these figures is 985 feet above the 

sea. 
Soil (mcl timber. The black soil of this region has generally a depth of about two feet. It 

is clay with some admixture of sand and gravel and occasional stones and boulders, being the 
upper part of the glacial drift, colored by vegetable decay. Below this black stratum, the subsoil 
is the same gravelly clay, yellowish for the next ten or twenty feet, and then darker and bluish to 
a great depth which is seldom passed through by wells. 

In the fertility of its soil and its agricultural capability Le Sueur county is the peer of any 
in Minnesota. The undulating surface causes the water of rains and of snow-melting to be soon 
drained away, excepting the portion which the soil absorbs to be given out for the growth of 
plants. Perhaps a tenth part of this county is occupied by its abundant lakes, its equally numer
ous but smaller marshes, which are not wooded and bear excellent wild hay, and by the bluffs and' 
ravines of streams; the remaining area (excepting occasional small tracts of the moraines, more 
than ordinarily knolly and stony) is adapted for cultivation. The staple crops are wheat, oats, 
barley, corn, hay, flax, sorghum, potatoes, and the common vegetables and small fruits of the 
garden. 

This county lies within the southeast part of the extensive forest, a hundred miles long from 
north to south and forty to fifty miles wide, which is commonly called the Big Woods, being a 
southern lobe of the great wooded region of northern Minnesota and British America. Heavy 
timber originally covered the whole county, except small tracts of marsh, which would be called 
sloughs in a prairie district, and certain areas in the Minnesota valley, as the Le Sueur prairie 
and the terrace of limestone south of Kasota. Since the first immigration, some twenty-five years 
ago, much of this timber has been cleared off and the land brought under cultivation, the stumps 
being got rid of within ten years by burning and pulling, leaving the fields smooth for th~ plow 
and the reaper. The principal kinds of trees found here are bass, sugar maple and soft maple, 
box-elder, wild plum, the wild red cherry and black cherry, American crab-apple, Juneberry, 
white and black ash, white or American elm and slippery or red elm, hackberry, butternut, black 
walnut, bitternut, black and bur oaks, ironwood, water beech, paper. or canoe birch, common 
poplar or aspen, the large-toothed poplar, cottonwood, and (rarely) red cedar. The last two occur 
mostly beside rivers and lakes. Nearly everywhere througb this forest, its two largest and most 
plentiful species of trees are the bass and the white elm. Its shrubs include prickly ash, smooth 
sumach, frost grape, Virginian creeper, climbing bitter-sweet, red and black raspberries, wild 
rose, thorn, choke-berry, prickly and smooth gooseberries, black currant, two or three species of cm
nel, wolfberry, honeysuckle, elder, sweet viburnum, high-bush cranberry, hazel-nut, and willows. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

Jordan sandstone and Shakopee limestone. The only exposures of the bed

rocks of this county consist of two members of the Lower Magnesian or 

Calciferous series, namely the Jordan sandstone and the overlying Shako

pee limestone, which form terraces about 75 feet high in Kasota and Otta

wa, within the valley of the Minnesota river. Fluvial erosion, since the ice 

age, has excavated this great channel through the sheet of till which forms 

bluffs on each side of the valley 150 feet above these rock-formations; but a 

river that flowed here long before the ice age, had cut deeply into the rocks 

and sculptured them nearly as they are now seen. Their terraces are pro

duced by the persistence of the hard limestone lying above the soft and 
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is the same gravelly clay, yellowish for the next ten or twenty feet, and then darker and bluish to 
a great depth which is seldom passed through by wells. 
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in Minnesota. The undulating surface causes the water of rains and of snow-melting to be soon 
drained away, excepting' the portion which the soil absorbs to be given out for the growth of 
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ravines of streams; the remaining area (excepting occasional small tracts of the moraines, more 
than ordinarily knolly and stony) is adapted for cultivation. The staple crops are wheat, oats, 
barley, corn, hay, flax, sorghum, potatoes, and the common vegetables and small fruits of the 
garden. 

This county lies within the southeast part of the extensive forest, a hundred miles long from 
north to south and forty to fifty miles wide, which is commonly called the Big Woods, being a 
southern lobe of the great wooded region of northern Minnesota and British America. Heavy 
timber originally covered the whole county, except small tracts of marsh, which would be called 
sloughs in a prairie district, and certain areas in the Minnesota valley, as the Le Sueur prairie 
and the terrace of limestone south of Kasota. Since the first immigration, some twenty-five years 
ago, much of this timber has been cleared off and the land brought under cultivation, the stumps 
being got rid of within ten years by burning and pulling, leaving the fields smooth for th~ plow 
and the reaper. The principal kinds of trees found here are bass, sugar maple and soft maple, 
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white and black ash, white or American elm and slippery or red elm, hackberry, butternut, black 
walnut, bitternut, black and bur oaks, ironwood, water beech, paper or canoe birch, common 
poplar or aspen, the large-toothed poplar, cottonwood, and (rarely) red cedar. The last two occur 
mostly beside rivers and lakes. Nearly everywhere througb this forest, its two largest and most 
plentiful species of trees are the bass and the white elm. Its shrubs include prickly ash, smooth 
sumach, frost grape, Virginian creeper, climbing bitter-sweet, red and black raspberries, wild 
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easily eroded sandstone. These formations are nearly horizontal in strati

fication and mainly conformable with each other; as if in the same sea, 

with no evidence of important change in level or in the relations of land 

and sea, the deposition of sandstone, after having formed a stratum fifty 

feet or more in thickness over a large area, WeLS succeeded by the formation 

of an equally extensive and thicker stratum of magnesian limestone. 
The Jordan sandstone is white or light gray, excepting small portions where it is stained 

by infiltrating ferruginous waters. In texture it varies from a fine-grained to a coarse-grained 
deposit, and rarely encl0ses small pebbles. Nearly all its material is quartz, the particles of 
which are mostly rounded by water-wearing. When exposed to the air in dry situations, it be
comes harder and more firmly cemented than in its natural bed, where it is so friable that it can 
be excavated by a shovel and pick. Its name is from Jordan in 8cott county, where this forma
tion is well exhibited and has been considerably used as a building stone. 

The overlying Shakokee limestone, so llamed from the town where it is best exposed in 
Scott county, is a hard, buff-colored, mostly thick-bedded, in many portions siliceous and cherty, 
magnesian limestone or dolomyte. The whole thickness of this formation in Le Sueur county 
was apparently from 50 to 75 feet or more, but only its lower 10 to 25 feet remain in the outcrops 
of Le Sueur county. 

The terrace of these strata in Kasota is from one to one and a half miles wide. It is about 
75 feet above the river, and extends eight miles from Kasota to Mankato, its northern half, four 
miles long, being in I.e Sueur county. On its surface is generally spread a coarse, water-worn 
gravel, from one to five feet thick, holding multitudes of rock-fragments of all sizes up to one 
foot in diameter, chiefly derived from the limestone which forms the terrace. In some places, 
also, it is sprinkled with boulders, mainly of granite, gneiss, and schists, of all sizes up to five 
feet in diameter and rarely larger. '1'he railroad well at Kasota station went through drift, 
mostly limestone gravel, 8 feet; solid limestone, 21 feet, and sandstone, 6 feet. Here and gen
erally in this vicinity, the base of the limestone is approximately 40 feet above the river; but it 
sinks to about half this hight in going one and a half miles northward in Saint Peter, from the 
railroad bridge to the highway bridge. 

Ottawa is situated on another terrace, one and a half miles long and three-fourths of a mile 
wide, composed of the same formationH of limestone and sandstone. Their junction in the bluff 
near Charles Schwartz's limekiln is about 45 feet above the river. The terrace generally rises 
20 or 25 feet higher, which is about the average depth remaining of the limp-stone. 

In both these formations fossils are usually absent; but they occur numerously in some 
layers of each at a few localities. Dr. n. F. Shumard, who assisted Owen, reports that in out
crops of the sandstone a mile above Traverse des Sioux, in the bed of the Minnesota river near 
its most eastern bend in the north part of Kasota, "one of the layers is highly charged with casts 
of Euomphalus Minnesotensis." He also found this gasteropod and the pygidium of a small trilo
bite at Kasota in this sandstone in the river-banks. The cliff formed by these strata beside the 
Minnesota river at Ottawa is called by Dr. Shumard the White Rock bluff. Its hight is stated 

• to be 72 feet, the base being concealed by a talus to the hight of 30 to 40 feet, above which are 
in ascending order, "white and brown sandstone, composed of rounded, rather coarse, semi~ 

transparent grains of quartz, loosely cemented, 20 feet; green siliceous earth, 1 foot; seam of 
grayish oolitic chert, with a thin incrustation of whitish decomposing chert, 2 to 3 inches; light 
salmon-colored magnesian limestone, with dendritic markings, and cavities lined with crystals of 
calcareous spar, in layers from a few inches to two feet in thickness, containing LingnZce, 01,this, 
and trilobites, 11 feet. The magnesian limestone at this locality . . . . contains two kinds 
of Lingulce; one, an elegant little species, of an ovate shape, with fine concentric strioo, is not 
distinguishable from Lingula Dacotaensis, a form which characterizes the Lower Magnesian lime
stone, at the quarry near Stillwater, and other localities throughout the Chippewa Land District; 
the other, of which we obtained only a few fragments, is much larger, but the specimens are so 
imperfect that the characters of the species cannot be made out. Associated with these Linglt/ce, 
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transparent grains of quartz, loosely cemented, 20 feet; green siliceous earth, 1 foot; seam of 
grayish oolitic chert, with a thin incrustation of whitish decomposing' chert, 2 to 3 inches; light 
salmon-colored magnesian limestone, with dendritic markings, and cavities lined with crystals of 
calcareous spar, in layers from a few inches to two feet in thickness, containing LinguZce, OTthis, 
and trilobites, 11 feet. The magnesian limestone at this locality. . contains two kinds 
of Lingulce; one, an elegant little species, of an ovate shape, with fine concentric strioo, is not 
distinguishable from Lingula Dacotaensis, a form which characterizes the Lower Magnesian lime
stone, at the quarry near Still water, and other localities throughout the Chippewa Land District; 
the other, of which we obtained only a few fragments, is much larger, but the specimens are so 
imperfect that the characters of the species cannot be made out. Associated with these Lingltlce, 
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easily eroded sandstone. These formations a,re nearly horizontal in strati

fication and mainly conformable with each other; as if in the same sea, 

with no evidence of important change in level or in the relations of land 

and sea, the deposition of sandstone, after having formed a stratum fifty 

feet or more in thickness over a large area, was succeeded by the formation 

of an equally extensive and thicker stratum of magnesian limestone. 
Thl' Jordan sandstone is white or light gray, excepting small portions where it is stained 

by infiltrating ferruginous waters. In texture it varies from a fine-grained to a coarse-grained 
deposit, and rarely encl0ses small pebbles. Nearly all its material is quartz, the particles of 
which are mostly rounded by water-wearing. When exposed to the air in dry situations, it be
comes harder and more firmly cemented than in its natural bed, where it is so friable that it can 
be excavated by a shovel and pick. Its name is from Jordan in 8cott county, where this forma
tion is well exhibited and bas been considerably used as a building stone. 

The overlying Shakokee limestone, so named from the town wbere it is best exposed in 
Scott county, is a hard, buff-colored, mostly thick-bedded, in many portions siliceous and cberty, 
magnesian limestone or dolomyte. The whole thickness of this formation in Le Sueur county 
was apparently from 50 to 75 feet or more, but only its lower 10 to 25 feet remain in the outcrops 
of Le Sueur county. 

The terrace of these strata in Kasota is from one to one and a half miles wide. It is about 
75 feet above the river, and extends eight miles from Kasota to Mankato, its northern half, four 
miles long, being in I.e Sueur county. On its surface is generally spread a coarse, water-worn 
gravel, from one to five feet thick, holding multitudes of rock-fragments of all sizes up to one 
foot in diameter, chiefly derived from the limestone which forms the terrace. In some places, 
also, it is sprinkled with boulders, mainly of granite, gneiss, and schists, of all sizes up to five 
feet in diameter and rarely larger. 'l'he railroad well at Kasota station went through drift, 
mostly limestone gravel, 8 feet; solid limestone, 21 feet, and sandstone, 6 feet. Here and gen
erally in this vicinity, the base of the limestone is approximately 40 feet above the river; but it 
sinks to about half this hight in going one and a half miles northward in Saint Peter, from the 
railroad bridge to the high way bridge. 

Ottawa is situated on another terrace, one and a half miles long and three-fourths of a mile 
wide, composed of the same formatiom of limestone and sandstone. Their junction in the bluff 
near Charles Schwartz's limekiln is about 45 feet above the river. The terrace generally rises 
20 or 25 feet higher, which is about the average deptb remaining of the limp-stone. 

In both these formations fossils are usually absent; but they occur numerously in some 
layers of each at a few localities. Dr. n. F. Shumard, who assisted Owen, reports that in out
crops of the sandstone a mile above Traverse des Sioux, in the bed of the Minnesota river near 
its most eastern bend in the north part of Kasota, "one of the layers is highly charged with casts 
of EuOmlJhalus Minnesotensis." He also found this gasteropod and the pygidium of a small t.rilo
bite at Kasota in this sandstone in the river-banks. The cliff formed by these strata beside the 
Minnesota river at Ottawa is called by Dr. Slmmard the White Rock bluff. Its hight is stated 

• to be 72 feet, the base being concealed by a talus to the hight of 30 to 40 feet, above which are 
in ascending order, "white and brown sandstone, composed of rounded, rather coarse, semi
transparent grains of quartz, loosely cemented, 20 feet; green siliceous earth, 1 foot; seam of 
grayish oolitic chert, with a thin incrustation of whitish decomposing' chert, 2 to 3 inches; light 
salmon-colored magnesian limestone, with dendritic markings, and cavities lined with crystals of 
calcareous spar, in layers from a few inches to two feet in thickness, containing LinguZce, OTthis, 
and trilobites, 11 feet. The magnesian limestone at this locality. . contains two kinds 
of Lingulce; one, an elegant little species, of an ovate shape, with fine concentric strioo, is not 
distinguishable from Lingula Dacotaensis, a form which characterizes the Lower Magnesian lime
stone, at the quarry near Still water, and other localities throughout the Chippewa Land District; 
the other, of which we obtained only a few fragments, is much larger, but the specimens are so 
imperfect that the characters of the species cannot be made out. Associated with these Lingltlce, 
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we find the cast of a small O~·this, with fine radiating strife, and portions of the cephalothorax of a 
trilobite, related to the family OleHiaO?" Again, in this limestone at Kasota, Dr. Shumard de
tected "Lingula Dacotaensis, and the remains of a species of trilobite, apparently identical with 
that occurring at Wilite Rock." 

An analysis of the Shakopee limestone at Ottawa, given in Dr. Shumard's report, is as fol-
lows: 

Carbonate of lime ...................... , ................................. 58.65 
Carbonate of magnesia .. " .............................................. 29.15 
Insoluble matter.. . . ... ................................................. 7.25 
Alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese...... ........ ... .................. 1.55 
'Vater. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............... .................. .... 2.65 
Loss ................................................................... . 0.75 

]00.00 
Analyses of this limestone in Kasota, made by Prof. S. F. Peckham, are as follows, the first 

being the stone extensively quarried for building, and the second that burned for lime by Mr. 
Clapp near qaroline station:~' 

Calcium c.arbonate ............................................. . 
Magnesium carbonate .......................................... . 
Calcium sulphate ..................................... , ' ....... . 
Insoluble matter, chielly silica ............... , ........ , ......... . 
Aluminic and ferric. oxides ............................. , ........ . 
Water and alkalies, undetermined ............................... . 

1. 
47.904 
35.227 

13.85 
1.49 
1.529 

2. 
52.22 
36.04 

6.74 
2.82 
1.39 

100.00 99.21 
In the southern part of Kasota the upper layer exposed of this limestone has been used for 

lime-burning. Of its character here Prof. Wincilell writes:t "George C. Clapp's lime-kiln and 
quarry are five miles below Mankato, on section 17, township of Kasota, within the main drift 
bluffs of the Minnesota, but on the terrace formed by the Shakopee limestone, and about a mile' 
from the river. His quarry, located near his kiln, exposes a fine gray limestone, about two feet 
thick, sometimes less or more, graduating iuto the Shakopee stone which underlies. It is very 
firm, little porous, and contains Orthis, at least, and affords the finest and purest limestone hith-
erto seen in the Shakopee stone ...... This fine, compact texture, and gray c.olor, are not con-
tinuous in the same horizon, in other places the harsh magnesian grain and arenaceons quality 
existing in the same beds. Running along the river for several miles, sometimes touching the 
river, and sometimes exposed back of islands that show the same, this limestone forms a bluff of 
solid beds. Although there is usually a heavy talus covering the foot of this bluff, yet at several 
points the identity of tLis horizon with that at St. Peter, and hence with that at Shakopee, is fully 
established by the exposure of the underlying sandstone. It is seen at a point about two miles 
below Mr. Clapp's farm. This bluff shows a good stone, as at St. Pp.ter and Kasota, but is not 
much quarried. Perhaps it is more arp,naceous in patches. It is blotched with whiter spots and 
with soft chert." 

At the Kasota quarries the section, below the 3 to 5 feet of alluvial limestone gravel which 
forms the surface, is this Shakopee limestone, thin-bedded for its first 4 or 5 feet, the lower part 
of this being used for flagging; then thick-bedded, in level layers up to two and a half feet thick, 
of pinkish buff color, supplying the best quarry-stone, 4 feet; next, less evenly stratified, in layers • 
only one foot or less in thickness, and light-colored, 3 feet; beneath which it lies in irregularly 
curved beds, is coarse-grained and contains little cavities, as at Shakopee, and is mottled, in the 
usual manner of this formation, with yellowish and pink tints. This limestone extends here some 
20 feet in depth, being underlain by the Jordan sandstone about 40 feet above the river. 

Opposite to the city of Saint Peter, about a mile south of the highway bridge, and a similar 
distance northeast from these quarries at Kasota, Prof. Winchell describes "another exposure of 
the limestone, in a bluff along the roadsiLle. It seems here to be more shattered and irregular, 
and like the Shakopee stone. Lime burned here cannot be distinguished from the Shakopee lime. 
About eighteen feet are seen, the lower part being in good heavy beds. The upper surface is 
water-worn, and in the openings the Cretaceous has been deposited." 
--*Seventh annual report·, p. 33; eighth report, p. 151. 

tSecond annual report, p. 144. 
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we find the cast of a small O~·this, with fine radiating strire, and portions of the cephalothorax of a 
trilobite, related to the family Olcniam." Again, in this limestone at Kasota, Dr. Shumard de
tected "Lingula Dacotaensis, and the remains of a species of trilobite, apparently identical with 
that occurring at White Rock." 

An analysis of the Shakopee limestone at Ottawa, given iu Dr. Shumard's report, is as fol
lows: 

Carbonate of lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................... . 
Carbonate of magnesia. . .. ............................. . ............... . 
Insoluble matter ...... . 
Alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese .................................. . 
'Vater ................................................................ . 
Loss ................................................................... . 

58.65 
29.15 

7.25 
1.55 
2.65 
0.75 

] 00.00 
Analyses of this limestone in Kasota, made by Prof. S. F. Peckham, are as follows, the first 

being the stone extensively quarried for building, and the second that burned for lime by Mr. 
Clapp near qaroline station:~' 

Calcium earbonate ............................................. . 
Magnesi um carbonate .......................................... . 
Calcium sulphate .............................................. . 
Insoluble matter, chiefly silica ............... , ........ , ......... . 
Aluminic and ferric oxides ............................. , ........ . 
Water and alkalies, undetermined ............................... . 

1. 
47.904 
35.227 

13.85 
1.49 
1.529 

2. 
52.22 
36.04 

6.74 
2.82 
1.39 

100.00 99.21 
In the southern part of Kasota the upper layer exposed of this limestone has been used for 

lime-burning. Of its character here Prof. Winchell writes:t "George C. Clapp's lime-kiln and 
quarry are five miles below Mankato, on section 17, township of Kasota, within the main drift 
bluffs of the Minnesota, but on the terrace formed by the Shakopee limestone, and about a mile' 
from the river. His quarry, located near his kiln, exposes a fine gray limestone, about two feet 
thiek, sometimes less or more, graduating into the Shakopee stone which underlies. It is very 
firm, little porous, and contains Orthis, at least, and affords the finest and purest limestone hith-
erto seen in the Shakopee stone ...... This fine, compact texture, and gray color, are not con-
tinuous in the same horizon, in other places the harsh magnesian grain and arenaceous quality 
existing in the same beds. Running along the river for several miles, sometimes touching the 
river, and sometimes exposed back of islands that show the same, this limestone forms a bluff of 
solid beds. Although there is usually a heavy talus covering the foot of this bluff, yet at several 
points the identity of this horizon with that at St. Peter, and hence with that at Shakopee, is fully 
established by the exposure of the underlying sandstone. It is seen at a point about two miles 
below Mr. Clapp's farm. This bluff shows a good stone, as at St. PP.ter and Kasota, but is not 
much quarried. Perhaps it is more arenaceous in patches. It is blotched with whiter spots aud 
with soft chert." 

At the Kasota quarries the section, below the 3 to 5 feet of alluvial limestone gravel which 
forms the surface, is this Shakopee limestone, thin-bedded for its first 4 or 5 feet, the lower part 
of this being used for tlagging; then thick-bedded, in level layers up to two and a half feet thick 
of pinkish buff color, supplying the best quarry-stone, 4 feet; next, less evenly stratified, in layer~ • 
only one foot or less in thickness, and light-colored, 3 feet; beneath which it lies in irregularly 
cnrved beds, is coal'3e-grained and contains little cavities, as at Shakopee, and is mottled, in the 
usual manner of this formation, with yellowish and pink tints. This limestone extends here some 
20 feet in depth, being underlain by the Jordan sandstone about 40 feet above the river. 

Opposite to the city of Saint Peter, about a mile south of the highway bridge, and a similar 
distance northeast from these quarries at Kasota, Prof. Winchell describes "another exposure of 
the limestone, in a bluff along the roadsiLle. It seems here to be more shattered and irregular, 
and like the Shakopee stone. Lime burned here cannot be distinguished from the Shakopee lime. 
About eighteen feet are seen, the lower part being in good heavy beds. The upper surface is 
water-worn, and in the openings the Cretaceous has been deposited." 
--*Seventh annual report., p. 33; eighth report, p. 151. 

tSecond annual report, p. 144. 
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we find the cast of a small O~·this, with fine radiating strire, and portions of the cephalothorax of a 
trilobite, related to the family Olcniam." Again, in this limestone at Kasota, Dr. Shumard de
tected "Lingula Dacotaensis, and the remains of a species of trilobite, apparently identical with 
that occurring at White Rock." 

An analysis of the Shakopee limestone at Ottawa, given iu Dr. Shumard's report, is as fol
lows: 

Carbonate of lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ............................... . 
Carbonate of magnesia. . .. ............................. . ............... . 
Insoluble matter ...... . 
Alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese .................................. . 
'Vater ................................................................ . 
Loss ................................................................... . 

58.65 
29.15 

7.25 
1.55 
2.65 
0.75 

] 00.00 
Analyses of this limestone in Kasota, made by Prof. S. F. Peckham, are as follows, the first 

being the stone extensively quarried for building, and the second that burned for lime by Mr. 
Clapp near qaroline station:~' 

Calcium earbonate ............................................. . 
Magnesi um carbonate .......................................... . 
Calcium sulphate .............................................. . 
Insoluble matter, chiefly silica ............... , ........ , ......... . 
Aluminic and ferric oxides ............................. , ........ . 
Water and alkalies, undetermined ............................... . 

1. 
47.904 
35.227 

13.85 
1.49 
1.529 

2. 
52.22 
36.04 

6.74 
2.82 
1.39 

100.00 99.21 
In the southern part of Kasota the upper layer exposed of this limestone has been used for 

lime-burning. Of its character here Prof. Winchell writes:t "George C. Clapp's lime-kiln and 
quarry are five miles below Mankato, on section 17, township of Kasota, within the main drift 
bluffs of the Minnesota, but on the terrace formed by the Shakopee limestone, and about a mile' 
from the river. His quarry, located near his kiln, exposes a fine gray limestone, about two feet 
thiek, sometimes less or more, graduating into the Shakopee stone which underlies. It is very 
firm, little porous, and contains Orthis, at least, and affords the finest and purest limestone hith-
erto seen in the Shakopee stone ...... This fine, compact texture, and gray color, are not con-
tinuous in the same horizon, in other places the harsh magnesian grain and arenaceous quality 
existing in the same beds. Running along the river for several miles, sometimes touching the 
river, and sometimes exposed back of islands that show the same, this limestone forms a bluff of 
solid beds. Although there is usually a heavy talus covering the foot of this bluff, yet at several 
points the identity of this horizon with that at St. Peter, and hence with that at Shakopee, is fully 
established by the exposure of the underlying sandstone. It is seen at a point about two miles 
below Mr. Clapp's farm. This bluff shows a good stone, as at St. PP.ter and Kasota, but is not 
much quarried. Perhaps it is more arenaceous in patches. It is blotched with whiter spots aud 
with soft chert." 

At the Kasota quarries the section, below the 3 to 5 feet of alluvial limestone gravel which 
forms the surface, is this Shakopee limestone, thin-bedded for its first 4 or 5 feet, the lower part 
of this being used for tlagging; then thick-bedded, in level layers up to two and a half feet thick 
of pinkish buff color, supplying the best quarry-stone, 4 feet; next, less evenly stratified, in layer~ • 
only one foot or less in thickness, and light-colored, 3 feet; beneath which it lies in irregularly 
cnrved beds, is coal'3e-grained and contains little cavities, as at Shakopee, and is mottled, in the 
usual manner of this formation, with yellowish and pink tints. This limestone extends here some 
20 feet in depth, being underlain by the Jordan sandstone about 40 feet above the river. 

Opposite to the city of Saint Peter, about a mile south of the highway bridge, and a similar 
distance northeast from these quarries at Kasota, Prof. Winchell describes "another exposure of 
the limestone, in a bluff along the roadsiLle. It seems here to be more shattered and irregular, 
and like the Shakopee stone. Lime burned here cannot be distinguished from the Shakopee lime. 
About eighteen feet are seen, the lower part being in good heavy beds. The upper surface is 
water-worn, and in the openings the Cretaceous has been deposited." 
--*Seventh annual report., p. 33; eighth report, p. 151. 

tSecond annual report, p. 144. 
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we find the cast of a small O?·this, with fine radiating strire, and portions of the cephalothorax of a 
trilobite, related to the family Oleniilm." Again, in this limestone at Kasota, Dr. Shumard de
tected "Lingula Dacotaensis, and the remains of a species of trilobite, apparently identical with 
that occurring at White Rock." 

An analysis of the Shakopee limestone at Ottawa, given in Dr. Shumard's report, is as fol
lows: 

Carbonate of lime. . . .. . 
Carbonate of magnesia .. 
Insoluble matter ...... . 
Alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese .................................. . 
'Vater. . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................... . 
Loss ............. . 

58.65 
29.15 

7.25 
1.55 
2.65 
0.75 

]00.00 
Analyses of this limestone ill Kasota, made by Prof. S. F. Peckham, are as follows, the first 

being the stone extensively quarried for building, and the second that burned for lime by Mr. 
Clapp near qaroline station:~' 

1. 
Calcium carbonate ............................................ 47.904 

2. 
52.22 

Magnesinm carbonate . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ............ . 35.227 36.04 
Calc! um sulphate. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... ......... . ........ . 6.74 
Insoluble matter, chielly silica. . . . . .. . ......................... . 13.85 2.82 
Aluminic and ferric oxides. . . . . . . .. . ........................... . 1.49 1.39 
Water and alkalies, undetermined" ........... " ..... , . , . , ..... ,. 1.529 

100.00 99.21 
In the southern part of Kasota the upper layer exposed of this limestone has been used for 

lime-burning. Of its character here Prof. Winchell writes:t "George C. Clapp's lime-kiln and 
quarry are five miles below JYlankato, on section 17, township of Kasota, within the main drift 
bluffs of the Minnesota, but on the terrace formed by the Shakopee limestone, and about a mile 
from the river. His quarry, located near his kiln, exposes a fine gray limestone, about two feet 
thick, sometimes less or more, iuto the Shakopee stone which underlies. It is very 
firm, little porous, and contains OJ,this, at and affords the finest and purest limestone hith-
erto seen in the Shakopee stone ...... This fine, compact texture, and gray color, are not con-
tinuous in the same horizon, in other places the harsh magnesian grain and arenaceous quality 
existing in the same beds. Running along the river for several miles, sometimes touching the 
river, and sometimes exposed back of islands that show the same, this limestone forms a bluff of 
solid beds. Although there is usually a heavy talus covering the foot of this bluff, yet at several 
points the identity of this horizon with that at St. Peter, and hence with that at Shakopee, is fully 
established by the exposure of the underlying sandstone. It is seen at a point about two miles 
below .Mr. Clapp's farm. This bluff shows a good stone, as at St. P~ter and Kasota, but is not 
much quarried. Perhaps it is more arp,naceons in patches. It is blotched with whiter spots and 
with soft chert." 

At the Kasota quarries the section, below the 3 to 5 feet of alluvial limestone gravel which 
forms the surface, is this Shakopee limestone, thin-bedded for its first 4 or 5 feet, the lower part 
of this being used for il.agging; then thick-bedded, in level layers up to two and a half feet thick, 
of pinkish buff color, supplying the best quarry-stone, 4 feet; next, less evenly stratified, in layers' 
only one foot or less in thickness, and light-colored, 3 feet; beneath which it lies in irregularly 
cnrved beds, is coarse-grained and contains little cavities, as at Sllakopee, and is mottled, in the 
usual manner of this formation, with yellowish and pink tints. This limestone extends here some 
20 feet in depth, being underlain by the Jordan sandstone about 40 feet above the river. 

Opposite to the city of Saint Peter, about a mile south of the highway bridge, and a similar 
distance northeast from these quanies at Kasota, Prof. Winchell describes "another exposure of 
the limestone, ill a bluff along the roadshle. It seems here to be more shattered and irregular, 
and like the Shakopee stOlle. Lime burned here cannot be distinguished from the Shakopee lime. 
About eighteen feet are seen, the lower part being in good heavy beds. The upper surface is 
water-worn, and in the openings the Cretaceous has been deposited." 
--*Seventh annual report. p. 33; eighth report, p. 151. 

tSecond annual report, p. 144. 
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we find the cast of a small O?·this, with fine radiating strire, and portions of the cephalothorax of a 
trilobite, related to the family Oleniilm." Again, in this limestone at Kasota, Dr. Shumard de
tected "Lingula Dacotaensis, and the remains of a species of trilobite, apparently identical with 
that occurring at White Rock." 

An analysis of the Shakopee limestone at Ottawa, given in Dr. Shumard's report, is as fol
lows: 

Carbonate of lime. . . .. . 
Carbonate of magnesia .. 
Insoluble matter ...... . 
Alumina, oxide of iron, and manganese .................................. . 
'Vater. . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................... . 
Loss ............. . 

58.65 
29.15 

7.25 
1.55 
2.65 
0.75 

]00.00 
Analyses of this limestone ill Kasota, made by Prof. S. F. Peckham, are as follows, the first 

being the stone extensively quarried for building, and the second that burned for lime by Mr. 
Clapp near qaroline station:~' 

1. 
Calcium carbonate ............................................ 47.904 

2. 
52.22 

Magnesinm carbonate . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ............ . 35.227 36.04 
Calc! um sulphate. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... ......... . ........ . 6.74 
Insoluble matter, chielly silica. . . . . .. . ......................... . 13.85 2.82 
Aluminic and ferric oxides. . . . . . . .. . ........................... . 1.49 1.39 
Water and alkalies, undetermined" ........... " ..... , . , . , ..... ,. 1.529 

100.00 99.21 
In the southern part of Kasota the upper layer exposed of this limestone has been used for 

lime-burning. Of its character here Prof. Winchell writes:t "George C. Clapp's lime-kiln and 
quarry are five miles below JYlankato, on section 17, township of Kasota, within the main drift 
bluffs of the Minnesota, but on the terrace formed by the Shakopee limestone, and about a mile 
from the river. His quarry, located near his kiln, exposes a fine gray limestone, about two feet 
thick, sometimes less or more, iuto the Shakopee stone which underlies. It is very 
firm, little porous, and contains OJ,this, at and affords the finest and purest limestone hith-
erto seen in the Shakopee stone ...... This fine, compact texture, and gray color, are not con-
tinuous in the same horizon, in other places the harsh magnesian grain and arenaceous quality 
existing in the same beds. Running along the river for several miles, sometimes touching the 
river, and sometimes exposed back of islands that show the same, this limestone forms a bluff of 
solid beds. Although there is usually a heavy talus covering the foot of this bluff, yet at several 
points the identity of this horizon with that at St. Peter, and hence with that at Shakopee, is fully 
established by the exposure of the underlying sandstone. It is seen at a point about two miles 
below .Mr. Clapp's farm. This bluff shows a good stone, as at St. P~ter and Kasota, but is not 
much quarried. Perhaps it is more arp,naceons in patches. It is blotched with whiter spots and 
with soft chert." 

At the Kasota quarries the section, below the 3 to 5 feet of alluvial limestone gravel which 
forms the surface, is this Shakopee limestone, thin-bedded for its first 4 or 5 feet, the lower part 
of this being used for il.agging; then thick-bedded, in level layers up to two and a half feet thick, 
of pinkish buff color, supplying the best quarry-stone, 4 feet; next, less evenly stratified, in layers' 
only one foot or less in thickness, and light-colored, 3 feet; beneath which it lies in irregularly 
cnrved beds, is coarse-grained and contains little cavities, as at Sllakopee, and is mottled, in the 
usual manner of this formation, with yellowish and pink tints. This limestone extends here some 
20 feet in depth, being underlain by the Jordan sandstone about 40 feet above the river. 

Opposite to the city of Saint Peter, about a mile south of the highway bridge, and a similar 
distance northeast from these quanies at Kasota, Prof. Winchell describes "another exposure of 
the limestone, ill a bluff along the roadshle. It seems here to be more shattered and irregular, 
and like the Shakopee stOlle. Lime burned here cannot be distinguished from the Shakopee lime. 
About eighteen feet are seen, the lower part being in good heavy beds. The upper surface is 
water-worn, and in the openings the Cretaceous has been deposited." 
--*Seventh annual report. p. 33; eighth report, p. 151. 

tSecond annual report, p. 144. 
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LE SUEUR COUNTY. 639 
~retaceous clay., 

Four to five and a half miles farther north is the rock-terrace on which Ottawa is built. 
The section of this terrace, as shown by a well 55 feet deep, at Levi Case's former residence in 
the west part of the village, about a sixth of a mile southeast from the ferry, is as follows: soil and 
gravel,3 feet; yellow clay, 3 feet; Shakopee limestone, of the usual character, hard, yellowish-buff 
in color, partly siliceous and cherty, in beds from a few inches to one or two feet thick, 25 feet; 
and soft, white Jordan sandstone, 24 feet and extending lower, containing water, which fills the 
well to a depth of nine feet. At Charles Schwartz' limekiln, in the N. W. ;j of section 27, Ottawa, 
a mile north of the village, the bluff composed of these strata rises 55 feet above the Minnesota 
river, which flows at its foot. This bluff also reaches a quarter of a mile or more southward with 
nearly the same hight. Its upper 10 to 15 feet are the yellowish Shakopee limestone, enclosing 
occasional sandy patches and layers, levelly stratified, in beds from two or three inches to a foot, 
or rarely more, in thickness. The sandstone, as usual, is friable, partly fine and partly coarse, 
and consists almost wholly of water-worn quartz grains. It is level in stratification, but often its 
horizontal layers show an oblique lamination. It is mainly white, but in some parts is stained 
yellow by iron-rust; and it is streaked with green and pink in its upper one or two feet, next to 
the limestone. By the recent undermining of this bluff, the sandstone is shown to extend to the 
level of the river, being thus at least 45 feet thick. 

An outcrop of the Jordan sandstone alone is found at William Matheny's house, about 
twenty-five rods east of the Ottawa ferry, having an extent of some fifty feet, but not exposing 
more than five feet in vertical thickness. Its hight is about 35 feet above the river. The upper 
layer, eight inches thick, is more cemented and harder than ordinary, and of a pink color; while 
the lower part is softer, friable and white. The horizon of this ledge is probably the top of the 
Jordan formation; for Prof. Winchell states that a little ravine, cutting the bluff a mile farther 
north, near Schwartz' kiln, shows the upper portion of the sandstone there to be a hard, reddish 
bed, one foot thick, underlain by the usual white, crumbling sandrock. 

Cretaceous clay. Hollows and crevices in the Shakopee limestone at 

Ottawa have been filled by clay, which is commonly white or, before 

weathering, light bluish or green, but on Cherry creek is mostly a red 

ocher, colored by the anhydrous sesquioxide of iron. 'rhese deposits are 

believed to be of Cretaceous age. They are similarly exhibited in water

worn cavities of this limestone in Kasota and Saint Peter, and in Mankato 

and South Bend, Blue Earth county; and in the report of that county a 

more full notice of their character and probable origin has been presented. 
At.John R. Clark's quarry in Ottawa, a vertical seam or crevice in the limestone, one or 

two feet wide, extending six feet and more in depth, the bottom not being reached in this quar
ry, and exposed along a distance of eight rods in nearly a straight course from east to west, is 
filled by white clay of this kind. Nearly in the direction of this crevice, the same white clay was 
found about twenty-five rods farther east, in Charles Needham's well, filling a similar crevice or 
the continuation of this, in the limestone. 

A half mile south of Ottawa, Cherry creek has cut a channel or valley about :lO feet deep in 
this terrace, its upper ten feet being the Shakopee limestone, with the Jordan sandstone below. 
In the lower part of this limestone, along a distance of an eighth of a mile, are frequent water
worn, pocket-like cavities, which are filled with this clay, partly white, but in more places brick
red and suitable for paint. It has been so used, and is said to work well, and is durable. 

Glacial and modified drift. 

The thickness of the drift-sheet which covers Le Sueur county, except

ing the Minnesota valley, where it'has been eroded, is from 150 to 250 feet. 

It is mainly till or the unmodified deposit of the ice-sheet, but encloses oc-
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believed to be of Cretaceous age. They are similarly exhibited in water
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and South Bend, Blue Earth county; and in the report of that county a 

more full notice of their character and probable origin has been presented. 
At.J ohn R. Clark's quarry in Ottawa, a vertical seam or crevice in the limestone, one or 

two feet wide, extending six feet and more in depth, the bottom not being reached in this quar
ry, and exposed along a distance of eight rods in nearly a straight course from east to west, is 
filled by white clay of this kind. Nearly in the direction of this crevice, the same white clay was 
found about twenty-five rods farther east, in Charles Needham's well, filling a similar crevice or 
the continuation of this, in the limestone. 

A half mile south of Ottawa, Cherry creek has cut a channel or valley about ~o feet deep in 
this terrace, its upper ten feet being thB Shakopee limestone, with the Jordan sandstone below. 
In the lower part of this limestone, along a distance of an eighth of a mile, are frequent water
worn, pocket-like cavities, which are filled with this clay, partly white, but in more places brick
red and suitable for paint. It has been so used, and is said to work well, and is durable. 

Glacial and modified drift. 

The thickness of the drift-sheet which covers Le Sueur county, except
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gravel,3 feet; yellow clay, 3 feet; Shakopee limestone, of tile usual character, hard, yellowish-buff 
in color, partly siliceous and cherty, in beds from a few inches to one or two feet tbick, 25 feet; 
and soft, white Jordan sandstone, 24 feet and extending lower, containing water, which fills the 
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and consists almost wholly of water-worn quartz grains. It is level in stratification, but often its 
horizontal layers show an oblique lamination. It is mainly white, but in some parts is stained 
yellow by iron-rust; and it is streaked with green and pink in its upper one or two feet, next to 
the limestone. By the recent undermining of this bluff, the sandstone is shown to extend to the 
level of the river, being thus at least 45 feet thick. 

An outcrop of the Jordan sandstone alone is found at William Matheny's house, about 
twenty-five rods east of the Ottawa ferry, having an extent of some fifty feet, but not exposing 
more than five feet in vertical thickness. Its hight is about 35 feet above the river. The upper 
layer, eight inches thick, is more cemented and harder than ordinary, and of a pink color; while 
the lower part is softer, friable and white. The horizon of this ledge is probably tile top of the 
Jordan formation; for Prof. Winchell states that a little ravine, cutting the bluff a mile farther 
north, near Schwartz' kiln, shows the upper portion of the sandstone there to be a hard, reddish 
bed, one foot thick, underlain by the usual white, crumbling sandrock. 

Cretaceous clay. Hollows and crevices in the Shakopee limestone at 

Ottawa have been filled by clay, which is commonly white or, before 

weathering, light bluish or green, hut on Cherry creek is mostly a red 

ocher, colored by the anhydrous sesquioxide of iron. rrhese deposits are 

believed to be of Cretaceous age. They are similarly exhibited in water

worn cavities of this limestone in Kasota and Saint Peter, and in Mankato 

and South Bend, Blue Earth county; and in the report of that county a 

more full notice of their character and probable origin has been presented. 
At.J ohn R. Clark's quarry in Ottawa, a vertical seam or crevice in the limestone, one or 

two feet wide, extending six feet and more in depth, the bottom not being reached in this quar
ry, and exposed along a distance of eight rods in nearly a straight course from east to west, is 
filled by white clay of this kind. Nearly in the direction of this crevice, the same white clay was 
found about twenty-five rods farther east, in Charles Needham's well, filling a similar crevice or 
the continuation of this, in the limestone. 

A half mile south of Ottawa, Cherry creek has cut a channel or valley about ~o feet deep in 
this terrace, its upper ten feet being thB Shakopee limestone, with the Jordan sandstone below. 
In the lower part of this limestone, along a distance of an eighth of a mile, are frequent water
worn, pocket-like cavities, which are filled with this clay, partly white, but in more places brick
red and suitable for paint. It has been so used, and is said to work well, and is durable. 

Glacial and modified drift. 

The thickness of the drift-sheet which covers Le Sueur county, except

ing the Minnesota valley, where it'has been eroded, is from 150 to 250 feet. 
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Four to five and a half miles farther north is the rock-terrace 011 which Ottawa is built. 
The section of this terrace, as ShOWll by a well 55 feet deep, at Levi Case's former residence iu 
the west part of the village, about a sixth of a mile southeast from the ferry, is as follows: soil and 
gravel,3 feet; yellow clay, 3 feet; Shakopee limestone, of the usual character, hard, yellowish-buff 
in color, partly siliceous and cherty, in beds from a few illches to one or two feet thick, 25 feet; 
and soft, white Jordan sandstone, 24 feet and extending lower, containing water, which fills the 
well to a depth of nine feet. At Charles Schwartz' limekiln, in the N, w, 4 of section 27, Ottawa, 
a mile north of the village, the bluff composed of these strata rises 55 feet above the Minnesota 
river, which flows at its foot. This bluff also reaches a quarter of a mile or more southward with 
nearly the same hight. Its upper 10 to 15 feet are the yellowish Shakopee limestone, enclosing 
occasional sandy patches and layers, levelly stratified, in beds from two or three inches to a foot, 
or rarely more, in thickness, The sandstone, as usual, is friable, partly fiue amI partly coarse, 
and consists almost wholly of water-worn quartz grains. It is level in stratification, but often its 
horizontal layers show an oblique lamination. It is mainly white, but in some parts is stained 
yellow by iron-rust; and it is streaked with green and pink in its upper one or two feet, next to 
the limestone. By the recent undermining of this bluff, the sandstone is shown to extend to the 
level of the river, being thus at least 45 feet thick. 

A.n outcrop of the Jordan sandstone alone is found at William Matheny's house, about 
twenty-five rods east of the Ottawa ferry, having an extent of some fifty feet, but not exposing 
more than five feet in vertical thickness. Its hight is about 35 feet above the river. The upper 
layer, eight inches thick, is more cemented and harder than ordinary, and of a pink color; while 
the lower part is softer, friable and white. The horizon of this ledge is probably the top of the 
Jordan formatiou; for Prof. Winchell states that a little ravine, cutting the bluff a mile farther 
north, near Schwartz' kiln, shows the upper portion of the sandstone there to be a hard, reddish 
bed, one foot thick, underlain by the usual white, crumbling sandrock. 

Oretaceous clay. Hollows and crevices in the Shakopee limestone at 

Ottawa have been filled by clay, which is comrnollly white or, before 

weathering, light bluish or green, hut on Cherry creek is mostly a red 

ocher, colored by the anhydrous sesquioxide of iron. rrhese deposits are 

believed to be of Cretaceous age. They are similarly exhibited in water

worn cavities of this limestone in Kasota and Saint Peter, and in Mankato 

and South Bend, Blue Earth county; and in the report of that county a 

more full notice of their character and probable origin been presented. 
At.John R, Clark's quarry in Ottawa, a vertical seam or crevice in the limestone, one or 

two feet wide, extending six feet and more in depth, the bottom not reached in this quar
ry, and exposed along a distance of eight rods in nearly a straight course from east to west, is 
filled by white clay of this kind. Nearly in the direction of this crevice, the same white clay was 
found about twenty-five rods farther east, in Charles Needham's well, filling a similar crevice or 
the continuation of this, in the limestone. 

A half mile south of Ottawa, Cherry creek has cut a channel or valley about :W feet deep in 
this terrace, its upper ten feet being th-e Shakopee limestone, with the Jordan sandstone below. 
In the lower part of this limestone, along a distance of an eighth of a mile, are frequent water
worn, pocket-like cavities, which are filled with this clay, partly white, but in more places brick
red and suitable for paint. It has been so used, and is said to work well, aud is durable. 

Glacial and lIwdified drift. 

The thickness of the drift-sheet which covers Le Sueur county, except

ing the Minnesota valley, where it-has been eroded, is from 150 to 250 feet. 

It is mainly till or the unmodified deposit of the ice-sheet, but encloses oc-
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bed, one foot thick, underlain by the usual white, crumbling sandrock. 
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At.John R, Clark's quarry in Ottawa, a vertical seam or crevice in the limestone, one or 

two feet wide, extending six feet and more in depth, the bottom not reached in this quar
ry, and exposed along a distance of eight rods in nearly a straight course from east to west, is 
filled by white clay of this kind. Nearly in the direction of this crevice, the same white clay was 
found about twenty-five rods farther east, in Charles Needham's well, filling a similar crevice or 
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casionallayers of stratified gravel and sand, commonly only a few inches 

or at most a few feet thick. From these veins or beds.of modified drift, 

wells often obtain a large supply of water under such pressure that it rises 

considerably above the stratum in which it is found. 
The only well in this county that has gone deep enough to strike the bed-rock beneath the 

drift east of the Minnesota valley is at Montgomery, and was bored to supply water for Miller & 
Phelps' flour mill. Its depth is 246 feet, the section being till, yellow near the- surface and dark 
blue below, 186 feet, containing a layer one and a half feet thick of blue sand at the depth of 130 
feet; then sand, mostly soft, but hard in occasional layers six to twelve inches thick, 55 feet, to 
white sandstone, probably the Saint Peter formation, into which the well was bored only 5 feet. 
Water, coming plentifully from this porous sandstone, rose 130 feet. No fossils were observed. 

A bed of cemented gravel and sand, made a hard conglomerate rock by the deposition of 
carbonate of lime and magnesia from infiltrating water, occurs in the modified drift about a half 
mile east of Le Sueur, being in the east side of a ravine near the center of section 36, where the 
Le Sueur prairie descends to the second terrace. The thickness of this stratum is about 10 feet. 
It has been quarried by John Bachmann to supply the stone,for waling his cellar. 

About one and a half miles farther east, probably in the N. E. t of section 31, Tyrone, the 
road along the south side of the Little Le Sueur creek, in ascending to the surface of the general 
drift-sheet, has made several cuts in till, which is weathered to a yellowish color, and here con
tains thin, light-gray, calcareous veins or seams, apparently concretionary in their origin, varying 
from an eighth to a half of an inch ill thickness, and extending at least three or four feet, interlock
ing with each other in crookedly vertical, oblique and horizontal directions. The only observation 
similar to this, which I can refer to, was Ilear Mankato Junction, and is described and figured on 
page 442. Finely pulverized magnesian limestone is a considerable ingredient in the drift of all 
southern and western Minnesota. 

Terminal moraines. In the description of the surface features of this 

county, the contour of the terminal moraines which cover its east edge 

and cross its southern part has been already described. The material of 

these rolling and hilly belts is generally till, containing more numerous 

boulders and a larger proportion of small stones and gravel than in its 

smoother tracts. The morainic swells and hills in this county rarely show 

any uniformity or system in their trends: but the lakes in the southern 

townships are quite noticeably elongated from east to west, thus trending 

in parallelism with the course of the moraine there. Modified drift is oc~ 

casionally found within these areas, as was seen at the southeast edge of 

the village of Waterville, where a cut on a hill-side to the depth of 

twenty feet, having its top forty feet above lake Sakata, is sand and fine 
gravel obliquely and irregularly stratified, as in kames. 

The broad belt of morainic drift upon the east side of this county and 

in Rice county is a compound formation, consisting of the eastern marginal 

deposits of the Minnesota lobe of the last ice-sheet, accumulated while this 

side of the ice-lobe remained nearly 8tationary through a long time, during 

which its southern and western border had formed five distinct moraines 
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considerably above the stratum in which it is found. 
The only well in this county that has gone deep enough to strike the bed-rock beneath the 
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casionally found within these areas, as was seen at the southeast edge of 

the village of Waterville, where a cut on a hill-side to the depth of 

twenty feet, having its top forty feet above lake Sakata, is sand and fine 

gravel obliquely and irregularly stratified, as in kames. 
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wells often obtain a large supply of water under such pressure that it rises 
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The only well in this county that has gone deep enough to strike the bed-rock beneath the 
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blue below, 186 feet, containing a layer one and a half feet thick of blue sand at the depth of 130 
feet; then sand, mostly soft, but hard in occasional layers six to twelve inches thick, 55 feet, to 
white sandstone, probably the Saint Peter formation, into which the well was bored only 5 feet. 
Water, coming plentifully from this porous sandstone, rose 130 feet. No fossils were observed. 

A bed of cemented gravel and sand, made a hard conglomerate rock by the deposition of 
carbonate of lime and magnesia from infiltrating water, occurs in the modified drift about a half 
mile east of Le Sueur, being in the east side of a ravine near the center of section 36, where the 
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and had retreated great distances from its farthest limit. When its first 

or Altamont moraine was accumulated at the extreme boundary of the ice 

in this epoch, it reached south to Des Moines; when the Recond or Gary 

moraine was formed, it terminatecl on the south at Mineral ridge, in Boone 

county, Iowa; at the time of the third or Antelope moraine, it had farther 

retreated to Forest City and Pilot mound in Hancock county, Iowa; the 

fourth or Kiester moraine was formed when the southern extremity of the 

ice-lobe had retre:,!,ted across the south line of Minnesota and halted a few 

miles from it in Freeborn and Faribault counties; and the fifth or Elysian 

moraine, crossing southern Le Sueur county, marks the next halting-place 

of the ice in its recession northward. At the time of formation of this fifth 

moraine the south end of the ice-Iohe had been melted back a hundred and 

eighty miles from its farthest extent, and its southwest side had retired 

thirty to fifty miles from the crest of the Coteau des Prairies to the east side 

of Big Stone lake and the east part of Yellow Medicine county; but while 

these great changes in the area of the ice-lobe were taking place, its eastern 

boundary in Rice and Le Sueur counties had fluctuated only slightly, so 

that a broad compound morainic belt there represents the five moraines 

which were formed on the south and west. During the next recession of 

this ice-lobe, it was melted away from the whole of Le Sueur county, and 

its southeast extremity was withdrawn to Waconia in Carver county, 

where it again halted, forming its sixth or Waconia moraine.* 

It is evident that when the ice began to retreat its increased melting 

caused the prevailing westerly winds, sweeping over the western side of 

the ice-sheet upon the Coteau des Prairies and eastward, to become more 

laden with moisture than in the earlier part of this epoch when there was 

comparatively little melting upon the surface of the ice in this latitude; 

and that the increased temperature enabled these winds to carry their 

moisture farther than when the ice had its greatest extent. As a result, 

the snow-fall became greater than before upon the east portion of this ice

lobe, maintaining and even in part enlarging its area on that side during 

the early stages of the recession from its farthest limit southwestward·t 

'Compare pages 406, 463, 478, 581,605-6 and 621. 

tThe ~limatic conditions indicated by the unequal rates in the final melting. of the west and c!"'t sides of this ice
lobe, were first pointed out in a paper entitled "Changes in the currents of the ICe of the lust glacml epoch 111 eastern 
Minnesota," Proc. Am.". Assoc. fo,' Adv. ~f 8c,:ence. 1883. 
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[Glacial lake. Modified drift 

A glacial lake covered much of Le Sueur county during the recession 

of the ice, which was a barrier upon the lower part of the Minnesota basin. 

The outflow from this lake in its latest stage appears to have been by the 

route of lakes Tetonka and Sakata and the Cannon river.* 

Terraces of modified drift. The valley of the Minnesota rIver III this 

county, and in Nicollet county opposite, contains high terraces or plains 

of modified drift, elevated about 150 feet above the rivt,£ and bordered by 

bluffs of till that rise 50 to 75 feet higher. These terraces are evidently 

remnants of an ancient flood-plain of the Minnesota river, which was de

posited after the valley had been excavated through the sheet of till. Their 

frequent occurrence along a distance of a hundred miles, from New Ulm 

to the mouth of the river, shows that this valley was here filled with de

posits 75 to 150 feet thick, sloping about two feet per mile, through which 

the channel has been cut anew. Extensive portions, however, of the bluffs 

on each side in this part of the valley are destitute of any traces of modi

fied drift, which has been wholly removed by the river, besides perhaps 

some encroachment upon the bluffs of till. 
Remnants of the valley drift in Le Sueur county are a terrace east and south of Kasota, and 

the 1,e Sueur prairie. The first reaches from the S. E. t of section 28 to the S. E. t of section 8, 
Kasota, being three and a half miles long. Its width is from one-third to two-thirds of a mile. 
In hight it is approximately 75 feet below the plain of till which begins at the top of the bluff on 
its east side, 75 feet above the railroad and plain or terrace of Shakopee limestone on its west side, 
and 150 feet above the river. A mile from its north end it is crossed hy Shanaska creek, in the 
S. E. t of section 33. Thence through one and a half miles southwest to the south side of section 5, 
the outer part of this bank of modified drift for an average width of a quarter of a mile is 20 to 25 
feet below its main portion, thus constituting a lower terrace, 50 feet above the limestone plain. 
These terraces, below the soil, are composed in part of laminated clay or silt, but are mostly fine 
gravel and sand, extending in at least one place to a depth of 60 feet, as shown by a well. They 
have no boulders, excepting upon the slope at their west side and in its short ravines, where ordi
nary granitic and gneissic boulders up to five feet in diameter are often quite abundant. These 
probably belong to a ridge of till underlying the west border of the stratified drift. 

Le Sueur prairie extends five miles, from the middle of sections 2,5 and 26, Ottawa, north to 
the middle of section 36, Le Sueur. In width it varies from two to four miles, the greatest width 
being from the east part of section 17, Sharon, to the west side of section 14, Ottawa. This area 
is mainly a plain about 150 feet above the river, descending ten or fifteen feet northward in its 
length of five miles. Its material is sand and fine gravel, with thin layers of clay, extending from 
50 to 100 feet in depth, as shown by wells, which find till below. A few miles southwest, on the 
opposite side of the river, a similar extensive plai.n of modified drift, at about the same hight, lies 
northwest of Saint Peter, and is known as the" Sand prairie". Both these tracts are properly 
included within the Minnesota valley, for its bluffs of till rise to the genentllevel, 50 to 75 feet 
above them, at the border of each on the side away from the river. The south branch of Le Sueur 
creek flows through the east part of Le Sueur prairie in Sharon, from the church in the S. E. t of 
section 19 to Glen mills, beyond which to its mouth it forms the northern boundary of this area of 
modified drift. A mile farther west this plain is crossed from south to north by a channel which 
the MInnesota river excavated during the process of removing its plain of valley drift, the rem-

*For the history of this glacial lake, see pages 461,606 and 622. 
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A glacial lake covered much of Le Sueur county during the recession 

of the ice, which was a barrier upon the lower part of the Minnesota basin. 

The outflow from this lake in its latest stage appears to have been by the 

route of lakes Tetonka and Sakata and the Cannon river.* 

Terraces of modified drift. The valley of the Minnesota rIver III this 

county, and in Nicollet county opposite, contains high terraces or plains 

of modified drift, elevated about 150 feet above the rivE:,f and bordered by 

bluffs of till that rise 50 to 75 feet higher. These terraces are evidently 

remnants of an ancient flood-plain of the Minnesota river, which was de

posited after the valley had been excavated through the sheet of till. Their 

frequent occurrence along a distance of a hundred miles, from New Ulm 

to the mouth of the river, shows that this valley was here filled with de

posits 75 to 150 feet thick, sloping about two feet per mile, through which 

the channel has been cut anew. Extensive portions, however, of the bluffs 

on each side in this part of the valley are destitute of any traces of modi

fied drift, which has been wholly removed by the river, besides perhaps 

some encroachment upon the bluffs of till. 
Remnants of the valley drift in Le Sueur county are a terrace east and south of Kasota, and 

the 1,e Sueur prairie. The first reaches from the S. E. t of section 28 to the S. E. t of section 8, 
Kasota, being three and a half miles long. Its width is from one-third to two-thirds of a mile. 
In hight it is approximately 75 feet below the plain of till which begins at the top of the bluff on 
its east side, 75 feet above the railroad and plain or terrace of Shakopee limestone on its west side, 
and 150 feet above the river. A mile from its north end it is crossed hy Shanaska creek, in the 
S. E. t of section 33. Thence through one and a half miles southwest to the south side of section 5, 
the outer part of this bank of modified drift for an average width of a quarter of a mile is 20 to 25 
feet below its main portion, thus constituting a lower terrace, 50 feet above the limestone plain. 
These terraces, below the soil, are composed in part of laminated clay or silt, but are mostly fine 
gravel and sand, extending in at least one place to a depth of 60 feet, as shown by a well. They 
have no boulders, excepting upon the slope at their west side and in its short ravines, where ordi
nary granitic and gneissic boulders up to five feet in diameter are often quite abundant. These 
probably belong to a ridge of till underlying the west border of the stratified drift. 

Le Sueur prairie extends five miles, from the middle of sections 2,5 and 26, Ottawa, north to 
the middle of section 36, Le Sueur. In width it varies from two to four miles, the greatest width 
being from the east part of section 17, Sharon, to the west side of section 14, Ottawa. This area 
is mainly a plain about 150 feet above the river, descending ten or fifteen feet northward in its 
length of five miles. Its material is sand and fine gravel, with thin layers of clay, extending from 
50 to 100 feet in depth, as shown by wells, which find till below. A few miles southwest, on the 
opposite side of the river, a similar extensive plain of modified drift, at about the ~ame hight, lies 
northwest of Saint Peter, and is known as the" Sand prairie". Both these tracts are properly 
included within the Minnesota valley, for its bluffs of till rise to the genentllevel, 50 to 75 feet 
above them, at the border of each on the side away from the river. The south branch of Le Sueur 
creek flows through the east part of Le Sueur prairie in Sharon, from the church in the S. E. t of 
section 19 to Glen mills, beyond which to its mouth it forms the northern boundary of this area of 
modified drift. A mile farther west this plain is crossed from south to north by a channel which 
the Minnesota river excavated during the process of removing its plain of valley drift, the rem-
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nants of which we have here and in the Saint Peter "sand prairie". The length of this ancient 
channel is three and a half miles, beginning a mile northeast from Ottawa and extending <liagon
ally northeast across section 23, and along the east side of sections H, 11 and 2. For the greater 
part of its course it is auout a fourth of a mile wide, but at its soutbem end its width is half a 
mile or more. Its depth is 40 feet below the La Sueur prairie, two to three miles wide at its east 
side, and the same below the part of this plain, one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile wide, which 
lies west of this channel, constituting a plateau that reaches from a point one and a half miles 
northeast of Ottawa to a cemetery situated on its north end about three-quarters of a mile south 
of Le Sueur. 

Two other terraces of valley drift, or stratified gravel, sand and clay, occur at Le Sueur, 
intermediate in hight between the Le Sueur prairie and the bottomland. That next to the up
per prairie is at its northwest side, and forms a plain a quarter to a half of a mile wide and two 
miles long from southwest to northeast, occupying a considerable part of section 2, Le Sueur, the 
southeast part of section 35, and most of section 36, except its southeast quarter. The east mar
gin of the town of Le Sueur, and Wetter's brick-yard, are upon this terrace. Its hight is 40 
feet below the Le Sueur prairie and about 110 feet above the river, being on a level with the 
ancient channel which intersects the higher plain and opens at its north end upon this terrace. 
The next lower terrace, ou which the main street of Le Sueur lies, is from twenty to forty rods 
wide and about three-quarters of a mile long from south to north. In hight it is 60 to 70 feet 
below the terrace last described, and it slopes northward from about 50 to 40 feet above tile river. 

Alluvium. The bottomland is mostly from 5 to 15 or 20 feet ahove the river, and is over
flowed by the high water in the spring of nearly every year. The river winds from side to side 
through this tract of recent alluvium, and in some places directs its current against the higher 
banks on its border. The width of hottomland on each side of the river thus varies from nothing 
to a half mile or rarely a mile. Its widest tract seen at any place along the course of the Min
nesota river is in this county, in the three miles northeast from Saint Peter, where its width is 
about one and a half miles. 

Boulders. Lake-ridges. Boulders of granite, gneiss, schists, and limestone, in size seldom 
exceeding five feet, occur sparingly in the till of this region on its smooth and gently undulating 
areas, but are more numerous and in some spots abundant on the hilly and knolly morainic belts. 
On the shores of lakes they are often seen in unusual numbers, because the waves have wasbed 
away the fine material of the till, leaving its stones at the base of the eroded bank. Elsewhere, 
against low shores, these shallow bodies of water have been frozen in winter to their bottom; and 
the ice, by the slight expansion of freezing, has in the process of centuries slowly pushed many 
boulders outward from the lake-bed to its border. In this manner, at the head of lake Elysian, 
near Okaman, blocks of stone of all sizes up to six feet in diameter have been accumulated in a 
wall-like ridge four to six feet high and twenty rods or more in length. 

More frequently the ice of the lakes has pushed out and heaped up at their edge a rather 
broad ridge of gravel and sand, with few or no boulders, having a hight of about five feet above 
the average level of the Jake and often an eqnal or but little less elevation above the adjoining 
marsh or lowland, and varying in width from two to six rods. Such ridges were n0ted at the north 
side of Clear lake in Lexington, and the northwest side of lake Volney in the southeast corner of 
the same township, the latter extending an eighth of a mile. 

A piece of coppe1', weighing about oue pound, is reported to have been found in the drift at 
Ottawa. It was probably brought from the region of lake Superior in the early glacial epoch 
when the ice covered its greatest area; for the current of the last ice-sheet which overspread this 
region, forming the terminal moraines, was from the northwest, bringing, as ingredients of its 
drift, limestone pebbles and boulders, probably many of them from the vicinity of Winnipeg, and 
rare fragments of lignite and silicified wood, of which the last must be from Dakota. 

Wells in Le Sueur county. 

Examples of the sections of wells in the glacial and modified drift are as follows: 
Lanesbwrg. The well at the elevator at New Prague, situated close east of the railroad and 

south of the main street, which runs on the county line, was bored to a depth of 192 feet. The 
section was soil and clayey loam, 6; gravel, 4; dark bluish till, 75; fine gravel and quicksand, 4; and 
again blue till, 103 feet, and extending below. Water, not in large enough amount, was found at 
10 feet and again in the quicksand at 85 feet, but none below this, and the well is not used. 
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wall-like ridge four to six feet and twenty rods or more in length. 

More frequently the ice of the lakes has pushed out and heaped up at their edge a rather 
broad ridge of gravel and sand, with few or no boulders, having a hight of about five feet above 
the average level of the lake and often an equal or but little less elevation above the adjoining' 
marsh or lowland, and varying in width from two to six rods. Such ridges were nated at the north 
side of Clear lake in Lexington, and the northwest side of lake Volney in the southeast corner of 
the same township, the latter extending an eighth of a mile. 

A piece of cOllpey, weighing about one pound, is reported to have been found in the dlift at 
Ottawa. It was probably brought from the region of lake Superior in the early glacial epoch 
when the ice covered its greatest area; for the current of the last ice-sheet which overspread t!Jis 
region, forming the terminal moraines, was from the northwest, bringing, as ingredients of its 
drift, limestone pebbles and boulders, probably many of them from the vicinity of Winnipeg, and 
rare fragments of lignite and silicified wood, of which the last must be from Dakota. 

lVells in Le Sueu1' comIty. 

Examples of the sections of wells in the glacial and modified drift are as follows: 
Lanesburg. The well at the eJevator at New Prague, situated close east of the railroad and 

south of the main street, which runs on the county line, was bored to a depth of 192 feet. The 
section was soil and clayey loam, 6; gravel, 4; dark bluish till, 75; fine gravel and quicksand, 4; and 
again blne till, 103 feet, and extending below. Water, not in large enough amount, was found at 
10 feet and again in the quicksand at 85 feet, but none below this, and the well is not used. 
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A piece of cOllpey, weighing about one pound, is reported to have been found in the dlift at 
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when the ice covered its greatest area; for the current of the last ice-sheet which overspread t!Jis 
region, forming the terminal moraines, was from the northwest, bringing, as ingredients of its 
drift, limestone pebbles and boulders, probably many of them from the vicinity of Winnipeg, and 
rare fragments of lignite and silicified wood, of which the last must be from Dakota. 

lVells in Le Sueu1' comIty. 

Examples of the sections of wells in the glacial and modified drift are as follows: 
Lanesburg. The well at the eJevator at New Prague, situated close east of the railroad and 

south of the main street, which runs on the county line, was bored to a depth of 192 feet. The 
section was soil and clayey loam, 6; gravel, 4; dark bluish till, 75; fine gravel and quicksand, 4; and 
again blne till, 103 feet, and extending below. Water, not in large enough amount, was found at 
10 feet and again in the quicksand at 85 feet, but none below this, and the well is not used. 
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Frederick Gosewisch; sec. 7: well, 24 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 10; harder blue till, 
picked,12; water seeps from the lower part of the yellow till, not a large supply. 

At Heidelberg, in the S. E. t of !lec. 19, Frank Maertz has made two wells: one, 76 feet 
deep, was yellowish till, so hard that it had to be picked, 12; and blue till, Similarly hard, 64; no 
sand; water came from the bottom, very dark-colored, so offe:::sive that horses would not drink 
it. The other well, 77 feet deep, a few rods from the last, went through the same material, find
ing the till softer and moist in the last ten feet, but yielding no water there. All the water of 
this well came from a small sand vein at one side of the well 35 feet from the surface; it issues 
very slowly, filling the well to this hight. 

Montgomery. The deep well at Montgomery station, penetrating to the .Saint Peter sand
stone, has been described on page 640. 

J. Brockway; sec. 31: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 28; harder bluE:' till, 30; no water. 
Kilkenny. Connty Poor-farm; sec. 6: well, 30 feet; soil,2; yellowish till, 2(); harder blue 

till, 8; water rose six feet from the bottom. 
J. M. Babcock's steam-mill on the west si.de of Saber lake; sec. 30: well, 58 feet; soil, 2; yel

low till, 6; much harder blue till, 50. Water rose thirty-two feet from the bottom, but is not a 
large supply and is drained by use for the engine. 

Waterville. 'rhe well at L. Z. Rogers' elevator, at the same level with the railway station, 
is 92 feet deep, finding the upper yellowish till, 15 feet; then a small vein of gravel, with scanty 
water; succeeded by dry, blue till, 77 feet and extending lower. This well becomes filled with 
surface water, but not in sufficient supply for an engine. The well for the railroad water·tank, 
about twenty-five rods farther south, though only 15 feet deep, is ample for all demands. The 
common wells at Waterville are 15 to 25 feet deep, finding a good supply of water, which usually 
rises from the bottom a few feet. 

Charles Slechta; sec. 34: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard and picked, 31; still harder 
blue till, 2; with quicksand at the bottom, from which water rose two and a half feet. 

Derrynane. Dennis Conway; S. E. t of 20: well, 95 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, mostly 
picked, 33; sand and very coarse gravel, containing rounded stones up to one foot in diameter, 2; 

-blue till, harder than the upper till, 3; lighter gray till, very hard, 55 feet, containing no sandy 
layers, and continuing lower. No water was obtained. Pieces of lignite up to four inches in 
diameter were found in the dark blue till at 37 feet. 

James Kilduff; N. W.! of sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; much harder blue till, 
picked, 5; water seeps, mostly at twelve feet below the top. Wells in Derrynane mostly are 15 to 
40 feet deep, with water sometimes riSing quickly several feet from the bottom, but more com
monly seeping, needing a reservoir to be dug below it. 

Lexington. Michael Leary; sec. 9: well, 45 feet; yellow till, 15; much harder blue till, 30; 
no water. Several pieces of lignite were found, up to three inches in diameter. 

Gm-dova. The well at Adam Lucas' steam-mill, in the village and near the shore of lake 
Gorman, was bored to the depth of 85 feet. Its section was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 11 feet; gravel, 6 
inches; blue till, very hard, 72 feet, to sand, from which water rose to six feet below the top in 
two hours. The next day it had risen to only six inches below the top, which is estimated to be 
two feet above lake Gorman. Other wells in Cordova strike water at 30 to 40 feet, which rises 
ten to twenty feet. 

James Brady's well, in the northwest part of this township, 80 feet deep, was soil, 2; yel
lowish till, 13; bluish till, 45; and dry, whitish sand, 20 feet, not passed through; no water; no 
fossils were observed. 

Elysian. In the village, Edward Shave's well, 62 feet deep, found the following section: 
soil, 2; yellow till, 18; yellow gravel, 1; bluish till, harder than that above, 12; again yellowish 
till,7; bluish till, 1; gray till, 27; and quicksand, straw-colored, 5 feet, containing water which 
rises only about one foot above this quicksand. 

Samuel Clark; sec. 34: well, 40 feet: soil, 2; yellowish till, 38; water at bottom, not rising. 
Tyrone. Cesar Diagniu; sec. 34: well, 19 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 17; water rose 

from the bottom twelve feet in a half day. 
Sharon. A well seen in sec. 1 of this township, on an extensive level area, was finely lam

inated, horizontal yellow clay for at least ten feet, to the water. This well was said to be 25 feet 
deep, being all the way yellow clay, easily dug; but it contains small stones, and is probably till, 
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ing the till softer and moist in the last ten feet, but yielding no water there. All the water of 
this well came from a small sand vein at one side of the well 35 feet from the surface; it issues 
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Montgomery. The deep well at Montgomery station, penetrating to the ,Saint Peter sand
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low till, 6; much harder blue till, 50. Water rose thirty-two feet from the bottom, but is not a 
large supply and is drained by use for the engine. 

Waterville. '1'11e well at L. Z. Rogers' elevator, at the same level with the railway station, 
is 92 feet deep, finding the upper yellowish till, 15 feet; then a small vein of gravel, with scanty 
water; succeeded by dry, blue till, 77 feet and extending lower. This well becomes filled with 
surface water, but not in sufficient supply for an engine. The well for the railroad water-tank, 
about twenty-five rods farther south, though only 15 feei deep, is ample for all demands. The 
common wells at Waterville are 15 to 25 feet deep, finding a good supply of water, which usually 
rises from the bottom a few feet. 

Charles Slechta; sec. 34: well, 35 feet; soil,2; yellow till, hard and picked,31; still harder 
blue till, 2; with quicksand at the bottom, from which water rose two and a half feet. 

Derrynane. Dennis Conway; S. E. t of 20: well, 95 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, mostly 
picked,33; sand and very coarse gravel, containing rounded stones up to one foot in diameter, 2; 

, blue till, harder than the upper till, 3; lighter gray till, very hard, 55 feet, containing no sandy 
layers, and continuing lower. No water was obtained. Pieces of lignite up to four inches in 
diameter were found in the dark blue till at 37 feet. 

James Kilduff; N. W. t of sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; much harder blue till, 
picked, 5; water seeps, mostly at twelve feet below the top. Wells in Derrynane mostly are 15 to 
40 feet deep, with water sometimes rising quickly several feet from the bottom, but more com
monly seeping, needing a reservoir to be dug below it. 

Lexington. Michael Leary; sec. 9: well, 45 feet; yellow till, 15; much harder blue till,30; 
no water. Several pieces of lignite were found, up to three inches in diameter. 

Oordova. The well at Adam Lucas' steam-mill, in the village and near the shore of lake 
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two hours. The next day it had risen to only six inches below the top, which is estimated to be 
two feet above lake Gorman. Other wells in Cordova strike water at 30 to 40 feet, which rises 
ten to twenty feet. 

James Brady's well, in the northwest part of this township, 80 feet deep, was soil, 2; yel
lowish till, 13; bluish till, 45; and dry, whitish sand, 20 feet, not passed through; no water; no 
fossils were observed. 

Elysian. In the village, Edward Shave's well, 62 feet deep, found the following section: 
soil, 2; yellow till, 18; yellow gravel, 1; bluish till, harder than that above, I}; again yellowish 
till, 7; bluish till, 1; gray till, 27; and quicksand, straW-COlored, 5 feet, containing water which 
rises only about one foot above this quicksand. 

Samuel Clark; sec. 34: well, 40 feet: soil, 2; yellowish till, 38; water at bottom, not ri~ing. 
TY7·one. Cesar Diagniu; sec. 34: well, 19 feet; sOil,2; yellow till, picked, ]7; water rose 

from the bottom twelve feet in a half day. 

Sharon. A well seen in sec. 1 of this township, on an extensive level area, was finely lam
inated, horizontal yellow clay for at least ten feet, to the water. This well was said to be 25 feet 
deep, being all the way yellow clay, easily dug; but it contains small stones, and is probably till, 
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sand; water came from the bottom, very dark-colored, so offe:::sive that horses would not drink 
it. The other well, 77 feet deep, a few rods from the last, went through the same material, find
ing the till softer and moist in the last ten feet, but yielding no water there. All the water of 
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common wells at Waterville are 15 to 25 feet deep, finding a good supply of water, which usually 
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inches; blue till, very hard, 72 feet, to sand, from which water rose to six feet below the top in 
two hours. The next day it had risen to only six inches below the top, which is estimated to be 
two feet above lake Gorman. Other wells in Cordova strike water at 30 to 40 feet, which rises 
ten to twenty feet. 

James Brady's well, in the northwest part of this township, 80 feet deep, was soil, 2; yel
lowish till, 13; bluish till, 45; and dry, whitish sand, 20 feet, not passed through; no water; no 
fossils were observed. 

Elysian. In the village, Edward Shave's well, 62 feet deep, found the following section: 
soil, 2; yellow till, 18; yellow gravel, 1; bluish till, harder than that above, I}; again yellowish 
till, 7; bluish till, 1; gray till, 27; and quicksand, straW-COlored, 5 feet, containing water which 
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Samuel Clark; sec. 34: well, 40 feet: soil, 2; yellowish till, 38; water at bottom, not ri~ing. 
TY7·one. Cesar Diagniu; sec. 34: well, 19 feet; sOil,2; yellow till, picked, ]7; water rose 

from the bottom twelve feet in a half day. 

Sharon. A well seen in sec. 1 of this township, on an extensive level area, was finely lam
inated, horizontal yellow clay for at least ten feet, to the water. This well was said to be 25 feet 
deep, being all the way yellow clay, easily dug; but it contains small stones, and is probably till, 
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Frederick Gosewisch; sec. 7: well, 24 soil, 2; yellow till, spaded, 10; harder blue till, 
picked, 12; water seeps from the lower part of the yellow till, not a large supply. 

At Heidelberg, in the S. E. t of Rec. 19, Frank Maertz has made two wells: one, 76 feet 
deep, was yellowish till, so hard that it had to be picked, 12; and blue till, similarly hard, 64; no 
sand; water came from the bottom, very dark-colored, so offe::::sive that horses would not drink 
it. The other well, 77 feet deep, a few rods from the last, went through the same material, find
ing the till softer and moist in the last ten feet, but yielding no water there. All the water of 
this well came from a small sand vein at oue side of the well 35 feet from the surface; it issues 
very slowly, the well to this hight. 

Montgomery. The deep well at Montgomery station, penetrating to the ,Saint Peter sand
stone, has been described on page 640. 

J. Brockway; sec. 31: well, 60 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 28; harder bl u(> till, 30; no water. 
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till, 8; water rose six feet from the bottom. 
J. M. Babcock's steam-mill on the west side of Saber lake; sec. 30: well, 58 feet; soil, 2; yel

low till, 6; much harder blue till, 50. Water rose thirty-two feet from the bottom, but is not a 
large supply and is drained by use for the engine. 

Waterville. The well at L. Z. Rogers' elevator, at the same level with the railway station, 
is 92 feet deep, finding the upper yellowish till, 15 feet; then a small vein of gravel, with scanty 
water; succeeded by dry, blue till, 77 feet and extending lower. This well becomes filled with 
surface water, but not in sufficient supply for an engine. The well for the railroad water-tank, 
about twenty-five rods farther south, though only 15 feet deep, is ample for all demands. The 
common wells at Waterville are 15 to 25 feet deep, a good supply of water, which usually 
rises from the bottom a few feet. 

Charles Slechta; sec. 34: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard and picked, 31; still harder 
blue till, 2; with quicksand at the bottom, from which water rose two and a half feet. 

Der1·ynane. Dennis Conway; S. E. t of 20: well, 95 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, mostly 
picked,33; sand and very coarse gravel, containing rounded stones up to one foot in diameter, 2; 

. blue till, harder than the upper till, 3; lighter gray till, very hard, 55 feet, containing no sandy 
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till, 7; bluish till, 1; gray till, and quicksaud, straW-COlored, 5 feet, containing water which 
rises only about one foot above this quicksand. 

Samuel Clark; sec. 34: well, 40 feet: soil, 2; yellowish till, 38; water at bottom, not rieing. 
'lYTone. Cesar Diagniu; sec. 34: well, 19 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 17; water rose 

from the bottom twelve feet in a half day. 
ShaTon. A well seen in sec. 1 of this township, on an extensive level area, was finely lam

inated, horizontal yellow clay for at least ten feet, to the water. This well was said to be 25 feet 
deep, being all the way yellow clay, easily dug; but it contains small stones, and is probably till, 
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low till, 6; much harder blue till, 50. Water rose thirty-two feet from the bottom, but is not a 
large supply and is drained by use for the engine. 

Waterville. The well at L. Z. Rogers' elevator, at the same level with the railway station, 
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about twenty-five rods farther south, though only 15 feet deep, is ample for all demands. The 
common wells at Waterville are 15 to 25 feet deep, a good supply of water, which usually 
rises from the bottom a few feet. 

Charles Slechta; sec. 34: well, 35 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, hard and picked, 31; still harder 
blue till, 2; with quicksand at the bottom, from which water rose two and a half feet. 

Der1·ynane. Dennis Conway; S. E. t of 20: well, 95 feet; soil, 2; yellowish till, mostly 
picked,33; sand and very coarse gravel, containing rounded stones up to one foot in diameter, 2; 

. blue till, harder than the upper till, 3; lighter gray till, very hard, 55 feet, containing no sandy 
layers, and contiuuing lower. No water was obtained. Pieces of lignite up to four inches in 
diameter were found in the dark blue till at 37 feet. 

James Kilduff; N. W. t of sec. 28: well, 30 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 23; much harder blue till, 
picked, 5; water seeps, mostly at twelve feet below the top. Wells in Derrynane mostly are 15 to 
40 feet deep, with water sometimes rising quickly several feet from the bottom, but more com
monly seeping, needing a reservoir to be dug below it. 

Lexington. Michael Leary; sec. 9: well, 45 feet; yellow till, 15; much harder blue till, 30; 
no water. Several pieces of lignite were found, up to three inches in diameter. 

Cordova. The well at Adam Lucas' steam-mill, in the village aUd near the shore of lake 
Gorman, was bored to the depth of 85 feet. Its section was soil, 2 feet; yellow till, 11 feet; gravel, 6 
inches; blue till, very hard, 72 feet, to sand, from which water rose to six feet below the top in 
two hours. The next day it had risen to only six inches below the top, which is estimated to be 
two feet above lake Gorman. Other wells in Cordova strike water at 30 to 40 feet, which rises 
ten to twenty feet. 

James Brady's well, in the northwest part of this township, 80 feet deep, was soil, 2; yel
lowish till, 13; bluish till, 45; and dry, whitish saud, 20 feet, not passed through; no water; no 
fossils were observed. 

Elysian. In the village, Edward Shave's well, 62 feet deep, found the following section: 
soil, 2; yellow till, 18; yellow gravel, 1: bluish till, harder than that above, I>}; again yellowish 
till, 7; bluish till, 1; gray till, and quicksaud, straW-COlored, 5 feet, containing water which 
rises only about one foot above this quicksand. 

Samuel Clark; sec. 34: well, 40 feet: soil, 2; yellowish till, 38; water at bottom, not rieing. 
'lYTone. Cesar Diagniu; sec. 34: well, 19 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 17; water rose 

from the bottom twelve feet in a half day. 
ShaTon. A well seen in sec. 1 of this township, on an extensive level area, was finely lam

inated, horizontal yellow clay for at least ten feet, to the water. This well was said to be 25 feet 
deep, being all the way yellow clay, easily dug; but it contains small stones, and is probably till, 
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in its lower part. Such stratified clay is not common, the surface being usually till. Wells in 
this region are generally only 10 to 80 feet deep, obtaining a good supply of water, which often 
rises several feet. They seldom reach the blue till, which has a well-known reputation of being 
harder than the yellow till of the surface. 

John Kuenkel; sec. 18 (on the Le Sueur prairie): well, 64 feet; soil,2; sand,15; sand and 
gravel, coarsest below, 47; water at the bottom two feet deep, au abundant supply. 

Cleveland. Wells in this township are mostly 10 to 25 feet deep in till, with water rising 
several feet from the b,)ttom. 

F. S. Wilson; Cleveland village: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; sand and gravel, 6 
inches; blue till, 4 feet. Water came slowly from the sand and gravel 'between the upper and 
lower till, filling the well to two feet below its top in two days. 

Washington. John Kendall; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 28; blue till, 
much harder, 6; water seeps from the lowest eight feet of the yellow till, filling the well ten feet 
deep in the dry season. 

John Plant; S. W. t of sec. 9: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, so hard that it must be picked, 
83; harder blue till, 5; water seeps, coming mostly from a vein of sand seen on the southwest 
side of the well at 80 feet, being scanty in a dry season. 

Le Suew'. Reinhardt Wagner; southwest corner of sec. 1: well, 58 feet; sand and gravel, 
56 feet; blue clay, 1 foot; greenish sand, 1 foot, with water rising from it three or four feet. 

Ottawa. The wells described in this township, like the last preceding, are within the area 
of modified drift called the Le Sueur prairie. 

E. T. Jones; N. E. t of sec. 23: well, 110 feet; sand and gravel, 100, including a thin clayey 
layer at about 75 feet; gray till, 10 feet and extending below. 

C. N. Pinney; southwest corner of sec. ll4: well,90 feet; consisting wholly of stratified drift, 
being mostly sand and gravel, the coarsest beds containing pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 
and also including occasional layers of clay, two to six inches in thickness. The lowest stratum 
dug through was quicksand, with water, which lasted several years, afterward failing. This lies 
on very hard bluish till. 

J. G. Miller; N. E. t of sec. 26, a quarter of a mile west from the last: well, 60 feet; sand 
and gravel, 57; blue till, very hard, 3. Another well a hundred feet southwest from this, at 
nearly the same hight, both being in a narrow valley fifteen feet or more below the general level 
was 58 feet deep; being sand and gravel, 7; then blue brick-clay, 14 (no corresponding layer was 
found in the other well); sand and gravel, 1l4; and yellowish till, 3 feet, much easier to dig than 
the blue till at the bottom of the other well. 

H. F. Von Lehe; southeast corner of sec. 13: well, 55 feet; soil,2; clayey loam,5; sand,30; 
gravel, fine above, growing coarse below, holding pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 18 feet; 
with an abundance of water at the bottom, three feet deep. 

Kasota. S. D. Payne; S. E. t of sec. 28, on the northern part of a terrace of modified drift 
which reaches thence three miles south: well,60 feet deep, all the way in fine gravel and sand, 
finding no water. 

Springs. Wells often encounter, within a moderate depth, copious veins of water which 
show that there is a subterranean as well as a superficial drainage. The former becomes tribu
tary to the latter by the springs that occur frequently along ravines and water-courses, where 
these have been excavated so deeply as to intercept the underground currents. In many cases 
these waters are irony, and deposit a rusty sediment. The only spring noted as deserving special 
mention in this county is one of very large size, which issues from the foot of the bluff of limestone 
and sandstone in Ottawa, at a point about a quarter of a mile south of Mr. Schwartz' limekiln. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

The resources of this county in its fertile soil and abundance of wood

land have been noticed on page 636. Water-powers, valuable quarries of 

building stone, manufactures of lime and bricks, and deposits of peat, re

main to be described here. 
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in its lower part. Snch stratified clay is not common, the surface being usually till. Wells in 
this region are generally only 10 to 30 feet deep, obtaining a good supply of water, which often 
rises several feet. They seldom reach the blue till, which has a well-known reputation of beillg 
harder than the yellow till of the surface. 

John Kuenkel; sec. 18 (on the Le Sueur prairie): well, 64 feet; soil,2; sand, 15; sand and 
gravel, coarsest below, 47; water at the bottom two feet deep, an abundant supply. 

Oleveland. Wells in this township are mostly 10 to 25 feet deep in till, with water rising 
several feet from the b,)ttom. 

F. S. Wilson; Cleveland village: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; sand and gravel, 6 
inches; blue till,4 feet. Water came slowly from the sand and gravel between the upper and 
lower till, filling the well to two feet below its top in two days. 

Washington. John Kendall; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 28; blue till, 
much harder, 6; water seeps from the lowest eight feet of the yellow till, filling the well ten feet 
deep in the dry season. 

John Plant; S. W. t of sp.c. 9: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, so hard that it must be picked, 
33; harder blue till, 5; water seeps, coming mostly from a vein of sand seen on the southwest 
side of the well at 30 feet, being scanty in a dry season. 

Le SUelO'. Reinhardt Wagner; southwest comer of sec. 1: well, 58 feet; sand and gravel, 
56 feet; blue clay, 1 foot; greenish sand, 1 foot, with water riSing from it three or four feet. 

Ottawa. The wells described in this township, like the last preceding, are within the area 
of modified drift called the Le Sueur prairie. 

E. T. Jones; N. E. t of sec. 23: well, 110 feet; sand and gravel, 100, including a thin clayey 
layer at about 75 feet; gray till, 10 feet and extending below. 

C. N. Pwney; southwest corner of sec. :l4: well, 90 feet; consisting wholly of stratified drift, 
being mostly sand and gravel, the coarsest beds containing pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 
and also including occasional layers of clay, two to six inches in thickness. The lowest stratum 
dug through was quicksand, with water, which lasted several years, afterward failing. This lies 
on very hard bluish till. 

J. G. Miller; N. E. t of sec. 26, a quarter of a mile west from the last: well, 60 feet; sand 
and gravel, 57; blue till, very hard, 3. Another well a hundred feet southwest from this, at 
nearly the same hight, both being in a narrow valley fifteen feet or more below the general level 
was .58 feet deep; being sand and gravel, 7; then blue brick-clay, 14 (no corresponding layer was 
found in the other well); sand and gravel, 114; and yellowish till, 3 feet, much easier to dig than 
the blue till at the bottom of the other well. 

H. F. Von Lehe; southeast corner of sec. 13: well, 55 feet; soil, 2; clayey loam,5; sand, 30; 
gravel, fine above, growing coarse below, holding pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 18 feet; 
with an abundance of water at the bottom, three feet deep. 

Kasota. S. D. Payne; S. E. t of sec. 28, on the northern part of a terrace of modified drift 
which reaches thence three miles south: well,60 feet deep, all the way in fine gravel and sand, 
finding no water. 

Springs. Wells often encounter, within a moderate depth, copious veins of water which 
show that there is a subterranean as well as a superficial drainage. The former becomes tribu
tary to the latter by the springs that occur frequently along ravines and water-courses, where 
these have been excavated so deeply as to intercept the underground currents. In many cases 
these waters are irony, and deposit a rusty sediment. The only spring noted as deserving special 
mention in this county is olle of very large she, which issues from the foot of the bluff of limestone 
and sandstone in Ottawa, at a point about a quarter of a mile south of Mr. Schwartz' limekiln. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

The resources of this county in its fertile soil and abundance of wood

land have been noticed on page 636. Water-powers, valuable quarries of 

building stone, manufactures of lime and bricks, and deposits of peat, re

main to be described here. 
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in its lower part. Snch stratified clay is not common, the surface being usually till. Wells in 
this region are generally only 10 to 30 feet deep, obtaining a good supply of water, which often 
rises several feet. They seldom reach the blue till, which has a well-known reputation of beillg 
harder than the yellow till of the surface. 

John Kuenkel; sec. 18 (on the Le Sueur prairie): well, 64 feet; soil,2; sand, 15; sand and 
gravel, coarsest below, 47; water at the bottom two feet deep, an abundant supply. 

Oleveland. Wells in this township are mostly 10 to 25 feet deep in till, with water rising 
several feet from the b,)ttom. 

F. S. Wilson; Cleveland village: well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; sand and gravel, 6 
inches; blue till,4 feet. Water came slowly from the sand and gravel between the upper and 
lower till, filling the well to two feet below its top in two days. 

Washington. John Kendall; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 28; blue till, 
much harder, 6; water seeps from the lowest eight feet of the yellow till, filling the well ten feet 
deep in the dry season. 

John Plant; S. W. t of sp.c. 9: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, so hard that it must be picked, 
33; harder blue till, 5; water seeps, coming mostly from a vein of sand seen on the southwest 
side of the well at 30 feet, being scanty in a dry season. 

Le SUelO'. Reinhardt Wagner; southwest comer of sec. 1: well, 58 feet; sand and gravel, 
56 feet; blue clay, 1 foot; greenish sand, 1 foot, with water riSing from it three or four feet. 

Ottawa. The wells described in this township, like the last preceding, are within the area 
of modified drift called the Le Sueur prairie. 

E. T. Jones; N. E. t of sec. 23: well, 110 feet; sand and gravel, 100, including a thin clayey 
layer at about 75 feet; gray till, 10 feet and extending below. 

C. N. Pwney; southwest corner of sec. :l4: well, 90 feet; consisting wholly of stratified drift, 
being mostly sand and gravel, the coarsest beds containing pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 
and also including occasional layers of clay, two to six inches in thickness. The lowest stratum 
dug through was quicksand, with water, which lasted several years, afterward failing. This lies 
on very hard bluish till. 

J. G. Miller; N. E. t of sec. 26, a quarter of a mile west from the last: well, 60 feet; sand 
and gravel, 57; blue till, very hard, 3. Another well a hundred feet southwest from this, at 
nearly the same hight, both being in a narrow valley fifteen feet or more below the general level 
was .58 feet deep; being sand and gravel, 7; then blue brick-clay, 14 (no corresponding layer was 
found in the other well); sand and gravel, 114; and yellowish till, 3 feet, much easier to dig than 
the blue till at the bottom of the other well. 

H. F. Von Lehe; southeast corner of sec. 13: well, 55 feet; soil, 2; clayey loam,5; sand, 30; 
gravel, fine above, growing coarse below, holding pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 18 feet; 
with an abundance of water at the bottom, three feet deep. 

Kasota. S. D. Payne; S. E. t of sec. 28, on the northern part of a terrace of modified drift 
which reaches thence three miles south: well,60 feet deep, all the way in fine gravel and sand, 
finding no water. 

Springs. Wells often encounter, within a moderate depth, copious veins of water which 
show that there is a subterranean as well as a superficial drainage. The former becomes tribu
tary to the latter by the springs that occur frequently along ravines and water-courses, where 
these have been excavated so deeply as to intercept the underground currents. In many cases 
these waters are irony, and deposit a rusty sediment. The only spring noted as deserving special 
mention in this county is olle of very large she, which issues from the foot of the bluff of limestone 
and sandstone in Ottawa, at a point about a quarter of a mile south of Mr. Schwartz' limekiln. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

The resources of this county in its fertile soil and abundance of wood

land have been noticed on page 636. Water-powers, valuable quarries of 

building stone, manufactures of lime and bricks, and deposits of peat, re

main to be described here. 
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in its lower part. Such stratified clay is not common, the surface being usually till. Wells in 
this region are generally ollly 10 to 80 feet deep, obtaining a good supply of water, which often 
rises several feet. They seldom reach the blue till, which bas a well-known reputation of beillg 
harder than the yellow till of the surface. 

JQhn Kuenkelj sec. 18 (on the Le Sueur prairie): well, 64 feet; soil,2; sand, 15; sand and 
gravel, coarsest below, -17; water at the bottom two feet deep, an abundant supply. 

Cleveland. Wells in this township are mostly 10 to 25 feet deep in till, with water rising 
several feet from the b,)ttom. 

F. S. Wilson; Cleveland : well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; sand and gravel, 6 
inches; blue till,4 feet. Water came slowly from the sand and gravel between the upper and 
lower till, filling the well to two feet below its top in two days. 

Washington. John Kendall; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 28; blue till, 
much harder, 6; water seeps from the lowest eight feet of the yellow till, the well ten feet 
deep in the dry season. 

John Plant; S. W. t of sec. 9: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, so hard that it must be picked, 
33; harder blue till, 5; water sceps, coming mostly from a vein of sand seen on the southwest 
side of the well at 30 feet, being scanty in a dry season. 

Le SUellT. Reinhardt Wagner; southwest comer of sec. 1 : well, 58 feet; sand and gravel, 
56 feet; bl ue clay, 1 foot; greenish sand, 1 foot, with water riSing from it three or four feet. 

Ottawa. The wells described in this township, like the last preceding, are within the area 
of modified drift called the Le Sueur prairie. 

E. T. Jones; N. E. ! of sec. 23; well, 110 feet; sand and gravel, 100, including a thin clayey 
layer at about 75 feet; gray till, 10 feet and extending below. 

C. N. Pmney; southwest cornel' of sec. ~-1: well, 90 feet; consisting wholly of stratified drift, 
being mostly sand and gravel, the coarsest beds containing pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 
and also including occasional layers of clay, two to six inches in thickness. The lowest stratum 
dug through was quicksand, with water, which lasted several years, afterward failing. This lies 
on very hard bluish till. 

J. G. Miller; N. E. t of sec. 26, a quarter of a mile west from the last: well, 60 feet; sand 
and gravel, 57; blue till, very hard, 3. Another well a hundred feet southwest from this, at 
nearly the same hight, both being in a narrow valley fifteen feet or more below the general level 
was .58 feet deep; being sand and gravel, 7; then blue brick-clay, 14 (no corresponding layer was 
found in the other well); sand and ;':4; and yellowish till, 3 feet, much easier to dig than 
the blue till at the bottom of the other well. 

H. F. Von Lehe; southeast corner of sec. 13; well, 55 feet; soil,2; clayey loam,5; sand,30; 
gravel, fine above, growing coarse below, holding pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 18 feet; 
with an abundance of water at the bottom, three feet deep. 

Kasota. S. D. Payne; S. E. of sec. 28, on the northern part of a terrace of modified drift 
which reaches thence three miles south: well, 60 feet deep, all the way in fine gravel and sand, 
finding no water. 

Springs. Wells often encountel', within a moderate depth, copious veins of water which 
show that there is a subterranean as well as a superficial drainage. The former becomes tribu
tary to the latter by the springs that occur frequently along ravines and water-courses, wbere 
these have been excavated so deeply as to intercept the underground currents. In many cases 
these waters are irony, and deposit a rusty sediment. The only spring noted as deserving special 
mention in this county is one of very large size, which issues from the foot of the bluff of limestone 
and sandstone in Ottawa, at a point about a quarter of a mile south of Mr. i::lchwartz' limekiln. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

rrhe resources of this county in its fertile soil and abundance of wood

land have been noticed on page 636. Water-powers, valuable quarries of 

building stone, manufactures of lime and bricks, and deposits of peat, re

main to be described here. 
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in its lower part. Such stratified clay is not common, the surface being usually till. Wells in 
this region are generally ollly 10 to 80 feet deep, obtaining a good supply of water, which often 
rises several feet. They seldom reach the blue till, which bas a well-known reputation of beillg 
harder than the yellow till of the surface. 

JQhn Kuenkelj sec. 18 (on the Le Sueur prairie): well, 64 feet; soil,2; sand, 15; sand and 
gravel, coarsest below, -17; water at the bottom two feet deep, an abundant supply. 

Cleveland. Wells in this township are mostly 10 to 25 feet deep in till, with water rising 
several feet from the b,)ttom. 

F. S. Wilson; Cleveland : well, 18 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, 12; sand and gravel, 6 
inches; blue till,4 feet. Water came slowly from the sand and gravel between the upper and 
lower till, filling the well to two feet below its top in two days. 

Washington. John Kendall; sec. 6: well, 36 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, picked, 28; blue till, 
much harder, 6; water seeps from the lowest eight feet of the yellow till, the well ten feet 
deep in the dry season. 

John Plant; S. W. t of sec. 9: well, 40 feet; soil, 2; yellow till, so hard that it must be picked, 
33; harder blue till, 5; water sceps, coming mostly from a vein of sand seen on the southwest 
side of the well at 30 feet, being scanty in a dry season. 

Le SUellT. Reinhardt Wagner; southwest comer of sec. 1 : well, 58 feet; sand and gravel, 
56 feet; bl ue clay, 1 foot; greenish sand, 1 foot, with water riSing from it three or four feet. 

Ottawa. The wells described in this township, like the last preceding, are within the area 
of modified drift called the Le Sueur prairie. 

E. T. Jones; N. E. ! of sec. 23; well, 110 feet; sand and gravel, 100, including a thin clayey 
layer at about 75 feet; gray till, 10 feet and extending below. 

C. N. Pmney; southwest cornel' of sec. ~-1: well, 90 feet; consisting wholly of stratified drift, 
being mostly sand and gravel, the coarsest beds containing pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 
and also including occasional layers of clay, two to six inches in thickness. The lowest stratum 
dug through was quicksand, with water, which lasted several years, afterward failing. This lies 
on very hard bluish till. 

J. G. Miller; N. E. t of sec. 26, a quarter of a mile west from the last: well, 60 feet; sand 
and gravel, 57; blue till, very hard, 3. Another well a hundred feet southwest from this, at 
nearly the same hight, both being in a narrow valley fifteen feet or more below the general level 
was .58 feet deep; being sand and gravel, 7; then blue brick-clay, 14 (no corresponding layer was 
found in the other well); sand and ;':4; and yellowish till, 3 feet, much easier to dig than 
the blue till at the bottom of the other well. 

H. F. Von Lehe; southeast corner of sec. 13; well, 55 feet; soil,2; clayey loam,5; sand,30; 
gravel, fine above, growing coarse below, holding pebbles up to six inches in diameter, 18 feet; 
with an abundance of water at the bottom, three feet deep. 

Kasota. S. D. Payne; S. E. of sec. 28, on the northern part of a terrace of modified drift 
which reaches thence three miles south: well, 60 feet deep, all the way in fine gravel and sand, 
finding no water. 

Springs. Wells often encountel', within a moderate depth, copious veins of water which 
show that there is a subterranean as well as a superficial drainage. The former becomes tribu
tary to the latter by the springs that occur frequently along ravines and water-courses, wbere 
these have been excavated so deeply as to intercept the underground currents. In many cases 
these waters are irony, and deposit a rusty sediment. The only spring noted as deserving special 
mention in this county is one of very large size, which issues from the foot of the bluff of limestone 
and sandstone in Ottawa, at a point about a quarter of a mile south of Mr. i::lchwartz' limekiln. 

MATERIAL RESOURCES. 

rrhe resources of this county in its fertile soil and abundance of wood

land have been noticed on page 636. Water-powers, valuable quarries of 

building stone, manufactures of lime and bricks, and deposits of peat, re

main to be described here. 
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Watel'-powers. Four water-powers are used, for manufacturing flour, in Le Sueur county; 
two being on Shanaska creek within a mile east of Kasota, namely, the Kasota mill, near the 
center of section 33, having a head of twenty-nine feet, and John Henniker's mill, at the east 
line of this section, with a head of nineteen feet. The two other powers are afforded by Le 
Sueur creek, being the Glen mills, near the center of section 6, Sharon, with head of eighteen 
feet, and William Schlietter's mill, a half mile south of the last. also having eighteen feet head, 
each of these powers being obtained by carrying the water nearly a half mile in a canal or flume. 
These streams, and also Cherry creek, run very low in dry seasons, and in the gravelly and sandy 
lower part of their course, for their one or two miles in the Minnesota valley next to their mouths, 
were quite dry, but doubtless had some underground drainage, at the time of this examination, in 
November, 1879. 

Builcling stone. Kasota has the best quarries found in the Shakopee limestone in this state, 
They are situated beside the railroad close west of Kasota village, about a mile south of Saint Peter. 
This stone is in beds from six inches to two and a half feet thick, pinkish buff in color, uniform in its 
texture, easily cut into any desired form, and durable under exposure to the weather. The most 
extensive business here is that of Breen & Young, who lease from Brackenridge, Stewart & Bnt
tars. They employ thirty-five men and three teams at quarrying and loading upon the cars, the 
product ill 1879 being worth $15,000 as rough stone; it is dressed after reaching their shops in Saint 
Paul, which brings their sales per year to about $30,000. The largest stone ever shipped by them 
weighed ten tons, its dimensions in feet being 14 by 8 by 1. Their quarry can supply blocks of large 
size and 2 or 2! feet thick; slabs as for cemetery borders, 20 feet long; and flag-stones 10 or 12 feet 
square and eight inches thick. Examples of the stone from this quarry are the residence of H. J. 
Willing, of the firm of Fip-Id, Leiter & Co., in Chicago; the First Baptist church in Saint Paul; trim
mings of the High school building in Minneapolis; and trimmings of the State prison in Stillwater. 

The quarry of next importance, adjoining the foregoing, is owned by J. W. Babcock, by 
whom it has been worked fifteen years, his annual sales being from $5,000 to $10,000. He has 
used stone to cut up which formed an unbroken sheet sixty feet long. Examples from this quar
ry are the trimmings of Odd Fellows' hall in Saint Paul, and of Plymouth church in Minneapolis. 

Between these quarries and the railroad bridge crossing the Minnesota river, another is 
owned by Malgren, Roseen & Downs, by whom it was worked from 1872 to 1876. 

At Ottawa quarries are owned by Levi Case, John R. Clark, Robert Todd, John S. Randall, 
Robert Winegar and Casper Mader. !::lome of these quarries have been operated twenty-five 
years. The annual product is from 50 to 300 cords from each, sold at $1 to $2.50 per cord. The 
stone here is in layers from a few inches to one foot thick. It is soId mostly for use within ten 
or fifteen miles to wall cellars and wells, little being sent away on the cars. 

Lime. At Caroline station, near the center of section 17, Kasota, Conrad Smith since 1876 
has burned about 6,000 barrels of lime yearly, selling at 55 cents per barrel. Bass and elm wood 
costs $1.75 per cord. 

A third of a mile southeast from Caroline station, George C. Clapp has burned lime'twenty 
years, averaging 2,000 barrels yearly, but has done nothing in this business during the last few 
years. 

Lime-burning was formerly carried on beside the railroad about a mile south of East Saint 
Peter, where the kiln yet remains. 

In Ottawa, a mile north of the village, Charles Schwartz burns about 400 barrels of lime 
yearly for the demand in this vicinity, selling at 60 cents per barrel. 

1.'hese lime-burners use the upper two to five feet of the terraces of Shakopee limestone in 
these townships, its lower portion being too arenaceous for this purpose. It yields excellent 
magnesian lime, of dark or yellowish brown color. 

Limestone boulders, gathered from the drift, are burned for lime in a kiln owned by James 
Timpane, at the southeast edge of Waterville village, prodUCing one or two hundred barrels year
ly, worth $1 per barrel. This is also mostly a yellowish or brown lime, the greater part of the 
boulders being from the Shakopee formation. Lime is also occasionally made from boulders at 
several places in Elysian, the kilns, holding 40 to 100 barrels, being filled once or twice in a year. 

Bricks. At Le Sueur, on the bottomland close southwest of the village Henry Kruse has 
made. bricks eighteen yea~s, using the recent alluvium of the Minnesota river: His annual pro
duct IS about 300,000, sellmg at $5 per thousand. He mixes one part of sand with two of the allu-
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WateT-poweTS. Four water-powers are used, for manufacturing flour, in Le Sueur county; 
two being on Shanaska creek within a mile east of Kasota, namely, the Kasota mill, near the 
center of section 33, having a head of twenty-nine feet, and John Henniker's mill, at the east 
line of this section, with a head of nineteen feet. The two other powers are afforded by Le 
Sueur creek, being the Glen mills, near the center of section 6, Sharon, with head of eighteen 
feet, and William Schlietter's mill, a half mile south of the last, also having eighteen feet head, 
each of these powers being obtained by carrying the water nearly a half mile in a canal or flume. 
These streams, and also Cherry creek, run very low in dry seasons, and in the gravelly and sandy 
lower part of their course, for their one or two miles in the Minnesota valley next to their mouths, 
were quite dry, but doubtless had some underground drainage, at the time of this examination, in 
November, 1879. 

Building stone. Kasota has the best quarries found in the Shakopee limestone in this state, 
They are situated beside the railroad close west of Kasota village, about a mile south of Saint Peter. 
This stone is in beds from six inches to two and a half feet thick, pinkish buff in color, uniform in its 
texture, easily cut into any desired form, and durable under exposure to the weather. The most 
extensive business here is that of Breen &:, Young, who lease from Brackenridge, Stewart &:, But
tars. They employ thirty-five men and three teams at quarrying and loading upon the cars, the 
product ill 1879 being worth $15,000 as rough stone; it is dressed after reaching their shops in Saint 
Paul, which brings their sales per year to about $30,000. The largest stone ever shipped by them 
weighed ten tons, its dimensions in feet being 14 by 8 by 1. Their quarry can supply blocks of large 
size and 2 or 2i feet thick; slabs as for cemetery borders, 20 feet long; and flag-stones 10 or 12 feet 
square and eight inches thick. Examples of the stone from this quarry are the residence of H. J. 
Willing, of the firm of Fiflld, Leiter & Co., in Chicago; the First Baptist church in Saint Paul; trim
mings of the High school building in Minneapolis; and trimmings of the State prison in Stillwater. 

The quarry of next importance, adjoining the foregoing, is owned by J. W. Babcock, by 
whom it has been worked fifteen years, his annual sales being from $5,000 to $10,000. He has 
used stone to cut up which formed an unbroken sheet sixty feet long. Examples from this quar
ry are the trimmings of Odd Fellows' hall in Saint Paul, and of Plymouth church in Minneapolis. 

Between these quarries and the railroad bridge crossing the Minnesota river, another is 
owned by Malgren, Roseen l~ Downs, by whom it was worked from 1872 to 1876. 

At Ottawa quarries are owned by Levi Case, John R. Clark, Robert Todd, John S. Randall, 
Robert Winegar and Casper Mader. i::3ome of these quarries have been operated twenty-Jive 
years. The annual product is from 50 to ;:;00 cords from each, sold at $1 to $2.50 per cord. The 
stone here is in layers from a few inches to one foot thick. It is soW mostly for use within ten 
or fifteen miles to wall cellars and wells, little being sent away on tlJe cars. 

Lime. At Caroline station, near the center of flection 17, Kasota, Conrad Smith since 1876 
has burned about 6,000 barrels of lime yearly, selling at 55 cents per barrel. Bass and elm wood 
costs $1.75 per cord. 

A third of a mile southeast from Caroline station, George C. Clapp has burned lime twenty 
years, averaging 2,000 barrels yearly, but has done nothing in this business during the last few 
years. 

Lime-burning was formerly carried on beside the railroad about a mile south of East Saint 
Peter, where the kiln yet remains. 

In Ottawa, a mile north of the village, Charles Schwartz burns about 400 barrels of lime 
yearly for the demand in this vicinity, selling at 60 cents per barrel. 

These lime-burners use the upper two to five feet of the terraces of Shakopee limestone in 
these townships, its lower portion being too arenaceous for this purpose. It yields excellent 
magnesian lime, of dark or yellowish brown color. 

Limestone boulders, gathered from the drift, are burned for lime in a kiln owned by James 
Timpane, at the southeast edge of Waterville village, producing one or two hundred barrels year
ly, worth $1 per barrel. This is also mostly a yellowish or brown lime, the greater part of the 
lJoulclers being from tile Shakopee formation. Lime is also occaSionally made from boulders at 
several places in Elysian, the kilns, holding 40 to 1l!0 barrels, being filled once or twice in a year. 

Br~cks . . At Le Sueur, on the bottomland close southwest of the village, Henry Kruse has 
made. bncks eIghteen yea~s, using the recent alluvium of the Minnesota river. His annual pro
duct IS alJout 300,000, sellmg at $.5 per thousand. He mixes one part of sanu with two of the allu-
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WateT-poweTS. Four water-powers are used, for manufacturing flour, in Le Sueur county; 
two being on Shanaska creek within a mile east of Kasota, namely, the Kasota mill, near the 
center of section 33, having a head of twenty-nine feet, and John Henniker's mill, at the east 
line of this section, with a head of nineteen feet. The two other powers are afforded by Le 
Sueur creek, being the Glen mills, near the center of section 6, Sharon, with head of eighteen 
feet, and William Schlietter's mill, a half mile south of the last, also having eighteen feet head, 
each of these powers being obtained by carrying the water nearly a half mile in a canal or flume. 
These streams, and also Cherry creek, run very low in dry seasons, and in the gravelly and sandy 
lower part of their course, for their one or two miles in the Minnesota valley next to their mouths, 
were quite dry, but doubtless had some underground drainage, at the time of this examination, in 
November, 1879. 

Building stone. Kasota has the best quarries found in the Shakopee limestone in this state, 
They are situated beside the railroad close west of Kasota village, about a mile south of Saint Peter. 
This stone is in beds from six inches to two and a half feet thick, pinkish buff in color, uniform in its 
texture, easily cut into any desired form, and durable under exposure to the weather. The most 
extensive business here is that of Breen &:, Young, who lease from Brackenridge, Stewart &:, But
tars. They employ thirty-five men and three teams at quarrying and loading upon the cars, the 
product ill 1879 being worth $15,000 as rough stone; it is dressed after reaching their shops in Saint 
Paul, which brings their sales per year to about $30,000. The largest stone ever shipped by them 
weighed ten tons, its dimensions in feet being 14 by 8 by 1. Their quarry can supply blocks of large 
size and 2 or 2i feet thick; slabs as for cemetery borders, 20 feet long; and flag-stones 10 or 12 feet 
square and eight inches thick. Examples of the stone from this quarry are the residence of H. J. 
Willing, of the firm of Fiflld, Leiter & Co., in Chicago; the First Baptist church in Saint Paul; trim
mings of the High school building in Minneapolis; and trimmings of the State prison in Stillwater. 

The quarry of next importance, adjoining the foregoing, is owned by J. W. Babcock, by 
whom it has been worked fifteen years, his annual sales being from $5,000 to $10,000. He has 
used stone to cut up which formed an unbroken sheet sixty feet long. Examples from this quar
ry are the trimmings of Odd Fellows' hall in Saint Paul, and of Plymouth church in Minneapolis. 

Between these quarries and the railroad bridge crossing the Minnesota river, another is 
owned by Malgren, Roseen l~ Downs, by whom it was worked from 1872 to 1876. 

At Ottawa quarries are owned by Levi Case, John R. Clark, Robert Todd, John S. Randall, 
Robert Winegar and Casper Mader. i::3ome of these quarries have been operated twenty-Jive 
years. The annual product is from 50 to ;:;00 cords from each, sold at $1 to $2.50 per cord. The 
stone here is in layers from a few inches to one foot thick. It is soW mostly for use within ten 
or fifteen miles to wall cellars and wells, little being sent away on tlJe cars. 

Lime. At Caroline station, near the center of flection 17, Kasota, Conrad Smith since 1876 
has burned about 6,000 barrels of lime yearly, selling at 55 cents per barrel. Bass and elm wood 
costs $1.75 per cord. 

A third of a mile southeast from Caroline station, George C. Clapp has burned lime twenty 
years, averaging 2,000 barrels yearly, but has done nothing in this business during the last few 
years. 

Lime-burning was formerly carried on beside the railroad about a mile south of East Saint 
Peter, where the kiln yet remains. 

In Ottawa, a mile north of the village, Charles Schwartz burns about 400 barrels of lime 
yearly for the demand in this vicinity, selling at 60 cents per barrel. 

These lime-burners use the upper two to five feet of the terraces of Shakopee limestone in 
these townships, its lower portion being too arenaceous for this purpose. It yields excellent 
magnesian lime, of dark or yellowish brown color. 

Limestone boulders, gathered from the drift, are burned for lime in a kiln owned by James 
Timpane, at the southeast edge of Waterville village, producing one or two hundred barrels year
ly, worth $1 per barrel. This is also mostly a yellowish or brown lime, the greater part of the 
lJoulclers being from tile Shakopee formation. Lime is also occaSionally made from boulders at 
several places in Elysian, the kilns, holding 40 to 1l!0 barrels, being filled once or twice in a year. 

Br~cks . . At Le Sueur, on the bottomland close southwest of the village, Henry Kruse has 
made. bncks eIghteen yea~s, using the recent alluvium of the Minnesota river. His annual pro
duct IS alJout 300,000, sellmg at $.5 per thousand. He mixes one part of sanu with two of the allu-
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WateT-powers. Four water-powers are used, for manufacturing flour, in Le Sueur county; 
two being on Shanaslm creek within a mile east of Kasota, namely, the Kasota mill, near the 
center of section 33, having a head of twenty-nine feet, and John Henniker's mill, at the east 
line of this section, with a head of nineteen feet. The two other powers are afforded by Le 
Sueur creek, being the Glen mills, near the center of section 6, Sharon, with head of eighteen 
feet, and William Schlietter's mill, a half mile south of the last, also having eighteen feet head, 
each of these powers being obtained by carrying the water nearly a half mile in a canal or flume. 
These streams, and also Cherry creek, run very low in dry seasons, and in the gravelly and sandy 
lower part of their course, for their one or two miles in the Minllesota valley next to their mouths, 
were quite dry, but doubtless had some underground drainage, at the time of this examination, in 
November, 1879. 

Building stone. Kasota has the best quarries found in the Shakopee limestone in this state, 
They are situated beside the railroad close west of Kasota village, about a mile south of Saint Peter. 
This stone is in beds from six inches to two and a half feet thick, pinkish buff in color, uniform in its 
texture, easily cut into any desired form, and durable under exposure to the weather. The most 
extensive business here is that of Breen & Young, who lease from Brackenridge, Stewart & But
tars. They employ thirty-five men and three teams at quarrying and loading upon the cars, the 
product in 1879 being worth $15,000 as rough stone; it is dressed after reaching their shops in Saint 
Paul, which brings their sales per year to about $30,000. The largest stone ever shipped by them 
weighed ten tons, its dimensions in feet being 14 by 8 by 1. Their q narry can supply blocks of 
size and 2 or 2~ feet thick; slabs as for cemetery borders, 20 feet long; and flag-stones 10 or 12 feet 
square and eight inches thick. Examples of the stone from this quarry are the residence of H. J. 
Willing, of the firm of ]'ifllc1, Leiter & Co., in Chicago; the First Baptist church in Saint Paul; trim
mings of the High school building in Minneapolis; and trimmings of the State prison in 8till water. 

The quarry of next importance, adjoining the foregoing, is owned by J. W. Babcock, by 
whom it has been worked fifteen years, his annual sales being from $5,000 to $10,000. He has 
used stone to cut up which formed an unbroken sheet sixty feet long. Examples from this quar
ry are the trimmings of Odd Fellows' hall in Saint Paul, and of Plymouth church in Minneapolis. 

Between these quarries and the railroad bridge crossing the Minnesota river, another is 
owned by Malgren, Roseen & Downs, by whom it was worked from 1872 to 1876. 

At Ottawa quarries are owned by Levi Case, John R. Clark, Robert Todd, John S. Randall, 
Robert Winegar and Casper Mader. Some of these quarries have been operated twenty-five 
years. The annual product is from 50 to ;;00 cords from each, sold at $1 to $2.50 per cord. The 
stone here is in layers from a few inches to one foot thick. It is s01.<1 mostly for use within ten 
or llfteen miles to wall cellars and wells, little being sent away on tlJe cars. 

Linw. At Caroline station, near the center of flection 17, Kasota, Conrad Smith since 1876 
has burned about 6,000 barrels of lime yearly, selling at 55 cents per barrel. Bass and elm wood 
costs $1.75 per cord. 

A third of a mile southeast from Caroline station, George C. Clapp has burned lime twenty 
years, averaging 2,000 barrels yearly, but has done nothing in this business during the last few 
years. 

Lime-burning was formerly carried on beside the railroad about a mile south of East Saint 
Peter, where the kiln yet remains. 

In Ottawa, a mile north of the village, Charles Schwartz burns about 400 barrels of lime 
yearly for the demand in this vicinity, selling at 60 cents per barrel. 

These lime-burners use the upper two to five feet of the terraces of Shakopee limestone in 
these townships, its lower portion being too arenaceous for this purpose. It yields excellent 
magnesian lime, of dark or yellowish brown color. 

Limestone boulders, gathered from the drift, are burned for lime ill a kiln owned by James 
'l'impane, at the southeast edge of Waterville village, producing one or two hundred barrels year
ly, worth $~ per barrel. This is also mostly a yellowish or brown lime, the greater part of the 
boulders bemg from tbe Shakopee formation. Lime is also occaSionally made from boulders at 
several places in Elysian, the kilns, holding 40 to leO barrels, being filled once or twice in a year. 

Bricks. At Le Sueur, on the bottomland close southwest of the Henry Kruse has 
made. bricks eighteen yea~s, using the recent alluvium of the Minnesota river. His annual pro
duct IS about 300,000, sellmg at $5 per thousand. He mixes one part of santi with two of the allu-
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WateT-powers. Four water-powers are used, for manufacturing flour, in Le Sueur county; 
two being on Shanaslm creek within a mile east of Kasota, namely, the Kasota mill, near the 
center of section 33, having a head of twenty-nine feet, and John Henniker's mill, at the east 
line of this section, with a head of nineteen feet. The two other powers are afforded by Le 
Sueur creek, being the Glen mills, near the center of section 6, Sharon, with head of eighteen 
feet, and William Schlietter's mill, a half mile south of the last, also having eighteen feet head, 
each of these powers being obtained by carrying the water nearly a half mile in a canal or flume. 
These streams, and also Cherry creek, run very low in dry seasons, and in the gravelly and sandy 
lower part of their course, for their one or two miles in the Minllesota valley next to their mouths, 
were quite dry, but doubtless had some underground drainage, at the time of this examination, in 
November, 1879. 

Building stone. Kasota has the best quarries found in the Shakopee limestone in this state, 
They are situated beside the railroad close west of Kasota village, about a mile south of Saint Peter. 
This stone is in beds from six inches to two and a half feet thick, pinkish buff in color, uniform in its 
texture, easily cut into any desired form, and durable under exposure to the weather. The most 
extensive business here is that of Breen & Young, who lease from Brackenridge, Stewart & But
tars. They employ thirty-five men and three teams at quarrying and loading upon the cars, the 
product in 1879 being worth $15,000 as rough stone; it is dressed after reaching their shops in Saint 
Paul, which brings their sales per year to about $30,000. The largest stone ever shipped by them 
weighed ten tons, its dimensions in feet being 14 by 8 by 1. Their q narry can supply blocks of 
size and 2 or 2~ feet thick; slabs as for cemetery borders, 20 feet long; and flag-stones 10 or 12 feet 
square and eight inches thick. Examples of the stone from this quarry are the residence of H. J. 
Willing, of the firm of ]'ifllc1, Leiter & Co., in Chicago; the First Baptist church in Saint Paul; trim
mings of the High school building in Minneapolis; and trimmings of the State prison in 8till water. 

The quarry of next importance, adjoining the foregoing, is owned by J. W. Babcock, by 
whom it has been worked fifteen years, his annual sales being from $5,000 to $10,000. He has 
used stone to cut up which formed an unbroken sheet sixty feet long. Examples from this quar
ry are the trimmings of Odd Fellows' hall in Saint Paul, and of Plymouth church in Minneapolis. 

Between these quarries and the railroad bridge crossing the Minnesota river, another is 
owned by Malgren, Roseen & Downs, by whom it was worked from 1872 to 1876. 

At Ottawa quarries are owned by Levi Case, John R. Clark, Robert Todd, John S. Randall, 
Robert Winegar and Casper Mader. Some of these quarries have been operated twenty-five 
years. The annual product is from 50 to ;;00 cords from each, sold at $1 to $2.50 per cord. The 
stone here is in layers from a few inches to one foot thick. It is s01.<1 mostly for use within ten 
or llfteen miles to wall cellars and wells, little being sent away on tlJe cars. 

Linw. At Caroline station, near the center of flection 17, Kasota, Conrad Smith since 1876 
has burned about 6,000 barrels of lime yearly, selling at 55 cents per barrel. Bass and elm wood 
costs $1.75 per cord. 

A third of a mile southeast from Caroline station, George C. Clapp has burned lime twenty 
years, averaging 2,000 barrels yearly, but has done nothing in this business during the last few 
years. 

Lime-burning was formerly carried on beside the railroad about a mile south of East Saint 
Peter, where the kiln yet remains. 

In Ottawa, a mile north of the village, Charles Schwartz burns about 400 barrels of lime 
yearly for the demand in this vicinity, selling at 60 cents per barrel. 

These lime-burners use the upper two to five feet of the terraces of Shakopee limestone in 
these townships, its lower portion being too arenaceous for this purpose. It yields excellent 
magnesian lime, of dark or yellowish brown color. 

Limestone boulders, gathered from the drift, are burned for lime ill a kiln owned by James 
'l'impane, at the southeast edge of Waterville village, producing one or two hundred barrels year
ly, worth $~ per barrel. This is also mostly a yellowish or brown lime, the greater part of the 
boulders bemg from tbe Shakopee formation. Lime is also occaSionally made from boulders at 
several places in Elysian, the kilns, holding 40 to leO barrels, being filled once or twice in a year. 

Bricks. At Le Sueur, on the bottomland close southwest of the Henry Kruse has 
made. bricks eighteen yea~s, using the recent alluvium of the Minnesota river. His annual pro
duct IS about 300,000, sellmg at $5 per thousand. He mixes one part of santi with two of the allu-
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vial clay. These bricks in the outer part of the kiln are red, and gradually change to cream
colored in the central part of the kiln, where they were subjected to greater: heat, while next to 
the fires they are greenish yellow. 

Close northeast of Le Sueur, on the terrace of modified drift next below the Le Sueur 
prairie, J. Wetter has made bricks ten years, averaging 100,000 per year. His clay bas a thick
ness of five feet, and is underlain by sand, the two forming a terrace about 110 feet above the 
river. The sand is mixed with the clay for tempering, in the proportion of one to three. The 
color of these bricks is deep red. 

One mile south of Waterville, on land of 1'homas Slechta in section 35, a kiln of red bricks 
of good quality was made in 1878, at the east side of the railroad. The clay was partly taken 
from a railroad cut, and has a thickness of six feet free from gravel. The cost of manufacture 
was too great for competition with the brick-makers of Mankato and Chaska. About a mile far
ther south, in the north edge of Waseca connty, this business has been carried on several years by 
David Wood, averaging about 250,000 yearly. 1'hese are ex client, red bricks, here worth $7 to $8 
per thousand. 

Peat. Professor 'Winchell's description of the peat deposits of southern Minnesota, in the 
second annual report of this survey, mentions two localities in Le Sueur county. A marsh crossed 
by the Saint Paul &; Sioux City railroad in Kasota showed on the east side of the railroad, six 
rods from the drift bluff, good peat, 8 inches, underlain by black, sandy clay, 2 feet, with frequent 
shells in each of these beds. In the same marsh, west of the railroad and fifteen rods from the 
drift bank, the section is: 

"1. Roots and stems of grass, with some peaty, vegetable decomposition....... 8 in. 
2. Black, peaty mud, with a few fragments of shells and some sand .......... 1 ft. 4 in. 
3. Black or brown mud, with ~nd and fragments of shells ......... , ..... , .. 4 ft." 
At the head of lake Emily, in the same township, on M. L. French's land, is the following 

section: . 
"1. Roots and soft, fibrous lake sediment. .. .. .............................. 1 ft. 

2. Peaty lake sediment, with Uttle or no sand ............................... 1 ft. 6 in. 
3. Peaty mud, with a little sand ........................................... 1 ft. 
4. Black lake mud, sandy ................................................. 2 ft." 
An analysis by Dr. P. B. Rose of the peaty deposit at lake Emily gave hygroscopic water, 

9.83 per cent; ash, mostly silica, 67.17; and organic matter,23.00. A Imndred pounds of this 
peat, air-dried, is estimated to have the same heating power as 34 pounds of oak wood. 

ABORIGINAL EARTHWORKS. 

Mr. J. Blackiston of Saint Peter describes an interesting group of several aboriginal mounds, 
nearly round, twenty to forty feet in diameter at the base and five to ten feet high, which were 
situated on the bottomland of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 4, Kasota, about 
four miles north of St. Peter. It is reported that in ]847 the river's channel was nearly a mile 
west of these mounds, but since then it has zradually worked eastward, until in the freshet of 
April, ]881, the portion of the bottom].and where they stood was washed away. A partial exca
vation of some of them had disclosed numerous relics, which Mr. Blackiston has deposited in the 
state museum, including human bones, a silver wristlet with "Montreal" stamped upon it, tubu
lar copper ear-pendants (one having hair in it), a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown 
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a quartz arrow-point.* 

About a mile farlher east, in the N. E. t of section 3, Kasota, the top of the bluff a quarter 
of a mile north of the railroad water-tank bears three mounds. which are respectively two and a 
half three and five feet in hight. The first and second have the usual circular, dome-like form; 
but the thi~d, which is south of the others, has a truncated top, with a level, circular, narrow rim. 
and inside this, instead of being fiat, as one expects from seeing it at a distance, there is a bowl
like hollow two feet deep. Tbe mound appears to remain in an undisturbed condition, retaining 
the same form in whicb it was left by the builders. If it had been completed in the usual manner, 
its bight would be about eight feet. The bluff on whose verge these mounds are situated has an 
elevation of about 225 feet above the Minnesota river, and commands a very beautiful prospect, 
looking up the valley. 

*Niuth annual report, pp. 163·!' 
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vial clay. These bricks in the outer part of the kiln are red, and gradually change to cream
colored in the central part of the kiln, where they were subjected to greater heat, while next to 
the fires they are greenish yellow. 

Close northeast of Le Sueur, on the terrace of modified drift next below the Le Sueur 
prairie, J. Wetter has made bricks ten years, averaging 100,000 per year. His clay has a thick
ness of five feet, and is underlain by sand, the two forming a terrace about 110 feet above the 
river. The sand is mixed with the clay for tempering, in the proportion of one to three. The 
color of these bricks is deep red. 

One mile south of Waterville, on land of Thomas Slechta in section 35, a kiln of red bricks 
of good quality was made in 1878, at the east side of the railroad. The clay was partly taken 
from a railroad cut, and has a thickness of six feet free from gravel. The cost of manufacture 
was too great for competition with the brick-makers of Mankato and Chaska. About a mile far
ther south, in the north edge of 'Waseca cOllnty, this business has ueen carried on several years by 
David Wood, averaging about 250,000 yearly. These are excllent, red bricks, here worth $7 to $8 
per thousand. 

Peat. Professor 'Winchell's description of the peat deposits of southern Minnesota, in the 
second annual report of this survey, mentions two localities in Le Sueur county. A marsh crossed 
by the Saint Paul &; Sioux City railroad in Kasota showed on the east side of the railroad, six 
rods from the drift bluff, good peat, 8 inches, underlain by black, sandy clay, 2 feet, with frequent 
shells in each of these beds. In the same marsh, west of the railroad and fifteen rods from the 
drift bank, the section is: 

"1. Hoots and stems of grass, with some peaty, vegetable decomposition. . . ... . 8 in. 
2. Black, peaty mud, with a few fragments of shells and some sand .......... 1 ft. 4 in. 
3. Black or brown mud, with ~nd and fragments of shells .................. 4 ft." 
At the head of lake Emily, in the same township, on M. L. French's land, is the following 

section: . 
"1. Roots and soft, fibrous lake sediment. .. . ............................... 1 ft. 

2. Peaty lake sediment, with iittle or no sand ............................... 1 ft. 6 in. 
3. Peaty mud, with a little sand ........................................... 1 ft. 
4. Black lake mud, sandy ................................................. 2 ft." 
An analysis by Dr. P. B. Rose of the peaty deposit at lake Emily gave hygroscopic water, 

9.83 per cent; ash, mostly silica, 67.17; and organic matter, 23.00. A hundred pounds of this 
peat, air-dried, is estimated to have the same heating power as 34 pounds of oak wood. 

ABORIGINAL EARTHWORKS. 

Mr. J. Blackiston of Saint Peter describes an interesting group of several aboriginal mounds, 
nearly round, twenty to forty feet in diameter at the base and five to ten feet high, which were 
situated on the bottomland of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 4, Kasota, about 
four miles north of St. Peter. It is reported that in ]847 the river'S channel was nearly a mile 
west of these mounds, but since then it has Eradually worked eastward, until in the freshet of 
April, 1881, the portion of the bottomland where they stood was washed away. A partial exca
vation of some of them had disclosed numerous relics, which Mr. Blackiston has deposited in the 
state museum, including human bones, a silver wristlet with "Montreal" stamped upon it, tubu
lar copper ear-pendants (one baving hair in it), a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown 
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a quartz arrow-point.* 

About a mile farlher east, in the N. E. ~ of section 3, Kasota, the top of the bluff a quarter 
of a mile north of the railroad water-tank bears three mounds. which are respectively two and a 
half three and five feet in hight. The first and second have the usual circular, dome-like form; 
but tbe thi~d, which is south of the others, has a truncated top, with a level, circular, narrow rim. 
and inside this, instead of being flat, as one expects from seeing it at a distance, there is a bowl
like hollow two feet deep. The mound appears to remain ill an undisturbed condition, retaining 
the same form in which it was left by the builders. If it had been completed in the usual manner, 
its hight would be about eight feet. The bluff on whose verge these mounds are situated has an 
elevation of about 225 feet above the Minnesota river, and commands a very beautiful prospect, 

looking up the valley. 

*Ninth annual report, pp. 163-1. 
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vial clay. These bricks in the outer part of the kiln are red, and gradually change to cream
colored in the central part of the kiln, where they were subjected to greater heat, while next to 
the fires they are greenish yellow. 

Close northeast of Le Sueur, on the terrace of modified drift next below the Le Sueur 
prairie, J. Wetter has made bricks ten years, averaging 100,000 per year. His clay has a thick
ness of five feet, and is underlain by sand, the two forming a terrace about 110 feet above the 
river. The sand is mixed with the clay for tempering, in the proportion of one to three. The 
color of these bricks is deep red. 

One mile south of Waterville, on land of Thomas Slechta in section 35, a kiln of red bricks 
of good quality was made in 1878, at the east side of the railroad. The clay was partly taken 
from a railroad cut, and has a thickness of six feet free from gravel. The cost of manufacture 
was too great for competition with the brick-makers of Mankato and Chaska. About a mile far
ther south, in the north edge of 'Waseca cOllnty, this business has ueen carried on several years by 
David Wood, averaging about 250,000 yearly. These are excllent, red bricks, here worth $7 to $8 
per thousand. 

Peat. Professor 'Winchell's description of the peat deposits of southern Minnesota, in the 
second annual report of this survey, mentions two localities in Le Sueur county. A marsh crossed 
by the Saint Paul &; Sioux City railroad in Kasota showed on the east side of the railroad, six 
rods from the drift bluff, good peat, 8 inches, underlain by black, sandy clay, 2 feet, with frequent 
shells in each of these beds. In the same marsh, west of the railroad and fifteen rods from the 
drift bank, the section is: 

"1. Hoots and stems of grass, with some peaty, vegetable decomposition. . . ... . 8 in. 
2. Black, peaty mud, with a few fragments of shells and some sand .......... 1 ft. 4 in. 
3. Black or brown mud, with ~nd and fragments of shells .................. 4 ft." 
At the head of lake Emily, in the same township, on M. L. French's land, is the following 

section: . 
"1. Roots and soft, fibrous lake sediment. .. . ............................... 1 ft. 

2. Peaty lake sediment, with iittle or no sand ............................... 1 ft. 6 in. 
3. Peaty mud, with a little sand ........................................... 1 ft. 
4. Black lake mud, sandy ................................................. 2 ft." 
An analysis by Dr. P. B. Rose of the peaty deposit at lake Emily gave hygroscopic water, 

9.83 per cent; ash, mostly silica, 67.17; and organic matter, 23.00. A hundred pounds of this 
peat, air-dried, is estimated to have the same heating power as 34 pounds of oak wood. 

ABORIGINAL EARTHWORKS. 

Mr. J. Blackiston of Saint Peter describes an interesting group of several aboriginal mounds, 
nearly round, twenty to forty feet in diameter at the base and five to ten feet high, which were 
situated on the bottomland of the Minnesota valley in the north part of section 4, Kasota, about 
four miles north of St. Peter. It is reported that in ]847 the river'S channel was nearly a mile 
west of these mounds, but since then it has Eradually worked eastward, until in the freshet of 
April, 1881, the portion of the bottomland where they stood was washed away. A partial exca
vation of some of them had disclosed numerous relics, which Mr. Blackiston has deposited in the 
state museum, including human bones, a silver wristlet with "Montreal" stamped upon it, tubu
lar copper ear-pendants (one baving hair in it), a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown 
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a quartz arrow-point.* 

About a mile farlher east, in the N. E. ~ of section 3, Kasota, the top of the bluff a quarter 
of a mile north of the railroad water-tank bears three mounds. which are respectively two and a 
half three and five feet in hight. The first and second have the usual circular, dome-like form; 
but tbe thi~d, which is south of the others, has a truncated top, with a level, circular, narrow rim. 
and inside this, instead of being flat, as one expects from seeing it at a distance, there is a bowl
like hollow two feet deep. The mound appears to remain ill an undisturbed condition, retaining 
the same form in which it was left by the builders. If it had been completed in the usual manner, 
its hight would be about eight feet. The bluff on whose verge these mounds are situated has an 
elevation of about 225 feet above the Minnesota river, and commands a very beautiful prospect, 

looking up the valley. 
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vial clay. These bricks in the outer part of the kiln are red, and gradually change to cream
colored in the central part of the kiln, where they were subjected to greater heat, while next to 
the fires they are greenish yellow. 

Close northeast of Le Sueur, on the terrace of modified drift next below the Le Sueur 
prairie, J. Wetter has made bricks ten years, averaging 100,000 per year. His clay has a thick
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per thousand. 
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state museum, including human bones, a silver wristlet with "Montreal" stamped upon it, tubu
lar copper ear-pendants (one baving hair in it), a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown 
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a quartz arrow-point.* 

About a mile farlher east, in the N. E. t of section 3, Kasota, the top of the bluff a quarter 
of a mile north of the railroad water-tank bears three mounds. which are respectively two and a 
half, three, and five feet in hight. The first anel second have the usual circular, dome-like form; 
but the third, which is south of the others, has a truncated top, with a level, circular, narrow rim. 
and inside this, instead of being flat, as one expects from seeing it at a distance, there is a bowl
like hollow two feet deep. The mound appears to remain ill an undisturbed condition, retaining 
the same form in which it was left by the builders. If it had been completed in the usual manner, 
its hight would be about eight feet. The bluff on whose verge these mounds are situated has an 
elevation of about 225 feet above the Minnesota river, and commands a very beautiful prospect, 
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peat, air-dried, is estimated to have the same heating power as 34 pounds of oak wood. 
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west of these mounds, but since then it has Eradually worked eastward, until in the freshet of 
April, 1881, the portion of the bottomland where they stood was washed away. A partial exca
vation of some of them had disclosed numerous relics, which Mr. Blackiston has deposited in the 
state museum, including human bones, a silver wristlet with "Montreal" stamped upon it, tubu
lar copper ear-pendants (one baving hair in it), a string of thirty white china beads, a large brown 
glass bead, four common pins, a needle, a small pearl ornament, and a quartz arrow-point.* 

About a mile farlher east, in the N. E. t of section 3, Kasota, the top of the bluff a quarter 
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half, three, and five feet in hight. The first anel second have the usual circular, dome-like form; 
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and inside this, instead of being flat, as one expects from seeing it at a distance, there is a bowl
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the same form in which it was left by the builders. If it had been completed in the usual manner, 
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OHAPTER XXIII. 

THE GEOLOGY OF RICE UOUN'ry.* 

BY N. H. WINCHELL. 

Situation and area. Rice county is situated in the triangle between the 

Mississippi and that part of the Minnesota which flows northeastward, and 

nearly in the center. Northfield, near the northern boundary, is thirty-eight 

miles from St. Paul, and the eastern boundary of the county is about the 

same distance from lake Pepin. Faribanlt, at the forks of the Cannon 

river, the county seat, is about fifty miles south from St. Paul. The area of 

the county, which includes twelve sections more than fourteen government 

townships, amounts to 322,560.70 acres, of which 11,054.83 acres consist of 

water. The county is represented by plate 31. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

Natuntl dminage. The main artery of surface drainage is the C'1nnon 

river, which flows nearly northeasterly through the central portions of the 

county. This stream, which moves with a smooth current, receives the 

Straight river from the south at Faribault, thus nearly doubling its volume. 

The Cannon river rises in the lakes at Shieldsville, a few miles northwest 

of Faribault, at an elevation of about 1090 feet above the sea, and after a 

circuitous route through Le Sueur county, enters the county again at a 

point about seven miles from the point at which it left it. Throughout its 

course it passes through numerous lakes, and its main channel in Rice 

county, before its union with the Straight river, is widened out in the form 

of lakes at four places. It has the aspect in this part of its course of hav

ing once been occupied by a larger stream than the present Cannon river. 

Thus the Cannon river carries off the surplus waters from most of the lakes 

*Prof. L. B. Sperry, late of Carleton college, made a preliminary report on Rice county in 1877, but in the further 
workmg out of the lee010gr ot the county It, became neces'",ry t'? add so much to his report that he could not fairly be 
held responsIble for It. HIS report has been IIsed as a baSIS 101' thIS. 
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RICE COUN1'Y 649 Natural drainage.) 

that are scattered throughout the western half of the county, though some 

of these waters seem to reach that valley by underground drainage, the 

lakes having no visible outlets. In the southeastern part of the county 

the north branch of the Zumbro rises in a long marsh which extends unin

terruptedly to within a mile and a half of the Straight river. From that 

point another similar marsh extends westw<tl'dly and is drained by a creek 

into the Straight river. These marshes, a,nd several others in the county, 

are caused by the impervious nature of the underlying Hudson River and 

Trenton shales, and mark the channels of glacial drainage. In a similar 

manner the valley of Prairie creek, which once was one of yoluminom; dis

charge, extends nearly as far southwest as to the valley of the Cannon river 

west of Cannon City. It is there partially filled up with drift. 

To the most casual observer Rice county presents remarkable contrasts 

in its drainage features. That portion which lies east and southeast of the 

Cannon river is different from that portion lying to the west and northwest 

of that valley. The former is undulating, in long and gentle swells, with 

slow-flowing streams that are fringed with wide often marshy and quaking 

low-lands. The streams are insignificant in comparison to the valleys 

which they occupy; and they have a direct and well-established direction 

of flow, without much tortuosity. Where they leave Rice county their 

channels are sunk from one to two hundred feet below the general upland 

level. The country here drained is alike without lakes and timber. The 

latter is rolling in short and often steep and frequent hills that rise from 

fifty to a hundred feet above the surrounding country. Among these hills 

the crooked streams wander with every conceivable curve and change of 

direction, often encountering small lakes, and receiving small tributaries 

that drain others. They have no deeply eroded valleys, but run near the 

average lowland level of the country where the present contours of surface 

will permit. While there are frequent marshes here, they are isolated like 

the lakelets, and have a similar relation to the drainage. In this part of 

the county the precipitated moisture is retained by the more slow course 

of surface drainage as well as by the more gravelly and sandy nature 

of the surface drift materials. This part of the county also is heavily 

timbered, a circumstance that not only produces, but also is favored by, a 

greater amount of natural moisture within the drift-materials and on the 

Natural drainage.) 
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exposed surface. This last has also retarded the former devastations by 

prairie fires_ This wooded portion is on the eastern edge of the "big 

woods" of Minnesota, or bois fort, well and long known as one of the great 

physical features of the surface of the state. The underlying causes for 

this difference of surface and drainage features will appear in the descrip

tion of the drift and geological structure. 
Watc1'-powen. Several valuable water-powers have been improved in Rice county. These 

are chiefly in the valley of the Cannon river, viz: 
Northfield mills. .J esse Ames' sons, Northfield; in the olel mill the present capacity is SO bar

rels per day; 3 run of stone (two for feed), nine feet head; one 45-inch and one 35-inch Leffel wheel, 
two 27-inch Huston wheels and one 34-inch Huston wheel (one is for a machine shop); the 35-inch 
Leffel wheel has 20,7 horse-power, and the 34-inch Huston has 21 horse-power, The new mill has 
a capaci.ty of 400 barrels; 9 feet head; two 54-inch Victor wheels, each having a rated capacity of 
SO horse-power; one 35-inch Leffel wheel with 21 horse-power; twenty double rollers; three single 
rollers; Gray patent of Allis' roll; three flour buhrs. 

Dundas mills, E. T, Archibald & Co.; Dundas, on the Cannon river; partly run by steam; 
full capacity 600 barrels per day; 10 feet head; two 4S-inch Leffel wheels; four buhrs; 37 single 
rollers of Gray's Allis' patent. This mill is about half built of Trenton limestone, and the old 
Archibald mill, on an island in the river, now dismantled, is wholly of this stone. Another mill 
at Dundas is run wholly by steam. 

Cnnnon Vnlley Toller mill. S. E. t sec. S, Cannon City, on the east side of the Cannon river; 
owned by R. H. Scott and sons; seven feet head, four Leffel wheels, all 4S-inch, and one La Croix 
wheel of 40 inches; three sets of double, smooth Allis rollers, and five sets of double, corrugated 
Allis rollers; one of Stevens single, smooth rollers; three buhrs (one for feed, run by the La Croix 
wheel); full capacity 130 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

There is a fine water-power at Faribault in the Cannon river, between the railroads, owned 
by Mr. Mattison, where the mill was lately burned. The fall here is about six feet and will fur
nish several hundred horse-power. 

1~w Polnr Star 1nill3, Faribault, owned by F. A. and S. L. Bean, on the sonth side of the 
Cannon river; run partly by steam; head eight to eleven feet, according to the season; one Amer
ican, or Dayton, 75-inch turbine wheel, two Leffel wheels, one fifty-six and the other forty-eight 
inches; at eleven feet head these Leffel wheels produce, one, ninety and the other fifty-three horse 
power, and the American wheel one hundred and forty horse-power; in summer, however, steam 
is necessary to rUIl the mill; rollers are made by Allis (Gray's), Cosgrove, N oye, and Dalton; three 
double smooth rollers. and five single smooth, seven sets of corrugated single rollers; full capacity 
375 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The water-power mill at Morristown is owned by C. H. Hershey; head of water seven feet. 
Case turbine wheel, fifty-four inches, twenty-seven horse-power. Two buhrs (one for feed); fuIi 
capacity thirty-eight barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The mill at the outlet of Roberd's lake, N. W.l sec. 22, Wells, owned by T. G. Scott, is 
known as the Roberd's Lakc mill. In high water it has a head of sixteen feet, but in ordinary 
stage of water only twelve feet; one Small's turbine wheel of forty-eight inches and sixty horse
power (under twelve feet head); one double set of Allis' make of Wegmann's patent rollers; three 
buhrs (one for feed); capacity for wheat fifty barrels each twenty-four hours. 

The following mills are on the Straight river: 
The Kcndall mill is at Faribault, N. W. t sec. 29, Cannon City township, on the east side of 

the river, and is owned by Green and Gold; eight feet head of water; one 40-inch Leffel wheel, 
with thirty-five horse-power, and one 30-inch wheel, not used, maker unknown; seven. sets of 
Stevens single rollers, two smooth and live corrugated; one porcelain roller (WegmaUll's), and 
one smooth, small, old roller (maker unknown); two flour buhrs; full capacity 140 barrels in 
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Allis rollers; one of Stevens single, smooth rollers; three buhrs (one for feed, run by the La Croix 
wheel); full capacity 130 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

There is a fine water-power at Faribault in the Cannon river, between the railroads, owned 
by Mr. Mattison, where the mill was lately burned. The fall here is about six feet and will fur
nish several hundred horse-power. 

'The Polw' Stnr mills, Faribault, owned by F. A. and S. L. Bean, on the south side of the 
Cannon river; run partly by steam; head eight to eleven feet, according to the season; one Amer
ican, or Dayton, 75-inch turbine wheel, two Leffel wheels, one fifty-six and the other forty-eight 
inches; at eleven feet head these Leffel wheels produce, one, ninety and the other fifty-three horse 
power, and the American wheel one hundred and forty horse-power; in summer, however, steam 
is necessary to run the mill; rollers are made by Allis (Gray's), Cosgrove, N oye, and Dalton; three 
donble smooth rollers. and five single smooth, seven sets of corrugated single rollers; full capacity 
375 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The water-power mill at Morristown is owned by C. H. Hershey; head of water seven feet; 
Case turbine wheel, fifty-four inches, twenty-seven horse-power. Two buhrs (one for feed); full 
capacity thirty-eight barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The mill at the outlet of Roberd's lake, N. W. J sec. 22, Wells, owned by T. G. Scott, is 
known as the RobeJ'd's Lake mill. In high water it has a head of sixteen feet, but in ordinary 
stage of water only twelve feet; one Small's turbine wheel of forty-eight inches and sixty horse
power (under twelve feet head); one double set of Allis' make of Wegmann's patent rollers; three 
buhrs (one for feed); capacity for wheat fifty barrels each twenty-four hours. 

The following mills are on the Straight river: 
The Kendall mill is at Faribault, N. W. t sec. 29, Cannon City township, on the east side of 

the river, and is owned by Green and Gold; eight feet head of water; one 40-inch Leffel wheel, 
with thirty-five horse-power, and one 30-inch wheel, not used, maker unknown; seven sets of 
Stevens single rollers, two smooth and live corrugated; one porcelain roller (Wegmanu's), and 
one smooth, small, old roller (maker unknown); two flour buhrs; fuil capacity 140 barrels in 
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Northfield mills. .Jesse Ames' sons, Northfield; in the olclmill the present capacity is SO bar

rels per day; 3 run of stone (two for feed), nine feet head; Ol1e 45-inch and one 35-inch Leffel wheel, 
two 27-inch Huston wheels and one 34-inch Huston wheel (one is for a machine shop); the 35-inch 
Leffel wheel has 20.7 borse-power, and the 34-inch Huston has 21 horse-power. The new mill has 
a capaci.ty of 400 barrels; 9 feet head; two 54-inch Victor wheels, each having a rated capacity of 
SO horse-power; one 35-inch Leffel wheel with 21 horse-power; twenty double rollers; three single 
rollers; Gray patent of Allis' roll; three flour buhrs. 

Dundas mills. E. T. Archibald & Co.; Dundas, on the Cannon river; partly run by.steam; 
full capacity 600 barrels per day; 10 feet head; two 4S-inch Leffel wheels; four buhrs; 37 single 
rollers of Gray's Allis' patent. This mill is about half built of Trenton limestone, and the old 
Archibald mill, on an island in the river, now dismantled, is wholly of this stone. Another mill 
at Dundas is run wholly by steam. 

Cnnnon Vnlley rolle), mill. S. E. t sec. S, Cannon City, on the east side of the Cannon river; 
owned by R. H. Scott and sons; seven feet head, four Leffel wheels, all 4S-inch, and one La Croix 
wheel of 40 inches; three sets of double, smooth Allis rollers, and five sets of double, corrugated 
Allis rollers; one of Stevens single, smooth rollers; three buhrs (one for feed, run by the La Croix 
wheel); full capacity 130 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

There is a fine water-power at Faribault in the Cannon river, between the railroads, owned 
by Mr. Mattison, where the mill was lately burned. The fall here is about six feet and will fur
nish several hundred horse-power. 

'The Polw' Stnr mills, Faribault, owned by F. A. and S. L. Bean, on the south side of the 
Cannon river; run partly by steam; head eight to eleven feet, according to the season; one Amer
ican, or Dayton, 75-inch turbine wheel, two Leffel wheels, one fifty-six and the other forty-eight 
inches; at eleven feet head these Leffel wheels produce, one, ninety and the other fifty-three horse 
power, and the American wheel one hundred and forty horse-power; in summer, however, steam 
is necessary to run the mill; rollers are made by Allis (Gray's), Cosgrove, N oye, and Dalton; three 
donble smooth rollers. and five single smooth, seven sets of corrugated single rollers; full capacity 
375 barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The water-power mill at Morristown is owned by C. H. Hershey; head of water seven feet; 
Case turbine wheel, fifty-four inches, twenty-seven horse-power. Two buhrs (one for feed); full 
capacity thirty-eight barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The mill at the outlet of Roberd's lake, N. W. J sec. 22, Wells, owned by T. G. Scott, is 
known as the RobeJ'd's Lake mill. In high water it has a head of sixteen feet, but in ordinary 
stage of water only twelve feet; one Small's turbine wheel of forty-eight inches and sixty horse
power (under twelve feet head); one double set of Allis' make of Wegmann's patent rollers; three 
buhrs (one for feed); capacity for wheat fifty barrels each twenty-four hours. 

The following mills are on the Straight river: 
The Kendall mill is at Faribault, N. W. t sec. 29, Cannon City township, on the east side of 

the river, and is owned by Green and Gold; eight feet head of water; one 40-inch Leffel wheel, 
with thirty-five horse-power, and one 30-inch wheel, not used, maker unknown; seven sets of 
Stevens single rollers, two smooth and live corrugated; one porcelain roller (Wegmanu's), and 
one smooth, small, old roller (maker unknown); two flour buhrs; fuil capacity 140 barrels in 
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exposed surface. This last has also retarded the former devastations by 

prairie fires_ This wooded portion is on the eastern edge of the "big 

woods" of Minnesota, or bois fort, well and long known as one of the great 

physical features of the surface of the state. The underlying causes for 

this difference of surface and drainage features will appear in the descrip

tion of the drift and geological structure. 
Watccr-powel·s. Several valuable water-powers have been improved in Rice county. These 

are chiefly in the valley of the Cannon river, viz: 
NOj·th:/ield mills. .Jesse Ames' sons, Northfield; in the olclrnill the present capacity is 80 bar

rels per day; 3 run of stone (two for feed), nine feet head; one 45-inch and one 35-inch Leffel wheel, 
two 27-inch Huston wheels and one 34-inch Huston wheel (one is for a machine shop);' the 35-inch 
Leffel wbeel has 20.7 horse-power, and the 34-inch Huston has 21 horse-power. The new mill has 
a capacity of 400 barrels; 9 feet head; two 54-inch Victor wheels, each having a rated capacity of 
80 horse-power; one 35-inch Leffel wheel with 21 horse-power; twenty double rollQl-s; three single 
rollers; Gray patent of Allis' roll; three flour buhl's. 

Dundas rnills. E. T. Archibald & Co.; Dundas, on the Cannon river; partly run by steam; 
full capacity 600 barrels per day; 10 feet head; two 48-inch Leffel wheels; four buhrs; 37 single 
rollers of Gray's Allis' patent. This mill is about half built of Trenton limestone, and the old 
Archibald mill, on an island in the river, now dismantled, is wholly of this stone. Another mill 
at Dundas is run wholly by steam. 

Cnnnon Vnllcy 1'ollc)' mill. 8. E. ~ sec. S, Cannon City, on the east side of the Cannon river; 
owned by R. H. 8cott and sons; seven feet head, four Leffel wheels, all 48-inch, and one La Croix 
wheel of 40 inches; three sets of double, smooth Allis rollers, and five sets of double, cOD'ugated 
Allis rollers; one of Stevens smooth rollers; three buhrs (one for feed, run by the La Croix 
wheel); full capacity ISO barrels in twenty-four hours. 

There is a fine water-power at "Faribault in the Cannon river, between the railroads, owned 
by Mr. Mattison, where the mill was lately burned. The fall here is about six feet and will fur
nish several hurHired horse-power. 

'The Polm' Stetl' mills, Faribault, owned by F. A. and S. L. Bean, on the south side oE the 
Cannon river; run partly by steam; head eight to eleven feet, according to the season; one Amer
ican, or Dayton, 75-inch turbine wheel, two Leffel wheels, one fifty-six and the other forty-eight 
inches; at eleven feet head these Leffel wheels produce, one, ninety and the other fifty-three horse 
power, and the American "wheel one bundred and forty horse-power; in summer, however, steam 
is necessary to run the mill; rollers are made by Allis (Gray's), Cosgrove, N oye, and Dalton; three 
donble smooth rollers. and five single smooth, seven sets of corrugated single rollers; full capacity 
37.5 barrels in twenty-fOlll' hOllrs. 

The water-power mill at Morristown is owned by O. H. Hershey; head of water seven feet; 
Case turbine wheel, fifty-four inches, twenty-seven horse-power. Two buhrs (one for feed); full 
capacity thirty-eight barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The mill at the outlet of Roberd's lake, N. W.I sec. 22, Wells, owned by T. G. Scott, is 
known as the Roberd's Lake mill. III high water it has a head of sixteen feet, but in ordinary 
stage of water only twelve feet; one Small's turbine wheel of forty-eight inches and sixty horse
power (under twelve feet bead); one double set of Allis' make of Wegmann's patent rollers; three 
buhrs (one for feed); capacity for wheat fifty barrels each twenty-four hours. 

The following mills are on the Straight river: 
The Kendall mill is at Faribault, N. w. t sec. 29, Cannon City township, on the east side of 

tIle river, and is owned by Green and Gold; eight feet head of water; one 40-inch Leffel wheel, 
with thirty-five horse-power, and one SO-inch wheel, not used, maker unknown; seven sets of 
Stevens rollers, two smooth and five corrugated; one porcelain roller \Wegmaml's), and 
one smooth, old roller (maker unknown); two flour bubrs; fuil capacity 140 barrels in 
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exposed surface. This last has also retarded the former devastations by 

prairie fires_ This wooded portion is on the eastern edge of the "big 

woods" of Minnesota, or bois fort, well and long known as one of the great 

physical features of the surface of the state. The underlying causes for 

this difference of surface and drainage features will appear in the descrip

tion of the drift and geological structure. 
Watccr-powel·s. Several valuable water-powers have been improved in Rice county. These 

are chiefly in the valley of the Cannon river, viz: 
NOj·th:/ield mills. .Jesse Ames' sons, Northfield; in the olclrnill the present capacity is 80 bar

rels per day; 3 run of stone (two for feed), nine feet head; one 45-inch and one 35-inch Leffel wheel, 
two 27-inch Huston wheels and one 34-inch Huston wheel (one is for a machine shop);' the 35-inch 
Leffel wbeel has 20.7 horse-power, and the 34-inch Huston has 21 horse-power. The new mill has 
a capacity of 400 barrels; 9 feet head; two 54-inch Victor wheels, each having a rated capacity of 
80 horse-power; one 35-inch Leffel wheel with 21 horse-power; twenty double rollQl-s; three single 
rollers; Gray patent of Allis' roll; three flour buhl's. 

Dundas rnills. E. T. Archibald & Co.; Dundas, on the Cannon river; partly run by steam; 
full capacity 600 barrels per day; 10 feet head; two 48-inch Leffel wheels; four buhrs; 37 single 
rollers of Gray's Allis' patent. This mill is about half built of Trenton limestone, and the old 
Archibald mill, on an island in the river, now dismantled, is wholly of this stone. Another mill 
at Dundas is run wholly by steam. 

Cnnnon Vnllcy 1'ollc)' mill. 8. E. ~ sec. S, Cannon City, on the east side of the Cannon river; 
owned by R. H. 8cott and sons; seven feet head, four Leffel wheels, all 48-inch, and one La Croix 
wheel of 40 inches; three sets of double, smooth Allis rollers, and five sets of double, cOD'ugated 
Allis rollers; one of Stevens smooth rollers; three buhrs (one for feed, run by the La Croix 
wheel); full capacity ISO barrels in twenty-four hours. 

There is a fine water-power at "Faribault in the Cannon river, between the railroads, owned 
by Mr. Mattison, where the mill was lately burned. The fall here is about six feet and will fur
nish several hurHired horse-power. 

'The Polm' Stetl' mills, Faribault, owned by F. A. and S. L. Bean, on the south side oE the 
Cannon river; run partly by steam; head eight to eleven feet, according to the season; one Amer
ican, or Dayton, 75-inch turbine wheel, two Leffel wheels, one fifty-six and the other forty-eight 
inches; at eleven feet head these Leffel wheels produce, one, ninety and the other fifty-three horse 
power, and the American "wheel one bundred and forty horse-power; in summer, however, steam 
is necessary to run the mill; rollers are made by Allis (Gray's), Cosgrove, N oye, and Dalton; three 
donble smooth rollers. and five single smooth, seven sets of corrugated single rollers; full capacity 
37.5 barrels in twenty-fOlll' hOllrs. 

The water-power mill at Morristown is owned by O. H. Hershey; head of water seven feet; 
Case turbine wheel, fifty-four inches, twenty-seven horse-power. Two buhrs (one for feed); full 
capacity thirty-eight barrels in twenty-four hours. 

The mill at the outlet of Roberd's lake, N. W.I sec. 22, Wells, owned by T. G. Scott, is 
known as the Roberd's Lake mill. III high water it has a head of sixteen feet, but in ordinary 
stage of water only twelve feet; one Small's turbine wheel of forty-eight inches and sixty horse
power (under twelve feet bead); one double set of Allis' make of Wegmann's patent rollers; three 
buhrs (one for feed); capacity for wheat fifty barrels each twenty-four hours. 

The following mills are on the Straight river: 
The Kendall mill is at Faribault, N. w. t sec. 29, Cannon City township, on the east side of 

tIle river, and is owned by Green and Gold; eight feet head of water; one 40-inch Leffel wheel, 
with thirty-five horse-power, and one SO-inch wheel, not used, maker unknown; seven sets of 
Stevens rollers, two smooth and five corrugated; one porcelain roller \Wegmaml's), and 
one smooth, old roller (maker unknown); two flour bubrs; fuil capacity 140 barrels in 
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twenty-four hours. This mill never has water enough to run its full machinery, but is aided by 
steam. 

Straight River mills, Faribault, owned by J. D. Green and Co.; head twelve feet; one Leffel 
40-inch wheel; one double roller, sixteen sets of single rollers, SLevens' break roller (Noye make) 
and two wheat buhrs; capacity 350 barrels per day; partly run by steam. 

Walcott mills, owned by M. B. Sheffield, S. W. t sec. 16, Walcott, on the west side of the river; 
head twelve feet; one 48-inch new American wheel, and one 40-incll old American; two smooth and 
two corrugated sets (double) of Stevens rollers, one single set of Stevens corrugated rollers, one 
double set of Gray's smooth rollers, one double set of Rickerson's smooth rollers, one Wilmington 
(Del.) single smooth roller; four run of stone (one for feed); capacity of the mill, using water alone, 
225 barrels per day, and when aided by steam 280 barrels per day.* 

Topography. The eastern and southern portions of the county are 

broadly undulating or smoothly rolling, with long swells ruiming so as to 

operate as the primary divides between the drainage valleys. The north

eastern corner of the county, east of the Cannon river, is characterized by 

considerable differences of level, separated by plains that extend like ter

races along the river courses. The Prairie creek valley is thus a wide, 

nearly level, expanse bounded by an abrupt ascent of about a hundred feet 

to a higher flat which extends, with an undulating surface, right and left. 

The Cannon valley is the great topographic feature of the county. Its outer 

bluffs rise about a hundred feet above the water, at Northfield, about two 

hundred and fifty at Dundas and two hundred feet at Faribault. The water 

surface of Straight riYer descends northward, within the county, fr?m the 

level of about 1050 feet above the sea to about 950 feet. The Cannon river 

in like manner, descends, in crossing the county from about 1000 to 890 feet, 

its source in the lakes at Shields ville being about 1090. The high prairies in 

towns of Wheeling and Richland are 1150 to 1250 feet above the sea. The 

high plateau east and southeast of Cannon City "is in general about flat, but 

has numerous deep valleys that penetrate within the St. Peter sandstone. 

The head of Prairie creek runs thus south and southwest far enough to 

unite with the Cannon vaHey. 
In the western, wooded portion of the county there is a greater diver

sity of the immediate surface contour, but the average elevation is not so 

great as in the eastern, no known elevations being above 1125 feet. The 

lakes that dot the surface here add much to the variety" of topographic 

scenery. Some of these cover an area each of two to three square miles, 

and have a depth of ten to fifty feet. 

-*The mill at Medford, Steele county, partly run by steam, was burned about the year 1880. It had no rollers. 
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twenty-four hours. This mill never has water enough to run its full machinery, but is aided by 
steam. 

Straight River mills, Faribault, owned by J. D. Green and Co.; head twelve feet; one Leffel 
40-inch wheel; one double roller, sixteen sets of single rollers, I::ltevens' break roller (Noye make) 
and two wheat buhrs; capacity 350 barrels per day; partly run by steam. 

Walcott mills, owned by M. B. Sheffield, S. W. t sec. lEI, Walcott, on the west side of the river; 
head twelve feet; one tS-inch new American wheel, and one to-inch old A merican; two smooth and 
two corrugated sets (double) of Stevens rollers, one single set of Stevens corrugated rollers, one 
double set of Gray's smooth rollers, OIle double set of Rickerson's smooth rollers, one Wilmington 
(Del.) single smooth roller; four run of stone (one for feed); capacity of the mill, using water alone, 
225 barrels per day, and when aided by steam 2S0 barrels per day.~-

Topography. The eastern and southern portions of the county are 

broadly undulating or smoothly rolling, with long swells miming so as to 

operate as the primary divides between the drainage valleys. The north

eastern corner of the county, east of the Cannon river, is characterized by 

considerable differences of level, separated by plains that extend like ter

races along the river courses. The Prairie creek valley is thus a wide, 

nearly level, expanse bounded by an abrupt ascent of about a hundred feet 

to a higher flat which extends, with an undulating surface, right and left. 

The Cannon valley is the great topographic feature of the county. Its outer 

bluffs rise about a hundred feet above the water, at Northfield, about two 

hundred and fifty at Dundas and two hundred feet at Faribault. The water 

surface of Straight river descends northward, within the county, fr?ll1 the 

level of ab"out 1050 feet above the sea to about 950 feet. The Cannon river 

in like manner, descends, in crossing the county from about 1000 to 890 feet, 

its source in the lakes at Shieldsville being about 1090. The high prairies in 

towns of Wheeling and Richland are 1150 to 1250 feet above the sea. The 

high plateau east and southeast of Cannon City is in general about fiat, but 

has numerous deep valleys that penetrate within the St. Peter sandstone. 

The head of Prairie creek runs thus south and southwest far enough to 

unite with the Cannon va1ley. 
In the western, wooded portion of the county there is a grea,ter diver

sity of the jmmediate surface contour, but the average elevation is not so 

great as in the eastern, no known elevations being above 1125 feet. The 

lakes that dot the surface here add much to the variety of topographic 

scenery. Some of these cover an area each of two to three square miles, 

and have a depth of ten to fifty feet. 

--'The mill at Medford, Steele county, partly run by steam, was burned about the year 1880. It bad no rollers. 
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twenty-four hours. This mill never has water enough to run its full machinery, but is aided by 
steam. 

Straight River mills, Faribault, owned by J. D. Green and Co.; head twelve feet; one Leffel 
40-inch wheel; one double roller, sixteen sets of single rollers, I::ltevens' break roller (Noye make) 
and two wheat buhrs; capacity 350 barrels per day; partly run by steam. 

Walcott mills, owned by M. B. Sheffield, S. W. t sec. lEI, Walcott, on the west side of the river; 
head twelve feet; one tS-inch new American wheel, and one to-inch old A merican; two smooth and 
two corrugated sets (double) of Stevens rollers, one single set of Stevens corrugated rollers, one 
double set of Gray's smooth rollers, OIle double set of Rickerson's smooth rollers, one Wilmington 
(Del.) single smooth roller; four run of stone (one for feed); capacity of the mill, using water alone, 
225 barrels per day, and when aided by steam 2S0 barrels per day.~-

Topography. The eastern and southern portions of the county are 

broadly undulating or smoothly rolling, with long swells miming so as to 

operate as the primary divides between the drainage valleys. The north

eastern corner of the county, east of the Cannon river, is characterized by 

considerable differences of level, separated by plains that extend like ter

races along the river courses. The Prairie creek valley is thus a wide, 

nearly level, expanse bounded by an abrupt ascent of about a hundred feet 

to a higher flat which extends, with an undulating surface, right and left. 

The Cannon valley is the great topographic feature of the county. Its outer 

bluffs rise about a hundred feet above the water, at Northfield, about two 

hundred and fifty at Dundas and two hundred feet at Faribault. The water 

surface of Straight river descends northward, within the county, fr?ll1 the 

level of ab"out 1050 feet above the sea to about 950 feet. The Cannon river 

in like manner, descends, in crossing the county from about 1000 to 890 feet, 

its source in the lakes at Shieldsville being about 1090. The high prairies in 

towns of Wheeling and Richland are 1150 to 1250 feet above the sea. The 

high plateau east and southeast of Cannon City is in general about fiat, but 

has numerous deep valleys that penetrate within the St. Peter sandstone. 

The head of Prairie creek runs thus south and southwest far enough to 

unite with the Cannon va1ley. 
In the western, wooded portion of the county there is a grea,ter diver

sity of the jmmediate surface contour, but the average elevation is not so 

great as in the eastern, no known elevations being above 1125 feet. The 

lakes that dot the surface here add much to the variety of topographic 

scenery. Some of these cover an area each of two to three square miles, 

and have a depth of ten to fifty feet. 

--'The mill at Medford, Steele county, partly run by steam, was burned about the year 1880. It bad no rollers. 
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twenty-four hours. This mill never has water enough to run its full machinery, but is aided by 
steam. 

Straight River mills, Faribault, owned by J. D. Green and Co.; head twelve feet; one Leffel 
40-inch wheel; one double roller, sixteen sets of single rollers, I:llevens' break roller (Noye make) 
and two wheat buhrs; capacity 350 barrels per day; partly run by steam. 

Walcott mills, owned by M. B. Sheffield, S. W. t sec. 16, Walcott, on the west side of the river; 
head twelve feet; one 48-inch new American whee!, and one 40-inch old A merican; two smooth and 
two corrugated set;; (double) of Stevens rollers, one single set of Stevens corrugated rollers, one 
double set of Gray's smooth rollers, one double set of Rickerson's smooth rollers, one Wilmington 
(Del.) single smooth roller; four run of stone (one for feed); capacity of the mill, using water alone, 
225 barrels per day, and when aided by steam 280 barrels per day.* 

Topography. The eastern and southern portions of the county are 

broadly undulating or smoothly rolling, with long swells ruiming so as to 

operate as the primary divides between the drainage valleys. The north

eastern corner of the county, east of the Cannon river, is characterized by 

considerable differences of level, separated by plains that extend like ter

races along the courses. The Prairie creek valley is thus a wide, 

nearly level, expanse bounded by an abrupt ascent of ahout a hundred feet 

to a higher fiat which extends, with an undulating surface, right and left. 

The Cannon valley is the great topographic feature of the county. Its outer 

bluffs rise about a hundred feet above the water, at Northfield, about two 

hundred and fifty at Dundas and two hundred feet at Faribault. The water 

surface of Straight river descends northward, within the county, fr?l11 the 

level of ab'ol1t 1050 feet above the sea to about 950 The Cannon river 

in like manner, descends, in crossing the county from about 1000 to 890 feet, 

its source in the lakes at Shieldsville being about 1090. The high prairies in 

towns of Wheeling and Richland are 1150 to 1250 feet above the sea. The 

high plateau east and southeast of Cannon City 'is in general about fiat, but 

has numerous deep valleys that penetrate within the St. Peter sandstone. 

'}'he head of Prairie creek runs thus south and southwest far enough to 

unite with the Cannon va1ley. 
In the western, wooded portion of the county there is a greater diver

sity of the immediate surface contour, but the average elevation is not so 

great as in the eastern, no known elevations being above 1125 feet. The 

lakes that dot the surface here add much to the variety of topographic 

scenery. Some of these cover an area each of two to three 

and have a depth of ten to fifty feet. 

miles, 

*The mill "t Medford, Steele county, parUy run by sLeam, was burned about the ye"r 1880. It had no rollers. 
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twenty-four hours. This mill never has water enough to run its full machinery, but is aided by 
steam. 

Straight River mills, Faribault, owned by J. D. Green and Co.; head twelve feet; one Leffel 
40-inch wheel; one double roller, sixteen sets of single rollers, I:llevens' break roller (Noye make) 
and two wheat buhrs; capacity 350 barrels per day; partly run by steam. 

Walcott mills, owned by M. B. Sheffield, S. W. t sec. 16, Walcott, on the west side of the river; 
head twelve feet; one 48-inch new American whee!, and one 40-inch old A merican; two smooth and 
two corrugated set;; (double) of Stevens rollers, one single set of Stevens corrugated rollers, one 
double set of Gray's smooth rollers, one double set of Rickerson's smooth rollers, one Wilmington 
(Del.) single smooth roller; four run of stone (one for feed); capacity of the mill, using water alone, 
225 barrels per day, and when aided by steam 280 barrels per day.* 

Topography. The eastern and southern portions of the county are 

broadly undulating or smoothly rolling, with long swells ruiming so as to 

operate as the primary divides between the drainage valleys. The north

eastern corner of the county, east of the Cannon river, is characterized by 

considerable differences of level, separated by plains that extend like ter

races along the courses. The Prairie creek valley is thus a wide, 

nearly level, expanse bounded by an abrupt ascent of ahout a hundred feet 

to a higher fiat which extends, with an undulating surface, right and left. 

The Cannon valley is the great topographic feature of the county. Its outer 

bluffs rise about a hundred feet above the water, at Northfield, about two 

hundred and fifty at Dundas and two hundred feet at Faribault. The water 

surface of Straight river descends northward, within the county, fr?l11 the 

level of ab'ol1t 1050 feet above the sea to about 950 The Cannon river 

in like manner, descends, in crossing the county from about 1000 to 890 feet, 

its source in the lakes at Shieldsville being about 1090. The high prairies in 

towns of Wheeling and Richland are 1150 to 1250 feet above the sea. The 

high plateau east and southeast of Cannon City 'is in general about fiat, but 

has numerous deep valleys that penetrate within the St. Peter sandstone. 

'}'he head of Prairie creek runs thus south and southwest far enough to 

unite with the Cannon va1ley. 
In the western, wooded portion of the county there is a greater diver

sity of the immediate surface contour, but the average elevation is not so 

great as in the eastern, no known elevations being above 1125 feet. The 

lakes that dot the surface here add much to the variety of topographic 

scenery. Some of these cover an area each of two to three 

and have a depth of ten to fifty feet. 

miles, 

*The mill "t Medford, Steele county, parUy run by sLeam, was burned about the ye"r 1880. It had no rollers. 



652 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Elevations. 

Elet'(ttions on the Iowa and Minnesota division oj the Chicago. Milwaukee and St Paul milway. 

From profiles in the office of George H. White, engineer, Minntl"apolis. 

MiJesfrom 
St. Paul. 

Summit near line of Dakota and Rice counties, cutting 12 ft.: grade.... 36.7 
Northfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38.1 
Heath creek, water, 905; grade... . . . .. . ............................ 39.2 
Dundas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................................... 41.0 
Wolf creek, water, 947; grade........................................ 42.3 
Summit, cutting 9 ft.; grade. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. ... . ... . .. . . ... . . . . . . .. 45.9 
Depression, grade........ . . . . .. .. ...... .......................... 46.7 
Summit, cutting 30 ft.; grade ...................... '............... 49.5 
Cannon river, water, 959; grade OIl bridge ................ , . . . . . . . . . .. . 50.9 
Faribault.... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .... . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. 51.7 

Feet above 
the sea. 
969 
915 
921 
955 
974 

1037 
971 

1017 
975 

1002 
Summit, cutting 4 ft.; grade ......................................... 54.3 1084 
Summit, cutting 14 ft.; grade. . .. ........... ........................ 56.8 1140 
Straight river, water, 1069; grade.... .................... ........... 60.2 1090 
Medford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60.4 1098 

Elemtions. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Pacific (OI'Can110n Valley) milway. 

From profiles in the office of Robert Angst, engineer, Minneapolis. 

Miles from 
Waterville. 

Waterville, junction with M. & St. L. railway ........................ " 0.0 
Line of Le Sueur and Rice counties, grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2.5 
Summit, natural surface, ]067; grade ........ , ................ '" ..... 3.8 
Cannon river, water, 997; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.0 
Morristown ...... , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................. 6.3 
Cannon river, water, 975; grade., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.4 
Warsaw ..... , ............................ ,.............. ......... 9.3 
Junction of spur track to Polar Star mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.3 
Fair ground ........................................................ " 15.6 
Crossing C., M. & St. P. railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................. 16.3 
Faribault ....... ' .................................................... 16.8 
Cannon river, low water, 954; high water, 960; grade .................... 17.3 
Wolf creek, water, 92.5; grade ....................................... " 25.6 
Dundas ........................................................... 27.0 
Cannon river, low water, 900; high water ............................ " 29.4 
Northfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................................. 29.9 
Line of Rice and Dakota counties, grade ......................... " 31.0 
Waterford... ........................... . .......................... 32.0 

Feet above 
the sea. 

1008 
1030 
1056 
1008 
1008 
984 

1007 
979 
976 
981 
971 
966 
942 
926 
906 
910 
897 
903 

The average elevat1'on of the county may be estimated as follows, based 

on the contour lines shown on the county plate: Northfield, 990 feet above 

the sea; Wheeling, 1110; Richland, 1175; Bridgewater, 1010; Cannon City, 

1085; Walcott, 1100; Webster, 1060; Forest, 102::>; Wells, 1025; Warsaw, 

1070; Wheatland, 1075; Erin, 1090; Shieldsville, 1075; Morristown, 1045. 

From these figures the average elevation of the county becomes 1065 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil of the upland prairies in the southeastern part of the county, 

including the towns of Richland, Wheeling, Cannon City, and much of Northfield, is a black 
loam underlain by clay. In the low grounds along the valleys this black loam is increased in 
thickness, and on some exposed knolls the underlying clay becomes the surface soil. In the low 
prairies of Northfield the subsoil is gravelly, and the soil itself, while rich and dark, is apt to be-
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Eleva-tions on the Iowa and Minnesota division Df the Chicago. Milwaukee and St Paulmilway. 

From profiles in the office of George H. White, engineer, Minntapolis. 

Miles from 
St. Paul. 

Summit near line of Dakota and Rice counties, cutting 12 ft.: grade.... 36.7 
Northfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38.1 

Feet above 
the sea. 
969 
915 

Heath creek, water, 905; grade... . . . .. . ............................ 39.2 921 
Dundas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41.0 955 
Wolf creek, water, 947; grade........................................ 42.3 974 
Summit, cutting 9 ft.; grade. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. .. . . ... . .. . . ... . . . . . . .. 45.9 1037 
Depression, grade.............. .. ...... .......................... 46.7 971 
Summit, cutting 30 ft.; grade.... .......... ........................ 49.5 1017 
Cannon river, water, 959; grade 011 bridge ............. '" . . . . . . . . . . .. . 50.9 975 
Faribault........................................ ................... 51.7 1002 
Summit, cutting 4 ft.; grade ............. , ........................... 54.3 1084 
Summit, cutting 14 ft.; grade. . .. ........... ........................ 56.8 1140 
Straight river, water, 1069; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 60.2 1090 
Medford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60.4 1098 

Elerations. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Pacific (orCUlll1on Valley) milway. 

From profiles in the office of Robert Angst, engineer, Minneapolis. 

Miles from 
Waterville. 

Waterville, junction with M. & St. L. railway ........................ " 0.0 
Line of Le Sueur and Rice counties, grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2.5 
Summit, natural surface, ]067; grade ........ , ................ '" ..... 3.8 
Cannon river, water, 997; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.0 
Morristown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................. 6.3 
Cannon river, water, 975; grade.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.4 
Warsaw....... ....................... ................... ......... 9.3 
J unction of spur track to Polar Star mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.3 
Fair ground.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............................. 15.6 
Crossing C., M. & St. P. railway ....................................... 16.3 
Faribault .................. , ......................................... 16.8 
Cannon river, low water, 9.54; high water, 960; grade .................... 17.3 
Wolf creek, water, 92-5; grade ........................................ 25.6 
Dundas ........................................................... 27.0 
Cannon river, low water, 900; high water ............................ " 29.4 
Northfield.......... . ............................................. 29.9 
Line of Rice and Dakota counties, grade ......................... " 31.0 
Waterford ......................................................... 32.0 
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The average elevcd1'on of the county may be estimated as follows, based 

on the contour lines shown on the county plate: Northfield, 990 feet above 

the sea; Wheeling, 1110; Richland, 1175; Bridgewater, 1010; Cannon City, 

1085; Walcott, 1100; Webster, 1060; Forest, 102;:>; Wells, 1025; Warsaw, 

1070; Wheatland, 1075; Erin, 1090; Shieldsville, 1075; Morristown, 1045. 

From these figures the average elevation of the county becomes 1065 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil of the upland prairies in the southeastern part of the county, 

including the towns of Richland, Wheeling, Cannon City, and much of Northfield, is a black 
loam underlain by clay. In the low grounds along the valleys this black loam is increased in 
thickness, and on some exposed knolls the underlying clay becomes the surface soil. In the low 
prairies of Northfield the subsoil is gravelly, and the soil itself, while riCh and dark, is apt to be-
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Depression, grade.............. .. ...... .......................... 46.7 971 
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Summit, cutting 4 ft.; grade ............. , ........................... 54.3 1084 
Summit, cutting 14 ft.; grade. . .. ........... ........................ 56.8 1140 
Straight river, water, 1069; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 60.2 1090 
Medford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60.4 1098 

Elerations. Wisconsin, Minnesota and Pacific (orCUlll1on Valley) milway. 

From profiles in the office of Robert Angst, engineer, Minneapolis. 

Miles from 
Waterville. 

Waterville, junction with M. & St. L. railway ........................ " 0.0 
Line of Le Sueur and Rice counties, grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 2.5 
Summit, natural surface, ]067; grade ........ , ................ '" ..... 3.8 
Cannon river, water, 997; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.0 
Morristown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .................. 6.3 
Cannon river, water, 975; grade.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.4 
Warsaw....... ....................... ................... ......... 9.3 
J unction of spur track to Polar Star mills. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15.3 
Fair ground.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ............................. 15.6 
Crossing C., M. & St. P. railway ....................................... 16.3 
Faribault .................. , ......................................... 16.8 
Cannon river, low water, 9.54; high water, 960; grade .................... 17.3 
Wolf creek, water, 92-5; grade ........................................ 25.6 
Dundas ........................................................... 27.0 
Cannon river, low water, 900; high water ............................ " 29.4 
Northfield.......... . ............................................. 29.9 
Line of Rice and Dakota counties, grade ......................... " 31.0 
Waterford ......................................................... 32.0 

Feel above 
the sea. 

1008 
1030 
1056 
1008 
1008 
984 

]007 
979 
976 
981 
971 
966 
942 
926 
906 
910 
897 
903 

The average elevcd1'on of the county may be estimated as follows, based 

on the contour lines shown on the county plate: Northfield, 990 feet above 

the sea; Wheeling, 1110; Richland, 1175; Bridgewater, 1010; Cannon City, 

1085; Walcott, 1100; Webster, 1060; Forest, 102;:>; Wells, 1025; Warsaw, 

1070; Wheatland, 1075; Erin, 1090; Shieldsville, 1075; Morristown, 1045. 

From these figures the average elevation of the county becomes 1065 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil of the upland prairies in the southeastern part of the county, 

including the towns of Richland, Wheeling, Cannon City, and much of Northfield, is a black 
loam underlain by clay. In the low grounds along the valleys this black loam is increased in 
thickness, and on some exposed knolls the underlying clay becomes the surface soil. In the low 
prairies of Northfield the subsoil is gravelly, and the soil itself, while riCh and dark, is apt to be-

652 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESO'l'A. 
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Elemtions Ol~ the Iowa and Minnesota division Df the Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul1YtUu:ay. 

From profiles in the office of George H. White, engineer, Minntapolis. 

Mllesfrom 
St. Paul. 

Summit near line of Dakota and Rice counties, cutting 12 ft.: grade.... 36.7 
Northfield ........................................... , , . , . , ..... , . , . 38,1 
Heath creek, water, 905; grade ... , .. , ...... ,.,.,................... 39.2 
Dundas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , , .. , ... , ........... , ... , .... , . .. 41.0 

Feet above 
the sea. 
969 
915 
921 
955 

Wolf creek, water, 947; grade........................................ 42.3 974 
Summit, 9 ft.; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. 45.9 1037 
Depression, grade. ............ .. ...... ......................... 46.7 971 
Summit, cutting 30 ft.; grade.... .......... ........ ............... 49.5 1017 
Cannon river, water, 959; grade 011 bridge ............. '" ........... . 50.9 975 
Faribault .............................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51.7 1002 
Summit, cuttin g 4 ft.; grade ............. , ........................... 54.3 1084 
Summit, cutting 14 ft.; grade.. .. ........... ........................ 56.8 1140 
Straight river, water, 106\); grade ........ " . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. 60.2 1090 
Medford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60.4 1098 

Elemtion.9. Wisconsin, 1I1innesota and Pacific (OI'CaIl110n Valley) milway. 

From profiles in the office of Robert Angst, engineer, Minneapolis. 

l\fiJes from 
Waterville. 

Waterville, jnnction with M. & St. L. railway.. . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . . ... .... 0.0 
Line of Le Sueur and Rice counties, grade ........................... " 2.5 
Summit, natural surface, ]067; grade .............. " ......... '" ..... 3.8 
Cannon river, water, 997; ..................... , . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 6.0 
:Morristown .............. " ..... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .................. 6.3 
Cannon river, water,975; grade... .................................... 8.4 
,\Varsaw . . . . ... ....................... ................... ......... 9.3 
Junction of spur track to Polar Star mills .......... " .................. 15.3 
Fair ground.. . . . . .. ................ .. . ........................... 15.6 
Crossing C., M. & St. P. railway. . . .. .............. . .................. 16.3 
Faribault .................. , ......................................... 16.8 
Cannon river, low water, 954; high water, 960; grade ................... 17.3 
Wolf creek, water, 925; grade ........................... , ........ " .. 25.6 
Dundas .......................................................... 27.0 
Cannon liver, low water, 900; high water ............................. 29.4 
Northfield ......................................................... 29.9 
Line of Rice and Dakota counties, ................... '" 31.0 
'Naterford .................................. , .................... 32.0 

Feet above 
the sea,. 

1008 
1030 
1056 
1008 
1008 
984 

]007 
979 
976 
981 
971 
966 
942 
926 
906 
910 
897 
903 

The average elevaUon of the county may be estimated as follows, based 

on the contour lines shown on the county plate: Northfield, 990 feet above 

the sea; 'Wheeling, 1110; Richland, 1175; Bridgewater, 1010; Cannon City, 

1085; Walcott, noo; Webster, 1060; Forest, 1021); Wells, 1025; Warsaw, 

1070; 'Wheatland, 1075; Erin, 1090; Shieldsville, 1075; Morristown, 1045. 

From these figures the average elevation of the county becomes 1065 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil of the upland prairies in the southeastern part of the county, 

including the towns of Richland, Wheeling, Cannon City, and much of Northfield, is a black 
loam underlain by clay. In the low grounds along the valleys this black loam is increased in 
thickness, and on some exposed knolls the underlying clay becomes the surface soil. In the Jow 
prairies of Northfield the subsoil is gravelly, and the soil itself, while rich and dark, is apt to be-
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Elemtions Ol~ the Iowa and Minnesota division Df the Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul1YtUu:ay. 

From profiles in the office of George H. White, engineer, Minntapolis. 

Mllesfrom 
St. Paul. 

Summit near line of Dakota and Rice counties, cutting 12 ft.: grade.... 36.7 
Northfield ........................................... , , . , . , ..... , . , . 38,1 
Heath creek, water, 905; grade ... , .. , ...... ,.,.,................... 39.2 
Dundas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , , .. , ... , ........... , ... , .... , . .. 41.0 

Feet above 
the sea. 
969 
915 
921 
955 

Wolf creek, water, 947; grade........................................ 42.3 974 
Summit, 9 ft.; grade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. 45.9 1037 
Depression, grade. ............ .. ...... ......................... 46.7 971 
Summit, cutting 30 ft.; grade.... .......... ........ ............... 49.5 1017 
Cannon river, water, 959; grade 011 bridge ............. '" ........... . 50.9 975 
Faribault .............................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51.7 1002 
Summit, cuttin g 4 ft.; grade ............. , ........................... 54.3 1084 
Summit, cutting 14 ft.; grade.. .. ........... ........................ 56.8 1140 
Straight river, water, 106\); grade ........ " . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. 60.2 1090 
Medford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60.4 1098 

Elemtion.9. Wisconsin, 1I1innesota and Pacific (OI'CaIl110n Valley) milway. 

From profiles in the office of Robert Angst, engineer, Minneapolis. 

l\fiJes from 
Waterville. 

Waterville, jnnction with M. & St. L. railway.. . . . .. . ... . .. . .. . . ... .... 0.0 
Line of Le Sueur and Rice counties, grade ........................... " 2.5 
Summit, natural surface, ]067; grade .............. " ......... '" ..... 3.8 
Cannon river, water, 997; ..................... , . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 6.0 
:Morristown .............. " ..... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .................. 6.3 
Cannon river, water,975; grade... .................................... 8.4 
,\Varsaw . . . . ... ....................... ................... ......... 9.3 
Junction of spur track to Polar Star mills .......... " .................. 15.3 
Fair ground.. . . . . .. ................ .. . ........................... 15.6 
Crossing C., M. & St. P. railway. . . .. .............. . .................. 16.3 
Faribault .................. , ......................................... 16.8 
Cannon river, low water, 954; high water, 960; grade ................... 17.3 
Wolf creek, water, 925; grade ........................... , ........ " .. 25.6 
Dundas .......................................................... 27.0 
Cannon liver, low water, 900; high water ............................. 29.4 
Northfield ......................................................... 29.9 
Line of Rice and Dakota counties, ................... '" 31.0 
'Naterford .................................. , .................... 32.0 

Feet above 
the sea,. 

1008 
1030 
1056 
1008 
1008 
984 

]007 
979 
976 
981 
971 
966 
942 
926 
906 
910 
897 
903 

The average elevaUon of the county may be estimated as follows, based 

on the contour lines shown on the county plate: Northfield, 990 feet above 

the sea; 'Wheeling, 1110; Richland, 1175; Bridgewater, 1010; Cannon City, 

1085; Walcott, noo; Webster, 1060; Forest, 1021); Wells, 1025; Warsaw, 

1070; 'Wheatland, 1075; Erin, 1090; Shieldsville, 1075; Morristown, 1045. 

From these figures the average elevation of the county becomes 1065 feet. 
Soil and timber. The soil of the upland prairies in the southeastern part of the county, 

including the towns of Richland, Wheeling, Cannon City, and much of Northfield, is a black 
loam underlain by clay. In the low grounds along the valleys this black loam is increased in 
thickness, and on some exposed knolls the underlying clay becomes the surface soil. In the Jow 
prairies of Northfield the subsoil is gravelly, and the soil itself, while rich and dark, is apt to be-



RICE COUNTY. GG3 Soil and timber.] 

come sandy, particularly in the immediate neighborhood of the bluffs where the St. Peter sand
stone has opporknity to mingle with it. In the western part of the county, while the soil is a 
dark loam and equallY,;fertile,: generally, as that in the eastern, it has not yet been wrought so 
extensively, and is'less: highly prized. It has a subsoil, mainly, of stony blue clay, or a yellow 
pebbly loam, but on the gravelly hills, and on some of the lower ridges, in Morristown and Shields
ville, and particularly in Webster, the subsoil is gravel and sand. This is the case also in the 
terrace-flats that skirt the Cannon river. The soils in the western half of the county are much 
more stony than in the eastern. 

Tlle following trees and shrubs are native to this county. In ascending the Cannon valley 
from Northfield there is a marked change in the cltaractn of the forest growth at the point where 
the blue clay, pertaining to the drift sheet extending northwestwardly, approaches the river. 
About Northfield, and north wardly through Dakota county, the trees are mainly of oak and aspen, 
this region being occupied by the red drift derived from the northeastward. But here these trees 
give place to sugar maple, butternut, ironwood, bass, ash, &c. The shrubs are also affected by 
the same chal\ge. Different species of Lonicera, Spin13a, and Comus make their appearance as 
undergrowth,sharing the shade with little aspens and wolfberries. The trees Hre arranged in the 
estimated order of frequency. 

Tilia Americana, L. Basswood. Common throughout the county, and especially throughout 
the heavy timber in the flat or undulating tracts of Bridgewater, Forest, Erin and Shieldsville. 
At Morristown it is extensively wrought into barrel-heads and common lumber. 

Ulmus Americana, L. (Pl. Ulayt.), Willd. American or wbite elm, also known as water elm. 
At Morristown this tree is extensively used by J. B. Hopkins, and by H. II Osterhout and com
pany, for the manufacture of "head lilling" for flour barrels, this being the only place in the state 
where this industry is carried on. It is also wrought into common lumber. 

Quercus coccinea, TVctng .. , var. tinctoria, Gmy. Black oak. This is the usual oak. It is 
most abundant as small trees and shrubs; and in the high and rolling parts of Webster and 
Wheatland it is only found in this condition. Very large trees, however, are scattered numer
ously through the heavy timber everywhere. In Morristown and vVar:'!aw townships it is consid
erably used for lumber. 

Quercus macrocarpa, Michx. Bur oak. In exposed places, and particularly on the edges of 
the timber bordering the prairie, this is very abundant. It seems to endure fire better than the 
black oak, perhaps due to its more corky bark, but it does not succeed so well as the black oak on 
exposed and bleak hills or on poor soils. It occasionally furnishes a log for lumber and is apt to 
be confounded with the white oak, which is a much less common tree in the county. 

Acer dasycarpum, Eh1'. Silver maple. A common tree, sometimes growing very large and 
furniRhing lumber, but generally not more than ten inches in diameter so far as now seen in the 
county. It is common as second growth after the cutting of the original forest. 

Populus tremuloides, Michx. American aspen. Common on the outskirts of the timber, on 
exposed hillsides, as in Webster, and as second growth in all parts of the county; generally not 
exceeding ten inches in diameter. 

Acer saccharin urn, Wang. Sugar maple. This tree exhibits magnificent proportions in some 
heavily wooded tracts, as in western Shieldsville and Erin, where the old forests have not been 
cut. It also sometimes starts up more numerous than any other tree as a second growth. It is 
common throughout the timbered portions of the county, and has been set for ornamental pur
poses in most of the prairie portions. It furnishes considerable quantities of syrup and sugar in 
Rice county, and is sometimes found among thE> saw-logs at the mills at Morristown. 

Ulmus fulva, Michx. Slippery elm, or red elm. This makes better lumber than the white 
elm, but it does not grow so large nor so stwight. 

Fraxinus sambucifoJia, Lam. Black or water ash. Some very large trees are found in 
western Shieldsville. 

Juglans cinerea, L. Butternut. 
Ostrya Virginica, Willd. Ironwood. 
Prunus Americana, Manhall. Wild plum. 
Negundo aceroides, Mrunch. Box-elder. Not found in the beavy timber, but along streams 

and lakes. This makes a low-branched, rather small, irregular tree, and if it lives long it sustains 
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come sandy, particularly in the immediate neighborhood of the bluffs where the St. Peter sand
stone has opporknity to mingle with it. In the western part of the cOllnty, while the soil is a 
dark loam and equally,;fertile,:generally, as that in the eastern, it has not yet been wrought so 
extensively, and is' less: highly prized. It has a subsoil, mainly, of stony blue clay, or a yellow 
pebbly loam, bnt on the gravelly hills, and on some of the lower ridges, in Morristown and Shields
ville, and particularly iu ~Webster, the subsoil is gravel and sand. This is the case also in the 
terrace-flats that skirt the Cannon river. The soils in the western half of the county are much 
more stony than in the eastern. 

Tlle following trees and shntbs are native to this county. In ascending the Cannon valley 
from Northfield there is a marked change in the charactpt· of the forest growth at the point where 
the blue clay, pertaining to the drift sheet extending northwestwanlly, approaches the river. 
About Northfield, and north wardly through Dakota county, the trees are mainly of oak and aspen, 
this region being occupied by the red drift derived from the northeastward. But here these trees 
give place to sugar maple, butternut, ironwood, bass, ash, &c. The shrubs are also affected by 
the same chan.ge. Different species of Lonicera, Spin-ea, and Comus make their appearance as 
undergrowth,sharing the shade with little aspens and wolfberries. The trees are arranged in the 
estimated order of frequency. 

Tilia Americaua, L. Basswood. Common throughout the county, and especially throughout 
the heavy timber in the flat or undulating tracts of Bridgewater, Forest, Erin and Shieldsville. 
At Morristown it is extensively wrought into barrel-heads and common lumber. 

Ulmus Americana, L. (Pl. Olayt.J, Willd. American or white elm, also known as water elm. 
At Morristown this tree is extensively used by J. B. Hopkins, and by H. II Osterhout and com
pany, for the manufacture of "head lilling" for flour barrels, this being the only place in the state 
where this industry is carried Oil. It is also wrought into common lumber. 

Quercus coccinea, Wcmg., var. tinctoria, Gray. Black oak. This is the usual oak. It is 
most abundant as small trees and shrubs; and in the high and rolling parts of Webster and 
Wheatland it is only found in this condition. Very large trees, however, are scattered numer
ously through the heavy timber everywhere. In Morristown and vVarciaw townships it is consid
erably used for lumber. 

Quercus macrocarpa, Michx. Bur oak. In exposed places, and particularly on the edges of 
the timber boruering the prairie, this is very abundant. It seems to endure fire better than the 
black oak, perhaps due to its more corky bark, but it does not succeed so well as the black oak on 
exposed and bleak hills or on poor soils. It occasionally furnishes a log for lumber and is apt to 
be confounded with the white oak, which is a much less common tree in the county. 

Acer dasycarpum, ElL?". Silver maple. A common tree, sometimes growing very large and 
furnishing lumber, but generally not more than ten inches in diameter so far as now seen in the 
connty. It is common as second growth after the cutting of the original forest. 

Populus tremuloides, Michx. American aspen. Common on the outskirts of the timber, on 
exposed hillsides, as in Webster, and as second growth in all parts of the county; generally not 
exceeding ten inches in diameter. 

Acer saccharinum, Wang. Sugar maple. This tree exhibits magnificent proportions in some 
heavily wooded tracts, as in western ShieJdsville and Erin, where the old forests have not been 
cut. It also sometimes starts up more numerous than any other tree as a second growth. It is 
common throughout the timbered portions of the county, and has been set for ornamental pur
poses in most of the prairie portions. It furnishes considerable quantities of syrup and sugar in 
Rice county, and is sometimes found among thE' saw-logs at the mills at Morristown. 

Ulmus fulva, Michx. Slippery elm, or red elm. This makes better lumber than the white 
elm, but it does not grow so large nor so sttaight. 

Fraxinus sambucifolia, Lam. Black or water ash. 80me very large trees are found in 
western Shieldsville. 

Juglanfj cinerea, L. Butternut. 
Ostrya Virginica, Willd. Ironwood. 
Prunus Americana, Marshall. Wild plum. 
Negundo aceroides, Momch. Box-elder. Not found in the heavy timber, but along streams 

and lakes. This makes a low-branched, rather small, irregular tree, and if it lives long it sustains 
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come sandy, particularly in the immediate neighborhood of the bluffs where the St. Peter sand
stone has opporknity to mingle with it. In the western part of the cOllnty, while the soil is a 
dark loam and equally,;fertile,:generally, as that in the eastern, it has not yet been wrought so 
extensively, and is' less: highly prized. It has a subsoil, mainly, of stony blue clay, or a yellow 
pebbly loam, bnt on the gravelly hills, and on some of the lower ridges, in Morristown and Shields
ville, and particularly iu ~Webster, the subsoil is gravel and sand. This is the case also in the 
terrace-flats that skirt the Cannon river. The soils in the western half of the county are much 
more stony than in the eastern. 

Tlle following trees and shntbs are native to this county. In ascending the Cannon valley 
from Northfield there is a marked change in the charactpt· of the forest growth at the point where 
the blue clay, pertaining to the drift sheet extending northwestwanlly, approaches the river. 
About Northfield, and north wardly through Dakota county, the trees are mainly of oak and aspen, 
this region being occupied by the red drift derived from the northeastward. But here these trees 
give place to sugar maple, butternut, ironwood, bass, ash, &c. The shrubs are also affected by 
the same chan.ge. Different species of Lonicera, Spin-ea, and Comus make their appearance as 
undergrowth,sharing the shade with little aspens and wolfberries. The trees are arranged in the 
estimated order of frequency. 

Tilia Americaua, L. Basswood. Common throughout the county, and especially throughout 
the heavy timber in the flat or undulating tracts of Bridgewater, Forest, Erin and Shieldsville. 
At Morristown it is extensively wrought into barrel-heads and common lumber. 

Ulmus Americana, L. (Pl. Olayt.J, Willd. American or white elm, also known as water elm. 
At Morristown this tree is extensively used by J. B. Hopkins, and by H. II Osterhout and com
pany, for the manufacture of "head lilling" for flour barrels, this being the only place in the state 
where this industry is carried Oil. It is also wrought into common lumber. 

Quercus coccinea, Wcmg., var. tinctoria, Gray. Black oak. This is the usual oak. It is 
most abundant as small trees and shrubs; and in the high and rolling parts of Webster and 
Wheatland it is only found in this condition. Very large trees, however, are scattered numer
ously through the heavy timber everywhere. In Morristown and vVarciaw townships it is consid
erably used for lumber. 

Quercus macrocarpa, Michx. Bur oak. In exposed places, and particularly on the edges of 
the timber boruering the prairie, this is very abundant. It seems to endure fire better than the 
black oak, perhaps due to its more corky bark, but it does not succeed so well as the black oak on 
exposed and bleak hills or on poor soils. It occasionally furnishes a log for lumber and is apt to 
be confounded with the white oak, which is a much less common tree in the county. 

Acer dasycarpum, ElL?". Silver maple. A common tree, sometimes growing very large and 
furnishing lumber, but generally not more than ten inches in diameter so far as now seen in the 
connty. It is common as second growth after the cutting of the original forest. 

Populus tremuloides, Michx. American aspen. Common on the outskirts of the timber, on 
exposed hillsides, as in Webster, and as second growth in all parts of the county; generally not 
exceeding ten inches in diameter. 

Acer saccharinum, Wang. Sugar maple. This tree exhibits magnificent proportions in some 
heavily wooded tracts, as in western ShieJdsville and Erin, where the old forests have not been 
cut. It also sometimes starts up more numerous than any other tree as a second growth. It is 
common throughout the timbered portions of the county, and has been set for ornamental pur
poses in most of the prairie portions. It furnishes considerable quantities of syrup and sugar in 
Rice county, and is sometimes found among thE' saw-logs at the mills at Morristown. 

Ulmus fulva, Michx. Slippery elm, or red elm. This makes better lumber than the white 
elm, but it does not grow so large nor so sttaight. 

Fraxinus sambucifolia, Lam. Black or water ash. 80me very large trees are found in 
western Shieldsville. 

Juglanfj cinerea, L. Butternut. 
Ostrya Virginica, Willd. Ironwood. 
Prunus Americana, Marshall. Wild plum. 
Negundo aceroides, Momch. Box-elder. Not found in the heavy timber, but along streams 

and lakes. This makes a low-branched, rather small, irregular tree, and if it lives long it sustains 
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come sandy, particularly in the immediate neighborhood of the bluffs where the St. Peter sand
stone has opportl:nity to mingle with it. In the western part of the county, while the soil is a 
dark loam and equally ,;fertile,: generally, as that in the eastern, it has not yet been wrought so 
extenSively, and is'less: highly prized. It has a subsoil, mainly, of stony blue clay, or a yellow 
pebbly loam, but on the gravelly hills, and Oil some of the lower ridges, in Morristown and Shields
ville, and particularly in Webster, the subsoil is gravel and sand. This is the case also in the 
terrace-flats that skirt the Cannon river. '1'he salls ill the western half of the county are much 
more stony than in the eastern. 

Tile following trees and shn~bs are native to this county. In ascending Lhe Cannon valley 
from Northfield there is a marked change in the chal'actf'r of the forest growth at the point where 
the blue clay, pertaining to the drift sheet extending nortlJwestwal'llly, approaches the river. 
About Northfield, and north wardly through Dakota county, the trees are mainly of oak and aspen, 
this region being occupied by the red drift derived from the northeastward. But here these trees 
give place to sugar maple, butternut, ironwood, bass, ash, &c. The shrubs are also affected by 
the same chan.ge. Different species of Lonicera, Spin-ea, and Cornus make their appearance as 
undergrowth,sharing the shade with little aspens and wolfberries. The trees are arranged in the 
estimated order of frequency. 

Tilia Americana, L. Basswood. Common throughout the county, and especially throughout 
the heavy timber in the fiat or undulating tracts of Bridgewater, I<'orest, Erin and Shieldsville. 
At Morristown it is extenSively wrought into barrel-heads and common lumber. 

Ulmus Americana, L. (Pl. Ola)lt.l, WWd. American or wbite elm, also known as water elm. 
At Morristown this tree is extensively used by J. B. and by II. II Osterhout and com-
pany, for the manufacture of "head lining" for flour this being the only place in the state 
where this industry is carried Oil. It is also wrought into common lumber. 

Quercus coccinea, ~Vcmg .. , var. tinctoria, Gray. Black oak. This is the usual oak. It is 
most abundant as small trees and shrubs; and in the and rolling parts of Webster and 
Wheatland it is only found in this condition. Very trees, however, are scattered numer-
ously through the heavy timber everywhere. In Morristown and Wat"aw townships it is consid
erably used for lumber. 

Quercus macrocarpa, lJclichx. Bur oak. In exposed places, and particularly on the edges of 
the timber bordering the prairie, this is very abnndant. It seems to endure fire better than the 
black oak, perhaps dne to its more corky bark, but it does not succeed so well as the black oak on 
exposed and bleak hills or on poor soils. It occasionally furnishes a log for lumber and is apt to 
be confounded with the white oak, which is a much less common tree in the county. 

AceI' dasycarpum, Eht·. Silver maple. A common tree, sometimes growing very large and 
furnishing lumber, but generally not more than ten inches in diameter so far as now seen in the 
county. It is common as second growth after the cutting of the forest. 

Populus tremuloides, Michx. American aspen. Common on the outskirts of the timber, on 
exposed hillsides, as in Webster, and as second growth in all parts of the county; generally not 
exceeding ten inches in diameter. 

Acersaccharinum, Wang. Sugar maple. This tree exhibits ma~l1itlcent proportions in some 
heavily wooded tracts, as in western Shieldsville and Erin, where the old forests have not been 
cut. It also sometimes starts up more numerous than any other tree as a second growth. It is 
common throughout the timbered portions of the county, and has been set for ornamental pur
poses in most of the prai.rie portions. It furnishes considerable quantities of syrup and sugar in 
Rice county, and is sometimes found among the saw-logs at the mills at Morristown. 

Ulmus fulva, Michx. Slippery elm, or red elm. This makes better lumber than the white 
elm, but it does not grow so large nor so sttaight. 

Fraxinus sambucifolia, Lam. Black or water ash. Some very large trees are found in 
western Shieldsville. 

Juglan!; cinerea, L. Butternut. 
Ostrya Virginica, Willd. Ironwood. 
Prunus Americana, Marshall. Wild plum. 
Negundo aceroides, 2lfcench. Box-elder. Not found in the heavy timber, bnt along streams 

and lakes. Thismakes a low-branched, rather small, irregular tree, and if it lives long it sustains 

RICE COUN'l'Y. 
Soil and timber.] 
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654 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Trees and shrubs. 

a broad light-green mass of foliage supported generally by two or three, or more trunks from one 
root. It grows rapidly, has a dense wood, but is not durable. 

Carya amara, Nutt. Bitternut or hickory. 
Quercus alba, L. White oak. Furnishes a valuable and tough timber, and is occasionally 

cut for that purpose at Morristown. 
Populus monilifera, Ait. Cottonwood. Along the river bottoms, but not generally through 

the county. 
Carpinus Americana, Michx. Water beech. 
Fraxinus Americana, L. White ash. Used for lumber. Some large straight trees were 

seen in Shieldsviile. 
Prunus serotina, Ehr. Black cherry. Scattered through the heavy timber. 
Quercus rubra, L. Red oak. 
Acer rubrum, L. Red or swamp maple. 
Juglans nigra, L. Black walnut. 
Populus grandidentata, Michx. Large-toothed aspen. 
Celtis occidentalis, L. Hackberry. 
Pirus coronaria, L. American crab-apple. 
Larix Americana, Michx. Tamarack. Shielilsville and Cedar lake. 
Betula papyracea, Ait. Paper or canoe birch. 
Amelanchier Canadensis, Ton'. and Gray. Juneberry. 
Populus balsamifera, L., var. candicans, Ait. Balm of Gilead. 
Pinus Strobus, L. White pine. 
Comus paniculata, L'HeT. Dogwood. 
Comus circinata, L'Her. Dogwood. 
COlylus Americana, Walt. Hazelnut. 
Rhus glabra, L. Smooth sumac. 
Prunus Pennsylvanica, L. Wild red cherry. 
Cratregus Crus-gaUi, L. Thorn. 
Juniperus 8abina, L., var. procumbens, Pw'sh. Savin. 
Lonicera grata, Ait. American woodbine. 
Vitis cordifolia, Michx. Grape. 
Ampelopsis quinquefolia, Michx. Virginia creeper. 
Alnus incana, Willd. Speckled alder. 
Spirrea opulifolia, L. Nine-bark. 
Comus stolonifera, Michx. Red-osillr dogwood. 
Celastrus scan dens, L. Climbing bitter-sweet. 
Rosa blanda, Ait. Hose. 
Rosa lucida, Eli?'. Dwarf wild rose. 
Symphoricarpus occidentalis, R. Br. Wolfberry. 
Rubus villosus, Ait. High blackberry. 
Rubus strigosus, Michx. Red raspberry. 
Ceanothus Americanus, L. New Jersey tea. 
AmorplJa fruticosa, L. False indigo. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 

The rocks of the county range from the Shakopee limestone to the 

upper portion of the Trenton period, probably including the actual repre

sentatives of the Hudson River group, though the latter cannot be subdi

vided, nor more exactly parallelized with any of the formations of the 

New York nomenclature. They will be considered in descending order, as 

follows: 1. Trenton rocks, 2. St. Peter sandstone, 3. Shakopee limestone. 
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Trenton rocks.] 
RICE COUNTY. 655 

The roc1cs of the Trenton period possess some characters that have been 

ascribed to the Hudson River and Galena formations, where they appear 

in southwestern Goodhue county, and these undoubtedly extend northwest

wardly in Rice county, at least as far as to Cannon City, since the thickness 

of rock, referable to the Trenton period, at the latter place amounts to 

about a hundred and thirty feet. This is ascertained by aneroid measure

ments from the top of the St. Peter sandstone in the Cannon river valley 

west of Cannon City, combined with data learned from common wells at 

Cannon City which encounter limestone at the depth of about thirty feet. 

Nothing can be said of the lithology of these beds in Rice county, but the 

elevated prairie under which they lie includes Richland, Cannon City and 

Wheeling. rrhese beds also probably extend with feathery edges into the 

elevated tracts in eastern Bridgewater and southwestern Northfield. The 

existence of a little lake at Cannon City is probably owing largely to the 

impervious shales of this formation; and the long bogs which accompany 

vaneys of this part of the county are due to the same cause. 
The limestones of the Lower Trenton are well displayed in Rice county. They are abun

dantly exposed along the valley of the Cannon river, and along Prairie creek, where they are 
somewhat quarried. The thickness of these beds is about fifteen feet. They are overlain by a 
heavy stratum of green shale, as in counties farther southeast, and there is a thickness of from 
six to ten feet between them and the St. Peter sandstone. They embrace, along Prairie creek 
valley, a carbonaceous layer of a few inches which, without previolls drying, will ignite from a 
common match and burn with a flame." The Trenton also underlies the southern part of Warsaw, 
extending probably into the southeastern part of Morristown. 

In general the Lower Trenton limestone is but little affected with magnesia or alumina as 
impurities, in Rice county. It is compact, generally blue, and breaks sharply and somewhat 
conchoidally. Its bedding is in sbeets convenient for quarrying, being about six or eight inches 
thick, and it is tolerably free from pyrites, though crystalline clusters of this are sometimes so 
frequent as to cause a rusty stain on the surface of the blocks prepared for building. As quarried 
at many places it is not blue, bnt has a faded Mhen color, becoming also yellowish, but free from 
pyrites, due to long weathering and submergence by the waters of the glacial period. 

Rice county' affords the usual fossils that characterize this geological horizon, viz: large 
orthoceratites, such as Enaocc?'as magniventn~m, n., several species of St?'ophomena, 01'thil;, and 
of Rhynchonella, as well as specimens of a large coiled cephalopod like Lituites WHtat1l8, Con. t 

At Faribault the strike of the Lower Trenton, on the west side of the Straight river, passes 
through the southern part of the city, producing its characteristic plateau. A similar wide plateau 
is conspicuously brought out on the east side of the same river. On this stand the state asylums 
for the blind and for the imbecile. Its hight above the sea is from 1080 to 1090 feet. At Mr . 

. Doyle's quarry on the west side of the river, the top of the limerock is about 1080 feet. The rock 
here is all faded to an ash,en or drab color, both by the oxidation of the contained pyrite, and by 
the further oxidation and hydration of the iron-protoxide of the original blue color. Thus the 
aluminous portions become more finely cemented than in the blue rock as seen at Mr. Cromer's 
quarry, though the bedding is split and broken more by the weathering. This faded rock is more 

--*This carbonaceous layer extends eastward into Goodhue cowty. 
tOf the last a specimen is to be seen in the coJlections of Carleton college, ,and through the favor of Prof. L. R. 

Sperry a photographic copy has been furnished the survey, It will be deSCribed m the volume devoted to the palmon
tology of the state. 
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common match and burn with a flame.* The Trenton also underlies the southern part of Warsaw, 
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In general the Lower Trenton limestone is but little affected with magnesia or alumina as 
impurities, in Rice county. It is compact, generally blue, and breaks sharply and somewhat 
conchoidally. Its bedding is in sheets convenient for quarrying, being about six or eight inches 
thick, and it is tolerably free from pyrites, though crystalline clusters of this are sometimes so 
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here is all faded to an ashen or drab color, both by the oxidation of the contained pyrite, and by 
the further oxidation and hydration of the iron-protoxide of the original blue color. Thus the 
aluminous portions become more finely cemented than in the blue rock as seen at Mr. Cromer's 
quarry, though the bedding is split and broken more by the weathering. This faded rock is more 

--*Th.iS carbonaceous layer extends eastward into Goodhue cOW1ty. 
tOf the last a specimen is to be seen in the collections of Carleton college, and t.hrough the favor of Prof. L. R. 
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durable than the blue, bnt is not so advantageously quarried in blocks of uniform thickness and 
size. 

Farther southwest from Faribault, across the creek that enters the Cannon river from the 
south near the fair ground, the Trenton evidently exists. This is evinced by the contour and 
abruptness of the bluffs. The so~thern part of Warsaw and probably of Morristown, are thus 
underlain by the Trenton. 

The Trenton has been quarried in the bank of the river below the Walcott mill, from six to 
ten feet above the water. Above the dam this limerock formerly appeared in the bed of the river, 
but it is now covered by the water of the dam, the water-power being due to the passing of the 
river over this rock-horizon, the same as at the falls of St. Anthony. Stone from below the dam 
was used in the bridge piers, and in the building of the dam. Quarries are owned by Henry Hall 
and Gale Sexton. Thel" is a small area of the Lower Trenton on thfl west side of the Cannon 
river in secs. 33 and 34, Bridgewater; and also in sec. 35, immediately west of St. Olaf's college, 
near Northfield. 

The St. Peter sandstone begins to be seen in the banks of the Straight 

river about four miles north of the Steele county line, and at Faribault it 

reaches a hight above the river of eighty feet according to the following 
Section at Fal'ibault in the ?'ight bank of the Cannon ?'il'er. 

1. Drift (water deposited) covering occasional exposures of the Trenton lime-
stone, and one or more beds of green shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... 26 ft. 4 in. 

2. Shaly bedded St. Peter sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 ft. 6} in. 
3. Massive St. Peter sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... 76 ft. 7} in. 

Total ...................................................... 106 ft. 6 in. 

The St. Peter sandstone, having a thickness altogether of about 115 

feet, rises about 110 feet above the river, west of Cannon City. It is ex

posed at the Cannon Valley roller mill, S. E. 1 sec. 8, Cannon City, in a per

pendicular wall, in the west bluff of a conical isolated hill, and affords there 

a good opportunity to measure its thickness, since the river must be run

ning very near the top of the Shakopee limestone. The top of this hill, 

though covered sparsely with a pebLly loam, is strown with bits of limerock 

due to the demolition of the Trenton -in siht. 
Fossils in the St. Ptter. The sandrock here is pitted with circular holes, such as have been 

seen in a number of places in the state.* They are brought to view diRtinctly in the weathered 
and hardened surfaces, since the homogeneous sand on fresh fractures seems to constitute the 
entire rock, and no trace of these fossils is visible to the eye. They appear at this place on a lower 
bench,where the rock is hardened and reddened. They always run perpendicular, and can be 
traced to the depth of two and·.a half feet by the little furrows they cause on the face of the rock 
after the breaking and sliding down of masses of the bluff. '1'his structure was first seen in this 
sandrock at the base of Dayton's bluff at St. Paul, and was ascribed to Cretaceous lithodomous 
shells, but it is more likely to be due to some marine vegetable, or to worm-burrowing, of Cam
brian age. By examining areas that have suffered different degrees of exposure, there can be 
traced a connection from the actually empty porous openings, through different degrees of ex
posure and induration, including a simple annular spottedness, to an innate internal structure in 
the mass of the rock itself. It would be the same as if a multitude of horse-taU rushes or others 
were growing in the bottom of the sea when the sand was accumulating, and became' graduan; 
buried under the sand, and then were imprisoned and fossilized, their presence only being evinced 

*'l'hey fire conspicuous at Castle Rock, in Dakota county, 
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tr<tced to the depth of two alld·.a half feet by the little furrows they cause on the face of the rock 
after the breaking and sliding down of masses of the bluff. This structure was first seen in this 
sandrock at the base of Dayton's bluff at St. Paul, and was ascribed to Cretaceous lithodomous 
sheUs, but it is more likely to be due to some marine vegetable, or to worm-burrowing, of Cam
brian age. By examining areas that have suffered different degrees of exposure, there can be 
traced a connection from the actually empty porous openings, through different degrees of ex
posure and induration, including a simple annular spottedness, to an innate internal structure in 
the mass of the rock itself. It would be the same as if a multitude of horse-tail rushes or others 
were growing in the bottom of the sea when the sand was accumulating, and became' graduan; 
buried under the sand, and then were imprisoned and fossilized, their presence only being evinced 

*'l'hey nre conspicuous at Castle Rock, in Dakota county. 
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durable than the blue, but is not so advantageously quarried in blocks of uniform thickness and 
size. 

Farther southwest from Faribault, across the creek that enters the Cannon river from the 
south near the fair ground, the Trenton evidently exists. This is evinced by the contour and 
abruptness of the bluffs. The sO\Jthern part of Warsaw and probably of Morristown, are thus 
underlain by the Trenton. 

The Trenton has been quarried in the bank of the river below the Walcott mill, from six to 
ten feet above the water. Above the dam this limerock formerly appeared in the bed of the river, 
but it is now covered by the water of the dam, the water-power being due to the passing of the 
river over this rock-horizoll, the same as at the falls of St. Anthony. Stone from below the dam 
was used in the bridge piers, and in the building of the dam. (luarries are owned by Henry Hall 
and Gale Sexton. There is a small area of the Lower Trenton 011 tlHl west side of the Cannon 
river in sees. 33 and 34, Bridgewater; and also in sec. 35, immediately west of St. Olaf's college, 
near Northueld. 

The St. Peter 8andstone begins to be seen in the banks of the Straight 

river about four miles north of the Steele county line, and at E'aribault it 

reaches a hight above ('he river of eighty feet according to the following 
Section at Faribault i'n the ?'ight b(11lk of the Cannon Til'er. 

1. Drift (water deposited) covering occasional exposures of the Trenton lime-
stone, and one or more beds of green shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... 26 ft. 4 in. 

2. Shaly bedded St. Peter sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 ft. 6~ in. 
3. Massive St. Peter sandstone .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... 76 ft. 7~ in. 

Total. .......................................... , .......... 106 ft. 6 in. 

The St. Peter sandstone, having a thickness altogether of about 115 

feet, rises about 110 above the river, west of Cannon City. It is ex

posed at the Cannon Valley roller mill, S. E. 1 sec. 8, Cannon City, in a per

pendicular wall, in the west bluff of a conical isolated hill, and affords there 

a good opportunity to measure its thickness, since the river must be run

ning very near the top of the Shakopee limestone. The top of this hill, 

though covered sparsely with a pebLly loam, is strown with bits of limerock 

due to the demolition of the Trenton in situ. 
Fossils in the St. Peter. The sandrock here is pitted with circular holes, such as have been 

seen in a number of places in the state.* 'l'hey are brought to view diRtinctly in the weathered 
and hardened surfaces, since the homogeneous sand on fresh fractures seems to constitute the 
entire rock, and no trace of these fossils is visible to the eye. They appear at this place on a lower 
bench,where the rock is hardened and reddened. They always run perpendicular, and can be 
tr<tced to the depth of two alld·.a half feet by the little furrows they cause on the face of the rock 
after the breaking and sliding down of masses of the bluff. This structure was first seen in this 
sandrock at the base of Dayton's bluff at St. Paul, and was ascribed to Cretaceous lithodomous 
sheUs, but it is more likely to be due to some marine vegetable, or to worm-burrowing, of Cam
brian age. By examining areas that have suffered different degrees of exposure, there can be 
traced a connection from the actually empty porous openings, through different degrees of ex
posure and induration, including a simple annular spottedness, to an innate internal structure in 
the mass of the rock itself. It would be the same as if a multitude of horse-tail rushes or others 
were growing in the bottom of the sea when the sand was accumulating, and became' graduan; 
buried under the sand, and then were imprisoned and fossilized, their presence only being evinced 

*'l'hey nre conspicuous at Castle Rock, in Dakota county. 
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now by the cementation of the sand-grains about their exterior, or by a looseness of the same in 
their interior, thus not only forming a rude cast of each stem within the rock but also providing 
for the more rapid erosion and removal of the grains that may have reached within their cases. 
The spots are only seen on upper surfaces, and if they be not due to imprisoned rushes or stems 
of some sort, or to worm· burrowing, they are at present inexplicable. They are generally from an 
eighth to a quarter of an inch in diameter. 

The Cannon river enters on the Shakopee, having cut through the Rt. Peter, in sec. 4, Cannon 
City. 'l'his sandstone is also abundantly exposed in the valley of Prairie creek, in a great many 
places. In the eastern part of Northlield it constitutes the isolated mound-like hills that rise 
above the lower prairie to the upland, marking the limit of the overlying Trentolllimestone. The 
outrunning edge of the St. Peter sftndstone is not visible in the drift-covered western portion of 
the county, its most westerly exposures lJeing a perpendicular bluff in the west bank of Heath creek, 
S . .E. t sec. 34, Bridgewater, ann an isolated mound facing the river on the S . .E. !r sec. 26, Wells. 
This sandstone undoubtedly exists in considerable areas in that vortion of Rice county, extending 
through Le Sueur county to the Minnesota valley, but with these exceptions not a single exposure 
of it has been recordcd. In Wheatland and Webster it is also highly probable that the Trenton 
limestone caps the St. Peter sandstone in some of the hills that diversify those towllships, since it 
is known to occur in snch hills a few miles farther north in Dakota county, but as this iR wholly 
conjectural, the plate of the county represents only drift in those townships. 

The Shakopee limestone. Thi" formation is exhihited at Northfield. It 

aJfords a thickness of about thirty-five feet in Rice county, its chief outcrops 

being in the Cannon valley hetween Dundas and the Dakota county line. 

At Dundas the depot of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Pa,ul railway is 

twenty-two feet above the top of the Shakopee, amI the Cannon Valley 

depot is about level with its upper surface. At the north county line the 

Iowa and Minnesota division of the Chicago, Mil waukee and St. Paul rail

way is ten feet above the top of the Shakopee, and at Northfield it is fifteen 

feet lower than its upper surface. A the county line the Cannon Valley 

railway is twenty-five feet below the top of the Shakopee and at N orthfielc1 

it is about twenty feet. This formation is that which underlies immedi

ately the drift in most of that part of the county west of the Cannon vaney, 

but no outcrops of it are known there. At Northfield it is seen in the 

streets of the city, and is excavated for cellars and foundations for buildings. 

It is frequently seen along the "river road" below Northfield on the west 

side of the river, where it has been wrought for quicklime. 

The lithology of the Shakopee at Northfield is variable, resembling that seen at its typical 
and original locality. 'l'he limestone is impure, and passes to a shaly magnesian rock. Some of 
it is in beds of three or of two inches, and some is coarse and vesicular, l1,nd in heavy lJeds. In 
the midst of the limestone are layers of white sand from three to six inches ill thickness, two of 
them embraced in the interval of fifteen feet. One of these pinches out entirely in a distance of 
twenty feet, letting the limerock above lie on that below, and the other becomes mingled with 
lumps and lenticular masses of green shale. In other places, as at Tramm's limekiln, some of the 
limestone layers embrace, along with rounded grains of quartz sand, some pieces of, apparently, 
weathered chert, and indistinct remains of molluscs, probably of the same species as seen in the 
Shakopee at Cannon Falls, in Goodhue county. 
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now by the cementation of the sand-grains about their exterior, or by a looseness of the same in 
their interior, thus not only forming a rude cast of each stem within the rock but also providing 
for the more rapid erosion and removal of the grains that may have reached within their cases. 
The spots are only seen on upper surfaces, and if they be not clue to imprisoned rushes or stems 
of some sort, or to worm· burrowing, they are at present inexplicable. They are generally from an 
eighth to a quarter of an inch in diameter. 

The Cannon river enters on the Shakopee, having cut through the Rt. Peter, in sec. 4, Cannon 
City. 1'his sandstone is also abundantly exposed in the valley of Prairie creek, in a great many 
places. In the eastern part of Northlield it constitutes the isolated mound-like hills that rise 
above the lower prairie to the upland, marking the limit of the overlying Trenton limestone. The 
outrunning edge of the St. Peter sandstone is not visible in the drift-covered western portion of 
the county, its most westerly exposures lJeing a perpendicular bluff ill the west bank of Heath creek, 
S . .E. t sec. 34, Bridgewater, and an isolated mound facing the river on the S . .E. } sec. 25, Wells. 
This sandstone undoubtedly exists in considerable areas in that portion of Rice county, extending 
through Le Sueur county to the Minnesota valley, hut with these exceptions not a single exposure 
of it has been reeorded. In Wheatland and WelJster it is also highly probable that the Trenton 
limestone caps the St. Peter sandstone in some of the hills that diversify those townships, since it 
is known to occur in snch hills a few miles farther north in Dakota cOllnty, but as this is wholly 
conjectural, the plate of the county represents only drift in those townships. 

The Shakopee limestone. Thi,;; formation is exhibited at Northfield. It 

affords a thiekness of about thirty-five feet in Riee eounty, its ehief outerops 

being in the Cannon vctlley hetween Dundas and the Dakotct eounty line. 

At Dundas the depot of the Chieago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway is 

twenty-two feet above the top of the Shakopee, amI the Cannon Valley 

depot is about level with its upper surfaee. At the north county line the 

Iowa ancl Minnesota division of the Chieago, Mil waukee and St. Paul rail

way is ten feet above the top of the Shakopee, and at Northfield it is fifteen 

feet lower than its upper su r£aee. A the eounty line the Cannon Valley 

railway is twenty-five feet below the top of the Shakopee and at Northfield 

it is about twenty feet. This formation is that whieh underli~s immedi

ately the drift in most of that part of the eounty west of the Cannon vaJley, 

but no outerops of it are known there. At Northfielcl it is seen in the 

streets of t.he eity, and is exccLvated for cellars and foundations for buildings. 

It is frequently seen along the "river road" below Northfield on the west 

side of the river, where it has been wrought for quicklime. 

The lithology of the Shakopee at Northfield is variable, resembling that seen at its typical 
and original locality. The limestone is impure, and passes to a shaly magnesian l'oclc. Some of 
it is in beds of three or of two inches, and some is coarse and vesicular, a,nd in heavy beds. III 
the midst of the limestone are layers of white sand from three to six inches ill thickness, two of 
them embraced in the interval of fifteen feet. One of these pinches out entirely in a distance of 
twenty feet, letting the limerock above lie on that below, and the other becomes mingled with 
lumps and lenticular masses of green shale. In other places, as at Tramm's limekiln, some of tile 
limestone layers embrace, along with rounded grains of quartz sand, some pieces of, apparently, 
weathered ehert, and indistinct remains of molluscs, probably of the same species as seen in the 
Shakopee at Cannon Falls, in Goodhue eounty. 
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now by the cementation of the sand-grains about their exterior, or by a looseness of the same in 
their interior, thus not only forming a rude cast of each stem within the rock but also providing 
for the more rapid erosion and removal of the grains that may have reached within their cases. 
The spots are only seen on upper surfaces, and if they be not clue to imprisoned rushes or stems 
of some sort, or to worm· burrowing, they are at present inexplicable. They are generally from an 
eighth to a quarter of an inch in diameter. 

The Cannon river enters on the Shakopee, having cut through the Rt. Peter, in sec. 4, Cannon 
City. 1'his sandstone is also abundantly exposed in the valley of Prairie creek, in a great many 
places. In the eastern part of Northlield it constitutes the isolated mound-like hills that rise 
above the lower prairie to the upland, marking the limit of the overlying Trenton limestone. The 
outrunning edge of the St. Peter sandstone is not visible in the drift-covered western portion of 
the county, its most westerly exposures lJeing a perpendicular bluff ill the west bank of Heath creek, 
S . .E. t sec. 34, Bridgewater, and an isolated mound facing the river on the S . .E. } sec. 25, Wells. 
This sandstone undoubtedly exists in considerable areas in that portion of Rice county, extending 
through Le Sueur county to the Minnesota valley, hut with these exceptions not a single exposure 
of it has been reeorded. In Wheatland and WelJster it is also highly probable that the Trenton 
limestone caps the St. Peter sandstone in some of the hills that diversify those townships, since it 
is known to occur in snch hills a few miles farther north in Dakota cOllnty, but as this is wholly 
conjectural, the plate of the county represents only drift in those townships. 

The Shakopee limestone. Thi,;; formation is exhibited at Northfield. It 

affords a thiekness of about thirty-five feet in Riee eounty, its ehief outerops 

being in the Cannon vctlley hetween Dundas and the Dakotct eounty line. 

At Dundas the depot of the Chieago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway is 

twenty-two feet above the top of the Shakopee, amI the Cannon Valley 

depot is about level with its upper surfaee. At the north county line the 

Iowa ancl Minnesota division of the Chieago, Mil waukee and St. Paul rail

way is ten feet above the top of the Shakopee, and at Northfield it is fifteen 

feet lower than its upper su r£aee. A the eounty line the Cannon Valley 

railway is twenty-five feet below the top of the Shakopee and at Northfield 

it is about twenty feet. This formation is that whieh underli~s immedi

ately the drift in most of that part of the eounty west of the Cannon vaJley, 

but no outerops of it are known there. At Northfielcl it is seen in the 

streets of t.he eity, and is exccLvated for cellars and foundations for buildings. 

It is frequently seen along the "river road" below Northfield on the west 

side of the river, where it has been wrought for quicklime. 

The lithology of the Shakopee at Northfield is variable, resembling that seen at its typical 
and original locality. The limestone is impure, and passes to a shaly magnesian l'oclc. Some of 
it is in beds of three or of two inches, and some is coarse and vesicular, a,nd in heavy beds. III 
the midst of the limestone are layers of white sand from three to six inches ill thickness, two of 
them embraced in the interval of fifteen feet. One of these pinches out entirely in a distance of 
twenty feet, letting the limerock above lie on that below, and the other becomes mingled with 
lumps and lenticular masses of green shale. In other places, as at Tramm's limekiln, some of tile 
limestone layers embrace, along with rounded grains of quartz sand, some pieces of, apparently, 
weathered ehert, and indistinct remains of molluscs, probably of the same species as seen in the 
Shakopee at Cannon Falls, in Goodhue eounty. 
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now by the cementation of the sand-grains about their exterior, or by a looseness of the same in 
their interior, thns not only forming a mcle cast of each stem within the rock but also providing 
for the more rapid erosion and removal of the grains that may have reached wiLhin their cases. 
The spots are only seen on upper surfa,ces, and if they be not due to imprisoned rushes or stems 
of some sort, or to worm· burrowing, they are at present inexplicable. They are generally from an 
eighth to a qualter of an inch in diameter. 

The Cannon river enters on the Shakopee, having cut through the At. Peter, in sec. 4, Cannon 
City. 'l'his sandstone is also abl1ndantly exposed in the valley of Prairie creek, in a great many 
places. In the e~1stern part of Northlield it constitutes the isolated mound-like hills that rise 
above the lower prairie to the upland, marking the limit of the overlying 'l'rentonlimestone. The 
outrunning edge of the St. Peter sandstone is not visible in the drift-covered wesLern portion of 
the county, its most westerly exposures l>eing a perpendicular bluff in the west bank of Heath creek, 
S .. E. t sec. 34, Bridgewater, and an isolated mound facing tile river on the S. E. t sec. 26, Wells. 
This sandstone nndoubtedly exists in considerable areas in that portion of Rice county, extending 
throngh Le Sueur county to the Minnesota valley, hut with these exceptions not a single exposure 
of it has been recorded. In Wheatland and Wel>stm' it is also highly probable that the Trenton 
limestone caps the St. Peter sandstone in some of the hills that diversify those towllships, since it 
is known to occur in snch hills a few miles farther north in Dakota COllnty, but as this is wholly 
conjectural, the plate of the connty represents only drift in those townships. 

The Shakop(!(! limestone. Thi,.;; formation is exhibited at Northfield. H 

affords a thickness of ahout thirty-five feet in Riee connty, it:'! chief outerops 

being in the Cannon valley hetween Dundas and the Dakota, county line. 

At Dundas the depot of Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway is 

twenty-two feet above the top of the Shakopee, and the Cannon Valley 

depot is about level with its upper snrface. At the north connty line the 

Iowa and Minnesota, division of the Chicago, Mil waukee ltnd St. Paul rail

way is ten feet above the top of the Shakopee, and at Northfield it is fifteen 

feet lower than its upper Btl rIt:Lce. A the county line the Cn,unoll Valley 

railway is twenty-five below the top of the Shakopee and at Northfield 

it is about twenty feet. This formation is that whieh underlies immedi

ately the drift in most of that part of the county west of the Cannon valley, 

but no outcrops of it are known there. At Northfield it is seen in the 

streets of the city, and is exe,wated for cellars and foundations for buildings, 

It is freq nently seen along the "river road" below Northfield on the west 

side of the river, where it has been wronght for quieldime. 

The lithology of the Shakopee at Northl1eld is variable. resembling that seen at its typical 
and original locality. The limestone is impure, and passes to a sbaly magnesian roclL Some of 
it is in beds of three or of two inches, and some is coarse and vesicular, l'!nd in heavy beds. In 
the midst of the limestone are layers of white sand from three to six inches ill thickness, two of 
them embraced in the interval of fifteen feet. One of these pinches out entirely in a distance of 
twenty feet, letting the limerock above lie on that below, and the other becomes mingled with 
lumps and lenticular masses of green shale. In other places, as at 'l'ramm's limekiln, some of the 
limestone layers embrace, along with rounded grains of quartz sand, some pieces of, apparently, 
weathered chert, and indistinct remains of molluscs, probably of the same species as seen in the 
Shakopee at Canlloll Falls, in Goodhne county. 
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now by the cementation of the sand-grains about their exterior, or by a looseness of the same in 
their interior, thns not only forming a mcle cast of each stem within the rock but also providing 
for the more rapid erosion and removal of the grains that may have reached wiLhin their cases. 
The spots are only seen on upper surfa,ces, and if they be not due to imprisoned rushes or stems 
of some sort, or to worm· burrowing, they are at present inexplicable. They are generally from an 
eighth to a qualter of an inch in diameter. 

The Cannon river enters on the Shakopee, having cut through the At. Peter, in sec. 4, Cannon 
City. 'l'his sandstone is also abl1ndantly exposed in the valley of Prairie creek, in a great many 
places. In the e~1stern part of Northlield it constitutes the isolated mound-like hills that rise 
above the lower prairie to the upland, marking the limit of the overlying 'l'rentonlimestone. The 
outrunning edge of the St. Peter sandstone is not visible in the drift-covered wesLern portion of 
the county, its most westerly exposures l>eing a perpendicular bluff in the west bank of Heath creek, 
S .. E. t sec. 34, Bridgewater, and an isolated mound facing tile river on the S. E. t sec. 26, Wells. 
This sandstone nndoubtedly exists in considerable areas in that portion of Rice county, extending 
throngh Le Sueur county to the Minnesota valley, hut with these exceptions not a single exposure 
of it has been recorded. In Wheatland and Wel>stm' it is also highly probable that the Trenton 
limestone caps the St. Peter sandstone in some of the hills that diversify those towllships, since it 
is known to occur in snch hills a few miles farther north in Dakota COllnty, but as this is wholly 
conjectural, the plate of the connty represents only drift in those townships. 

The Shakop(!(! limestone. Thi,.;; formation is exhibited at Northfield. H 

affords a thickness of ahout thirty-five feet in Riee connty, it:'! chief outerops 

being in the Cannon valley hetween Dundas and the Dakota, county line. 

At Dundas the depot of Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railway is 

twenty-two feet above the top of the Shakopee, and the Cannon Valley 

depot is about level with its upper snrface. At the north connty line the 

Iowa and Minnesota, division of the Chicago, Mil waukee ltnd St. Paul rail

way is ten feet above the top of the Shakopee, and at Northfield it is fifteen 

feet lower than its upper Btl rIt:Lce. A the county line the Cn,unoll Valley 

railway is twenty-five below the top of the Shakopee and at Northfield 

it is about twenty feet. This formation is that whieh underlies immedi

ately the drift in most of that part of the county west of the Cannon valley, 

but no outcrops of it are known there. At Northfield it is seen in the 

streets of the city, and is exe,wated for cellars and foundations for buildings, 

It is freq nently seen along the "river road" below Northfield on the west 

side of the river, where it has been wronght for quieldime. 

The lithology of the Shakopee at Northl1eld is variable. resembling that seen at its typical 
and original locality. The limestone is impure, and passes to a sbaly magnesian roclL Some of 
it is in beds of three or of two inches, and some is coarse and vesicular, l'!nd in heavy beds. In 
the midst of the limestone are layers of white sand from three to six inches ill thickness, two of 
them embraced in the interval of fifteen feet. One of these pinches out entirely in a distance of 
twenty feet, letting the limerock above lie on that below, and the other becomes mingled with 
lumps and lenticular masses of green shale. In other places, as at 'l'ramm's limekiln, some of the 
limestone layers embrace, along with rounded grains of quartz sand, some pieces of, apparently, 
weathered chert, and indistinct remains of molluscs, probably of the same species as seen in the 
Shakopee at Canlloll Falls, in Goodhne county. 
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The d'i'-ijt. Till. In the eastern part of the county, particularly in the 

northeastern, the unmodified drift is red or copper-colored, and in the rest 

of the county it is gray or bluish. In the eastern part of the county the un

modified drift, or till, is not abundantly exposed, but is covered by a loam 

of later date, and its character seems to blend rather more readily with the 

loam than does that of the gray tilL There is also an abundant dissemina

tion of gravel derived from the gray till throughout the valleys in the north

.eastern part of the county. This gravel occupies the immediate surface in 

some inst.ances, only covered by a soil, but in others it is covered by a copi

ous loam which often is rather sandy. This loam is sometimes ten or more 

feet in thickness, and frequently is seen to be somewhat pebbly and appa

rently to become mingled gradually with the upper portion of the under

lying till, without the distinct intervention of the gray graveL The most 

westerly point at which this red till has been recognized is at the roadside 

along the west side of section 9 in Cannon City, where it has been found to 

contain pieces of native copper. It here presents its usual facies, viz., red

dish color, rather sandy composition, numerous red and green pebbles and 

stones of igneous origin and some red quartz-porphyry, referable to the 

copper-bearing series of the northeastern part of the state, with rarely a 

boulder or stone of gray granite, and more rarely still a piece of the foreign 

drift-limestone. At this place the red till lies directly on the St. Peter 

sandstone, but it is not everywhere present. It occupies, rather, the depres

sions in the eroded upper surface of the ~t. Peter, and is covered by a gray 

gra vel which in numerous instances is itself deposited directly on the sand

stone. Along the northwest quarter of sec. 9, Cannon City, the red till 

rises higher and constitutes an upper timbered fiat, rising about 1075 feet 

above the sea. Here it lies on the Trenton limestone, and the bench which 

it apparently produces, in passing westward to the river, is sixty feet in 

hight. About half a mile still further west, lying on the St. Peter sand

stone, is the great kame, or horse-back, as it is popularly known, running 

through the bottoms of the Cannon river, and consisting wholly of gray 

graveL This red till seems to be the oldest part of the drift, and it is quite 

probable that remnants of it will be found still farther west in sheltered 

depressions in the St. Peter sandstone. Indeed, in the northeast part of 

sec. 5, the road that ascends the hill northward from Carr's crossing, passes 
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The drift. Till. In the eastern part of the county, particularly in the 

northeastern, the unmodified drift is red or copper-colored, and in the rest 

of the county it is gray or bluish. In the eastern part of the county the un

modified drift, or till, is not abundantly exposed, but is covered by a loam 

of later date, and its character seems to blend rather more readily with the 

loam than does that of the gray till. There is also an abundant dissemina

tion of gravel derived from the gray till throughout the valleys in the north

eastern part of the county. This gravel occupies the immediate surface in 

some instances, only covered by a soil, but in others it is covered by a copi

ous loam which often is rather sandy. This loam is sometimes ten or more 

feet in thickness, and frequently is seen to be somewhat pebbly and appa

rently to become mingled gradually with the upper portion of the under

lying till, without the distinct intervention of the gray gravel. The most 

w8i:,ter]y point at which this red till has been recognized is at the roadside 

along the west side of section 9 in Cannon City, where it has been found to 

contain pieces of native copper. It here presents its usual facies, viz., red

dish color, rather sandy composition, numerous red and green pebbles and 

stones of igneous origin and some red quartz-porphyry, referable to the 

copper-11earing series of the northeastern part of the state, with rarely a 

boulder or stone of gray granite, and more rarely still a piece of the foreign 

drift-limestone. At this place the red till lies directly on the St. Peter 

sandstone, but it is not everywhere present. It occupies, rather, the depres

sions in the eroded upper surface of the ~t. Peter, and is covered by a gray 

gra vel which in numerous instances is itself deposited directly on the sand

stone. Along the northwest quarter of sec. 9, Cannon City, the red till 

rises higher and constitutes an upper timbered fiat, rising about 1075 feet 

above the sea. Here it lies on the Trenton limestone, and the bench which 

it apparently produces, in passing westward to the river, is sixty feet in 

hight. About half a mile still further west, lying on the St. Peter sand

stone, is the great kame, or horse-back, as it is popularly known, running 

through the bottoms of the Cannon river, and consisting wholly of gray 

gravel. This red till seems to be the oldest part of the drift, and it is quite 

probable that remnants of it will be found still farther west in sheltered 

depressions in the St. Peter sandstone. Indeed, in the northeast part of 
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RICE COUN'l'¥. 659 
Blue till.] 

over red till whir.h here lies on the St. Peter and constitutes a fiat exposure 

on which the Inme runs, at considerable elevation ahove the rest of its 

courBe in secs. 8 ,-ind 5. TOWM"d the west this quickly ch:mges to blue till, 

and toward the east it seems to be overhtin by blue till. 

The gray, or blue, till which covers the most of the county, is easily 

distinguished, in geneml, from the foregoing. It has uniformly bits of 

Cretaceous shale, often known as slate, disseminated through it. It has 

fewer stones and pebbles than the reel till, and is more impervious to water. 

Its contained stones are predominatingly granitoid, but sometimes dark 

with hornblende. Among the boulders, as gathered and piled by the farm

ers by the roadsides, on areas of the blue till, will often be seen maRses of 

foreign, nearly white, limestone. These are generally rounded, and weath

ered from long' expO:3ure on the surface so as not to show any glacial mark

ings. 'fhis gray till also is coveredlJ> in the southeastern and southern 

portions of the county by a loam, sometimes pebbly, the exact origin and 

relations of which to the rest of the drift cannot he stated. There are also 

tracts in the timbered cl~rict, north and west of the Cannon river, where 

this blue till is covered by a thickness of six to ten feet of pebbly loam, 

though in most of that portion of the eounty the only covering the blue till 

has seems to be the soil, formed by a ehange in the till itself. This yellow

ish loam in the valley of Straight river, between Faribault and the mouth of 

Fall creek, is enormously developed. It there has exposed sections that 

measure thirty feet perpendicular, and it is apparently as much thicker in 

most of section 33, Cannon City. In some places here this clay is without 

pebbles, and might be compared to the "joint clay", so called, of Rock 

county.* In nearly all exposures it holds a variety of pebbles, with occa

sional stones, and it seems to pass into the stony till by gradual changes. 

The blue till lies under the soil, except when the yellowish loam inter

venes, in the southeastern and southern parts of' the county, on both sides 

of the Straight river. The thiclmess of the gr[LY till h[LS been found at 

several places to exceed one hundred feet, but as these cases were in the 

digging of wells and the work ceased because of finding water, it is prob

able that the bottoms of these wells were near the bottom of the blue till, 

where water is generally obtained. The average thickness of the till·for 

Rice would probably amount to about one hundred feet. In the high prai-
.See pa.ges 544 and 551. 
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660 THE GEOLOGY OF MINNESOTA. 
[Blue till and moraines._ 

ries of Richhmd and Wheeling the elevation is due mainly to the under

lying Hudson River and Trenton rocks which probably exist in their full 

thickness, although there is still a great thickness of blue till in these 

townships, the surface being smooth or broadly undulating. 

11fomines and morainic belts. 

The chief morainic accumulation in the county appears in the town

ship of Webster ~Lnd in the northwestern part of Forest. The surface here 

is very rough, generally exhibiting conspicuous ridges that have an approxi

mate north and south direction, rising from 75 to 125 feet above the valleys, 

one of'the highest points observed being in sec. 16, which is approximately 

. 1150 feet above the sea. These ridges, and all the drift in the township, 

consist essentially of blue till, with disseminated Cretaceous debris. Yet, 

east of the hilly region, in some places on the Dodd road, considerahle 

gravel deposits are seen, the result of drainage from the ice at the same 

time that it was bringing forward the drift itself. Toward the west further 

while the surface is rolling and perhaps is to b. considered as included in 

the same general moraine, extending across the township of Wheatland, 

the hills rise only from fifty to seventy-five feet above the numerous lakes 

and long peat marshes. 

The general direction of this very rough portion of the county is a 

little south of southwest, occupying the eastern part of Erin, the whole of 

Shieldsville, and the western two-thirds of Morristown, leaving the county 

on the south side of lake Sakata. In Shieldsville, and in western Erin, 

where this high rolling surface attains apparently its greatest average 

elevation, the highest hills become, rather, elevated plateaux, and the 

roughness of the surface pertains to their margins and lies somewhat lower 

than these higher flats. This flatness is due either to the existence of the 

Trenton formation, or to the laek of copious drainage at the time of depo-_ 

sition of the original till sheet. The southwest part of Morristown is very 

rough, with 75-80 feet between the hills and valleys, the higher points 

being 1150 to 1175 feet above the sea. 
Both toward the east and west from this rolling tract the contour of the immediate surface 

is less rolling or becomes simply undulating, and in some places might be denominated flat. Such 
flat tracts are found in the northeastern part of Forest, including the western part of Bridgewater. 
The northern and central parts of Wells are undulating, but the northeastern is broken again with 
other morainic surfaces. 
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consist eS8entially of blue till, with disseminated Cretaceous debris. Yet, 

east of the hilly region, ill some places on the Dodd road, considerable 

gravel deposits are seen, the result of drainage from the ice at the same 

time that it was bringing forward the drift itself. Toward the west further 

while the surface is rolling and perhaps is to b. considered as included in 

the same general moraine, extending across the township of ~Wheatland, 

the hills rise only from fifty to seventy-five feet above the numerous lakes 

and long peat marshes. 

The general direction of this very rough portion of the county is a 

little south of southwest, occupying the eastern part of Erin, the whole of 

Shieldsville, and the western two-thirds of Morristown, leaving the county 

on the south side of lake Sakata. In Shieldsville, and. in western Erin, 

where this high rolling attains apparently its greatest average 

elevation, the highest hills become, rather, elevated plateaux, and the 

roughness of the surface pertains to their margins and lies somewhat lower 

than these higher flats. This flatness is due either to the existence of the 

Trenton formation, or to the laek of copious drainage at the time of depo

sition of the original till sheet. The southwest part of Morristown is very 

rough, with 75-80 feet between the hills and valleys, the higher points 
being 1150 to 1175 feet above the sea. 

Both toward the east and west from this rOlling tract the contour of the immediate surface 
is less rolling or becomes simply undulating, and in some places might be denominated fiat. Such 
fiat tracts are found in the northeastern part of Forest, including the western part of Bridgewater. 
The northern and central parts of Wells are undulating, but the northeastern is broken again with 
other morainic surfaces. 
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')lhere IS a second morainic belt, less distinctly continuous, lying east 

of that just described. Toward the north it begins imperceptibly, at least 

it is now impossible to define it. It does not appear distinctly in north

western Bridgewater, although in northwestern Greenvale, Dakota county 

it is more plainly marked. There is ~L tract of country, in secs. 5, 6 and 8, 

Bridgewater, that rises about fifty feet in an undula,ting manner, above the 

average hight surrounding it, which perhaps should be placed in this 

morame. But in the southem part of' Bridgewater, especially on the west 

side of the Cannon river, there is a notable accumulation of' hilly blue till 

rising 1120 feet above the sea about the center of sec. 33. 1'11is range 

extends toward the southwest through the west part of' Cannon City and 

the east part of Wells, where it lies between the present Cannon river and 

an older channel lying further west. Just north of the junction of the 

Cannon and Straight rivers this moraine passes to the east side of the Can

non and covers a belt about two miles wide on the east side of that river. 

But at the great bend of the Straight river in sec. 5, Walcott, it crosses 

again to the west side, and thence continues S. S. W. to the southern 

boundary of the county. This morainic belt also consists of blue till, but 

its changes of outline are less abrupt than in the more westerly belt. It is 

also less broad, being generally about two miles in width. Its highest 

points are 1150 and 1200 feet above the sea, and from these elevations the 

surface slopes rather smoothly to 1050 and 1100 feet above the sea. Where 

this moraine comes in contact with the river, as in the valley of Fall creek, 

the drift consists very largely of a yellow loam, which, containing some 

stones and many pebbles, may be a modified condition of the till, as acted 

on bv the waters of the river at the time of its deposition. This loam or 

yellow clay 8eems to be the same as that which spreads wider and covers 

more thinly the general sheet of till both east a,nd west of the river, and in 

both cases it seems to graduate into the till itself. 
There is another conspicuously rolling tract, entering the county from the south on the east 

side of Straight river, extending east from the river four miles. This continues along the east 
side of the Straight river through Walcott township. In Gannon City township it unites with the 
moraine already described, and further north its identity, separate from that moraine, can not be 
traced. It consists of gravelly, gray till, bearing granitic boulders and drift limestone. In north
eastern Walcott some of the knolls of tllis rolling belt are from 75 to 100 feet high, above the val
leys, and where it apparently blends with the moraine already described, in Cannon City, north
east of Faribault, tbe elevations are from 100 to 150 feet above the valleys. This rolling tract, in 
that portion of Walcott east of the river, does not produce any elevation above the adjacent prai-
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rie country lying next east. It is. on the contrary, rather lower than the prairie upland, and on 
approaching it from the east the country seems simply to be affected by a generally undulating 
and rolling Limbered descent to the river valley. 

In delineating the morainic belts through Steele county, the outer one is shown to be sud
denly deflected toward the east at a point about two miles south of Aurora station, and to extend 
in a broad curve through the eastern portion of that county, becoming continuous with this rolling 
tract in southeastern 'Walcott, in Rice county. If, instead of this sudden deflection toward the 
east, the outer moraine could have been traced through Somerset and, by way of Owatonna, into 
the northeastern part of Deerfield, it would then have maintained more nearly its normal course, 
and would also have articulated perhaps more completely, upon the outer morainic belt that crosses 
Rice county. It would also afford the usual explanation for the gravel terrace that accompanies 
the Straight river in Steele county, as seen at Medford. But it seems very reasonable and very 
probable that the line of accumulation should, at favorable places, be double, even during the same 
general period of accumulation; and that the action of the waters of the upper portion of the 
Straight river was such as to aid such apparellt duplication. The effect of this moraine on the 
Straight river, where it crosses it in the northern part of 'Walcott townsllip, was to dam it up, 
during the existence of the ice, producing a lake covering those portions of Walcott and Medford 
towllsllips that lie below about 1150 feet. This lake had its outlet through Walcott township into 
the north branch of the Zumbro river. This fact requires the moraine at this time in Walcott, on 
the west side of the Straight river instead of on the east; and yet it is probable that at a slightly 
earlier period of time, it was heaped up farther east as represented on the map of Steele county. 

Gravel and gravel terraces. The Cannon valley, through its whole course 

in Rice county, after entering it from Le Sueur county, is accompanied by 

abundant gravel deposits. The Prairie creek valley, in Northfield town

ship, is also accompanied with abundant gravel. The same is true, but to 

much less extent, of the Straight river south of Faribault, and of the north 

branch of the Zumhro. Everywhere this gravel is of a gray color, and was 

derived from. the blue till by drainage and wash from the ice-fields that 

spread over the most of the county in some portion of the glacial epoch. 

At the east end of Cannon lake the gravel of the beach is about one half 

limestone. In no place in the county has a red gravel been seen, such as 

appears in some places in Dakota county, referable to the red till. 
Stmight 1'ivC1' terraces. If these gravel deposits be described in the order of their age, prob

ably those of the Straight valley would come first. They lie highest and farthest south. They 
were deposited at the time of the last glacial epoch when the Straight river was dammed up by 
glacier ice and morainic accumulations a few miles south of Faribault, and north of Walcott's 
mill, so as to find an outlet to the Mississippi at a much higher level than it now has. In the 
still earlier part of the same period these waters, still closer confined by a greater extension of the 
ice, probably had a feeble, interrupted discharge southward through the old challnels, though nar
row and shallow, that cross the divide in Steele and Freeborn counties, reaching the Cedar or the 
Shell Hock river. But at the time of the most rapid accumulation of the gravel as it appears in 
Hice county along the Eltraight river, the water of that valley had its discharge throngh the north 
branch of the Zumbro eastward, through the broad valley that crosses Hichland, now mainly occu
pied by a conspicuous grassy marsh that gives rise to the north branch of the Zumbro. These 
gravel deposits are found southward from the northeast quarter of sec. 17, Walcott, on the west 
side of the river, to the south county line, and to Medford, at least, in Steele county, where the flat 
terrace on the east side of the river, on which the village is built, consists of gravel, having an 
elevation of 1098 feet above the sea. This terrace, which begins first distinctly near Walcott's 
mill, seems to be only an alluvial flat subject to overflow by the present river, bounded on the west 
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in Rice county, after entering it from 1e Sueur county, is accompanied by 

abundant gravel deposits. The Prairie creek valley, in Northfield town

ship, is also accompanied with abundant gravel. The same is true, but to 

much less extent, of the Straight river south of Faribault, and of the north 

branch of the Zumbro. Everywhere this gravel is of a gray color, and was 

derived from the blue till by drai.nage and wash from the ice-fields that 

spread over the most of the county in some portion of the glacial epoch. 

At the east end of Cannon lake the gravel of the beach is about one half 

limestone. In no place in the county has a red gravel been seen, such as 

appears in some places in Dakota county, referable to the red till. 
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ably those of the Straight valley would corne first. They lie highest and farthest south. They 
were deposited at the time of the last glacial epoch when the Straight river was dammed up by 
glacier ice and morainic accumulations a few miles south of Faribault, and north of Walcott's 
mill, so as to find an outlet to the Mississippi at a much higher level than it now has. In the 
still earlier part of the same period these waters, still closer confined by a greater extension of the 
ice, probably had a feeble, interrupted discharge southward through the old channels, though nar
row and shallow, that cross the divide in Steele and Freeborn counties, reaching the Cedar or the 
Shell Rock river. But at the time of the most rapid accumulation of the gravel as it appears in 
Rice county along the Straight river, the water of that valley had its discharge through the north 
branch of the Zumbro eastward, through the broad valley that crosses Richland, now mainly occu
pied by a conspicuous grassy marsh that gives rise to the north branch of the Zumbro. These 
gravel deposits are found southward from the northeast quarter of sec. 17, Walcott, on the west 
side of the river, to the south county line, and to Medford, at least, in Steele county, where the fiat 
terrace on the east side of the river, on which the village is built, consists of gravel, having an 
elevation of 1088 feet above the sea. This terrace, which begins first distinctly near Walcott's 
mill, seems to be only an alluvial flat subject to overflow by the present river, bounded on the west 
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were deposited at the time of the last glacial epoch when the Straight river was dammed up by 
glacier ice and morainic accumulations a few miles south of Faribault, and north of Walcott's 
mill, so as to find an outlet to the Mississippi at a much higher level than it now has. In the 
still earlier part of the same period these waters, still closer confined by a greater extension of the 
ice, probably had a feeble, interrupted discharge southward through the old channels, though nar
row and shallow, that cross the divide in Steele and Freeborn counties, reaching the Cedar or the 
Shell Rock river. But at the time of the most rapid accumulation of the gravel as it appears in 
Rice county along the Straight river, the water of that valley had its discharge through the north 
branch of the Zumbro eastward, through the broad valley that crosses Richland, now mainly occu
pied by a conspicuous grassy marsh that gives rise to the north branch of the Zumbro. These 
gravel deposits are found southward from the northeast quarter of sec. 17, Walcott, on the west 
side of the river, to the south county line, and to Medford, at least, in Steele county, where the fiat 
terrace on the east side of the river, on which the village is built, consists of gravel, having an 
elevation of 1088 feet above the sea. This terrace, which begins first distinctly near Walcott's 
mill, seems to be only an alluvial flat subject to overflow by the present river, bounded on the west 
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rie country lying next east. It is. on the contrary, rather lower than the prairie upland, and on 
approaching it from the east the country seems simply to be affected by a generally undulating 
and rolling Limbered descent to the river valley. 

In delineating the morainic belts through Steele county, the outer one is shown to be sud
denly deflected toward the east at a point about two miles south of Aurora station, and to extend 
in a broad curve through the eastern portion of that county, becoming continuous with this rolling 
tract in southeastern Walcott, in Rice county. If, instead of this sudden deflection toward the 
east, the outer moraine could have been traced through Somerset and, by way of Owatonna, into 
the northeastern part of Deerfield, it would then have maintained more nearly its normal course, 
and would also have articulated perhaps more completely, upon the outer morainic belt that crosses 
Rice county. It would also afford the usual explanation for the gravel terrace that accompanies 
the Straight river in Steele county, as seen at Medford. But it seems very reasonable and very 
probable that the line of accumulation should, at favorable places, be double, even during the same 
general period of accumulation; and that the action of the waters of the upper portion of the 
Straight river was such as to aid such apparellt duplication. The effect of this moraine on the 
Straight river, where it crosses it in the northern part of Walcott towl1sllip, was to dam it up, 
during the existence of the ice, producing a lake coveling those portions of Walcott and Medford 
townsl.Jips that lie below about 1150 feet. This lake had its outlet through Walcott township into 
the north branch of the Zumbro river. This fact requires the moraine at this time in Walcott, 011 

the west side of the l:ltraight river instead of on the east; and yet it is probable that at a Slightly 
earlier period of time. it was heaped up fa.rtber east as represented on the map of Steele county. 

Gravel and [j1'avel te1'1'aces. The Cannon valley, through its whole course 

in Rice county, entering it from Le Sueur county, is accompanied by 

abundan t gravel deposits. The Prairie creek valley, in Northfield town

ship, is also accompanied with abundant gravel. The same is true, but to 

much less extent, of the Straight river south of Faribault, and of the north 

branch of the Zumhro. Everywhere this gravel is of a gray color, and was 

derived from the blue till by drainage and wash from the ice-fields that 

spread over the most of the county in some portion of the glacial epoch. 

At the ea,st end of Cannon lake the gravel of the beach is about one half 

limestone. In no place in the county has a red gravel been seen, such as 

appears in some places Dakota county, referable to the red till. 
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terrace on the east side of the river, on which the village is built, consists of gravel, having an 
elevation of lOD8 feet above the sea. This terrace, which begins first distinctly near Walcott's 
mill, seems to be only au alluvial tlat subject to overflow by the present river, bounded on the west 
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by a line of abrupt drift bluffs that rise at once about 60 feet. It is here plainly underlain by the 
Lower Trenton limestone, six to ten feet above the river, but toward the south it slowly ascends 
and exhibits its gravelly composition. At Mud creek, which enters the river from the west in 
sec. 21, the same plain occupies a broad sweep up that valley, and is about 25 feet above 
the Straight river. '1.'he underlying Trenton and green shales, which at first make this terrace 
very wet, sustaining a copious fiow of water in Mud creek,' are covered with only a few feet of 
gravel and soil. Sometimes also the gray till is found to extend under the gravel of the terrace. 
At Medford the immediate drift bluffs are from fifty to seventy-five feet highpr than the terrace, 
and the terrace is thirty feet above the river. On the east side of the river the terrace extends 
from Medford at least to the county line northward, and probably about a mile into Rice county. 
The connection which is presumed to exist between this gravel-terrace and the gravel seen in sec
tions 23,14 and 11, Walcott, where the old outlet of the Straight river begins, has not been traced. 
The outlet itself, now, in section 14, probably somewhat silted up, is about 1150 feet above the 
sea, the old river banks rising abruptly on either side about fifty feet, and the country farther 
back from twenty-five to fifty feet more. The bluffs are continuous from the west-drained marsh 
to the east-drained, the actual divide being imperceptible and in the marsh in sec. ~3, which is 
drained in both directions. The narrowest place in the marsh is where the road crosses, between 
sections 13 and 14, and it is here about a third of a mile across, the flow of water here being 
toward the east. There is a rough and rolling high, timbered, surface toward the west and north, 
but smooth and treeless toward the east and south. '1.'here is a gel,erallow tract through sections 
10 and 11. Wells are shallow and enter gravel and quicksand. The low knolls have a remarkable 
amount of northern limestone. 

There is a lower terrace, abutting on the St. Peter sandstone, running from :Faribault south 
along the west side of Straight river. This terrace consists of yellow, pebbly clay, sometimes 
containing boulders, and rises from 25 to 30 feet above the Faribault plain when it first com
mences, but seems to rather fade and mingle, upwardly, with the Trenton fiat above, over which 
is also spread a yellow, pebbly clay. This appears in ascending the river. This terrace is also 
visible in the Cannon valley, where the two streams combine, and its outline is visible in the val
ley of the creek that joins the Cannon near the fair-ground. Its line of strike passes through the 
Maple-Lawn cemetery, while the Catholic cemetery is higher, and on the undulating ascent over 
the St. Peter sandst(lne. 

Cannon river terraces. As already noted, the Cannon valley is a rema.rk

able one. Some of its remarkable features are exhibited in Rice county, 

and some of them only in Dakota county. It once conveyed the waters of 

the Minnesota river across Rice and Dakota counties to the Mississippi 

valley.* The lake that at first was formed by the damming up of the 

Minnesota by the ice of the glacial epoch has been described by Mr. Upham 

in the report on Faribault county. At a certain time during the period of 

its existence that lake had its discharge through the Cannon valley. Those 

waters must have entered the county, judging from the hight of the upper 

terrace-flat, at an elevation of about 1075 feet above the ocean. As the ice 

withdrew the lake was lowered by finding lower and lower avenues of dis

charge, some of which will be described in the report on Dakota county, 

till by the retreat of the ice-margin from the valley elltirely, it was wholly 

drained, and the river assumed its present course to the Mississippi. 

--*8ee page 46L, foot-note; also page 642. 
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10 and 11. Wells are shallow and enter gravel and quicksand. The low knolls have a remarkable 
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mences, but seems to rather fade and mingle, upwardly, with the Trenton flat above, over which 
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visible in the Cannon valley, where the two streams combine, and its outline is visible in the val
ley of the creek that joins the Cannon near the fair-ground. Its line of strike passes through the 
Maple-Lawn cemetery, while the Catholic cemetery is higher, and on the undulating ascent over 
the St. Peter sandst0ne. 
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able one. Some of its remarkable features are exhibited in Rice county, 
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the Minnesota river across Rice and Dakota counties to the Mississippi 

valley.* The lake that at first was formed by the damming up of the 

Minnesota by the ice of the glacial epoch has been described by Mr. Upham 

in the report on Faribault county. At a certain time during the period of 

its existence that lake had its discharge through the Cannon valley. Those 

waters must have entered the county, judging from the hight of the upper 

terrace-flat, at an elevation of about 1075 feet above the ocean. As the ice 

withdrew the lake was lowered by finding lower and lower avenues of dis

charge, some of which will be described in the report on Dakota county, 

till by the retreat of the ice-margin from the valley elltirely, it was wholly 

drained, and the river assumed its present course to the Mississippi. 

--'See page 46l, foot-note; ,,190 page 642. 
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by a line of abrupt drift bluffs that rise at once about 60 feet. It is here plainly underlain by the 
Lower Trenton limestone, six to ten feet above the river, but toward the south it slowly ascends 
and exhibits its gravelly composition. At Mud creek, which enters the river from the west in 
sec. 21, the same plain occupies a broad sweep up that valley, and is about 25 feet above 
the Straight river. The underlying Trenton and green shales, which at first make this terrace 
very wet, sustaining a copious flow of water in Mud creek,.are covered with only a few feet of 
gravel and soil. Sometimes also the gray till is found to extend uuder the gravel of the terrace. 
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in the report on Faribault county. At a certain time during the period of 

its existence that lake had its discharge through the Cannon valley, Those 

waters must have entered the county, judging from the hight of the upper 

terrace-fiat, at an elevation of about 1075 feet above the ocean. As the ice 

withdrew the lake was lowered by finding lower and lower avenues of dis
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--'See page 4.6[, foot-not,,; ,\190 page 642. 
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The river from its source passes through a morainic tract extending over the eastern part of 
Le Sueur county and into Rice county, on both sides, as far as the center of Morristown town
ship, and in this portion of its course its terraces are less distinct. The highest terrace is ]Jot well 
defined continuously, even after passing Morristown, but the lower is very marked and persistent. 
The following are the only points in Rice county at which the upper terrace deposits of gravel, 
probably pertaining to the earlier portion of the time of the eastward outflow of the Minnesota 
river, have been noticed. On sec. 24, Morristown, and thence extending toward Warsaw, this 
upper terrace exhibits an undulating upper outline, consisting of gravel, and reaches a hight of 
about sixty feet above Cannon lake. This terrace-like outline blends upward with the till, at 
least superficially, which at once ascends forty feet still higher and stretches off southward indefi
nitely as a smooth prairie. This till is covered with a copious yellow loam (or clay). West of 
Morristown, in secs. 20 and 21, the railroad enters an old valley apparently cut through the depos
its of this upper terrace, leaving between it and the river (which lies farther north) an island 
which rises now about 105 feet. It is undulating, and apparently contains much till as well as 
gravel. The highest point on the railroad is in the south part of sec. 20, where the grade i~ 1056 
feet above the sea, and the natural surface is 1067. The hill north of the Polar Star mill, S. E. t 
of sec. 26, "Wells, near the Cannon river, rises to 1095 feet, but consists mostly of St. Peter sand
stone, capped with about twenty feet of yellow loam, semi-stratified. The top of the limerock at 
Doyle's quarry, on the west side of Straight river, sec. HI, Faribault, is 1080 feet above the sea. 
This quarry is covered by fifteen feet of fine mortar-sand, overlain by four or five feet of stony 
and pebbly loam. The rock is changed in color and water-worn. There is a terraced projection 
of high land jutting northward in section 27, Bridgewater, lying between the present valley of the 
Cannon and the old valley passing through sec. 28. The uppermost flat, which is approximately 
1050 feet above the sea, is probably due to the action of the Cannon river when its waters flowed 
nearly at that hight. At Northfield the highest gravel deposits seem to be about 980 feet above 
the sea, but the site of the city is an undulating, ascending, terrace-like plateau, in which the 
strike of the Shakopee limestone, as cut by the Cannon river, remnants of the St. Peter sandstone, 
and the gravel deposits of the ice-period, though elsewhere exhibiting two distinct terraces, are 
all concerned as causes. The highest part of this plain, in the southeastern suburbs, rises fifty 
feet above the Mil waukee depot. The west side of the valley is similar to the east, rising by an 
undulating plain to sixty feet above the Milwaukee depot, where there is a rather more flat and 
terrace-like expanse. This is 975 feet above the sea, and wells here enter gravel. Beyond this, 
toward St. Olaf college, there is a further abrupt ascent to 125 feet above the same depot, or 
1040 feet above the sea, passing over the St. Peter sandrock. Back of St. Olaf college, on the rem
nant of the Trenton limestone there quarried, at 1063 feet above the sea, the rock is simply over
lain by a yellow loam four feet thick. This isolated area of the Trenton limestone is remarkable 
for having no signs of foreign drift strewn over it. The Trenton is simply covered with a spread 
ing of yellow loam, varying to black, making a red brick. The rock itself is rotted and yellow 
with age and exposure, and only five feet thick, and water-worn on the upper surface. '1'here is 
some drift visible on the St. Peter slope surrouuding this plateau, appearing mainly as boulders 
of granite, hut the great blue moraine must have passed to the west of this point. The water· 
worn condition of this Trenton limestone, which rises higher than the surrounding country toward 
the north and northwest, indicates that at some time during the flood-stage of the Cannon river, 
its waters spread widely over Bridgewater and Greenvale in Dakota county, and eastward over 
much of Northfield, forming rather a lake than a river; but a lake which though slowly flowing 
eastward, was annually frozen over in the winter. Ice thus annually formed would easily remove 
any boulders that may have once lain on the St. Olaf plateau, since the waters probably did not 
rise much above that level, and would have congealed about them. On the movement of the ice 
in the spring they would be carried away, and be dropped at lower levels. 

These highest water-signs in the Cannon valley are doubtless much more numerous than 
here enumerated, but as these are the only definite field-observations that have been made respect
ing them, the outline of this terrace is not attempted on the plate representing Rice county. 
These gravel deposits and telTaced forms in the bluffs of the river, between Morristown and 
Northfidd require an elevation of at least 106b feet for the surface of the river at Northfield. As 
there would be some slope northward, the same water surface would necessarily be at least 1070 
feet at the Le Sueur county line. The gravel which is spread over the Trenton plateau at Doyle's 
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The river from its source passes through a morainic tract extending over the eastern part of 
Le Sueur county and into Rice county, on both sides, as far as the center of Morristown town
ship, and in this portion of its course its terraces are less distinct. The highest terrace is llot well 
defined continuously, even after passing Morristown, but the lower is very marked and persistent. 
The following are the only points in Rice county at which the upper terrace deposits of gravel, 
probably pertaining to the earlier portion of the time of the eastward outflow of the Minnesota 
river, have been noticed. On sec. 24, Morristown, and thence extending toward Warsaw, this 
upper terrace exhibits an undulating upper outline, consisting of gravel, and reaches a hight of 
about sixty feet above Cannon lake. This terrace-like outline blends upward with the till, at 
least superficially, which at once ascends forty feet still higher and stretches off southward indefi
nitely as a smooth prairie. This till is covered with a copious yellow loam (or clay). West of 
Morristown, in secs. 20 and 21, the railroad enters an old valley apparently cut through the depos
its of this upper terrace, leaving between it and the river (which lies farther north) an island 
which rises now about 105 feet. It is undulating, and apparently contains much till as well as 
gravel. The highest point on the railroad is in the south part of sec. 20, where the grade i~ 1056 
feet above the sea, and the natural surface is 1067. The hill north of the Polar Star mill, S. E. t 
of sec. 26, ",Yells, near the Cannon river, rises to 1095 feet, but consists mostly of St. Peter sand
stone, capped with about twenty feet of yellow loam, semi·stratified. The top of the limerock at 
Doyle's quarry, on the west side of Straight river, sec. HI, Faribault, is 1080 feet above the sea. 
This quarry is covered by fifteen feet of fine mortar-sand, overlain by four or five feet of stony 
and pebbly loam. The rock is changed in color and water-worn. There is a terraced projection 
of high land jutting northward in section 27, Bridgewater, lying between the present valley of the 
Cannon and the old valley passing through sec. 28. The uppermost flat, which is approximately 
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with age and exposure, and only five feet thick, and water-worn on the upper surface. There is 
some drift visible on the St. Peter slope surrounding this plateau, appearing mainly as boulders 
of granite, but the great blue moraine must have passed to the west of this point. The water
worn condition of this Trenton limestone, which rises higher than the surrounding country toward 
the north and northwest, indicates that at some time during the flood-stage of the Cannon river, 
its waters spread widely over Bridgewater and Greenvale in Dakota county, and eastward over 
much of Northfield, forming rather a lake than a river; but a lake which though slowly flowing 
eastward, was anllually frozen over in the winter. Ice thus annually formed would easily remove 
any boulders that may have once lain on the St. Olaf plateau, since the waters probably did not 
rise much above that level, and would have congealed about them. On the movement of the ice 
in the spring they would be carried away, and be dropped at lower levels. 

These highest water-signs in the Cannon valley are doubtless much more numerous than 
here enumerated, but as these are the only definite field-observations that have been made respect
ing them, the outline of this terrace is not attempted on the plate representing Rice county. 
These gravel deposits and telTaced forms in the bluffs of the river, between Morristown and 
Northfitlcl require an elevation of at least 1061> feet for the surface of the river at Northfield. As 
tlJere would be some slope northward, the same water surface would necessarily be at least 1070 
feet at the Le Sueur county line. The gravel which is spread over the Trenton plateau at Doyle's 
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much of Northfield, forming rather a lake than a river; but a lake which though slowly flowing 
eastward, was anllually frozen over in the winter. Ice thus annually formed would easily remove 
any boulders that may have once lain on the St. Olaf plateau, since the waters probably did not 
rise much above that level, and would have congealed about them. On the movement of the ice 
in the spring they would be carried away, and be dropped at lower levels. 

These highest water-signs in the Cannon valley are doubtless much more numerous than 
here enumerated, but as these are the only definite field-observations that have been made respect
ing them, the outline of this terrace is not attempted on the plate representing Rice county. 
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Northfitlcl require an elevation of at least 1061> feet for the surface of the river at Northfield. As 
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Le Sueur county and into Rice connty, on both sides, as far as the center of Morristown town
ship, and in this portion of its course its terraces are less distinct. The highest terrace is Hot well 
defined continuously, even after passing Morristown, but the lower is very marked and persistent. 
The following are the only points in Rice county at which the upper terrace deposits of 
probably pertaining to the earlier portion of the time of the eastward outflow of the Minnesota 
river, have been noticed. On sec. 24, Morristown, and thence extending toward Warsaw, this 
upper terrace exhibits an undulating upper ontline, consisting of gravel, and reaches a hight of 
about sixty feet above Cannon lake. This terrace-like outline blends upward with the till, at 
least superficially, which at once ascends forty feet still higher and stretches off southward indefi
nitely as a smooth prairie. This till is covered with a copious yellow loam (or clay). West of 
Morristown, in sees. 20 and 21, the railroad enters an old valley apparently cut through the depos
its of this upper terrace, leaving between it and the river (which lies farther north) an island 
which rises now about 105 feet. It is undulating, and apparently contains much till as well as 
gravel. The highest point on the railroad is in the south part of sec. 20, where the grade i~ 1056 
feet above the sea, and the natural surface is 1067. The hill north of the Polar Star mlll, S. E. ~ 

of sec. 26, ~Wel1s, near the Cannon river, rises to 1095 feet, bnt consists mostly of St. Peter sand
stone, capped with about twenty feet of yellow loam, semi-stratified. The top of the limerock at 
Doyle's quarry, on the west side of Straigllt river, sec. In, Faribault, is 1080 feet above the sea. 
This quarry is covered by fifteen feet of fine mortar-sand, overlain by four or five feet of stony 
and pebbly loam. The rock is changed in color and water-worn. There is a terraced projection 
of high laud jutting northward in section 27) Bridgewater, lying between the present valley of the 
Cannon and the old valley passing through sec. 28. The uppermost flat, which is approximately 
1050 feet above the sea, is probably due to the action of the Cannon river when its waters flowed 
nearly at that hight. At Northfield the highest gravel deposits seem to he ahout 980 feet ahove 
the sea, hut the site of the <i.ty is an undulating, ascending, terrace-like plateau, in which the 
strike of the Shakopee limestone, as cut hy the Cannon river, remnants of the St. I'eter sandstone, 
and the gravel deposits of the ice-period, though elsewhere exhibiting two distinct terraces. are 
all concemed as causes. The highest part of this plain, in the southeastern suburbs, rises fifty 
feet above the Milwaukee depot. The west side of the valley is similar to the east, by an 
unLlulating plain to sixty feet above the Milwaukee depot, where there is a rather more fiat and 
terrace-like expanse. This is 975 feet above the sea, and wells here. enter gravel. Beyond this, 
toward St. Olaf college, there is a further abrupt ascent to 125 feet above the same depot, or 
1010 feet above the sea, passing over the St. Peter sandrock. Back of St. Olaf college, on the rem
nant of tlle Trenton limestone there quarried, at 1063 feet above the sea, the rock is simply over
lain by a yellow loam four feet thick. This isolated area of the Trenton limestone is remarkable 
for having no of drift strewn over it. The Trenton is simply covered with a spread 
ing of yellow loam, varying to black, making a red brick. The rock itself is rotted and yellow 
with age and exposure, and only five feet thick, and water-worn on the upper surface. '1'here is 
some drift visible on the St. Peter slope surrounding this plateau, appearing mainly as boulders 
of granite, but the blue moraine must have passed to the west of this point. The water. 
worn condition of this Trenton limestone, which rises higher than the surrounding country toward 
the north and northwest, indicates that at some time during the flood-stage of the Cannon river, 
its waters spread widely over Bridgewater aud Greenvale in Dakota county, and eastward over 
much of Northfield, forming rather a lake than a river; but a lake which though slowly flowing 
ea.stward, was anuually frozen over in the winter. Ice thus annually formed would easily remove 
any boulders that may have once lain on the St. Olaf plateau, since the waters probably did not 
rise much above that level, and would have congealed about them. On the movement of the ice 
in the spring they would be carried away, and be dropped at lower levels. 

These highest in the Cannon valley are doubtless much more numerous than 
here enumerated, but as these are the only definite field-observations that have been made respect
ing them, the outline of this terrace is not attempted on the plate representing Rice county. 
These gravel deposits and telTaced forms in the bluffs of the river, between MorristoWn and 
Northfield require an elevation of at least 106& feet for the surface of the river at Northfield. As 
t\lere woul(l be some slope northward, the same water surface would necessarily he at least 1070 
feet at the Le Sueur county line. The gravel which is spread over the Trenton plateau at Doyle's 
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any boulders that may have once lain on the St. Olaf plateau, since the waters probably did not 
rise much above that level, and would have congealed about them. On the movement of the ice 
in the spring they would be carried away, and be dropped at lower levels. 
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here enumerated, but as these are the only definite field-observations that have been made respect
ing them, the outline of this terrace is not attempted on the plate representing Rice county. 
These gravel deposits and telTaced forms in the bluffs of the river, between MorristoWn and 
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quarry, and southwestward from there, having an elevation of lOHO feet above the sea, may have 
been deposited by the Straight river, as already melltioned, or by direct drainage from the wast
ing surface of the ice at the time of accumulation of the moraine in Walcott townShip. 

rplw lower terrace, that on which the city of Faribault stands, is much 

more constant -and conspicuous. At Faribault its elevation is 1002 feet, 

and forty-three feet above the river. At W~LrsCLw it is 1007, and thirty-four 

feet above the river. At Morristown it is 1008, and about fourteen feet 

above the river. Below Farilmult there are conspicuous morainic accumu

lations of gray till tLCcompanied with considerable gray gravel that rise in 

the midst of this gnwel terrace on the west side of the river; and on the 

east side it is quite n;Lrrow or entirely wanting. Through a valley in this 

rolling till area the Milwaukee rocLd passes northward, after leaving the 

gravel plain at Faribault, the highest part of which valley has a llatuml 

surface 1047 feet above the sea, though the till itself rises in many places 

above 1100 feet. The Cannon valley railroad also follows a low spot through 

this moraine. Both roctds re-appear on the gmvel terrace, the former in 

sec. 13, Wells, and the latter in sec. 8, Cannon City, where it is approxi

mately 975 feet above the sea. Again on sees. 33 ~tnd 27, Bridgewater, this 

plain is separated from the present river channel by extensive accumula

tions of till, whose hight, however, is not wholly due to an increase of the 

drift, but partly to the preservation of the St. Peter sandstone and the 

rrrenton limestone. At a mile above the mouth of Wolf creek the river 

re-enters its old valley, and is skirted by the deposits of this terrace espe

cially on the east side of the river, between Dundas and Northfield. The 

strike of the Shakopee, with its boggy bench, is introduced conspicuously 

at and below Dundas, disturbing the course of this gravel terrace, and 

introducing a lower terrace on each side, betweell which latter the river 

continues to the county line. At Dundcts the real valley is about two miles 

wide, with gravel fiats on both sides. 
Grave! is spread over the lower prairies, at about an elevation of 950 feet, in the northeastern 

part of Northfield, tributary to this same terrace in Dakota county, and especially over the "Stan
ton fiat" in northwestern Goodhue county. It is probable, however, that some part of this gravel 
reached the Cannon valley by way of the Prairie creek, at the time of the morainic accumulation 
between Faribault and (":aunon City. 

The Brid.CJewater kame. 'rhe most important phenomenon of the drift 

in Rice county is the kame in Bridgewater and Cannon City townships. It 

can be traced, with unimportant interruptions, from the N. W. ± of the 
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continues to the county line. At DunchLs the real valley is about two miles 

wide, with gravel fiats on both sides. 
Grave! is spread over the lower prairies, at about an elevation of 950 feet, in the northeastern 

part of Northfield, tributary to this same terrace in Dakota county, and especially over the "Stan
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N. W. ± of sec. 21, Bridgewater, to the N. W. 

± of sec. 17, Cannon City, on the west side 

of the river, a distance of five and a half 

miles. It crosses the river twiee, onee in 

the N. W. i of see. 4, and onee in the E. ~ 

of see. S. It consists of gray gravel, with 

some larger stones, piled in a sharp ridge, 

about as steeply as such materials will lie. 

U is popularly known as a "horse-bad:." 

It shows where the river ran during some 

portion of the iee-age, while the lee itself 

was present as a glaeier, and extended 

westward and northwestward indefinitely. 

This ridge rises conspicuously, first, on sec. 21, 
Bridgewater, not far from Wolf creek, on John Cow
den's farm; crossing the land of Benj. Tupper, in the 
direction S.25° W. (mag.), it is interrupted for about 
twenty rods. The country through which it passes is 
flat or slightly undulating. It rises again on the farm 
of Marshall Gates, and bas about the same direction. 
It crosses the railroad near the southeast corner of 
section 20, and the north and south highway east of 

I Bridgewater kame. 

the railroad, and the east and west highwaiwithiu a few FIG. 52. THE BRWGEWATER KAME. 
rods of that. It has several short gaps then, but can be 
traced nearly to the Cannon river a little below Carr's crossing, on the N. "V. t of sec. 4, Cannon City, 
where it is very prominent. It re-appears in the S. E. ! of sec . .5, ill the bottomlands of the river, but 
on the opposite side. This fiat is seventy-five feet lower than the fiat on which it lies in section 33. 
It is here lying on the Shakopee limestone, with occasional knobs of the St. Peter rising so as to be 
visible (one of them being visible under the gravel at the end of the kame where it is cut by the river 
in section 8), but in section 33, at its most eastern turn, it lies on a red till, though afterward, where it 
enters section 32, it lies apparently on a gray till, if not directly on the underlying Shakopee. On the 
N.~· of N. E.} of sec. 8, Cannon City, where it crosses the land of Mr. Peter LeClaire Hall, its upper 
outline is broken by rather abrupt changes. It continues in the bottomlands (or flood-plain), the 
strike of the St. Peter passing under it just where it reaches the river and considerably increasing its 
elevation. It here measures, by aneroid, 92 feet in hight. The flood-plain is about 940 feet above tile 
sea (8 feet above the river), and the kame rises to 1032. The red till, and loam, about one eighth mile 
farther east, here rise in a timbered blllff in which the lower Trenton limestone is probably included, 
to 1075 feet. Where the kame ceases, on the west side of the river in section 8, the descent is as 
steep, to the very water, as on either side of tile kame itself. The direction of the kame at this point 
would cause it to be expected on the went side of the river in the lowest part of the old channel in 
the northwest part of section 17. Here are found, actually, two ridges, but of less definite 
characters, and neither of them can be affirmed to be the extension of the kame, since they 
seem to blend with the generally bluffy till area which here lies between the Milwaukee railroad 
and the river. One of these lies on each side of the north and south highway (likewise of 
the Cannon valley railroad). That on the east side, though capped and flanked with gravel, at 
a hight above the lower gravel terrace, yet has a basis of St. Peter sandrock and red till with 
northeastern boulders. Its length is about an eighth of a mile. Further east and south the land 
soon rises into a rough moraine. Toward the west the surface also rises irregularly. though some 
what in the semblance of a ridge at first, on the west side of which runs a little creek northward-
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rods of that. It has several short gaps then, but can be 
traced nearly to the Cannon river a little below Carr's crossing, on the N. 'V. t of sec. 4, Cannon City, 
where it is very prominent. It re-appears in the S. E. } of sec. 6, ill the bottomlands of the river, but 
on the opposite side. This flat is seventy-five feet lower than the flat on which it lies in section 33. 
It is here lying on the Shakopee limestone, with occasional knobs of the St. Peter rising so as to be 
visible (one of them being visible under the gravel at the end of the kame where it is cut by the river 
ill section 8), but in section 33, at its most eastern turn, it lies on a red till, though afterward, where it 
enters section 32. it lies apparently on a gray till, if not directly on the underlying Shakopee. On the 
N. 2 of N. E. } of sec. 8, Cannon City, where it crosses the land of Mr. Peter LeClaire HaU, its upper 
outline is broken by rather abrupt changes. It continues in the bottomlands (or flood-plain), the 
strike of the St. Peter passing under it just where it reaches the river and considerably increasing its 
elevation. It here measurps, by aneroid, 92 feet in hight. The flood-plain is about 940 feet above the 
sea (8 feet above the river), and the kame rises to 1032. The red till, and loam, about one eighth mile 
farther east, here rise in a timbered blllff in which the lower Trenton limestone is probably included, 
to 1076 feet. Where the kame ceases, 011 the west side of the river in section 8, the descent is as 
steep, to the very water, as on either side of tbe kame itself. The direction of the kame at this point 
would cause it to be expected on the we~t side of the river in the lowest part of the old cbannel in 
the northwest part of section 17. Here are found, actually, two ridges, but of less definite 
characters, and neitber of them can be affirmed to be the extension of the kame, since they 
seem to blend with the generally bluffy till area which here lies between the Milwaukee railroad 
and the river. One of these lies on each side of the north and south highway (likewise of 
the Cannon valley railroad). That on the east side, though capped and flanked with gravel, at 
a hight above the lower gravel terrace, yet has a basis of St. Peter sandrock and red till with 
northeastern boulders. Its length is about an eighth of a mile. Further east and south the land 
soon rises into a rough moraine. Toward the west the surface also rises irregularly. though some 
what in the semblance of a ridge at first, on the west side of which rnns a little creek northward-
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farther east, here rise in a timbered blllff in which the lower Trenton limestone is probably included, 
to 1076 feet. Where the kame ceases, 011 the west side of the river in section 8, the descent is as 
steep, to the very water, as on either side of tbe kame itself. The direction of the kame at this point 
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rods of that. It has several short gaps then, but can be 
traced nearly to the Cannon riv8r a little below Carr's crossing, on theN. W.} of sec. 4, Cannon City, 
where it is very prominent. It re-appears in the S. E. ~ of sec. 5, ill the bottomlauds of the river, but 
on the opposite side. This flat is seventy-five feet lower than the flat on which it lies in section 33. 
lt is here lying on the Shakopee limestone, with occasional knobs of the St. Peter rising so as to be 
visible (one of them being visible under the gravel at the end of the kame where it is cut by the river 
in section 8), but in section 33, at its most eastern turn, it lies on a red till, though afterward, where it 
enters section 32. it lies apparently on a gray till, if not directly on the undeTlying Sbakopee. On the 
N. ! of N. E.l of sec. S, Cannon City, where it crosses the land of Mr. Peter LeClaire Hall, its upper 
outline is broken by rather abrupt changes. It continues in the bottomlands (or flood-plain), the 
strike of the St. Peter passing untier it just where it reaches the river and considerably increasing its 
elevation. It here measures, by aneroid, 92 feet in hight. The flood-plain is about 940 feet above the 
sea (8 feet above the river), and the kame rises to 1032. The red till, and loam, about one eighth mile 
farther east, here rise in a timbered bluff ill which the lower Trenton limestone is probably included, 
to 1075 feet. Where the kame ceases, on the west side of the river in section 8, the descent is as 
steep, to the very water, as on either side of the kame itself. The direction of the kame at this point 
would cause it to be expected on the we::;t side of the river in the lowest part of the old clJannel in 
the northwest part of section 17. Here are found, actually, two ridges, but of less definite 
characters, and l.leitl1er of them can be affirmed to be the extension of the kame, since they 
seem to blend with the generally bluffy till area which here lies between the Milwaukee railroad 
and the river. One of these lies on each side of the north and south highway (likewise of 
the Cannon valley railroad). That on the east side, though capped and flanked with gravel, at 
a hight above the lower gravel terrace, yet has a basis of St. Peter sandrock and 'Ied till with 
nOltheastern boulders. Its length is about an eighth of a mile. Further east and south the land 
soon rises into a rough moraine. Toward the west the surface also rises irregularly _ though some 
what in the seml>lance of a ridge at first, ou the west side of which runs a little creek northward-
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. This kame, the course of which has been described, consists entirely of 

gray gravel. It generally has not a sudden depression immediately along

side, in the average level of the country, but the kame rises abruptly from 

the general flat, the angle being from 25° to 35° from the horizon. Yet, 

although there is not a sudcien depression where it lies, there is perceptible, 

in some cases, a broad, basin-shaped valley through the lowest parts of 

which it passes. This broad, smooth valley is from a hundred to a hundred 

and twenty rods in width. Such can be seen in sec. 21, Bridgewater. The 

hight of the ridge is usually from thirt,y to forty feet, with a smooth exterior; 

but nea,r the school-house, in the west part of sec. 33, Bridgewater, its hight 

is from seventy-five to eighty feet, and in other places it has an average 

hight of fifty feet. The accompanying sketch-map of its course, fig. 52, 
was prepared with the assistance of Mr. W. H. Emery. 

Conclu,sions respecting the Bridgewater kame. Some important and neces

sary conclusions result from the existence and nature of this kame . 

1. As it contains only gray gravel it must have been derived from the 
gray, or northwestern till sheet. 

2. Its composition being gravel, water-worn, it must have been de
posited by water. 

3. As it rises and falls, both on its upper and its lower surface, accord

ing to the surface on which it lies, it cannot have been caused by beach

action, and no other natural agent can be appealed to than a river in rapid 

flow. 

4. The supply of the material of which it consists must have been 

rapid and long-continued; hence the glacier ice must have been present. 

5. As a line of rolling morainic accumulations, the outer morainic belt 

of the county, here occupies in general the valley of' the Cannon river from 

Faribault to sec. 33, Bridgewater, the kame must have been accumulated 

during th~t prolonged stationary stage of the ice. 

6. As the ice would at that time have covered and enclosed the Cannon 

valley above Bridgewater, and also the Minnesota valley, the water con

cerned in its formation must have been that of the Straight river only. 

Again, 
7. As the first outflow of the Minnesota through the Cannon valley 

was at an elevation of about 1075 feet, forming at Northfield rather a broad, 
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lake-like river, than a narrow rapid river. required for this kame, it could 

not have been produced at the date when the Cannon first received the 

Minnesota; and again, 

8. It could not have been produced by the Cannon when the Minne

sote" acquired its lower passage to the Cannon, forming its lower gravel 

terrace, since at that time the ice would have been withdrawn from the 

region in which it lies. 

9. It must, hence, have been produced by the wa,ters of the Straight 

river alone. 

10. As there is evidence of the obstruction of the Straight river by 

the glacier south of Faribault, causing the discharge of the Straight river 

through the north branch of the Zum bro, it must have been produced at a 

later date, when the ice had shrunken so as to allow of the drainage of the 

Straight river tow::Lrd the north. 

11. Hence the lake that covered the upper portions of the Straight 

river valley was lowered to the level of the top of the ice. 

12. The river flowed over the margin of the glacier, and presumably 

at first on its very surface. 

13. As the river received the gravel from the glacier, the gravel must 

have been at the same level, or above it. 

14. As the gravel is the result of washing of the till and the removal 

of the clay, the till itself must have been as high or higher than the surface 

of the river. 

] 5. The till was therefore on the surface of the ice. 

16. The kame was not formed by a sub-glacial stream but by an epi

glacial stream. This results from the foregoing conclusions, and a,lso from 

the fc1,ct that the bottom of the kame actually rises about 75 feet at the 

point where it leaves the flood-plain on sec. 5, and ascends to the S.W. i of 

sec. 33, where it lies on red till, the latter point being about three-quarters 

of a mile north of the former. 

17. The ice bearing the gray till was projected eastward over the pre

existing sheet of red till, without entirely disrupting and removing the red 

till, at least where the red till lies on the St. Peter sand::;tone. At higher 

levels, over the Trenton limestone in sec. 33, Bridgewater, the red till is not 

found between the gray till and the rock. 
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18. The Straight river continu8.d to flow ahout where the I l' mme 18S, 

after the withdrawal of the ice. 

19. When the upper Cannon valley Vi'aS freed from the glacier, and it 

. received also the waters of the Minnesota, the volume of the river was so 

great that it not only covered the kame itself hut spread eastward over the 
St. Peter sandstone. 

20. A8 the stony till lately deposited by the glacier was less easily 

excavated than the St. Peter sandrock, gradually the greater volume of the 

river ran over the strike of that sandrock; and this may have taken place 

while only the Straight river occupied the valley, and perhaps when the 

ice still existed in the interval between the olel valley and the new one. 

21. Thus the river on the shrinkage again of the Cannon to its present 

size, or on the withdrawal of the ice, was permanently c1ivertell from its 

course through or over the till deposits, marked by the present position of 

the kame in secs. 33, 32, 29 and 21, and remained in the narrower, hut 

deeper, newly excavated gorge through which it flows from Carr's crossing 

to where it returns to its old valley in the north part of sec. 27. 

22. A similar encroachment of the river on the St. Peter sandrock is 

witnessed in sec. 19, in the north part of Faribault, where also the river has 

abandoned its old valley, abundantly strewn with gravel, extending through 

sees. 23, 13, and the west half of sec. 7, and has followed a recently excavated 

narrow gorge through the St. Peter sandrock, a distance of about two miles, 

uniting again with the gravel-strewn wide valley just below the Cannon 

valley roller mill, S. E. cor. of sec. S. 

23. After the formation of this kame there was no re-advance of the 

ice over the same area. 
Minerals fj'orn the drift. Several pieces of native copper were found near the Cannon Valley 

roller mill, 8. E. t of sec. 8, Cannon City, some in excavating for the foundation of the mill, and 
others along the road between secs. 8 and 9. They are from the red till which generally is there 
found lying in the eroded depressions of the St. Peter sandstone. 

Several pieces of silicified wood have been found at Northfield. These evidently are refer
able to the gravel and till of the gray drift derived from the northwestward. 

Among the specimens obtained from the drift, now in the collections of Carleton college, 
Prof. Spe"rry has preserved a boulder of very coarse porphyry. '1'he crystals are apparently of 
albite, in,a compact greenish diabase. 'They are about 1~ inches in length, the corners and edges 
somewhat rounded off, making the rock reflemble a conglomerate. 

In the same collection of drift·stones are several pieces, about six inches long, of the felsite 
of the G"reat Palisades, at lake Superior, with the disseminated crystals of quartz and translucent 
feldspar. 

Small specimens of asbestus have been hrought twice to Carleton college, once said to have 
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St. Peter sandstone. 

20. A8 the stony till lately deposited by the glacier was less easily 

excavated thnn the St. Pet~r sandroek, gradually the greater volume of the 

river ran over the strike of that snndroek; and this may have taken plaee 

while only the Straight river oecupied the valley, and perhaps when the 

iee still existed in the interval hetween the old valley and the new one. 

21. Thus the river on the shrinkage again of the Cannon to its present 

size, or on the withdrawal of the iee, was permanently c1ivertell from its 

course through or over the till deposits, marked hy the present position of 

the kame in secs. 33, 32, 29 and 21, and remained in the narrower, but 

deeper, newly excavated gorge through whieh it flows from 0::1,1'1"1'3 erossing 

to where it returns to its old valley in the north part of see. 27. 

22. A similar encroachment of the river on the St. Peter sandroek is 

witnessed in sec. 19, in the north part of Faribault, where also the river has 

abandoned its old valley, abundantly strewn with gravel, extending through 

secs. 23, 13, and the west half of see. 7, and has followed a reeently exeavated 

narrow gorge through the St. Peter sandrock, a distanee of about two miles, 

uniting again with the gravel-::;treWll wide valley just below the Cannon 

valley roller mill, S. E. cor. of sec. 8. 

23. After the formation of this kame there was no re-advanee of the 

ice over the same area. 
Mine1'ctls j1'O'(/1 the dTijt. Several pieces of native copper were found near the Cannon Valley 

roller mill, 8. E. ;} of sec. 8, Cannon City, some in excavating for the foundation of the mill, and 
others along the road between secs. 8 and 9. They are from the red till which generally is there 
found lying in the eroded depressions of the St. Peter sandstone. 

Several pieces of silicified wood have been found at Northfield. These evidently are refer
able to the gravel and till of the gray drift derived from the northwestward. 

Among the specimens obtained from the drift, now in the collections of Carleton college, 
Prof. Spe"rry has preserved a boulder of very coarse porphyry. 'l'he crystals are apparently of 
albite, in ,a compact greenish diabase. 'Tiley are about I} inches in length, the corners and edges 
somewhat rounded off, making the rock reRemble a conglomerate. 

In the same collection of drift-stones are several pieces, about six inches long, of the felsite 
of the G'reat Palisades, at lake Superior, with the disseminated crystals of quartz and translucent 
feldspar. 

Small specimens of asbestus have been hrought twice to Carleton college, once said to have 
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18. The Straight river continued to flow ahout where the kame lies, 
after the withdrawal of the ice. 

19. When the upper Oannon valley was fi'eed from the glacier, and it 

received also the waters of the Minnesota, the volume of the river was so 

great that it not only covereu the lmme itself hut spread eastward over the 
St. Peter sandstone. 

20. As the stony till lately deposited by the glader was less easily 

excavated than the St. Peter sandrock, gra(lually the greater volume of the 

river ran over the strike of that sandrock; and this may have taken place 

while only the Straight river occupied the vaHey, and perhaps when the 

ice still existed in the interval between the old valley and the new one. 

21. Thus the river on the shrinlmge again of the Cannon to its present 

size, or on the withdrawal of the ice, was permanently diverted from its 

course through or over the till deposits, marked hy the present position of 

the kame in secs. 33, 32, 29 and 21, and remained in the narrower, but 

deeper, newly excavated gorge through which it flows from Carr's crossing 

to where it returns to its old valley in the north part of sec. 27. 

22. A similar encroachment of the river on the St. Peter sandrock is 

witnessed in sec. 19, in the north part of Ftuibault, where also the river has 

abandoned its old valley, abundantly strewn with gravel, extending through 

sees. 23,13, and the west half of sec. 7, and has followed a recently excavated 

narrow gorge through the St. Peter sandrock, a distance of about two miles, 

uniting again with the gravel-strewn wide valley just below the Oanllon 

valley roller mill, S. E. cor. of sec. 8. 

23. After the formation of this kame there was no re-advance of the 

ice over the same area. 
lIfinemls from the d7·ift. Several pieces of native copper were found near the Cannon Valley 

roller mill, 8. E. } of sec. 8, Cannon City, some in excavating for the foundation of the mill, and 
others along the road between secs. 8 and 9. They are from the red till which genemlly is there 
found lying in the eroded depressions of the St. Peter sandstone. 

Several pieces of silicified wood have been found at Northfield. These evidently are refer
able to the gravel and till of the gray drift derived from the northwestward. 

Among the specimens obtained from the drift, now in tbe collections of Carleton college, 
Prof. Sperry has preserved a boulder of very coarse porphyry. 'l'he crystals are apparently of 
albite, in,a compact greenish diabase .. 'l'hey are about I} inches in length, the corners and edges 
SOmewhat rounded off, making the rock resemble a conglomerate. 

In the same collection of dlift-stones are several pieces, about six inches long, of the felsite 
. of the G'reat Palisades, at lake Superior, with the disseminated crystals of quartz and translucent 
feldspar. 

Small specimens of asbestus have been hrought twice to Carleton college, once said to have 
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18. The Straight river continued to flow ahout where the kame lies, 
after the withdrawal of the ice. 

19. When the upper Oannon valley was fi'eed from the glacier, and it 

received also the waters of the Minnesota, the volume of the river was so 

great that it not only covereu the lmme itself hut spread eastward over the 
St. Peter sandstone. 

20. As the stony till lately deposited by the glader was less easily 

excavated than the St. Peter sandrock, gra(lually the greater volume of the 

river ran over the strike of that sandrock; and this may have taken place 

while only the Straight river occupied the vaHey, and perhaps when the 

ice still existed in the interval between the old valley and the new one. 

21. Thus the river on the shrinlmge again of the Cannon to its present 

size, or on the withdrawal of the ice, was permanently diverted from its 

course through or over the till deposits, marked hy the present position of 

the kame in secs. 33, 32, 29 and 21, and remained in the narrower, but 

deeper, newly excavated gorge through which it flows from Carr's crossing 

to where it returns to its old valley in the north part of sec. 27. 

22. A similar encroachment of the river on the St. Peter sandrock is 

witnessed in sec. 19, in the north part of Ftuibault, where also the river has 

abandoned its old valley, abundantly strewn with gravel, extending through 

sees. 23,13, and the west half of sec. 7, and has followed a recently excavated 

narrow gorge through the St. Peter sandrock, a distance of about two miles, 

uniting again with the gravel-strewn wide valley just below the Oanllon 

valley roller mill, S. E. cor. of sec. 8. 

23. After the formation of this kame there was no re-advance of the 

ice over the same area. 
lIfinemls from the d7·ift. Several pieces of native copper were found near the Cannon Valley 

roller mill, 8. E. } of sec. 8, Cannon City, some in excavating for the foundation of the mill, and 
others along the road between secs. 8 and 9. They are from the red till which genemlly is there 
found lying in the eroded depressions of the St. Peter sandstone. 

Several pieces of silicified wood have been found at Northfield. These evidently are refer
able to the gravel and till of the gray drift derived from the northwestward. 

Among the specimens obtained from the drift, now in tbe collections of Carleton college, 
Prof. Sperry has preserved a boulder of very coarse porphyry. 'l'he crystals are apparently of 
albite, in,a compact greenish diabase .. 'l'hey are about I} inches in length, the corners and edges 
SOmewhat rounded off, making the rock resemble a conglomerate. 

In the same collection of dlift-stones are several pieces, about six inches long, of the felsite 
. of the G'reat Palisades, at lake Superior, with the disseminated crystals of quartz and translucent 
feldspar. 

Small specimens of asbestus have been hrought twice to Carleton college, once said to have 
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come from near Shieldsville, and once from near Faribanlt. It is in silky threads, that are fine 
and from a vein in some rock. This vein is 21 inches wide, the threads running transverse to the 
direction of the vein, and presenting a faulted structure near the middle of the vein. None of the 
rock is preserved in the gamples seen, but as both specimens have the same faulted structure they 
probably came from the same vein, if not from the same boulder. The grain of the mineral, and 
its color, also indicate the same. 

]j[ctstodon 7·em.ains. Concerning the mastodon tusk found at Northfield, Prof. Sperry writes 
as follows: 

CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MINN., 
April 8th, 1882. 

PROF. N. H. WINCHEJ,L, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

DEAR 8m: In reply to yours of 3rd instant making inquiries concerning some remains of 
a m.astodon found in this city in 1879, and now in the cabinet of Carleton college, I would respect
fully state that the remains found here consist only of a part of one tusk. This was exposed by 
some workmen, while digging in a deposit of drift, about ten feet below the surface. 0 

The portion of the tusk found measured eight and one-half (81) feet in length, and twenty-
two 122) inches in cilcumference. at the base. When restored, by continuing its general line of 
taper to a point, it measures nearly twelve (12) feet. 

The broken extremity of the part found was so eroded and rounded as to render it evident 
that it had been broken and separated from the terminal portion before being deposited where it 
was found. Its whole appearance indicates that it had shared the rough-and-tumble experience 
of its associated drift material. 

Subsequent removal of much of the surrounding bank has not revealed the separated ex
tremity. Exposure to the light and air has resulted in checking and slacking the discovered 
specimen, so that protection, by the use of glue, sizing and varnish, became necessary. 

Y ourg cordially, 
L. B. SPERRY. 

Wells in Rice county. 

Wheatland. Wells in Wheatland town~hip are generally in blue clay after passing through 
two to four feet of yellow clay. The latter contains pebbles and bits of Cretaceous shale, and if 
not a weathered condition of the blue till, is closely connected with it in origin. William Sherack, 
S. W. t sec. 16; well, 33 ft.; yellow clay, then blue clay. 

Webstwr. Edward McFadden, S. E. t sec. 17; well, 38 feet; all yellow and blne clay except at 
the bottom where water was found in gravel. Pieces of Cretaceous shale and lignite were found 
in this well. Thomas Reynolds. sec. 14; well, 42 ft.; yellowish-red clay, 18 ft.; the rest was blue 
clay. Martin Duffy, S. E. ~- sec. 16; well, 54 feet.; said to be all in gravel. finding no water. '1'his 
is 011 land about twenty feet higher than McFadden's well. --- Burke, on the south half of 
sec. 8; well, 68 ft., yellow and blue clay. John Malloy, 8. E. t gec. 10; well, 30 ft.; yellow loam, 
8-10 feet. thell blue clay, and water in gravel. Mrs. Ann Kinsella, N. E. t sec. 14; well, 25 ft., 
only yellow loam and blue clay. 

FOTest. Simon Taylor, N. W. t sec. 13; well, 73 feet; dug all the way, yellow clay, blue 
clay, quicksand, the blue clay making up the greater part of the depth, and the quicksand 
and gravel at the bottom furnishing water. '1'he blue clay had considerable slate, and occasionally 
other stones as large as six inches. John Beckley, 8. W. ;} sec. 12; well, 24 feet; yellow and blne 
clay; water in sand. Leonard Balleyett's well, east side of sec. 22, is 2.5 feet deep, mostly in yel
low clay. James Strange, N. E.! sec. 1.5; well, 18 feet, all in yellow and blue clay, with pieces of 
Cretaceous shale. Wm. F. Sloan, N. E. cor. sec. 10; well 96 feet; in clay all the way to the bot
tom, where quicksand was struck, furnishing water. This well was bored 18 inches in diameter, 
and planked with pine, thus rendering the water foul. George Parker, sec. 35; well, 110 feet; a 
bored well, formerly good water. 

B1idgewateT. At St. Olaf school, sec. 36, Bridgewater, near Northfield, the well is in 
sand 6-10 feet, sandrock, 80-90 feet, Shakopee, about 50 feet; water is raised by a windmill. I. 1. 
IIsley, N. E. t sec. 33; four wells, all in blue clay; 4.5 feet in blue clay, then limerock, then soap
stone, there finding water, at least stopping there; probably seep water; no red clay under the blue 
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come from near Shieldsville, and once from near Faribault. It is in silky threads, that are fine 
and from a vein in some rock. This vein is 21 inches wide, the threads running transverse to the 
direction of the vein, and presenting a faulted structure near the middle of the vein. None of the 
rock is preserved in the Ramples seen, but as both specimens have the same faulted structure they 
probably came from the same vein, if not from the same boulder. The grain of the mineral, and 
its color, also indicate the same. 

]Jfastodon ?'emains. Concerning the mastodon tusk found at Northfield, Prof. Sperry writes 
as follows: 

CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MINN., 
April 8th, 1882. 

PROF. N. II. WINCHELL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of 3rd instant making inquiries concerning some remains of 
a nWf.toclon found in this city in 1879, and now in the cabinet of Carleton college, I would respect
fully state that the remains found here consist only of a part of one tusk. This was exposed by 
some workmen, while digging in a deposit of drift, about ten feet below the surface. .... 

The portion of the tusk found measured eight and one-half (81) feet in length, and twenty
two 122) inches in cilcumference. at the base. When restored, by continuing its general line of 
taper to a point, it measures nearly twelve (12) feet. 

The broken extremity of the part found was so eroded and rounded as to render it evident 
that it had been broken and separated from the terminal portion before being deposited where it 
was found. Its whole appearance indicates that it had shared the rough-and-tumble experience 
of its associated drift material. 

Subsequent removal of much of the surrounding bank has not revealed the separated ex
tremity. Exposure to the light and air has resulted in checking and slacking the discovered 
specimen, so that protection, by the use of glue, sizing aud varnish, became necessary. 

Y ourR cordially, 
L. B. SPERRY. 

Wells in Rice county. 

Whecttlancl. Wells in Wheatland townehip are generally in blue clay after passing through 
two to four feet of yellow clay. The latter contains pebbles and bits of Cretaceous shale, and if 
not a weathered condition of the blue till, is closely connected with it in origin. William Sherack, 
S. W. t sec. 16; well, 33 ft.; yellow clay, then blue clay. 

Webste'r. Edward McFadden, S. E. t sec. 17; well, 38 feet; all yellow and blue clay except at 
the bottom where water was found in gravel. Pieces of Cretaceous shale and lignite were found 
in this well. Thomas Reynolds, sec. 14; well, 42 ft.; yellowish-red clay, 18 ft.; the rest was blue 
clay. Martin Duffy, S. E. t sec. 16; well, 54 feet.; said to be all in gravel, finding no water. This 
is Oil land about twenty feet higher than McFadden'S well. --- Burke, on the south half of 
sec. 8; well, 68 ft., yellow and blue clay. John Malloy, S. E. t Rec. 10; well, 30 ft.; yellow loam, 
8-10 feet, thell blue clay, and water in gravel. Mrs. Ann Kinsella, N. E.} sec. 14; well, 25 ft., 
only yellow loam and blue clay. 

Forest. Simon Taylor, N. W. } sec. 13; well, 73 feet; dug all the way, yellow clay, blue 
clay, quicksand, the blue clay making up the greater part of the depth, and the quicksand 
and gravel at the bottom furnishing water. The blue clay had considerable slate, and occasionally 
other stones as large as six inches. John Beckley, S. W. t sec. 12; well, 24 feet; yellow and blne 
clay; water in sand. Leonard Balleyett's well, east side of sec. 22, is 2.5 feet deep, mostly in yel
low clay. James Strange, N. E. i- sec. 15; well, 18 feet, all in yellow and blue clay, with pieces of 
Cretaceous shale. Wm. F. Sloan, N. E. cor. sec. 10; well 96 feet; in clay all the way to the bot
tom, where quicksand was struck, furnishing water. This well was bored 18 inches iudiameter, 
and planked with pine, thus rendering the water foul. George Parker, sec. 35; well, 110 feet; a 
bored well, formerly good water. 

B?·idgewater. At St. Olaf school, sec. 36, Bridgewater, near Northfield, the well is in 
sand 6-10 feet, sandrock, 80-90 feet, Shakopee, about 50 feet; water is raised by a windmill. 1. 1. 
Ilsley, N. E. ? sec. 33; four wells, all in blue clay; 45 feet in blue clay, then limerock, then soap
stone, there finding water, at least stopping there; probably seep water; no red clay under the blue 
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come from near Shieldsville, and once from near Faribault. It is in silky threads, that are fine 
and from a vein in some rock. This vein is 21 inches wide, the threads running transverse to the 
direction of the vein, and presenting a faulted structure near the middle of the vein. None of the 
rock is preserved in the Ramples seen, but as both specimens have the same faulted structure they 
probably came from the same vein, if not from the same boulder. The grain of the mineral, and 
its color, also indicate the same. 

]Jfastodon ?'emains. Concerning the mastodon tusk found at Northfield, Prof. Sperry writes 
as follows: 

CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MINN., 
April 8th, 1882. 

PROF. N. II. WINCHELL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of 3rd instant making inquiries concerning some remains of 
a nWf.toclon found in this city in 1879, and now in the cabinet of Carleton college, I would respect
fully state that the remains found here consist only of a part of one tusk. This was exposed by 
some workmen, while digging in a deposit of drift, about ten feet below the surface. .... 

The portion of the tusk found measured eight and one-half (81) feet in length, and twenty
two 122) inches in cilcumference. at the base. When restored, by continuing its general line of 
taper to a point, it measures nearly twelve (12) feet. 

The broken extremity of the part found was so eroded and rounded as to render it evident 
that it had been broken and separated from the terminal portion before being deposited where it 
was found. Its whole appearance indicates that it had shared the rough-and-tumble experience 
of its associated drift material. 

Subsequent removal of much of the surrounding bank has not revealed the separated ex
tremity. Exposure to the light and air has resulted in checking and slacking the discovered 
specimen, so that protection, by the use of glue, sizing aud varnish, became necessary. 

Y ourR cordially, 
L. B. SPERRY. 

Wells in Rice county. 

Whecttlancl. Wells in Wheatland townehip are generally in blue clay after passing through 
two to four feet of yellow clay. The latter contains pebbles and bits of Cretaceous shale, and if 
not a weathered condition of the blue till, is closely connected with it in origin. William Sherack, 
S. W. t sec. 16; well, 33 ft.; yellow clay, then blue clay. 

Webste'r. Edward McFadden, S. E. t sec. 17; well, 38 feet; all yellow and blue clay except at 
the bottom where water was found in gravel. Pieces of Cretaceous shale and lignite were found 
in this well. Thomas Reynolds, sec. 14; well, 42 ft.; yellowish-red clay, 18 ft.; the rest was blue 
clay. Martin Duffy, S. E. t sec. 16; well, 54 feet.; said to be all in gravel, finding no water. This 
is Oil land about twenty feet higher than McFadden'S well. --- Burke, on the south half of 
sec. 8; well, 68 ft., yellow and blue clay. John Malloy, S. E. t Rec. 10; well, 30 ft.; yellow loam, 
8-10 feet, thell blue clay, and water in gravel. Mrs. Ann Kinsella, N. E.} sec. 14; well, 25 ft., 
only yellow loam and blue clay. 

Forest. Simon Taylor, N. W. } sec. 13; well, 73 feet; dug all the way, yellow clay, blue 
clay, quicksand, the blue clay making up the greater part of the depth, and the quicksand 
and gravel at the bottom furnishing water. The blue clay had considerable slate, and occasionally 
other stones as large as six inches. John Beckley, S. W. t sec. 12; well, 24 feet; yellow and blne 
clay; water in sand. Leonard Balleyett's well, east side of sec. 22, is 2.5 feet deep, mostly in yel
low clay. James Strange, N. E. i- sec. 15; well, 18 feet, all in yellow and blue clay, with pieces of 
Cretaceous shale. Wm. F. Sloan, N. E. cor. sec. 10; well 96 feet; in clay all the way to the bot
tom, where quicksand was struck, furnishing water. This well was bored 18 inches iudiameter, 
and planked with pine, thus rendering the water foul. George Parker, sec. 35; well, 110 feet; a 
bored well, formerly good water. 

B?·idgewater. At St. Olaf school, sec. 36, Bridgewater, near Northfield, the well is in 
sand 6-10 feet, sandrock, 80-90 feet, Shakopee, about 50 feet; water is raised by a windmill. 1. 1. 
Ilsley, N. E. ? sec. 33; four wells, all in blue clay; 45 feet in blue clay, then limerock, then soap
stone, there finding water, at least stopping there; probably seep water; no red clay under the blue 
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come from near Shieldsville, and once from near Faribault. It is in silky threads, that are fine 
and from a vein in some rock. This vein is 2~ inches wide, the threads running transverse to the 
direction of the and presenting a faulted structure near the mid(Ue of the vein. N one of the 
rock is preserved in the samples seen, but as both specimens have the same faulted structure they 
probably came from the same vein, if not from the same boulder. The grain of the mineral, and ' 
its color, also indicate the same. 

Mastodon ?'emains. Concerning the mastodon tusk found at Northfield, Prof. Sperry writes 
as follows: 

CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MINN., 
April 8th, 1882. 

PROF. N. H. WINCHELL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of 3rd instant making inquiries concerning some remains of 
a maMoclon found in this city in 1879, and now in the cabinet of Carleton college, I would respect
fully state that the remains found here consist only of a part of one tusk. '1'111s was exposed by 
some workmen, while digging in a deposit of drift, about ten feet below the surface. .. 

The portion of the tusk found measured eight and one-half (8~) feet in and twenty-
two (22) inches in chcumference. at the base. When restored, by continuing its general line of 
taper to a point, it measures nearly twelve (12) feet. 

The broken extremity of the part found was so eroded and rounded as to render it evident 
that it had been broken and separated from the terminal portion before being deposited where it 
was found. Its whole appearance indicates that it had shared the rough-and-tumble experience 
of its associated drift materiaL 

Subsequent removal of much of the surrounding bank has not revealed the separated ex
tremity. Exposure to the light and air has resulted in checking and slacking the discovered 
specimen, so that protection, by the use of glue, sizing aud varnish, became necessary. 

Yours cordially, 
L. B. SPERRY. 

Wells in Rice county. 

Whentlancl. Wells in Wheatland tOWllEhip are generally in blue clay after passing through 
two to four feet of yellow clay. The latter contains pebbles and bits of Cretaceous shale, and if 
not a weathered condition of the blue till, is closely connected with it in origin. William Sherack, 
S. W.} sec. 16; well, 33 ft.; yellow clay, then blue clay. 

Webste't. Edward McFadden, S. E. t sec. 17; well, 38 feet; all yellow and blue clay except at 
the bottom where water was found in gravel. Pieces of Cretaceous shale and lignite were found 
in this well. '1'homas Reynolds, sec. 14; well, 42 ft.; yellowish-red clay, 18 ft.; the rest was blue 
clay. Martin Duffy, S. E. t sec. W; well, 54 feet.; said to be all in gravel, finding no water. This 
is on land about twenty feet higher than McFadden's well. -- Burke, on the south half of 
sec. 8; well, 68 ft., yellow and blue clay. John Malloy, 8. E. t sec. 10; well, 30 ft.; yellow loam, 
8-10 feet. theil blue clay, and water in gravel. Mrs, Ann Kinsella, N. E. f sec. 14; well, 25 ft., 
only yellow loam and blue clay. 

POI·est. Simon Taylor, N. W. t sec. 13; well, 73 feet; dug all the way, yellow clay, blue 
clay, quicksand, tIle blue clay making up the greater part of the depth, and the quicksand 
and gravel at the bottom furnishing water. 1'he blue clay had considerable slate, and occasionally 
other stones as large as six inches. John Beckley, S, W. f sec. ]2; well, 24 feet; yellow and bll,e 
clay; water in sand. Leonard Balleyett's well, east side of sec. 22, is 26 feet deep, mostly in yel
low clay, James Strange, N. Ki' sec. 15; well, 18 feet, all in yellow and blue clay, with pieces of 
Cretaceous shale. Wm. F. Sloan, N. E. cor. sec. 10; well 96 feet; in clay all the way to the bot
tom, where quicksand was struck, furnishing water. This well was bored 18 inches in diameter, 
and planked with pine, thus rendering the water fouL George Parker, sec. 35; well, 110 feet; a 
bored well, formerly good water. 

B1idgewater. At St. Olaf school, sec. 36, Bridgewater, near Northfield, the well is ill 
sand 6-10 feet, sandrock, 80-90 feet, Shakopee, about 50 feet; water is raised by a windmill. I. I. 
11sley, N. E. i sec. 33; four wells, all in blue clay; 45 feet in blue clay, then limerock, then soap
stone, there finding water, at least stopping there; probably seep water; no red clay nnder the blue 
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come from near Shieldsville, and once from near Faribault. It is in silky threads, that are fine 
and from a vein in some rock. This vein is 2~ inches wide, the threads running transverse to the 
direction of the and presenting a faulted structure near the mid(Ue of the vein. N one of the 
rock is preserved in the samples seen, but as both specimens have the same faulted structure they 
probably came from the same vein, if not from the same boulder. The grain of the mineral, and ' 
its color, also indicate the same. 

Mastodon ?'emains. Concerning the mastodon tusk found at Northfield, Prof. Sperry writes 
as follows: 

CARLETON COLLEGE, NORTHFIELD, MINN., 
April 8th, 1882. 

PROF. N. H. WINCHELL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

DEAR SIR: In reply to yours of 3rd instant making inquiries concerning some remains of 
a maMoclon found in this city in 1879, and now in the cabinet of Carleton college, I would respect
fully state that the remains found here consist only of a part of one tusk. '1'111s was exposed by 
some workmen, while digging in a deposit of drift, about ten feet below the surface. .. 

The portion of the tusk found measured eight and one-half (8~) feet in and twenty-
two (22) inches in chcumference. at the base. When restored, by continuing its general line of 
taper to a point, it measures nearly twelve (12) feet. 

The broken extremity of the part found was so eroded and rounded as to render it evident 
that it had been broken and separated from the terminal portion before being deposited where it 
was found. Its whole appearance indicates that it had shared the rough-and-tumble experience 
of its associated drift materiaL 

Subsequent removal of much of the surrounding bank has not revealed the separated ex
tremity. Exposure to the light and air has resulted in checking and slacking the discovered 
specimen, so that protection, by the use of glue, sizing aud varnish, became necessary. 

Yours cordially, 
L. B. SPERRY. 

Wells in Rice county. 

Whentlancl. Wells in Wheatland tOWllEhip are generally in blue clay after passing through 
two to four feet of yellow clay. The latter contains pebbles and bits of Cretaceous shale, and if 
not a weathered condition of the blue till, is closely connected with it in origin. William Sherack, 
S. W.} sec. 16; well, 33 ft.; yellow clay, then blue clay. 

Webste't. Edward McFadden, S. E. t sec. 17; well, 38 feet; all yellow and blue clay except at 
the bottom where water was found in gravel. Pieces of Cretaceous shale and lignite were found 
in this well. '1'homas Reynolds, sec. 14; well, 42 ft.; yellowish-red clay, 18 ft.; the rest was blue 
clay. Martin Duffy, S. E. t sec. W; well, 54 feet.; said to be all in gravel, finding no water. This 
is on land about twenty feet higher than McFadden's well. -- Burke, on the south half of 
sec. 8; well, 68 ft., yellow and blue clay. John Malloy, 8. E. t sec. 10; well, 30 ft.; yellow loam, 
8-10 feet. theil blue clay, and water in gravel. Mrs, Ann Kinsella, N. E. f sec. 14; well, 25 ft., 
only yellow loam and blue clay. 

POI·est. Simon Taylor, N. W. t sec. 13; well, 73 feet; dug all the way, yellow clay, blue 
clay, quicksand, tIle blue clay making up the greater part of the depth, and the quicksand 
and gravel at the bottom furnishing water. 1'he blue clay had considerable slate, and occasionally 
other stones as large as six inches. John Beckley, S, W. f sec. ]2; well, 24 feet; yellow and bll,e 
clay; water in sand. Leonard Balleyett's well, east side of sec. 22, is 26 feet deep, mostly in yel
low clay, James Strange, N. Ki' sec. 15; well, 18 feet, all in yellow and blue clay, with pieces of 
Cretaceous shale. Wm. F. Sloan, N. E. cor. sec. 10; well 96 feet; in clay all the way to the bot
tom, where quicksand was struck, furnishing water. This well was bored 18 inches in diameter, 
and planked with pine, thus rendering the water fouL George Parker, sec. 35; well, 110 feet; a 
bored well, formerly good water. 

B1idgewater. At St. Olaf school, sec. 36, Bridgewater, near Northfield, the well is ill 
sand 6-10 feet, sandrock, 80-90 feet, Shakopee, about 50 feet; water is raised by a windmill. I. I. 
11sley, N. E. i sec. 33; four wells, all in blue clay; 45 feet in blue clay, then limerock, then soap
stone, there finding water, at least stopping there; probably seep water; no red clay nnder the blue 
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clay. Mr. Ilsley found a log thirty-five feet under the surface in blue clay. Levi Strader, sec, 17; 
well, 27 feet; soil and yellow pebbly clay, 25 feet; sand, 1 foot; cemented yellow clay (hardpan), 
1 foot; water rose about 8 feet. 

Shieldsville. Pat. McKenna, N. E. or sec. 1; well, 20 feet; yellow clay, 10 feet; blue clay, ]0 
feet; both with small stones; water from the clay. AnoLher well near was the same, though 8 feet 
higher at the surface. Thfllakes at Shieldsville do not supply the wells sunk near them, being in 
superficial basins in the impervious till. Some wells are sunk seventy feet, or more, near these 
lakes, without getting a permanent supply of water. 

Wells. Edward LaCroix, N. E. ,1 sec. Ill; well, 47 feet; yellow clay, 20 feet; sand, 2 feet; 
yellow, hard clay, 1 foot; blue clay, 2.5 feet; this well is about on the contour-line of 1000, the west 
limit of the gravelly, terrace-like expanse that accompanies the Cannon valley. C. J. Winans, S. E. 
t sec. 6; well, 33 feet; yellow and blue clay, with gravel at the bottom. .J. G. Scott, sec. 2]; well, 4.5 
feet; yellow loam, 12 feet; blue clay, 28 feet; gravel, .5 feet; water. Tinus Rand, sec. 21; well, 011 

the briJ:k of Roberd's lake; 28 feet in blne clay; thongh situated but ten feet above the lake, this 
well had no water. Dennis Scott, N. W. i sec. 6; well, six or eight feet deep in gravel; near the 
lake, but about 2.5 feet above the lake. 

Cannon City. Well of John Gordon, at Cannon City village, passed through soil and clay, 
30 feet, and into limerock, 3 feet. Wm.Eigers, sonth part of sec. 18 (west of the river); well, 38 
feet; yellow loam and clay, 4 feet; blue clay, 30 feet; sand, 4 feet; no water; small pieces of lignite. 

M01"1'istown. At Morristown village wells are from 13 to 1.5 feet in depth, in gravel. Joseph 
Goal', N. E. J SP,C. 33; well, 70 feet deep; only in drift deposits. Wheu the wind is west air comes 
into this well through the gravel near the bottom, and when it is east air passes in the opposite 
direction through tile gravel. The well becomes so cold by this circulation that in winter, at the 
depth of seventy feet, the bucket freezes fast if left in the water. This well is in the prairie 
country, about 1100 or 112.5 feet above the sea, with a westward slope toward a marsh about a 
hundred rods from the well. 

Wa?'Sa11l. John O'Connor, S. E. ~- sec. 34; well, 13 feet; all in yellow clay; watflr in a thin 
gravel bed. John Davis, N. W. } sec. 34; well, 90 feet; yellow and blue clay; no water. Another 
well ten or twelve feet west of the last, .50 feet deep, had a little water, but not enough. 

Walcott. Widow Hannah Myers, S. W. } sec. 21; well, 6 feet; soil and sand, .5} feet; then 
blue clay; water rises and falls with Mud creek, but is unfailing. This well is situated on the 
terrace-flat that accompanies the Straight river, and is about 2.5 feet above the river. Wells in 
secs. 14 and 11 are shallow, and often in gravel. 

l\iATEI{IAL RESOURCES. 

Besides its fertile soil, and the large supply of timber that covers most of the western half of 
the county, Rice county has natural means of wealth derivable directly from the bedded rocks, 
viz., building-stone, and lime. Bricks also are made in a number of places. 

Building-stone. Numerous stone-quarries occur in the eastern half of the county. The 
bluffs throughout this region are c8.pped by a layer of the Trenton limestone Vllxying from two or 
three feet to twenty feet in thickness, and the same stratum outcrops favorably at many points 
along the Straight and Cannon valleys. This rock furnishes a useful stone for nearly all purposes 
in common building, and is relied on throughout the country for all walls and foundations. It 
has also, till very recently, supplied all tile stone used in the principal buildings in N ortbfield 
and Faribault; but within a couple of years several varieties of stone from abroad have been 
sparingly imported into those cities for some of the larger structures.* 

Prairie creek valley has scores of small quarries opened along its blllff~, and the valley of the 
Cannon looks up to as many more. Some of tile latter are as follows: east of Dundas quarries 
are owned by Messrs. Lemont, Larkins, Mills, Kuntz, and by others. The quarries of Peter 
Oleson and Archie Stetson are on the east side of sec. 2.5, Bridgewater. Porter Gray's and C. A. 
Reed's qnarries are on the N. W. l sec. 34, west side of the river. Charles Sanford's and William 
Clelland's quarrieE, on the ~mme quarter section, are run summer and winter. The stone obtained 
here is not blue, but ashen gray, similar to that at Doyle's quarry at Faribault. Stone of the 
best quality is furnished at Northfield at about six dollars per cord. 

--* Compare the chapter on the building-stones ofthe state, p. 171. 
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clay. Mr. Ilsley found a log thirty-five feet tmder the surface in blue clay. Levi Strader, sec, 17; 
well, 27 feet; soil and yellow pebbly clay, 25 feet; sand, 1 foot; cemented yellow clay (hardpan), 
1 foot; water rose about 8 feet. 

Shieldsville. Pat. McKenna, N. E.;} sec. 1; well, 20 feet; yellow clay, 10 feet; blue clay, 10 
feet; both with small stones; water from the clay. Another well near was the same, though 8 feet 
higher at the surface. The lakes at Shieldsville do not supply the wells sunk near them, being in 
superficial basins in the impervious till. 80me wells are sunk seventy feet, or more, near these 
lakes, without getting a permanent supply of water. 

Wells. Edward LaCroix, N. E. ,J sec. 1l!; well, 47 feet; yellow clay, 20 feet; sand, 2 feet; 
yellow, hard clay, 1 foot; blue clay, 2.5 feet; this well is about on the contour-line of ] (JOO, the west 
limit of the gravelly, terrace-like expanse that accompanies the Cannon valley. C. J. Winans, S. E. 
t sec. 6; well, 33 feet; yellow and blue clay, with gravel at the bottom. J. G. Scott, sec. 21; well, 4.5 
feet; yellow loam, 12 feet; blue clay, 28 feet; gravel, 5 feet; water. Tinus Rand, sec. 21; well, on 
the bril;k of Roberd's lake; 28 feet in blne clay; thongh situated but ten feet above the lake, this 
well had no water. Dennis Scott, N. W. ? sec. 6; well, six or eight feet deep in gravel; near the 
lake, but about 25 feet above the lake. 

Cannon City. 'Well of John Gordon, at Cannon City village, passed through soil and clay, 
30 feet, and into limerock, 3 feet. Wm. Eigers, sonth part of sec. 18 (west of the river); well, 38 
feet; yellow loam and clay, 4 feet; blue clay, 3U feet; sand, 4 feet; no water; small pieces of lignite. 

MOr1istown. At Morristown village wells are from 1::l to 1.5 feet in depth, in gravel. Joseph 
Goal', N. E. 1 SP,C. 33; well, 70 feet deep; only in drift deposits. When the wind is west air comes 
into this well through the gravel near the bottom, and when it is east air passes in the opposite 
direction through the gravel. The well becomes so cold by this circulation that in winter, at the 
depth of seventy feet, the bucket freezes fast if left in the water. This well is in the prairie 
country, about] 100 or 1125 feet above the sea, with a westward slope toward a marsh about a 
hundred rods from the well. 

Wa7·sCiw. John O'Connor, S. E. ~. sec. 34; well, 13 feet; all in yellow clay; water in a thin 
gravel bed. John Davis, N. W. ;} sec. 34; well, 90 feet; yellow and blue clay; no water. Another 
well ten or twelve feet west of the last, .50 feet deep, had a little water, but not enouglJ. 

Walcott. Widow Hannah Myers, S. W .. J sec. 21; well, 6 feet; soil and sand, 5~ feet; then 
blue clay; water rises and falls with Mud creel{, but is unfailing. This well is situated on the 
terrace-flat tbat accompanies the Straight river, and is about 25 feet above the river. Wells in 
secs. 14 and 11 are shallow, and often in gravel. 

JIIAl'EIllAL RESOUIWES. 

Besides its fertile soil, and the large supply of timber that covers most of the western half of 
the county, Rice county has natural means of wealth derivable directly from the bedded rocks, 
viz., building-stone, and lime. Bricks also are made in a number of places. 

Building-stone. Numerous stone-quarries occur in the eastern half of the county. The 
bluffs throughout this region are c<lpped by a layer of the Trenton limestone vllxying from two or 
tlJree feet to twenty feet in thickness, and the same stratum outcrops favorably at many points 
along the Straight and Cannon valleys. Tl1is rock furnishes a useful stone for nearly all purposes 
in common building, amI is relied on throughout the country for all walls and foundations. It 
has also, till very recently, supplied all the stone used in the principal buildings in Northfield 
and Faribault; but within a couple of years several varieties of stone from abroad have been 
sparingly imported into those cities for some of the larger strnctures.* 

Prairie creek valley has scores of small quarries opened along its blllff~, ant! the valley of the 
Cannon looks up to as many more. 80me of the latter are as follows: east of Dundas quarries 
are owned by Messrs. Lemont, Larkins, Mills, Kuntz, and by others. The quarries of Peter 
Oleson and Archie Stetson are on the east side of sec. ::l.5, Bridgewater. Porter Gray's and C. A. 
Reed's qnarries are on the N. W. J sec. 34, west side of tlJe river. Charles Sanford's and William 
Clelland's quarriee, on the ~mme quarter section, are run summer and winter. The stone obtained 
here is not blue, but ashen gray, similar to that at Doyle's quarry at Faribault. Stone of the 
best quality is furnished at Northfield at about six dollars per cord. 

--. Compare the chapter on the building-stones of the state, p. 171. 
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lake, but about 25 feet above the lake. 

Cannon City. 'Well of John Gordon, at Cannon City village, passed through soil and clay, 
30 feet, and into limerock, 3 feet. Wm. Eigers, sonth part of sec. 18 (west of the river); well, 38 
feet; yellow loam and clay, 4 feet; blue clay, 3U feet; sand, 4 feet; no water; small pieces of lignite. 

MOr1istown. At Morristown village wells are from 1::l to 1.5 feet in depth, in gravel. Joseph 
Goal', N. E. 1 SP,C. 33; well, 70 feet deep; only in drift deposits. When the wind is west air comes 
into this well through the gravel near the bottom, and when it is east air passes in the opposite 
direction through the gravel. The well becomes so cold by this circulation that in winter, at the 
depth of seventy feet, the bucket freezes fast if left in the water. This well is in the prairie 
country, about] 100 or 1125 feet above the sea, with a westward slope toward a marsh about a 
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secs. 14 and 11 are shallow, and often in gravel. 
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viz., building-stone, and lime. Bricks also are made in a number of places. 

Building-stone. Numerous stone-quarries occur in the eastern half of the county. The 
bluffs throughout this region are c<lpped by a layer of the Trenton limestone vllxying from two or 
tlJree feet to twenty feet in thickness, and the same stratum outcrops favorably at many points 
along the Straight and Cannon valleys. Tl1is rock furnishes a useful stone for nearly all purposes 
in common building, amI is relied on throughout the country for all walls and foundations. It 
has also, till very recently, supplied all the stone used in the principal buildings in Northfield 
and Faribault; but within a couple of years several varieties of stone from abroad have been 
sparingly imported into those cities for some of the larger strnctures.* 

Prairie creek valley has scores of small quarries opened along its blllff~, ant! the valley of the 
Cannon looks up to as many more. 80me of the latter are as follows: east of Dundas quarries 
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here is not blue, but ashen gray, similar to that at Doyle's quarry at Faribault. Stone of the 
best quality is furnished at Northfield at about six dollars per cord. 

--. Compare the chapter on the building-stones of the state, p. 171. 
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Monistown. At Morristown village wells are from 1:3 to 15 feet in depth, in gravel. Josepb 
Goal', R. E. ~. S"lc. 33; well, 70 feet deep; only in drift deposits. When the wind is west air comes 
into tllis well through the gravel near the bottom, and when it is east air passes in the opposite 
direction through the gravel. The well becomes so cold by this circulation that in winter, at the 
depth of seventy feet, the bucket freezes fast if left in the water. 'l'his well is in the prairie 
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Clelland's quarrie!!, on the same quarter section, are l'Un:lUlllmer and winter. The stone obtained 
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There are several quarries in the bluffs at Faribault, but the most of the stone used at Fari
bauit is derived from the extensive quarry of Mr. Philip Cromer, situated about three miles east 
of J:o'aribault, in the valley of Fall creek. The principal mass of rock here is about ten feet thick, 
and is nearly fn'e from the objectionable shaly impurities seen at ~t. Paul and Minneapolis. It 
is compact and uniform in structure, though slightly clouded in color by fossiliferous. bands and 
by a slight dissemination of shale. The layers are thick and persistent, but can be split into 
blocks from six to ten inches thick. The lowest layer is very similar to the lowest layer at Min
neapolis, being somewhat vesicular, and darker colored. In the midst of the quarry also is a 
thickness of about a foot of very dark limestone, containing much carbonaceous sediment. The 
marble, so-called, which was once used somewhat in making table-tops and mantels, is the top 
layer, and really is embraced under and over shale, the upper shale being seen to be at least six 
feet thick, and containing thin bands of impure limerock, but non-fossiliferous.. This marble 
layer is a little less than a foot thick. It is susceptible of a fine polish, and has a gray color. On 
a polished surface are shown numerous sections of fossils peculiar to the rock. 'This layer is not 
now quarried for its peculiar product, but is involved with the general quarry. Beneath the 
whole quarry are three or four feet of shale which separate it from the St. Peter sandstone. Mr. 
Cromer sells undressed stone for prices ranging from $2.50 to $5.00 per cord. ~rhe greater part of 
his business however is in the best varieties which he sells by the cubic foot at prices ranging 
from 25 cents to 75 cents. Cut stone is sold from 20 to 30 cents per surface foot. The quarry is 
overlain by 2~-4 feet of loose stone mingled with loam. It was opened first about the year 1865. 
but was not continuously wrought till 1867, since which time it has furnished a very large amount 
of stone, which may be seen in Faribault in such buildings as the asylum for deaf and mute, the 
Shattuck school and the surrounding buildings, the public schools, Episcopal church and many 
of the business blocks. Willis Hall, at Northfield, is also partly constructed of stone from this 
quarry. 

Other quarries are owned by Michael Doyle and Frank Berry, the latter two miles south of 
Faribault on the west side of the river. Mr. Doyle's quarry is in the bank of the Straight river 
near the center of section 31, Faribault, on the west side, and was opened in 1856. The stone 
here is all changed in color to yellowish drab. It is a durable stone, superior in that respect to 
Cromer's. Common stone here sells for $3.50 per cord of 128 feet. Mr. Doyle states that about 
10 feet of shale underlies the limerock. 

In the vicinity of Northfield, quarries are owned, near St. Olaf college, by H. H. White, 
John Lanpher, and Saul Stewart. This stone is hauled fifteen and even twenty miles further 
west. Other quarrymen are J. Leonhart, A. Revere and D. Ferguson. In Wheeling township, 
in the valley of Prairie creek, quarries are owned by J. Thompson, A. Knapp, and S. Aslagson. 
In Richland township, bordering on Goodhue county, are quarries owned by Halver J obnson, and 
Peter Halverson. 

Lirne. The upper .four strata of the Lower Trenton formation, as exposed in this county, 
furnish tolerably good material for quicklime, though in some places they are too siliceous and 
aluminous. Lime has been made from this formation in every township of the county east of 
Cannon river, but this is not now a regular and paying business except at Philip Cromer's kiln, 
near Faribault. Mr. Cromer uses a patent kiln and burns from 3,000 to 3,500 barrels per year. 
Other kilns near Faribault produce in the aggregate about 1,000 barrels per year. There is a 
kiln one mile north of Northfield, which burns lime from the Shakopee formation, and supplies 
Northlield and vicinity. It is owned by Michael 'l'ramm. lIe burns 30 barrels in 24 hours, 
when running, and sells for seventy cents per barrel delivered in Northfield. 

Brick have been made at numerous places in Rice countv, and they are uniformly of a red 
color. They sell from six to eight dollars per thousand. One yard at Faribault has produced 
sometimes a million brick per year. 

Sorghum. Among the important industries of t.he county should be mentioned the sugar 
and sorghum establishment of Mr. Seth H. Kenney, situated in the N. W. t of sec. 6, Morristown. 
This is the pioneer establishment of the state, and it is equipped with the latest improved methods 
and machinery for the manufacture of sugar. 

L~tmbe~·. The steam saw-mills at Morristown cut five or six hundred thousand feet of lum
ber, or its equivalent in "head-lining", annually. The head-lining, which iathe narrow stripping 
placed round the heads of flour barrels to secure the heads of the barrels, is made of "water elm" 
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There are several quarries in the bluffs at Faribault, but the most of the stone used at J3'ari
bauit is derived from the extensive quarry of Mr. Philip Cromer, situated about three miles east 
of Faribault, in the valley of Fall creek. The principal mass of rock here is about ten feet thick, 
and is nearly fn'e from the objectionable shaly impurities seen at ::-it. Paul and Minneapolis. It 
is compact and uniform in structure, though slightly clouded in color by fossiliferous bands and 
by a slight dissemination of shale. The layers are thick and persistent, but can be split into 
blocks from six to ten inches thiclc The lowest layer is very similar to the lowest layer at Min
neapolis, being somewhat vesicular, and darker colored. In the midst of the quarry also is a 
thickness of about a foot of very dark limestone, containing much carbonaceous sediment. The 
marble, so-called, which was once used somewhat in making table-tops and mantels, is the top 
layer, and really is embraced under and over shale, the upper shale being seen to be at least six 
feet thick, and containing thin bands of impure limerock, but non-fossiliferous.. 'l'his marble 
layer is a little less than a foot thick. It is susceptible of a fine polish, and has a gray color. On 
a polished surface are shown numerous sections of fossils peculiar to the rock. This layer is not 
now quarried for its peculiar product, but is involved with the general quarry. Beneath the 
whole quarry are three or four feet of shale which separate it from the St. Peter sandstone. Mr. 
Cromer sells undressed stone for prices ranging from ii'2.50 to $5.00 per cord. The greater part of 
his business however is in the best varieties which he sells by the cubic foot at prices ranging 
from 25 cents to 75 cents. Cut stone is sold from 20 to 30 cents per surface foot. The quarry is 
overlain by 2~-4 feet of loose stone mingled with loam. It was opened first about the year 1865. 
but was not continuously wrought till 1867, since which time it has furnished a very large amount 
of stone, which may be seen in Faribault in such buildings as the asylum for deaf and mute, the 
Shattuck school and the surrounding buildings, the public schools, Episcopal church and many 
of the business blocks. Willis Hall, at Northl1eld, is also partly constructed of stone from this 
quarry. 

Other quarries are owned by Michael Doyle and Frank Berry, the latter two miles south of 
Faribault on the west side of the river. Mr. Doyle's quarry is in the bank of the Straight river 
near the center of section 31, Faribault, on the west side, ancl was opened in 1856. The stone 
here is all changed in color to yellowish drab. It is a durable stone, superior in that respect to 
Cromer's. Common stone here sells for $3.50 per cord of 128 feet. Mr. Doyle states that about 
10 feet of shale underlies the limerock. 

In the vicinity of Northfield, quarries are owned, near St. Olaf college, by H. H. White, 
John Lanpher, and Saul Stewart. This stone is hauled fifteen and even twenty miles further 
west. Other quarrymen are J. Leonhart, A. Revere and D. Ferguson. In 'Wheeling township, 
in the valley of Prairie creek, quarries are owned by J. Thompson, A. Knapp, and S. Aslagson. 
In Ricbland township, bordering on Goodhue county, are quarries owned by Halver Johnson, and 
Peter Halverson. 

Lime. The upper four strata of the Lower Trenton formation, as exposed in this county, 
furnish tolerably good material for quicklime, tbough in some places they are too siliceous and 
aluminous. Lime has been made from this formation in every township of the county east of 
Cannon river, but this is not now a regular and paying business except at Philip Cromer's kiln, 
near Faribault. Mr. Cromer uses a patent kiln and burns from 3,000 to 3,500 barrels per year. 
Other kilns near Faribault produce in the aggregate about 1,000 barrels per year. There is a 
kiln one mile north of Northfield, which burns lime from the Shakopee formation, and supplies 
Northtield and vicinity. It is owned by Michael 'l'ramm. lIe burns 30 barrels in 2-l hours, 
when running, and sells for seventy cents per barrel delivered in Northfield. 

Hrick have been made at numerous places in Rice coun1\', and they are uniformly of a red 
color. They sell from six to eight dollars per thousand_ One yard at Faribault has produced 
sometimes a million brick per year. 

SOTghum. Among the important industries of the county should be mentioned the sugar 
and sorghum establishment of Mr. Seth H. Kenney, situated in the N. W.} of sec. 6, Morristown. 
This is the pioneer establishment of the state, and it is equipped with the latest improved methods 
and machinery for the manufacture of sugar. 

Lumbe?·. The steam saw-mills at Morristown cut five or six hundred thousand feet of lum
ber, or its equivalent in "head-lining", annually. The head-lining, which is the narrow stripping 
placed round the heads of flour barrels to secure the heads of the barrels, is made of "water elm" 
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near Faribault. Mr. Cromer uses a patent kiln and burns from 3,000 to 3,500 barrels per year. 
Other kilns near Faribault produce in the aggregate about 1,000 barrels per year. There is a 
kiln one mile north of Northfield, which burns lime from the Shakopee formation, and supplies 
Northtield and vicinity. It is owned by Michael 'l'ramm. lIe burns 30 barrels in 2-l hours, 
when running, and sells for seventy cents per barrel delivered in Northfield. 

Hrick have been made at numerous places in Rice coun1\', and they are uniformly of a red 
color. They sell from six to eight dollars per thousand_ One yard at Faribault has produced 
sometimes a million brick per year. 

SOTghum. Among the important industries of the county should be mentioned the sugar 
and sorghum establishment of Mr. Seth H. Kenney, situated in the N. W.} of sec. 6, Morristown. 
This is the pioneer establishment of the state, and it is equipped with the latest improved methods 
and machinery for the manufacture of sugar. 

Lumbe?·. The steam saw-mills at Morristown cut five or six hundred thousand feet of lum
ber, or its equivalent in "head-lining", annually. The head-lining, which is the narrow stripping 
placed round the heads of flour barrels to secure the heads of the barrels, is made of "water elm" 
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bauit is derived from the extensive quarry of Mr. Philip Cromer, situated about three miles east 
of Faribault, in the valley of Fall creek. The principal mass of rock here is about ten feet thick, 
and is nearly fn'e from the objectionable shaly impurities seen at ::-it. Paul and Minneapolis. It 
is compact and uniform in structure, though slightly clouded in color by fossiliferous bands and 
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neapolis, being somewhat vesicular, and darker colored. In the midst of the quarry also is a 
thickness of about a foot of very dark limestone, containing much carbonaceous sediment. The 
marble, so-called, which was once used somewhat in making table-tops and mantels, is the top 
layer, and really is embraced under and over shale, the upper shale being seen to be at least six 
feet thick, and containing thin bands of impure limerock, but non-fossiliferous.. 'l'his marble 
layer is a little less than a foot thick. It is susceptible of a fine polish, and has a gray color. On 
a polished surface are shown numerous sections of fossils peculiar to the rock. This layer is not 
now quarried for its peculiar product, but is involved with the general quarry. Beneath the 
whole quarry are three or four feet of shale which separate it from the St. Peter sandstone. Mr. 
Cromer sells undressed stone for prices ranging from ii'2.50 to $5.00 per cord. The greater part of 
his business however is in the best varieties which he sells by the cubic foot at prices ranging 
from 25 cents to 75 cents. Cut stone is sold from 20 to 30 cents per surface foot. The quarry is 
overlain by 2~-4 feet of loose stone mingled with loam. It was opened first about the year 1865. 
but was not continuously wrought till 1867, since which time it has furnished a very large amount 
of stone, which may be seen in Faribault in such buildings as the asylum for deaf and mute, the 
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of the business blocks. Willis Hall, at Northl1eld, is also partly constructed of stone from this 
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sometimes a million brick per year. 

SOTghum. Among the important industries of the county should be mentioned the sugar 
and sorghum establishment of Mr. Seth H. Kenney, situated in the N. W.} of sec. 6, Morristown. 
This is the pioneer establishment of the state, and it is equipped with the latest improved methods 
and machinery for the manufacture of sugar. 

Lumbe?·. The steam saw-mills at Morristown cut five or six hundred thousand feet of lum
ber, or its equivalent in "head-lining", annually. The head-lining, which is the narrow stripping 
placed round the heads of flour barrels to secure the heads of the barrels, is made of "water elm" 
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Faribault on the west side of the river. Mr. Doyle's quarry is in the bank of the Straight river 
near the center of section 31, Faribault, on the west side, ancl was opened in 1856. The stone 
here is all changed in color to yellowish drab. It is a durable stone, superior in that respect to 
Cromer's. Common stone here sells for $3.50 per cord of 128 feet. Mr. Doyle states that about 
10 feet of shale underlies the limerock. 
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John Lanpher, and Saul Stewart. This stone is hauled fifteen and even twenty miles further 
west. Other quarrymen are J. Leonhart, A. Revere and D. Ferguson. In 'Wheeling township, 
in the valley of Prairie creek, quarries are owned by J. Thompson, A. Knapp, and S. Aslagson. 
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but several varieties of logs are cut into common lumber of all dimensions. Other steam lumber 
mills, less extensive, are found in the same part of the county. 

Artificial motlnd.~. At one half mile north of the old Wheatland post-office, S. W. ,j sec. IG, 
WheatJand, several artilicial mounds appear. They lie along a small lake which is on the west 
side of the north·and·Routh road. They are rather small, not exceeding two feet in hight. Five 
or six are visible from the road. There are probably others. 

In Webster township, sec. 17, an eighth of a mile north of Edward McFadden's, on the 
highest land, but yet snrrounding a marsh, may be seen a number of monnds rising two and a 
half or three feet. 

There was an " Indian mound)) on sec. 2, Shieltlsville, on the south side of the ontld of the 
middle lake. AccoIlling to Mr. Patrick McKell11a, one of the early settlers of Shieldsville. the 
Sioux Indians used to fix their camp at this place. They had a scaffolding upon it where they 
placed their dead, and afterward buried the bones in the mound. This mOllnd was from ten to 
twelve feet high. It was removed by the owner of the land that the surface might be tilled. 
Flint arrow-points have been found in that neighborhood, but they are not known elsewhere in 
the vicinity. 

Besides the mounds mentioned ill Waseca county, on page 414. others are in the vicinity of 
Woodville. According to !vIr..J. F. Murphy there are 21 mounds, from fonr to five feet in 
hight, near the center of section 3, bctw~en Watkins and lti-ce lakes, some of them thirty feet in 
diameter. 

In Fillmore county several large mounds are to he seen on the tops of the bluffs near Rnsh
ford; and at the junction of the north branch of Root river wii!J the main river, two miles below 
Lanesboro, are a great many mounds, probably forty in number. Several years since, on the dis
covery of human bones in plowing the fielcls ill which they lie, about twenty of these mounds were 
examined by some citizens of Lanooboro. The hllman relics discovered on excavating consist 
of large human bones, several stone hamme.rs, a copper spear-head, several clay pipes and beads, 
as well as a small clay image of the human face and head, the latter with a circlet of radiating 
feathers passing over the top.~· Other earthworks are near Houston in the Yucatan valley. 

--*Some ofijlese specimens lUlve been placcd ill the >g-en~rn1 rn~scU1n of the Unh'ersity, hy the cOlutesr of .Mr. B. A 
Mnn. For a representalion of the image of the human tHee found In the l~anc:-iboro ulOunu, f)ee Poplllnr Scunce MOlllltly, 
XIX. 609. 
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but several varieties of logs are cut into common lumber of all dimensions. Other steam lumber 
mills, less extensive, are found in the same part of the county. 

Artificial mounds. At one half mile north of the old Wheatland post-office, S. W. ,j sec. 1 G, 
Wheatland, several artilicial mounds appear. They lie along a small lake which iR on the west 
side of the north and·south road. They are rather small, not exceeding two feet in hight. Five 
or six are visible from the road. There are probably others. 

In 'Webster townsllip, sec. 17, an eighth of a mile north of Edward McFadden's, on the 
highest land, but yet snrrounding a marsh, may be seen a nult1ber of mounds rising two and a 
half or three feet. 

There was all " Indian mound" on sec. 2, Shiel!lsville, on the south side of the outlot of the 
middle lake. Acconling to Mr. Patrick McKelma, one of the early settlers of Shieldsville. the 
Sioux Indians used to Ox their camp at this place. 'I'hey had a scaffolding upon it where they 
placed their dead, and afterward buried the bones in the mound. This mound was from ten to 
twelve feet high. It was removed by the owner of the land that the surface might be tilled. 
Flint arrow-points have been found in that neighborhood, but they are not known elsewhere in 
the vicinity. 

llesi<1('s the monnds mentioned in 'Waseca county, on page 414, others are in the vicinity of 
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Mer Vermeille, 8. 
Mesabi range, 119, ]20, ]23, ]25, 13U. 
Meschetz Odeba river, 10. 
Messipi river, 4. 
Messorie river, 23. 
Miamis, 10, 13; river of, 10. 
Military roads, 90, 91. 
Mille Lacs, .5, 13, 27, 12·1, 130. 
Miller, Gov. 8tephen, 95. 
Miner, A., .519. 
Minneapolis, section, 168; quarries, 175. 
Minneopa falls, 416,4.26. 
Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, 35 

f. n., 99 f. n. 
Minnesota Historical Society, 2 f. n., 4 f. n., 

1.5 f. n., 17 f. n., 18, 26, 3U f. n. 
Minnesota Lake, beel-rock in well, 4.58. 
Minllesota river and valley, 16, ;)5, 58,71, S.5, 

1UO, lU3, 118, 121, 13;), 416, 4.1S, 430, 432, 
439, 444, 4S.5, .562, 56.5-U, 677, 580, 591, .594, 
607, 611, 614,1116,622-6,632,634,64.2; ele
vations, 420, 566, 5\)4, 616, 63.5; glacial lake, 
461 f. 11 •• 606,622,64£. 

Minnetonka, lake, 124, 131. 
Miscollsin river, 7, 10. 
Mission creek, quarries on, 181. 
Mississippi river, 2, 4-3.5, 44-58,7.5-7,86-91, 

118, 133, 207,236,241; Pike,26; Beltrami, 
44; Schoolcraft, 50; Nicollet, 7.5; river sys
tem, 133. 

Missouri river, 23, 533, .544. 
Mitchell, Dr. S. L., 32 f. n. 
Monette. John W., 2 f. n. 
Money Creek, section, 229. 
Monteleone, lake, 48. 
Moon creek. 59. 
Morgan, Lewis I-I., 560 f. n., 561 f. n. 
Morin, William, 379, ;)86. 
Morris, C. A. F., 616. 
Morrison, William, 26, 50. 
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LeSueurcounty, chapter on, 632. 
Le Sueur creek, 632. 
Le Sueur prairie, 634, 642. 
Le Sueur river, 404, 416, .,lIS, 422, 431, 4::l5, 436, 

446,454. 
Lewis and Clarke, Carts., 25. 
L'I-Iuillier, fort, 17, 71, 430, f. n. 
VII uillier mound, 430. 
Lightning lake, S6. 
Lime Springs, Iowa, 304. 
Lincoln county, chapter on, 589. 
Little Boy river, 75. 
Little Cottunwood river, 492, 49-1, 5UU, 563, 

565-7. 
Little Falls, 33, 56. 
Little Heron lake, 71. 
Little Long lake, 52. 
Little Pelican river, 89. 
Little rapids, 35, 39, 72. 
Little Sac river, 56. 
Little Sioux river, 493, 50S, 51D. 
Little Vermilion lake, 52, 112. 
Little Winnipeg lake, 54. 
Litton, A., 82 f. n. 
Livermore, G. S., 477. 
Locke, Dr. John, 84 f. n., 290. 
Logan, IV. E., 100. 
Lone mound, Olmsted county, 328, 338. 
Lone rock, Dakota county, 74. 
Long, major S. n., 30, 3::l, H. 
Long lake, 52, .56, 111. 
Long Prairie river, 56. 
LOllg Prairie, road to, U1. 
Long Eice lake, 52. 
Long river, 1.5, .52, 73. 
Longwater lake, 52. 
.. Lost timuer," .524. 
Louisiane, 2. 
Lovell, Dr. Joseph, 34. 
Low, John 11., .52.5. 
Lower Red Cedar lake, 27. 
Luverne, quarrie~ near, 151, 554. 
Lyon county, chapter Oil, .s.su. 

Magdalena, lake, 46. 
Maidens, Three, .546. 
Mamecan lake, 112. 
Man, B. A., .573. 
Mankato, deep well at, 422, 4.52. 
Mankato, quarries, 160, 429, 447. 
Mankato river, 71,416. 
Mankato, road to, 90. 
Mantorville, quarries, 167, 373. 
Maple river, 416, 417, 422,431,436,446,4.53, 

4.s4. 
Maplewood lake, 71. 

Margry, Pierre, 2 f. n , 9. 
Maroa, 9. 
Marquette, 4. 
Marquette, lake, .51. 
Marsh lake, 623, 626. 
Martin county, chapter on, 472. 
Mascoutens, 10. 
Mather, "V. W., 17, 84. 
McCadden, R. J., 49U. 
McMillan, senator S. J. u., 109. 
McNiven, Malcolm, .568. 
Meadow river, 29, 30. 
Meek, F. ll., 82 f. n., 104,308,600. 
Me-me-si-pi river, 3. 
Menard,4. 
Mendota, road to, 90. 
Mer Vermeille, 8. 
Mesabi range, 119, 12U, 123, 12.5, 13U. 
Meschetz Odeba river, 10. 
Messipi river, 4. 
Messorie river, 23. 
Miamis, 1U, 13; river of, 10. 
Military roads, 90, 91. 
Mille Lacs,.5, 13, 27,12,1,130. 
Miller, Gov. 8tephen, 9.5. 
Miner, A., .519. 
Minneapolis, section, 168; quarries, 17.5. 
Minneopa falls, 416,426. 
Minnesota Academy of NaLural Sciences, 3.5 

f. n., UU f. n. 
Millilesota Historical Society, 2 f. 11., 4 f. n., 

1.5 f. n., 17 f. n., 18,26,30 f. n. 
Minnesota Lake, bed-rock in well, 4.58. 
Milluesota river and valley, 16, 3.5, .58,71, 8.5, 

1UU, 1U3, 118, 121, 133, 416, ,118, 430, 432, 
43U, 444, 4.s.5, .562, .5G.5-U, .577, MiO, 5UI, .594, 
007, 611, 614,1116,622-6,632,634-,642; ele
vations, 420, .566, .5U4, 616, 635; glacial lake, 
461 f. n .. 606,622,042. 

Minnetonka, lake, 124, 131. 
Miscollsin river, 7, 10. 
Mission neek, quarries on, 181. 
Mississippi river, 2, 4-3.5, 44-58,7.5-7,86-81, 

11.s, 1::l3, 2U7, 236, 241; Pike, 26; Beltrami, 
44; Schoolcraft, .50; Nicollet, 75; river sys
tem, 133. 

Missouri river, 23, .533, 544. 
Mitchell, Dr. S. L., 32 f. n. 
Monette. J obn 'V., 2 f. n. 
Money Creek, section, 22D. 
Monteleone, lake, 48. 
Moon creek . .59. 
Morgan, Lewis n., .560 f. n., .561 f. n. 
Morin, William, 379, ::l86. 
Morris, C. A. F., 616. 
Morrison, William, 26, .50. 
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LeSueurcounty, chapter on, 632. 
Le Sueur creek, 632. 
Le Sueur prairie, 634, 642. 
Le Sueur river, 404, 416, .,lIS, 422, 431, 4::l5, 436, 

446,454. 
Lewis and Clarke, Carts., 25. 
L'I-Iuillier, fort, 17, 71, 430, f. n. 
VII uillier mound, 430. 
Lightning lake, S6. 
Lime Springs, Iowa, 304. 
Lincoln county, chapter on, 589. 
Little Boy river, 75. 
Little Cottunwood river, 492, 49-1, 5UU, 563, 

565-7. 
Little Falls, 33, 56. 
Little Heron lake, 71. 
Little Long lake, 52. 
Little Pelican river, 89. 
Little rapids, 35, 39, 72. 
Little Sac river, 56. 
Little Sioux river, 493, 50S, 51D. 
Little Vermilion lake, 52, 112. 
Little Winnipeg lake, 54. 
Litton, A., 82 f. n. 
Livermore, G. S., 477. 
Locke, Dr. John, 84 f. n., 290. 
Logan, IV. E., 100. 
Lone mound, Olmsted county, 328, 338. 
Lone rock, Dakota county, 74. 
Long, major S. n., 30, 3::l, H. 
Long lake, 52, .56, 111. 
Long Prairie river, 56. 
LOllg Prairie, road to, U1. 
Long Eice lake, 52. 
Long river, 1.5, .52, 73. 
Longwater lake, 52. 
.. Lost timuer," .524. 
Louisiane, 2. 
Lovell, Dr. Joseph, 34. 
Low, John 11., .52.5. 
Lower Red Cedar lake, 27. 
Luverne, quarrie~ near, 151, 554. 
Lyon county, chapter Oil, .s.su. 

Magdalena, lake, 46. 
Maidens, Three, .546. 
Mamecan lake, 112. 
Man, B. A., .573. 
Mankato, deep well at, 422, 4.52. 
Mankato, quarries, 160, 429, 447. 
Mankato river, 71,416. 
Mankato, road to, 90. 
Mantorville, quarries, 167, 373. 
Maple river, 416, 417, 422,431,436,446,4.53, 

4.s4. 
Maplewood lake, 71. 

Margry, Pierre, 2 f. n , 9. 
Maroa, 9. 
Marquette, 4. 
Marquette, lake, .51. 
Marsh lake, 623, 626. 
Martin county, chapter on, 472. 
Mascoutens, 10. 
Mather, "V. W., 17, 84. 
McCadden, R. J., 49U. 
McMillan, senator S. J. u., 109. 
McNiven, Malcolm, .568. 
Meadow river, 29, 30. 
Meek, F. ll., 82 f. n., 104,308,600. 
Me-me-si-pi river, 3. 
Menard,4. 
Mendota, road to, 90. 
Mer Vermeille, 8. 
Mesabi range, 119, 12U, 123, 12.5, 13U. 
Meschetz Odeba river, 10. 
Messipi river, 4. 
Messorie river, 23. 
Miamis, 1U, 13; river of, 10. 
Military roads, 90, 91. 
Mille Lacs,.5, 13, 27,12,1,130. 
Miller, Gov. 8tephen, 9.5. 
Miner, A., .519. 
Minneapolis, section, 168; quarries, 17.5. 
Minneopa falls, 416,426. 
Minnesota Academy of NaLural Sciences, 3.5 

f. n., UU f. n. 
Millilesota Historical Society, 2 f. 11., 4 f. n., 

1.5 f. n., 17 f. n., 18,26,30 f. n. 
Minnesota Lake, bed-rock in well, 4.58. 
Milluesota river and valley, 16, 3.5, .58,71, 8.5, 

1UU, 1U3, 118, 121, 133, 416, ,118, 430, 432, 
43U, 444, 4.s.5, .562, .5G.5-U, .577, MiO, 5UI, .594, 
007, 611, 614,1116,622-6,632,634-,642; ele
vations, 420, .566, .5U4, 616, 635; glacial lake, 
461 f. n .. 606,622,042. 

Minnetonka, lake, 124, 131. 
Miscollsin river, 7, 10. 
Mission neek, quarries on, 181. 
Mississippi river, 2, 4-3.5, 44-58,7.5-7,86-81, 

11.s, 1::l3, 2U7, 236, 241; Pike, 26; Beltrami, 
44; Schoolcraft, .50; Nicollet, 75; river sys
tem, 133. 

Missouri river, 23, .533, 544. 
Mitchell, Dr. S. L., 32 f. n. 
Monette. J obn 'V., 2 f. n. 
Money Creek, section, 22D. 
Monteleone, lake, 48. 
Moon creek . .59. 
Morgan, Lewis n., .560 f. n., .561 f. n. 
Morin, William, 379, ::l86. 
Morris, C. A. F., 616. 
Morrison, William, 26, .50. 
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LeSueurcounty, chapter on, 632. 
Le Sueur creek, 632. 
Le Sueur prairie, 634, 642. 
Le Sueur river, 404, 4l6, 418,4:22,431,435,436, 

446,454. 
Lewis and Clarke, Carts., 25. 
L'l1 uillier, fort, 17, 71, 430, f. n. 
VII uillier mound, 430. 
Lightning lake, 86. 
Lime Springs, Iowa, 304. 
Lincoln county, chapter on, 589. 
Little Boy river, 75. 
Little Cottonwood dver, 492, 4fH, SUO, 563, 

565-7. 
Little Falls, 33, 56. 
Little Heron lake, 7l. 
Little Long lake, 52. 
Little Pelican river, S!). 

Little rapids, 35, 39, 72. 
Little Sac river, 56. 
Little Sioux river, 4\)3, 508, 51\). 
Little Vermilion lake, 52, 112. 
Little Winnipeg lake, 54. 
Litton, A., 82 f. n. 
Livermore, G. S., 477. 
Locke, Dr. John, 84 f. n., 290. 
Logan, W. K, 100. 
Lone mound, Olmsted county, 328, 33S. 
Lone rock, Dakota couuty, 74. 
Long, major S. H., 30, 33, H. 
Long lake, 52, .56, 111. 
LOllg Prairie river, 56. 
Long Prairie, road to, Ill. 
Long Rice lake, 52. 
Long river, 15, ,52, 73. 
Longwater lake, 62. 
.. Lost timber," 52·!. 
Luuisiane, 2. 
Lovell, Dr. Joseph, 3·1. 
Low, John Il., 525. 
Lower Red Cedar lake, 27. 
Luverne, quarrie:s near, 151, 554. 
LYall cuunty, clJapter Oil, .5oll. 

Magdalena, lake, 46. 
Maidens, Three, 546. 
Mamecan lake, 112. 
Man, B. A., 573. 
Mankato, deep well at, 422, 462. 
Mankato, quarries, H;6, 421l, 447. 
Mankato river, 71,416. 
Mankato, road to, 90. 
Mantorville, quarries, 167, 373. 
Maple river, 416, 417, 422,431,436,446,453, 

454. 
Maplewood lake, 71. 

Margry, PielTe, 2 f. n , 9. 
Maroa, 9. 
M a.rquette, 4. 
Marquette, lake, 51. 
l\1arsh lake, 623, 626. 
.Martin county, chapter on, 472. 
.Mascoutens, 10. 
Mather, VV. VV., 17, 84, 
McCadden, R. J., 490. 
McMillan, senator S. J. It., 109. 
McNiven, Malcolm, 568. 
l\1eadow river, 29, 30. 
Meek, F. It, 82 f. n., 104,308,600. 
Me-me-si-pi river, 3. 
Menard,4. 
Mendota. road to, 90. 
Mer Vermeille, 8. 
Mesabi range, 119, ] 2U, ] 23, 125, 130. 
Meschetz Odeba liver, 10. 
Messipi river, 4. 
Messorie river, 23. 
Miamis, 10, 13; river of, 10. 
Military roads, 'dO, 91. 
Mille Lacs, ,5,13,27,121,130. 
Miller, Gov. t:ltephen, 96. 
1\-1i11er, A., 619. 
.Minneapolis, section, 168; quarries, 175. 
Minlleopa falls, 416,426 . 
.Minnesota Academy of NaLural Sciences, 35 

f. n., Ill} f. n . 
.Minnesota Historical Society, 2 f. 11., 4 f. 11., 

15 f. 11., 17 f. n., 18, 26, 30 f. n. 
Min11csota Lake, bed-rock in well, 468. 
.Minnesota river and valley, 16, 36, 58,71, 85, 

100, 103, 118, 121, 133, 416, 418, 430, 432, 
431l, 444, 4::>5, 562, 565-!), 677, 580, om, 594, 
607,611,614, IH6, 622-6, 632, 634, 642; ele
vations, 420, 666, 5n4, 616, 635; glacial 
461 f. 11 •• 606,622, 6,*2. 

]I:Iil1l1etonka, lake, ]2'*, 131. 
Miscollsin river, 7, 10. 
1\1issio11 creek, quarries 011, 181. 
:Mississippi river, 2, 4-36, 44-58,75-7,86-01, 

118, 133, 2U7, 236, 241; Pike, 26; Beltrami, 
44; Schoolcraft, 60; Nicollet, 75; river sys
tem, 133. 

Missouri river, 23, 633, 5H. 
Mitchell, Dr. S. L., 32 f. n. 
.Monette. John W., 2 f. n. 
Money Creek, section, 221l. 
MOllteleone, lake, 48. 
Moon creek. 59. 
Morgan, Lewis H., 660 f. n., 661 f. n. 
Morin, William, 379, ;)86. 
Morris, C. A. F., 616. 
Mon-ison, William, 26, 50. 
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LeSueurcounty, chapter on, 632. 
Le Sueur creek, 632. 
Le Sueur prairie, 634, 642. 
Le Sueur river, 404, 4l6, 418,4:22,431,435,436, 

446,454. 
Lewis and Clarke, Carts., 25. 
L'l1 uillier, fort, 17, 71, 430, f. n. 
VII uillier mound, 430. 
Lightning lake, 86. 
Lime Springs, Iowa, 304. 
Lincoln county, chapter on, 589. 
Little Boy river, 75. 
Little Cottonwood dver, 492, 4fH, SUO, 563, 

565-7. 
Little Falls, 33, 56. 
Little Heron lake, 7l. 
Little Long lake, 52. 
Little Pelican river, S!). 

Little rapids, 35, 39, 72. 
Little Sac river, 56. 
Little Sioux river, 4\)3, 508, 51\). 
Little Vermilion lake, 52, 112. 
Little Winnipeg lake, 54. 
Litton, A., 82 f. n. 
Livermore, G. S., 477. 
Locke, Dr. John, 84 f. n., 290. 
Logan, W. K, 100. 
Lone mound, Olmsted county, 328, 33S. 
Lone rock, Dakota couuty, 74. 
Long, major S. H., 30, 33, H. 
Long lake, 52, .56, 111. 
LOllg Prairie river, 56. 
Long Prairie, road to, Ill. 
Long Rice lake, 52. 
Long river, 15, ,52, 73. 
Longwater lake, 62. 
.. Lost timber," 52·!. 
Luuisiane, 2. 
Lovell, Dr. Joseph, 3·1. 
Low, John Il., 525. 
Lower Red Cedar lake, 27. 
Luverne, quarrie:s near, 151, 554. 
LYall cuunty, clJapter Oil, .5oll. 

Magdalena, lake, 46. 
Maidens, Three, 546. 
Mamecan lake, 112. 
Man, B. A., 573. 
Mankato, deep well at, 422, 462. 
Mankato, quarries, H;6, 421l, 447. 
Mankato river, 71,416. 
Mankato, road to, 90. 
Mantorville, quarries, 167, 373. 
Maple river, 416, 417, 422,431,436,446,453, 

454. 
Maplewood lake, 71. 

Margry, PielTe, 2 f. n , 9. 
Maroa, 9. 
M a.rquette, 4. 
Marquette, lake, 51. 
l\1arsh lake, 623, 626. 
.Martin county, chapter on, 472. 
.Mascoutens, 10. 
Mather, VV. VV., 17, 84, 
McCadden, R. J., 490. 
McMillan, senator S. J. It., 109. 
McNiven, Malcolm, 568. 
l\1eadow river, 29, 30. 
Meek, F. It, 82 f. n., 104,308,600. 
Me-me-si-pi river, 3. 
Menard,4. 
Mendota. road to, 90. 
Mer Vermeille, 8. 
Mesabi range, 119, ] 2U, ] 23, 125, 130. 
Meschetz Odeba liver, 10. 
Messipi river, 4. 
Messorie river, 23. 
Miamis, 10, 13; river of, 10. 
Military roads, 'dO, 91. 
Mille Lacs, ,5,13,27,121,130. 
Miller, Gov. t:ltephen, 96. 
1\-1i11er, A., 619. 
.Minneapolis, section, 168; quarries, 175. 
Minlleopa falls, 416,426 . 
.Minnesota Academy of NaLural Sciences, 35 

f. n., Ill} f. n . 
.Minnesota Historical Society, 2 f. 11., 4 f. 11., 

15 f. 11., 17 f. n., 18, 26, 30 f. n. 
Min11csota Lake, bed-rock in well, 468. 
.Minnesota river and valley, 16, 36, 58,71, 85, 

100, 103, 118, 121, 133, 416, 418, 430, 432, 
431l, 444, 4::>5, 562, 565-!), 677, 580, om, 594, 
607,611,614, IH6, 622-6, 632, 634, 642; ele
vations, 420, 666, 5n4, 616, 635; glacial 
461 f. 11 •• 606,622, 6,*2. 

]I:Iil1l1etonka, lake, ]2'*, 131. 
Miscollsin river, 7, 10. 
1\1issio11 creek, quarries 011, 181. 
:Mississippi river, 2, 4-36, 44-58,75-7,86-01, 

118, 133, 2U7, 236, 241; Pike, 26; Beltrami, 
44; Schoolcraft, 60; Nicollet, 75; river sys
tem, 133. 

Missouri river, 23, 633, 5H. 
Mitchell, Dr. S. L., 32 f. n. 
.Monette. John W., 2 f. n. 
Money Creek, section, 221l. 
MOllteleone, lake, 48. 
Moon creek. 59. 
Morgan, Lewis H., 660 f. n., 661 f. n. 
Morin, William, 379, ;)86. 
Morris, C. A. F., 616. 
Mon-ison, William, 26, 50. 
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Morse, P., wells, 465. 
Mound,Hock county, 151, 536, 5~0 1,550. 
Mound creek, Brown county, 5UI, &G3, 572. 
Mountain lake, 483, 492, 51'!. 
Mower county, chapter on, 347. 
Muddy lake, 30. 
Murchison, R. 1., 346. 
Murray and Nobles counties, chapter on, 517. 
Myah Skah, 59. 

Nadouecioux, 6. 
Nadeuesioux, II. 
Nadouessans,8. 
N adouessi, 4. 
Nadoussion, river, 7. 
Neill, Rev. E. D.,2 f.n, 3 LlI., J f. Il., 17 f.n., 

18,51 f. n., 109. 
Nelson, Lieut., 86 .. 
Nemadji river, 53. 
Nenandag river, 52. 
Newberry, Prof. J. S., 35-1. 
New France, map of, 8, 2U. 
New Ulm, sections, 576, 582. 
Nicollet, Sieur, 3, 4 f. n. 
Nicollet, Jean N., 15, 67, 416, 428, 494, 507, 

538,593, 634. 
Nid de '1'onnere, 61. 
Nimissakouat river, 7, 15. 
Nipissiriens, 5. 
Nobles county, chapter 011, 517. 
Noire, river, 11. 
Nokasippi river, 28, 33. 
N Offal, England, quarries, 156. 
North and South lakes, 13,1. 
Northern boundary, 42, 112. 
Northfield, 657,664, 67U, 672. 
"N orthwest angle" of the lake of the \V Gods, 

112, 113, 134 f. n. 
Norwood, J. G., 82 f.n., 84, 9U, Iii!. 
Noyes, W. A., 264, 512, 55U. 

Ochagach's map, 18. 
Ocheyedan or Ocbeeda creek and lake,5IU, 

523,525. 
Ocheyedan mound, Iowa, 52U. 
Odell, L. G., 280. 
Ohio, terminal moraines in, 463 f. n. 

. Okabena lakes and creek, 519, 525. 
Okaman, lake, 72. 
Okamanpidanlake, 71,90. 
Okoboji lakes, Iowa, 507. 
Olmsted county, chapter on, 325. 
Omanhu lake, 90. 
Onisconsin river, 7. 
Openagaux, 5. 
Otontenta, 7. 

Ottawa, Le Sueur county, quarries, IGJ, 63D, 
646. 

OtterTail lake, 2ll, 87, 89, 122, 12J. 
Otter Tail river. 8\), 118. 
Ouadebathon, 8. 
Ouisconsing, river, 10. 
Outagamis, 18 f. n. 
Owatonna, well, 3H8; ;,;priugs, ·1(12. 
Owen, D. D., survey uf, 81, H!J f. Jl. lGG, 282, 

284 f. n., 285 f. n., :WO f. IL, 33.5, -13l. 
Owen, R., 8~ f. 11. 

Ozawindib,51. 

1'acagama falls, M. 
Pacific railroad i:lurvey, !Il. 
Packegamau falls, :lD. 
1'amitascodiac lake, .50. 
Paote, 10. 
Paradise prairie, 67, 386. 
Parallel river, 57. 
Parkman, Francis, 2 f. n., 13 f. n. 
Park region, described by Capt. Pope, 8D; lakes 

of, 130. 
Park river, 88. 
Parliament, !lew houses of, 1.56. 
Parry, Dr. C. C., 82 f. n. 
Patterson's rapids, 38,566, 587. 
Panlle Jeune, 3. 
l'eace rock, Watab, 83, 7.5. 
Peckham, Prof. S. F., 'li:i\), 51-1, 5W, .53:2, .5-1~, 

578. 
Pelican lakes (lake Slletek), 5:Jel. 
Pembina, expedition to, 86. 
Pembina, fort, 13-1. 
Pembimt hills. 62. 
Pembina Indian reservation, 1::!8. 
Pembina, road to, 91. 
Pemic1ji lake, 51, 55. 
·Penicaut, 16. 
Pepin, lalw, 58, 1::!4, 132. 
Perch lake, 51, 55. 
Perch river, 90. 
Period prior to 1783, 2; of territorial explora-

tion, 25; of state exploration and survey, 91. 
Perrot, Nicholas, 2 f. n., Hi, 110. 
Physical features of the state, lIt-HI. 

Pigeon river, 3, 136. 
Pike, Lieut. Z . .!Yl., 25, 5() . 
Pike lake, 87. 
Pike rapids, 56. 
Pikwabik river, 75. 
I'illsbury, senator J. S., lOG, 108. 
1'imiteoui (lake 1'eoriai, 9. 
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Watab, quarries, 140. [472. 
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'Yatonwan river, 417, -1~2, -131,436,446,472, 

474,476,489,-192, -194. 
Wattah river, 56. 
West chain of lakes, 482. 
'Vest Savanna river, 52, 54. 
Wheelock, Joseph A., 92. 
Whelpley, C. E., 410. 
Whetstone river, 614, 625. 
Whitcomb, O. 1'., 108. 
White Bear lake (or lake Whipple), Pope 

county, 87, 124. 
White Bear lake, Ramsey county, 125. 
White, Dr. C. A., 300, 303, 308,303,401 f. n., 

50S f. n., 537, 53S. 
White, George II., 396; 
Whitefish lake, 26, 29, 75. 
White Rock bluff, 59, 637. 
Whitewater river, 66, 236, 326,327. 
White Wood lake, .52. 
Whitfield, R. P., 291, 303. 
Whitn'oY, Foster and, 500, .504 f. n. 
Whitney, J. D., 103,222,225 f. n.,25-1 f. n .. 

298,311,317,353. 
Whittlesey, Col. C., S2 f. n., 93 f.n., 99,555 f. n. 
Wild Wce river, 53. 
Williams, Prof. H. S,360. 
Williamson, Prof. A. W., 577. 
Willow river, 53. 

Wilson, H. B., lOS. 
Winchell, A., 104. 
Wind-mill blllff,.426, H5. 
Winnebago City, bed-rock in well, 41)7. 
Willnibigoshish lake, 124, 131, 134. 
Winnipeg lake and basin, 42, 44, 101, 134, 

615, 622. 
Willnipeque lake and river, 30. 
Winona county, chapter on, 236. 
Winona, quarries, 161, 255, 265. 
'Yisconsin rivpr, 4. 
Wonels, lake of the, 42,112,114 f. n., 124-, 131, 

163 f. n., 134. 
Woods, major S., 86. 
Wood worth, George B., 211. 
\V orden, Park, 597. 
Worth, Dr .. F., 212. 
Wright, Prof. G. F., 406. 
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Yellow Bank river, 40,614. 
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Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln counties, 
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Young, H. n., 114 f. n., 207 f. n. 
Young, Thomas M., 590. 

Zumbro river, 118,326,329,334,336,394,649, 
602,068. 
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Aboriginal mounds. See lUotmcls. 
Absorption of atmospheric moisture aud of 

water by building stones, IS5, 18G. 
Acervularia, 357 f. n. 
Acid fumes, action on building stones, lSG. 
Agassiz, lake, 101, 408, 442, 4(H, 484, 581, G22, 

623. 
Alkali, 524, 610, 620. 
Alkaline soils, 128, 12\), 524, GIO. 
Alkaline waters, 136,512, .524, 554, 610, 620. 
Alluvial terraces. See Tel"mce;;. 
Alluvium, ~64, 44.5,451,464,467,527,583, 612, 

624, 643, 662. 
Altamont (tirst) moraine, 505, 520, 528, 602, 6,11. 
Altitudes. See Elevations. 
Ambocrolia, 360. 
Ammonites, 577; A. placenta, 600. 
Amphibole, 38. 
Analyses: alkali, 524 f. n. 

Building stones, 195-203. 
Cretaceous clays, 438. 
Dolomites, 1054-5. 
Galena limestone, Lime City, 29\). 
Hydraulic cement and limestone, 4JD. 
Lignite, 578; lignite ashes, 579. 
Peat, 469, 514,532, 647; peat ashes, 516. 
Pipestone (catlinite), 542. 
Shakopee limestone, 450, 638. 
Water of Heron lake, 512. 

of spring near Minnesota City, 21H. 
of Owatonna milleral springs, 402. 
of Rock river, 550. 

Andromeda Parlatorii, 574. 
Antelope, 80. 
Antelope(third)moraine, 47~, 50D, 581, 5H3, 605, 

617,621,624,641. 
Antelope valley, 593,605, GIll, 621. 
Arcbrean system, 568, 5D6. 
Archreology, 489, 555-561, G47, 673. See 

1J;Iounds and inscriptions. 
Argillyte, 32, 53. 
Artesian wells, 389, 39S, 422, 424, 452, 470. 

Also see Flowing wel(s. 
Asbestus, 669. 

Atrypa, 7S, 305, 307, 358. 
aspera, aGo. 
reticularis, 301, 30-1, 307, 3150. 

Aulopora, 360. 
Austin rock, 35H. 
Aviculopecten, 300. 

Baculites, 584,585, 599, 600, GOS. 
ovatus, 600. 

Balsam fir, 139. 
Banksian pine, 139. 
Bass and elm in Big Woods, H36, 65;. 
Bear,30. 
Bear lake prairie, 3S6. 
Beaver, 23, 29. 
Bellerop11Oll bilolJatus, 7S. 
13erea sandstone for building, lSi>. 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle cOllntier;, chapter 

on, lil3. 
8ituation and area, 613. 
Surface features, 614. 

Natural drainage, 614. 
Topography, 6B. 
Elevations, 615. 
Soil allli timber, lil7. 

Geological structure, 617. 
Granite and gneiss, 617. 
Cretaceous slmle, GIH. 
U1acial and modified drift, In9. 
Coteau des Prairies, ()21. 
Antelope valley and muraine, 621. 
Fourth or Kiester moraine, 6:J1. 
Later moraines, 1521. 
Glacial lake in basin of Minnesola river, 

ll22. 
l~iver Warren, 622. 
Modified drift and alln villm, 624. 
Terraces, 625. 
Moditied drift of eat'lrer glacial epoch, 625. 
Bllried moraine, 626. 
Red till, 627. 
Wells, 629. 
Material resources, 630. 
Water-powers, 630. 
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Building stone, 630. 
Lime, b::;O. 
Bricks, 631. 

A lJOriginul earthworks, 631. 
Big Woods, \)0, 40\),421,525,636, b50. 
lJirclles, 215, 247,2 H. 
Black-uird,37. 
Black-breasted tern, 37. 
Black walnut, 13\), ""57, 568. If.ll. 
Blanchard rillgc (terminal moraine), Ohio. 463 
Blue Earth COUllty, chapter 011. 415. 

Situation and area, 415. 
Surface features, ·115. 

Natural draiuage, 415. 
Lakes, 416. 
Topograp!Jy, "" I G. 
Erodell valleys, 417. 
Elevations,41\). 
Soil and timber, -120. 
Trees and sllrubs, 421. 

Geological structure, ""22. 
Potsdam sandstone and sliall::;, ""22. 
Deep well at JIilalllmto, ""23. 
St. Croix samlstone nud slmles, 424. 
St. Lawrence limes tOlle, 424. 
J ordall sands tOlle, ,126. 
Slmkopee limestone, 42\). 
CretaceoU8 bells, 431. 
Analyses of Cletaceous clays, 4i:lH. 
Glaciallhift, ",,3\). 
Wells, 4-12. 
MOllified drift, 4-1-i, 

. Malerial resources, 4-15. 
Water-powers, .1-1,). 
~lLlalTied stOlle, 440. 
Lime, H7. 
U ydraulic cement and aualyses, HU. 
lJricks, 451. 
.Fire-uricks, 1.51. 
Drain-tiles,452. Pottery, -152. 
• l.rtesian wells and fOllntains, 452. 

Blue till, as subsoil, 126. Also see Till. 
lllue-winged teal, 37. [623, 684 
Bluffs of the Mill1lesota valley, 418, 565; 5\)~, 

of tile Mississippi valley, 122, 2LO, ~3i:J"':"'2H. 
characteristic of rock-formatiou~, 821). 
See al~o lJirosion uy streams. 

Dog iron ore, ori, in of, 129. 
Bois francs (or forts), 72, 650. 
Botany of the state, lOG. See Flo)'(t, Flowers, 

Forests, Grasses, 1-'TCtiries; Trees, and ShTUUS. 
llottomands, 567, 62-1, 6"13. See Allltvi1l1n. 
Boulder-clay. See Till. 
Boulders, 86, 31), 56, 5\), 6-1, 70, 88, 12.5; Hous

ton county, 227; Winona county, 2GO; .Fill
more county, 311; Olmsted county, 3H; 

Mower county, 362; Dodge county, 368. 
Freeborn county, 3H4, 385, 390; Steele coun
ty,401; Waseca county, 413; Blue Earth 
cOllnty, 417,425,441; Faribault county, 46~; 
Watonwan and Martin counties. 485; Cot
tonwood and Jackson counties, 509; Murray 
and Nobles counties, 526, 531; Pipestone 
and Hock counties, 535,537,543,547, 55!; 
Brown and Redwood counties, 564, 583; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Li.ncoln coun
ties, 595-6, 602, 607,611; Big stone and Lac 
qui Parle counties, 620, 624, 626, 627; Le 
Sueur county, 627, 643; Rice county, 658-9. 
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Aboriginal earthworks, 588. 
BufIaloes, 21,28,29,70,541 f. n., 547. 
Building stnnes, chnpter on, 14~. 

'.rheir qnalities and distribution, 14~. 
Crystalline rocks, 142. 
quartzytes, 149. 
Dolomites, 153. 

.Dolomitic limestones, IRR. 
Limestones, 170. 
Sandstones, 176. 
Stones from other states, 182. 

Table of qualitative tests, 184, 1 %-:20B. 
Methods of the physical tpsls, 18.'). 

General concl usions, 187. 
Use of stone in Millnesota, Ull. 

Also see Qlwt'l'ies. 
Buildings belonging to the state, 1 m:. 
Bumelia Mareonana, 57fi. 
Buried moraine, G07, R:2G. 

Caleareous tufa, 3~7, 513, .550, 587, GW, GIl, (;20. 
Caleareous soils, 1 :29. 
Calenreous veins in till, 4cl~, GlO. 
Caleiferons sAries, 422, 424, 500. 
Calcite, lamellar, 233, :267; erystals, ;)7.5. 
Calumet, peaee, G, 9, 13,24, 51i0. 
Calymene, 343. 
Cambrian formations: Houston county, 517, 

219-227; Winona, 249,251-9; Fillmore, 280-9; 
Olmsted, 334-9; Blue Earth, 42~-431; Cotton
wOl)d, 409-503; Pipestone and Rock, 537-5-13; 
Le Sueur, G3G-9; Rice, G56-7. 

Cambrian rocks, chief source of the red till, 126. 
Cannon valley railway, elevations, 6.52. 
Carbonaceous shale, 656, 672. 
Carbonic acid, action on building stones, 18G. 
Carp, 78. 
Castle roek, 33, 58, 74, 6-56. 
Catlinite, 24, 37,62, 7U, ,500--502, 641. 

Cedar logs in drift, 34-5. 
Cedar, red and white, 139, 248. 
Cedar river, Devonian rocks on, 84, 3.57-:oGl. 

system of drainage, 13-5. 
Central chain of lakes, 48 I. 
Cervus sylvestris, 52 f. n. 
Chmtetes, 292, 301,342,374. 

lycoperdon, 293. 
Chains of lakes, Martin county, 479, .507,528. 
Chalybeate springs, 136,414,46-5,488,532,686, 

610, G45. 
Channels. See Erosion and Water·cow'ses. 
Channels through the moraine on the Coteau 

des l'rairies, 603. 
Chazy formation, 424. 
Chicago & Northwestern railway, elevations, 

245,329, 369, 396, 408, 419, 565, 593, 635. 

Chicag'o, Milwaukee & St. Panl railway, eleva
tions: 

IIastings & Dakota eli vision, f) 1 5. 
Iowa & Minnesota division, 819, SfJfi, f)52; 

Austin & Mason City lJranch, 360. 
l1iver cl,vision, 2cl4. 
Southern Minnesota div'n, 211,277, M9, 455, 

'174, clOll, G22, -5SG; Mankato branch, 419. 
Chicag'o, St. Paul, Minneapolis &, Omaha rail-

"vay, elevations, 4Hl, 47-1, 40n~ ;'22, r;!if), H:~:;), 

Chimney rock, 88, 74, ~DG. 
Chimneys, quartzyte used for, !)lin. 
Chlorite slate, 3:3. 
Choke-damp in weIlR,488. 
Cinnamoll1nm Scheuchzeri, m,t. 
Cisslls,574. 
Clay and clay loam as suhsoils, 128. [0';8,C;. 
Clay, layers indicn.tillg' years in (leposition, -Hi 7 . 
Clay, lumps in g'ravel, (;29. 
Clay, pottery, 402, 4G:3, G7B, 581;. 
Clay, stratifierl, 1I D. 
Clay, transition to till, Ga, 1)59, nG]' 
Clays, Cretaceous, 853,lCl:3, 57.'); analysps, .. 1::8. 
Clear Creek limestone, 111innis, Cl;;r;, 
Climatic changes, 4D8, G24, Gzn. 

effects on ieo-sheet, G-ll. 
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572-9; Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lin
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Marsh lake and Lac qui Parle, 62.5; Le 
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Cretaceous formations, chief sourcp of the blue 
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Crinoidal remains, 79, 301. 
Crystalline rocks, as building stones, 142. 
Cnpriferolls SHies, 422, 500. 
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Water of Heron lal,e analyzed, .51~. 
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Des Moines river, drainage system, 135; inter 
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Drift lakes classified, 130, 480. 
Driftless area, 117,227, 275, 311, 317, 406. 
Ducks, 21. 
"Duluth granite", 103,147. 

Eagles, 22. 
Eagle roclts, 296. 
Elevation and subsidence, 99, 101. 
Elevations above the sea, 122; lakes, 124; hills, 

valleys and plateans, ]25; Houston county, 
211-213; Winona, 244; Fillmore, 277: Olm
sted, 328; Mower, 3-19; Dodge, 369; Freeborn, 
380; Steele, 396; Waseca,408; Blue Ealth, 
419; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 496; Murray 
and Nobles, 522; Pipestone and Rock, 536; 
Brown and Redwood, 565 -7; Yellow Medi
cine, Lyon and I"incoln, 593; Big I::ltone and 
Lac qui Parle, 615; Le Sueur, 634; Rice, 
652. [594, 616, 635. 

Elevations of the Minnesota river, 420, 566, 
Also see names of railroad:l. 

Elk,23, 28, 29,79. 
Elms, 215, 636, 6sa. [634, 641. 
Elysian (fifth) moraine, 461 f. n., 581,606,621, 
Endoeeras magniventrum, 300, 655. 
Eozoic system, 568, 596. 
Eozoon Canadense, 283. 
Epidote, 104. 
Erosion by streams, 122; Houston county, 210; 

Winona, 239-242; Fill~nore, 270-6; Olmsted, 
328,333; Mower, 348; Dodge,369; Freeborn, 
381; Waseca, 408; Blue Earth, 417, 418, 430, 
439; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 495-6; Mur
ray and Nobles, 527; Pipestone and Ro ek 
541; Brown and RedwoOd, 564, 581; Yellow 
Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 592, 602; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 615, 622; Le Sueur, 
636; Rice, 651, 669. 

Also see Wate'f-COltrSes, 
Erosion by weathering, 226, 598,599. 
Erosion, glacial, 430, 571, 602. 
Erosion in Cambrian strata before the Creta-

ceous age, 234, 432, 439. 
Eskers, 5H2. See R~ames. 
Euompbalus, 78, 431; E. MinnesotensiR, 6fl7. 
E-yan-shah, the Indian word for pipestone, 

62 f. n. 

Faribault county, chapter on, 454. 
Situation and area, 454. 
Surface features, 454. 
N~tural drainage, 454.. 
Lakes, 455. 
Topography, 455. 

Elevations, 455. 
Soil and timber, 456. 
Trees and shrubs, 457. 

fi eolol);ical structure, 457. 
Bed-rock in wellR, 457. 
Cretaceolls beds, 460. 
Drift and contour, 4fiO. [460. 
Glacial lake in basin of Blue Earth river, 
'l'erminal moraines, 4H2. 
Modified drift, 4G-L 
Alluvium, 464. 
Pebbles and boulders, 464. 
Wells, 465. 

Material resources, 467. 
Water-powers, 467. 
Bricks, 467. 
Peat, 468. 
Artesian fountains, 470. 

Aboriginal mounds, 471. 
Fault in St. Croix sandstone at Dresbach, 259. 
Fauna of the Minnesota valley, 37. 

of the Mississippi valley, 21, 28, 30, 32 f. n. 
Favosites, 357 f. n.; F. lycoperdon, 79. 
Favositoid coral, 391. 
Feldspar, 38, 143, 5H9, 669. 

Also see Orystalline j'ocks as ImUt1iny s/o?les. 
Fenestella, 304, 305. 
Ferruginous soils, 129. 
Ficus, 573, 574; F. Halliana, .576. 
Fillmore county, chapter on, 2G8. 

Situation and area, 268. 
Surface features, 268. 

Natural drainage, 268. 
Water-power mills, 268. 
Topography, 270. 
Elevations, 277. 
Soil and timber, 277. 
Trees and shrubs, 278. 

Geological structure, 280. 
St. Croix sandstone, 281. 
St. Lawrence limestone, 282. 
Jordan sandstone, 284. 
Shakopee limestone, 28.5. 
St. Peter sandstone, 288. 
Trenton limestone, 289. 
Green sbales, 293. 
Upper Trenton and Galrna, 293. 
Maqnoketa shales, 300. 
Niagara limestone, 302. 
Devonian limestones, 303. 
Cretaceons beds, 307. 
Drift, 311. 
Ancient peat and vegetati on in 
Wells, 315. 
Loess loam, 315. 
Alluvial terraces, 3] 7. 

[313. 
thed rift 
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Drift lakes classiOeo, 130, 480. 
Driftless area, 117,227, 275, 311, 317, 406. 
Ducks, 21. 
"Duluth granite", 103, H7. 

Eagles, 22. 
Eagle rocks, 296. 
Elevation and subsidence, 99, 101. 
Elevations above the sea, 122; lakes, 124; hills, 

valleys and plateaus, 125; II ollston county, 
211-213; Winona,244; Fillmore, 277: Olm
sted, 328; Mower, 3·19; Dodg'e, 360; Freeborn, 
380; Steele, 396; Waseca,408; Blue Earth, 
419; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 496; Murray 
and Nobles, 522; Pipestone and Rock, 536; 
Brown and Redwood,565 7; Yellow Medi
cine, Lyon and Lincoln, 593; Dig 8tone and 
Lac qui Parle, 615; Le Sueur, 634; Rice, 
652. [594, 616, 635. 

Elevations of the Minnesota river, 420, 5GG, 
Also see names of railroad:3. 

Elk,23,28,29,79. 
Elms, 215, 63G, 65H. [63'1, G41. 
Elysian (fifth) moraine, 461 f. n., 581, G06, 621, 
End00eras magniventrnm, 300, 655. 
Eozoic system, 568, 59G. 
Eozoon Canadense, 283. 
Epidote, 104. 
Erosion by streams, 122; Houston county, 210; 

Winona, 239-242; Fill~llore, 270-6; Olmsted, 
328,333; Mower, 348; Dodge,36,); Freeborn, 
381; Waseca, 408; Blue Earth, 417, 418, 430, 
439; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 495-6; Mur
ray and Nobles,527; Pipestone and Ro ek 
541; Brown and Redwood, 564, 581; Yellow 
Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 502, 602; Dig 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 615,622; Le Sueur, 
636; Rice, 651, 669. 

Also see rVate'l'-counes. 
Erosion by weathering, 226, 598, 599. 
Erosion, glacial, 430, 571, 602. 
Erosion in Cambrian strata before the Creta-

ceous age, 234, 432, 439. 
Eskers, 582. See Jiumes. 
Euomphalus, 78, 431; E. Minnesotensis, 6:)7. 
E-yan-shah, the Indian word for pipestone, 

62 f. n. 

Farihault county, chapter 011, 454. 
Situation and area, 454. 
Surface features, 454. 

Natural drainage, 454. 
Lakes, 455. 
Topography, 455. 

Elevations, 455. 
Soil and timber, ,1.56. 
Trees and shrubs, 457. 

fieolog-ical strllctnre, 457. 
Bed-rock in wellR, 41)7. 
Cretaceous beds, 460. 
Drift and contour, 4BO. [460. 
Glacial lake in lmsin of Blne garth river, 
'l'erminal moraineH, 4(;:3. 
Modified drift, 4lH. 
Allnvinm, 464. 
Pebbles and boulders, 4G4. 
Wells, 46.5. 

Material resources, 467. 
Water-powers,4G7. 
Bricks,4G7. 
Peat,4G8. 
Artesian fountains, 470. 

Aboriginal mounds, 471. 
Fault in St. Croix sandstone at Dresbach, :l[i8. 
Fauna of the Minnesota valley, 37. 

of the Mississippi valley, 21, 28, 30, 3::l f. n. 
Favosites, 3.57 f. n.; F. lycoperdon, 7\). 
Favositoid coral, 3Dl. 
Feldspar, 38, 143, 56D, G60. 

Also see Cj'!Jstcilline 'rocks as IJII-ild'inr; SIOllfS. 

Fenestella, 304, 305. 
Ferruginous soils, 12D. 
Ficus, .573, 57-1; F' IIalliana, .57G. 
Fillmore connty, chapter on, 2HS. 

Sitnation and area, 268. 
Surface features, :l()8. 

Natural drainage, :l68. 
Water-power mills, 2G8. 
Topography, 270. 
Elevations, 277. 
Soil and timber, :l77 . 
Trees and shrubs, :378. 

Geological structure, 280. 
St. Croix sandstone, 281. 
St. Lawrence limestone, :3132. 
Jordan sandstone, 28-1. 
Shakopee limestone, ::lS5. 
St. Peter sandstone, 288. 
Trenton limestone, :l8fJ. 
ri reen shales, 2,)3. 
Upper Trenton and Galf'na, ::lfJ3. 
Maquoketa shales, SOO. 
Niagara limestone, 302. 
Devonian limest.ollE's, 30S. 
Cretaceolls beds, 307. 
Drift, 311. [313. 
Ancient peat and vegetati on in thed rift 
Wells, 315. 
Loess loam, 315. 
Alluvial terraces, 317. 
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Driftless area, 117,227, 275, 311, 317, 406. 
Ducks, 21. 
"Duluth granite", 103, H7. 

Eagles, 22. 
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Elevation and subsidence, 99, 101. 
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211-213; Winona,244; Fillmore, 277: Olm
sted, 328; Mower, 3·19; Dodg'e, 360; Freeborn, 
380; Steele, 396; Waseca,408; Blue Earth, 
419; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 496; Murray 
and Nobles, 522; Pipestone and Rock, 536; 
Brown and Redwood,565 7; Yellow Medi
cine, Lyon and Lincoln, 593; Dig 8tone and 
Lac qui Parle, 615; Le Sueur, 634; Rice, 
652. [594, 616, 635. 

Elevations of the Minnesota river, 420, 5GG, 
Also see names of railroad:3. 

Elk,23,28,29,79. 
Elms, 215, 63G, 65H. [63'1, G41. 
Elysian (fifth) moraine, 461 f. n., 581, G06, 621, 
End00eras magniventrnm, 300, 655. 
Eozoic system, 568, 59G. 
Eozoon Canadense, 283. 
Epidote, 104. 
Erosion by streams, 122; Houston county, 210; 

Winona, 239-242; Fill~llore, 270-6; Olmsted, 
328,333; Mower, 348; Dodge,36,); Freeborn, 
381; Waseca, 408; Blue Earth, 417, 418, 430, 
439; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 495-6; Mur
ray and Nobles,527; Pipestone and Ro ek 
541; Brown and Redwood, 564, 581; Yellow 
Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 502, 602; Dig 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 615,622; Le Sueur, 
636; Rice, 651, 669. 

Also see rVate'l'-counes. 
Erosion by weathering, 226, 598, 599. 
Erosion, glacial, 430, 571, 602. 
Erosion in Cambrian strata before the Creta-

ceous age, 234, 432, 439. 
Eskers, 582. See Jiumes. 
Euomphalus, 78, 431; E. Minnesotensis, 6:)7. 
E-yan-shah, the Indian word for pipestone, 
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Farihault county, chapter 011, 454. 
Situation and area, 454. 
Surface features, 454. 

Natural drainage, 454. 
Lakes, 455. 
Topography, 455. 

Elevations, 455. 
Soil and timber, ,1.56. 
Trees and shrubs, 457. 

fieolog-ical strllctnre, 457. 
Bed-rock in wellR, 41)7. 
Cretaceous beds, 460. 
Drift and contour, 4BO. [460. 
Glacial lake in lmsin of Blne garth river, 
'l'erminal moraineH, 4(;:3. 
Modified drift, 4lH. 
Allnvinm, 464. 
Pebbles and boulders, 4G4. 
Wells, 46.5. 

Material resources, 467. 
Water-powers,4G7. 
Bricks,4G7. 
Peat,4G8. 
Artesian fountains, 470. 

Aboriginal mounds, 471. 
Fault in St. Croix sandstone at Dresbach, :l[i8. 
Fauna of the Minnesota valley, 37. 

of the Mississippi valley, 21, 28, 30, 3::l f. n. 
Favosites, 3.57 f. n.; F. lycoperdon, 7\). 
Favositoid coral, 3Dl. 
Feldspar, 38, 143, 56D, G60. 

Also see Cj'!Jstcilline 'rocks as IJII-ild'inr; SIOllfS. 

Fenestella, 304, 305. 
Ferruginous soils, 12D. 
Ficus, .573, 57-1; F' IIalliana, .57G. 
Fillmore connty, chapter on, 2HS. 

Sitnation and area, 268. 
Surface features, :l()8. 

Natural drainage, :l68. 
Water-power mills, 2G8. 
Topography, 270. 
Elevations, 277. 
Soil and timber, :l77 . 
Trees and shrubs, :378. 

Geological structure, 280. 
St. Croix sandstone, 281. 
St. Lawrence limestone, :3132. 
Jordan sandstone, 28-1. 
Shakopee limestone, ::lS5. 
St. Peter sandstone, 288. 
Trenton limestone, :l8fJ. 
ri reen shales, 2,)3. 
Upper Trenton and Galf'na, ::lfJ3. 
Maquoketa shales, SOO. 
Niagara limestone, 302. 
Devonian limest.ollE's, 30S. 
Cretaceolls beds, 307. 
Drift, 311. [313. 
Ancient peat and vegetati on in thed rift 
Wells, 315. 
Loess loam, 315. 
Alluvial terraces, 317. 
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Drift lakes classiOefl, 130, 480. 
Driftless area, 117,227,275,311,317,406. 
Ducks, 21. 
"Duluth granite", 103, H7. 

Eagles, 22. 
Eagle rocks, 296. 
Elevation and subsidence, 99, 101. 
Elevations above the sea, 122; lakes, 124; hills, 

valleys and plateaus, 125; II ouston county, 
211-213; Winona, 244; Fillmore, 277: Olm
sted, 328; Mower, 3·19; Dodge, 360; Freeborn, 
380; Steele, 396; Waseca,408; Blue Earth, 
419; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 496; Murray 
and Nobles, 522; Pipestone and Rock, 536; 
Brown and Redwood, 5657; Yellow Medi
cine, 1,yon and Lincoln, 593; Big otone and 
Lac qui Parle, 615; Le Sueur, 634; Rice, 
652. [594,616, 635. 

Elevations of the Minnesota river, 4:30, 566, 
Also see names of railroad:'!. 

Elk, 2~, 28, 2!l, 7!l. 
Elms, 2J 5,636, 6.53. [63~1, 64l. 
Elysian (fifth) moraine, 461 f. n., 581,606,621, 
Endocel'as magniventrl1m, 300, 655. 
Eozoic system, ,568, 596. 
Eozoon Canadense, 283. 
Epidote, 104. 
Erosion by streams, 122; Houston county, 

Winona, 2a9-242; FillplOre, 270-6; Olmsted, 
328,333; Mower,348; Douge,360; Freeborn, 
381; Waseca, 408; Blue Earth, 417, 418, 430, 
43!l; Faribault, 455; Watonwan and Martin, 
474; Cottonwood and Jackson, 495-6; .Mur
ray and Nobles, 527; Pipestone and Ro tl>: 
541; Brown and Redwood, 564, 581; Yellow 
:Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 5()2, 602; 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 615,622; Le Sueur, 
63G; Rice, 651, 669. 

Also see W((tlSl'-COltnes, 

Erosion by weathering, 22G, 5!l8, 599. 
Erosion, glacial, 430, 571, (l02. 
gl'osion in Cambrian strata before the Creta, 

ceons age, 234, 432, 43(), 
Eskers, 582. See Karnes. 
Euomphalus, 78, 431; E. MinnesotensiR, (137. 
E-yan-shah, the Indian word for pipestone, 

62 f. n. 

. Farihault county, chapter Oil, 454. 
Situation and area, 454. 
Surface features, 454. 

Natural drainage, 454. 
Lakes, 455. 
'l'opography, 455. 

Elevations, 455. 
Soil and timber, ·1·56, 
Trees and 811l'11b6, 457. 

Oeolog-ical strnctnre, 457. 
Bed-rock in wellR, ,),57. 
Cretaceons beds, 460. 
Drift and contonr, 4no. [4GO. 
Glacial lake in basin of Blue garth river, 
'l'ennirml momineH, 4(;2. 
Modified drift, 4n,I. 
Alluvinm,4G+. 
Pebbles and boulders, 464. 
Wells, 46.5. 

Material resources, 467. 
Water-powers, 467. 
Bricks, 467. 
Peat, 468. 
Artesian fountains, 470. 

Aboriginal mounds, 471. 
Fault in St. Croix sandstone at Dresbach, 209. 
Fauna of the Minnesota valley, 37. 

of the Mississippi valley, 21, 28, 30, 3::] f. 11. 

Favosites, 3.57 f. n.; F. lycoperdon, 7n. 
Favositoid coral, 301. 
Feldspar, 3il, H8, 56D, 66!l. 

Also see Cj'ystalline '!'Oelts as ulIUd'infj S/OllI?S. 

Fenestella, 304, 305. 
}'erruginous soils, 12D. 
FiCUS, 573, 574; F. lIalliana, ,57G. 
Fillmore county, chapter 011, 2GS. 

Sitl1ation and area, 268. 
Surface features, 2!lS. 

Natural drainage, 268. 
Water-power mills, 268. 
l'opography, 270. 
Elevations, 277. 
Soil and timber, 277 . 
l'rees and shrubs, 278. 

Geological stmcture, 280. 
St. Croix sandstone, 28]. 
St. Lawrence limestone, 2132. 
Jordan sandstone, 284. 
Shakopee limestone, 285. 
St. Peter sandstone. 288. 
'l'renton limestone, 289. 
(ireen shales, 2n3. 
Upper Trenton and Cialf'na, ::]98. 
:Maquoketa shales, SOO. 
Niagara limestone, SOZ. 
Devonian limestonE's, 303. 
Cretaceons beds, 307 . 
Drift, 311. [313. 
Ancient peat and vegE'tation in thed rift 
Wells, 315. 
Loess loam, 315. 
AJluvial terraces, 317. 
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Erosion by weathering, 22G, 5!l8, 599. 
Erosion, glacial, 430, 571, (l02. 
gl'osion in Cambrian strata before the Creta, 

ceons age, 234, 432, 43(), 
Eskers, 582. See Karnes. 
Euomphalus, 78, 431; E. MinnesotensiR, (137. 
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Oeolog-ical strnctnre, 457. 
Bed-rock in wellR, ,),57. 
Cretaceons beds, 460. 
Drift and contonr, 4no. [4GO. 
Glacial lake in basin of Blue garth river, 
'l'ennirml momineH, 4(;2. 
Modified drift, 4n,I. 
Alluvinm,4G+. 
Pebbles and boulders, 464. 
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Peat, 468. 
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Aboriginal mounds, 471. 
Fault in St. Croix sandstone at Dresbach, 209. 
Fauna of the Minnesota valley, 37. 

of the Mississippi valley, 21, 28, 30, 3::] f. 11. 

Favosites, 3.57 f. n.; F. lycoperdon, 7n. 
Favositoid coral, 301. 
Feldspar, 3il, H8, 56D, 66!l. 

Also see Cj'ystalline '!'Oelts as ulIUd'infj S/OllI?S. 

Fenestella, 304, 305. 
}'erruginous soils, 12D. 
FiCUS, 573, 574; F. lIalliana, ,57G. 
Fillmore county, chapter 011, 2GS. 

Sitl1ation and area, 268. 
Surface features, 2!lS. 

Natural drainage, 268. 
Water-power mills, 268. 
l'opography, 270. 
Elevations, 277. 
Soil and timber, 277 . 
l'rees and shrubs, 278. 

Geological stmcture, 280. 
St. Croix sandstone, 28]. 
St. Lawrence limestone, 2132. 
Jordan sandstone, 284. 
Shakopee limestone, 285. 
St. Peter sandstone. 288. 
'l'renton limestone, 289. 
(ireen shales, 2n3. 
Upper Trenton and Cialf'na, ::]98. 
:Maquoketa shales, SOO. 
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Material resources, 318. 
Fuel,318. Iron, 318. 
Lead,319. {lnicklime,319. 
Bricks,321. Gold and copper, 321. 
Building stone, 322. 
Sand for mortar and concret<\ 323. 
Calcareous tufa, 324. 

(Artillcial mounds, 673.) 
Fire-brick, 403, 451, 588. 
Fires .. prairie, 34.5, 381, ,524, .526. 
Fish in lakes of Park region, 1,7, 8D. 
Flora of the state, 70, 95. 

of Rainy lake, 43. 
of the Minnesota valley, 37. 
of the Mississippi valley, 21,22,28-30,77. 
of the Park region, 89. 
of the UJldine region, 72. 

Flowers on prairies, 37, 621), 617. 
Flowing wells, 389,402,4.53,470,486, 510, 585. 
Forest beel in drift, 3].1, 363, 300, 586. See 

H'oocl in dTift, and Peat, inteTg/((cial. 
ForeHts of the state, 136, HO, G3G, 650; deso-

lated by fir,~, 136. 8ee 'l'i'lld)€'l'. 
Fort Denton group, 308. 
Fort Pierre group, 59\). [falls, 78. 
Fossils collecled by Nicollet at St. Anthony 
Fountains. See FlowinlJ wells. 
Fox Hills group, .599. 
Fre~born county, chapter on, WiG. 

Situation and area, 376. 
Surface features, 376. 

Natural drainage, 376. 
Topography, 376. 
ElevatioJls, 379. 
Soil, 380. 
Timbcr, 381. 

Geological structure, 382. 
Drift, 382, 38.5. 
Cretaceous roel,s, 383. 
Exploration for coal, 384. 
Gravel and sand, 38.5. 
Wells, 388. 
Vegetation in the drift, 3DO. 
Boulders, 390. 

Mat.erial resources, 391 . 
Lime, 301. 
Brick,391. 
reat, 303. 

Fringilia vespertin<l, 62 f. n. 
Frost, effect on buillling stones, l86. 

in a well 70 feet deep, 671. 
rock masses dislodged by, 540. 

l?ucoids, 79,258, 288, 374. 500. 

Gabbro, as building stone, 147. 
Galena, 32, 33, 259. 

Galena limestone, 84,293, 334, 340, 362, 371 ,655. 
Gary (second) moraine, 406,506,521. 628,606, 

621,641. 
Gas in wells, 384, 388, 488,552, 629. 
Geese, 21. 
Geological survey of the state, 91, 93,04, 106. 
Gerolle in Winona county, 262-3. 
Glacial currents, 99, 406,408,441,463,481,504, 

606,548,627,628,641 f. n., G67-9. See lce
sheet. 

Glacial drift. See DTijt, Till. MOTfli71es, BOltl-
del's, and Modified dl·ift. 

Glacial epochs, 40G, 528, 580. SEe InteTglaciul. 
Wacial erosion, 430, 571, G02. 
Gladal furrows, 600, 619. 
nJaciallaln's, 408, 4·12,460, .s08, 509,54.5,580·1, 

.5QI, 606, 61.5, G22, 6,12, G62, 668. 
effect on deposits of till, 408, 442, 461, 544, 
.581, 622, 66t. 

Glacial markings, showing roek-fracture, 548. 
Glacial rivers, 136, 388,417, 444, 682, 622, 624, 

668. 
Glacial striro, 90, 478, 503, 547-5.50, 580, 600. 

curved, 504; intersecting, .503. [596, 617. 
Gneiss in the Minnesota valley" 146, .568-571, 
Golcl, 05, 321, 34G. 
Gopher knolls, 366. 
Granites as building stones, ! 42-8. 
Granites of the Minnesota valley, 36, 38,49,61, 
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Gravel and sand, distribution in the state, 118. 
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Green-sand, 224,425. 
Green shales, 218, 274, 293, 334,342, 309,655. 
Gypsum (selenite) crystals, 600,619. 

II rom atit e , 06. 
Hamilton formation, 360. 
Hardpan, 512, 530, G07. See Till. 
lIard water, 13fl, 612, .513, 524, 5.53, 606. 
Hay used as fuel, 526, 637. 
Head-lining of flour barrels, 672. 
Heat, effect on building stones, 18G. 
Hemlock, 139. 
Hickories, 215, 247. 
Hieroglyphics, 21, 33, .501, 555. 
IIights. See Elevations. 
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Material resources, 318. 
Fllel,318. Iron,318. 
Lead,319. (lnicklime,319. 
Bricks,321. Gold and copper, 321. 
Building stone, 322. 
Sand for mortar and concretp, 323. 
Calcareolls tufa, 324. 

(Arti{]cial mounds, 673.) 
Fire-brick, 403, 4.51, 588. 
Fires, prairie, 3·1.5, 3SI, .524, 526. 
Fish in lakes of Park region, ~7, 8D. 
Flora of the state, 79, 95. 

of Rainy lake, 43. 
of the Minnesota valley, 37. 
of the Mississippi valley, 21, 22, 28-:i0, 77. 
of the Park region, 89. 
of the Undine region, 72. 

Flowers on prairies, 37, .521), 617. 
Flowing wells, 389,402,4.53,470,486, 510, 585. 
Forest beel in drift, 314, 363, ;:)90, 5il6. See 

Wood in drift, and Pe(lt, intcTfj/(wial. 
Forests of the state, 136, HO, G3G, G50; deso-

lated by fil"l~, 136. See 'l'hnIJel'. 
Fort Ilenton group, 308. 
Fort Pierre group, 599. [falls, 78. 
Fossils collecleu by Nicollet at se Anthony 
FOllntains. See Flowinlj 1Vcll.s. 
Fox Hills group, 599. 
Fre~born cOllnty, chapter on, WiG. 

Situation and area, 376. 
Surface features, 376. 

Natural drainage, 376. 
Topography, 376. 
Elevations, 37H. 
Soil,380. 
Timber, 381. 

Geological structure, ;:)82. 
Drift, :182, 38-5. 
Cretaceous ]"ocl(s, 3il3. 
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Gravel ullII sand, 3il.5. 
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Peat, 393. 

Fringilia vespertina, 5~ f. 11. 

Frost, effect on building stones, l8G. 
in a well 70 feet deep, 671. 
rock masses llislodged by, 540. 
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Galena, 32, 33, 259. 
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621,641. 
Gas in wells, 384, 388, 4S8, 552, 629. 
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Geological survey of the state, 91, 93, fJ4, 106. 
Gerolle in Winona county, 262-3. 
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"Hole-in-the-Mountain",603. rite, 626. 
Hornblende schist, 597,598; fragments in gran
" Horse-back", 666. 
Houston county, chapter on, 207. 

Situation and area, 207. 
Surface features, 207. 

Natural drainage, 207. 
Water-power mills, 208. 
Topography, 208. 
Elevations, 211. 
Soil and timber, 213. 
Trees and shrubs, 214. 

Geological structure, 217. 
Trenton limestone, 218. 
St. Peter sandstone, 218. 
Shakopee limestone, 219. 
J ordau sandstone, 22l. 
St. Lawrence limestone, 222. 
St. Croix sandstone, 223. 
Drift,227. 
Alluvial terraces, 227. 
Wells, 230. 

Material resources, 23l. 
Building stone, 231. 
Sand, 233. 
Lamellar calcite, 233. 
Brick, 234. Lime, 234. 

Earthworks, 235 (also (73). 
Hudson Hiver formation 102 176 217 <)18 

250, 289, 300, 334, 339, 361, 397, 6~5. ,"" , 
Huronian system, 100,103, 104. 
Hydraulic limestone and cement, 434, 449. 
Hypersthene, 103. 

[641, 668. 
Ice-sheet, 99,101,406,440,441,463,479,484, 

See Glacial curnnts. 
Ice-sheet, drift contained in, 440, 602, 604,626. 

drift on, 387, 604, 610, 662, 665, 668. 
thickness, 484, 549. 

Image in mound near Lanesboro, 673. 
Indians, 3, 4-23,46,55, 63, 81; burial customs, 

673; inscriptions, 21,33,501,555; stone pipes, 
560; traditions, 64, 69, 546. 

Induration of quartzyte, 502. 
Inoceramus, 600. • 
Inscriptions by Indians, 21,33,501,555. 
Interglacial drainage and water-courses, 484, 

507,580. 
Interglacial epochs, 313, 364, 406, 484, 580. 
Interglacial formations, 313, 363,390,402,406, 

441, 466, 485, 511, 552, 580, 585-6, 609, 626. 
See Wood in drift deposits. 

Intersecting glacial strilB, 503. [Alltwiurn. 
Interval lands, 567. See Bottornlands and 
Iron ore, 94, 103; at Vermilion lake, 96, 103; 

at Prairie river falls, 97; in Fillmore county, 
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310, 314, 318; boulders in drift, 344. 
Iron springs. See Chalybeate. 
Isotelus, 343. 
Itasca prairie, 3R6. 

[491. 
Jackson county, Cottonwood and, chapter on, 

See Cotton'Woo(l county for contents of chapter. 
JOints, 500, 502, 569, 698, 600, 618,620. 
Jordan sandstone, 179,221,262,280,284,334-6, 

426-9,636. 
Juniper, 139. 

Kames, 388, 417, 444, 464, 682, 624, 666-9. 
Kame-like deposits, 545,665,582,584,606-7. 
Kaolinized gneiss and granite, 37,98,570,588. 
Kasota stone, 164,638, 646. 
Kentucky coffee-tree, 139,216,248, 42l. 
Keweenawan formation, Michigan and Wis-

consin, 422, 600. 
Kiester (fourth) moraine, 387, 461 f. n., 462, 

581, 606, 621, 64l. 

Labradorite, 103; labradorite rock, 149. 
Lac qui Parle county, Big Stone and, chapter 

on,613. See Big Stone COlmty for con tents 
of chapter. 

Lakes, 130,480, 564; of the upper Mississippi 
. region, 78; of the Park region, 89; Dodge 

county, 367; Freeborn, 376-8; Steele, 394-6; 
Waseca, 405; Blue Earth, 416; Faribault, 4.55; 
Watonwan, 473; Martin, 479-485; Cotton
wood and Jackson, 493; Murray, 518; Nobles, 
519; Pipestone, 539; Brown and Redwood, 
663; Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 
.591; Big Stone and Lac-qui Parle, 614, 623; 
Le Sueur, 633; Rice, 648, 651, 660. 

Lakes, absent beyond the outer moraine, 619. 
chains of, in Martin county, 479-485. [640. 
in drift deposits, origin of, 386, 408,480,622, 

See Glcwial lctkes. 
Lake-ridges, 564, 624, 643. 
J"aumontite, 103. 
Laurophyllum reticulatum, 576. 
Laurus, 574; L. Nebrascensis, 573. 
Lead,340. 
Leaf hills, 89, 119, 121,123,126,130,406. 
Leaves, Cretaceous fossil, 573, 574, 576. 
Leeches, 78. 
Leguminosites Marconanus, 576. 
Lemont limestone, 182. 
LeptlBna, 293; L. sericea, 301,339. 
Le Sueur county, chapter on, 632. 

Situation and area, 632. 
Surface features, 632. 

Natural drainage, 632. 
Topography, 633. 
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Elevations, 634. 
Soil and timber, 636. 

Geological structure, 636. [636. 
Jordan sandstone and Shakopee limestone, 
Cretaceous clay, 639. 
Glacial and modified drift, 639. 
Terminal moraines, 640. 
Terraces of modified drift, 642. 
Alluvium, 643. 
Boulders, 643. 
Lake-ridges, 643. 
Copper fuund, 643. 
Weils, 643. 

Material resources, 645. 
Water-powers, 646. 
Building stone, 646. 
Lime, 646. 
Bricks, 646. 
Peat, 647. 

Aboriginal earthworks, 647. 
Le Sueur prairie, 634, 642. [577-9. 
Lignite, exploration for, 98, 363, 384, 573, 

in Cretaceous strata, 73, 84, 96,98, 383, 398, 
568,572,5779,599,520. 

in drift, 84,363,383,413,435,443-4,465,486, 
510,511,529,553,584-5,608,620,629,643, 
644,671. 

mined in Dakota, 578, 620. 
Lime: Houston county, 234; Winona, 265; 

Fillmore, 319; Olmsted, 335; Mower, 366; 
Dodge, 372, 375; Freeborn, 391; Waseca, 413; 
RlueEarth, 448; Jackson, 513; Murray and 
Nobles, 531; Brown and Redwood, 587; Yel
low Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 611; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 630; Le Sueur, 646; 
Rice, 672. 

Limestone at lake of the Woods,42; at Saint 
Anthony falls, 33, 35, 58, 85; in the Minne
sota valley, 36, 59,85,98,575-6. 
See St. Lawrence, Shakopee, Trenton, Galena, 

Hudson River, Niagara and Devonian 
fO~"IJwtion8. 

Limestone boulders and pebbles in the drift, 
383,464,485,509-10,531,543,553,595,606, 
611, 620, 631, 640, 643,646,659, 663; derived 
in part from the vicinity of Winnipeg, Man
itoba, 509,553, 620, 643. 

o Limestones, as building stones, 158, 163, 170. 
Lincoln county, chapter, 589. See Yellow Med

icine county for contents of chapter. 
Lingula, 83, 258, 429 f. n., 637. 

Cobourgensis, 292, 298. 
Dacotaensis, 637, 638. 
Elderi, 291, 298, 343. 
quadrata, 298. 

Lingulepis, 288. 

Liriodendron Meekii, 5'76. 
Lithology of rocks in the Minnesota valley, 38. 

of the building stones of the state, 142-190. 
Lituites nndatus, 655. 
Loam, 117. 119,128,209,239,245,246,263,278, 

315-317,365,392,543,544,659,661. 
Lobes of the ice-sheet, 406,463,479,481,484,640 
Locust, Rocky Mountain, 498. 
Lodestone, 344. [543-5. 
Loess, 118, 119, 213, 245, 260, 262, 278,526, 
Lower Magnesian limestone, 83, 85, 98, 102. 

See St. Lawrence and Shakopee limestones. 
Lower Magnesian series, 422, 500. 
Lower Silurian formations: Honston county, 

218; Winona, 250; Fillmore, 289-301; Olm
sted, 339-343; Mower, 362; Dodge, 370-4; 
Steele, 397; Rice, 655. 

Lower Trenton limestone, 85, 102; section at 
Minneapolis, 168; as building stone, 170-6; 
Houston county, 218; Winona, 250; Fill
more, 289-292; Olmsted, 343; Dodge, 370; 
Steele, 399; Rice, 655. 

Lumber, 421, 672. 
Lyon county, chapter, 589. See Yellow Medi

cine county for contents of cbapter. 

Maclurea, 300; M. Bigsbyi, 340. 
Magnesian lime, cbaracter of, 157, 448. 
Magnesian limestone. See Dolomites and 

Limestone. 
Magnetic variation, 378, 396, 547 f. n. 
Magnetite, 96, 103. 
Magnolia alternans, 574. 
Maples, 653. 
Maps: by Allen, 52; Beltrami, 45; Carver, 24 

f. n.; DeL'Isle, 20; Franquelin, 66; Henne
pin, 8; Joliet, 110; Lea, 66; Nicollet, 67; Och
agach, 18; Owen, 82 f. n.; Schoolcraft, 52; 
Warren, 100. 

Maquoketa shales, 84, 300. 
Marble, 357,366, 672. 
Marcellus formation, 360. 
Marl and marly soils, 129. 
Marsbes, 364, 393,394, 396, 524, 564, 649, 660. 
Martin county, Watonwan and, chapter on, 

472. See Watotwan crmnty for contents of 
cbapter. 

Masbkilonge, 78. 
Mastodon tusk, 670. 
Medial moraines. See Moraines. 
Mergus cucullatus, 37. 
Mesabi range, 119-121, 123, 125, 130. 
Metamorphic rocks. See Eozoic system. 
Metamorphism of rocks north of lake Supe-

rior, 84-5. 
Meteorology, 95. See Climatic changes. 
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Mica, 38, 143,569; mica slate, 43. 
Mica schist, masses of, in gneiss, 597. 
Microscopic characters of building stones, 145, 

147,153,155,164,172,176,177,179,180,]82. 
Millstones, quartzyte used for, 555. 
Mineralogy, 32 f. n., 52 f.n. See Lithology. 
Mineral springs, 264, 402, 414, 465, 488, 532, 

586, 610, 645. 
Mining for gold, 9.5; for coal, 579. 

Also see Oopper, Iyon ore, and Lignite. 
Minneapolis and St. Louis rail way, elevations, 

380,409, 634. 
Minnesota lobe of the ice-sheet, 406, 479,481, 

484,640. [6!2,667. 
Minnesota valley in the glacial period, 580,622, 

preglacial erosion, 432, 439. 
glacial lake, 461 f. n., 606,622,642, 663. 

Mississippi river system, 133; extension in the 
glacial period, 101, 622. 

Mississippi valley, erosion, 241. 
Modified drift, 113, 127, 444, 480; Houston 

county, 228; Winona, 261; Fillmore, 311-313, 
317; Olmsted, 344; Mower, 364; Freeborn, 
38.5-8; Steele, 401; Blue Earth, 44!; Fari
bault, 464; Jackson, 496; Clay county, Iowa, 
.508; Nobles, .527; Pipestone and Rock, 544-5; 
Brown and Redwood, 580-3; Yellow Medi
cine, Lyon and Lincoln, 606; Big Stone and 
Lac qui Parle, 624; Le Sueur, 640, 642; Rice, 
662-9. 

Modified drift, contained in the ice-sheet, 444, 
480,626, and exposed on it by melting, 387, 
665,668. 
of the earlier glacial epoch, 581, 625. 
rate of deposition, 588. 

Also see Kames, Terraces, and Loess. 
Moose, 29, 30. 
Moraine, buried, 607, 626. 
Moraine, medial, 604, 506. 
Moraines, terminal: Freeborn county, 377, 385; 

Steele, 399; Waseca, 406; Faribault, 462; 
Watonwan and Martin, 478, 484; Cotton
wood and Jackson, 495, 505; Murray and 
Nobles, 520, .527; Pipestone, .544; Brown and 
Redwood, 581; Yellow Medicine, Lyon and 
Lincoln, 596, 601; Big Stone and Lac qui 
Parle, 621; Le 8ueur, 633,640; Rice, 660-2. 

Moraines, terminal, formation of, 406, 640. 
in Ohio, 463 f. n. 
Also see Altamont, Gary, Antelope, Kiester, 

Elysian, Waconia and /Jot'Te moraines. 
Mounds, aboriginal, 3 f. n., 235, 266, 365, 403, 

414,471,489,516,.532,588,612,631,647,673. 
Mounds, articles found in, showing recent date 

of burials, 489, 647. 
Mower county, chapter on, 347. 

Situation and area, 347. 
Surface features, 347. 

Natural drainage, 347. 
Water-power, 348. 
Topography, 348. 
Elevations, 349. 
:::Joil and timber, 350. 
Trees and shrubs, 351. 

Geological structure, 352. 
Cretaceous, 353. 
Devonian limestones, 357. 
Hudson River rocks, 361. 
Galena and Upper Trenton, 362. 
Drift, 362. 
Ancient peat, 363. 
Mounds, 365. 

Material resources, 365. 
Murchisonia,300. 
Murray and Nobles counties, chapter on, .517. 

Situation and area, .517. 
Surface features, 518. 

Natural drainage, 518. 
Topography, 519. 
Elevations, 522. 
Soil,523 . 
Timber and prairie, 524. 

Geological structure, 526. 
Glacial and modified drift, 526. 
Terminal moraines, 527. 
Wells, 528. 

Material resources, 531. 
Water-power, .531. 
Stone, lime, bricks, peat, 531. 
Springs, 532. 

Aboriginal mounds, 532. 
Mus bursarius, 32 f. n. 
Muskrat, 37, 525. 

}l"iagara limestone, 302, 356. 
Niobrara group, 308, 576. 
Nishnabotany sandstone, 308. 
Nobles county, Murray and, chapter on, 517. 

See Murray county for contents of chapter. 
Norway pine, 138. 
Nucleospira, 360. 
N ucula cancellata, 600. 

Oaks, 2]4, 247, 279, 653. 
Ocher, 619, 639. 
Olenidre, 638. 
Olmsted county, chapter on, 325. 

Situation and area, 325. 
Surface features, 326. 

Natural drainage, 326. 
Springs, 326. 
Water-power, 327. 
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Contour, 328, 333, 337-8. 
Elevations, 328. 
Surface features of various towns, 329. 
Timber, 330. 
List of trees, shrubs and vines, 331. 
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Ophileta, 223, 257. 
Opwagonite, Schoolcraft's name for catlinite, 

62 f. n. 
OrbicullB, 83. 
Oriskany sandstone, 356. 
Orthis, 293, 297, 305, 342, 637, 638, 655. 

amcena, 301. 
Lynx, 301. 
perveta, 291. 
plicatelIa, 301. 
polygramma, 78. 
sublBquata,30l. 
subquadrata, 301. 
testudinaria, 78, 301. 
tricenaria, 291. 
Whitfieldi, 301. 

Orthoceras, 7Fl, 223, 291, 340, 360. 
Orthonota, 297. 
Otters, 23. 

Paint, 571, .588, 639. [531, 647, 660. 
Peat, 108, 129, 318,363-4, 393, 468, 489, 514, 
Peat, interglacial, 313, 363, 4G2. 
Peat, process of manufacture, 468. 
Peaty soils, 129. 
Pebbles, on Kiester hills, 464; on lake sbores, 

485-6,509; at Balaton, 606; Cretaceous, 309, 
552,607. 

Pelicans, 524. 
Pepin, lake, its cause, 58, 124, 132. 
Perch,78. 
Persea, 574. 
Petrified moss, 327,513,550,587,610,620. 
Phillipsite, 86. 
Phragmolites, 78. 
Physical features of the state, 95, 100, 111-14l. 
PhYSical tests of building stones, 185. 
Pickerel,78. 
Pigment used by Indians, 60, 71, 428. 

Pike, 78. 
Pine, area of merchantable, 138. 

species of, ]38, 139,215,248,279. 
Pinus (fossil), 574. 
Pipes, Indian stone, 24 f. n., 560. See Oalumet. 
Pipestone and Rock counties, chapter on, 533. 

Situation and area, 533. 
Surface features, 533. 

Natural drainage, 533. 
Topography, 534. 
Elevations, 536. 
Soil, timber and fuel, 537. 

Geological structure, 537. 
Red quartzyte, 537. 
Historical resume, .538. 
The pipestone quarry, 538. 
Conglomerate, 541. 
Pipestone or catlinite, 541. 
Drift. Till, 543. 
Terminal moraine, 544. 
Loam-clay, 544. 
Kame-like depOSits, 545. 
Boulders, 545. 
Glacier-marks, 547. 
Thickness of the glacier, 549. 
Analysis of water of Rock river, 550. 
Springs, 550. 
Wells, 550. 

Material resources, 554. 
Building stone, 554. 

ArchlBology, 555. 
Indian inscriptions, 555-560. 
Indian stone pipes, 560. 

Pipestone,24,37,62, 70,500,501,502,541,561 
Pipestone quarry, 62,70,538,541. 
Placenticeras placenta, 600. 
Plains of sand and gravel, 118, 122. 
Platanus primlBva, 574. 
Pleurotomaria, 78, 223, 342. 
Polished rock f'urfaces, 66, 541. 
Ponds, 325, 564. 
Poplars, 214, 247. 
Populites cyclophyllus, 574. 
Populus cordifoIia, 574. 

cyclophylla, 574. 
elegans, 574. 
Lancastriensis, 574. 
litigiosa, 574. 

Porphyrite, 104. 
Pot-holes, 61,434,583. 
Potsdam formations, 83, 97, 100, 103, 180; 

Blue Earth county, 422, 424; Watonwan; 
474, 476; Cottonwood, 494, 499, 513; Pipe
stone and Rock, 537, 554; Brown, 568, 572. 

Potsdam pebbles and boulders, 465, 486, 509,· 
606. 
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Lumber, 672. 
Artificial mounds, 673. 

Ripple-marks, 500, 502, 599. 
Rivers, systems of, 132. 
Rochester and Northern Minnesota railway, 

elevations, 329. 
Rock county, Pipestone and, cbapter on, 533. 

See Pipestone county for contents of chapter. 
Rock decomposed in place, 75,98,397,570. 
Rock-outcrops in the state, 116. 
Rock-specimens collected by Norwood, 84. 
Rocky MOlmtain locust, 498. 
Roman architecture in England, 156. 

St. Croix sandstone, (83, 98, 102,) 107; as build
ing stone, 178,182; Houston county, 223-7; 
Winona, 257-9; Fillmore,281; Blue Earth, 
422-4. [463 f. n. 

St. John's ridge (terminal moraine), Ohio, 
St. Lawrence limestone as building stone, 154; 

Houston county, 222; Winona,253-7; Fill
more, 282-4; Olmsted, 334; Blue Earth, 424-6. 

St. Louis river system, 135. [463 f. n. 
St. Mary's ridge (terminal moraine), Ohio 

St. Paul & Sioux City division, Chicago, St. 
Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha railway, eleva
tions, 419, 474, 496,522,536,635. 

St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba railway, 
Brown's Valley branch, elevations, 616. 

St. Peter sandstone, 24,33,98,102; as building 
stone, 177; Houston county, 218; Winona, 
251; Fillmore, 288; Olmsted, 337-9; Dodge, 
370; Steele, 399; Waseca, 410; Rice, 656; 
fossilS, 288, 656. 

Salix, 435; S. proterefolia, 573,574. 
Salt, brought by Indians, 6. 

on the shores of lakes, 61. 
Salt ponds and lakes, 53, 61, 614. 
Salt springs, 42, 62, 108, 414. 
Salt spring lands, 104, 105, 108. 
Salt well at Belle Plaine, 104. 
Sand-hill crane, 37. 
Sand prairie, 642. 
Sandstone at Castle rock, 33,58,74,656; Fond 

du Lac, 32, 77, 180; Fort Snelling, 35, 85, 
177; Jordan, 10.5, 179; Little rapids, 35, 85; 
Myah Skah,59; Pokegama falls, 54, 77, 96; 
St. Anthony falls, 33, 58; Taylor's Falls, 104; 
"of the upper Mississippi", 83. 

See Potsdam, St. 01'oix, Jordan and St. 
Peter formations. 

Sandstones as building stones, 176-182. 
Satin spar, 341. 
Scaphites Nicolletii, 600. 
Sciurus tridecem-striatus, 32 f. n. 
Scolithus, 288. 

Sections (also see Wells): 
Cretaceous beds on ;Big Cobb river, 438. 

on Cottonwood river, 573-4. 
in Le Sueur valley, 435. 
on Maple river, 437. 
on Minnesota river near New Ulm, 574 6. 

Trenton limestone at Minneapolis, 31,58,168. 
Shakopee limestone at Mankato, 429. 
Jordan sandstone in Blue Earth county, 427. 
St. Croix sandstone at Hokah, 224. 

in Winona county, 257. 
Potsdam quartzyte, Cottonwood county, 502. 
Albert Lea, 388. 
Caledonia, 225. 
Chatfield, 286. 
Clear Grit, 283. 
Clinton Falls, 397. 
Concord, 370. 
Dresbach (at a fault), 259. 
Faribault, 656. 
Fort Snelling, 35, 85. 
Fountain, 288, 292. 
Freeborn, 384. 
Gregson's mill, Mower county, 360. 
Heron Lake, 503. 
Hokah, 224. 
Kasota, 638. 
L'Huillier mound, 430. 
Mankato, 423,429. 
Mantorville, 373. 
Milton, 371. 
Money Creek, 229. 
Oronoco, 335. 
Owatonna, 398. 
Pickwick, 246, 262. 
Pleasant Grove, 342. 
Quincy, 336. 
across Root river valley, 287. 
St. Anthony falls, 31, 58. 
Spring Valley, 301. 
Whalan,284. 

Selenite crystals, 600. 
Sequoia, 384. 
Shakopee limestone: as building stone, 163; 

Houston county, 219-221; Winona, 252; 
Fillmore, 285-8; Olmsted, 336; Dodge, 370; 
Blue Earth, 429-431; Faribault, 459; Le 
Sueur, 336-9; Rice, 657. 

Shark's tooth, 435. 
Shells, in alluvial deposits, 552, 553. 

interglacial, 441, 485, 487,511, {i80, 608-9. 
Shrubs: Houston county,214; Winona, 247; 

Fillmore, 278; Olmsted, 332; Mower, 351; 
Dodge, 369; Freeborn, 381; Steele, 397; Blue 
Earth, 421; Faribault, 457; Cottonwood, 
499; Murray, 525; Pipestone and Rock,537; 
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Fillmore, 278; Olmsted, 332; Mower, 351; 
Dodge, 369; Freeborn, 381; Steele, 397; Blue 
Earth, 421; Faribault, 457; Cottonwood, 
499; Murray, 525; Pipestone and Rock,537; 
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Redwood, 568; Coteau lakes, Dakota, 596; 
Big Stone lake, 617; Le Sueur county, 636; 
Rice, 653. 

Silicified wood, 643, 669. 
Silurian rocks at St. Anthony falls, 83. 

See Lower and Upper Silurian. 
Silver, 52 f. n. 
Sink-holes, 209, 252, 275, 326, 333, 34l. 
Sioux Falls branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha railway, elevations, 536. 
Sioux quartzyte, 537. 
Slate, 32, 56, 103; talcose, 75. 
Slickensides, 571. 
Sloughs, 5ll4, 564, 595. 
Snow-fall in glacial pt)riod, 641. 
Soils and subsoils, 63, 69, 125-9; soil of Hous

ton county, 213; Winona, 245; Fillmore, 277; 
Olmsted, 345; Mower, 350; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 380; Steele, 396; Waseca, 409; 
Blue Earth, 420; Faribault, 456; Watonwan 
and Martin, 475; Cottonwood and Jackson, 
497; Murray and Nobles, 523; Pipestone and 
Rock,537; Brown and Redwood, 567; Yel
low Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 595; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; 
Rice, 652. 

Sorghum, 672. 
Southern Minnesota division, Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul railway, elevations, 211, 
277, 349, 455, 474, 496, 522, 536; Mankato 
branch, 419. 

Specific gravity of building stones, 185, 195-203. 
Specimens in duplicate ordered, 109. 
Spirifer, 301,339. 
Springs, 71 f. n., 264,274, 275, ll86, 3ll6, 333, 

357,402,414,465,488,515,532,550,586,b90, 
595,610,611,620,645. 

Spruce, 139. 
Stalactites, 341. 
Standard Cement company, 434, 449. 
State buildings, 193. 
Staurolite, 43. 
Steaschist, 76,77. 
Steele county, chapter on, 394. 

Situation and area, 394. 
Surface features, 394. 

Natural drainage, 394. 
Water-power, 394. 
Topography, 395. 
'l'ownships described, 395. 
Elevations, 396. 
Soil and timber, 396. 
List of trees and shrubs, 397. 

Geological structure, 397. 
Trenton period, 397, 899. 
Cretaceous, 398,399. 

Owatonna well, 398. 
Glacial drift, 399. 
Terminal moraines, 400. 
Wells, 401. 
Mineral springs, 402. 
Pottery and brick, 402. 
Aboriginal mounds, 403. 

Steriocisma, 78. 
Stone buildings in Saint Paul, 191; in Minne-

apolis, 192. 
Stone City limestone, 183. 
Stone hammers in mounds, 673. 
Storks, 21. 
Straparollus Minnesotensis, 431. 
Strioo. See Glacial st?-icc. 
Stromatoporoid corals, 357. 
Strophomena, 78,292, 29a, 297, 300, 361, 655. 

alternata, 78,291,301,307. 
fluctuosa, 301, 307. 

Subsidence, 99, 101. [276,326,453,586. 
Subterranean streams, 71 f. n., 208, 237, 242, 
Sucker, 78. 
Sulphuret of copper, Huronian, 100. 
Sulphuret of lead, 32, 33, 2.59. 
Swans, 21. 
Syenite, 33, 142-9,569,596-7. 

Table of qualities of building stones, 184, 195-
Taconic controversy, 84. [203. 
Tamarack, 139. 
Terminal moraines. See Moraines. 
Terraces of modified drift, 118,227,261,313, 

317,364,386,445,496,510,545,564,581,583, 
607, 642, 643,662-.5. 
of rock strata, 270-4, 418, 625, 636, 665. 
of till, 607, 625, 626. 

'l'hickness of the ice-sheet, 484, 549. 
of drift. See D?'ift. 

Thousand-foot contour-line, Ill3. 
Tiles for drains, 452. 
Till (see D?'ift), 117,126,440; Fillmore county, 

311; Olmsted, 343; Mower, 36il; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 385; Steele, 399; Waseca, 413; 
Blue Earth,439-442; Faribault,460; Waton
wan and Martin, 478; Cottonwood and Jack
son, 505; Murray and Nobles, 526; Pipestone 
and Rock, 543; Brown and Redwood, 580; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 601; 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 620; Le Sueur, 
639; Rice, 658. 

Till, blue in western Minnesota, 126,440,627-8. 
changed by weathering to yellow next to 

surface, 440, 582, 625. 
contained in the ice-sheet, 440,602,604, 626, 

and exposed on it by melting, 604, 610, 662, 
665,668. 
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Redwood, 568; Coteau lakes, Dakota, 5H6; 
Big Stone lake, 617; Le Sueur county, 13313; 
Rice, 653. 

Silicified wood, 1343, 13139. 
Silurian rocks at St. Anthony falls, 83. 

See Lower and Upper Silurian. 
Silver, 52 f. n. 
Sink-holes, 209, 252, 275, 326, 333, 34l. 
Sioux Falls branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha railway, elevations, 536. 
Sioux quartzyte, 537. 
Slate, 32, 56,103; talcose, 75. 
Slickensides, 571. 
Sloughs, 524, 564, 595. 
Snow-fall in glacial period, 64!. 
Soils and subsoils, 63, 69, 125-9; soil of Hous

ton county, 213; Winona, 245; Fillmore, 277; 
Olmsted, 345; Mower, 350; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 380; Steele, 3913; Waseca, 409; 
Blue Earth, 420; Faribault, 456; Watonwan 
and Martin, 475; Cottonwood and Jackson, 
497; Murray and Nobles, 523; Pipestone and 
Rock, 537; Brown and Redwood, 567; Yel
low Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 595; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; 
Rice, 652. 

Sorghum, 672. 
Southern Minnesota division, Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul railway, elevations, 211, 
277, 349, 455, 474, 496, 522, 536; Mankato 
branch, 419. 

Specific gravity of building stones, 185,195-203. 
Specimens in duplicate ordered, 109. 
Spirifer, 301,339. 
Springs, 71 f. n., 264, 274, 275, 286, 326, 333, 

357, 402,414,465, 488,515,532, 550, 5813, b90, 

595,610,611,620,645. 
Spruce, 139. 
Stalactites, 341. 
Standard C~ment company, 434, 449. 
State buildings, 193. 
Staurolite, 43. 
Steaschist, 76, 77. 
Steele county, chapter on, 394. 

Situation and area, 394. 
Surface features, 394. 

Natural drainage, 394. 
Water-power, 394. 
Topography, 395. 
'l'ownships described, 395. 
Elevations, 396. 
Soil and timber, 396. 
List of trees and shrubs, 397. 

Geological structure, 397. 
Trenton period, 397, 899. 
Cretaceous, 398, 399. 

Owatonna well, 398. 
Glacial drift, 399. 
Terminal moraines, 400. 
Wells,40l. 
Mineral springs, 402. 
Pottery and brick, 402. 
Aboriginal mounds, 403. 

Steriocisma, 78. 
Stone buildings in Saint Paul, 191; in Minne-

apolis, 192. 
Stone City limestone, 183. 
Stone hammers in mounds, 073. 
Storks,2l. 
Straparollus Minnesotensis, 43l. 
Strife. See Glacictl stricc. 
Stromatoporoid corals, 357. 
Strophomena, 78, 292, 29X, 297, 300, 3131, 0,5,5. 

alternata, 78,291,301,307. 
fiuctuosa, 301, 307. 

Subsidence, 99, 101. [276,326,4,53, 5S6. 
Subterranean streams, 71 f. n., 208, 237, 242, 
Sucker, 78. 
Sulphuret of copper, Huronian, 100. 
8ulphuret of lead, 32, 33, 2,59. 
Swans, 21. 
Syenite, 33, 142-9,5139,590-7. 

Table of qualities of building stones, 184,195-
Taconic controversy, 84. [203. 
Tamarack, 139. 
Terminal moraines. See Momines. 
Terraces of modified drift, 118, 227, 261, 313, 

317,364,386,445,496,510,545,564,581,583, 
607, 642, 643, 062-,5. 
of rock strata, 270-4, 418, 625, 636, 605. 
of till, 607, 625, 626. 

Thickness of the ice-sheet, 484, 549. 
of drift. See Drift. 

Thousand-foot contour-line, 123. 
Tiles for drains, 4,52. 
Till (see Drift), 117,126,440; Fillmore county, 

311; Olmsted, 343; Mower, 362; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 385; Steele, 399; Waseca, 413; 
Blue Earth, 439-442; Faribault,460; Waton
wan and Martin,478; Cottonwood and Jack
son, 505; Murray and Nobles, 526; Pipestone 
and Rock, 543; Brown and Redwood, 580; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 601; 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 620; Le Sueur, 
639; Rice, 1358. 

Till, blue in western Minnesota, 126,440, 627-8. 
changed by weathering to yellow next to 

surface, 440,582, 625. 
contained in the ice-sheet, 440,602,604, 626, 

and exposed on it by melting, 604,610, 662, 
665,668. 
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Redwood, 568; Coteau lakes, Dakota, 5H6; 
Big Stone lake, 617; Le Sueur county, 13313; 
Rice, 653. 

Silicified wood, 1343, 13139. 
Silurian rocks at St. Anthony falls, 83. 

See Lower and Upper Silurian. 
Silver, 52 f. n. 
Sink-holes, 209, 252, 275, 326, 333, 34l. 
Sioux Falls branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha railway, elevations, 536. 
Sioux quartzyte, 537. 
Slate, 32, 56,103; talcose, 75. 
Slickensides, 571. 
Sloughs, 524, 564, 595. 
Snow-fall in glacial period, 64!. 
Soils and subsoils, 63, 69, 125-9; soil of Hous

ton county, 213; Winona, 245; Fillmore, 277; 
Olmsted, 345; Mower, 350; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 380; Steele, 3913; Waseca, 409; 
Blue Earth, 420; Faribault, 456; Watonwan 
and Martin, 475; Cottonwood and Jackson, 
497; Murray and Nobles, 523; Pipestone and 
Rock, 537; Brown and Redwood, 567; Yel
low Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 595; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; 
Rice, 652. 

Sorghum, 672. 
Southern Minnesota division, Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul railway, elevations, 211, 
277, 349, 455, 474, 496, 522, 536; Mankato 
branch, 419. 

Specific gravity of building stones, 185,195-203. 
Specimens in duplicate ordered, 109. 
Spirifer, 301,339. 
Springs, 71 f. n., 264, 274, 275, 286, 326, 333, 

357, 402,414,465, 488,515,532, 550, 5813, b90, 

595,610,611,620,645. 
Spruce, 139. 
Stalactites, 341. 
Standard C~ment company, 434, 449. 
State buildings, 193. 
Staurolite, 43. 
Steaschist, 76, 77. 
Steele county, chapter on, 394. 

Situation and area, 394. 
Surface features, 394. 

Natural drainage, 394. 
Water-power, 394. 
Topography, 395. 
'l'ownships described, 395. 
Elevations, 396. 
Soil and timber, 396. 
List of trees and shrubs, 397. 

Geological structure, 397. 
Trenton period, 397, 899. 
Cretaceous, 398, 399. 

Owatonna well, 398. 
Glacial drift, 399. 
Terminal moraines, 400. 
Wells,40l. 
Mineral springs, 402. 
Pottery and brick, 402. 
Aboriginal mounds, 403. 

Steriocisma, 78. 
Stone buildings in Saint Paul, 191; in Minne-

apolis, 192. 
Stone City limestone, 183. 
Stone hammers in mounds, 073. 
Storks,2l. 
Straparollus Minnesotensis, 43l. 
Strife. See Glacictl stricc. 
Stromatoporoid corals, 357. 
Strophomena, 78, 292, 29X, 297, 300, 3131, 0,5,5. 

alternata, 78,291,301,307. 
fiuctuosa, 301, 307. 

Subsidence, 99, 101. [276,326,4,53, 5S6. 
Subterranean streams, 71 f. n., 208, 237, 242, 
Sucker, 78. 
Sulphuret of copper, Huronian, 100. 
8ulphuret of lead, 32, 33, 2,59. 
Swans, 21. 
Syenite, 33, 142-9,5139,590-7. 

Table of qualities of building stones, 184,195-
Taconic controversy, 84. [203. 
Tamarack, 139. 
Terminal moraines. See Momines. 
Terraces of modified drift, 118, 227, 261, 313, 

317,364,386,445,496,510,545,564,581,583, 
607, 642, 643, 062-,5. 
of rock strata, 270-4, 418, 625, 636, 605. 
of till, 607, 625, 626. 

Thickness of the ice-sheet, 484, 549. 
of drift. See Drift. 

Thousand-foot contour-line, 123. 
Tiles for drains, 4,52. 
Till (see Drift), 117,126,440; Fillmore county, 

311; Olmsted, 343; Mower, 362; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 385; Steele, 399; Waseca, 413; 
Blue Earth, 439-442; Faribault,460; Waton
wan and Martin,478; Cottonwood and Jack
son, 505; Murray and Nobles, 526; Pipestone 
and Rock, 543; Brown and Redwood, 580; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 601; 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 620; Le Sueur, 
639; Rice, 1358. 

Till, blue in western Minnesota, 126,440, 627-8. 
changed by weathering to yellow next to 

surface, 440,582, 625. 
contained in the ice-sheet, 440,602,604, 626, 

and exposed on it by melting, 604,610, 662, 
665,668. 
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Redwood, 568; Coteau lakes, Dakota, 5H6; 
Big stone lake, 617; Le Sueur county, 636; 
Rice, 65S. 

Silicified wood, 643, 669. 
Silurian rocks at St. Anthony falls, 83. 

See Lower and Upper Silurian. 
Silver, 52 f. n. 
Sink-holes, 209, 252, 275, 326, 333, 34l. 
Sioux Falls branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha rail way, elevations, 536. 
Sioux quartzyte, 537. 
Slate, 32, 56,103; talcose, 75. 
Slickensides, 571. 
Sloughs, 524, 564, 5H5. 
Snow-fall in glaCial Ptlriod, 641. 
Soils and subsoils, 63, 69, 125-H; soil of Hous

ton county, 213; Winona,245; Fillmore, 277; 
Olmsted, 345; Mower, 350; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 380; Steele, 396; Waseca, 40H; 
Blue Earth, 420; Faribault, 456; Watonwan 
and Martin, 475; Cottonwood and Jackson, 
497; Murray and Nobles, 523; Pipestone and 
Rock,537; Brown and Redwood, 567; Yel
low ~Iedicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 595; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; 
Rice, 652. 

Sorghum, 672. 
Southern Minnesota division, Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul railway, elevations, 211, 
277, 349, 455, 474, 496, 522, 536; Mankato 
branch,419. 

Specific gravity of building stones, 185, 195-203. 
Specimens in duplicate ordered, 109. 
Spirifer, 30L 339. 
Springs, 71 f. n., 264, 274, 275, ::l86, 326, 333, 

357,402,414, 465, 488,515,53::l,550,586,b90, 
595,610,611,620,645. 

Spruce, 139. 
Stalactites, 341. 
Standard Cement company, 434,449. 
State buildings, 193. 
Staurolite, 43. 
Steaschist, 76, 77. 
Steele county, chapter on, 394. 

Situation and area, 394. 
Surface features, 394. 

Natural drainage, 394. 
Water-power, 394. 
Topography, 395. 
'l'ownships described, 395. 
Elevations, 396. 
Soil and timber, 396. 
List of trees and shrubs, 397. 

Geological structure, 397. 
Trenton period, 397, 899. 
Cretaceous, 398,399. 

Owatonna well, 398. 
Glacial drift, 399. 
Terminal moraines, 400. 
Wells, 401. 
Mineral springs, ,102. 
Pottery and brick, 402. 
Aboriginal mounds, 403. 

Steriocisma, 78, 
Stone buildings in Saint Paul, 191; in Minne-

apolis, 192. 
Stone City limestone, 183. 
Stone hammers in mounds, 673. 
Storks, 21. 
Straparollus .!Ylinnesotensis, 43I. 
Stri::e, See Glacial s/-ricc. 
StromatoporOid corals, 357. 
Strophomena, 78,292,29:" 297, 300, 361, 655. 

altemata, 78.291,301,307. 
fluctnosa, 301, 307. 

Subsidence, 99, 101. [276,326,453,586. 
Subterranean streams, 71f.n., 208,237,242, 
Sucker, 78. 
Sulphuret of copper, Huronian, 100. 
Sulphuret of lead, 32, 33,259. 
Swans,2l. 
Syenite, 33, 142-9, 569, 596-7, 

Table of qualities of building stones, 184,195-
Taconic controversy, 84. [203. 
Tamarack, 139. 
Terminal moraines. See Moraines. 
Terraces of modified drift, 118, 227, 261, 313, 

317,364,386,445,496,510,545,564,581,583, 
607, 642, 643. 662-5. 
of rock strata, 270-4, 418, 625, 636, 665. 
of till, 607, 625, 626. 

Thickness of the ice-sheet, 484, 549. 
of drift. See Drift. 

Thousand-foot contour-line, 123. 
Tiles for drains, 452. 
Till (see Drilt), 117,126,440; Fillmore county, 

311; Olmsted, 343; Mower, 36~; Dodge. 374; 
Freeborn, 385; Steele, 399; Waseca, 413; 
Blue Earth, 439-442; Faribault,460; Waton
wan and Martin,478; Cottonwood and Jack
son, 505; Murray and Nobles, 526; Pipestone 
and Rock, 543; Brown and Redwood, 580; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 601; 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 620; Le Sueur, 
639; Rice, 658. 

Till, blue in western Minnesota, 126,440,627-8. 
changed by weathering to yellow next to 

surface, 440, 582, 625. 
contained in the ice-sheet, 440, 602, 604, 626, 

and exposed on it by melting, 604, 610,662, 
665,668. 
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Redwood, 568; Coteau lakes, Dakota, 5H6; 
Big stone lake, 617; Le Sueur county, 636; 
Rice, 65S. 

Silicified wood, 643, 669. 
Silurian rocks at St. Anthony falls, 83. 

See Lower and Upper Silurian. 
Silver, 52 f. n. 
Sink-holes, 209, 252, 275, 326, 333, 34l. 
Sioux Falls branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis & Omaha rail way, elevations, 536. 
Sioux quartzyte, 537. 
Slate, 32, 56,103; talcose, 75. 
Slickensides, 571. 
Sloughs, 524, 564, 5H5. 
Snow-fall in glaCial Ptlriod, 641. 
Soils and subsoils, 63, 69, 125-H; soil of Hous

ton county, 213; Winona,245; Fillmore, 277; 
Olmsted, 345; Mower, 350; Dodge, 374; 
Freeborn, 380; Steele, 396; Waseca, 40H; 
Blue Earth, 420; Faribault, 456; Watonwan 
and Martin, 475; Cottonwood and Jackson, 
497; Murray and Nobles, 523; Pipestone and 
Rock,537; Brown and Redwood, 567; Yel
low ~Iedicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 595; Big 
Stone and Lac qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; 
Rice, 652. 

Sorghum, 672. 
Southern Minnesota division, Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul railway, elevations, 211, 
277, 349, 455, 474, 496, 522, 536; Mankato 
branch,419. 

Specific gravity of building stones, 185, 195-203. 
Specimens in duplicate ordered, 109. 
Spirifer, 30L 339. 
Springs, 71 f. n., 264, 274, 275, ::l86, 326, 333, 

357,402,414, 465, 488,515,53::l,550,586,b90, 
595,610,611,620,645. 

Spruce, 139. 
Stalactites, 341. 
Standard Cement company, 434,449. 
State buildings, 193. 
Staurolite, 43. 
Steaschist, 76, 77. 
Steele county, chapter on, 394. 

Situation and area, 394. 
Surface features, 394. 

Natural drainage, 394. 
Water-power, 394. 
Topography, 395. 
'l'ownships described, 395. 
Elevations, 396. 
Soil and timber, 396. 
List of trees and shrubs, 397. 

Geological structure, 397. 
Trenton period, 397, 899. 
Cretaceous, 398,399. 

Owatonna well, 398. 
Glacial drift, 399. 
Terminal moraines, 400. 
Wells, 401. 
Mineral springs, ,102. 
Pottery and brick, 402. 
Aboriginal mounds, 403. 

Steriocisma, 78, 
Stone buildings in Saint Paul, 191; in Minne-

apolis, 192. 
Stone City limestone, 183. 
Stone hammers in mounds, 673. 
Storks, 21. 
Straparollus .!Ylinnesotensis, 43I. 
Stri::e, See Glacial s/-ricc. 
StromatoporOid corals, 357. 
Strophomena, 78,292,29:" 297, 300, 361, 655. 

altemata, 78.291,301,307. 
fluctnosa, 301, 307. 

Subsidence, 99, 101. [276,326,453,586. 
Subterranean streams, 71f.n., 208,237,242, 
Sucker, 78. 
Sulphuret of copper, Huronian, 100. 
Sulphuret of lead, 32, 33,259. 
Swans,2l. 
Syenite, 33, 142-9, 569, 596-7, 
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Tamarack, 139. 
Terminal moraines. See Moraines. 
Terraces of modified drift, 118, 227, 261, 313, 

317,364,386,445,496,510,545,564,581,583, 
607, 642, 643. 662-5. 
of rock strata, 270-4, 418, 625, 636, 665. 
of till, 607, 625, 626. 

Thickness of the ice-sheet, 484, 549. 
of drift. See Drift. 

Thousand-foot contour-line, 123. 
Tiles for drains, 452. 
Till (see Drilt), 117,126,440; Fillmore county, 

311; Olmsted, 343; Mower, 36~; Dodge. 374; 
Freeborn, 385; Steele, 399; Waseca, 413; 
Blue Earth, 439-442; Faribault,460; Waton
wan and Martin,478; Cottonwood and Jack
son, 505; Murray and Nobles, 526; Pipestone 
and Rock, 543; Brown and Redwood, 580; 
Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincoln, 601; 
Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 620; Le Sueur, 
639; Rice, 658. 

Till, blue in western Minnesota, 126,440,627-8. 
changed by weathering to yellow next to 

surface, 440, 582, 625. 
contained in the ice-sheet, 440, 602, 604, 626, 

and exposed on it by melting, 604, 610,662, 
665,668. 
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Till, effect of glacial lakes on its deposition, 
408,442,545,622,659,661. 

red (chiefly in eastern Minnesota), 126-7, 
627,658. 

varieties, 126,440-2,461,465,512,529,530, 
543,582,607,659,661. 

yellow till below blue till, 529. 
red till below the blue, 659. 

Timber, 136-140, 636; Houston county, 214; 
Winona, 247; Fillmore,278; Olmsted,331; 
Mower,350; Dodge, 369; Freeborn, 378-9, 
381; Steele, 395-7; Waseca, 409; Blue Earth, 
421; Faribault, 456; Watonwan and Martin, 
476; Cottonwood and Jackson, 498; Murray 
and Nobles, 525; Pipestone and Rock, 537; 
Brown and Redwood, 567; Yellow Medicine, 
Lyon and Lincoln, 596; Big Stone and Lac 
qui Parle, 617; Le Sueur, 636; Rice, 653, 672. 

Topography, 120-5, 406; Houston connty, 208; 
Winona, 238; Fillmore, 270; Olmsted, 328; 
Mower, 348; Dodge, 368; Freeborn, 376; 
Steele,395; Waseca, 405; Blue Earth, 416; 
Faribault, 465; Watonwan and Martin, 473; 
Cottonwood and Jackson, 494; Murray and 
Nobles, 619; Pipestone and Rock, 634; Brown 
and Redwood, 663; Yellow Medicine, Lyon 
and Lincoln, 691; Big Stone and Lac qui 
Parle, 614; I.e Sueur, 633; Rice, 661. 

Tourmaline, 39. 
Traditions of the Indians, 64, 69, 646. 
Trap-rock, 32, 33, 97, 100, 104, 600. 
Travertine, 327, 613, 660, 687, 610, 611, 620. 
Trees, 138-9,636; Houston county, 214; Wino-

na, 247; Fillmore, 278; Olmsted, 331; Mower, 
361; Dodge, 369; Freeborn, 381; Steele, 397; 
Waseca, 410; Blue Earth, 421; Faribault, 
467; Watonwan and Martin, 476; Cotton
wood and Jackson, 499; Murray and Nobles, 
526; Pipestone and Hock, 637; Brown and 
Hedwood,668; Yellow Medicine, Lyon and 
Lincoln, 696; Big Stone and Lac qui Parle, 
617; Le Sueur, 636; Hice, 663. 

Tree cultivation, 331, 382,526. 
Tree, supposed fossil, 698. 
Trenton formations, 86,102; as building stones, 

167-176; Houston county, 218; Winona, 260; 
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Drift and contour, 478. 
Third terminal moraine, 478. 
Chains of lakes, 479. 
Boulders and gravel, 485. 
Wells, 486. 

Material resources, 488. 
Water-powers, 489. 
Stone, bricks, peat, 489. 

Aboriginal mounds, 489. 
Weathering, 169, 174, 176,226,233,286,655. 

See Erosion and Till. 
Well, salt, at Belle Plaine, 104. 
Wells: Owatonna, 398; Mankato,423; Heron 

Lake,503; Houston county, 230; Fillmore, 
315; Olmst.ed, 345; Mower, 363; Freeborn, 
389; Steele, 398, 401; Waseca, 411; BIue 
Earth, 442; Faribault, 465; Watonwan, 486; 
Martin, 486; Cottollwood, 51 0; Jackson, 511; 
Murray, 528; Nobles,529; Pipestone, 550; 
Rock, 551; Brown, 583; Redwood, 585; 
Yellow Medicine, 607; Lyon,608; Lincoln, 
609; Big Stone, 629; Lac qui Parle, 629; 
Le Sueur, 643; Rice, 670. 

See Artesian wells and Flowing wells. 
'Wells, curbing for, 610. 
Wheat, 498, 610. 
White-fish, 78, 89. 
White pine, 138. 
White Rock bluff, 59,637. [671. 
Winds, effects of, 66 f. n.,226, 535, 541, 623,641, 
Winnipeg, limestone boulders from near, 509, 

533, 620, 643. 
basin, orainage from, during recession of 
ice-sheet, 101, 134, 615, 622. 

Winona & St. Peter division of the Chicago & 
Northwestern railway, elevations, 245,329, 
369,396,408,419,565,593,635. 

Winona county, chapter on, 236. 
Situation and area, 236. 
Surface features, 236. 

Natural drainage, 236. 
Water-power mills, 237. 
Topography, 238. 
Elevations, 242. 
Soil and timber, 245. 
Trees and shrubs, 247. 

Geological structure, 249. 
Trenton rocks, 249. 
St. Peter sandstone, 251. 
Shakopee limestone, 252. 
Jordan sandstone, 252. 
St. Lawrence limestone, 253. 
Drift,260. 
High alluvial terrace, 261. 
Loess loam, 262. 

Fossils in allUVium, 264. 
Springs, 264. 

Material resources, ~65. 
Stone quarries, 26.5. 
Quicklime, 265. 
Brick,266. 
Archreology, 266. 
Minerals, 267. 

Wisconsin, Minnesota & Pacific railway, ele
vations, 6.52. 

Wood. See TimbeT and Trees; also Silicijied 
wood. 

Wood in drift deposits, 314, 345,363,375,390, 
402,413,487,511,530,552,553,584,586,630, 
671. 

Wooden well-curbing, 510, .554,608,670. 
'Woodstock branch, Chicago, St. Paul, Minne

apolis & Omaha railway, elevations, 536. 

Yellow Medicine, Lyon and Lincohl counties, 
chapter on, 589. 
Situation and area, .5S9. 
Surface features, 590. 

Natural drainage, 590. 
Lakes, 591. 
Topography, 591. 
Coteau des Prairies, 593, 601. 
Elevations, 593, 
Soil and timber, 59.5. 

Geological structure, .596. 
Eozoic rocks, 596. 
Cretaceous beds, .598. 
Glacial and modified drift, 600. 
Outer or western terminal moraine, 602. 
Channels through t.he outer moraine, 603. 
Second terminal moraine, 60.5. 
Third terminal moraine, 60.5. 
Antelope valley, 60.5. 
Ancient water·courses, 606. 
Fourth, fifth and sixth moraines, 606. 
Modified drift, 606. 
Boulders, 607. 
Wells, 607. 
Travertine, 610. 
Springs, 610. 

Material resources, 610. 
'Water-powers, 611. 
Builditjg stone, 611. 
Lime, 611. 
Bricks, 612. 

Aboriginal earthworks, 612. 
Yew, American, 139. 
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